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FOREWORD
This volume contains the Statements of Position issued 
by the Accounting Standards Division, as of January 1, 
1981, with superseded portions deleted and amendments 
included. This volume is a reprint of the part of the 
looseleaf edition of AICPA Technical Practice Aids 
containing those Statements of Position.
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Dennis R. Beresford, Chairman
Paul Rosenfield, Director

STATEMENTS OF POSITION 
ACCOUNTING STANDARDS DIVISION
Introduction
Statements of Position of the Accounting Standards Division are 
issued to influence the development of accounting standards in 
directions the Division believes are in the public interest and, 
in certain circumstances, to propose revisions or clarifications to 
recommendations on accounting standards contained in industry- 
oriented Audit Guides and Accounting Guides published by the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Statements 
of Position of the Accounting Standards Division do not estab­
lish standards enforceable under the Code of Professional Ethics 
of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
In September 1979, the Financial Accounting Standards Board 
issued Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 32, 
Specialized Accounting and Reporting Principles and Practices in 
AICPA Statements of Position and Guides on Accounting and 
Auditing Matters, an amendment of APB Opinion No. 20, Ac­
counting Changes. This Statement specifies that the specialized 
accounting and reporting principles and practices contained in 
designated AICPA Statements of Position are preferable account­
ing principles for purposes of applying APB Opinion No. 20.
V
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Recognition of Profit on 
Sales of Receivables 
with Recourse
[Recommendation to Financial Accounting Standards Board]
AICPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants1211 Avenue of the Americas. New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
June 14, 1974
Marshall S. Armstrong, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Armstrong:
The accompanying Statement of Position presents recommendations 
of the AICPA Accounting Standards Division on Recognition of 
Profit on Sales of Receivables with Recourse. It was prepared 
on behalf of the Division by the Accounting Standards Executive 
Committee for consideration by the Financial Accounting Stand­
ards Board and for such action as the Board deems appropriate.
The Statement takes the position that a uniform accounting 
approach is desirable for the recognition of profit or loss on 
sales of receivables with recourse and that the "delayed recog­
nition" method rather than the "immediate recognition" method 
is preferable. This position is reached by examining the types 
of transactions in question, presenting the two prevalent 
methods of accounting for such transactions, describing the 
rationale supporting the use of each, and reviewing present 
accounting literature.
The Statement also examines the possibility that these trans­
actions may be separated into the sale of receivables, on the 
one hand, and the retention of credit risks, on the other, 
profit and loss being allocated for each of these two elements 
of the overall transaction. A. majority of the Executive 
Committee finds this method Impracticable in most cases and 
without adequate theoretical basis. A minority finds that the 
technique is, under certain circumstances, not only practicable 
but preferable.
AICPA Letter
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To: Mr. Marshall Armstrong - Page Two - June 14, 1974
Finally, the Statement sets forth recommended methods of 
systematic amortization for the "delayed recognition" approach 
and presents guidelines on disclosure for these transactions.
The Division would appreciate being advised as to the Board's 
proposed action on these recommendations.
Sincerely yours
STANLEY J. SCOTT
Chairman
Accounting Standards Division
SJS/Lc
Enclosure
AICPA Letter
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NOTES
Statements of Position of the Accounting Standards Division are 
issued for the general information of those interested in the subject. 
They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the Accounting 
Standards Executive Committee, which is the senior technical body of 
the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of 
financial accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of Statements of Position is to influence the devel­
opment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the Divi­
sion believes are in the public interest. It is intended that they should 
be considered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority to 
issue pronouncements on the subject. However, Statements of Posi­
tion do not establish standards enforceable under the Institute’s Code 
of Professional Ethics.
RECOGNITION OF PROFIT ON SALES OF 
RECEIVABLES WITH RECOURSE
INTRODUCTION
.01 The Accounting Standards Division (the Division) of the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has reviewed 
the accounting practices used by business enterprises for the 
recognition of profit (or loss) on sales of receivables with re­
course.1 The review indicated that in current practice two ac­
counting methods are widely used in these transactions. The 
review also found that both accounting methods have been in use 
within specific industries. These two accounting methods are dis­
cussed in the “Current Practice” section of this Statement.
1The term recourse in the context of this Statement refers generally to the 
contractual right of a purchaser of receivables to demand payment from the 
seller of such receivables in the event of default by the debtor. However, the 
term may also refer to agreements between a buyer and a seller of receivables, 
such as guarantees by the seller of a “yield” to the buyer on the receivables 
sold, which constitute “recourse” in substance.
.02 In recent years accountants, regulatory authorities, 
investors, and other users of financial statements have expressed 
concern over the acceptability of alternative accounting methods 
in accounting for similar business transactions. The Division be­
lieves that it is not desirable to have alternative accounting 
methods acceptable for the recognition of profit on sales of re­
ceivables with recourse. Therefore, the Division is expressing in 
§ 10,010.02
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this Statement its position on a preferable method. Its position 
is set forth below under “The Division’s Position.”
.03 The scope of this Statement is restricted to the subject of 
profit (or loss) recognition on sales of receivables with recourse. 
This Statement does not discuss and is not intended to apply to 
the sale of receivables on a non-recourse basis, the recording of 
transactions giving rise to receivables, the imputation of interest 
on receivables2 or the presentation of sales of receivables with 
recourse in financial statements.
2 Provisions for recognizing the appropriate rate of interest on receivables 
are discussed in APB Opinion No. 21, Interest on 'Receivables and Payables, 
and those provisions are applicable to the initial recording of transactions 
giving rise to receivables.
§ 10,010.03
.04 The Division’s position as set forth herein applies to 
financial statements which purport to present financial position, 
changes in financial position, or results of operations in con­
formity with generally accepted accounting principles. It also 
applies to regulated companies in accordance with the provision 
of the Addendum to APB Opinion No. 2, Accounting for the In­
vestment Credit (1962).
TERMINOLOGY
.05 The key terms in this Statement are defined below as they 
are used herein. Some additional definitions will be given as the 
need arises in the course of this Statement.
.06 Receivables. Receivables recorded under generally ac­
cepted accounting principles represent contractual rights to re­
ceive monies. They may arise from sales of products or services 
in the normal course of business which are due in customary 
trade terms (generally less than one year) and sales made pur­
suant to conditional sales contracts which are payable in monthly 
installments over periods often ranging from 3 to 10 or more 
years. Receivables may also arise from lending activities, such as 
mortgage loans for the purchase of real estate, direct cash loans 
to individuals, loans to businesses to finance working capital, and 
loans for other purposes. Certain contractual rights to receive 
monies, such as those related to unperformed portions of execu­
tory contracts, are ordinarily not recognized as receivables under 
generally accepted accounting principles.
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.07 Face Amount. The face amount is the sum of money out­
standing on a legal instrument that obligates a party to pay an­
other party a specified amount. It may be the exact amount ex­
pressed on a note, bond, conditional sales contract, etc. The face 
amount of a receivable may comprise some or all of the following:
(a) The sales price of goods or services sold or the 
amount of a cash loan.
(b) Finance charges (interest) to be collected and earned 
during the term of the receivable for the use of 
monies.
(c) Service charges assessed the debtor for initiating the 
receivable, including such out-of-pocket costs as filing 
fees and credit investigation reports.
(d) Fees for maintenance contracts purchased by the 
debtor and insurance premiums for various types of 
insurance coverage (generally credit life insurance, 
credit accident and health insurance, or fire and 
casualty insurance).
.08 Net Receivable. The net receivable is the face amount of 
the receivable less related unearned finance and service charges, 
unearned amounts applicable to executory contracts, and amounts 
included in the face amount for which the creditor’s function is 
solely that of an agent such as insurance premiums to be collected 
and remitted to an insurance company. Sometimes the net re­
ceivable is equal to the face amount.
.09 Executory Contract Amount. The executory contract 
amount is the amount included in the face amount of a receivable 
representing the unperformed portion of an executory contract 
(such as a maintenance, management, or service agreement).
.10 Agency Amount. An agency amount is an amount in the 
face amount of a receivable representing the cost to the debtor of 
a service for which the seller or lender has acted only as an agent. 
Insurance premiums and maintenance fees may be agency 
amounts.
.11 Differential. The differential is the difference, after ad­
§ 10,010.10
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justment if necessary for executory contract and agency 
amounts, between the amount for which the receivable is sold and 
the net receivable. This difference is variously referred to as “en­
dorsement fee, ” “ participation fee, ” “ placement fee, ” “ interest 
differential,’’ and ‘‘finance fee.’’ In those cases where the amount 
of the net receivables exceeds the amount for which the receiv­
ables are sold, the difference is usually termed “discount” or 
“loss.” In this Statement only the term “differential” will be 
used to describe the difference arising from the sale of receiv­
ables at either more or less than the net receivables.
BACKGROUND AND NATURE OF TRANSACTIONS
.12 Some companies occasionally or regularly “package” 
some or all of their receivables and sell them to financial insti­
tutions or others to meet their financing needs. There is usually a 
difference between the net receivables and the amount for which 
the receivables are sold. In many instances the volume of receiv­
ables sold by companies is substantial, and the differential arising 
from such transactions is significant in the determination of re­
sults of operations of the seller. In addition to the volume of re­
ceivables sold, the differential may be dependent on such factors 
as the general level of interest rates, the stated interest rate of the 
receivables, the credit standing of the seller, the length of the pay­
ment period of the receivables, and the type and value of any 
security. Often receivables are sold on a recourse basis, and the 
seller of the receivables is obligated to reacquire the receivables 
in the event of a default by the debtor. The types of recourse ar­
rangements will be examined after the calculation of the differ­
ential is explained.
.13 The examples below illustrate how differentials may be 
calculated. They are presented only as illustrations. Because 
there are many possible variations in agreements involving the 
sale of receivables, the determination of the differential will de­
pend on the circumstances in each case. Although these illustra­
tions assume the sale of whole receivables, there may also be 
sales of portions of receivables or groups of receivables in bulk 
without specific identification. In the cases below note that Ex­
ample A includes the finance charges (add-on interest) in the 
face amount, whereas Example B does not. Example C illustrates 
§ 10,010.11
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a contractual arrangement that includes finance charges and ex­
ecutory items in the face amount.
example a :
Sales price of goods.......................................... $10,000
Less initial payment received........................... 1,000
Net receivable (balance to be financed 
on an installment contract payable 
over 120 months)........................................ 9,000
Add-on finance charges (14% per annum 
effective interest rate).......................  7,769
Face amount of receivable (payable 
$139.74 per month).....................................$16,769
Amount for which receivable is sold, 
i.e., face amount of receivable discounted 
to yield 10¼% to the buyer (present 
value at 10%% of $16,769 payable 
over 120 months)........................................ $10,464
Net receivable................................................... 9,000
Differential ....................................................... $ 1,464
example b :
Original amount (principal) of a 6% note 
payable in equal monthly installments 
of $119.90, including interest, over 
360 months.................................................. $20,000
Principal amount of 120 payments received 
to date of sale of receivable........................ 3,263
Face amount and net receivable.........................$16,737
Amount for which receivable is sold, 
i.e., net receivable discounted to yield 
8% to the buyer (present value at 
8% of 240 monthly payments of $119.90)... .$14,335
Face amount and net receivable........................ 16,737
Differential .......................................................$(2,402)
§ 10,010.13
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EXAMPLE C :
Sales price of goods........................................... $ 5,000
Credit life insurance premium for a
3 year, single premium contract................... $ 150
Maintenance contract for 3 years.................... 300
Total.................................................................. 5,450
Less initial payment received.......................... 500
Balance to be financed on an installment
contract payable over 36 months................... 4,950
Finance charges at 12% per annum................. 968
Face amount of receivable (payable 
$164.39 per month)......................................$ 5,918
Amount for which receivable is sold, i.e., 
face amount of receivable discounted to 
yield 10% to the buyer (present value at 
10% of $5,918 payable over 36 months)....$ 5,095
Net receivable ($4,950 less $300 maintenance 
contract fee and $150 credit life 
insurance premium)................................... 4,500
Difference between the amount of 
proceeds and the net receivable................. 595
Less adjustment for executory item and 
insurance premiums ($300 maintenance 
contract fee and $150 credit life 
insurance premium)................................... 450
Differential ........................................................$ 145
.14 When receivables are sold on a recourse basis, the form 
of recourse arrangements may vary. In some situations the buyer 
of the receivables is obligated to return any collateral security 
for the receivable to the seller before the seller is compelled to 
perform under the recourse arrangement. In other cases a mere 
default on payment by the debtor will obligate the seller to re­
acquire the receivable. In some instances the buyer of the receiv­
ables may remarket any goods it obtains by repossession and 
apply the proceeds therefrom against the receivable balance. In 
that event the seller may be required to pay any deficiency in the 
receivable balance remaining after the application of such pro­
ceeds. Sometimes the liability of the seller with respect to re­
§ 10,010.14
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course provisions is limited to stipulated amounts or percentages 
of the receivables sold. Such partial recourse arrangements may, 
however, provide the buyer adequate assurance of the recovery 
of his investment after considering the value of the collateral 
securing the receivable. In addition to reacquiring the receivable, 
the seller may also be required to refund to the buyer a portion 
of the differential originally received on the defaulted receivable, 
thus effectively guaranteeing the buyer a stipulated investment 
yield. Although the form of recourse arrangements may vary, in 
all cases the seller retains risks.
.15 The buyer’s security in these transactions is frequently 
derived from a provision for the temporary retention by the 
buyer of a portion of the amount for which the receivables are 
sold. Such retained amounts are often referred to as “dealers’ 
reserves” or “hold-backs.” The terms governing “dealers’ re­
serves’’ are defined in the agreement between the buyer and the 
seller of receivables. The amount of such “dealers ’ reserves ’’ may 
be determined by the buyer based on loss experience developed 
from previous transactions with the seller or others. Amounts 
retained in “dealers ’ reserve’’ accounts are sometimes remitted 
to the seller as the reserve account exceeds stipulated percentages 
of the uncollected receivables. Agreements may provide that the 
“dealers’ reserves” be charged for credit losses or rebates of 
finance charges resulting from either early extinguishment by 
the debtor or default. Some agreements may limit the buyer’s 
recourse to the seller to amounts set aside in the “dealers’ re­
serve.” However, in most cases “dealers’ reserves” represent 
a substantial security for the buyer’s investment.
.16 The agreement between the buyer and the seller of 
receivables stipulates which party is to perform administrative 
and collection functions for the receivables sold. These functions 
are usually referred to as ‘‘servicing.’’ If the seller retains the 
servicing functions, the agreement may provide for a ‘‘servicing 
fee” to be paid by the buyer. If the agreement does not specifi­
cally provide for compensation to the party performing the ser­
vicing, compensation for the future servicing will nevertheless 
be reflected in the amount for which the receivable is sold. Be­
cause the ultimate cost of the obligation to service is not deter­
minable at the time of sale, the servicing provision necessarily 
enters into the degree of risk retained by the seller and accord­
ingly influences the amount of the differential.
§ 10,010.16
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.17 Although, as previously mentioned, the unperformed 
portions of executory contracts are ordinarily not recognized 
as receivables under generally accepted accounting principles, 
they may be included in the face amount of the receivable. Ex­
ecutory contract amounts usually enter into the risks retained by 
the seller. Normally these amounts are refundable to the buyer 
in the event of default, prepayment, or cancellation of a mainte­
nance contract, etc., by the debtor. Therefore they influence the 
amount for which the receivable is sold and the differential and 
perhaps other terms of the agreement between the buyer and 
seller.
.18 There may be types of financing arrangements comparable 
in substance to transactions involving the sale of receivables. 
For example, a company may obtain from a lender a firm com­
mitment3 to provide financing to its customer prior to closing the 
sales transaction with the customer. In such cases at the time the 
sale is closed the customer receives the products or services sold, 
the lender obtains a receivable, and the company receives cash 
or other assets from the lender. In addition to receiving proceeds 
equivalent to the sales price of the product or services sold, the 
company may receive from the lender a portion of the finance 
charges stated in the receivable obtained by the lender. If the 
company guarantees the lender against loss arising from default 
by the debtor, the portion of the finance charges received from 
the lender is in substance the differential. To take another type of 
example, participation agreements or factoring arrangements, if 
they provide for recourse, may also be comparable in substance 
to transactions involving the sale of receivables and give rise to 
differential. In such cases the concepts discussed in this State­
ment regarding the recognition of profit arising from the sale of 
receivables with recourse are equally appropriate.
3 Financing commitments may be obtained directly from a lender or indi­
rectly through intermediaries such as servicing companies.
CURRENT PRACTICE
.19 The following paragraphs discuss the two accounting 
methods commonly used by business enterprises for the recogni­
tion of profit on sales of receivables with recourse. For the pur­
poses of this Statement, those two accounting methods are 
termed the “delayed recognition” method and the “immediate 
recognition” method. The delayed recognition method empha­
§ 10,010.17
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sizes the financing aspects of the transaction. The immediate rec­
ognition method considers the sale of receivables with recourse a 
completed transaction giving rise to immediate profit or loss.
.20 Sums obtained from the sale of receivables with recourse 
are sometimes treated as borrowings, with an accounting result 
for profit recognition similar to that in the delayed recognition 
method. When these transactions are treated as borrowings, the 
differential is not explicitly accounted for. In these cases the dif­
ferential is in effect accounted for as two separate elements: an 
element representing interest income on the receivables and an 
element representing interest expense on the borrowing. The 
Division has not compared the borrowing treatment to the two 
accounting methods for recognizing profit on such sales because 
this Statement does not address the question of financial state­
ment presentation for these transactions. However, much of what 
is said in this Statement about the delayed recognition method 
applies also to the borrowing treatment because of the similarity 
they share both in their accounting result for profit recognition 
and in their basic assumption, i.e., that the sale of receivables 
with recourse is primarily a financing transaction.
Delayed Recognition Method
.21 As stated above, the delayed recognition method empha­
sizes the financing aspects of the sale of receivables. The differen­
tial is recognized in the income statement in a systematic manner 
over a period of time usually corresponding to the term of the 
receivables sold. Usually no provision is recorded for refunds of 
differential in the event of default by the debtors or in the event 
of prepayment of the receivables. No separate provision for such 
refunds is required because the deferred differential contains an 
effective reserve for them. Similarly, the differential contains an 
effective reserve for any future administrative and collection 
functions to be performed by the seller. An allowance for uncol­
lectible receivables, including estimates of expenses of and losses 
on repossessions, is customarily made in the accounting for re­
ceivables. This allowance remains in effect after the receivables 
are sold.
.22 The rationale advanced for use of the delayed recognition 
method includes:
(a) The sale of receivables with recourse is in substance 
a type of financing, in effect a borrowing by the seller.
§ 10,010.22
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When a selling price is negotiated, the negotiating 
process is analogous to that which occurs between a 
borrower and a lender. In determining an acceptable 
return for his investment, the buyer of receivables 
takes into account the seller’s retention of certain 
risks and his ability to meet those risks, i.e., his credit 
standing. The buyer’s return is then reflected in the 
dollar amount for which the receivables are pur­
chased. If the receivables were never sold, the inter­
est income on the receivables and the costs of “bor­
rowed” funds used to finance the receivables would 
be recognized in results of operations over the term of 
the receivables. The differential represents interest 
income on the receivables, net of interest expense on 
funds effectively borrowed to finance the receivables. 
Therefore, the delayed recognition method accounts 
for the economic substance of the transaction.
(b) “Realization”  occurs with the passage of time as 
the risks retained by the seller are diminished by 
payments made on the receivables, which reduce the 
amounts subject to refund in the event of default or 
prepayment. Thus, recognition of differential in in­
come should coincide with the periods in which the 
risks that the differential may be refundable under 
the recourse provision diminish.
4
(c) The method used for recognition of differential in in­
come should be similar to that used by financial insti­
tutions in accounting for finance income because the 
differential essentially represents interest. The dif­
ferential, taken together with the allowance for un­
collectible accounts, represents the aggregate credits 
to which future losses should be charged.
4 See paragraphs .37-.39 for a discussion of the realization principle.
.23 In its review of current accounting practices, the Division 
found that the delayed recognition method is used predominantly 
by financial institutions (e.g., finance companies, banks, and sav­
ings and loan associations). However, this method is generally 
not used to recognize differential when the amount for which the 
receivables are sold is less than the net receivables. Even if the 
differential is a negative amount, the rationale for the delayed 
recognition method maintains that the analogy to financing trans­
§ 10,010.23
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actions is valid. In such cases the buyer has negotiated a rate of 
interest from the seller that is higher than the rate that the seller 
had obtained from the debtor when the receivables were initially 
recorded. The buyer’s higher rate discounts the receivables to a 
purchase price resulting in a negative differential. Negative dif­
ferential is customarily termed “discount” or “loss.” For those 
who account for sales of receivables with recourse as borrowings, 
the transactions involving negative differentials are simply char­
acterized by a higher interest rate on the borrowed funds.
Immediate Recognition Method
.24 The immediate recognition method considers the sale of 
receivables with recourse a completed transaction giving rise to 
profit or loss at the time of sale. Under this method the profit or 
loss recognized is equivalent to the differential. A provision is 
made for refunds of differential in the event of default by the 
debtors or of prepayment of the receivables. If the seller is to 
perform future administrative and collection functions, a provi­
sion is made for their cost. An allowance for uncollectible re­
ceivables, including estimates of expenses of and losses on repos­
sessions, is customarily made in the accounting for receivables, 
and this allowance remains in effect after the receivables are sold.
.25 The rationale advanced for use of the immediate recog­
nition method includes:
(a) The sale of receivables with recourse is a completed 
transaction. It is a three-party transaction, including 
a seller, a lender, and a debtor. The seller is in effect 
acting as a broker for the buyer of the receivables 
and is obtaining a commission to compensate him for 
his services (such as writing and packaging the re­
ceivables) up to the date the receivables are sold. If 
there is an analogy to financing in these transac­
tions, it is due primarily to the relationship between 
the lender and the debtor. The lender must be con­
cerned about the debtor’s credit standing and ability 
to fulfill his obligations, whereas the seller’s recourse 
obligations are only of secondary importance to him. 
The differential should therefore be recognized im­
mediately because the earning process is complete.
(b) The seller’s recourse obligations are similar to a 
manufacturer’s obligations under product warranties 
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or guarantees. In effect, the seller guarantees the 
quality of the receivables sold and should account for 
the consequences of such a guarantee in the same 
manner that a manufacturer accounts for its obliga­
tions under product warranties. Provisions are made 
in the period of sale for refund of the differential in 
the event of default by the debtor or in the event of 
prepayment of the receivables and also for future 
administrative and collection functions to be per­
formed by the seller. In addition, an allowance for 
uncollectible receivables is made. Immediate recogni­
tion of differential is therefore appropriate.
.26 In studying the use of the immediate recognition method 
the Division found that it is often employed by retailers and deal­
ers in automobiles, mobile homes, furniture, jewelry, and home 
appliances and by certain companies whose primary business is 
servicing receivables originated by others. The Division also ob­
served that if a seller has purchased credit insurance for protec­
tion against losses from default by the debtor, no provision is 
made for uncollectible accounts because the insurance company 
assumes those risks. In such cases, however, provision is usually 
made for refunds of differential resulting from default or pre­
payment by the debtor because such amounts are not covered by 
the insurance. Finally, when the immediate recognition method 
is used, negative differential is recognized immediately as loss. 
The immediate recognition of negative differential as loss is 
consistent with the rationale in support of this method.
.27 The Division also found certain procedures which could 
be categorized either as a variation of the immediate recognition 
method or the delayed recognition method. For example, even if 
differential is being allocated over the term of the receivables, 
there are variations in the pattern of allocation. Another varia­
tion arises when differential is deferred to the extent that the 
buyer has retained a “dealers’ reserve,” and differential is rec­
ognized as profit only as amounts are released from the reserve. 
In this case the pattern of release may make the technique more 
or less similar to either method.
.28 Although certain procedures may be categorized as vari­
ations of either method, the distinction between the two methods 
is nonetheless important because it defines the two ends of the 
spectrum of revenue recognition for sales of receivables with re­
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course. The significant difference between the immediate recogni­
tion method and the delayed recognition method is in their re­
spective timing of revenue recognition. The immediate recogni­
tion method isolates an amount that is recognized as profit at the 
date of sale. Under the delayed recognition method no profit is 
recognized at the date of the sale, rather all profit is recognized 
over the term of the receivables.
ADDITIONAL ACCOUNTING METHOD
.29 In addition to the two accounting methods previously 
discussed in this Statement, the Division considered another 
method of accounting for profit or loss on sales of receivables 
with recourse. For the purpose of the following discussion, this 
additional accounting method is termed the “nonrecourse­
market” method.
.30 The nonrecourse-market method is predicated upon the 
assumption that a sale of receivables with recourse has at 
least two distinctive aspects, the sale of the receivables and the 
retention of credit risks by the seller, and that profit or loss can 
be allocated to each aspect of the transaction. The first aspect of 
the transaction, the sale of receivables, is considered to be com­
plete at the time of the exchange. The profit allocable to this aspect 
of the transaction is the amount of premium or discount that 
would have resulted from a sale of the same receivables on a non­
recourse basis. The “premium or discount” is a component of the 
differential. It is the equivalent of the differential if the same 
sale had taken place without any recourse provision. Because the 
sale of the receivables is considered to be complete at the time of 
the exchange, the premium or discount is recognized in income 
in the period the receivables are sold.
.31 The second aspect of the transaction is the retention of 
credit risks arising from the recourse provisions. Assuming that 
no other aspects (such as servicing) are present in the transaction, 
the amount of differential allocable to the second aspect of the 
transaction is termed the “credit risk” component. This compo­
nent of the differential is deferred at the time the receivables are 
sold and is recognized in income as the seller’s risks diminish 
over the period of time the receivables are to be outstanding. If 
either component can be measured, the value of the other may be 
obtained by subtraction.
.32 In some eases a transaction involving the sale of re-
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ceivables with recourse may involve more than just the two 
aspects discussed above. For example, the seller of the receiv­
ables may continue to service the receivables sold. If a servicing 
fee is not specifically provided for by the agreement between the 
seller and the buyer, a portion of the differential received by the 
seller would be deferred and recognized as income by the seller 
over the servicing period.
.33 The theoretical basis of the nonrecourse-market method 
may be challenged on the ground that the isolation of a risk-free 
component of the differential does not accord with the contrac­
tual obligations of the seller. Under the nonrecourse-market 
method the credit risk component of the differential is separated 
at the time of the sale from the premium component, which is 
immediately recognized as profit. However, at that point the 
recourse provision applies to every dollar of differential. At any 
point during the term of the receivables the differential, no mat­
ter how accounted for, is refundable to the extent of a buyer’s 
loss from default or prepayment by a debtor.
.34 In any event, the effectiveness of the nonrecourse-market 
method is dependent on a reasonable assessment of the various 
components of the differential associated with each aspect of the 
transaction. The Division found that in certain cases data was 
available to compare the sale of receivables with and without re­
course. In some cases, when the receivables are sold without 
recourse, the buyer insures them with an independent insurance 
company. If the nonrecourse-market method were to be applied 
to sales with recourse, the credit risk component of the differen­
tial could be measured by the insurance premium that would be 
paid to insure a buyer of receivables purchased without recourse 
against default by the debtor. In a limited number of cases infor­
mation is available about the amount for which specific receiv­
ables can be sold on either a recourse or nonrecourse basis, with 
the difference in the two amounts being attributed to retention of 
the credit risks. In most cases, however, the Division believes that 
such measurements would not be objective because insurance 
rates are influenced by competitive forces within the insurance 
industry, because within a single industry the risk of default on 
receivables varies according to the proportion of the debtor’s 
obligation that is met by his down payment, because the risk of 
default also varies according to the nature of collateral security 
provided by the seller, and because of other factors. Even when 
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there is a difference between the prices at which receivables are 
offered for sale with and without recourse, such difference may 
be attributable to the financial strength of the seller as well as to 
the characteristics of the receivables being offered for sale.
PRESENT ACCOUNTING LITERATURE
.35 The Division found in existing pronouncements of the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and the Fi­
nancial Accounting Standards Board no definitive guidance on 
accounting for profit or loss on sales of receivables with re­
course. In fact, no specific pronouncement has been devoted ex­
clusively to these transactions. However, the Division also ex­
amined recent pronouncements on applicable general principles 
to see if they provided clear guidance. The following paragraphs 
summarize the applicable general principles.
Revenue and Profit Recognition
.36 The concepts of revenue realization are discussed in 
Accounting Principles Board Statement No. 4, Basic Concepts 
and Accounting Principles Underlying Financial Statements of 
Business Enterprises (paragraphs 148 through 153). Realization 
is described as follows: “Revenue is generally recognized when 
both of the following conditions are met: (1) the earning process 
is complete or virtually complete, and (2) an exchange has taken 
place” (paragraph 150). The term “earning” is described as 
“a technical term that refers to the activities that give rise to 
the revenue—purchasing, manufacturing, selling, rendering ser­
vice, delivering goods, allowing other entities to use enterprise 
assets, the occurrence of an event specified in a contract, and so 
forth” (paragraph 149). APB Statement No. 4 holds that the 
realization principle requires that revenue be earned before it is 
recognized as income. Monies received or amounts billed in ad­
vance of the delivery of goods or performance of services are 
reported as unearned revenue until the earning process is com­
plete.
.37 According to APB Statement No. 4, revenue may not be 
recognized without an exchange, and the timing of revenue recog­
nition is generally determined by the time of the exchange. For 
example, revenue from the sale of a product is generally recog­
nized upon delivery of the product to the customer; revenue from 
services is recognized when the services have been performed; 
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revenue from the sale of assets other than products is recognized 
at the date of the sale; and revenue from permitting others to use 
a business’s resources (such as interest, rent, and royalties) is 
recognized as time passes or as the resources are used.
.38 In order for a sale to result in recognizable profit, the 
collection of the sale price must be assured. Accounting Research 
Bulletin No. 43 states, “Profit is deemed to be realized when a 
sale in the ordinary course of business is effected unless the cir­
cumstances are such that the collection of the sales price is not 
reasonably assured.” This statement was reaffirmed in para­
graph 12 of APB Opinion No. 10 in which the APB concluded 
that the installment method of recognizing revenue is not accept­
able unless the circumstances are such that the collection of the 
sales price is not reasonably assured.
The Current Trend
.39 The Division noted in recent pronouncements issued by 
the AICPA an increasing emphasis on deferring the point at 
which the earning process is considered to be complete and reve­
nue and profit are recognized. This trend is evidenced by the 
accounting concepts set forth in the AICPA industry accounting 
guides Accounting for Franchise Fee Revenue, Accounting for 
Profit Recognition on Sales of Real Estate, Accounting for Retail 
Land Sales, and Accounting for Motion Picture Films and in 
FASB Statement No. 13, Accounting for Leases. According to 
these publications the completeness of the earning process may 
be determined based on such factors as (a) the transference 
from the seller to the buyer of the risks and rewards of owner­
ship in the asset sold and (b) the seller’s continuing involve­
ment in the property sold (e. g., an obligation to perform services 
without reasonable compensation, guaranteeing a return to the 
buyer, or an obligation by the seller to repurchase the property 
sold). [As amended, effective January 1, 1977, by FASB State­
ment No. 13.]
.40 The Division also noted that accounting literature stresses 
that the economic substance of a transaction should determine 
the method of accounting (including the timing for revenue and 
profit recognition) if the economic substance of the transaction 
differs from its legal form. APB Statement No. 4 states, “Ac­
countants emphasize the substance of events rather than their 
form so that the information provided better reflects the eco­
nomic activities represented.”
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THE DIVISION’S POSITION
.41 The Division finds persuasive the rationale advanced for 
use of the delayed recognition method. Sales of receivables with 
recourse have significant characteristics of financing transac­
tions in which monies are borrowed and assets are pledged as 
security thereon. This conclusion is based on the fact that the 
seller’s risks have not been diminished by the sale transaction 
and on the fact that the differential has the attributes of finance 
income. The seller’s risks are retained by the recourse provision, 
which also effectively pledges his assets as security for the sum 
advanced by the buyer. The differential represents primarily the 
difference between the value of the interest on the receivables 
sold and the value of the interest on the funds advanced by the 
buyer. The interest rate at which the buyer is willing to advance 
funds to the seller reflects the fact that risks are retained by the 
seller and also reflects his credit standing. These considerations 
are implicit in a lending transaction. The Division therefore con­
cludes that the use of the delayed recognition method is prefer­
able to the use of the immediate recognition method.
.42 For reasons outlined earlier in this Statement the Division 
questions the theoretical basis of the nonrecourse-market method 
and believes that practical problems usually prevent reasonable 
measurement of the components of the differential. It therefore 
believes the method should not be accepted. A minority of three 
members of the Accounting Standards Executive Committee dis­
sents from this position. They believe that there are situations 
where the credit risk component is clearly measurable and in 
those instances the nonrecourse-market method is practicable 
and preferable.
Application of the Delayed Recognition Method
.43 The variations that the Division noted in the patterns of 
recognizing deferred differential suggest that divergent account­
ing treatments are in use. The Division therefore offers in this 
section its views on how the delayed recognition method should 
be applied.
.44 Use of the delayed recognition method calls for the 
amortization to operations of the differential as the risks of the 
seller diminish, thereby recognizing income as the earning 
process is completed. In order to recognize the diminishing risks 
of the seller the differential must be divided into its two essential 
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elements, interest income and interest expense.5 The differential 
can then be amortized by obtaining the net result of the account­
ing for the two essential elements. Although this division is nec­
essary in order to account for income as risks diminish, in the 
financial statements the differential should be presented as a net 
amount.
5 Allowances for uncollectible receivables are not part of the differential 
and should be accounted for separately. They are customarily made in the 
accounting for the unsold receivables and remain in effect after the receivables 
are sold, unless the risks of default by the debtor are assumed by others (e.g., 
a credit insurer). After the receivables are sold, allowances for uncollectible 
receivables should be adjusted as necessary.
Differences arising between the financial accounting for periodic recogni­
tion of profit or loss on sales of receivables and the income tax accounting for 
such profit or loss should be treated as timing differences in accordance with 
APB Opinion No. 11, Accounting for Income Taxes.
.45 The Division believes the element equivalent to interest 
expense should be accounted for as is customary in accounting 
for the cost of borrowed funds, that is, by application of a con­
stant rate of interest to the amount outstanding at the beginning 
of a given period. The amortization to operations of the element 
equivalent to interest income should recognize the costs and 
diminishing risks of the seller. This may be achieved by any of 
four procedures. The choice of the most appropriate procedure 
should be governed by the circumstances. The interest income 
element may be accounted for by application of a constant rate of 
interest to the amount of receivables outstanding at the begin­
ning of a given period. It may also be accounted for, depending 
upon the circumstances, by using one of the three methods pro­
vided by the AICPA Industry Audit Guide Audits of Finance 
Companies. According to this Guide, interest income, referred to 
as “deferred finance income,” may be accounted for by the com­
bination method, the effective yield method without transfer, and 
the pro rata method with transfer. The Guide also presents cri­
teria for the use of other methods that may be more practical in 
certain circumstances.
.46 The Division recognizes that at times the buyer’s recourse 
to the seller for defaults by the debtor or refunds of differential 
may be limited to specific maximum amounts (e.g., the amount in 
a “dealers’ reserve”) which will cause practical problems in 
application of the delayed recognition method in the manner de­
scribed in the preceding paragraph. If it is not practicable to 
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divide the differential into interest income and interest expense 
elements, the differential may be amortized by approximating the 
collections of the receivables and taking differential into income 
as the risks are thereby diminished. The goal of amortizing the 
differential to operations as the seller’s risks diminish may be 
approximated by the sum-of-digits method when the receivables 
are payable in regular, equal installments.
.47 Direct costs incurred during the sale of receivables with 
recourse may be deferred and amortized to operations on a basis 
that will match such costs with the amortization of the differen­
tial. Costs directly incurred during the consummation of these 
sales (such as legal fees and costs of preparing and processing 
documents for transferring ownership of the receivables to the 
buyer) are similar to costs that might be incurred in the issu­
ance of debt. These costs must be distinguished from the direct or 
indirect costs incurred in order to derive revenue from the sale of 
goods or service.
Disclosure
.48 The Division believes that disclosures for the sale of 
receivables with recourse should follow the requirements of 
FASB Statement No. 5, Accounting for Contingencies. In gen­
eral, disclosure should include the nature and amount of the 
receivables sold during each period in which an income state­
ment is presented, specifying the payment terms, and the 
amount of any receivables still outstanding at the date of the 
latest balance sheet presented. In addition, the financial state­
ments should disclose the terms of the agreements, describing 
the conditions that would compel the seller to perform under 
the recourse provisions and any provisions for “dealers’ re­
serves.” The amount of funds in the “dealers’ reserves” at the 
date of the latest balance sheet presented should also be given. 
[As amended, effective July 1, 1975, by FASB Statement No. 5.]
.49 The Division believes that a company’s accounting policy 
for profit or loss on the sale of receivables with recourse should 
be disclosed in accordance with the provisions of APB Opinion 
No. 22, Disclosure of Accounting Policies. The amount of differ­
ential included in each period for which an income statement is 
presented and the amount deferred at the date of the latest 
balance sheet presented should also be disclosed.
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[Proposal to Financial Accounting Standards Board to Amend 
AICPA Industry Audit Guide on Audits of Colleges and Universities]
AICPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
  " 1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
August 31, 1974
Marshall S. Armstrong, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Armstrong:
Proposal to Amend the 
AICPA Industry Audit Guide 
on Audits of Colleges and 
Universities
Two recent publications on college and university financial 
accounting and reporting have endorsed expansion, clarification 
and revision of the AICPA Industry Audit Guide on Audits of 
Colleges and Universities (Audit Guide) in certain respects. The 
new publications are College and University Business Administration — 
Administrative Service, published in May, 1974 by the National 
Association of College and University Business Officers, and Report 
of the Joint Accounting Group, published in March, 1974 by the 
Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education.
Members of the AICPA Accounting Standards Task Force on 
Colleges and Universities participated in a consultative capacity 
in the development of both publications and the Task Force has 
prepared the accompanying Statement of Position. Its purpose is to 
bring to your attention amendments to the Audit Guide recommended 
by the Task Force to conform the guide to the new publications and 
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to request that the profession be advised, by whatever means 
seems appropriate, whether FASB concurs with the proposed 
amendments.
The amendments would give effect to the revenue, expenditure, 
and transfer descriptions and classifications set forth in Part 5 
of the Administrative Service. They would be consistent with 
recommendations in those respects in the Report of the Joint 
Accounting Group.
Issuance of this Statement of Position will help to apprise 
independent auditors and others who are interested in college 
and university accounting and financial reporting matters of the 
existence of the two new publications and of the recommendation 
of the Task Force as to the appropriate corresponding amendment 
of the Audit Guide . We urge, however, as a further and more 
conclusive step that FASB advise the accounting profession at an 
early date as to whether it believes the proposed amendments are 
appropriate and should be regarded as having the same authoritative 
support as if they had been Included in the Audit Guide Initially. 
A prompt indication to the profession is especially desirable in 
view of the extensive recent distribution of the two aforementioned 
publications and in anticipation that some institutions may want to 
adopt the revised classifications in their fiscal 1974 financial 
statements.
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Members of the Task Force will be glad to meet with you or 
your representatives to discuss these proposals. It would 
appreciate being advised as to the Board's proposed action on 
its recommendations.
Sincerely yours,
ACCOUNTING STANDARDS TASK FORCE 
ON COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Jay H. Anderson, Chairman 
Delford W. Edens 
Daniel D. Robinson 
Russel F. Viehweg
AICPA Letter
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NOTES
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has issued 
a series of industry-oriented Audit Guides that present recommenda­
tions on auditing procedures and auditors’ reports and in some 
instances on accounting principles, and a series of Accounting Guides 
that present recommendations on accounting principles. Based on 
experience in the application of these Guides, AICPA Task Forces 
may from time to time conclude that it is desirable to change a 
Guide. A Statement of Position is used to revise or clarify certain 
of the recommendations in the Guide to which it relates. A Statement 
of Position represents the considered judgment of the responsible 
AICPA Task Force.
To the extent that a Statement of Position is concerned with 
auditing procedures and auditors’ reports, its degree of authority is 
the same as that of the Audit Guide to which it relates. As to such 
matters, members should be aware that they may be called upon to 
justify departures from the recommendations of the Task Force.
To the extent that a Statement of Position relates to standards of 
financial accounting or reporting (accounting principles), the recom­
mendations of the Task Force are subject to ultimate disposition by 
the Financial Accounting Standards Board. The recommendations are 
made for the purpose of urging the FASB to promulgate standards 
that the Task Force believes would be in the public interest
AUDITS OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
Proposed Amendment to Industry 
Audit Guide
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
.01 At the time of final editing of the Industry Audit Guide 
on Audits of Colleges and Universities (Audit Guide) in June, 
1973, the Committee of AICPA members which prepared the 
Audit Guide was aware of discussions then in progress among 
members of the Accounting Principles Committee of the Na­
tional Association of College and University Business Officers 
(NACUBO) and the National Center for Higher Education 
Management Systems (NCHEMS) concerning the classification 
of revenues and expenditures in higher education financial ac­
counting and reporting. The Preface of the Audit Guide men­
tions that the guide was developed with the coordination and 
cooperation of representatives of NACUBO. Special provision 
for future modification of revenue, expenditures and transfer 
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categories was incorporated at the beginning of the chapters in 
the Audit Guide on current funds revenues, expenditures and 
transfers by inserting: “the following categories have been en­
dorsed for current use by the National Association of College 
and University Business Officers.”
.02 The fundamental accounting principle relating to pre­
sentation of revenues and expenditures which was adopted by 
the Audit Guide Committee was that revenues should be classi­
fied by source and expenditures by function. The Committee felt 
that, as long as this basic classification philosophy was adhered 
to, any reasonable amount of detail of revenues, expenditures 
and transfers desired by the industry would be agreeable to the 
accounting profession. The detailed categories of revenues, ex­
penditures and transfers shown in the Audit Guide reflected the 
most recent recommendations of NACUBO at that time and 
deviated somewhat from those displayed in the 1968 revised 
edition of College and University Business Administration, or 
CUBA (1968). CUBA (1968) was published by the American 
Council on Education and, until publication of the Audit Guide 
by the AICPA in August 1973 and Part 5 of College and Univer­
sity Business Administration—Administrative Service (Admin­
istrative Service) by NACUBO in May 1974, was regarded as 
the major authoritative pronouncement on college and univer­
sity accounting and financial reporting.
.03 Efforts were launched in the summer of 1969 by NACUBO 
to revise CUBA (1968). Efforts were under way at NCHEMS 
to prepare a Higher Education Finance Manual (HEFM), a 
project sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education to provide, 
among other things, procedures and formats for reporting finan­
cial data needed for planning and management at the institu­
tional as well as state and federal government levels. A meeting 
of representatives of each of three interested groups (NACUBO, 
NCHEMS and AICPA) resulted in the concept of a joint effort 
to identify and clarify areas of difference and explore mutually 
satisfactory ways of developing more uniformity. The Chairman 
of the AICPA Committee which had developed the Audit Guide 
and two other members of that Committee, which officially dis­
solved in October, 1973, were invited to become members, along 
with NACUBO and NCHEMS representatives, of a new Joint 
Accounting Group (JAG) to carry out these objectives.
.04 JAG’s work was completed with the publication by the 
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Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, Boulder, 
Colorado, in March, 1974 of the Report of the Joint Accounting 
Group. The primary recommendation of that report was that, 
with the exception of current funds revenues, expenditures and 
transfers, higher education institutions should utilize the ac­
counting definitions and practices outlined in the Audit Guide. 
The JAG report in Appendixes I and II set forth recommended 
revenue, expenditure and transfer category descriptions which 
represented a revision of those presented in the Audit Guide. The 
JAG also recommended that its revised revenue, expenditure and 
transfer categories be incorporated into the Audit Guide and 
the new Administrative Service. The categories recommended 
by the JAG were later used by NACUBO in its preparation of 
Part 5 of the new Administrative Service. Thus the report of 
the JAG was an initial step toward the inclusion of the revised 
revenue, expenditure and transfer categories in the new Admin­
istrative Service which the Task Force now considers more cur­
rent than those included in the Audit Guide.
.05 The JAG was formed in the summer of 1973 and at the 
same time, at the request of officials of NACUBO, the Accounting 
Standards Division of the AICPA organized a Task Force, con­
sisting of four of the members of the former Audit Guide Com­
mittee (including the three individuals participating with the 
JAG), to consult with NACUBO’s Accounting Principles Com­
mittee regarding the revision of CUBA (1968). This revision 
was published as a section (Part 5) of the new looseleaf Adminis­
trative Service. It can be obtained by subscription from 
NACUBO, Suite 510, One Dupont Circle, Washington, D.C. 
20036. The new Administrative Service replaces CUBA (1968) 
as the major authoritative pronouncement on college and uni­
versity accounting and financial reporting published by the 
industry.
.06 Both the NACUBO and JAG efforts were conducted in 
close coordination with each other and involved overlap of repre­
sentatives of AICPA, NACUBO and NCHEMS. Both of these 
projects involved a certain amount of refinement of revenue, 
expenditure, and transfer definitions and classifications. How­
ever, no deviations from the fundamental accounting principles, 
auditing procedures or standards of financial statement presen­
tation from those set forth in the Audit Guide were advocated in 
the two publications. Neither of the publications deals at all with 
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auditing standards. The participation of AICPA Committee and 
Task Force members in these two publication efforts was geared 
to provide the two primary constituencies (NACUBO and 
NCHEMS) with background information and explanations about 
the content of the Audit Guide and to assist them in making sure 
that their publications did not deviate from the basic accounting 
principles and standards of financial reporting contained in the 
Audit Guide. Even though the JAG report and the new Adminis­
trative Service reflect different literary styles, the Task Force 
members who were involved in the consulting projects believe 
that those publications do not contain any significant deviations 
from the accounting principles and reporting standards reflected 
in the Audit Guide. The Audit Guide concept of revenues by­
source and expenditures by function has been followed.
RECOMMENDATION
.07 The Task Force believes that the descriptions and classi­
fications of revenues, expenditures and transfers, as they per­
tain to current funds, set forth in Chapters 5:2 (Current Funds), 
5:6 (Chart of Accounts) and 5:7 (Illustrative Exhibits) of the 
new Administrative Service should be recognized by practi­
tioners as representing more current descriptions and classifica­
tions than those presented in the Audit Guide and that, until 
such time as the Audit Guide is revised, independent auditors 
should refer to those parts of NACUBO’s new Administrative 
Service, which are appended to this Statement of Position, in 
connection with current funds revenue, expenditure and trans­
fer account descriptions and classifications.
.08 Specifically, the Task Force believes the Audit Guide 
should be considered as being superseded by the Administrative 
Service as follows:
a. Pages 20-24 of Chapter 5, Current Funds Revenues, of 
the Audit Guide, through the section on Expired Term 
Endowments, should be superseded by the section Cur­
rent Funds Revenues beginning on Page 2 of Chapter 
5:2, Current Funds, of the Administrative Service.
b. Pages 26-30 of Chapter 6, Current Funds Expenditures 
and Transfers, of the Audit Guide, through the section 
on Other Transfers—Unrestricted Current Funds, 
should be superseded by the section on Current Funds 
Expenditures and Transfers, beginning on Page 6 of
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Chapter 5:2, Current Funds, of the Administrative 
Service.
c. The Illustrative Financial Statements in Exhibits A-C 
on Pages 60-72 of the Audit Guide should be super­
seded by Chapter 5:7, Illustrative Exhibits, of the Ad­
ministrative Service.
d. The section of Chapter 5:6, Chart of Accounts, of the 
Administrative Service, beginning with Current Funds 
Revenues Accounts through the end of Page 10, should 
be added to the Audit Guide as Appendix A.
.09 The Task Force further believes that adoption of the 
expanded descriptions and classifications should be effective for 
all fiscal years beginning after June 30, 1974 and that earlier 
adoption should be permissible.
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.10 CURRENT FUNDS*
[Chapter 5: 2]
The current funds group includes those economic resources 
of a college or university which are expendable for the purpose 
of performing the primary missions of the institution—instruc­
tion, research, and public service—and which are not restricted 
by external sources or designated by the governing board for 
other than operating purposes. The term “current” means that 
the resources will be expended in the near term and that they will 
be used for operating purposes.
The Current Funds group has two basic subgroups—unre­
stricted and restricted. Unrestricted current funds include all 
funds received for which no stipulation was made by the donor 
or other external agency as to the purposes for which they should 
be expended. Restricted current funds are those available for 
financing operations but which are limited by donors and other 
external agencies to specific purposes, programs, departments, 
or schools. Externally imposed restrictions are to be contrasted 
with internal designations imposed by the governing board on 
unrestricted funds. Internal designations do not create restricted 
funds, inasmuch as the removal of the designation remains at 
the discretion of the governing board.
The distinction between unrestricted and restricted funds is 
maintained through the use of separately balanced groups of 
accounts in order to provide acceptable reporting of stewardship 
to donors and other external agencies. This distinction also em­
phasizes to governing boards and other sources of financial sup­
port the various kinds of resources of the Current Funds group 
that are available to meet the institution’s objectives.
Separate accounting entities may be provided for auxiliary 
enterprises, hospitals, and independent operations in either the 
Unrestricted Current Funds or Restricted Current Funds sub­
group or both, as appropriate.
Assets, Liabilities, and Fund Balances of Current Funds
Assets usually consist of cash, accounts receivable, including 
unbilled charges, notes receivable, undrawn appropriations, in­
* From College and University Business Administration, third edition
(Washington, D.C., 1974), by permission of the National Association of Col­
lege and University Business Officers.
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vestments, amounts due from other fund groups, inventories, 
prepaid expenses, and deferred charges. “Unbilled charges” are 
those which have been earned but which, because of inadequate 
information, incomplete projects or programs, or the timing of 
the billing cycle, have not been formally billed at the balance 
sheet date. “Undrawn appropriations” are those to which the 
institution is entitled, but which have not been remitted or made 
available to the institution by the appropriating federal, state, 
or local agency. “Deferred charges” are expenditures that are 
related to projects, programs, activities, or revenues of future 
fiscal periods.
Liabilities usually consist of accounts and notes payable, ac­
crued liabilities, deposits, amounts due to other fund groups, and 
deferred credits. Accrued liabilities include such items as inter­
est, wages, salaries, and taxes. Deferred credits are those reve­
nues of unrestricted current funds that are applicable to a future 
period, when they become earned.
The individual assets and liabilities, but not the fund balances, 
of unrestricted and restricted current funds are sometimes com­
bined for reporting purposes, but if they are combined, the bor­
rowings between unrestricted and restricted funds should be dis­
closed by footnote or other appropriate means.
The fund balances may be subdivided to show allocations appli­
cable to auxiliary enterprises, hospitals, independent operations, 
outstanding encumbrances, other allocations by operating man­
agement or by the governing board, budget balances brought for­
ward from prior fiscal periods, and the unallocated balance.
Changes in the balances of unrestricted current funds include 
the gross amount of all unrestricted revenues and expenditures 
applicable to the reporting period, as determined in accordance 
with the accrual basis of accounting, and transfers to and from 
other fund groups for the period. Significant allocations of un­
restricted current fund balances should be disclosed.
The fund balances of restricted current funds should be classi­
fied in the accounting system to show the various classes and 
sources of funds and purposes of restriction. Such restrictions 
often relate to the use of endowment fund income; gifts, grants, 
and contracts from private and governmental sources; and legis­
lative appropriations. Further breakdowns may be provided to 
show amounts restricted to auxiliary enterprises, hospitals, and 
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independent operations, if such activities are the beneficiaries of 
restricted current funds.
Additions to fund balances of restricted current funds arise 
from the sources indicated in the preceding paragraph. Deduc­
tions from restricted fund balances result from:
1. Direct expenditures and mandatory transfers.
2. Refunds to donors and other external agencies.
3. Amounts transferred to unrestricted revenues representing 
indirect cost recoveries on appropriate programs.
4. Nonmandatory transfers.
Current Funds Revenues
Current funds revenues include (1) all unrestricted gifts, 
grants, and other resources earned during the reporting period 
and (2) restricted resources to the extent that such funds were 
expended. Current funds revenues do not include restricted cur­
rent funds received but not expended or resources that are re­
stricted by external persons or agencies to other than current 
funds.
Interdepartmental transactions between service departments 
and storerooms and other institutional departments or offices 
should not be reported as revenues of the service departments 
but rather as reductions of expenditures of such departments, 
since these transactions are essentially interdepartmental trans­
fers of costs. The billed price of services and materials obtained 
from service departments and central stores by offices and de­
partments of the institution should be accounted for as expendi­
tures of those offices and departments, just as if they had been 
obtained from sources outside the institution. Any difference 
between costs and billed prices as recorded in the service depart­
ment account, whether credit or debit, should be reported under 
the Institutional Support expenditures classification.
Certain intrainstitutional transactions, however, should be re­
flected in the operating statements of the institution as revenues 
and expenditures. Materials or services produced by an instruc­
tional department as a by-product of the instructional program 
and sold to other departments or to auxiliary enterprises or 
hospitals—for example, milk sold by the dairy department to 
the dining halls—should be treated as sales and services revenues 
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of the selling department and as expenditures of the receiving 
department. Sales and services of auxiliary enterprises to other 
departments—for example, catering by the food services depart­
ment in the entertainment of institutional guests and sales by 
the college store to instructional departments—should be treated 
as sales and services revenues of the respective auxiliary enter­
prises and as expenditures of the unit receiving the services or 
materials.
Unrestricted and restricted current funds revenues should be 
grouped into the following major classifications by source of 
funds:
Tuition and Fees
Federal Appropriations
State Appropriations 
Local Appropriations 
Federal Grants and Contracts 
State Grants and Contracts 
Local Grants and Contracts 
Private Gifts, Grants, and Contracts 
Endowment Income
Sales and Services of Educational Activities
Sales and Services of Auxiliary Enterprises
Sales and Services of Hospitals
Other Sources, including expired term endowments and ex­
pired life income agreements, if not material; otherwise, 
separate category
Independent Operations
Tuition and Fees
This category should include all tuition and fees assessed 
against students (net of refunds) for educational purposes. 
Tuition and fees should be recorded as revenue even though there 
is no intention of collection from the student. The amounts of 
such remissions or waivers should be recorded as expenditures 
and classified as Scholarships and Fellowships or as staff benefits 
associated with the appropriate expenditure category to which 
the personnel relate.
When specific fees are assessed under binding external re­
strictions for other than current operating purposes—for exam­
ple, debt service on educational plant or on renewals, replace­
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ments, or additions to plant—they should be reported as additions 
to the appropriate fund group (in the above example, plant 
funds), since they are not legally available for current operating 
purposes. Fees normally are not considered as assessed under 
binding external restrictions unless there is an explicit repre­
sentation to the individuals remitting the fees that the fee or a 
specific portion thereof can be used only for the specific non­
operating purpose.
If some portion of total tuition or fee receipts is pledged 
under bond indenture agreements, the total receipts should be 
reported as unrestricted current funds revenues and the pledged 
amount treated as a mandatory transfer to plant funds.
If some portion of tuition or fees is allocated by action of the 
governing board, or subject to change by the governing board 
alone, for other than operating purposes, such as financing con­
struction, the whole of the tuition charges or fees should be 
recorded as unrestricted current funds revenues and the portion 
allocated should be treated as a nonmandatory transfer to the 
appropriate fund group (in the above example, plant funds).
Revenues pledged under bond indenture agreements should 
not be reported as additions to plant funds, but should be re­
ported as unrestricted current funds revenues, and funding of 
debt service requirements treated as mandatory transfers.
If an all-inclusive charge is made for tuition, board, room, and 
other services, a reasonable distribution should be made between 
revenues for tuition and revenues for sales and services of aux­
iliary enterprises.
Revenues from tuition and student fees of an academic term 
that encompasses two fiscal years—for example, a summer ses­
sion—should be reported totally within the fiscal year in which 
the program is predominantly conducted.
If tuition or fees are remitted to the state as an offset to the 
state appropriation, the total of such tuition or fees should be 
deducted from the total for state appropriations and added to 
the total for tuition and fees.
Governmental Appropriations
This category includes (1) all unrestricted amounts received 
for current operations from, or made available to an institution 
by, legislative acts or local taxing authority and (2) restricted 
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amounts from those same sources to the extent expended for 
current operations. This category does not include governmental 
grants and contracts. Amounts paid directly into a state or local 
retirement system by the appropriating government on behalf 
of the college or university should be recorded as revenue of the 
institution. This category does not include institutional fees and 
other income reappropriated by the legislature to the institution.
The determination of whether a particular government appro­
priation should be classified as restricted or unrestricted funds 
is based on the ability of the governing board of the institution 
to effect a change in the intended use of the funds. If a change 
in a particular restriction can be made without having to go 
through the legislative process, the funds should be considered 
unrestricted. Funds are unrestricted even if they are distributed 
to the institution for purposes specified by an intermediate group, 
such as the governing board. In this case, if a change in the use 
of funds needs to be made, it can be made by the intermediate 
body without going through the legislative process; the funds 
therefore would be unrestricted. Such appropriations should be 
considered unrestricted funds unless the restrictions are so 
specific that they substantially reduce the institution’s flexibility 
in financial operations. Appropriations in terms of major object 
classes or to colleges and branch institutions should be classified 
as unrestricted current funds.
Governmental appropriations should be classified to identify 
the governmental level—federal, state, or local—of the legisla­
tive body making the appropriation to the institution. The fundor 
level is the level of the agent that makes the decision that the 
moneys will be appropriated to the particular purpose for which 
they ultimately are expended. For example, if the federal govern­
ment stipulates a specific use for some funds that merely flow 
through the state to the institution, the funds should be classified 
as federal funds. However, if the federal government distributes 
funds to the state for unspecified general purposes—for example, 
general revenue sharing—and the state then appropriates all or 
a portion of those funds, the funds received by the institution 
should be classified as state rather than federal funds.
Governmental Grants and Contracts
This category includes (1) all unrestricted amounts received 
or made available by grants and contracts from governmental 
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agencies for current operations and (2) all amounts received or 
made available through restricted grants and contracts to the 
extent expended for current operations.
Amounts equal to direct costs incurred by restricted current 
funds should be recorded as revenues of those funds, while 
amounts equal to associated indirect cost recoveries should be 
reported as unrestricted current funds revenues.
The government fundor level should be disclosed using the 
same criterion described for governmental appropriations.
Private Gifts, Grants, and Contracts
This category includes amounts from nongovernmental organi­
zations and individuals, including funds resulting from contract­
ing for the furnishing of goods and services of an instructional, 
research, or public service nature. It includes all unrestricted 
gifts, grants, and bequests as well as all restricted gifts, grants, 
and contracts from nongovernmental sources to the extent ex­
pended in the current fiscal year for current operations. Gifts, 
grants, and contracts from foreign governments should be treated 
as private gifts, grants, and contracts. Income from funds held in 
revocable trusts or distributable at the direction of the trustees 
of the trusts should be reported as a separate revenue source 
under this classification. This category excludes revenues derived 
from contracts and other activities, such as utility services, that 
are not related directly to instruction, research, or public service.
Amounts equal to the direct costs incurred by restricted cur­
rent funds should be reported as revenues of those funds, while 
amounts equal to the associated indirect cost recoveries should 
be recorded as unrestricted current funds revenues.
Endowment Income
This category includes:
1. Unrestricted income from endowment and similar funds.
2. Restricted income from endowment and similar funds to the 
extent expended for current operations.
3. Income from funds held by others under irrevocable trusts, 
which should be identified separately under this revenue 
heading.
The unrestricted income from investments of endowment and 
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similar funds credited to unrestricted current funds revenues 
should be the total ordinary income earned (or yield), except for 
income that must be added back to the principal in accordance 
with the terms of the agreement of donation. If endowment fund 
investments include real estate, the income should be reported on 
a net basis after allowing for all costs of operating and managing 
the properties.
Income from investments of endowment and similar funds 
does not include capital gains and losses, since such gains and 
losses are accounted for in the Endowment and Similar Funds 
group as additions to and deductions from fund balances. If any 
portion of the gains of endowment or quasi-endowment funds is 
utilized for current operating purposes, the portion so utilized 
should be reported as a transfer rather than as revenue (see 
Chapter 5:3).
When investments of endowment and similar funds are pooled, 
the amounts reported as revenues of unrestricted current funds 
and as additions to restricted current funds should be substan­
tially equal to the amounts earned during the fiscal period and 
attributable to the various funds.
Many institutions have established endowment income stabili­
zation reserves to spread or allocate current investment income. 
Two methods have been followed in establishing such reserves.
Under one method, a portion of the total revenue from the in­
vestment pool is not allocated to the participating funds, but is 
set aside in a stabilization reserve; the balance of the investment 
pool revenue is distributed to the participating funds. This 
method is not in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles for the following reasons:
1. The balance in the stabilization reserve may represent un­
distributed income attributable to both restricted and un­
restricted current funds. Thus the balance in the reserve 
cannot be reported accurately in the financial statements.
2. To the extent any of the undistributed income earned during 
the fiscal year is attributable to unrestricted current funds, 
an understatement of revenues of unrestricted current funds 
will occur.
3. Questions might arise as to the authority of the governing 
board to withhold amounts of income attributable to, but not 
distributed to, restricted current funds.
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Institutions carrying balances in endowment income stabilization 
reserves created under this method should dispose of them as 
appropriate.
The second method, which conforms to generally accepted ac­
counting principles, would distribute all income from the pools 
to the participating funds. The amount applicable to unrestricted 
current funds would be reported as endowment income. Any 
amounts set aside for a stabilization reserve should be shown 
as an allocation of the unrestricted current funds balance and 
appropriately reflected in the balance sheet as a subdivision of 
that balance. Amounts applicable to restricted current funds 
should be reported as an addition to those fund balances. The 
amounts expended from such balances should be shown as reve­
nues of endowment income in the restricted current funds. 
Amounts unexpended would remain as balances to be carried 
forward to the next period.
Sales and Services of Educational Activities
This category includes (1) revenues that are related inciden­
tally to the conduct of instruction, research, and public service 
and (2) revenues of activities that exist to provide an instruc­
tional and laboratory experience for students and that inciden­
tally create goods and services that may be sold to students, 
faculty, staff, and the general public. The type of service ren­
dered takes precedence over the form of agreement by which 
these services are rendered. Examples of revenues of educational 
activities are film rentals, sales of scientific and literary pub­
lications, testing services, and sales of products and services of 
dairy creameries, food technology divisions, poultry farms, and 
health clinics (apart from student health services) that are not 
part of a hospital. Revenues generated by hospitals (including 
health clinics that are a part thereof) should be classified as sales 
and services of hospitals.
If sales and services to students, faculty, or staff, rather than 
training or instruction, is the purpose of an activity, the revenue 
should be classified as sales and services of auxiliary enterprises 
or hospitals.
Sales and Services of Auxiliary Enterprises
This category includes all revenues generated through opera­
tions by auxiliary enterprises. An auxiliary enterprise is an en­
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tity that exists to furnish goods or services to students, faculty, 
or staff, and that charges a fee directly related to, although not 
necessarily equal to, the cost of the goods or services. The gen­
eral public incidentally may be served by some auxiliary enter­
prises.
Auxiliary enterprises usually include residence halls, food 
services, intercollegiate athletics (if essentially self-supporting), 
college unions, college stores, and such services as barber shops, 
beauty parlors, and movie theaters. Even though they may serve 
students and faculty, hospitals are classified separately because 
of their size and relative financial importance.
This category is limited to revenues derived directly from the 
operation of the auxiliary enterprises themselves. Revenues 
from gifts, grants, or endowment income restricted for auxiliary 
enterprises should be reported under their respective source 
categories.
Sales and Services of Hospitals
This category includes revenues (net of discounts, allowances, 
and provision for doubtful accounts) generated by hospitals from 
daily patient, special, and other services. Revenues of health 
clinics that are part of a hospital should be included in this cate­
gory. Not included are revenues for research and other specific­
purpose gifts, grants, or endowment income restricted to the 
hospital. Such funds should be included in the appropriate reve­
nue sources described above.
Other Sources
This category should include all sources of current funds 
revenue not included in other classifications. Examples are in­
terest income and gains and losses on investments in current 
funds, miscellaneous rentals and sales, expired term endowments, 
and terminated annuity or life income agreements, if not mate­
rial.
Note: It is appropriate to subtotal all revenues described above; 
the subtotal excludes revenues of independent operations.
Transfers from Other Funds
Unrestricted amounts transferred from other fund groups 
back to the Current Funds group are not revenues of the current 
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funds. An example is the return of quasi-endowment funds from 
the endowment and similar funds to unrestricted current funds. 
Such amounts should he identified separately and included in 
Nonmandatory Transfers (see expenditure categories).
Independent Operations
This category includes all revenues of those operations which 
are independent of, or unrelated to, but which may enhance the 
primary missions of the institution—instruction, research, and 
public service. Included are revenues associated with major fed­
erally funded research laboratories and other operations not 
considered an integral part of the institution’s educational, auxil­
iary enterprise, or hospital activities. This category does not 
include the net profit (or loss) from operations owned and man­
aged as investments of the institution’s endowment funds.
Additions to Fund Balances
The term “ additions ” is in contrast to revenues and transfers. 
Additions are amounts received or made available to the re­
stricted current funds during the reporting period as distin­
guished from the amounts of restricted funds expended during 
the fiscal period, which are reported as restricted fund revenues.
Current Funds Expenditures and Transfers
Current funds expenditures represent the costs incurred 
for goods and services used in the conduct of the institution’s 
operations. They include the acquisition cost of capital assets, 
such as equipment and library books, to the extent current funds 
are budgeted for and used by operating departments for such 
purposes. If the amount of ending inventories or the cost of 
services benefiting subsequent fiscal periods is material (in terms 
of effect on financial statements), both inventories and deferred 
charges should be recorded as assets and previously recorded ex­
penditures appropriately decreased. In a subsequent fiscal period 
these inventories and deferred charges as consumed should be 
included as expenditures of that period. Significant inventories 
of materials are usually present in central stores.
A capital asset is defined as any physical resource that benefits 
a program for more than one year. Capital expenditures there­
fore include funds expended for land, improvements to land, 
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buildings, improvements and additions to buildings, equipment, 
and library books. Most institutional accounting systems provide 
for recording at least a portion of capital expenditures in the 
current fund expenditures accounts of the various operating 
units. Whether an expenditure is to be considered a capital ex­
penditure is generally a matter for institutional determination, 
or in the case of some public institutions, it is prescribed by 
state regulation.
The general criteria for defining a capital asset are the rela­
tive significance of the amount expended and the useful life of 
the asset acquired, or in the case of repairs and alterations, the 
extent to which the useful life is extended. For expenditure re­
porting purposes, any item costing more than a specific amount, 
as determined by the institution or appropriate governmental 
unit, and having an expected useful life of more than one year 
generally should be classified as a capital expenditure.1
1 The Cost Accounting Standards Board (CASB) has stipulated $500 and 
a useful life of more than two years as the threshold at which items must be 
considered capital assets, and Federal Management Circular 73-8 (formerly 
OMB Circular A-21) defines equipment as items having an acquisition cost 
of $200 or more and an expected service life of one year or more. Different 
limits which are reasonable and consistently applied are acceptable.
Interdepartmental transactions ordinarily should be accounted 
for as an increase in current fund expenditures of the department 
receiving the materials, services, or capital assets and as a de­
crease in current fund expenditures of the transferring depart­
ment. Thus, total institutional expenditures are not inflated by 
the transactions. Examples are sales and services of service 
departments and central stores and transfers of material and 
equipment from one department to another. Any differences 
between the revenue from sales and services and the operating 
costs of service departments or central stores, whether debit 
or credit, are treated as Institutional Support expenditures. On 
the other hand, sales and services of an auxiliary enterprise to 
another department or auxiliary enterprise, or sales of materials 
produced by an instructional department to another department 
or auxiliary enterprise, would be reported as an expenditure of 
the department or auxiliary enterprise receiving the materials 
or services and as revenue of the department or auxiliary enter­
prise selling the materials or services.
Expenditures differ from transfers. Expenditures are the 
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recognition of the expending of resources of the Current Funds 
group toward the objectives of each of the respective funds of 
that group. Transfers are amounts moved between fund groups 
to be used for the objectives of the recipient fund group. There 
are two types of transfers, mandatory and nonmandatory, which 
are fully described later in this chapter.
Expenditures and transfers may be classified in a variety of 
ways to serve a variety of purposes. Some of the factors bearing 
on the desired classification are:
1. The context in which appropriations, gifts, grants, and other 
sources of revenue are made to the institution.
2. The mode best suited for preparing and executing the 
budget.
3. The form that best serves the needs for financial reporting.
4. The presentation that will improve the quality of com­
parative studies among institutions.
Thus, expenditures and transfers may be classified in terms of 
programs, functions, organizational units, projects, and object 
classes.
Classifications by program often cut across organizational, 
functional, and even fund group lines and are useful in the plan­
ning processes. The functional classification pattern—educa­
tional and general, auxiliary enterprises, hospitals, independent 
operations, and their subcategories—provides the greatest com­
parability of data among institutions. The classification by organ­
izational units provides data corresponding to channels of in­
tra-institutional administrative responsibilities. Classification by 
projects serves to provide data corresponding to the pattern in 
which gifts, grants, and contracts are utilized by the institution. 
Classification by object class—that is, according to materials or 
capital assets purchased or services received, such as personal 
services, staff benefits, printing and stationery, travel, communi­
cations, food, fuel, utilities, repairs, equipment, and library books 
—serves internal management needs.
Published financial reports usually classify expenditures and 
transfers in terms of function, organizational unit, and object, 
in that order.
It is suggested that the following functional classification be 
followed:
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Educational and General
Expenditures 
Instruction 
Research 
Public Service 
Academic Support 
Student Services 
Institutional Support 
Operation and Maintenance of Plant 
Scholarships and Fellowships
Mandatory Transfers
Nonmandatory Transfers
Auxiliary Enterprises
Expenditures
Mandatory Transfers
Nonmandatory Transfers
Hospitals
Expenditures
Mandatory Transfers
Nonmandatory Transfers
Independent Operations
Expenditures
Mandatory Transfers 
Nonmandatory Transfers
Educational and General
Instruction. This category should include expenditures for all 
activities that are part of an institution’s instruction program, 
with the exception of expenditures for remedial and tutorial in­
struction, which should be categorized as Student Services. Ex­
penditures for credit and noncredit courses, for academic, occu­
pational, and vocational instruction, and for regular, special, and 
extension sessions should be included.
Expenditures for departmental research and public service 
that are not separately budgeted should be included in this clas­
sification. This category excludes expenditures for academic 
administration when the primary assignment is administration— 
for example, academic deans. However, expenditures for depart­
ment chairmen, in which instruction is still an important role of 
the administrator, are included in this category.
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Research. This category should include all expenditures for 
activities specifically organized to produce research outcomes, 
whether commissioned by an agency external to the institution 
or separately budgeted by an organizational unit within the 
institution. Subject to these conditions, it includes expenditures 
for individual and/or project research as well as those of insti­
tutes and research centers. This category does not include all 
sponsored programs (training grants are an example) nor is it 
necessarily limited to sponsored research, since internally sup­
ported research programs, if separately budgeted, might be in­
cluded in this category under the circumstances described above. 
Expenditures for departmental research that are separately 
budgeted specifically for research are included in this category.
Public Service. This category should include funds expended 
for activities that are established primarily to provide nonin­
structional services beneficial to individuals and groups external 
to the institution. These activities include community service 
programs (excluding instructional activities) and cooperative 
extension services. Included in this category are conferences, in­
stitutes, general advisory services, reference bureaus, radio and 
television, consulting, and similar noninstructional services to 
particular sectors of the community.
Academic Support. This category should include funds ex­
pended primarily to provide support services for the institu­
tion’s primary missions—instruction, research, and public ser­
vice. It includes (1) the retention, preservation, and display of 
educational materials—for example, libraries, museums, and 
galleries; (2) the provision of services that directly assist the 
academic functions of the institution, such as demonstration 
schools associated with a department, school, or college of educa­
tion; (3) media, such as audiovisual services and technology 
such as computing support; (4) academic administration (includ­
ing academic deans but not department chairmen) and personnel 
development providing administrative support and management 
direction to the three primary missions; and (5) separately 
budgeted support for course and curriculum development. For 
institutions that currently charge certain of the expenditures— 
for example, computing support—directly to the various operat­
ing units of the institution, such expenditures are not reflected 
in this category.
Student Services. This category should include funds expended 
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for offices of admissions and registrar and those activities whose 
primary purpose is to contribute to the student’s emotional and 
physical well-being and to his intellectual, cultural, and social 
development outside the context of the formal instruction pro­
gram. It includes expenditures for student activities, cultural 
events, student newspaper, intramural athletics, student organi­
zations, intercollegiate athletics (if the program is operated as 
an integral part of the department of physical education and not 
as an essentially self-supporting activity), supplemental educa­
tional services to provide matriculated students with supple­
mental instruction outside of the normal academic program (re­
medial instruction is an example), counseling and career guid­
ance (excluding informal academic counseling by the faculty), 
student aid administration, and student health service (if not 
operated as an essentially self-supporting activity).
Institutional Support. This category should include expendi­
tures for: (1) central executive-level activities concerned with 
management and long-range planning of the entire institution, 
such as the governing board, planning and programming, and 
legal services; (2) fiscal operations, including the investment 
office; (3) administrative data processing; (4) space manage­
ment; (5) employee personnel and records; (6) logistical activi­
ties that provide procurement, storerooms, safety, security, 
printing, and transportation services to the institution; (7) sup­
port services to faculty and staff that are not operated as auxil­
iary enterprises; and (8) activities concerned with community 
and alumni relations, including development and fund raising.
Appropriate allocations of institutional support should be 
made to auxiliary enterprises, hospitals, and any other activities 
not reported under the Educational and General heading of ex­
penditures.
Operation and Maintenance of Plant. This category should 
include all expenditures of current operating funds for the opera­
tion and maintenance of physical plant, in all cases net of 
amounts charged to auxiliary enterprises, hospitals, and inde­
pendent operations. It does not include expenditures made from 
the institutional plant fund accounts. It includes all expenditures 
for operations established to provide services and maintenance 
related to grounds and facilities. Also included are utilities, fire 
protection, property insurance, and similar items.
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Scholarships and Fellowships. This category should include 
expenditures for scholarships and fellowships in the form of 
outright grants to students selected by the institution and fi­
nanced from current funds, restricted or unrestricted. It also 
should include trainee stipends, prizes, and awards, except 
trainee stipends awarded to individuals who are not enrolled in 
formal course work, which should be charged to instruction, re­
search, or public service as appropriate. If the institution is 
given custody of the funds, but is not allowed to select the 
recipient of the grant—for example, federal Basic Educational 
Opportunity Grants program or ROTC scholarships—the funds 
should be reported in the Agency Funds group rather than in 
the Current Funds group. The recipient of an outright grant is 
not required to perform service to the institution as considera­
tion for the grant, nor is he expected to repay the amount of the 
grant to the funding source. When services are required in ex­
change for financial assistance, as in the federal College Work- 
Study Program, the charges should be classified as expenditures 
of the department or organizational unit to which the service is 
rendered. Aid to students in the form of tuition or fee remissions 
also should be included in this category. However, remissions of 
tuition or fees granted because of faculty or staff status, or 
family relationship of students to faculty or staff, should be re­
corded as staff benefit expenditures in the appropriate functional 
expenditure category.
Mandatory Transfers. This category should include transfers 
from the Current Funds group to other fund groups arising out 
of (1) binding legal agreements related to the financing of edu­
cational plant, such as amounts for debt retirement, interest, 
and required provisions for renewals and replacements of plant, 
not financed from other sources, and (2) grant agreements with 
agencies of the federal government, donors, and other organiza­
tions to match gifts and grants to loan and other funds. Manda­
tory transfers may be required to be made from either unre­
stricted or restricted current funds.
Nonmandatory Transfers. This category should include those 
transfers from the Current Funds group to other fund groups 
made at the discretion of the governing board to serve a variety 
of objectives, such as additions to loan funds, additions to quasi­
endowment funds, general or specific plant additions, voluntary 
renewals and replacements of plant, and prepayments on debt 
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principal. It also may include the retransfer of resources back 
to current funds.
Auxiliary Enterprises
An auxiliary enterprise is an entity that exists to furnish goods 
or services to students, faculty, or staff, and that charges a fee 
directly related to, although not necessarily equal to, the cost of 
the goods or services. The distinguishing characteristic of auxil­
iary enterprises is that they are managed as essentially self- 
supporting activities. Examples are residence halls, food ser­
vices, intercollegiate athletics, (only if essentially self-support­
ing), college stores, faculty clubs, faculty and staff parking, and 
faculty housing. Student health services, when operated as an 
auxiliary enterprise, also should be included. The general public 
may be served incidentally by auxiliary enterprises. Hospitals, 
although they may serve students, faculty, or staff, are separately 
classified because of their relative financial significance.
This category includes all expenditures and transfers relating 
to the operation of auxiliary enterprises, including expenditures 
for operation and maintenance of plant and for institutional 
support; also included are other direct and indirect costs, whether 
charged directly as expenditures or allocated as a proportionate 
share of costs of other departments or units.
Expenditures. Expenditures of auxiliary enterprises are iden­
tified by using the same general criteria as for educational and 
general expenditures to distinguish them from transfers.
Mandatory Transfers. This type of transfer follows the same 
criteria of identification as for educational and general manda­
tory transfers to distinguish them from expenditures and non­
mandatory transfers.
Nonmandatory Transfers. This type of transfer follows the 
same criteria of identification as for educational and general non­
mandatory transfers to distinguish them from expenditures and 
mandatory transfers.
Hospitals
This category includes all expenditures and transfers asso­
ciated with the patient care operations of the hospital, including 
nursing and other professional services, general services, admin­
istrative services, fiscal services, and charges for physical plant 
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operations and institutional support. Also included are other 
direct and indirect costs, whether charged directly as expendi­
tures or allocated as a proportionate share of costs of other de­
partments or units. Expenditures for those activities which take 
place within the hospital, but which are categorized more appro­
priately as instruction or research, should be excluded from this 
category and accounted for in the appropriate categories.
Expenditures. The same criteria for identifying expenditures 
are used as in the case of educational and general expenditures 
to distinguish them from transfers.
Mandatory Transfers. The same criteria for identifying man­
datory transfers are used as in the case of educational and gen­
eral mandatory transfers to distinguish them from expenditures 
and nonmandatory transfers.
Nonmandatory Transfers. The same criteria for identifying 
nonmandatory transfers are used as in the case of educational 
and general nonmandatory transfers to distinguish them from 
expenditures and mandatory transfers.
Independent Operations
This category includes expenditures and transfers of those 
operations which are independent of, or unrelated to, but which 
may enhance the primary missions of the institution. This cate­
gory generally is limited to expenditures associated with major 
federally funded research laboratories. This category excludes 
expenditures associated with property owned and managed as 
investments of the institution’s endowment funds.
Expenditures. The same criteria for identifying expenditures 
are used as in the case of educational and general expenditures 
to distinguish them from transfers.
Mandatory Transfers. The same criteria for identifying man­
datory transfers are used as in the case of educational and gen­
eral mandatory transfers to distinguish them from expenditures 
and nonmandatory transfers.
Nonmandatory Transfers. The same criteria for identifying 
nonmandatory transfers are used as in the case of educational 
and general nonmandatory transfers to distinguish them from 
expenditures and mandatory transfers.
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Deductions from Fund Balances
The term “deductions” is in contrast to expenditures and 
transfers. Deductions represent decreases in current fund bal­
ances, such as refunds to donors and grantors, and unencum­
bered or unexpended funds returned or returnable to the state 
treasury at fiscal year-end, depending on provisions of state 
statutes or appropriation acts.
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.11 ILLUSTRATIVE EXHIBITS*
* From College and University Business Administration, third edition 
(Washington, D.C., 1974), by permission of the National Association of Col­
lege and University Business Officers.
[Chapter 5: 7]
The figures used in the accompanying exhibits are illustrative 
only and are not intended to indicate any relationship among ac­
counts. The summary of significant accounting policies and notes 
to financial statements relate to the illustrative statements. Modi­
fications should be made thereto as appropriate to actual cir­
cumstances.
Material from the Industry Audit Guide, Audits of Colleges 
and Universities, copyright © 1973 by the American Institute 
of Certified Public Accountants, Inc., is adapted with permission.
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Sample Educational Institution
Balance
June 30,
with comparative figures
Assets
Current Funds
Current Year Prior Year
Unrestricted
Cash .............................................................. $ 210,000
Investments.................................................... 450,000
Accounts receivable, less allowance
of $18,000 both years................................. 228,000
Inventories, at lower of cost (first-in,
first-out basis) or market............................ 90,000
Prepaid expenses and deferred charges..................... 28,000
Total unrestricted........................ 1,006,000
Restricted
Cash .............................................................. 145,000
Investments.................................................... 175,000
Accounts receivable, less allowance
of $8,000 both years................................... 68,000
Unbilled charges............................................. 72,000
Total restricted............................ 460,000
Total current funds........................ 1,466,000
$ 110,000 
360,000
175,000
80,000
20,000
745,000
101,000
165,000
160,000
426,000
1,171,000
Loan Funds
Cash .......................................................... 30,000 20,000
Investments................................................ 100,000 100,000
Loans to students, faculty, and staff,
less allowance of $10,000 current
year and $9,000 prior year...................... 550,000 382,000
Due from unrestricted funds........................ 3,000 —
Total loan funds...................... .... 683,000 502,000
Endowment and Similar Funds
Cash .............................................................. 100,000 101,000
Investments..................................................... 13,900,000 11,800,000
Total endowment and similar funds.... 14,000,000 11,901,000
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Exhibit 1
Sheet
19_____
at June 30, 19____
Liabilities and Fund Balances
Current Funds
Current Year Prior Year
Unrestricted
Accounts payable ... .......................................
Accrued liabilities................. ................... ——
Students’ deposits........... ...............................
Due to other funds........................................
Deferred credits .............................................
Fund balance ..................................... ...........
Total unrestricted ......................
$ 125,000 $ 100,000
20,000 15,000
30,000 35,000
158,000 120,000
30,000 20,000
643,000 455,000
1,006,000 745,000
Restricted
Accounts payable........................................... 14,000 5,000
Fund balances................................................ 446,000 421,000
Total restricted.... ..... ..................
Total current funds......................
460,000 426,000
1,466,000 1,171,000
Loan Funds
Fund balances
U.S. government grants refundable................ 50,000
University funds
Restricted ..............   483,000
Unrestricted ............................................... 150,000
Total loan funds.......................... 683,000
33,000
369,000
100,000
502,000
Endowment and Similar Funds
Fund balances
Endowment............................................  7,800,000
Term endowment.... ...................................... 3,840,000
Quasi-endowment—unrestricted ................— 1,000,000
Quasi-endowment—restricted ................... — 1,360,000
Total endowment and similar funds.... 14,000,000
6,740,000
3,420,000 
800,000 
941,000 
11,901,000
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Exhibit I—Continued
Annuity and Life Income Funds
Annuity funds
Cash .............................................................  $ 55,000
Investments.................................................... 3,260,000
Total annuity funds...................... 3,315,000
$ 45,000
3,010,000
3,055,000
Life income funds
Cash ................................................... 15,000
Investments.................................................... 2,045,000
Total life income funds................ 2,060,000
Total annuity and life income funds.... 5.375,000
15,000 
1,740,000 
1,755,000 
4,810,000
Plant Funds
Unexpended
Cash . ........................................................... 275,000
Investments.................................................... 1,285,000
Due from unrestricted current funds.............. 150,000
410,000
1,590,000
120,000
Total unexpended........................ 1,710,000
Renewals and replacements
Cash .............................................................. 5,000
Investments......... .......................................... 150,000
Deposits with trustees..................................... 100,000
Due from unrestricted current funds..............  5,000
Total renewals and replacements.. 260,000
Retirement of indebtedness
Cash .............................................................. 50,000
Deposits with trustees................................   250,000
Total retirement of indebtedness.. 300,000
Investment in plant
Land .............................................................. 500,000
Land improvements....................................... 1,000,000
Buildings ........................................................ 25,000,000
Equipment ....................................................... 15,000,000
Library books................................................ 100,000
Total investment in plant............ 41,600,000
Total plant funds.......................... 43,870,000
Agency Funds
Cash .............................................................. 50,000
Investments...................................................... 60,000
Total agency funds.......................... 110,000
2,120,000
4,000 
286,000 
90,000
380,000
40,000
253,000
293,000
500,000
1,110,000 
24,060,000 
14,200,000 
80,000 
39,950,000 
42,743,000
70,000
20,000
90,000
See accompanying Summary of Significant Accounting
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Annuity and Life Income Funds
Annuity funds
Annuities payable ......................................... $ 2,150,000
Fund balances ............................................... 1,165,000
Total annuity funds...................... 3,315,000
Life income funds
Income payable ............................................. 5,000
Fund balances.................................................  2,055,000
Total life income funds...............  2,060,000
Total annuity and life income funds.... 5,375,000
Plant Funds
Unexpended
Accounts payable ........................................... 10,000
Notes payable................................................. 100,000
Bonds payable ............................................... 400,000
Fund balances
Restricted ................................................... 1,000,000
Unrestricted ............................................... 200,000
Total unexpended........................ 1,710,000
Renewals and replacements 
Fund balances
Restricted ................................................... 25,000
Unrestricted ............................................... 235,000
Total renewals and replacements.. 260,000
Retirement of indebtedness
Fund balances
Restricted ................................................... 185,000
Unrestricted ............................................... 115,000
Total retirement of indebtedness.. 300,000
Investment in plant
Notes payable................................................. 790,000
Bonds payable ...............   2,200,000
Mortgages payable......................................... 400,000
Net investment in plant............................ .... 38,210,000
Total investment in plant............. 41,600,000
Total plant funds......................... 43,870,000
Agency Funds
Deposits held in custody for others....................
Total agency funds......................
$ 2,300,000 
755,000 
3,055,000
5,000 
1,750,000 
1,755,000 
4,810,000
1,860,000 
260,000
2,120,000
180,000
200,000
380,000
125,000
168,000
293,000
810,000 
2,400,000
200,000 
36,540,000 
39,950,000 
42,743,000
90,000
90,000
110,000
110,000
Policies and Notes to Financial Statements
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Sample Educational Institution
Statement of Changes in
Year Ended June 30,
Current Funds 
Unrestricted Restricted
Revenues and other additions
Unrestricted current fund revenues................................................. $7,540,000
Expired term endowment—restricted.............................................
State appropriations—restricted .....................................................
Federal grants and contracts—restricted....................................... 500,000
Private gifts, grants, and contracts—restricted.............................. 370,000
Investment income—restricted ....................................................... 224,000
Realized gains on investments—unrestricted.................................
Realized gains on investments—restricted.......................................
Interest on loans receivable..............................-............................
U.S. government advances..............................................................
Expended for plant facilities (including $100,000 charged to
current funds expenditures)........................................................
Retirement of indebtedness..............................................................
Accrued interest on sale of bonds...................................................
Matured annuity and life income restricted to endowment............. ................. ..............
Total revenues and other additions.............................. 7,540,000 1,094,000
Expenditures and other deductions
Educational and general expenditures............................................. 4,400,000 1,014,000
Auxiliary enterprises expenditures................................................... 1,830,000
Indirect costs recovered.................................................................. 35,000
Refunded to grantors...................................................................... 20,000
Loan cancellations and write-offs...................................................
Administrative and collection costs.................................................
Adjustment of actuarial liability for annuities payable................
Expended for plant facilities (including noncapitalized
expenditures of $50,000)............................................................
Retirement of indebtedness............................................................
Interest on indebtedness..................................................................
Disposal of plant facilities..............................................................
Expired term endowments ($40,000 unrestricted,
$50,000 restricted to plant)..........................................................
Matured annuity and life income funds restricted to endowment.... ________  _______
Total expenditures and other deductions.................. 6,230,000 1,069,000
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Exhibit 2
Fund Balances
19_____
Plant Funds
Loan 
Funds
Endowment 
and Similar 
Funds
Annuity 
and Life 
Income 
Funds
Unex­
pended
Renewals 
and 
Replace­
ments
Retire­
ment of 
Indebt­
edness
Investment 
in Plant
50,000
50,000
100,000 1,500,000 800,000 115,000 65,000 15,000
12,000 10,000 
109,000
5,000 5,000 5,000
4,000
7,000 
18,000
50,000 10,000 5,000 5,000
1,550,000 
220,000 
3,000
______  10,000 _______
141,000 1,679,000 800,000 230,000 10,000 78,000 1,785,000
10,000
1,000
1,000
75,000
1,000
1,200,000 300,000
220,000
190,000
115,000
90,000
10,000
12,000 90,000 85,000 1,200,000 300,000 411,000 115,000
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Exhibit 2—Continued
Current Funds___
Transfers among funds—additions/(deductions) Unrestricted Restricted
Mandatory:
Principal and interest.................................................................. (340,000)
Renewals and replacements........................................................ (170,000)
Loan fund matching grant...........................  (2,000)
Unrestricted gifts allocated............................................................ (650,000)
Portion of unrestricted quasi-endowment funds
investment gains appropriated..................................................... 40,000
Total transfers ............................................................ (1,122,000)
Net increase/(decrease) for the year...................   188,000 25,000
Fund balance at beginning of year......................................................  455,000 421,000
Fund balance at end of year................................................................ 643,000 446,000
See accompanying Summary of Significant Accounting
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Plant Funds
Loan 
Funds
Endowment 
and Similar 
Funds
Annuity 
and Life 
Income 
Funds
Unex­
pended
Renewals 
and 
Replace­
ments
Retire­
ment of 
Indebt­
edness
Investment 
in Plant
340,000
170,000
2,000
50,000 550,000 50,000
(40,000)
52,000 510,000 — 50,000 170,000 340,000 —
181,000 2,099,000 715,000 (920,000) (120,000) 7,000 1,670,000
502,000 11,901,000 2,505,000 2,120,000 380,000 293,000 36,540,000
683,000 14,000,000 3,220,000 1,200,000 260,000 300,000 38,210,000
Policies and Notes to Financial Statements
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Sample Educational Institution
Statement of Current Funds Revenues
Year Ended June
Revenues
Tuition and fees......................................................................................................
Federal appropriations ..........................................................................................
State appropriations ..............................................................................................
Local appropriations..............................................................................................
Federal grants and contracts.................................................................................
State grants and contracts......................................................................................
Local grants and contracts.....................................................................................
Private gifts, grants, and contracts.........................................................................
Endowment income................................................................................................
Sales and services of educational departments......................................................
Sales and services of auxiliary enterprises..............................................................
Expired term endowment......................................................................................
Other sources (if any)............................................................................................
Total current revenues...................................................................................
Expenditures and mandatory transfers
Educational and general
Instruction ..........................................................................................................
Research.............................................................................................................
Public service......................................................................................................
Academic support ..............................................................................................
Student services..................................................................................................
Institutional support ..........................................................................................
Operation and maintenance of plant..................................................................
Scholarships and fellowships...............................................................................
Educational and general expenditures............................................................
Mandatory transfers for:
Principal and interest.......................................................................................
Renewals and replacements...........................................................................
Loan fund matching grant...............................................................................
Total educational and general......................................................................
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Exhibit 3
Expenditures, and Other Changes
30, 19_____
Current Year Prior
Unrestricted Restricted Total Year Total
$2,600,000 $2,600,000 $2,300,000
500,000 500,000 500,000
700,000 700,000 700,000
100,000 100,000 100,000
20,000 $ 375,000 395,000 350,000
10,000 25,000 35,000 200,000
5,000 25,000 30,000 45,000
850,000 380,000 1,230,000 1,190,000
325,000 209,000 534,000 500,000
190,000 190,000 195,000
2,200,000 2,200,000 2,100,000
40,000 40,000
7,540,000 1,014,000 8,554,000 8,180,000
2,960,000 489,000 3,449,000 3,300,000
100,000 400,000 500,000 650,000
130,000 25,000 155,000 175,000
250,000 250,000 225,000
200,000 200,000 195,000
450,000 450,000 445,000
220,000 220,000 200,000
90,000 100,000 190,000 180,000
4,400,000 1,014,000 5,414,000 5,370,000
90,000 90,000 50,000
100,000 100,000 80,000
2,000 2,000
4,592,000 1,014,000 5,606,000 5,500,000
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Exhibit 3—Continued
Expenditures and mandatory transfers
Auxiliary enterprises
Expenditures .............. .......................................................................................
Mandatory transfers for:
Principal and interest...................... ...............................................................
Renewals and replacements.............................................................................
Total auxiliary enterprises.........................................................................
Total expenditures and mandatory transfers...........................................
Other transfers and additions/(deductions)
Excess of restricted receipts over transfers to revenues.........................................
Refunded to grantors..............................................................................................
Unrestricted gifts allocated to other funds............................................................
Portion of quasi-endowment gains appropriated.....................................................
Net increase in fund balances.............................................................................
See accompanying Summary of Significant
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_ _ Current Year Prior 
Year TotalUnrestricted Restricted Total
1,830,000 1,830,000 1,730,000
250,000 250,000 250,000
70,000 70,000 70,000
2,150,000 2,150,000 2,050,000
6,742,000 1,014,000 7,756,000 7,550,000
(650,000) 
40,000 
188,000
45,000 
(20,000)
25,000
45,000
(20,000) 
(650,000)
40,000 
213,000
40,000
(510,000)
160,000
Accounting Policies and Notes to Financial Statements
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SAMPLE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION 
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
June 30, 19-----
The significant accounting policies followed by Sample Educa­
tional Institution are described below to enhance the usefulness 
of the financial statements to the reader.
Accrual Basis
The financial statements of Sample Educational Institution 
have been prepared on the accrual basis except for depreciation 
accounting as explained in notes 1 and 2 to the financial state­
ments. The statement of current funds revenues, expenditures, 
and other changes is a statement of financial activities of current 
funds related to the current reporting period. It does not purport 
to present the results of operations or the net income or loss for 
the period as would a statement of income or a statement of 
revenues and expenses.
To the extent that current funds are used to finance plant 
assets, the amounts so provided are accounted for as (1) expendi­
tures, in the case of normal replacement of movable equipment 
and library books; (2) mandatory transfers, in the case of re­
quired provisions for debt amortization and interest and equip­
ment renewal and replacement; and (3) transfers of a nonman­
datory nature for all other cases.
Fund Accounting
In order to ensure observance of limitations and restrictions 
placed on the use of the resources available to the Institution, 
the accounts of the Institution are maintained in accordance with 
the principles of “fund accounting.” This is the procedure by 
which resources for various purposes are classified for account­
ing and reporting purposes into funds that are in accordance 
with activities or objectives specified. Separate accounts are 
maintained for each fund; however, in the accompanying finan­
cial statements, funds that have similar characteristics have been 
combined into fund groups. Accordingly, all financial transac­
tions have been recorded and reported by fund group.
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Within each fund group, fund balances restricted by outside 
sources are so indicated and are distinguished from unrestricted 
funds allocated to specific purposes by action of the governing 
board. Externally restricted funds may only be utilized in ac­
cordance with the purposes established by the source of such 
funds and are in contrast with unrestricted funds over which the 
governing board retains full control to use in achieving any of 
its institutional purposes.
Endowment funds are subject to the restrictions of gift in­
struments requiring in perpetuity that the principal be invested 
and the income only be utilized. Term endowment funds are simi­
lar to endowment funds except that upon the passage of a stated 
period of time or the occurrence of a particular event, all or part 
of the principal may be expended. While quasi-endowment funds 
have been established by the governing board for the same pur­
poses as endowment funds, any portion of quasi-endowment 
funds may be expended.
All gains and loses arising from the sale, collection, or other 
disposition of investments and other noncash assets are ac­
counted for in the fund which owned such assets. Ordinary in­
come derived from investments, receivables, and the like is 
accounted for in the fund owning such assets, except for income 
derived from investments of endowment and similar funds, which 
income is accounted for in the fund to which it is restricted or, if 
unrestricted, as revenues in unrestricted current funds.
All other unrestricted revenue is accounted for in the unre­
stricted current fund. Restricted gifts, grants, appropriations, 
endowment income, and other restricted resources are accounted 
for in the appropriate restricted funds. Restricted current funds 
are reported as revenues and expenditures when expended for 
current operating purposes.
Other Significant Accounting Policies
Other significant accounting policies are set forth in the finan­
cial statements and the notes thereto.
SAMPLE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION 
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
June 30, 19-----
1. Investments exclusive of physical plant are recorded at
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Municipal bonds (approximate 
market, current year 
$1,400,000, prior year 
$1,340,000) .......................
cost; investments received by gifts are carried at market value 
at the date of acquisition. Quoted market values of investments 
(all marketable securities) of the funds indicated were as follows:
Current year Prior year
Unrestricted current funds ... .$ 510,000 $ 390,000
Restricted current funds......... 180,000 165,000
Loan funds .............................. 105,000 105,000
Unexpended plant funds......... . 1,287,000 1,600,000
Renewal and replacement funds 145,000 285,000
Agency funds............................ 60,000 20,000
Investments of endowment and similar funds and annuity and
life income funds are composed of the following:
Carrying value
Endowment and similar funds: 
Corporate stocks and bonds 
(approximate market, 
current year $15,000,000,
Current year Prior year
prior year $10,900,000) ... 
Rental properties—less
accumulated depreciation,
current year $500,000,
.$13,000,000 $10,901,000
prior year $400,000 ........... 900,000 899,000
Annuity funds:
U.S. bonds (approximate 
market, current year 
$200,000, prior year
13,900,000 11,800,000
$100,000)............................
Corporate stocks and bonds 
(approximate market, 
current year $3,070,000,
200,000 110,000
prior year $2,905,000)....... . 3,060,000 2,900,000
Life income funds:
3,260,000 3,010,000
1,500,000 1,300,000
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Corporate stocks and bonds
(approximate market,
current year $650,000, prior 
year $400,000).................... 545,000 440,000
2,045,000 1,740,000
Assets of endowment funds, except nonmarketable investments 
of term endowment having a book value of $200,000 and quasi­
endowment having a book value of $800,000, are pooled on a 
market value basis, with each individual fund subscribing to or 
disposing of units on the basis of the value per unit at market 
value at the beginning of the calendar quarter within which the 
transaction takes place. Of the total units each having a market 
value of $15.00, 600,000 units were owned by endowment, 280,000 
units by term endowment, and 120,000 units by quasi-endowment 
at June 30, 19-----
The following tabulation summarizes changes in relationships 
between cost and market values of the pooled assets :
Market 
Net Value 
Pooled Assets Gains per
Market Cost (Losses) Unit
End of year . .$15,000,000 $13,000,000 $2,000,000 $15.00 
Beginning
of year .... 10,900,000 10,901,000 (1,000) 12.70
Unrealized
net gains 
for year ... 2,001,000
Realized
net gains
for year ... 159,000
Total
net gains
for year__ $2,160,000 2.30
The average annual earnings per unit, exclusive of net gains, 
were $.56 for the year.
2. Physical plant and equipment are stated at cost at date of 
acquisition or fair value at date of donation in the case of gifts, 
except land acquired prior to 1940, which is valued at appraisal 
value in 1940 at $300,000. Depreciation on physical plant and 
equipment is not recorded.
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3. Long-term debt includes : bonds payable due in annual in­
stallments varying from $45,000 to $55,000 with interest at 5⅞%, 
the final installment being due in 19, collateralized by trust 
indenture covering land, buildings, and equipment known as 
Smith dormitory carried in the accounts at $2,500,000, and 
pledged net revenue from the operations of said dormitory; and 
mortgages payable due in varying amounts to 19.... with in­
terest at 6%, collateralized by property carried in the accounts 
at $800,000 and pledged revenue of the Student Union amounting 
to approximately $65,000 per year.
4. The Institution has certain contributory pension plans for 
academic and nonacademic personnel. Total pension expense for 
the year was $350,000, which includes amortization of prior ser­
vice cost over a period of 20 years. The Institution’s policy is to 
fund pension costs accrued, including periodic funding of prior 
years ’ accruals not previously funded. The actuarially computed 
value of vested benefits as of June 30, 19...... exceeded net assets 
of the pension fund by approximately $300,000.
5. Contracts have been let for the construction of additional 
classroom buildings in the amount of $3,000,000. Construction 
and equipment are estimated to aggregate $5,000,000, which will 
be financed by available resources and an issue of bonds payable 
over a period of 40 years amounting to $4,000,000.
6. All interfund borrowings have been made from unrestricted 
funds. The amounts due to plant funds from current unrestricted 
funds are payable within one year without interest. The amount 
due to loan funds from current unrestricted funds is payable 
currently.
7. Pledges totaling $260,000, restricted to plant fund uses, are 
due to be collected over the next three fiscal years in the amounts 
of $120,000, $80,000, and $60,000, respectively. It is not practica­
ble to estimate the net realizable value of such pledges.
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.12 CHART OF ACCOUNTS*
* From College and University Business Administration, third edition 
(Washington, D.C., 1974), by permission of the National Association of Col­
lege and University Business Officers.
[Chapter 5: 6]
A systematic classification of accounts is an essential part of 
an accounting system. The accounts should be developed to be 
compatible with the organizational structure of the institution, 
and their form and content should be arranged in agreement with 
the financial reports to be presented.
The arrangement should be formalized in a chart of accounts, 
and for ease of identification and reference, each account should 
be assigned an appropriate code number or symbol. Classification 
should be according to the funds and fund groups of the institu­
tion, as described in the preceding chapters of Part 5. Within 
each fund group, the accounts should be listed according to as­
sets, liabilities, and fund balance accounts.
The illustrative chart of accounts for a college or university 
presented below shows those accounts usually found in the gen­
eral ledger or carried in subsidiary ledgers with appropriate 
control accounts in the general ledger. This chart is presented as 
a guide for institutions in developing their own detailed charts 
of accounts and to help them set up their accounts in conformity 
with the principles of accounting and reporting presented in 
the preceding chapters of Part 5. The system of accounts may be 
expanded, contracted, or modified to meet the needs of the indi­
vidual institution and to conform to its organizational structure, 
but in any case it should incorporate the basic elements common 
to all educational institutions.
In designing or revising a chart of accounts, the code numbers 
or symbols assigned to the accounts should progress in a logical 
order. Because each fund and fund group is carried in the ac­
counting records as a separately balanced group, the accounts in 
any given group should be assigned a code number that, perhaps 
by a prefix, identifies that fund group—for example, all accounts 
related to current funds should be identifiable as such; all ac­
counts for plant funds should be identifiable as such. Similarly, 
within the fund groups, consistent code numbers should identify 
subgroups, assets, liabilities, and fund balances. For revenue ac­
counts, code numbers or symbols can be used to identify sources.
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For expenditure accounts, code numbers or symbols can be used 
to identify functions, organizational units, projects, programs, 
and objects of expenditures. The individual fund identity should 
be an integral part of the fund balance, revenue, and expenditure 
account codes.
In developing a chart of accounts, it is important to exercise 
economy in the use of digits and characters for code numbers, to 
plan a logical arrangement for the chart, and to make ample 
provision for future expansion of account numbers.
GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNTS
Current Funds—Unrestricted
Asset Accounts
Cash
Petty Cash
Investments
Accounts Receivable—detailed as needed, for example:
Students
Hospital Patients
Governmental
Unbilled Charges
Notes Receivable—detailed as needed
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts and Notes—credit balance account 
associated with each type of receivable 
Inventories—detailed as needed, for example:
College Store
Dining Halls
Central Stores
Plant Operation and Maintenance Supply Store 
Prepaid Items and Deferred Charges—detailed as needed 
Due from Other Fund Groups
Liability and Fund Balance Accounts
Notes Payable
Accounts Payable and Accrued Expenses—detailed as needed 
Deferred Credits
Deposits
Due to Other Fund Groups
Fund Balances—Allocated—detailed as needed, for example: 
Auxiliary Enterprises 
Reserve for Encumbrances 
Reserve for Computer Use Survey 
Reserve for Faculty Self-Improvement Program
Fund Balance—Unallocated
Operating Accounts. The following control accounts in the general ledger 
for actual revenues, expenditures, and other changes are supported in 
detail by Current Funds Revenues and Current Funds Expenditures 
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and Other Changes accounts in subsidiary ledgers. If desired, severed 
control accounts may be provided in lieu of single control accounts: 
Revenues Control—credit account
Expenditures and Other Changes Control—debit account
When budgetary accounts are carried in the general ledger, the follow­
ing control accounts would appear in the chart of accounts. They are 
supported in detail by Current Funds Revenues and Current Funds 
Expenditures and Other Changes accounts in subsidiary ledgers: 
Estimated Revenues or Unrealized Revenues
Expenditures and Other Changes Allocations or Budget Allocations 
for Expenditures and Other Changes
Unallocated Budget Balance or Unassigned Budget Balance
Current Funds—Restricted
These accounts are to be used if the. assets and liabilities of such funds are 
separated from those of Unrestricted Current Funds.
Asset Accounts
Cash
Investments 
Accounts Receivable—detailed as needed, for example:
Governmental
Other
Unbilled Charges 
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts—credit balance account 
Due from Other Fund Groups
Liability and Fund Balance Accounts
Accounts Payable
Due to Other Fund Groups
Fund Balances—Allocated—detailed as needed, for example:
Reserve for Encumbrances
Auxiliary Enterprises
Fund Balances—Unallocated
Both of the fund balance accounts may be control accounts sup­
ported by separate subsidiary ledger accounts for each restricted 
current fund and for each type of fund balance. Additional control 
accounts may be provided as required or desired.
Operating Accounts. Expenditures of restricted current funds may be 
recorded in the operating accounts of unrestricted current funds, in 
which case transfers of restricted current funds to current funds rev­
enues accounts would be made to finance such expenditures. When 
this is not done, operating accounts for each current restricted fund 
must provide for proper classification of expenditures by object, as 
well as providing for appropriate categorization of sources of additions, 
deductions other than expenditures, and transfers to and from other 
funds.
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Loan Funds
Asset Accounts
Cash
Investments
Notes Receivable from Students, Faculty, and Staff 
Allowance for Doubtful Loans—credit balance account
Liability and Fund Balance Accounts
Accounts Payable to Collection Agencies
Due to Other Fund Groups
Refunds Payable on Refundable Government Grants
Fund Balances—This may be a control account supported by separate 
subsidiary ledger accounts for each fund. Separate accounts should 
be carried to identify the sources of funds available for loans, such 
as donor- and government-restricted loan funds, including funds 
provided by mandatory transfers required for matching purposes, 
unrestricted funds designated as loan funds, and funds returnable 
to the donor under certain conditions. Accounts to identify alloca­
tions of fund balances should be provided. Accounts may be main­
tained to identify resources available for loans to students separately 
from those for faculty and staff.
Endowment and Similar Funds
Asset Accounts
Cash
Accounts Receivable
Notes Receivable
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts and Notes—credit balance account 
Prepaid Items 
Investments—detailed as needed, for example:
Bonds
Allowance for Unamortized Bond Premiums 
Allowance for Unamortized Bond Discounts 
Preferred Stocks 
Common Stocks 
Mortgage Notes 
Real Estate
Allowance for Depreciation—credit balance account
Due from Other Fund Groups
Liability and Fund Balance Accounts
The fund balance accounts should be classified as to Endowment, Term 
Endowment, and Quasi-Endowment Funds, even though the invest­
ments of the funds may be merged in one or more investment pools. 
Payables—detailed as needed, for example:
Mortgages Payable
Notes Payable 
Accounts Payable 
Collateral Due on Securities Loaned 
Due to Other Fund Groups
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Balances of Endowment Funds
Balances of Term Endowment Funds
Balances of Quasi-Endowment Funds—Unrestricted
Balances of Quasi-Endowment Funds—Restricted
In order to differentiate between the balances of funds for which the 
income is unrestricted and those for which the income is restricted, the 
following accounts may be employed:
Balances of Endowment Funds—Unrestricted
Balances of Endowment Funds—Restricted—detailed as needed, for 
example:
Professorships
Instructional Departments 
Scholarships
Library
Loan Funds
Note. The balances of term endowment funds also may be identified 
in this manner.
Undistributed Gains and Losses on Investment Transactions—Sepa­
rate accounts should be established for each investment pool.
Undistributed Share Adjustments—Separate accounts should be estab­
lished for each investment pool.
Annuity and Life Income Funds
If the funds in this section are pooled for investment purposes, accounts for 
the assets may be classified as shown below for each investment pool. If 
any funds are separately invested, accounts should be set up for the invest­
ment of such funds.
Asset Accounts
Cash
Accounts Receivable
Notes Receivable
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts and Notes—credit balance account 
Investments—detailed as needed, for example:
Bonds
Allowance for Unamortized Bond Premiums
Allowance for Unamortized Bond Discounts
Preferred Stocks
Common Stocks
Mortgage Notes
Real Estate 
Allowance for Depreciation—credit balance account
Due from Other Fund Groups
Liability and Fund Balance Accounts
Accounts Payable
Annuity Payments Currently Due
Annuities Payable
Life Income Payments Currently Due
Due to Other Funds for Advances on Annuity Payments
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Due to Other Funds for Advances to Income Beneficiaries
Undistributed Income—Annuity Funds
Undistributed Income—Life Income Funds
Balances of Annuity Funds
Balances of Life Income Funds
These may be control accounts supported by subsidiary ledger ac­
counts for each fund. Within the two categories the accounts may be 
listed alphabetically by name, or they may be classified in any other 
manner at the discretion of the institution.
Undistributed Gains and Losses on Investment Transactions—Separate 
accounts should be established for each investment pool.
Undistributed Share Adjustments—Separate accounts should be estab­
lished for each investment pool.
Income, Expenditure, and Transfer Accounts
Income from Investments—credit account, detailed by each agreement 
Expenditures and Transfers—debit account, detailed by each agree­
ment
Plant Funds—Unexpended
Asset Accounts
Cash
Investments
Receivables—detailed as needed
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts—credit balance account
Due from Other Fund Groups
Construction in Progress—alternatively can be shown in Investment in 
Plant subgroup of Plant Funds
Liability and Fund Balance Accounts
Accounts Payable
Notes Payable 
Bonds Payable 
Mortgages Payable 
Due to Other Fund Groups
Fund Balances—This may be a control account supported by sub­
sidiary ledger accounts which should differentiate between unre­
stricted and restricted funds.
Plant Funds—Funds for Renewals and Replacements
These accounts should be used if the assets of such funds are separated from 
the assets of other subgroups of Plant Funds.
Asset Accounts
Cash
Accounts Receivable
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts—credit balance account 
Investments
Deposits with Trustees
Due from Other Fund Groups
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Liability and Fund Balance Accounts
Accounts Payable
Due to Other Fund Groups
Fund Balances—This may be a control account supported by sub­
sidiary ledger accounts which should differentiate between unre­
stricted and restricted funds.
Plant Funds—Funds for Retirement of Indebtedness
These accounts should be used if the assets of such funds are separated from 
the assets of other subgroups of Plant Funds.
Asset Accounts
Cash
Accounts and Notes Receivable
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts—credit balance account
Investments
Deposits with Trustees
Due from Other Fund Groups
Liability and Fund Balance Accounts
Accounts Payable
Due to Other Fund Groups
Fund Balances—This may be a control account supported by sub­
sidiary ledger accounts which should differentiate between unre­
stricted and restricted funds.
Plant Funds—Investment in Plant
Asset Accounts
Land
Buildings
Allowance for Depreciation—credit balance account 
Improvements Other than Buildings
Allowance for Depreciation—credit balance account 
Equipment
Allowance for Depreciation—credit balance account
Library Books
Art Museums and Collections
Construction in Progress—alternatively can be shown in the Unex­
pended Plant Funds subgroup of Plant Funds
Liability and Fund Balance Accounts
Accounts Payable
Notes Payable
Bonds Payable
Mortgages Payable
Leaseholds Payable
Due to Other Fund Groups
Net Investment in Plant —detailed as needed
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Agency Funds
Asset Accounts
Cash
Accounts Receivable
Notes Receivable
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts and Notes—credit balance account
Investments
Due from Other Fund Groups
Liability Accounts
Accounts Payable
Due to Other Fund Groups
Deposit Liabilities—Accounts for each agency fund should be carried 
either in the general ledger or in subsidiary ledgers.
CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES ACCOUNTS
(Separate Restricted and Unrestricted Accounts)
Tuition and Fees—detailed as needed
Federal Appropriations
State Appropriations
Local Appropriations
Federal Grants and Contracts
State Grants and Contracts
Local Grants and Contracts
Private Gifts, Grants, and Contracts—detailed as needed
Endowment Income—detailed as needed, for example:
Income from Funds Held by Others Under Irrevocable Trusts
Sales and Services of Educational Activities—detailed as 
needed, for example:
Film Rentals
Testing Services
Home Economics Cafeteria
Demonstration Schools
Dairy Creameries
Food Technology Divisions
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Sales and Services of Auxiliary Enterprises—detailed as 
needed, for example:
Residence Halls
Faculty Housing
Food Services
College Union
Additional revenue accounts may be established for sources of sales, types 
of products and services, and cash and interdepartmental sales.
Sales and Services of Hospitals—detailed as needed, for 
example:
Daily Patient Services
Nursing Services
Other Professional Services
Health Clinics if an integral part of the hospital
Other Sources—detailed as needed
Independent Operations—detailed as needed by organizational 
units
CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES 
AND TRANSFERS ACCOUNTS
Current funds expenditures accounts should bear identifying 
codes and symbols that will identify functions, such as Instruc­
tion, Institutional Support, and Scholarships and Fellowships; 
identify organizational units, such as Department of Physics, 
Controller’s Office, and Registrar’s Office; and identify the object 
of expenditures, such as Personnel Compensation, Supplies and 
Expenses, and Capital Expenditures. If desired, interdepart­
mental purchases, as contrasted with purchases from external 
sources, also may be identified by code or symbol. The object 
coding and symbols should be designed to provide for common 
usage of the objects throughout the entire chart of accounts, al­
though, of course, there will be individual object codings that will 
be used only for particular functional categories.
Educational and General
Instruction
Accounts by divisions, schools, colleges, and departments of instruc­
tion following the administrative organization of the institution. The 
four functional subcategories are:
General academic instruction
Occupational and vocational instruction
Special session instruction 
Community education
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Research
Accounts by individual projects, classified by organizational units. The 
two functional subcategories are:
Institutes and research centers
Individual or project research
Public Service
Accounts by activities, classified by type of activity, such as: 
Community Service
Conferences and Institutes
Cooperative Extension Service
Public Lectures
Radio
Television
Academic Support
Accounts by activities, classified by type of activity, such as: 
Academic Administration and Personnel Development 
Audiovisual Services
Computing Support (excluding administrative data processing), un­
less distributed to using activites
Course and Curriculum Development
Demonstration Schools
Libraries
Museums and Galleries
Student Services
Accounts by activities, classified by type of activity, such as: 
Admissions Office
Counseling and Career Guidance
Cultural Events
Dean of Students
Financial Aid Administration
Health and Infirmary Services if not an integral part of a hospital 
nor operated as an essentially self-supporting operation 
Intramural Athletics
Intercollegiate Athletics if operated as an integral part of depart­
ment of physical education and not essentially self-supporting 
Registrar 
Student Organizations 
Remedial Instruction
Institutional Support—detailed as needed, for example:
Governing Board
Chief Executive Office
Chief Academic Office
Chief Business Office
Investment Office
Legal Counsel 
Administrative Data Processing
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Alumni Office
Auditing, internal and external
Safety
Security
Catalogues and Bulletins
Commencements
Convocations
Development Office
Employee Personnel and Records
Fund Raising
General Insurance other than Property Insurance
Interest on Current Funds Loans
Legal Fees
Memberships
Printing
Provisions for Doubtful Accounts and Notes
Publications
Public Relations
Purchasing
Service Departments
There should be interim accounts for all organizational units classi­
fied in this category; these accounts should be closed out at the end 
of each fiscal year.
Space Management
Telephone and Telegraph unless charged to departmental budgets 
Transportation including motor pool, unless operated as a service de­
partment
Operation and Maintenance of Plant
Accounts for all organizational units and functions, such as: 
Administration
Custodial Services
Maintenance of Buildings
Maintenance of Grounds
Utilities
Trucking Services
Fire Protection
Property Insurance
Scholarships and Fellowships
Accounts as needed and desired for scholarships, fellowships, grants- 
in-aid, trainee stipends, prizes, and awards.
Tuition and Fee Remissions unless properly classified as staff benefit 
expenditures
Accounts may be set up for instructional divisions and departments, 
such as:
School of Medicine
Department of Physics
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Mandatory Transfers, Educational and General—detailed to show 
sub categories, such as:
Provision for Debt Service on Educational Plant 
Loan Fund Matching Grants
Nonmandatory Transfers, Educational and General (to and from) 
—detailed to show significant subcategories, such as:
Loan Funds 
Quasi-Endowment Funds 
Appreciation on Securities of Endowment and Similar Funds 
Plant Funds
Renewals and Replacements of Plant Assets 
Additions to Plant Assets
Voluntary Payments on Debt Principal
Auxiliary Enterprises, Hospitals, and Independent Operations
Auxiliary Enterprises
Accounts as needed and desired for such enterprises as included in 
the Current Funds Revenues accounts.
Provision should be made for identification of mandatory and non­
mandatory transfers—to and from—by significant subcategories.
Hospitals
Accounts as needed and desired. Provision should be made for identi­
fication of mandatory and nonmandatory transfers—to and from—by 
significant subcategories.
Independent Operations
Accounts as needed and desired for organizational units.
Provision should be made for identification of mandatory and non­
mandatory transfers—to and from—by significant subcategories.
CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENDITURES BY OBJECT
The object classification of expenditures identifies that which 
is received in return for the expenditures. Object classification 
has importance as a tool for internal management, but should be 
considered complementary to the classification of expenditures 
by function and organizational unit and should not replace these 
classifications in the various schedules of current funds expendi­
tures. The value of object classification will depend on the useful­
ness of the information it provides to management. The classifica­
tions may be omitted from published financial reports or they 
may be used to any degree considered desirable by the institution. 
The use of object classifications and the related identifying codes 
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and symbols should not be carried to an extreme; the number of 
categories should be limited to those that will be of significant 
value to management.
Three major object classifications are found in most colleges 
and universities: Personnel Compensation, Supplies and Ex­
penses, and Capital Expenditures. Breakdowns of objects within 
these major categories may be necessary or desirable in some 
situations.
Personnel Compensation
This classification includes salaries, wages, and staff benefits. In the vari­
ous salary and wage expense accounts, it may be desirable to distinguish 
between groups of faculty and other staff members, such as full-time and 
part-time personnel; student and nonstudent workers; and professional, 
secretarial, clerical, skilled, and nonskilled employees. Appropriate code 
numbers and symbols within this category will aid in identifying, collecting, 
and summarizing information.
Supplies and Expenses
Because of their general significance to nearly all organizational units 
within an institution, it may be beneficial to identify significant categories 
of these expenditures, such as supplies, telephones, travel, and contractual 
services.
Capital Expenditures
The following object categories within this classification (which includes 
both additions to and renewals and replacements of capital assets) may 
prove helpful in the accounting and reporting systems of educational insti­
tutions: scientific equipment, laboratory apparatus, office machines and 
equipment, library books, furniture and furnishings, motor vehicles, ma­
chinery and tools, building remodeling, minor construction, and livestock.
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Financial Accounting and
Reporting by Face-Amount 
Certificate Companies
[Proposal to Financial Accounting Standards Board to Amend 
AICPA Industry Audit Guide on Audits of Investment Companies with 
Respect to Face-Amount Certificate Companies]
AICPA
December 10, 1974
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
Marshall S. Armstrong, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Proposal to Amend
AICPA Industry Audit Guide on 
Audits of Investment Companies 
With Respect to
Face-Amount Certificate Companies
Dear Mr. Armstrong:
The accompanying Statement of Position, prepared by the Accounting 
Standards Task Force on Investment Companies, proposes amendments 
to the AICPA Industry Audit Guide on Audits of Investment Companies 
which would exclude face-amount certificate companies from the 
general definition of investment companies set forth in the Guide. 
Accordingly, these companies (there are four in active operation 
at the present time) would not be required to follow the accounting 
provisions of the Guide.
While issuance of this Statement of Position will be helpful to 
Independent auditors, we urge that FASB advise the accounting pro­
fession at an early date as to whether it believes the proposed 
amendments are appropriate and should be regarded as having the 
same authoritative support as the Audit Guide itself.
Members of the Task Force will be glad to meet with you or your 
representatives to discuss this proposal. The Task Force would 
also appreciate being advised as to the Board's proposed action 
on its recommendations.
Sincerely yours,
ACCOUNTING STANDARDS TASK FORCE ON INVESTMENT COMPANIES
James H. Muller, Chairman 
Charles Adams
Philip L. Cohen
S. Leland Dill
Robert J. Gummer
Edwin N. Hanlon 
William T. Kennedy 
David A. O'Keefe 
Frederick M. Werblow 
John Woodcock, Jr.
AICPA Letter
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NOTES
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has issued 
a series of industry-oriented Audit Guides that present recommenda­
tions on auditing procedures and auditors’ reports and in some 
instances on accounting principles, and a series of Accounting Guides 
that present recommendations on accounting principles. Based on 
experience in the application of these Guides, AICPA Task Forces 
may from time to time conclude that it is desirable to change a 
Guide. A Statement of Position is used to revise or clarify certain of 
the recommendations in the Guide to which it relates. A Statement of 
Position represents the considered judgment of the responsible AICPA 
Task Force.
To the extent that a Statement of Position is concerned with 
auditing procedures and auditors’ reports, its degree of authority is 
the same as that of the Audit Guide to which it relates. As to such 
matters, members should be aware that they may be called upon to 
justify departures from the recommendations of the Task Force.
To the extent that a Statement of Position relates to standards of 
financial accounting or reporting (accounting principles), the recom­
mendations of the Task Force are subject to ultimate disposition by 
the Financial Accounting Standards Board. The recommendations are 
made for the purpose of urging the FASB to promulgate standards 
that the Task Force believes would be in the public interest.
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING BY 
FACE-AMOUNT CERTIFICATE COMPANIES
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
.01 The AICPA Industry Audit Guide sets forth the following 
general definition of the investment company industry:
“The business of an investment company consists of selling its capital 
shares to the public, investing the proceeds—for the most part in 
securities—in a manner seeking to achieve its announced investment 
objectives, and distributing to its shareholders the net income from, 
and the net gains realized on sales of, its investments. Generally, an 
investment company can be said to be a pooling of funds by share­
holders to avail themselves of professional investment management.”1
1 AICPA, Audits of Investment Companies, (New York: 1973), p. 1.
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.02 The Guide then includes face-amount certificate com­
panies as investment companies to which the Guide is applicable 
by the following:
“Within the umbrella of the above general definition fall many forms 
of investment companies, including management investment com­
panies, face-amount certificate companies (emphasis supplied), unit 
investment trusts, collective trust funds, investment partnerships, 
and ‘offshore funds’.” 2
3 Ibid., p. 141.
.03 In its Glossary, the Guide defines a face-amount certificate 
as “A security representing an obligation of the issuer to pay a 
stated amount at a fixed date in the future, the consideration for 
which is either payment of periodic installments of a stated 
amount or a single lump payment.” A face-amount certificate 
company is “An investment company engaged in the business of 
issuing face-amount certificates of the installment type.’’3
.04 The task force has reconsidered the appropriateness of 
including face-amount certificate companies in the definition of 
“investment companies” included in the Guide.
RECOMMENDATION
.05 The Task Force believes that face-amount certificate 
companies do not fall within the general definition of investment 
companies set forth in the Guide and, therefore, such companies 
should not be required to follow the accounting provisions of the 
Guide.
.06 Specifically, the Task Force believes that Audits of In­
vestment Companies should be amended as follows:
(a) The phrase “face-amount certificate companies,” 
should be deleted from the first sentence of the second 
paragraph on page 1 of the Guide.
(b) The definition of a face-amount certificate company 
on page 141 of the Guide should be changed to read, 
“A company (not an “investment company” as de­
fined elsewhere herein, but subject to the provisions 
of the Investment Company Act of 1940) engaged in 
the business of issuing face-amount certificates of the 
installment type.”
2 Ibid.
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REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS
.07 The Guide’s definition of an investment company quoted 
earlier in this Statement of Position is not met by face-amount 
certificate companies for the following reasons:
(a) The business of a face-amount certificate company 
does not consist of ‘ ‘ selling its capital shares to the 
public.” Such companies (there are only four in 
active operation at the present time) are in the 
business of selling certificates which are fixed obliga­
tions and liabilities of the company.
(b) A face-amount certificate company does not distri­
bute to its certificate holders ‘‘the net income from, 
and the net gains realized on sales of, its invest­
ments.”
(c) A face-amount certificate company does not pool 
funds obtained from its shareholders. It pools the 
funds obtained from its certificate holders with the 
hope that the investments made will both satisfy the 
company’s obligations to those certificate holders 
and result in a profit for shareholder(s).
.08 Because of these essential differences between face­
amount certificate companies and investment companies, which 
were not recognized in the Guide, it is not appropriate to define 
face-amount certificate companies as a type of investment com­
pany for the purposes of the Guide and, therefore, such com­
panies should not be required to follow the accounting provisions 
of the Guide.
§ 10,030.08
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[Recommendation to Financial Accounting Standards Board]
AICPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants1211 Avenue of the Americas. New York. New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
December 30, 1974
Marshall S. Armstrong, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board 
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Armstrong:
The accompanying Statement of Position presents recommendations of 
the Accounting Standards Division on Accounting Practices in the 
Mortgage Banking Industry. It was prepared on behalf of the 
Division by the Accounting Standards Executive Committee for con­
sideration by the Financial Accounting Standards Board and for 
such action as the Board deems appropriate.
The Statement takes the position that a mortgage banker's loan 
portfolio (other than loans held for long-term Investment) should 
be valued using the lower of cost or market method. A mortgage 
banker will occasionally hold mortgage loans for long-term Invest­
ment, and in those situations the cost method of valuing such loans 
is found to be appropriate. The Statement recommends procedures 
to be followed in determining the lower of cost or market in various 
circumstances and offers guidance for Identifying those mortgage 
loans which are long-term Investments.
With respect to transactions between affiliates, the Statement notes 
that, except in rare circumstances, generally accepted accounting 
principles require the postponement of profit until sale to unrelated 
third parties. Consequently, it takes the position that sales of 
mortgages to an affiliate by a mortgage banker should, in most cases, 
be recorded at the lower of cost or market value at the date a 
management decision has been reached that a sale between affiliates 
will occur.
The Statement Indicates that both classified and unclassified balance 
sheets are acceptable, but recommends that mortgages held for sale 
and mortgages held for Investment should be distinguished in any 
balance sheet.
AICPA Letter
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The Division would appreciate being advised as to the Board's 
proposed action on the recommendations set forth in this Statement 
of Position.
Sincerely yours,
J. SCOTT
Chairman
Accounting Standards Division
AICPA Letter
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NOTES
Statements of Position of the Accounting Standards Division are 
issued for the general information of those interested in the subject. 
They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the Accounting 
Standards Executive Committee, which is the senior technical body of 
the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of finan­
cial accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of Statements of Position is to influence the devel­
opment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the Divi­
sion believes are in the public interest. It is intended that they should 
be considered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority to 
issue pronouncements on the subject. However, Statements of Position 
do not establish standards enforceable under the Institute’s Code of 
Professional Ethics.
ACCOUNTING PRACTICES IN THE MORTGAGE 
BANKING INDUSTRY
INTRODUCTION
.01 The Accounting Standards Division of the American In­
stitute of Certified Public Accountants has reviewed certain ac­
counting practices used by mortgage bankers in accounting for 
their inventory of permanent mortgage loans held for sale and 
in preparing their balance sheets. This review indicated that two 
accounting methods are widely used in accounting for such loans 
held for sale, the cost method and the lower of cost or market 
method. The review also indicated that practices vary in measur­
ing the lower of cost or market and in recording transactions 
with affiliates. Both classified and nonclassified balance sheets 
were also noted.
.02 In recent years, accountants, investors and other users of 
financial statements have expressed concern over the accept­
ability of alternative accounting methods in accounting for simi­
lar business transactions. The Division believes that it is not 
desirable to have alternative methods and measurement prac­
tices acceptable for accounting for mortgage loans held for sale 
by mortgage bankers. Therefore, the Division is expressing in 
this Statement its position on a preferable accounting method and 
on preferable measurement practices for such mortgage loans.
.03 The Division’s position as set forth herein applies to fi­
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nancial statements of mortgage bankers which purport to present 
financial position, changes in financial position, or results of op­
erations in conformity with generally accepted accounting prin­
ciples.
.04 The key terms in this Statement are defined in the Glos­
sary. Excerpts from accounting literature relating to each 
Division position are also included in an Appendix.
THE MORTGAGE BANKING INDUSTRY
.05 Mortgage bankers, an important part of the real estate 
industry, by bringing potential borrowers and investors together, 
originate, market and service real estate mortgage loans. Other 
mortgage banking operations, including insurance, property 
management, real estate development and sales, management of 
real estate investment trusts and joint venture investments are 
subsidiary or collateral to the fulfillment of this primary role. 
While some mortgage bankers trace their ancestry to real estate 
firms operating prior to 1900, the real impetus to mortgage bank­
ing occurred in the 1930s with the advent of the insurance of resi­
dential mortgages by the Federal Housing Administration. The 
existence of government insurance enhanced the salability of 
such loans to financial institutions, particularly in capital-rich 
areas. Both by law and custom, the geographically distant per­
manent investor needed a local representative to collect pay­
ments, make periodic property inspections, and make certain that 
insurance and property tax payments were kept current by mort­
gagors. After World War II, residential loans guaranteed by the 
Veterans Administration became an important source of loan 
origination and servicing operations for. mortgage bankers. In 
recent years, mortgage bankers have also originated a significant 
volume of non-insured residential loans and of income property 
mortgages, including loans on shopping centers, office buildings 
and multi-family apartment complexes. A considerable number 
of these income property or commercial loans are originated for 
sale on a servicing-released basis, with the servicing performed 
by the investor. However, most servicing of residential loans 
and a very significant portion of the servicing of commercial 
loans is still performed by the mortgage banker for a fee based 
on a percent of the outstanding principal balance of the loan.
.06 Mortgage bankers acquire mortgage loans for sale to 
permanent investors from a variety of sources. Among these 
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sources are applications directly from borrowers, purchases 
from realtors and brokers, purchases from investors and con­
versions of various forms of interim financing, such as construc­
tion loans, to permanent financing. Residential loans guaranteed 
or insured by the Federal Housing Administration or the Vet­
erans Administration have usually been acquired at a discount 
from par, due to the submarket interest rate of such loans. Non- 
Federally guaranteed or conventional residential mortgages are 
also often acquired at a discount from par. Commercial loans are 
generally acquired at par. Current industry practice, with which 
the Division agrees, is to defer recording any purchase discounts 
as income until final placement of the loans with the permanent 
investor.
.07 The mortgage banker sells the mortgages he originates to 
a variety of permanent investors, including savings and loan as­
sociations, mutual savings banks, insurance companies, pension 
funds, the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation and the 
Federal National Mortgage Association. Since 1970, many mort­
gages have also been placed in trusts to collateralize Mortgage 
Backed Securities issued by mortgage bankers and guaranteed 
by the Government National Mortgage Association. Mortgage 
banker activities thus primarily consist of two separate but in­
terrelated operations: the origination and marketing of real 
estate mortgages, and the subsequent long-term servicing of such 
loans.
.08 Most mortgage bankers originate and service two types of 
loans, residential and income or commercial. While the servicing 
procedures are somewhat similar for the two loan types, the orig­
ination operations are significantly different and almost always 
require separate organizations, procedures, and decisions. Resi­
dential loans are usually obtained directly from borrowers re­
ferred to the mortgage banker by real estate brokers or builders. 
Since the amount of any one loan is relatively small, the mort­
gage banker will often originate residential loans without specific 
commitments from a permanent investor to purchase the loans. 
If the mortgage banker has any commitment to cover such loans 
it will normally be a block commitment for a large dollar volume 
of residential loans meeting broad general criteria.
.09 Income or commercial loan origination procedures differ 
significantly from residential loan originations. Some of the more 
common commercial loan origination procedures are:
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(a) Normally, the mortgage banker does not issue a com­
mitment to the borrower without first obtaining an 
investor’s commitment to purchase the specific loan.
(b) Each borrower’s loan application is matched to an 
investor’s commitment rather than packaging several 
loans to one commitment.
(c) A single commercial loan representative may deal 
with both the borrower and the investor.
(d) Each loan is usually large in amount and requires 
careful appraisal, analysis, and packaging for an in­
vestor commitment.
(e) Most loans, upon borrower acceptance of the perma­
nent loan commitment, are not funded for several 
months until construction of the project is completed.
.10 After originating a mortgage loan the mortgage banker 
normally must hold the loan for a period ranging from 60 to 180 
days, during which time processing of documentation is com­
pleted and marketing efforts are made. During the processing 
period the loans are usually pledged as collateral for the short­
term bank loans (the “warehouse line”) used to finance the 
purchase and ownership of the mortgages. During the holding 
period the mortgage banker must assume the primary risk for 
the collectibility of the loan, fluctuations in carrying costs due to 
changes in short-term interest rates, and fluctuations in the final 
sales price of the loan due to changes in long-term interest rates. 
These risks may be partly reduced through government guar­
antees or through the purchase from permanent investors of 
commitments to buy loans at stated prices and under stated con­
ditions, as described in paragraphs .08 and .09.
BASIS OF VALUATION OF MORTGAGE LOANS OWNED 
Current Industry Practice
.11 Mortgage bankers have traditionally been short-term 
brokers of mortgage loans, acquiring such loans from third 
parties, processing and marketing them, and selling them to per­
manent investors. The mortgage banker has typically not become 
an investor himself because of a desire to avoid competing with 
his investors and because mortgage bankers generally have had 
limited equity and long-term funds. However, mortgage loans 
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held for sale, because of the 60 to 180 day processing period, 
usually constitute the largest asset owned by a mortgage banker.
.12 Practices with regard to risks assumed by mortgage 
bankers during the processing and marketing phase of their op­
erating cycle have varied. Some mortgage bankers have avoided 
assuming any risk by purchasing commitments from investors to 
cover loans as they are acquired, and thus only in rare circum­
stances could these mortgage bankers suffer a marketing loss. 
Other companies have elected to rely on their marketing efforts 
to avoid a loss on the sale of their loans, and even hopefully to 
generate a profit, and consequently have not acquired commit­
ments for any of their loans. Most companies, of course, fall be­
tween these two extremes, obtaining specific commitments for 
commercial loans and block commitments for some of their resi­
dential loans. Such block commitments, when purchased in ad­
vance of loan production, carry some element of risk because 
changes in acquisition costs may reduce or eliminate the protec­
tion afforded by such commitments. Finally, although rare, an 
investor may fail to honor a commitment, so that the mortgage 
banker assumes some risk even with fully committed loans.
.13 The following paragraphs discuss the two valuation 
methods, “cost” and “lower of cost or market”, commonly used 
by mortgage bankers during the processing and holding period 
to account for their mortgages owned. These loans, variously 
labeled “inventory”, “loans held for sale to others”, “mortgage 
loans” or “mortgage loans receivable”, are classified as current 
assets by mortgage bankers using classified balance sheets. A 
majority of mortgage bankers, in terms of asset size and servic­
ing portfolio size, use the lower of cost or market valuation 
method. A minority of mortgage bankers use the cost valuation 
method.
Cost Valuation Method
.14 The cost valuation method defers any adjustment for 
changes in the market value of mortgage loans until completion 
of the processing and marketing period. Acquired loans are re­
corded at the principal balance of the loan with any acquisition 
discounts placed in a purchase discounts account and offset 
against the related asset on the balance sheet. While industry 
practice is to record origination fees as income at loan closing, 
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some companies defer recognizing such fees until the loans are 
sold to investors.
Lower of Cost or Market Valuation Method
.15 The lower of cost or market valuation method recognizes, 
during the holding period, any decrease in estimated net realiz­
able value below acquisition cost. Specific industry practices with 
respect to the computation of the lower of cost or market are dis­
cussed in detail in paragraphs .22 through .24.
THE DIVISION’S POSITION
Loans Held for Sale
.16 All, or almost all, of the loans owned by a mortgage bank­
er are held for sale during his normal business cycle either as indi­
vidual loans or as collateral for GNMA securities. Occasionally, 
some owned loans may be held for longer periods as described in 
paragraphs .17 through .21. The basic accounting concepts relating 
to the use of the cost or lower of cost or market methods for valu­
ing loans held for sale are discussed in detail in the accounting 
literature quoted in paragraphs .44 through .51. The Division finds 
convincing the rationale advanced for the use of the lower of cost 
or market valuation method for loans held for sale by mortgage 
bankers. This conclusion is based on the fact that such a valua­
tion method most clearly represents the economic realities of the 
mortgage banker’s operations. The Division believes that mort­
gage loans held for sale have characteristics similar to both ac­
counts receivable and finished goods inventory, even though some 
processing and marketing efforts may still have to be made. Con­
sequently, the accounting principles recommended by the Divi­
sion are drawn from the principles followed in providing for 
valuation adjustments for receivables and for reduction of car­
rying values to the lower of cost or market for inventories. The 
Division further believes that the computation of market value 
requires some variation from procedures followed in valuing 
manufacturing inventories. Such variations are discussed more 
fully in paragraphs .25 through .32. The Division believes the cost 
method for valuing loans held for sale fails to reflect economic 
realities and fails to meet the “conservatism”, “accrual”, or 
“measuring of unfavorable event” principles of accounting,and, 
therefore, should not be acceptable.
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Loans Held for Market Recovery
.17 The mortgage banker may hold mortgage loans or GNMA 
securities for extended periods of time if he expects a favorable 
long-term interest trend. Although these loans may technically 
not be held for sale during the company’s normal operating cy­
cle, the Division believes such loans should also be valued in 
accordance with the lower of cost or market method prescribed 
for loans held for sale.
Loans Held for Long-term Investment
.18 The Division finds that accounting practices followed for 
many years by commercial banks, savings and loan associations, 
insurance companies and others support the use of the cost meth­
od of valuing mortgage loans held as long-term investments. 
While historically mortgage bankers have not customarily made 
long-term investments in mortgage loans, the Division recog­
nizes that occasionally such companies may choose to make such 
investments. The Division considered two areas of concern asso­
ciated with a mortgage banker’s making long-term mortgage 
loan investments: (1) ways to distinguish between long and 
short-term investments and (2) the definition of cost.
.19 Determination and verification of a mortgage banker’s 
intent to carry mortgage loans as a long-term investment will 
always be a difficult judgment. The Division believes that the 
following conditions, as they existed at the time the investment 
decision was made, should be considered in verifying a mortgage 
banker’s intent to carry mortgage loans as a long-term invest­
ment:
(a) The loans are to be segregated in the accounting rec­
ords and reports of the company.
(b) There is documentary evidence of a corporate deci­
sion to hold such loans to maturity or at least for an 
extended term.
(c) The loans will be classified as non-current assets if 
the company’s balance sheet is classified.
(d) The mortgage banker has the financial strength to 
carry such investments for extended periods. Evi­
dence of such financial strength would be an amount 
of equity and long-term borrowings in excess of the 
carrying value of such investments. A non-revocable 
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line of credit, effective for the projected holding pe­
riod from a substantial financial institution would 
also constitute evidence of substantial financial 
strength.
.20 The Division believes mortgages transferred into a long­
term investment category must be transferred at the lower of 
cost or market, as defined in paragraphs .25 through .32, at the 
date of transfer, except that the carrying value of such loans 
must be further reduced, if necessary, to provide a yield not less 
than the rate of interest paid on the debt, if any, used to carry 
the investment. While the transfer to long-term investment will 
terminate any necessity to write down such loans further in the 
event of subsequent market declines, the Division also believes 
it is inappropriate to adjust such loans for any subsequent mar­
ket recovery. Consequently, so long as a mortgage banker holds 
loans as long-term investments, such loans should be valued at 
the lower of cost or market at the date of formal identification as 
a long-term investment, unless some event occurs indicating a 
permanent impairment of value, in which case a further reduc­
tion in carrying value may be necessary. The Division does be­
lieve that, with respect to long-term mortgage loans, any differ­
ence between par value of the loans and carrying value as deter­
mined above should be amortized and recorded in income. Since 
mortgage loans are rarely outstanding for their full term, due to 
prepayments, sales of property etc., the Division believes this 
amortization may be based on the estimated life of the loans 
instead of their stated term.
Loans Sold Under Repurchase Agreements
.21 Some mortgage bankers, as a means of financing a portion 
of their inventory of loans held for sale, temporarily transfer 
such loans to banks or other financial institutions under repur­
chase agreements. When the loans are marketed to permanent 
investors they are reacquired from the banks and sold to the 
investors. The loans may also be temporarily transferred without 
a formal repurchase agreement but under circumstances which 
indicate such an agreement exists on an informal basis; e.g., all 
marketing efforts are made by the mortgage banker, not the 
bank; the positive or negative interest spread is the property of 
the mortgage banker; fluctuations in loan market values are the 
risk of the mortgage banker; uncollectible loans are reacquired 
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by the mortgage banker; and the mortgage banker routinely re­
acquires all or almost all of the loans from the bank and resells 
them to permanent investors. While loans transferred to banks 
under such ‘‘sold loan lines’’ may technically be sales, the Divi­
sion believes the existence of a formal repurchase agreement or 
the existence of evidence of an informal repurchase practice in­
dicates that the risk of market loss is retained by the mortgage 
banker and such transactions are essentially financing in nature 
and should be accounted for as such. Therefore, the Division be­
lieves the mortgage banker should value all such loans at the 
lower of cost or market whenever making a loan valuation com­
putation. GNMA certificates sold under repurchase agreements 
should also be valued at the lower of cost or market.
DEFINITION OF LOWER OF COST OR MARKET
Current Industry Practice
.22 Mortgage bankers generally have two types of loans held 
for sale: (1) those loans that have been originated specifically to 
fill existing investor commitments and (2) those loans originated 
on a speculative or uncommitted basis to fill future investor 
needs. Mortgages, like other assets, are initially recorded at cost. 
Cost is generally considered to be the cash or fair value of other 
assets given in exchange for the asset acquired. While outlays in­
cident to the acquisition as well as the outlay for the asset itself 
are generally considered to comprise the cost of the asset, the 
mortgage banking industry generally has not attempted to cap­
italize the administrative costs involved in the origination of a 
mortgage. This is due to many factors, including the charging of 
an origination fee, usually 1% of the mortgage amount, to cover 
some or all of these origination costs.
.23 Most mortgage bankers have reduced the carrying value 
of their loans held for sale to market when such market value was 
less than cost. Generally, such valuation computations are made 
in the aggregate, either in total or by type of loan, so that any 
potential losses are reduced by potential gains before a write­
down is recorded. However, some companies calculate the write­
down on an individual loan basis without offsetting gains against 
losses. The market values used for comparison are usually those 
associated with each company’s normal investor outlets.
.24 Loans held for sale by mortgage bankers are almost uni­
versally financed with short-term bank borrowings collateralized 
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by the mortgages. Normally, long-term mortgage interest rates 
exceed the short-term rates mortgage bankers pay the banks and 
a favorable interest spread is an important source of income to 
the mortgage banker. On occasion, sometimes for extended peri­
ods, such short-term rates are higher than long-term rates. This 
condition not only puts powerful economic pressure on the mort­
gage banker but also creates an additional problem of valuation. 
Very few mortgage bankers have considered this “negative in­
terest” factor in their valuation procedures, although some have 
considered it in their marketing strategy, but if loans are to be 
held for extended periods, because of market or other conditions, 
such a factor could become a material problem.
The Division’s Position
.25 The Division concludes that the procedures described in 
paragraphs .26 through .30 should be used in defining the lower of 
cost or market basis for mortgage loans held for sale.
Computation of Market
.26 Market value of mortgage loans and GNMA Mortgage 
Backed Securities should be computed by appropriate type of 
loan with, at a minimum, separate computations made for resi­
dential and commercial loans. When calculating the lower of cost 
or market, either the aggregate or individual loan basis may be 
used, and the method used should be disclosed in the financial 
statements. The computation of market is a two tier calculation 
as follows: first, those loans held subject to existing purchase 
commitments (committed loans) and, second, those loans held 
on a speculative basis (uncommitted loans).
Committed Loans and GNMA Securities: Market value 
for loans and GNMA securities covered by investor com­
mitments should be computed based upon commitment 
prices. These loans must meet the specific terms of the 
commitments. Where such loans do not meet the require­
ments of the commitments, or there exists a reasonable 
doubt as to acceptance, the loans should be considered 
uncommitted loans for the calculation of market value.
Uncommitted Loans: Computations of market value for 
uncommitted loans should be based on the market within 
which the mortgage banker normally operates. This would 
include consideration of the following:
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(a) Commitments obtained after or shortly before bal­
ance sheet date. To the extent such commitments 
clearly represent market conditions existing at 
year end, market value computations should be 
based on these commitment prices.
(b) General indications of market prices and yields 
sought by the company’s normal market outlets.
(c) Quoted GNMA security prices or other public mar­
ket quotations for long-term mortgage loan rates.
(d) Federal National Mortgage Association Free Mar­
ket System action prices. Generally all mortgage 
banking firms are approved seller/servicers of the 
Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA) 
which is the major secondary market source of 
funds for mortgage bankers. FNMA operates a na­
tionwide mortgage action program called the Free 
Market System which gives an indication of cur­
rent market prices for both government and con­
ventional loans via an action system for the pur­
chase of FNMA’s commitment to acquire loans 
from seller/servicers at specific periods of time.
Uncommitted GNMA Mortgage Backed Securities: The 
mortgage banker may hold GNMA securities in the open 
market for trading purposes. With respect to the uncom­
mitted securities which are collateralized by his own loans, 
the current market value of the underlying loans and the 
current market value of the securities will normally be 
very similar. If the trust holding the mortgage banker’s 
own loans may be readily terminated and the loans sold 
directly, the securities may be valued at the lower of cost 
or market of either the loans or the securities, preferably 
based on the mortgage banker’s sales intent. Other GNMA 
securities should be valued at the lower of cost or market 
using the published GNMA securities yield.
Costs Associated with Bulk Purchases: Mortgage bankers 
sometimes acquire large blocks of existing mortgage loans 
from investors, including GNMA. Some mortgage bankers 
have capitalized certain costs associated with these pur­
chases as costs of future servicing income and amortized 
such costs over the estimated life of the loans. Where such 
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capitalization is appropriate, the costs to be capitalized 
may be excluded from the cost of the mortgages for the 
purpose of establishing the lower of cost or market. 
Where such capitalization is not appropriate, such costs 
must be considered as part of the cost of the mortgages.
Valuation Dates and Subsequent Changes in Market Conditions
.27 Valuations are to be made at the close of all stockholder 
reporting periods, including those for interim financial state­
ments. The provisions of APB Opinion No. 28 as to temporary 
market declines may be applied to such interim financial state­
ments if market conditions have actually improved subsequent to 
the interim reporting period. Otherwise, market changes sub­
sequent to the valuation date should be considered subsequent 
period events and, if such changes are material, adequate dis­
closure should be included in the notes to financial statements as 
set forth in Sections 560.05 and 560.07 of Statement on Auditing 
Standards No. 1.
Subsequent Recoveries of Previous Writedowns
.28 The Division believes, as previously noted, that the lower 
of cost or market valuation procedure for mortgage bankers 
combines elements of receivable valuation with elements of in­
ventory valuation. Traditionally, inventory valuation concepts 
have required that, with respect to items which have been written 
down below cost, the reduced amount is to be considered “cost” 
for subsequent accounting purposes. Conversely, receivable val­
uation reserves have often been determined for each reporting 
period independently, so that receivables are carried at current 
realizable value. The Division believes it is acceptable for a mort­
gage banker to calculate the lower of cost or market value at 
each valuation date independent of any previous calculation. 
Thus, loans written down in one accounting period (other than 
those held for long-term investment—see paragraph .20) need 
not be carried at such reduced value in a later period if their 
market value has partly or completely recovered.
Excess of Interest Paid Over Interest Received During the 
Period Mortgages Are Held Pending Sale to Investors
.29 Occasionally, interest paid on warehouse lines exceeds 
interest received on the underlying mortgage loans. This phe­
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nomenon of short-term interest rates exceeding long-term rates 
is unusual and has occurred infrequently in the past. The Divi­
sion views the warehousing of mortgages as essentially a financ­
ing activity and, accordingly, any negative spread should be 
charged to current operations as incurred.
Servicing Fee Rates at Other Than Current Market
.30 Occasionally, a mortgage banker will sell or commit to 
sell loans at a servicing fee rate that is significantly different 
from rates currently prevalent in the industry. In such cases the 
loans will generally be sold at prices higher than otherwise avail­
able. The result is the recognition of increased income (or re­
duced loss) at the time of sale offset by reduced servicing income 
to be recognized in future periods. In other cases a mortgage 
banker may act as a broker and sell loans with servicing released 
(no servicing income to be collected nor is the mortgage banker 
to perform any servicing functions) to either the investor or 
another servicer. This circumstance is particularly apt to occur 
with respect to commercial loans, and the mortgage banker may 
or may not have known and considered the terms of sale at the 
time the related loans were produced and their acquisition cost 
was negotiated. In some such cases the loans may be sold at 
prices higher than otherwise available, in which instance the 
result would be the recognition of increased income (or reduced 
loss) at the time of sale but with no servicing income nor related 
servicing cost in future periods.
.31 The Division concludes that when loans are sold with 
servicing released, no adjustment of the sales price should be 
made. However, when loans are sold at a servicing fee rate that 
is significantly lower than rates currently prevalent in the indus­
try, the Division concludes that an adjustment to the sales price 
will be required whenever the impact on operating results is 
significant. Such adjustments would result in deferred credits 
to be written off into servicing fee income over future years. The 
amount of any such adjustment and the method of write-off 
should be determined in such a way that the resulting total of 
the write-off and actual servicing fee income recognized in each 
subsequent year from the related loans would approximate the 
servicing fee income that would have been earned in each sub­
sequent year if the related loans had been sold at a “normal” 
servicing fee rate. Any such adjustment should be made as of the 
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date the sale of the loans is recorded and any resulting gain or 
loss is recognized. An adjustment may similarly be required if 
servicing rates are significantly higher than normal. In deter­
mining the market value of mortgage loans held for sale, a simi­
lar adjustment should be made to the sales price of any commit­
ment which provides for a servicing fee rate that is lower than 
rates currently prevalent in the industry.
.32 The Division recognizes that it may be difficult to deter­
mine what are “normal” servicing fee rates currently prevalent 
in the industry. It is necessary that such a determination be made 
both for the purpose of deciding whether an adjustment is re­
quired and for the purpose of quantifying the amount of the 
adjustment. The Division concludes that a minimum acceptable 
“normal” servicing fee rate is one that will provide, over the 
estimated life of the loans, servicing fee income in excess of 
estimated servicing costs.
ACCOUNTING FOR TRANSACTIONS WITH AFFILIATES
Current Industry Practice
.33 Mortgage banking firms began generally as relatively 
small, independently owned businesses with nominal equity. They 
financed their operations, particularly loans held for sale, 
through bank borrowings collateralized by the related loans. 
Many mortgage banking firms subsequently were acquired by 
larger financial institutions. This change was heightened with the 
expansion of bank holding companies and the inclusion of mort­
gage banking as a permitted activity by the Board of Governors 
of the Federal Reserve System. The acquisition of mortgage 
banking firms resulted in the acquired firms having access to 
much greater amounts of capital for carrying their mortgage 
loan inventories and for expansion in construction and develop­
ment lending.
.34 As many mortgage bankers have become affiliated with 
banks and other financial institutions the number and magnitude 
of transactions with related companies have increased. Generally, 
mortgage loan transactions between affiliated companies have 
been recorded at the lower of cost or market at the date of trans­
fer. However, some of these transactions have been recorded at 
original cost, thus not recognizing any marketing losses, since 
the mortgage banker recovers his basis in the loans and the pur­
chasing affiliate records the loans in its investment account at 
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cost. Occasionally other affiliate transaction techniques have been 
used, such as purchases at cost using non-interest bearing notes 
or purchases on a zero-servicing-fee basis. Some mortgage bank­
ers have reported gains or losses on sales of mortgages to their 
affiliates in the mortgage banker’s separate financial statements 
but have eliminated such gains or losses in the group’s consoli­
dated financial statements, while others have reflected such gains 
and losses on both separate and consolidated financial state­
ments. Transactions with affiliates are a particular problem for 
mortgage bankers because they must issue separate financial 
statements.
The Division’s Position
.35 APB Opinion No. 18 establishes a number of criteria for 
determining whether a subsidiary or affiliate relationship exists. 
These criteria include (a) a presumption of an affiliated relation­
ship if a 20% or greater voting stock ownership exists, either 
directly or indirectly, and (b) the ability to exercise significant 
influence over operating and financial policies. The ability to 
exercise significant influence may be indicated in several ways, 
such as representation on the board of directors, participation 
in policy making processes, material intercompany transactions, 
interchange of managerial personnel, or technological depen­
dency. The Opinion specifically does not apply to investments in 
nonbusiness entities, such as estates, trusts, and individuals. The 
Division believes that transactions by mortgage bankers with 
affiliates, as defined herein, should be accounted for as described 
in the appropriate sections of paragraphs .36 through .41.
.36 The Division considered accounting for sales of mortgages 
(other than those held for long-term investment) by a mortgage 
banker to an affiliated company by recording such sales at (a) the 
cost basis on the records of the mortgage banker, (b) at the 
agreed intercompany sales price, or (c) the carrying value (lower 
of cost or market).
.37 Generally, transactions between affiliated companies 
should not result in the reporting of gains or losses, as discussed 
in ARB No. 51, “. . . any intercompany profit or loss on assets 
remaining within the group should be eliminated.” This prin­
ciple supports the recording of sales of mortgages to affiliated 
companies at the mortgage bankers’ cost basis. However, par­
ticularly when the market value of the mortgages being sold is 
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less than the cost basis, this method tends to disguise the mort­
gage banker’s marketing results. Since the agreed intercompany 
sales price represents the cash flow reality, support also exists 
for recording the transaction at this amount. However, for an 
affiliated group such a sales price may not represent the economic 
facts and may reflect elements more akin to capital contributions 
or dividends than to realized gains or losses. The Division, there­
fore, believes that for transactions with affiliates neither the 
cost basis nor the agreed sales price basis adequately reflects the 
nature of the mortgage banker’s business.
.38 The Division believes that the separate financial state­
ments of mortgage bankers should reflect the economic conditions 
within which the mortgage banker operates. In addition, trans­
fers to affiliates are usually similar in nature to transfers to the 
long-term investment category, and the Division believes both 
transactions should be accounted for in the same manner. Con­
versely, however, generally accepted accounting principles re­
quire the postponement, except in rare circumstances, of recogni­
tion of profits until sale to unrelated third parties. Consequently, 
the Division believes that sales of mortgages to an affiliate by a 
mortgage banker should be recorded at the lower of cost or 
market value as determined at the measurement date, which is 
the date a management decision has been reached that a sale 
between affiliates will occur. Although not susceptible of precise 
definition, determination of the date such a decision is reached 
should be based upon, at a minimum, formal approval by the 
appropriate investment authorities of the purchaser, issuance of 
a binding commitment to purchase the mortgages, and acceptance 
of the commitment by the selling mortgage banking firm. The 
amount of any loss should be computed as the difference between 
market value, calculated in accordance with paragraphs .25 
through .32, and the cost of the loans. Since any marketing loss 
was incurred by the mortgage banker prior to the sale to the 
affiliate, such loss should not be eliminated in consolidation.
.39 Any amounts paid by an affiliated company in excess of 
the lower of cost or market value at the measurement date should 
not be recorded by the mortgage banker as income and any 
amounts paid which are less than the lower of cost or market 
value should not be recorded as a loss.
.40 On rare occasions, a mortgage banker may originate a 
particular class of loans or all loans exclusively for an affiliated 
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company. In such instances the mortgage banker is acting as 
agent for the affiliate and such loan transfers should be recorded 
at the mortgage banker’s acquisition cost. The Division does not 
believe, however, that such an agency relationship exists in the 
case of “right of first refusal” contracts or similar types of 
agreements or commitments. While the mortgage banker may 
earn a fee for originating loans as an agent for an affiliated party, 
the risks, including the marketing risks, associated with owner­
ship of the loans should be borne by the affiliate, not the mortgage 
banker, for any agency relationship to exist.
.41 In accounting for the sale of mortgages between affiliated 
companies, there is a presumption that the purchasing company 
intends to hold purchased mortgages as long-term investments. 
If repurchase agreements exist (for example, resales of such 
mortgages by the affiliated purchaser either to the mortgage bank­
ing affiliate or to other permanent investors), such presumption 
may not be sustainable. In this event, consideration should be 
given to accounting for the transactions as intercompany loans 
collateralized by the mortgages. In such cases the mortgage 
banker should continue to value the mortgages as loans held 
for sale.
CLASSIFICATION OF BALANCE SHEETS
Current Industry Practice
.42 Practices Vary within the mortgage banking industry with 
respect to the preparation of classified or unclassified balance 
sheets. Historically, government agencies and some investors 
have requested (but not always required) balance sheets showing 
current and non-current assets and liabilities. Many mortgage 
bankers, however, have published non-classified balance sheets 
in their annual reports, arguing that ordinary working capital 
ratios are not meaningful tests of mortgage banker financial 
statements. For most mortgage bankers, a large portion of their 
short-term liabilities are represented by bank borrowings colla­
teralized by specific mortgage notes receivable. The receivables 
were purchased using funds obtained from the notes collateral­
ized by the receivables and the notes will be paid off from the 
funds received from the sale of the receivables. The Mortgage 
Bankers Association has recently made the following recom­
mendation to the Department of Housing and Urban Develop­
ment :
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“Elimination of References to Current Assets 
and Liabilities and Net Working Capital in 
FHA Form 2001-K
“We suggest references to current assets and liabilities and net work­
ing capital be deleted from Form 2001-K. Accounting Research Bul­
letin No. 43, issued by the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants states:
‘. . . In the past, definitions of current assets have tended to be 
overly concerned with whether the asset may be immediately realiz­
able.
‘(The current) tendency (is) for creditors to rely more upon the 
ability of debtors to pay their obligations out of the proceeds of 
current operations and less upon the debtors’ ability to pay in case 
of liquidation. It should be emphasized that financial statements of 
a going concern are prepared on the assumption that the company 
will continue in business.’
“Generally, the existence of a normal operating cycle is the major 
prerequisite for requiring classification of a company’s balance sheet; 
conversely, where normal operating cycles are not identifiable, the 
presentation of current asset and liability classifications may not be 
meaningful. Such is often the case where primarily investing and 
financing activities are involved. In these cases, due to the direct 
financing relationship of a substantial portion of total assets to total 
liabilities, the flow of resources through a normal cycle is unidenti­
fiable. This is also true in very long cycle industries, such as the land 
development industry. Most mortgage and construction loans of ap­
proved mortgagees are not due within one year. In addition, it is rea­
sonable to assume that repayments on loans will generally be used to 
curtail direct financing activities or be invested in new loans. Also, 
the general practice of an approved mortgagee is to repay his short­
term notes through the specific application of cash received from the 
sale of his mortgage loan inventory.
“Industry practices for Real Estate Investment Trusts, Banks, Fi­
nance Companies and Savings and Loan Associations have eliminated 
classifications for current assets and liabilities in financial state­
ments. In addition, an increasing number of mortgage banking com­
panies are issuing financial statements without these classifications.”
The Division’s Position
.43 The Division concurs with the recommendation of the 
Mortgage Bankers Association to the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development. However, classified balance sheets are 
also acceptable. The mortgage banker should distinguish in either 
type of balance sheet between mortgages held for sale and mort­
gages held for investment, if any. The notes to the financial state­
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ments should disclose to the reader of such financial statements 
sufficient data to permit the proper evaluation of a company’s 
financial position and results of operations.
APPENDIX A: SURVEY OF ACCOUNTING LITERATURE
Basis of Valuation
.44 The Division found in existing pronouncements of the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accounts and the Finan­
cial Accounting Standards Board no definitive guidance on classi­
fying the balance sheet or valuing the loans held for sale of a 
mortgage banking company. The Division also examined recent 
pronouncements on applicable general principles, industry audit 
guides for related industries, and the suggested chart of accounts 
and sample financial statements published by the Mortgage Bank­
ers Association for guidance. The following paragraphs sum­
marize the applicable literature.
.45 The concepts of measurement bases and timing of recogni­
tion of effects of transactions are discussed in APB Statement 
No. 4, Paragraph 35. Measurement bases are described as fol­
lows : “Several measurement bases are used in financial account­
ing, for example, net realizable value (receivables), lower of 
acquisition cost and present market price (inventories), and 
acquisition cost less accumulated depreciation (plant and equip­
ment). Financial statements in general do not purport to reflect 
the current value of the assets of the enterprise or their potential 
proceeds on liquidation under present generally accepted ac­
counting principles.” The timing of effects of transactions are 
described as follows: “The effects of transactions and other 
events on the assets and liabilities of a business enterprise are 
recognized and reported in the time periods to which they relate 
rather than only when cash is received or paid. ’ ’
.46 Paragraph 160 discusses immediate expense recognition 
as follows:
“Immediate recognition. Some costs are associated with the current 
accounting period as expenses because.... (2) costs recorded as assets 
in prior periods no longer provide discernible benefits. . . . The prin­
ciple of immediate recognition also requires that items carried as 
assets in prior periods that are discovered to have no discernible future 
benefits be charged to expense.”
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Paragraph 171 describes another underlying principle as follows: 
“Conservatism. Frequently, assets and liabilities are measured in a 
context of significant uncertainties. Historically, managers, investors, 
and accountants have generally preferred that possible errors in 
measurement be in the direction of understatement rather than over­
statement of net income and net assets. This has led to the conven­
tion of conservatism, which is expressed in rules adopted by the pro­
fession as a whole such as the rules that inventory should be meas­
ured at the lower of cost or market and that accrued net losses should 
be recognized on firm purchase commitments for goods for inventory. 
These rules may result in stating net income and net assets at amounts 
lower than would otherwise result from applying the pervasive meas­
urement principles.”
.47 Principles of resource measurement are discussed in APB 
Statement No. 4, Paragraph 70:
“Resources are measured in terms of money through money prices, 
which are ratios at which money and other resources are or may be 
exchanged. Several types of money prices can be distinguished based 
on types of markets (purchase prices and sales prices) and based on 
time (past prices, present prices, and expected future prices). Four 
types of money prices are used in measuring resources in financial 
accounting.
1. Price in past purchase exchange of the enterprise
This price is usually identified as historical cost or acquisition 
cost because the amount ascribed to the resource is its cost, 
measured by the money or other resources exchanged by the 
enterprise to obtain it.
2. Price in a current purchase exchange
This price is usually identified as replacement cost because the 
amount ascribed to the resource is measured by the current 
purchase price of similar resources that would now have to be 
paid to acquire it if it were not already held or the price that 
would now have to be paid to replace assets held.
3. Price in a current sale exchange
This price is usually identified as current selling price because 
the amount ascribed to the resource is measured by the current 
selling price of the resource that would be received in a current 
exchange.
4. Price based on future exchanges
This price is used in several related concepts—present value of 
future net money receipts, discounted cash flow, (discounted) 
net realizable value, and value in use. Each indicates that the 
amount ascribed to the resource is measured by the expected 
net future money flow related to the resource in its present or 
expected use by the enterprise, discounted for an interest 
factor.”
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.48 Principles of measuring and recording unfavorable events 
are discussed in Paragraph 183:
“S-5. Unfavorable external events other than transfers recorded. 
Certain unfavorable external events, other than transfers, 
that decrease market prices or utility of assets or increase 
liabilities are recorded.”
“M-5. Measuring unfavorable events. The amounts of those assets 
whose decreased market price or utility is recorded are ad­
justed to the lower market price or recoverable cost result­
ing from the external event.”
“S-5B. Decline in market price of certain marketable securities. If 
market price of marketable securities classified as current 
assets is less than cost and it is evident that the decline is 
not due to a temporary condition a loss is recorded when the 
price declines.”
“M-5B. Measuring losses from decline in price of marketable securi­
ties. The loss on a price decline of marketable securities is 
measured by the difference between the recorded amount 
and the lower market price.”
“S-5E. Decline in market prices of noncurrent assets generally not 
recorded. Reductions in the market prices of noncurrent 
assets are generally not recorded until the assets are dis­
posed of or are determined to be worthless.”
.49 However, the principle of non-recognition of declines in 
market prices of non-current assets is modified with respect to 
long-term investments in the AICPA Statement on Auditing 
Standards No. 1, Section 332.03: “With respect to the carrying 
amount of investments, a loss in value which is other than a tem­
porary decline should be recognized in the financial statements of 
an investor. The independent auditor should, therefore, also ex­
amine sufficient competent evidential matter to the extent he 
deems necessary to determine whether such a loss in value has 
occurred.”
.50 Since mortgage loans held by mortgage bankers have 
characteristics of both security investments and inventory, and 
since, while heretofore an extremely rare occurrence, it is possi­
ble some mortgage bankers may hold loans for extended periods, 
the Division further reviewed accounting literature for applica­
ble principles relating to short and long-term investments and 
inventories.
.51 The AICPA Industry Audit Guide Audits of Banks, page
42, describes principles relating to bank security investment (gen-
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erally bonds, but often mortgages also) as follows: “With rela­
tively few exceptions securities held by banks are of investment 
grade. If they are held to maturity, they will be redeemed at an 
amount equal to their amortized cost. Accordingly, it is not 
customary practice for banks to provide specifically in their ac­
counts for unrealized depreciation in the investment portfolio. 
This practice appears to be sound. Banks which are dealers in 
securities, however, should carry their trading account securities, 
which are in effect inventories, at the lower of cost or market. ’ ’
Definition of Lower of Cost or Market
.52 Inventory and inventory pricing is discussed in ARB No. 
43, Chapter 4, as follows:
“Statement 1—The term inventory is used herein to designate the 
aggregate of those items of tangible personal property which are 
held for sale in the ordinary course of business.”
“Statement 5—A departure from the cost basis of pricing the inven­
tory is required when the utility of the goods is no longer as great 
as its cost. Where there is evidence that the utility of goods, in their 
disposal in the ordinary course of business, will be less than cost, 
whether due to physical deterioration, obsolescence, changes in 
price levels, or other causes, the difference should be recognized as 
a loss of the current period. This is generally accomplished by 
stating such goods at a lower level commonly designated as market.
Discussion
“8. Although the cost basis ordinarily achieves the objective of a 
proper matching of costs and revenues, under certain circumstances 
costs may not be the amount properly chargeable against the reve­
nues of future periods. A departure from cost is required in these 
circumstances because cost is satisfactory only if the utility of the 
goods has not diminished since their acquisition; a loss of utility is 
to be reflected as a charge against the revenues of the period in 
which it occurs. Thus, in accounting for inventories, a loss should 
be recognized whenever the utility of goods is impaired by damage, 
deterioration, obsolescence, changes in price levels, or other causes. 
The measurement of such losses is accomplished by applying the 
rule of pricing inventories at cost or market, whichever is 
lower. This provides a practical means of measuring utility and 
thereby determining the amount of the loss to be recognized and 
accounted for in the current period.”
“Statement 7—Depending on the character and composition of the 
inventory, the rule of cost or market, whichever is lower may prop­
erly be applied either directly to each item or to the total of the 
inventory (or, in some cases, to the total of the components of each 
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major category). The method should be that which most clearly 
reflects periodic income.
Discussion
“11. The purpose of reducing inventory to market is to reflect 
fairly the income of the period. The most common practice is to 
apply the lower of cost or market rule separately to each item of 
the inventory. However, if there is only one end-product category 
the cost utility of the total stock—the inventory in its entirety— 
may have the greatest significance for accounting purposes. Accord­
ingly, the reduction of individual items to market may not always 
lead to the most useful result if the utility of the total inventory to 
the business is not below its cost. This might be the case if selling 
prices are not affected by temporary or small fluctuations in current 
costs of purchase or manufacture. Similarly, where more than one 
major product or operational category exists, the application of the 
cost or market, whichever is lower rule to the total of the items 
included in such major categories may result in the most useful 
determination of income.
“12. When no loss of income is expected to take place as a result 
of a reduction of cost prices of certain goods because others form­
ing components of the same general categories of finished products 
have a market equally in excess of cost, such components need not 
be adjusted to market to the extent that they are in balanced 
quantities. Thus, in such cases, the rule of cost or market, which­
ever is lower may be applied directly to the totals of the entire 
inventory rather than to the individual inventory items, if they 
enter into the same category of finished product and if they are in 
balanced quantities, provided the procedure is applied consistently 
from year to year.”
Accounting for Transactions with Affiliates
.53 The basic accounting theory regarding the appropriate 
accounting for transactions among affiliated companies was 
stated in ARB No. 51, Paragraph 1, which states:
“The purpose of consolidated statements is to present, primarily for 
the benefit of the shareholders and creditors of the parent company, 
the results of operations and the financial position of a parent com­
pany and its subsidiaries essentially as if the group were a single 
company with one or more branches or divisions. There is a presump­
tion that consolidated statements are more meaningful than separate 
statements and that they are usually necessary for a fair presentation 
when one of the companies in the group directly or indirectly has a 
controlling financial interest in the other companies.”
.54 In addition, APB Opinion No. 18 concluded in Paragraph 
17:
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“The equity method of accounting for an investment in common 
stock should also be followed by an investor whose investment in 
voting stock gives it the ability to exercise significant influence over 
operating and financial policies of an investee even though the in­
vestor holds 50% or less of the voting stock. Ability to exercise that 
influence may be indicated in several ways, such as representation 
on the board of directors, participation in policy making processes, 
material intercompany transactions, interchange of managerial per­
sonnel, or technological dependency.”
.55 The guidelines for consolidation procedure as set forth 
in ARB No. 51, Paragraph 6, are:
“In the preparation of consolidated statements, intercompany bal­
ances and transactions should be eliminated. This includes intercom­
pany open account balances, security holdings, sales and purchases, 
interest, dividends, etc. As consolidated statements are based on the 
assumption that they represent the financial position and operating 
results of a single enterprise, such statements should not include gain 
or loss on transactions among the companies in the group. According­
ly, any intercompany profit or loss on assets remaining within the 
group should be eliminated.”
.56 The above principle was extended to non-subsidiary in­
vestments by Paragraph 19.a of APB Opinion No. 18 as follows:
“Intercompany profits and losses should be eliminated until realized 
by the investor or investee as if a subsidiary, corporate joint venture 
or investee company were consolidated.”
.57 APPENDIX B: GLOSSARY
Commercial Loans—Loans on income producing property, 
such as apartments, shopping centers, office buildings and 
manufacturing facilities.
Commitment Fee—Any fee paid by a potential borrower to a 
potential lender for the lender’s promise to lend money in 
the future. The issuer may or may not expect to fund the 
commitment.
Construction Loans—Loans which finance the acquisition of 
sites for and the construction of residential and income­
producing properties. Such loans are usually repaid with 
the proceeds from the permanent financing.
FNMA—Federal National Mortgage Association—An in­
vestor-owned corporation which acts as a secondary market 
for mortgage loans. Formerly a U.S. Government agency, 
this corporation frequently performs a counter-cyclical 
function, supplying funds for the mortgage market when 
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other investor funds are limited and selling mortgages when 
other investor funds are plentiful.
GNMA—Government National Mortgage Association—A U.S. 
Government agency which guarantees certain types of 
mortgage banker debt securities and which funds and ad­
ministers certain types of low income housing assistance 
programs.
Loan Commitment—A written promise by a lender to loan a 
certain sum at a certain rate of interest.
Origination Fee—A fee, normally expressed as a percentage 
of the principal balance of a loan, charged to compensate 
the mortgage banker for taking a loan application, obtaining 
an investor commitment, making property inspections and 
performing other services related to originating a mortgage 
loan.
Residential Loans—Loans on one to four family living units. 
Servicing Fee—A fee, normally expressed as a percentage of 
the principal balance of a mortgage loan, charged by a 
mortgage banker for performing the loan administration 
functions.
.58
APPENDIX C: APPLICATION OF LOWER OF COST OR 
MARKET METHOD ON AGGREGATE BASIS TO LOANS 
HELD FOR SALE
Stated
Loan 
Interest 
Rate
Loan 
Principal 
Balance
Acquisition 
Cost
Market 
Value (A)
Carrying 
Value
Loan A 9 % $10,000 $ 9,600 $10,000
Loan B 8½ 10,000 10,000 9,600
Loan C 9½ 10,000 10,500 10,400
Loan D 8 10,000 9,500 9,200
Loan E 8 10,000 9,800 9,200
Loan F 8½ 10,000 9,200 9,600
$60,000 $58,600 $58,000 $58,000(2)
Note A—-Based on long-term interest rate of 9%
COMPUTATIONAL NOTES
(1) Based on an average residential loan life of 12 years, a 1% 
difference between stated loan interest rate and current 
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market interest rate equals approximately 8% of loan 
principal balance.
(2) The carrying value of the loans for a mortgage banker 
using the identified loan method of applying the lower 
of cost or market basis would be $57,200, with Loan A 
valued at its cost, $9,600, and Loan F valued at its cost of 
$9,200, since unrealized gains are not used to offset un­
realized losses in this method.
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[Recommendation to Financial Accounting Standards Board]
AICPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
January 17, 1975
Marshall S. Armstrong, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Armstrong:
The accompanying Statement of Position presents recommendations of the 
Accounting Standards Division on Revenue Recognition When Right of 
Return Exists. It was prepared on behalf of the Division by the 
Accounting Standards Executive Committee for consideration by the 
Financial Accounting Standards Board and for such action as the Board 
deems appropriate.
As indicated in the introduction, the Statement is intended to apply, 
broadly speaking, only to situations in which personal property may 
be returned, whether as a matter of contract or as a matter of exist­
ing practice, either by the ultimate consumer or by a party who resells 
the property to others. Questions have arisen as to the proper account­
ing in these circumstances and several alternative accounting methods 
are presently being followed which can produce materially different 
results.
This Statement takes the position that if a seller is exposed to the 
risks of ownership through return of the property, the transaction 
should not be recognized currently as a sale unless all of certain 
specified conditions are met. One of those conditions is that the 
amount of future returns can be reasonably predicted. The Statement 
sets forth factors to be considered in determining whether or not that 
condition is met.
The Statement also takes the position that if sales are recognized 
because the specified conditions are met, provision should be made 
immediately for any costs or losses which may be expected in connection 
with any returns.
The Division would appreciate being advised as to the Board's proposed 
action on these recommendations.
Sincerely yours,
STANLEY J. SCOTT
Chairman  
Accounting Standards Division
AICPA Letter
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NOTES
Statements of Position of the Accounting Standards Division are 
issued for the general information of those interested in the subject 
They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the Accounting 
Standards Executive Committee, which is the senior technical body of 
the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of finan­
cial accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of Statements of Position is to influence the devel­
opment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the Divi­
sion believes are in the public interest It is intended that they should 
be considered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority to 
issue pronouncements on the subject. However, Statements of Position 
do not establish standards enforceable under the Institute’s Code of 
Professional Ethics.
REVENUE RECOGNITION WHEN RIGHT 
OF RETURN EXISTS
INTRODUCTION
.01 This Statement of Position presents recommendations on 
accounting for revenue in certain sales transactions when the 
right to return the property exists. It was prepared on behalf 
of the Accounting Standards Division by the Accounting Stand­
ards Executive Committee and represents the conclusions of at 
least a majority of that Committee.
.02 This Statement of Position applies only to situations in 
which personal property may be returned, whether as a matter of 
contract or as a matter of existing practice, either by the ultimate 
consumer or by a party who resells the property to others. It is 
not intended to cover accounting for revenue in service industries 
when part or all of the sales proceeds may be returned under 
cancellation privileges. In addition, the conclusions expressed 
herein are not intended to apply to transactions involving real 
estate or lease arrangements, since such transactions are the 
subject of AICPA Industry Accounting Guides and Opinions of 
the Accounting Principles Board.
.03 Situations also exist in which, because of unusual price 
concessions, sales discounts, collection losses, etc., the economic 
results of the transaction are substantially the same as if the 
property were returned. Although transactions of this type are 
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beyond the scope of this Statement, the conclusions in this State­
ment of Position may be equally appropriate in determining the 
proper accounting for such transactions. These other trans­
actions are mentioned later in this Statement under “Discus­
sion” and, in Appendix A, under “Selected Examples of Indus­
try Practice.’’
.04 The Division recognizes that this is only one part of the 
broad conceptual problem related to the measurement and re­
porting of revenue. Presumably, that problem will be considered 
by the FASB when it studies the “fundamentals of accounting 
and reporting,’’ an element of its project, Conceptual Framework 
for Financial Accounting and Reporting.
.05 This Statement of Position has been prepared and issued 
because questions have been raised as to the proper accounting 
when the right of return exists and several alternative account­
ing methods are presently being followed which can produce 
materially different results. The Division believes it is necessary 
and desirable to narrow the available alternatives in this area.
GENERAL BACKGROUND
.06 It is the practice in some industries for customers to be 
given the right to return goods to the seller under certain 
circumstances. In the case of sales to the ultimate consumer, the 
most usual circumstance is that the consumer is dissatisfied with 
the goods. For sales to customers engaged in the business of 
reselling the goods, the most usual circumstance is that the 
customer has not been able to resell the goods to another party. 
Goods usually can be returned for a full refund of the purchase 
price, for a credit applied to amounts owed or to be owed for 
other purchases, or for exchange for other goods.
.07 The right of return can exist either as a matter of contract 
or as a matter of practice. Such arrangements with customers 
acquiring for resale are often referred to as “guaranteed sales,” 
and may also be consignments.
.08 Sometimes the returns occur very soon after a sale is 
made, as in the newspaper and perishable food industries. In 
other cases a longer time cycle is involved, such as with book 
publishers and equipment manufacturers. The rate of return 
varies considerably, from the low percentage of returns usually 
found in the food industry to the very high rate often found in 
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the publishing industry, where frequently more than half of the 
items delivered to customers for resale may be returned.
.09 Situations that pose particular problems arise when sales 
result in significant “overstocking” by customers acquiring 
goods for resale. In such situations, the recognition of revenue 
in one period is often followed by substantial returns in a later 
period.
.10 In practice, accounting for revenue when the right of 
return exists has varied considerably among companies and 
among industries. In some cases no sale is recognized until the 
goods are unconditionally accepted. In other cases a sale is 
recognized immediately and an allowance for estimated returns 
is provided. In still other cases a sale is recognized immediately 
without providing an allowance for returns and, instead, sales 
returns are recognized at the time returns take place.
THE DIVISION’S CONCLUSIONS
.11 The Division believes that sales transactions should be 
analyzed to determine their economic substance. If the seller is 
exposed to the risks of ownership through return of the property, 
it should be presumed that the transactions should not be recog­
nized currently as sales unless all of the following conditions are 
met (and the usual conditions for recording sales not involving 
right of return have also been satisfied):
(1) The seller’s price to the buyer is substantially fixed 
or determinable at the date of exchange.
(2) Either the buyer has made full payment, or the buyer 
is indebted to the seller and payment is not con­
tractually or implicitly excused until such time as the 
product is resold.
(3) The buyer’s obligation to the seller would not be 
changed in the event of theft or physical destruction 
or damage of the property.
(4) The buyer acquiring for resale has economic sub­
stance apart from that provided by the seller; that 
is, the buyer is not a straw party or conduit.1
1 This condition is concerned primarily with buyers which exist “on paper,” 
i.e., which have little or no physical facilities, employees, etc. It is intended 
to prevent companies from recognizing sales to parties which the sellers have 
established primarily for the purpose of recognizing such sales.
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(5) The seller does not have significant obligations for 
future performance to bring about resale of the prop­
erty by the buyer.
(6) The amount of future returns can be reasonably pre­
dicted.
.12 The Division also believes that if sales are recognized 
because the conditions are met, provision should be made imme­
diately for any costs or losses which may be expected in connec­
tion with any returns. Amounts of sales revenue and cost of sales 
reported in the income statement should exclude the portion for 
which returns are expected. Transactions for which sales recog­
nition is postponed should be recognized as sales when the 
return privilege has substantially expired. The seller’s gross 
sales and related accounting policies should be disclosed in the 
financial statements whenever product returns are a significant 
factor in the seller’s operations.
.13 The ability to make a reasonable prediction of the amount 
of future returns is dependent on the existence of many factors. 
While it is not feasible to make an arbitrary determination of 
when a reasonable prediction can be made, since circumstances 
vary from one case to the next, the existence of the following 
factors would appear to impair the ability to make a reasonable 
prediction:
(1) The susceptibility to significant external factors, such 
as technological obsolescence or swings in market 
demand.
(2) Relatively long periods of time before it can be de­
termined that a particular item of property is not 
returnable.
(3) Absence of historical experience with similar types 
of sales of similar items of property, or inability to 
apply such experience because of changing circum­
stances.
(4) Absence of a large volume of relatively homogeneous 
transactions.
(5) A significant chance that the selling company’s mar­
keting policies and relationships with its customers 
could change.
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.14 Of course, no list can be complete; only general guidelines 
can be established. Further, the existence of one or more of the 
above factors may not be sufficiently significant in light of the 
significance of other factors to prevent making a reasonable 
prediction.
.15 A reasonable prediction does not require complete knowl­
edge of future events, since it is usually not possible to know with 
certainty what will occur in the future. It is well established 
that “Future events and their effects cannot be perceived with 
certainty.”2 Thus, a reasonable prediction permits some room 
for doubt.
DISCUSSION
Survey of Accounting Literature
.16 Pervasive revenue recognition principles are set forth 
in APB Statement No. 4. Paragraph 153 states that “The realiza­
tion principle requires that revenue be earned before it is re­
corded.” APB Opinion No. 10 states that “revenues should 
ordinarily be accounted for at the time a transaction is completed, 
with appropriate provision for uncollectible accounts” but pro­
vides for recognizing revenue on the installment or cost recovery 
methods where there is no reasonable basis for estimating the 
degree of collectibility of revenue. This concept, and others, are 
discussed in more detail in the AICPA Industry Accounting 
Guides, Accounting for Retail Land Sales, Accounting for Profit 
Recognition on Sales of Real Estate, Accounting for Motion Pic­
ture Films and Accounting for Franchise Fee Revenue, and in 
FASB Statement No. 13. [As amended, effective January 1, 
1977, by FASB Statement No. 13.]
.17 Appendix B presents pertinent quotations from these 
documents.
The Realization Principle
.18 Accountants have different views as to the realization 
principle and the point at which revenue should be recognized in 
income statements. The spectrum of views can be classified as set 
forth below.
(1) Recognition of increments in value (“holding 
gains”).
2 APB Opinion No. 20, Paragraph 10.
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(2) Recognition of increments in value tied to an event, 
usually a transaction with outside parties.
(3) Recognition of revenue when there is a transaction 
with outside parties and the seller has no further 
obligations or performance requirements.
(4) Recognition of revenue when an unconditional right 
to receive the consideration of an exchange exists 
but there is some uncertainty as to the ultimate 
amount of consideration to be received.
(5) Recognition of revenue only when reasonable assur­
ance exists that the consideration will be received and 
it is not refundable.
.19 The point at which revenue is recognized in particular 
circumstances is sometimes resolved based on the availability 
of objective evidence which can be subjected to audit, on the ex­
tent to which additional conditions must be fulfilled or satisfied, 
or on the relative degree of uncertainty involved. Selection of 
decision criteria is also dependent upon whether the accounting 
is for a single transaction or a large volume of similar trans­
actions.
Types of Risks Which Might be Retained by the Seller
.20 The specific problem to which this Statement of Position 
is addressed is the problem of revenue recognition when the right 
of return exists. However, it should be noted that a seller might 
retain the risks of ownership under a variety of arrangements 
and types of transactions, some of which do not involve the 
return of the product, as summarized below.
Product Returned
(1) Return if buyer does not resell product
(2) Return if buyer is dissatisfied with product.
(3) Return under a trade-in privilege, granted to give 
buyer protection from a decline in the value of the 
product.
(4) Return resulting from default by buyer on payment 
of purchase price.
(5) Return resulting from option of buyer to compel 
seller to repurchase product.
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Product Not Returned
(1) Warranties or guarantees as to performance or 
quality.
(2) Collection losses attributable in whole or in part to 
losses in collateral value of the product sold.
(3) Price rebates or other concessions.
.21 The risk of loss to which the seller is exposed might be 
quantitatively the same in any of the above situations. Further, 
the nature of the risk might be the same regardless of the form 
of the transaction through which a loss is realized. For example, 
a significant decline in the market value of the property could 
result in the return of the property to the seller. In that case, 
the seller’s loss would be equivalent to the loss in market value 
and perhaps, in addition, costs associated with the return and dis­
position of the property. If the property is not returned, the 
seller might nevertheless incur a loss of the same or greater 
magnitude; for example, in the form of a collection loss.
.22 Risks can be categorized generally between those which 
are attributable to internal factors, such as manufacturing de­
fects, and those which are attributable to external factors, such 
as market demand for a product. To a certain extent these factors 
are closely related. For example, inferior quality can result in 
low demand for the product. Because of the interrelationship of 
factors contributing to the risk of loss, it is possible that different 
types of losses could all be attributable to a single cause. Poor 
quality manufacturing could result in expenses under warranties, 
returns of products because of user dissatisfaction, returns of 
products not resold, losses in the collection of receivables or in 
the guarantee of buyer financing. Thus, it is reasonably evident 
that the transaction through which a loss is sustained is not 
necessarily indicative of the nature of all of the risks to which 
the seller is exposed or of the cause of the loss.
.23 Frequently, sellers limit their exposure to loss when the 
product is not returned. For example, limits are placed on war­
ranty coverage, and down payments reduce exposure to credit 
loss in certain financing arrangements. When a product is re­
turned, however, the exposure to loss may be more significant 
for a given item of property.
.24 Allowances are generally provided for estimated warranty 
expenses and estimated losses on the collection of receivables.
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Allowances are also often provided to recognize estimated re­
turns. The use of allowances for returns is questionable, however, 
if the uncertainties and losses are very significant. Instead, it 
may be necessary to postpone revenue recognition.
.25 The return of property sold is usually a transaction in 
which the buyer receives either cash, a credit to be applied to 
amounts owed the seller, or another piece of property. The loss 
to the seller will be the same in all cases with respect to the re­
turn. The seller will have taken back property of lower value 
(to the seller) than the amount of refund and will incur handling 
costs and perhaps costs to restore the property to a salable 
condition.
.26 If there has been an exchange of properties, the loss to 
the seller can be considered to be reduced by profit attributable 
to the property issued, particularly if the buyer is obligated to 
accept property rather than cash or a credit.
Accounting Alternatives
.27 A seller may retain significant risks of ownership if there 
is a right to return the property. In line with the accounting 
treatment accorded in certain other situations in which risks are 
retained, it may not be appropriate to record the transaction as 
a sale until circumstances assure that the buyer will not return 
the property. Rationale for this accounting treatment may be 
summarized as follows:
(1) Realization has not occurred if a “sale” is not an 
event with economic significance, and other signifi­
cant economic events must take place in order to 
provide reasonable assurance that the seller will re­
ceive the sales proceeds.
(2) Realization has not occurred if there is a significant 
chance that events which are beyond the control of 
the seller, such as rapid technological change or large 
swings in market demand, could occur that would re­
sult in a loss of sales proceeds.
(3) Transactions in which the buyer has an unconditional 
right of return may be in substance consignments 
and should be accounted for as such.
(4) Where significant risks of ownership are retained by 
the seller, objective, verifiable evidence regarding 
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amounts ultimately to be realized as sales proceeds 
usually cannot be obtained.
.28 Alternatively, recognition of a sale may be appropriate in 
many circumstances provided an allowance is established which 
reduces the amount of sales recorded for estimated returns. 
Arguments in favor of this accounting approach are summarized 
as follows:
(1) Financial accounting involves the estimation process 
in many areas. Without estimates financial state­
ments would be less useful and instead would require 
numerous judgments to be made by the users of finan­
cial statements regarding the economic progress of 
a business entity when in fact management may well 
be in a better position to make such judgments.
(2) When a sale takes place, frequently many risks are 
retained by the seller even if the property will not 
be returned. For example, the retention of a credit 
risk often includes the retention of risks of owner­
ship in the property sold. Guarantees of quality also 
result in retention of some risks of ownership. Pro­
vided reasonable estimates can be made, retention of 
these types of risks generally should not preclude 
recording sales as deliveries to customers are made.
(3) The delivery of property to a buyer, even though 
subject to return at a later date, is often a significant 
economic event which entails agreement by the buyer 
to accept the property and frequently involves pas­
sage of title. Thus, it is an event which has an effect 
on the cash generating ability of the seller, measure­
ment and reporting of which is considered an im­
portant objective of financial statements.
(4) If a loss occurs in a subsequent period which was 
not reasonably foreseeable, it should be given ac­
counting recognition in the period in which it occurs 
as an economic consequence of activities of that pe­
riod. A loss which was not reasonably foreseeable 
should not preclude recognition of a sale.
.29 The choice between these two accounting alternatives 
appears to be highly dependent upon the degree to which returns 
of property can be predicted. If prediction is not possible because 
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of the existence of various factors which are highly uncertain, the 
second alternative, that of recording the sale together with an 
allowance for estimated returns, is not a practicable approach. 
On the other hand, if returns can be reasonably predicted, the 
alternative of not recording a sale seems to postpone unreason­
ably an important accounting measurement and fails to give 
recognition to the portion of sales as to which there is reason­
able assurance that the property will not be returned.
.30 A third accounting alternative is to record sales without 
an allowance for estimated returns and to account for returns as 
they are received. Arguments for this alternative are the fol­
lowing :
(1) Arguments (3) and (4) for the second alternative 
above.
(2) Returns are accepted to maintain relationships with 
customers or market strength, and therefore repre­
sent a discretionary period cost similar to adver­
tising.
(3) The effect of returns is often insignificant, especially 
if another item of property is exchanged and gross 
profit is not lost.
.31 This accounting alternative is acceptable only if future 
returns and losses are expected to be clearly insignificant.
APPENDIX A: SELECTED EXAMPLES OF 
INDUSTRY PRACTICE
.32 These examples are presented in this Appendix only to 
demonstrate the variety of circumstances and accounting prac­
tices that presently exist. This is not an all-inclusive list of 
those industries in which different accounting alternatives are 
applied in practice, nor is this Statement of Position intended 
to be restricted to the industries described herein.
Perishable Foods
.33 Perishable foods, such as bakery products, whether sold 
to a grocery store, restaurant or institution, are usually sold with 
the right to return any stale or excess product. For the most part, 
sales are recorded at the time of delivery with no allowance for 
returned goods provided. Returns are accounted for as reduc­
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tions of sales in the period in which the goods are returned. This 
practice is based on the following industry characteristics:
(1) Orders are based on past experience and knowledge 
of requirements; the volume of returns is, therefore, 
not significant in relation to sales.
(2) Some perishable foods, such as stale bakery goods, 
may be disposed of at discount prices.
.34 To a limited degree, some companies provide allowances 
for returns when sales are reported. The short time between sale 
and return permits an easy determination of the amount of 
allowance.
Rack Jobbers
.35 Retailers often buy merchandise from distributors, known 
as “rack jobbers,” who agree to inspect and restock retailers’ 
shelves periodically with a variety of merchandise, usually within 
one or more broad classifications, e.g., cosmetics and drugs, rec­
ords, soft goods. Rack jobbers often provide limited marketing 
services (for example, determining which brands and quantities 
should be placed on the retailer’s shelves) and thus they act as 
both buyer and seller. Title usually passes upon delivery, at 
which time the retailer is billed.
.36 In most cases turnover is fast, with a relatively low rate 
of return. Sometimes returns are limited to defective merchan­
dise or specifically priced products, both of which might be 
returned to manufacturers with little or no loss to the rack job­
ber. In such cases the removal of the product from the retailer’s 
inventory is followed immediately by a replacement with other 
merchandise. Thus, the gross profit on the initial delivery is not 
considered to have been lost and an allowance for returns is 
often not established as it is not considered to be necessary.
.37 Sometimes rack jobbers must accept returns of slow- 
moving or seasonal merchandise, which may or may not be 
returned to manufacturers. In some instances allowances for re­
turns are provided; in others, they are not.
Records and Tapes
.38 Record and tape manufacturers generally sell products 
to distributors with exchange privileges, unlimited right of re­
turn, or limited right of return. Rights granted to distributors 
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are usually passed on to the retailers. Payment is usually re­
quired within sixty to ninety days. Although inventory held by 
retailers may be returned to manufacturers, the manufacturers 
and distributors usually have no information about retailer in­
ventories. However, high volume and relatively stable rates of 
return have usually enabled companies to record allowances for 
returns with reasonable accuracy. This practice is followed by the 
majority of record companies. Rates of return vary according 
to type of product, but generally fall in the range of 15% to 30%.
Publishing
.39 Sales in the publishing industry are generally made on a 
fully returnable basis. In some cases, magazine and paperback 
shipments made to distributors usually produce an excess that 
will be returned. The fact that demand for publications often can­
not be predicted with accuracy, and the fact that the time lag 
between the sale and return may be from three months to two 
years or more make the accounting problem more difficult.
Magazine returns from newsstands may be as high as 65%, re­
turns of hard cover books may be as high as 25% and returns of 
paperback books may be as high as 60%. The distributorship 
agreement usually provides for advances to be paid to the pub­
lisher in installments with the final payment made at the settle­
ment date.
.40 Four methods of recording sales are found in the publish­
ing industry.
(1) Sales are recorded upon shipment and an allowance 
for returns is established. This practice is generally 
followed by publishers of paperbacks, hard cover 
trade books and magazines.
(2) Sales are recorded upon shipment and returns are 
recorded when they are received. This practice is 
sometimes used by publishers of hard cover trade 
and textbooks, where lower rates of return are in­
volved.
(3) Sales are recorded using the consignment method; 
i.e., sales of those books remaining in the hands of 
distributors are not recorded. This method is not a 
common practice.
(4) If a publisher has recently begun operations or has 
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no relevant experience in the marketing of its new 
titles, sales are not recorded until the settlement date 
with the distributor. This is not a common practice.
.41 The allowance for returns is usually established using 
one of the following methods:
(1) The allowance may be based on historical experience 
with respect to the percentage of returns over a rea­
sonable period of time. These historical percentages 
are usually maintained by book title or category of 
title, or by magazine, and great weight is given to 
the trend of returns in the last months of the fiscal 
year. Use of historical data is usually combined with 
a review of returns actually received and the trend of 
returns after the balance sheet date.
(2) For new titles, the reserve may be based on manage­
ment’s best estimate if there is sufficient prior experi­
ence to judge the success of a new book.
High-Unit-Cost Items
.42 Some manufacturers of certain high-unit-cost products 
(e.g., mobile homes, trucks, farm machinery, boats) who sell to 
independent dealers or distributors may be exposed to risks of 
ownership which may or may not involve return of products.
.43 Financing and other arrangements between the manu­
facturers and independent dealers vary. In some cases, the manu­
facturers finance the dealers by providing credit terms that allow 
the dealers sufficient time to market the product to their cus­
tomers before paying the manufacturer. The terms under these 
credit arrangements may or may not require identification of the 
specific product to be sold prior to remittance to the manufac­
turers. In other cases, financing is provided to the dealer under 
“floor plan” financing arrangements either by the manufac­
turer’s captive finance subsidiary or by independent financial 
institutions. The manufacturer ordinarily guarantees amounts 
due the financial institutions in the event the dealer is unable to 
repay amounts borrowed. These financing practices may expose 
the manufacturer to a potentially significant risk of product re­
turns depending upon other circumstances such as the financial 
soundness of the dealer and vulnerability of the product to sud­
den swings in market demand.
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.44 Additional existing practices can also influence the 
selection of an appropriate method of revenue recognition when 
potential return of a product is involved. For example, contrac­
tual arrangements sometimes provide that the manufacturer will 
grant significant price allowances to dealers for products which 
remain unsold after a stipulated period of time. In other cases, 
significant price concessions to dealers may be granted by the 
manufacturer even though no contractual obligation to do so 
exists. Another example relates to the variation in economic 
relationships and contractual arrangements between manufac­
turers and dealers. Some dealers may carry only the products 
of a particular manufacturer whereas others may merchandise 
the products of a number of manufacturers. Under certain con­
tractual arrangements a manufacturer may impose strict con­
straints upon a dealer’s marketing of the manufacturer’s prod­
ucts such as requirements for the manufacturer’s approval of 
customer price allowance, customer credit, advertising and pro­
motional campaigns, etc. On the other hand, dealers in many 
cases have considerable flexibility in such matters.
.45 Revenue recognition by manufacturers for sales of 
products to dealers generally coincides with the shipment or 
delivery of the products to the dealer. In some cases, manufac­
turers may “warehouse” the product for the dealer pending in­
structions from the dealer for shipment directly to its customer, 
for addition of customer directed accessories or for other rea­
sons ; however, revenue recognition generally coincides with the 
passage of title to the dealer in such cases.
.46 The practice of establishing allowances for possible 
product returns coincident with revenue recognition from the 
sale varies widely. The determination of an allowance for returns 
is usually closely related to the periodic evaluation of the col­
lectibility of receivables or the potential for loss arising from 
other financing arrangements because changes in demand factors 
may affect both receivable collectibility and potential returns. In 
rare instances, revenue is not recognized by the manufacturer 
 until the time of sale by the dealer to the customer. The use of 
this method generally involves the overall consideration of many 
factors such as (1) floor plan or other arrangements which defer 
payment until resale of the product by the dealer, (2) extended 
periods of time over which dealer financing is offered (e.g., up 
to one year or more), (3) the offering of significant price allow­
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ances and perhaps absorption of certain dealer costs on slow 
moving items, (4) a lack of consistent relationship between pe­
riodic shipments to the dealer and his ultimate sale to the con­
sumer, and (5) the financial soundness of the dealer.
Toys and Sporting Goods
.47 The business of manufacturing and selling toys and 
sporting goods is seasonal in nature. Often credit terms postpone 
payment by the buyer until the normal retailing period has 
begun. In many cases the buyers have the right to return unsold 
products to the manufacturers. However, many such companies 
select fiscal years which correspond closely to their natural busi­
ness cycle and, as a result, the majority of the products which 
will ultimately be returned will have been returned before the 
financial statements for the year are issued.
.48 In these industries, the goods are also often returned not 
because of any contractual or other right, but because of late 
deliveries, substituted deliveries and similar operating problems. 
In some cases, although goods are not returned, the seller may 
also be exposed to the risks of ownership because discounts are 
permitted in lieu of return privileges. In most instances, sales 
are recorded upon shipment, although occasionally consignment 
accounting is used. If sales are recognized immediately the ac­
counting for returns varies. Allowances are provided in some 
cases and, in other cases, returns are recognized only as they 
occur.
Industries Lacking Product Differentiation
.49 Certain companies are characterized by the lack of 
product differentiation; that is, the company’s products and 
those of its competitors are basically identical. A few examples 
are generic drugs, chemicals (fertilizer, polyethylene resins, etc.) 
and certain consumer goods (detergents, etc.). These companies, 
therefore, compete within the marketing area. In addition to 
granting a right of return, in some cases the seller retains the 
risks of ownership through advance sales, extended terms, price 
protection, etc. Practices are not uniform.
Sales to the Ultimate Consumer
.50 The industry descriptions above are of sales primarily to 
wholesalers, distributors or retailers, and, as noted, goods may 
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be returned for a variety of reasons. In sales to the ultimate 
consumer, the consumer may be given the right of return for 
reason of dissatisfaction with the product. In most cases, a sale 
is recognized when the consumer obtains possession, and an 
allowance for returns may or may not be established.
APPENDIX B: SURVEY OF ACCOUNTING LITERATURE
.51 Pervasive revenue recognition principles are set forth 
in paragraph 150-153 of APB Statement No. 4:
“Revenue is generally recognized when both of the following condi­
tions are met: (1) the earning process is complete or virtually 
complete, and (2) an exchange has taken place.” (Par. 150)
“Revenue recognized under the realization principle is recorded at the 
amount received or expected to be received.” (Par. 151)
“Revenue is sometimes recognized on bases other than the realization 
rule. . . . Sometimes revenue is recognized at the completion of 
production and before sale is made. Examples include certain pre­
cious metals and farm products with assured sales prices. The as­
sured price, the difficulty in some situations of determining costs 
of products on hand, and the characteristics of unit interchange­
ability are reasons given to support this exception.” (Par. 152)
“The realization principle requires that revenue be earned before it 
is recorded.” (Par. 153)
.52 APB Opinion No. 10 provides for recognizing revenue on 
the installment or cost recovery methods, under conditions in 
which there is no reasonable basis for estimating the degree of 
collectibility of revenue. Paragraph 12 of APB Opinion No. 10 
reaffirms the statement in Chapter 1A of ARB No. 43, Paragraph 
1, that ‘‘Profit is deemed to be realized when a sale in the ordi­
nary course of business is effected, unless the circumstances are 
such that the collection of the sale price is not reasonably as­
sured.’’
In making this reaffirmation the Opinion also states that the 
Board “believes that (otherwise) revenues should ordinarily be 
accounted for at the time a transaction is completed, with appro­
priate provision for uncollectible accounts. ’ ’
.53 The AICPA Industry Accounting Guide, Accounting for 
Retail Land Sales, states in Paragraph 13 that ‘‘The principle of 
realization presupposes that title will be transferred at or before 
the time of profit recognition. Delay in conveyance of title may 
occur in the real estate industry for a variety of reasons and 
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does not require deferring profit recognition for an otherwise 
acceptable transaction if the purchaser has the right to receive 
title when the receivable is paid or at the end of the normal con­
tract period. Receipt of option deposits does not constitute a 
recordable sale under the realization principle.” The Guide 
goes on to state in Paragraph 15: “ The Committee believes that 
recognition of the sale should be deferred until certain conditions 
are met that indicate that (a) the customer seriously intends to 
complete the contract and (b) the company is capable of fulfilling 
its obligations under the contract so that customers cannot later 
demand and receive refunds for failure to deliver.” The Guide 
sets forth three specific conditions which must be met in order to 
record contracts as sales. One of the conditions is that “The 
customer has made the downpayment and each regularly required 
subsequent payment until the period of cancellation with refund 
has expired. That period should be the longest of the period re­
quired by local law, established by company policy, or specified 
in the contract, regardless of whether refunds are available for 
simple notification, site visitation or otherwise. ’ ’
.54 The Guide sets forth conditions for distinguishing be­
tween the use of accrual and installment sales methods of ac­
counting for revenue. In general, the conditions for use of the 
accrual method are based on minimum uncertainties with respect 
to ultimate collection of sales proceeds. Paragraph 20, Item (d), 
includes the condition that “ Collection experience for the project 
indicates that collectibility of receivable balances is reasonably 
predictable. ...” Paragraph 21 amplifies this by saying “The 
ability to predict collection results of current sales presumes 
satisfactory experience on prior sales of the type of land being 
currently marketed in the project over a sufficiently long collec­
tion period to indicate the percentage of sales that will be col­
lected to maturity. Since different sales methods may result in 
different cancellation and collection experience, historical data 
available must include experience with respect to each type of 
sales method used, such as telephone sales, broker sales, site 
visitation sales, etc. ’ ’
.55 This is reiterated in Paragraph 22 which states, “Thus 
the Committee concludes that income should be recorded under 
the accrual method if the company’s collection experience can 
provide information (described in Paragraph 20(d)), that sup­
ports a reasonable prediction of whether the required percentage 
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of contracts will pay out to maturity and all other conditions are 
met. The Committee believes that condition (d) above is vital to 
provide assurance that the uncertainties regarding collectibility 
of the remaining receivables are minimized. ’ ’
.56 The AICPA Industry Accounting Guide, Accounting for 
Profit Recognition on Sales of Real Estate, states in Paragraph 
7, “Revenue (and profit) is conventionally recognized at the time 
an asset is sold, provided (a) the amount of the revenue is mea­
surable . . . and (b) the earning process is complete or virtually 
complete—that is, the seller is not obliged to perform significant 
activities after the sale in order to earn the revenue. ’ ’ In Para­
graph 8, it is stated, “If no reasonable basis exists to estimate 
the collectibility of the sales price in a transaction, the install­
ment or cost recovery method of accounting is appropriate.” 
This is followed in Paragraph 9 with the statement that “Uncer­
tainty about collectibility of the sales price may require another 
method of accounting in which the effective date of the sale is 
deferred until the uncertainty is satisfactorily resolved.” The 
Guide also states in Paragraph 11 that “Economic substance 
should determine the timing of recognition, amount, and designa­
tion of revenue if the economic substance of a transaction differs 
from its legal form.. . . For example, a transaction that is in the 
legal form of a sale ... may be in economic substance ... a deposit 
on or an option to purchase the asset....”
.57 Paragraph 12 continues, “ To be accounted for as a sale, a 
transaction should transfer from the seller to the buyer (a) the 
usual risks of ownership (for example, obsolescence, unprofitable 
operations, unsatisfactory performance, idle capacity and dubi­
ous residual value).... Any risk that is retained by the seller in 
the asset sold should be limited essentially to that of a secured 
creditor. Otherwise, accounting for a transaction other than as a 
sale is required.” Paragraph 56 of the Guide states the fol­
lowing :
“The Committee concludes that the following contractual provi­
sions . . . require accounting for the transaction as a financing, 
leasing, or profit sharing arrangement:
“A seller has an obligation or an option to repurchase the 
property. . .
“A buyer has an option to compel the seller to repurchase the 
property.”
“A seller guarantees the return of the buyer’s investment. . . .”
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.58 The AICPA Industry Accounting Guide, Accounting for 
Motion Picture Films, requires that revenue from films licensed 
for television not be recognized prior to the fulfillment of five 
conditions, one of which is that ‘‘Collectibility of the full license 
fee is reasonably assured,” and another of which is that “The 
film has been accepted by the licensee in accordance with the con­
ditions of the license agreement.” The Guide further says, 
“Should options or other factors raise doubt about the obligation 
or ability to perform on the part of either party, revenue recogni­
tion should be delayed until such options or factors no longer 
exist. Insignificant factors, such as the delivery of a print of a 
previously accepted film, are not a sufficient basis for delaying 
revenue recognition.” With respect to the acceptance condition 
the Guide states, “However, certain feature films included in a 
package may have ratings such that their eventual acceptance by 
the licensee is so questionable that it would be necessary to delay 
revenue recognition for such films until unconditionally accepted 
by the licensee. ’’
.59 The AICPA Industry Accounting Guide, Accounting for 
Franchise Fee Revenue, indicates the conclusion that revenue 
should not be recognized until the franchisor “has no remaining 
obligation or intent—by agreement, trade practice or operation 
of law—to refund any cash already received or to excuse nonpay­
ment of any unpaid notes . .. and ... any other conditions which 
affect consummation of the sale transaction have been met.”
[.60] [Superseded, effective January 1, 1977, by FASB 
Statement No. 13.]
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[Recommendation to Financial Accounting Standards Board]
AICPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
June 27, 1975
Marshall S. Armstrong, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Armstrong:
The accompanying Statement of Position presents recommendations of the Accounting 
Standards Division on Accounting Practices of Real Estate Investment Trusts. It 
was prepared on behalf of the Division by the Accounting Standards Executive Com­
mittee for consideration by the Financial Accounting Standards Board and for such 
action as the Board deems appropriate. The scope of the Statement is restricted to 
REITs, although it is acknowledged that the conclusions therein may also be appro­
priate for companies which are not REITs.
The Statement takes the position that the allowance for losses on loans and fore­
closed properties should now be determined based on an evaluation of the recover­
ability of individual loans and properties and, in this evaluation, the principle 
of providing for all losses when they become evident should now require the inclu­
sion of all holding costs, including interest, in determining such losses.
The individual evaluation of the loans and foreclosed properties should be made, 
according to the Statement, as of the close of all annual and interim stockholder 
reporting periods. This may well result in a need to increase or decrease the 
allowance for losses with a corresponding charge or credit to income. However, 
in the case of foreclosed property which the REIT elects to hold as a long-term 
investment, the Statement concludes that the net realizable value of such property 
at the date of foreclosure becomes its new basis, and subsequent increases in 
market values of such properties should generally not be recorded until the time 
of a later exchange transaction which confirms the amount of any increase.
The Statement also takes the position that recognition of interest revenue should 
be discontinued when it is not reasonable to expect that the revenue will be received 
and enumerates conditions which should now be regarded as establishing a presumption 
that the recording of interest should be discontinued.
AICPA Letter
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Finally, the Statement concludes that commitment fees should be amortized over the 
combined commitment and loan period, and provides guidance with respect to appro­
priate accounting by a REIT for operating support from its adviser.
The Division would appreciate being advised as to the Board’s proposed action on the 
recommendations set forth in this Statement of Position.
Sincerely yours,
Accounting Standards Division
cc: Securities and Exchange Commission
AICPA Letter
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NOTES
Statements of Position of the Accounting Standards Division are 
issued for the general information of those interested in the subject. 
They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the Accounting 
Standards Executive Committee, which is the senior technical body of 
the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of 
financial accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of Statements of Position is to influence the develop­
ment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the Division 
believes are in the public interest. It is intended that they should be 
considered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority to 
issue pronouncements on the subject. However, Statements of Posi­
tion do not establish standards enforceable under the Institute’s Code 
of Professional Ethics.
ACCOUNTING PRACTICES OF 
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS TRUSTS *
INTRODUCTION
.01 Real estate investment trusts (REITs) have in recent 
years assumed an increasingly important role in the real estate 
industry. REITs are business trusts and are generally publicly- 
held. They employ equity capital, coupled with substantial 
amounts of debt financing, in making real estate loans and in­
vestments.
.02 A REIT, if it so elects, will not be required to pay Fed­
eral corporate income taxes (other than that on “tax prefer­
ence” items) if, among other things, at least 90% of its taxable 
income, as defined, is distributed to its shareholders. This 
Statement, however, is not restricted to those REITs which 
have elected such tax treatment.
.03 The accounting problems discussed in this Statement of 
Position may also be encountered by other companies which 
are not REITs but which are engaged in the business of making 
loans on or investing in real estate. The conclusions in this
♦See also section 10,170.
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Statement of Position may, therefore, also be appropriate for 
those companies. However, the accounting practices of com­
panies which are not REITs are beyond the scope of this State­
ment of Position.
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.04 REITs have engaged in a variety of lending and invest­
ing activities, some of which are listed below.
Construction loans are generally short-term first mort­
gage loans to finance the construction of residential, 
commercial or industrial properties. Interest revenue 
on such loans is usually accrued and added to the loan 
balance, which is paid from the proceeds of permanent 
financing.
Development loans are short-term first mortgage loans 
to finance site development costs. They are usually 
paid from proceeds of a construction loan.
Land acquisition loans are first mortgage loans to finance 
the acquisition (not the development) of sites.
Long and intermediate term loans are generally con­
ventional mortgage loans to finance completed prop­
erties.
Purchase leasebacks consist of the simultaneous purchase 
and leaseback to the seller of real estate properties.
Equity investments in real estate are direct ownership 
interests, under a variety of forms, in improved or 
unimproved real estate.
Junior mortgage loans are real estate loans subject to 
the lien of a prior mortgage.
Wrap-around loans are junior mortgage loans to provide 
an owner with funds without disturbing a prior first 
mortgage loan which, for various reasons, is not liqui­
dated.
Gap loans are junior mortgage loans to finance a tem­
porary spread between amounts advanced and amounts 
committed under a prior first mortgage loan.
Warehousing loans are short-term loans secured by the 
pledge of mortgage loans.
.05 In connection with real estate loans, a REIT may issue 
a commitment, which is an agreement to make a mortgage loan 
in the future at specified terms.
.06 A REIT’s financial success is often dependent upon ex­
ternal factors, among which are the operations of its contractor­
borrowers, the availability to those contractors of long-term 
mortgage funds when projects are completed, and the general 
condition of the real estate industry. The success of the REIT 
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is also dependent upon its ability to obtain financing at rates 
less than that earned on its portfolio of investments.
.07 Considerable attention has recently been given to the 
accounting practices of REITs, particularly those which relate 
to loans which are in default or may become in default. This 
Statement of Position addresses certain of those practices.
LOSSES FROM LOANS
.08 REITs are subject to the usual risks associated with 
loans, investments in real estate, and commitments to make 
loans. These risks include adverse changes in economic condi­
tions, both national and local, changes in interest rates, avail­
ability of mortgage financing, supply and demand for prop­
erties in specific areas, and governmental actions such as zoning 
and environmental regulations, among many others.
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.09 REIT industry practices vary considerably with respect 
to providing for losses resulting from their lending activities. 
The Division believes it is desirable to narrow the range of 
acceptable practices.
.10 When it appears that an original borrower will be unable 
to make the payments required by the terms of his loan agree­
ment, a REIT has several alternatives. It can place the loan in a 
“work-out” status with the expectation that its financial posi­
tion with respect to the loan will be improved through careful 
monitoring of the borrower’s activities coupled with continued 
advances on the loan when necessary. It may renegotiate the 
terms of the loan with the original borrower with the hope 
that more liberal lending terms will insure at least partial re­
covery of principal and interest It may search for another 
borrower to assume management of the real estate collateraliz­
ing the loan and to assume responsibility for the loan. It may 
initiate foreclosure proceedings or accept a deed in lieu of 
foreclosure to obtain title to the property collateralizing the 
loan.
.11 Depending on the state in which property is located 
and depending on the complexity of a borrower’s financial 
arrangements, foreclosure proceedings may be time consuming. 
However, once foreclosure has been effected, the REIT has two 
alternative courses of action: to dispose of the property or to 
hold it for investment In either case, the REIT may have to 
invest additional funds to bring the property to salable and/or 
income-producing condition.
.12 Whether a loan appears to be “good” or “troubled” and 
whether a REIT elects to foreclose on a troubled loan or chooses 
one of the other alternatives mentioned above, it is in all cases 
not so much the credit standing of the borrower which is studied 
in determining recoverability as it is the real estate which 
serves as collateral for the loan. The reason for this is that in 
few cases would a REIT’s borrower be able (or willing) to repay 
a loan from other sources.
.13 Accordingly, the Division believes that the essential 
problem to be addressed relates to the valuation of real estate 
and that the conclusions reached in this Statement of Position 
are equally applicable to the determination of allowances for 
losses on loans (both “good” and “troubled”) and on foreclosed 
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properties.1 In addition, the initial valuation method should he 
the same for foreclosed properties held for resale and those held 
as an investment.* 2 The Division’s objective is to identify a 
method of providing for losses which will result in an allowance 
which is, in the aggregate, reasonable in the context of the 
financial statements taken as a whole. [As amended by State­
ment of Position No. 78-2.] (See section 10,170.)
1Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 15, Accounting by Debtors 
and Creditors for Troubled Debt Restructurings, prescribes the accounting required for 
assets received or transferred in troubled debt restructurings consummated after 
December 31, 1977, with earlier application encouraged. The recommendations 
in this section, “Losses from Loans,” concerning loans and properties have been 
amended in certain respects to conform with FASB Statement No. 15. (See 
“Assets Affected by Troubled Debt Restructurings.”) The recommendations in 
this section continue to apply to foreclosed properties acquired before the effec­
tive date of FASB Statement No. 15 and for which earlier application of that 
Statement is not elected.
2 See, however paragraph .27 for additional comments with respect to fore­
closed property held as a long-term investment.
.14 Three methods for determining a provision for loan 
losses for REITs have been predominantly followed in practice, 
as discussed below.
Systematic Provision—Some REITs establish a provi­
sion for losses in what is considered to be a systematic 
manner. The most common methods are to base the 
provision on a fixed percentage of loans or net income.
Individual Evaluation—Some REITs establish a provi­
sion for losses based on an evaluation of the individual 
loans or foreclosed properties to estimate the amount 
of any loss that may reasonably be expected.
Combination Method—Other REITs record a provision 
for losses equivalent to an amount determined by eval­
uation of at least certain major or problem loans and 
foreclosed properties, increased by a provision which 
generally represents a percentage of loans or of net 
income.
.15 The Division believes that the allowance for losses 
should now be determined based on an evaluation of the recov­
erability of individual loans and properties which gives con­
sideration to the facts and circumstances in existence at the time 
of the evaluation and to reasonable probabilistic estimates of 
future economic conditions and other relevant information. 
The allowance should not be determined on the basis of per­
centages of loan balances, income or other similar bases.
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.16 Because of the many factors which can affect recover­
ability, the estimated loss on an individual loan or property 
may not be the same as the ultimate loss, if any, actually sus­
tained on each. While the individual evaluation method, like 
all estimation methods, inherently lacks precision, it best 
achieves, in the Division’s view, the ultimate objective of de­
termining an allowance for losses which is, in the aggregate, 
reasonable in the context of the financial statements taken as a 
whole.
.17 Evaluation of the recoverability of individual loans and 
properties entails a comparison of the carrying amount (includ­
ing recorded accrued interest, but not previously determined 
allowances for losses) of each such loan or property with its 
estimated net realizable value. With respect to a REIT, esti­
mated net realizable value means the estimated selling price 
a property will bring if exposed for sale in the open market, 
allowing a reasonable time to find a purchaser, reduced by (a) 
the estimated cost to complete and improve such property to 
the condition used in determining the estimated selling price, 
(b) the costs to dispose of the property, and (c) the estimated 
costs to hold the property to the estimated point of sale, includ­
ing interest, property taxes, legal fees and other cash require­
ments of the project. However, some REITs, because of liquid­
ity problems or for other reasons, may not be able or willing 
to hold foreclosed property and, therefore, must estimate the 
selling price on an immediate liquidation basis.
.18 Some do not believe that estimated interest holding costs 
should be considered in the determination of estimated net 
realizable value. They point out that, with limited exceptions, 
interest has been traditionally considered a period cost. They 
believe that this recommended practice is a part of the broader 
problem of recognition of the cost of capital and argue that it 
is inappropriate to reach a conclusion with respect to REITs 
before that broader problem is resolved. In the real estate 
industry, interest is clearly an economic cost of holding prop­
erty and, therefore, the Division does not find these arguments 
persuasive. In the case of a REIT, the Division believes that 
the principle of providing for all losses when they become 
evident should now require the inclusion of all holding costs, 
including interest, in determining such losses.
.19 Some would support the Division’s position if it were 
restricted to investments which are expected to be held in excess 
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of a stipulated minimum period of time related to the operating 
cycle of a REIT. The Division does not agree with this view.
.20 The Division believes that the guidelines described below 
should be followed with respect to estimating interest holding 
costs in the determination of estimated net realizable value.
.21 The interest rate should be estimated based on the aver­
age cost of all capital (debt and equity). This rate should be 
calculated by dividing debt interest costs by the aggregate of 
equity capital and debt. Debt interest costs should normally be 
based on the interest rate used for accruing interest expense at 
the date of the balance sheet. However, information available 
prior to the issuance of the financial statements (e. g., renego­
tiation of the REIT’s debt) should be considered in determining 
whether that rate is appropriate. The objective is to arrive at 
a rate which would, in the light of existing agreements, corres­
pond with the rate to be used for accruing interest expense dur­
ing the estimated holding period of the property.
.22 Examples of the application of these guidelines, using 
present value techniques, are included in the appendices to this 
Statement of Position.
.23 The effective rate of interest used in the calculations 
should be disclosed in the notes to financial statements.
.24 A minority of four members of the Accounting Standards 
Executive Committee dissent from the procedure recommended 
above for the determination of net realizable value. In their 
view, treating interest cost in the manner specified results in 
valuing an asset differently depending upon (1) the credit 
standing of the entity and the resultant interest rate required to 
be paid on debt and (2) the entity’s capital structure, i. e., the 
mix of debt and equity. The minority believes that net realiz­
able value should be determined by looking only to the asset 
and the market considerations related to it, which should result 
in the same measurement for any entity whose use of the asset 
is the same, i. e., the net realizable value of the asset should 
not be affected by which entity owns it or how that entity is 
capitalized. In this regard, they see no reason to distinguish 
real estate assets from other assets.
.25 As previously noted, the individual evaluation method 
entails a determination of the net realizable value of the prop­
erty. Some factors to be considered in the valuation of property 
are as follows:
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(1) The current status or nature of the property and 
its condition.
(2) The current actual use of the property and the 
future uses of the property as related to general 
economic conditions and the population growth in 
the area.
(3) The overall suitability of the property for its cur­
rent or intended use.
(4) Various restrictions including zoning and other pos­
sibilities.
(5) Comparable prices of other properties in the area.
.26 The individual evaluation of loans and foreclosed prop­
erties should be made as of the close of all annual and interim 
stockholder reporting periods.
.27 The periodic evaluation of loans and foreclosed prop­
erties may well result in a need to increase or decrease the 
allowance for losses with a corresponding charge or credit to 
income. An exception to the foregoing should be made in the 
case of foreclosed property which the REIT elects to hold not 
for sale but as a long-term investment. The net realizable value 
of such property at the date of foreclosure becomes its new 
basis, in accordance with generally accepted accounting prin­
ciples for long-term investments. Subsequent increases in 
market values of such properties should generally not be re­
corded until the time of a later exchange transaction which 
confirms the amount of any increase. (See APB Statement No. 4, 
Paragraph 183.)
.28 The Division believes that the appropriate presentation 
of loans, foreclosed property held for resale, and the allowance 
for losses in the balance sheet would be as follows:
Loans, earning___ _ ________________ $xxx
Loans, nonearning__________________ xxx
Foreclosed properties held for resale___ xxx
$xxx
Allowance for losses________________  $xxx $xxx
.29 There are numerous conditions which may indicate that 
a loss will be incurred on a loan. Some of these conditions are 
discussed in paragraphs .30—.38.
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ASSETS AFFECTED BY TROUBLED 
DEBT RESTRUCTURINGS
.29A Properties acquired by an REIT in a troubled debt 
restructuring and accounted for in accordance with FASB State­
ment 15 should be recorded as if they had been acquired for cash 
at their fair value, which becomes their cost basis for accounting 
purposes. Periodically thereafter the properties should be evalu­
ated and allowances for losses should be provided in accordance 
with the recommendations on “Losses from Loans.”
.29B When it is probable that an REIT will enter into a 
troubled debt restructuring with one of its debtors that will 
result in a loss determined in accordance with the provisions of 
FASB Statement 15 in excess of the allowance, if any, provided 
in accordance with the recommendation on “Losses from Loans” 
in this Statement, a provision should be made for the excess loss. 
Thereafter, until the restructuring occurs, the loan receivable 
should be periodically evaluated in a similar manner, and the 
allowance for losses should be adjusted at each evaluation date 
for changes in the estimated loss. In no event should the loan, 
less the allowance for loss, exceed its estimated net realizable 
value.
.29C When it is probable that an REIT will enter into a 
troubled debt restructuring with one of its creditors that will 
result in a loss on transfer of an identified asset (determined in 
accordance with FASB Statement 15) in excess of the allowance, 
if any, provided in accordance with the recommendations on 
“Losses from Loans” in this Statement, a provision should be 
made for the excess loss on the identified asset to be transferred 
net of the related gain, if reasonably determinable, on reduction 
of the payable that will result from the asset transfer. The Ac­
counting Standards Division believes that it is appropriate to 
include the effect of the gain in providing for the additional loss, 
because it is the asset transfer that produces both the loss on 
transfer and the gain on restructuring. The provision for the 
excess net loss should be reported as an expense in determining 
income before extraordinary items. After providing for the ex­
cess net loss, the allowance for losses will be an amount that 
reduces the carrying amount of the identified asset to be trans­
ferred to its estimated fair value, net of the related estimated 
gain (not in excess of the loss on the identified asset to be trans­
ferred) on the reduction of the payable that will result from the 
asset transfer. In no event, however, should the identified asset 
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to be transferred, less the allowance for losses, exceed its esti­
mated net realizable value. The notes to the REIT’s financial 
statements should disclose the effect on the allowance for losses 
of the estimated gain on the payable to be restructured as de­
scribed in the preceding sentence. Also, the note should state 
that, when realized, such gain will be reported as an extraordi­
nary item with a corresponding charge to income before the 
extraordinary item.
[As amended by Statement of Position 78-2.] (See section 
10,170.)
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DISCONTINUANCE OF INTEREST 
REVENUE RECOGNITION
.30 While some REITs argue that recognition of interest 
revenue should never he discontinued, it seems clear that there 
is no sound basis in theory or practice for such a position, since 
it is well established in accounting that if sufficient doubt or 
uncertainty exists as to realization, recognition may not be 
appropriate.
.31 In practice, the recognition of interest revenue has 
usually been discontinued at one of the following points:
(1) When the amount of any final loss can be deter­
mined with a high degree of precision (e. g., upon 
final settlement).
(2) Upon the occurrence of certain specified events 
(e. g., interest or principal is a certain number of 
days past due, cost overruns are at a certain per­
centage, foreclosure proceedings are being initiated, 
etc.)
(3) When judgment—often involving an evaluation of 
total loan recoverability, including estimated recov­
erability from foreclosure and sale—indicates that 
any additional interest would not be realized.
.32 Postponing the discontinuance of interest recognition 
until a loss can be determined with a high degree of precision 
is in conflict with general practice and theory.
.33 A common practice is to discontinue the recognition of 
interest upon the occurrence of certain specified events. Its 
attractiveness lies in the ability to determine objectively if 
the criteria have been met and, as a result, it is presumed there 
would be a greater uniformity in the reported results of REITs 
following this practice.
.34 Opponents of this practice acknowledge that specific 
criteria may be useful in identifying potential problem loans 
but believe that arbitrary rules cannot be a substitute for man­
agement’s judgment. It is argued that even though a loan may 
meet an established criterion for the discontinuance of interest 
recognition, it is still possible that the loan and the interest will 
ultimately be collected; thus, to discontinue recognition in such 
a situation is as incorrect as recognizing interest when it is 
clear it will not be collected.
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.35 The Division believes that the recognition of interest 
revenue should be discontinued when it is not reasonable to 
expect that the revenue will be received. The Division also 
believes that certain conditions, such as any one of the follow­
ing, should now be regarded as establishing a presumption 
(which may be overcome if other facts clearly refute the pre­
sumption) that the recording of interest should be discontinued.
(1) Payments of principal or interest are past due.
(2) The borrower is in default under the terms of the 
loan agreement.
(3) Foreclosure proceedings have been or are expected 
to be initiated.
(4) The credit-worthiness of the borrower is in doubt 
because of pending or actual bankruptcy proceed­
ings, the filing of liens against his assets, etc.
(5) Cost overruns and/or delays in construction cast 
doubt on the economic viability of the project.
(6) The loan has been renegotiated.
These conditions may also be an indication that an allowance 
for losses should be provided.
.36 The Division supports the view that the discontinuance 
of interest revenue recognition is related to the question of 
realization and, consequently, such recognition should not be 
resumed, nor should unrecorded interest be recognized, until 
it is evident that the principal and interest will be collected.
.37 Some believe that even though the recognition of interest 
is discontinued, interest revenue should be “grossed up” with 
an offsetting charge to an expense account. They believe that 
this presentation will more clearly reflect the planned income 
from the portfolio as well as the deviations, in the form of 
provisions for possible losses, from that plan.
.38 Others maintain that since the interest recognition was 
discontinued because realization was doubtful, it would not be 
appropriate to include such amounts in interest revenue in the 
financial statements because such a presentation would con­
tradict economic reality. The Division supports this view.
COMMITMENT FEES
.39 A commitment fee can be defined generally as any fee 
paid by a potential borrower to a potential lender for a promise 
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to lend money in the future. Recording commitment fees is 
complicated by the fact that some commitments (such as many 
gap and stand-by commitments) are not expected to be funded.
.40 A REIT may enter into a commitment agreement with­
out having specifically earmarked funds to honor that commit­
ment and it may have no expectation of ever having to honor 
the commitment. However, circumstances beyond the control 
of the REIT can change drastically and the REIT may be called 
upon to honor the commitment.
.41 While the Division agrees that it may be possible to 
distinguish between commitments which are expected to be 
funded and those which are not, it believes that it is not possible 
to make such a distinction on a practical basis.
.42 The available alternatives for the recognition of income 
from commitment fees are listed below.
(1) Immediate recognition
(2) Deferral and amortization—
(a) Over the commitment period
(b) Over the combined commitment and loan period
(c) Over the loan period
(3) Deferral with immediate recognition when it is clear 
the commitment will not be funded or with recog­
nition as “points” when the commitment is funded
.43 In general, industry practice has been to recognize com­
mitment fees immediately upon receipt.
.44 Those who would defer the fee over the commitment 
period—whether amortizing it during that period or making 
a decision as to appropriate accounting at the end of that period 
—relate the fee to the commitment itself. Those who would 
defer the fee and amortize it over the loan period consider the 
fee an adjustment of the interest on the loan.
.45 Others argue that the fee may be a combination of an 
adjustment of interest, a fee for ear-marking funds, and/or an 
offset to the underwriting costs. They believe it is not prac­
ticable to separate the components and amortizing the fee over 
the combined commitment and loan period more closely ac­
counts for all three components on an overall basis.
.46 The Division believes that this latter view should now 
be regarded as appropriate for a REIT. The straight-line 
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method of amortization should be used during the commitment 
period and the interest method should be used for the remaining 
balance during the loan period.1 Deferred commitment fees 
should be taken into income at the end of the commitment 
period if the loan is not funded.
1 If the commitment period were 24 months and the loan period 
were 25 years (300 months), monthly amortization during the commit­
ment period would be 1/324 of the commitment fee.
OPERATING SUPPORT OF THE 
REIT BY THE ADVISER
.47 Various methods are or have been employed by advisers 
to insure a certain return to the REIT for certain periods. 
Some of these methods are summarized below.
(1) Purchasing a loan or a property at an amount in 
excess of market value
(2) Forgiving indebtedness
(3) Reducing advisory fees
(4) Providing required compensating balances
(5) Making outright cash payments
.48 In situations of this type, few would challenge the need 
for disclosure of the nature of the relationship between the 
REIT and its adviser and the nature and amount of the trans­
actions between them. The accounting for the transaction, how­
ever, is not quite as clear.
.49 Some believe that operating support given to a REIT 
by its adviser can be determined to be either income or a con­
tribution to capital on the basis of the form of the transaction.
.50 Others hold that such support should always be ac­
counted for as income since it is difficult, if not impossible, to 
distinguish items of income from capital contributions. In some 
cases, for example, determining what the terms of an “arms- 
length” transaction would be might pose significant problems. 
Distinguishing between the types of operating support would 
also pose problems—why, for example, should a loan purchased 
at more than market value by the adviser be viewed differently 
from a reduction in the advisory fee?
.51 The Division believes that in the present framework of 
generally accepted accounting principles, appropriate account­
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ing by a REIT for operating support from its adviser would 
include the following:
(1) Adjustment of any assets (or liabilities) which will 
be transferred between the companies to current 
market value as of the date of the transaction.
(2) Recognition, as income or as a reduction of advisory 
fees, of the operating support effectively obtained, 
with full disclosure of (a) the relationship between 
the parties and (b) the nature and amount of the 
transactions.
.52 The effect of such transactions, when material, should 
be reported separately in the income statement.
*****
.53 APPENDIX A: ILLUSTRATION A
Purpose of Illustration
This appendix illustrates the accounting by a REIT for a 
loan on a project in the development stage when the developer 
is unable to complete the project. Evaluation of the carrying 
value of the loan requires the determination of the estimated 
selling price of the property and estimated costs to complete 
construction, to carry the project to the point of disposition, 
and to dispose of the property. The required allowance for 
loan losses is determined by comparing the loan receivable 
balance with the discounted value of estimated future net cash 
receipts and disbursements.
Assumptions
Loan receivable balance at evaluation 
date— ................... .......... ........ ..... .........
• Estimated selling price of the property 
when completed in three years, reduced 
by estimated costs of disposal—...........
$ 20,500,000
$ 35,000,000
• Construction and carrying costs to com­
plete, exclusive of interest—
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
($416,667 monthly) 
($250,000 monthly) 
($ 83,333 monthly)
$5,000,000
3,000,000
1,000,000 $ 9,000,000
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• Capitalization of REIT—
Debt (average rate is 12%)..............    $300,000,000
Equity.........         60,000,000
Total ........       $360,000,000
Accordingly, the average cost of all capi­
tal is 10% (12% of $300,000,000  
$360,000,000).
• Construction and carrying costs are in­
curred ratably throughout each year. 
There is no occupancy prior to disposi­
tion.
• The REIT intends to support the project 
until disposition and to recover its loan 
on a work-out basis, and it has the finan­
cial capacity to do so.
Determination of Required Allowance for Loan Losses
Loan receivable balance _________ _____ $20,500,000
Less present value of estimated future net 
cash receipts and disbursements, exclusive 
of interest, at the average cost of all capi­
tal (10%) (Note a).......... ......    17,870,000
Required allowance for loan losses........... $ 2,630,000
*****
Computational Notes (Note b)
Present value of estimated future cash re­
ceipts ($35,000,000 X .7417) =....  $25,960,000
Present value of estimated future cash dis-
bursements—
$416,667 X 11.3745 X 1.0000 =_______$ 4,739,000
$250,000 X 11.3745 X .9052 =___ ___ 2,574,000
$ 83,333 X 11.3745 X .8194 = ______ 777,000
$ 8,090,000
$17,870,000
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Notes—
(a) Determining the required allowance for loan losses 
by deducting the present value of estimated future 
net cash receipts from the loan receivable balance 
at the evaluation date in effect builds into the calcu­
lation the interest costs to carry the project to the 
point of disposition.
(b) See Appendix C for present value factors.
.54 APPENDIX B: ILLUSTRATION B
Purpose of Illustration
This appendix illustrates the accounting by a REIT for a 
loan on a completed multi-unit apartment project in the rent-up 
stage when the cash flow to the developer before debt service 
is insufficient to meet the required payments on the REIT’s 
loan. Evaluation of the carrying value of the loan requires de­
termination of the estimated selling price of the property and 
estimated net cash inflows and outflows from rental operations, 
giving effect to projected occupancy rates. The required allow­
ance for loan losses is determined by comparing the loan receiv­
able balance with the discounted value of estimated future 
net cash receipts and disbursements.
Assumptions
• Loan receivable balance at evaluation
date — .— ---------------------------------  $ 4,500,000
• Occupancy is estimated to average 40% 
in the first year, 70% in the second year, 
and 95% thereafter. Occupancy rates 
are determined after allowing for turn­
over. Monthly rentals are estimated to 
be $200 per unit (300 units).
• Estimated selling price of the property 
at 95% occupancy with capitalization of
operating cash flow at 10%—_______  $ 4,620,000
• Capitalization of REIT—
Debt (average rate is 12%)-------------- $100,000,000
Equity------------------------------------------ 50,000,000
Total _____  $150,000,000
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Accordingly, the average cost of all capi­
tal is 8% (12% of $100,000,000 ÷ 
$150,000,000).
• The REIT intends to support the prop­
erty for two years. At the end of that 
period it intends to recover its invest­
ment and to pay its lender. The REIT 
has the financial capacity to do so. Cash 
flow before debt service is estimated as 
follows:
Year 1 — $ 4,400 per month
Year 2 — $21,400 per month
• Two alternative assumptions for repay­
ment of the REIT’s lenders are illus­
trated: Assumption 1—Interest on debt 
remains at 12% for the two year period; 
Assumption 2—Interest on debt remains 
at 12% for six months but will be 
reduced at that point to 6% according 
to a contractual arrangement.
Determination of Required Allowance for Loan Losses
Loan receivable
balance ____
Assumption 1 Assumption 2
$4,500,000 $4,500,000
Less present value 
of estimated fu­
ture net cash re­
ceipts and dis­
bursements, ex­
clusive of inter­
est, at the 
average cost of 
all capital:
Selling price _
Operating cash 
flow ........ ...
$3,939,000 $4,181,000
278,000 293,000
$4,217,000 $4,474,000
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Required allowance 
for loan losses......
* *
Assumption 1
$ 283,000
Assumption 2
$ 26,000
* * *
Computational Notes
Present value of selling price—
Estimated selling 
price ............ $4,620,000 $4,620,000
Present value fac­
tors—
8% (average cost 
of capital) for 
24 months.. .
8% (average cost 
of capital) for 
6 months.......
4% (average cost 
of capital) for 
18 months__
.8526
.9609
.9419
$3,939,000 $4,181,000
Present value of net operating cash flow, before debt 
service—
Year 1
Monthly cash flow
Present value fac­
tor ............. ......
$ 4,400 $ 4,400
11.4958 5.8625
$ 26,000
Monthly cash flow
Present value fac­
tor ..... .......... ...
$ 4,400
(5.9306 X .9802)
$ 26,000
$ 51,000 $ 52,000
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Year 2
Monthly cash flow
Present value fac­
tor ........ ..... ......
Assumption 1
$ 21,400
(11.4958 X .9234)
Assumption 2
$ 21,400
(11.7440 X .9609)
$ 227,000 $ 241,000
$ 278,000 $ 293,000
Note—See notes (a) and (b) on page 17,916.
.55 APPENDIX C: PRESENT VALUE FACTORS
Present Value of $1
Annual Rate Periods * Factor
10% 12 .9052
10% 24 .8194
10% 36 .7417
8% 6 .9609
8% 12 .9234
8% 24 .8526
4% 6 .9802
4% 12 .9609
4% 18 .9419
* Interest compounded monthly.
Present Value of $1 Per Period
Annual Rate
10%
Periods *
12
Factor
11.3745
8% 6 5.8625
8% 12 11.4958
4% 6 5.9306
4% 12 11.7440
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[Proposal to Financial Accounting Standards Board to Amend 
AICPA Industry Audit Guide on Audits of State and Local Govern­
mental Units]
AICPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y.10036 (212) 575-6200
July 31, 1975
Marshall S. Armstrong, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board 
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Armstrong:
The accompanying Statement of Position, prepared by the 
AICPA Subcommittee on State and Local Governmental 
Auditing, proposes amendments to the AICPA Industry 
Audit Guide on Audits of State and Local Governmental 
Units which will clarify that part of Chapter 2 of the 
Guide which deals with accruals of revenues and expen­
ditures by state and local governmental units.
While issuance of this Statement of Position will be 
helpful to independent auditors, we urge that FASB advise 
the accounting profession at an early date as to whether 
it believes the proposed amendments are appropriate 
and should be regarded as having the same authoritative 
support as the Audit Guide itself.
Members of the Subcommittee will be glad to meet 
with you or your representatives to discuss this pro­
posal. The Subcommittee would also appreciate being 
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advised as to the Board’s proposed action on its 
recommendations.
Sincerely yours,
AICPA SUBCOMMITTEE ON
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL AUDITING 
C. Richard Spriggs,
Chairman 
Franks. Belluomini 
Herman O. Coleman 
Ernest H. Davenport 
Leon E. Hay 
Gerald W. Hepp
Nathan Honig 
William D. Mahaney 
Fred M. Oliver
Ira Osman
Gerald J. Schmidt 
Joseph G. Tonascia 
Benton B. Warder
cc: Securities and Exchange Commission
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NOTES
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has issued 
a series of industry-oriented Audit Guides that present recommendations 
on auditing procedures and auditors’ reports and in some instances on 
accounting principles, and a series of Accounting Guides that present 
recommendations on accounting principles. Based on experience in the 
application of these Guides, AICPA Task Forces or Subcommittees 
may from time to time conclude that it is desirable to change a Guide. 
A Statement of Position is used to revise or clarify certain of the recom­
mendations in the Guide to which it relates. A Statement of Position 
represents the considered judgment of the responsible AICPA Task 
Force or Subcommittee.
To the extent that a Statement of Position is concerned with audit­
ing procedures and auditors’ reports, its degree of authority is the same 
as that of the Audit Guide to which it relates. As to such matters, 
members should be aware that they may be called upon to justify 
departures from the recommendations of the Subcommittee.
To the extent that a Statement of Position relates to standards of 
financial accounting or reporting (accounting principles), the recom­
mendations of the Subcommittee are subject to ultimate disposition by 
the Financial Accounting Standards Board. The recommendations are 
made for the purpose of urging the FASB to promulgate standards 
that the Subcommittee believes would be in the public interest
AUDITS OF STATE AND LOCAL 
GOVERNMENTAL UNITS
Proposed Amendment to Industry Audit Guide
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
.01 The accrual basis of accounting is followed (with minor 
exceptions) by all funds other than budgetary funds of state 
and local governmental units. Budgetary funds (general, special 
revenue, and debt service funds) use the modified accrual basis 
of accounting. The AICPA Industry Audit Guide, Audits of 
State and Local Governmental Units, summarizes the modified 
accrual basis as follows:
1. Revenues are recorded as received in cash except for
(a) revenues susceptible to accrual and
(b) material revenues that are not received at the 
normal time of receipt.
2. Expenditures are recorded on an accrual basis except 
for
(a) disbursements for inventory type items, which 
may be considered expenditures at the time of 
purchase or at the time the items are used;
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(b) prepaid expenses, which normally are not re­
corded;
(c) interest on long-term debt, which should normally 
be an expenditure when due; and
(d) the encumbrance method of accounting, which 
may be adopted as an additional modification.
.02 Although the Guide contains a discussion of the applica­
tion of both the accrual and modified accrual bases of accounting 
to revenues and expenditures, questions have arisen in practice 
with respect to four problem areas: sales taxes, revenue sharing, 
vacation and sick pay, and interest accruals in special assess­
ment funds. Accordingly, this Statement of Position has been 
issued to revise or clarify that part of Chapter 2 of the Guide 
dealing (a) with the modified accrual basis, and (b) with the 
concept “fully matured and not paid” as it pertains to interest 
accruals in assessment funds.
REVENUES SUSCEPTIBLE TO ACCRUAL
.03 The Guide describes, on page 14, criteria to identify 
revenues susceptible to accrual, as follows:
Revenues considered susceptible to accrual are those revenues 
that are both measurable and available. In substance, “avail­
able” means that the item is a resource that can be used to 
finance the governmental operations during the year.
Few types of revenues in budgetary funds possess all of the 
characteristics essential to meet both criteria of being measurable 
and available, which are requisite to being considered sus­
ceptible to accrual.
Revenue sources that generally are not considered susceptible 
to accrual include those generated on a self-assessed basis, 
such as income taxes, gross receipts taxes, and sales taxes. 
Normally, such taxes would be recorded as revenue when 
received.
The Subcommittee believes the Guide should be amended to 
clarify the application of these criteria to sales taxes and to 
revenue sharing entitlements.
.04 Specifically, the Subcommittee believes that Audits of 
State and Local Governmental Units should be amended by 
inserting the following paragraphs immediately before the first 
full paragraph (beginning “Normally, when an item is bill- 
able. ...”) on page 15:
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The following paragraphs illustrate the application of these 
criteria.
Sales taxes collected by merchants but not yet required to be 
remitted to the taxing authority at the end of the fiscal year 
should not be accrued. However, taxes collected and held by 
one government agency for another at year end should be accrued 
if they are to be remitted in time to be used as a resource for 
payment of obligations incurred during the preceding fiscal 
year. To illustrate, when a state collects all sales taxes and 
within 60 days remits to cities and counties the amounts col­
lected for them, amounts held by the state for allocation on 
June 30 should be accrued by cities and counties with a June 30 
fiscal year end. However, taxes collected by merchants during 
June and prior months but not required to be remitted until 
after June 30 should not be accrued by the state, counties, 
or cities.
Revenue sharing entitlements are for the period from July 1 
to June 30 and are received in four installments, the last of 
which is not received until July. This final installment, which 
is both measurable and available, should be accrued at June 30 
as a resource of the fund accounting for the initial receipt of 
revenue sharing entitlements.
VACATION PAY AND SICK PAY
.05 The Guide states, on page 16, that “Expenditures are 
recorded on the accrual basis....” and goes on to discuss certain 
exceptions to that statement. The Subcommittee believes the 
Guide should be amended to permit state and local governmental 
units not to record the costs of vacation and sick leave at the 
time the benefits are accumulated.
.06 Specifically, the Subcommittee believes that Audits of 
State and Local Governmental Units should be amended by in­
serting the following paragraphs immediately before the last full 
paragraph (beginning “A summary of the modifications. . . .”) 
on page 16:
Governmental units, like commercial and other organizations, 
provide vacation and sick pay benefits to their employees. 
However, governmental units often have policies or contractual 
agreements which permit employees to accumulate unused 
vacation and sick pay over their working careers and to redeem 
such unused leave time in cash upon death or retirement or by 
extended absence immediately preceding retirement. Portions 
of amounts accumulated at any point in time can be expected 
to be redeemed before termination of employment. While 
such accumulations may be material in total, the effect on the 
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financial statements of any one year may be immaterial. How­
ever, the effect on any one year may become material if the 
governmental unit is required to liquidate the accrued amounts, 
e. g., because of a court action by employees.
Although governmental units generally should record expendi­
tures on the accrual basis, the accounting for unused vacation 
and sick pay needs to be considered in light of the unique 
environment of governmental units. Budgetary funds of gov­
ernmental units, unlike business entities, are not concerned 
with the principle of matching costs against associated reve­
nues. Rather, a major interest of governmental financial state­
ment users is the fiduciary responsibility of the governmental 
body for the revenues appropriated. Further, long-term debts 
of budgetary funds are not recorded as debts in the fund which 
will be making the requisite payments but rather in the long­
term debt group of accounts.
Considering these factors and the nature of the accumulated 
unused vacation and sick leave, it is appropriate to disclose the 
estimated amount of such commitments in a footnote, if material, 
and not record the costs as expenditures at the time the leave 
is accumulated. If accumulated unused vacation and sick pay 
at the end of a fiscal year does not exceed a normal year’s 
accumulation, footnote disclosure is not required.
INTEREST ACCRUALS IN ASSESSMENT FUNDS
.07 The Guide states, on page 13, that “In special assessment 
funds, interest income on assessments receivable and interest 
expense on offsetting bonds payable or other long-term debt 
should not be accrued unless fully matured and not paid.” The 
Subcommittee believes this statement should be clarified by a 
footnote, as set forth below:
This principle applies whether or not the date for payments 
to bondholders coincides with the date for collections from 
property owners; for example, if interest from property owners 
is due on March 1 and the corresponding payment to bond­
holders is payable on June 1, the entity would report as interest 
receivable on June 30 only the amounts still uncollected from 
property owners for the preceding March 1 and prior interest 
dates. The interest payable reported at June 30 should be only 
the amounts still payable to bondholders for the preceding 
June 1 and prior interest dates.
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NOTES
Statements of Position of the Accounting Standards Division are 
issued for the general information of those interested in the subject. 
This Statement represents the conclusions of at least a majority of the 
Accounting Standards Executive Committee, which is the senior technical 
body of the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of 
financial accounting and reporting, cost accounting, and financial forecast 
presentation. However, Statements of Position do not establish standards 
enforceable under the Institute’s Code of Professional Ethics.
The objective of this Statement of Position is to provide general infor­
mation and guidance to members and others on the Presentation and 
Disclosure of Financial Forecasts.
INTRODUCTION
.01 This Statement of Position on Presentation and Dis­
closure of Financial Forecasts has been issued by the Account­
ing Standards Division of the American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants because greater interest is being shown in 
financial forecasts and projections1 and they increasingly are 
being disseminated.
1 See Definitions, pars. .05-.09.
.02 Few companies publish forecasts or projections for gen­
eral dissemination at present. Many companies, however, issue 
forecasts or projections to lenders, underwriters and prospective 
investors in connection with obtaining debt or equity financing. 
They are included in offering circulars for bond issues to finance 
the construction of hospitals, airports, sports arenas and other 
public facilities, as well as in offering circulars for limited 
partnership interests, particularly in real estate.
.03 The Securities and Exchange Commission has historically 
prohibited the inclusion of forecasts or projections in prospec­
tuses and reports filed with it. However, the Commission has 
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proposed changes in that policy to permit companies to include 
certain statements regarding future operations in filings made 
pursuant to the Securities Act and the Exchange Act.2
2 Securities Act Release No. 5581, April 28, 1975.
.04 Other Divisions within the AICPA are concerned with 
related aspects of financial forecasts:
a. Guidelines for Systems for the Preparation of Finan­
cial Forecasts have been issued by the Management 
Advisory Services Division (MAS Guideline Series 
Number 3, March 1975). The guidelines provide direc­
tion to the developers of forecasting systems and to 
the preparers of financial forecasts.
b. The Auditing Standards Division is studying matters 
relating to a CPA’s involvement with his client’s 
financial forecasts and the appropriate reporting by 
a CPA on such forecasts.
DEFINITIONS
.05 Common usage in practice has not developed complete 
agreement on the definition of certain terms such as forecast, 
projection, feasibility study, and budget. For purposes of this 
Statement of Position, certain definitions have been adopted and 
used throughout.
Financial Forecast
.06 A financial forecast for an enterprise is an estimate of 
the most probable financial position, results of operations and 
changes in financial position for one or more future periods.
In this context—
a. “Enterprise” means an entity for which financial 
statements could be prepared in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles.
b. “Most probable” means that the assumptions have 
been evaluated by management and that the forecast 
is based on management’s judgment of the most likely 
set of conditions and its most likely course of action.
Financial Projection
.07 A financial projection for an enterprise is an estimate of 
financial results based on assumptions which are not necessarily 
the most likely. Financial projections are often developed as a 
response to such questions as “What would happen if?”.
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Feasibility Study
.08 A feasibility study is an analysis of a proposed invest­
ment or course of action. A feasibility study may involve the 
preparation of financial projections and/or a financial forecast. 
A financial forecast may in turn be based on the results of a 
feasibility study used in the formulation of management’s plans.
Budgets, Plans, Goals, and Objectives
.09 Budgets, plans, goals, and objectives also involve ele­
ments of predicting the future. However, each tends to have 
elements which distinguish it from a financial forecast although, 
in some situations, each may be identical to a forecast. Budgets, 
plans, goals, and objectives may have some of the elements of 
targets or motivational hurdles. Budgets especially involve moti­
vational, control, and performance evaluation considerations.
SCOPE OF STATEMENT
.10 This Statement provides guidance as to presentation and 
disclosure for those who choose to issue information about the 
future described as financial forecasts. Nothing herein should 
be interpreted to mean that the publication of financial forecasts 
is recommended or that a financial forecast is deemed to be a 
part of the basic financial statements.
.11 Financial projections, feasibility studies, budgets, plans, 
goals, and objectives are generally prepared for special purposes 
and do not fall within the scope of this Statement of Position; 
financial forecasts contained within a feasibility study do.
.12 Recommendations as to presentation and disclosure of 
cash flow or tax basis forecasts also do not fall within the scope 
of this Statement of Position.
RECOMMENDATIONS ON PRESENTATION 
AND DISCLOSURE
Format
.13 Financial forecasts preferably should be presented in the 
format of the historical financial statements3 expected to be 
issued, but, at a minimum, the presentation should consist of 
certain specific information (see below) obtained from such a 
financial forecast.
3 The details of each statement may be summarized or condensed, 
so that only the major items in each are presented. The usual footnotes 
associated with historical financial statements need not be included as 
such. However, see Assumptions, pars. .19-.27, for additional comments.
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.14 Financial forecasts presented in the format of the his­
torical financial statements expected to be issued would facilitate 
comparisons with results experienced in prior periods and with 
results actually achieved in the forecast period(s). However, 
given the lack of experience of most enterprises in issuing 
financial forecasts, there is reason to consider, for the present, 
recommendations which would not unduly discourage the issu­
ance of financial forecasts and which would permit experimen­
tation in the development of communicative formats. Accord­
ingly, when information described as a financial forecast is 
issued, it should include presentation of at least the following 
information (when applicable):
a. Sales or gross revenues.
b. Gross profit
c. Provision for income taxes.
d. Net income.
e. Disposal of a segment of a business and extraordinary, 
unusual or infrequently occurring items.
f. Primary and fully diluted earnings per share data for 
each period presented.
g. Significant anticipated changes in financial position.
Accounting Principles
.15 Financial forecasts should be prepared on a basis con­
sistent with the generally accepted accounting principles ex­
pected to be used in the historical financial statements covering 
the forecast period. This fact, as well as a summary of signifi­
cant accounting policies, should be disclosed in the forecast 
If a forecast is included in a document which contains such a 
summary, disclosure can be accomplished by cross-referencing.
.16 If the financial forecast gives effect to a change in ac­
counting principle from one used in the historical financial state­
ments of prior periods, the change should be reported in the 
forecast for the period in which it is expected to be made as 
would be required in reporting such accounting change in his­
torical financial statements.
Expressing the Results
.17 Financial forecasts should be expressed in specific mone­
tary amounts representing the single most probable forecasted 
result. The tentative nature of a financial forecast would be 
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emphasized if the single most probable result for key measures 
(e. g., sales and net income) was supplemented by ranges or 
probabilistic statements, and the presentation of such informa­
tion is encouraged.
.18 While a range informs the user of the probabilistic nature 
of the forecast, expressing a financial forecast solely in terms 
of ranges could result in the user’s attributing an unwarranted 
degree of reliability to the forecast ranges, because many users 
might assume (a) that a range represented the spread between 
the best possible result and the worst possible result or (b) that 
the range was based on a scientifically determined interval. 
Management should be in the best position to determine the 
single most probable result, and this burden should not be placed 
on outsiders. Also, single point estimates are necessary to aggre­
gate the forecasts of an enterprise’s individual operations, as 
well as to facilitate comparison between the forecast and later 
historical results.
Assumptions
.19 Those assumptions should be disclosed which manage­
ment thinks are most significant to the forecast or are key 
factors upon which the financial results of the enterprise depend. 
There ordinarily should be some indication of the basis or 
rationale for these assumptions. It would also be desirable for 
the disclosure to include an expression of the relative impact of 
a variation in the assumption when it would significantly affect 
the forecasted result.
.20 Frequently, basic assumptions that have enormous 
potential impact are considered to be implicit in the forecast. 
Examples might be conditions of peace, absence of natural 
disasters, etc. Such assumptions need be disclosed only when 
there is a reasonable possibility that the current conditions will 
not prevail. In such circumstances, to the extent practicable, 
the possible impact of a change in the assumptions should be 
disclosed.
.21 A financial forecast is based on assumptions representing 
management’s judgment of the most likely circumstances and 
events and its most likely course of action. Assumptions are 
the single most important ingredient of a financial forecast. 
However, regardless of the amount of study or analysis, some 
assumptions inevitably will not materalize.
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.22 There are several other factors with respect to the dis­
closure of assumptions which must be considered, particularly 
when the disclosures are external to the enterprise.
a. By nature, a financial forecast embodies a large num­
ber of assumptions, especially for a complex enter­
prise. An attempt to communicate “all” assumptions 
is inherently not feasible.
b. Outside users who disagree with one or more assump­
tions in a forecast are generally not able to adjust for 
the effect of these differences in assumptions on the 
forecast.
c. Questions may arise after the fact as to certain 
assumptions which were not disclosed. Unforeseen 
changes in conditions may make certain assumptions, 
previously considered unimportant, significant.
.23 Consideration of these factors does not change the pre­
vious conclusion that significant assumptions underlying a 
financial forecast should be disclosed.
.24 Disclosure of certain important information may not be 
desirable from the standpoint of the enterprise, particularly 
when competition or strategies are involved. While all signifi­
cant assumptions should be disclosed, they need not be presented 
in such a manner or in such detail as would adversely affect the 
competitive position of the enterprise.
.25 Assumptions should be captioned in a manner which 
best reflects their nature, such as “Summary of Significant Fore­
cast Assumptions.” It should be made clear that the assump­
tions disclosed are not an all-inclusive list of those used in the 
preparation of the forecast and that they were based on circum­
stances and conditions existing at the time the forecast was 
prepared. Accordingly, the summary of assumptions should be 
preceded by an introduction similar to the following:
This financial forecast is based on management’s assumptions 
concerning future events and circumstances. The assumptions 
disclosed herein are those which management believes are sig­
nificant to the forecast or are key factors upon which the financial 
results of the enterprise depend. Some assumptions inevitably 
will not materialize and unanticipated events and circumstances 
may occur subsequent to.......................................... , the date of
this forecast. Therefore, the actual results achieved during the 
forecast period will vary from the forecast and the variations 
may be material.
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.26 Identifying those assumptions which, at the time of prep­
aration, appear to be most significant to the forecast or which are 
key factors upon which the financial results of the business 
depend requires the careful exercise of good-faith judgment by 
management. The disclosures should include the following:
a. Assumptions as to which there is a reasonable possi­
bility of the occurrence of a variation that may signifi­
cantly affect the forecasted results.
b. Assumptions about anticipated conditions that are 
expected to be significantly different from current 
conditions, which are not otherwise reasonably ap­
parent.
c. Other matters deemed important to the forecast or to 
the interpretation of the forecast.
.27 The following unrelated hypothetical examples of dis­
closures of assumptions are offered for general guidance:
a. The Company is engaged in several lines of business, 
two of which are defense-oriented and supplied X% 
and Y% of the Company’s sales and gross profit, re­
spectively, in 1974, as indicated on page — of the 
Annual Report to Stockholders. The Company’s other 
lines of business are diversified.
The sales forecast assumes, among other things, that 
revenue from the Company’s federal defense contracts 
will continue at the current level and that non-defense 
sales will increase at the same rate as the anticipated 
increase in real GNP for 1975.
If these conditions are not met, results may be signifi­
cantly affected. For example, a decline of 5% from 
forecasted defense-oriented sales could result in a 
decline of approximately 8% in net income, while a 
decline of 5% from forecasted non-defense sales could 
result in a decline of approximately 6% in net income.
b. The Company expects its raw material costs to rise, 
on an overall basis, commensurate with the rate of 
inflation. The forecast assumes any raw material cost 
increases can be recovered in the form of higher prices. 
Labor costs have been forecasted using rates provided 
in the Company’s union contract, which does not 
expire until 1976.
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c. At certain times in the year, the Company is highly 
dependent on short-term bank borrowing. The Com­
pany’s forecast of interest expense is based on the 
seasonal borrowing patterns of prior years for financ­
ing inventory and receivables. The Company does 
not expect to incur any long-term borrowing and 
anticipates no major changes in the prime rate from 
its present level of X%.
d. The provision for income taxes gives no effect to the 
possibility of a 6% decrease in the maximum corpo­
rate income tax rate, as proposed by the President in 
a message to Congress.
e. Manufacture of the Company’s major products de­
pends on the availability of relatively small quantities 
of petroleum by-products. The Company has no guar­
anteed source for these materials. The forecast 
assumes continued availability of these raw materials.
f. Earnings per share data have been computed follow­
ing the same procedures used for historical financial 
statement purposes, which are in accordance with the 
provisions of APB Opinion No. 15. In calculations 
required by the “treasury stock” method, manage­
ment has assumed, for such purposes, that there will 
be no significant changes in the price of the Com­
pany’s stock.
Period to Be Covered
.28 Management should consider its ability to forecast and 
the needs of the user in determining the period to be covered. 
No fixed period of time is specified herein.
.29 Although the degree of uncertainty generally increases 
with the time span, short-term forecasts may not be meaningful 
in (a) industries with a lengthy operating cycle or (b) situa­
tions where long-term results are necessary to evaluate the in­
vestment consequences involved.
Distinguishing From Historical Financial Statements
.30 Financial forecasts should be presented separately (or 
clearly segregated) from the historical financial statements and 
should be clearly labeled as a “financial forecast” to preclude a 
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reader from confusing a forecast with the historical financial 
statements.
.31 Applicable historical information, such as prior forecast 
data and prior historical results, may, however, be presented 
with any financial forecast in parallel columns. This would 
facilitate comparison and provide the user with information 
helpful in evaluating the risks associated with a financial fore­
cast. When such historical information is presented, it should 
be clearly labeled and distinguished from the forecast infor­
mation.
UPDATING FINANCIAL FORECASTS
.32 An updated financial forecast should be issued to reflect 
significant changes in assumptions, actual results, or unantici­
pated events and circumstances unless (a) the original forecast 
included a statement that it was not intended to be updated 
(see par. .36) or (b) issuance of historical financial statements 
covering the forecast period is imminent.
.33 An updated forecast should be issued if it can be done 
promptly. The reasons for updating should be described in a 
note to the updated forecast.
.34 When material changes in a forecast cannot be quantified 
so as to permit issuance of an updated forecast promptly, 
appropriate disclosure should be made. Such disclosure would 
include a description of the circumstances necessitating an up­
dated forecast, and notification that the forecast should not be 
used for any purpose and that an updated financial forecast will 
be issued upon its completion.
.35 If, however, management decides that the current finan­
cial forecast should no longer be used for any purpose but it is 
not appropriate to issue an updated forecast, this decision and 
the reasons for it should be disclosed.
Forecasts Not Intended to Be Updated
36. Financial forecasts may be issued on a “one-time” basis, 
such as in connection with a search for debt or equity financing, 
without any intention to issue updated forecasts. In such cases, 
emphasis should be given to the date of issuance of the forecast 
and an explicit statement should be made as to the dangers in­
herent in using forecasts issued some time ago. In addition, 
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management’s intention not to update the forecast should be 
specifically disclosed.
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[Recommendation to Financial Accounting Standards Board]
AlCPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
December 29, 1975
Marshall S. Armstrong, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Armstrong:
The accompanying Statement of Position presents recommendations of the Accounting 
Standards Division on Accounting Practices in the Broadcasting Industry. It was 
prepared on behalf of the Division by the Accounting Standards Task Force on 
Entertainment Companies for consideration by the Financial Accounting Standards 
Board and for such action as the Board deems appropriate. The Division suggests 
that the recommendations contained herein be required to be applied in financial 
statements for fiscal years beginning on or after January 1, 1976 (or beginning in 
late December, 1975 for enterprises having fiscal years of 52 or 53 weeks).
The Statement discusses three areas of interest to broadcasters: television 
film license agreements, barter transactions and intangible assets.
The Statement concludes that assets and liabilities should be recorded for tele­
vision film license agreements with respect to films available for telecast­
ing. Guidelines are provided for the classification of these assets and 
liabilities. The film rights recorded as an asset should, it holds, be amortised 
using an accelerated method over the number of future showings estimated by 
management when the first showing, as is usually the case, is more valuable to 
a station than reruns. The Statement also takes the position that the provisions 
of APB Opinion No. 21 are applicable to television film license agreements.
Barter transactions involve the exchange of unsold advertising time for products 
or services. The Statement concludes that all barter transactions should be 
recorded by estimating the fair value of the product or service received, in 
accordance with the provisions of APB Opinion No. 29.
Finally, the Statement provides guidance with respect to the application of APB 
Opinion No. 17 to intangibles in the broadcasting industry, pending reconsideration 
by the FASB of the broad area of business combinations and purchased intangibles.
The Division would appreciate being advised as to the Board’s proposed action on 
the recommendations set forth in this Statement of Position.
Sincerely yours,
on Entertainment Companies
Securities and Exchange Commission
AICPA Letter
SEYMOUR M. BOHRER
Chairman
Accounting Standards Task Force
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NOTES
Statements of Position of the Accounting Standards Division are 
issued for the general information of those interested in the subject. 
They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the Accounting 
Standards Executive Committee, which is the senior technical body of 
the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of 
financial accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of Statements of Position is to influence the develop­
ment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the Division 
believes are in the public interest. It is intended that they should be 
considered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority to issue 
pronouncements on the subject. However, Statements of Position do 
not establish standards enforceable under the Institute’s Code of Pro­
fessional Ethics.
ACCOUNTING PRACTICES IN THE 
BROADCASTING INDUSTRY
GENERAL BACKGROUND
.01 The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is re­
sponsible for the general regulation of television and radio 
broadcasters. Under current regulations, stations are licensed 
for three year periods to use assigned frequencies in specific 
locations. These frequencies are limited and are part of the 
public domain. The FCC has the authority to consider quality 
of programming, financial ability of station ownership, amounts 
of advertising, attention to community service and other factors 
in determining whether a license should be granted or renewed. 
The FCC does not, however, regulate rates. The National Asso­
ciation of Broadcasters has set forth guidelines with respect to 
the amount of advertising time which may be sold.
.02 Broadcasters derive revenue from national, regional and 
local advertisers. In addition, if a station is affiliated with a 
network it receives compensation for the network programming 
that it carries, based on a formula designed to compensate the 
station for commercial time sold on a network basis and included 
in network programming. Rates charged by stations vary con­
siderably from market to market and within markets. The prices 
charged for advertising time are generally based upon the size 
and demographics of the estimated audience reached, which in 
turn depends on the size of the market and on the audience’s 
acceptance of the station’s programming. Station audiences are 
measured during rating periods to determine the size and demo­
graphic composition of the audiences reached. A station’s selling 
prices (rate cards) are set by program or time periods, to reflect 
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current audience ratings. Rate cards are revised periodically 
to reflect subsequent audience ratings and/or changes in eco­
nomic conditions. While there is not always a direct relationship 
between revenues and expenses for a specific program, a station 
must maintain audience acceptance of its programming over a 
period of time or suffer a reduction in its rate schedule as com­
pared to other stations in the market.
.03 Revenues are recognized when the station broadcasts the 
advertising the sponsor has contracted for. The networks report 
certain revenue information to their affiliates weekly and dis­
tribute that revenue monthly.
.04 Broadcasters may barter unsold advertising time for 
products or services. Such transactions permit the station to 
obtain something of value for time which might otherwise remain 
unsold. The station benefits, if bartering does not interfere with 
its cash sales, by exchanging otherwise unsold time for pro­
grams, fixed assets, merchandise, other media advertising privi­
leges, travel and hotel arrangements, entertainment, and other 
services and products received from advertisers or agencies 
acting on their behalf.
.05 A major expense of a television station is its program­
ming costs. These costs are substantially higher for an inde­
pendent station than for a network affiliate because the affiliate 
does not incur programming costs for network showings and 
records only its network advertising revenue. The network 
recovers its programming costs through the sale of national 
advertising. Television stations include, however, many hours 
of non-network programming in their schedules. These pro­
grams, other than local news and interview shows and the like, 
are usually on video tape or film. They are generally contracted 
for under television license agreements and represent the largest 
element of programming expense for both network affiliated and 
independent stations.
.06 A broadcaster’s principal intangible assets are its net­
work affiliation agreement(s) and FCC license. Without an FCC 
license, it is impossible to earn revenue no matter how large the 
investment in equipment, people and programs. A network 
affiliated station is generally more valuable than an independent 
station in the same market because of network supplied pro­
gramming and revenues. Network programming generally im­
proves the audience levels during network and non-network 
programming periods. The improvement in audience levels 
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tends to increase the rates and resultant revenue that a station 
receives from its national and local sales to advertisers.
.07 The Division has noted that there are variations in prac­
tice with respect to accounting by broadcasters, including net­
works, for certain transactions. This Statement of Position has 
been issued to narrow the range of acceptable alternative prac­
tices in the following areas:
• Accounting for television film rights and related license 
fees.
• Accounting for barter transactions.
• Accounting for network affiliation agreements and FCC 
licenses.
TELEVISION FILM LICENSE AGREEMENTS
Industry Practice
.08 Broadcast rights for feature length motion pictures, 
series produced for television, cartoons and other films are gen­
erally sold by producers or distributors to broadcasters for 
television exhibition under a contract which typically includes 
several films (a package) and permits one or more exhibitions 
of each film during specified license periods. (Certain licenses, 
however, permit unlimited showings during a specified period 
of time.) Fees stipulated in the agreement are usually payable 
in installments over a period of time which is generally shorter 
than the period of the licensing contract. The license expires 
after the last allowed telecast or at the end of the specified 
period even if the licensee telecasts a film less than the allowed 
number of times.
.09 Accounting practices with respect to film rights and 
related fees vary. The most common alternatives are summarized 
below:
1. The unpaid fees stipulated in the agreement are con­
sidered to be commitments, not liabilities, and neither 
the film rights nor the related fees are recorded in 
the balance sheet. Disclosure practices of companies 
following this alternative are not consistent.
2. Assets and liabilities are recorded for all television 
film license agreements. The liabilities are classified 
as current or noncurrent on the basis of the payment 
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terms specified in the agreement but the assets are 
classified in different ways:
(a) All film rights reported as current assets.
(b) All film rights reported as noncurrent assets.
(c) Film rights segregated between current and 
noncurrent based on—
(i) Availability for telecasting, or
(ii) Estimated usage within one year.
3. Assets and liabilities are recorded only with respect 
to those films which are currently available for tele­
casting. These assets and liabilities are classified 
in the balance sheet under one of the alternatives 
described in 2 above.
.10 Those broadcasters who record film rights as assets 
amortize those assets using one—or a combination—of the fol­
lowing methods:
1. Straight-line based on the period of the agreement.
2. Straight-line based on the number of showings speci­
fied in the agreement.
3. Straight-line based on the number of showings esti­
mated by management.
4. Accelerated by assigning higher values to earlier 
showings, either based on the number of showings 
specified in the agreement or based on the number of 
showings estimated by management.
5. Accelerated by using the sum-of-the-years ’ digits, 
declining-balance, or variations of those methods.
6. Higher of (a) straight-line based on either the speci­
fied or estimated number of showings, or (b) straight- 
line over the contract period commencing with date 
of first showing.
.11 The provisions of APB Opinion No. 21, Interest on 
Receivables and Payables, are also not applied consistently to 
the receivables and payables arising from television film license 
agreements. Most film licensors impute interest on the receivable 
arising from the agreement. As a general rule, licensees do not 
impute interest on the payable. The Opinion is applicable to 
“receivables and payables which represent contractual rights 
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to receive money or contractual obligations to pay money on 
fixed or determinable dates, whether or not there is any stated 
provision for interest. .The Opinion is not intended to apply 
to certain exempted transactions, but none of these exemptions 
is applicable to television film license agreements unless the 
receivables and payables arising from those agreements are 
“due in customary trade terms not exceeding approximately one 
year.” In addition, those few broadcaster-licensees who do im­
pute interest follow different methods:
1. Interest is imputed and expensed on all license agree­
ments.
2. Interest is imputed and expensed only on those license 
agreements for films which are currently available for 
telecasting.
3. Interest is imputed on all license agreements but 
capitalized as additional costs of film rights.
.12 The practices which exist with respect to the recording 
of assets and liabilities under television film license agreements, 
the classification of any recorded assets and liabilities, the 
amortization of film license costs, and the application of APB 
Opinion No. 21, provide a broadcaster with the ability to select 
from a large number of combinations of alternative methods. 
The Division’s conclusions with respect to these alternatives 
are summarized in the next section.
The Division’s Conclusions
.13 The AICPA Industry Accounting Guide, Accounting for 
Motion Picture Films, specifies that a licensor should record a 
receivable and recognize income with respect to film license 
agreements at the commencement of the license period if all of 
the following conditions have been met:
1. The sales price for each film is known.
2. The cost of each film is known or reasonably deter­
minable.
3. Collectibility of the full license fee is reasonably 
assured.
4. The film has been accepted by the licensee in accord­
ance with the conditions of the license agreement.
5. The film is available; i. e., the right is deliverable by 
the licensor and exercisable by the licensee.
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.14 The Division concludes that broadcasters’ accounting 
should parallel the accounting by the licensor (although con­
dition 3 above would not, of course, apply) and, accordingly, 
assets and liabilities should now be recorded in the accounts for 
the rights acquired and the obligations incurred under license 
agreements for those films available for telecasting.
.15 The assets should be segregated between current and 
noncurrent based on estimated usage within one year, and the 
liability should be segregated between current and noncurrent 
based on the payment terms specified in the license agreement. 
This is in accordance with generally accepted accounting prin­
ciples as set forth in Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43, Chap­
ter 3, Section A, and is also the predominant practice in the 
industry. The commitment for license agreements executed but 
not recorded because they are not currently available for tele­
casting should be disclosed in the notes to the financial state­
ments.
.16 The Division believes that film rights should now be 
amortized based on the number of future showings estimated 
by management. This applies equally to licenses providing for 
limited showings and those with unlimited showings. Feature 
films should be amortized on an individual film basis. Film 
series and other syndicated products should be amortized on a 
series basis. Amortization of feature films on a film package 
basis may be appropriate if it approximates the amortization 
that would have been provided on a film-by-film basis. Licenses 
providing for unlimited showings of cartoons and films with 
similar characteristics may be amortized over the period of the 
agreement since this type of film may, in practice, actually be 
shown on an almost unlimited basis. Costs should be allocated 
to individual films within a film package on the basis of the 
relative value of each to the broadcaster.
.17 The Division has concluded that an accelerated method 
of amortization which takes into consideration the station’s 
programming pattern is now required when the first showing, 
as is usually the case, is more valuable to a station than reruns. 
Accordingly, the straight-line method of amortization is only 
acceptable in those instances where each telecast is expected to 
generate similar revenues.
.18 Film costs should be carried in the balance sheet at the 
lower of unamortized cost or estimated net realizable value on a 
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film-by-film, series, or package basis, as appropriate. Unamor­
tized cost would normally not exceed estimated net realizable 
value; however, in those situations when management’s expecta­
tions of the programming usefulness of a film, series or package 
are revised downward, it may be necessary to charge expense to 
reduce unamortized cost to estimated net realizable value. A 
write-down from unamortized cost to a lower estimated net 
realizable value establishes a new cost basis. Similar losses 
expected to arise from unrecorded television film license agree­
ments should also be provided for by a charge to expense.
.19 Finally, the Division has also concluded that the provi­
sions of APB Opinion No. 21 are applicable to television film 
license agreements and, accordingly, interest should now be 
imputed on the recorded liabilities and amortized as interest 
expense in conformity with paragraph 15 of the Opinion.
BARTER TRANSACTIONS
Industry Practice
.20 Present practices for recording barter revenue vary 
considerably, as indicated below:
1. Revenue and expense are not recognized for financial 
reporting purposes. (Memorandum records are usually 
maintained for FCC reporting purposes.)
2. Revenue is recorded when commercials are broadcast.
3. Revenue is recorded when merchandise or services are 
received.
.21 There is also a lack of uniformity in the methods of 
valuing the two sides of the transaction:
1. Fair value of merchandise or services received.
2. Retail value of merchandise or services received.
3. Value of commercial spots at standard (“rate card”) 
rates.
4. Value of commercial spots at a discounted rate.
The Division’s Conclusions
.22 The Division has concluded that all barter transactions 
should now be recorded by estimating the fair value of the prod­
uct or service received, in accordance with the provisions of 
paragraph 25 of APB Opinion No. 29. Barter revenue should 
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now be recorded when commercials are broadcast, and mer­
chandise or services received should be recorded when received 
or utilized. If merchandise or services are received prior to the 
broadcast of the commercial, the deferred revenue should be 
recorded. Likewise, if the commercial is broadcast first, a 
receivable should be recorded.
.23 Television film license agreements, game shows and other 
programming, exclusive of network programming, obtained in 
exchange for a specified number of commercials should be valued 
at the fair value of the programming received.
.24 Barter revenue should be disclosed in the financial state­
ments when it is material, in accordance with paragraph 28 of 
APB Opinion No. 29.
INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Industry Practice
.25 A network affiliation agreement and an FCC license are 
intangible assets frequently transferred to the buyer upon the 
purchase of a broadcasting station. An additional intangible 
asset arising upon the acquisition by purchase of a broadcasting 
station may be an excess of cost over the fair value of net 
identifiable tangible and intangible assets acquired (goodwill).
.26 Present practices with regard to the balance sheet pre­
sentation of these items and their amortization vary. Amounts 
allocated to network affiliation agreements, FCC licenses and 
goodwill are frequently presented by some companies as one 
amount and identified as “Intangibles,” “Excess of Cost Over 
Underlying Net Assets Acquired,” or other all-encompassing 
descriptions which frequently include the word “Goodwill.” 
Other companies, however, segregate their intangible assets into 
components on the face of the balance sheet or in the notes 
thereto. Companies amortize these intangible assets in conform­
ity with the requirements of APB Opinion No. 17 and generally 
use the maximum 40-year period for assets acquired after Oc­
tober 31, 1970, the effective date of APB Opinion No. 17. Intangi­
ble assets arising prior thereto are usually not amortized on 
the basis that there has been no diminution in value.
.27 The Institute of Broadcasting Financial Management, 
Inc., the financial management association of the broadcasting 
industry, and the National Association of Broadcasters have 
established a joint committee which has submitted a position 
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paper to the Financial Accounting Standards Board on account­
ing for intangibles in the broadcasting industry.
.28 The joint committee believes that broadcasting intangi­
bles have several characteristics which are shared with few, if 
any, other types of intangible assets, for the following reasons. 
First, broadcasting licenses and network affiliation contracts 
are identifiable assets which are granted under contractual terms 
having a virtually unlimited duration. Secondly, they have 
historically retained their original value and generally increased 
in value over a period of time. Third, the intangibles are mar­
ketable assets, inasmuch as they can be and frequently are sold, 
thus their value when compared to the sales of similar properties 
can be reasonably estimated.
.29 The joint committee’s position paper requests that Ac­
counting Principles Board Opinion No. 17 be modified by the 
Financial Accounting Standards Board, to provide that (1) the 
amortization or write-down of broadcasting licenses and network 
affiliation contracts be required only if their estimated value 
and future benefits are lower than their carrying value and 
(2) that the amortization or write-down of these assets below 
their residual value not be required. The joint committee 
acknowledges that a diminution in the value of these intangible 
assets should be recognized either through systematic amortiza­
tion or write-offs as is warranted by the circumstances.
The Division’s Conclusions
.30 The Division believes that the provisions of APB Opinion 
No. 17 apply to intangibles in the broadcasting industry as well 
as in other industries and should be followed, absent any action 
by the Financial Accounting Standards Board.
.31 APB Opinion No. 16, paragraph 68, requires that the 
cost of an acquisition be allocated to each individual asset ac­
quired on the basis of its fair value. The individual assets are 
comprised of the tangible and identifiable intangible assets ac­
quired. APB Opinion No. 17, paragraph 26, elaborates on this 
with the statement that “Cost should be assigned to all spe­
cifically identifiable assets; costs of identifiable assets should not 
be included in goodwill.” Therefore, separate costs should be 
assigned to network affiliation agreements and any other identifi­
able intangible assets.
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.32 The Division has concluded that when a network affili­
ation is terminated and not immediately replaced or under agree­
ment to be replaced, the unamortized balance of the amount 
originally allocated to the network affiliation should be charged 
to expense. If a network affiliation is terminated and immedi­
ately replaced or under agreement to be replaced, and the fair 
value of the new network affiliation equals or exceeds the un­
amortized cost of the terminated affiliation, no gain should be 
recognized. However, a loss should be recognized to the extent 
that the unamortized cost of the terminated affiliation exceeds 
the fair value of the new affiliation.
.33 The amortization policy of the broadcaster should not be 
changed solely because there has been a change in the network 
with which the station is affiliated.
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[Recommendation to Financial Accounting Standards Board]
AICPA
December 29, 1975
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
Marshall S. Armstrong, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Armstrong:
The accompanying Statement of Position has been prepared by the 
Accounting Standards Task Force on Real Estate Accounting to 
clarify the AICPA Industry Accounting Guide, Accounting for Profit 
Recognition on Sales of Real Estate.
Numerous questions have arisen in practice with respect to the 
application of the general principles and specific conclusions set 
forth in the Guide. Questions as to the applicability of the 
Guide to specific transactions and to companies other than real 
estate companies have also been raised. The Task Force has 
identified certain key questions and has recommended appropriate 
responses to them in this Statement of Position.
Members of the Task Force will be glad to meet with you or your 
representatives to discuss this proposal. The Task Force would 
also appreciate being advised as to the Board's proposed action on 
the recommendations set forth in this Statement of Position.
Sincerely yours,
MELVIN PELTIER
Chairman
Accounting Standards Task Force
on Real Estate Accounting
co: Securities and Exchange Commission
AICPA Letter
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NOTES
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has issued 
a series of industry-oriented Audit Guides that present recommendations 
on auditing procedures and auditors’ reports and in some instances on 
accounting principles, and a series of Accounting Guides that present 
recommendations on accounting principles. Based on experience in the 
application of these Guides, AICPA Task Forces may from time to 
time conclude that it is desirable to change a Guide. A Statement of 
Position is used to revise or clarify certain of the recommendations in 
the Guide to which it relates. A Statement of Position represents the 
considered judgment of the responsible AICPA Task Force.
To the extent that a Statement of Position is concerned with audit­
ing procedures and auditors’ reports, its degree of authority is the same 
as that of the Audit Guide to which it relates. As to such matters, mem­
bers should be aware that they may be called upon to justify departures 
from the recommendations of the Task Force.
To the extent that a Statement of Position relates to standards of 
financial accounting or reporting (accounting principles), the recom­
mendations of the Task Force are subject to ultimate disposition by the 
Financial Accounting Standards Board. The recommendations are 
made for the purpose of urging the FASB to promulgate standards 
that the Task Force believes would be in the public interest.
QUESTIONS CONCERNING PROFIT RECOGNITION 
ON SALES OF REAL ESTATE
BUYER’S INVESTMENT IN PURCHASED PROPERTY
Funds Provided (Loaned) by Seller
Question:
.01 With respect to paragraph 22 of the Guide,*  what is the 
effect on the test of the adequacy of the down payment in a 
sale of real estate if the seller has made or will be making loans 
to the buyer builder/developer for acquisition, construction or 
development purposes? What is the effect of the existence of a 
permanent loan commitment by an independent third party?
* The paragraph and exhibit references are to appropriate sections 
of the AICPA Industry Accounting Guide, Profit Recognition on Sales 
of Real Estate.
Answer:
.02 Under paragraph 22, any funds that have been loaned 
or will be loaned, directly or indirectly, to the buyer by the seller 
must first be deducted from the down payment in determining 
whether the down payment test has been met. Paragraph 22 does 
not require that the funds loaned by the seller be specifically 
identified with the funds comprising the down payment. As an 
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example, if "A” sells unimproved land to “B” for $100,000, 
receives a down payment of $50,000 in cash, and plans to loan 
“B” $35,000 at some future date for installation of water and 
sewer lines, the down payment test has not been met. ($50,000 — 
$35,000 = $15,000 ÷ $100,000 = 15%; fails test as at least 20% 
is required.)
.03 Funds provided directly or indirectly by the seller in­
clude loan guarantees, collateral provided by the seller, and any 
other situation where the seller is subject to loss as a result of 
funds loaned to the buyer.
.04 Existence of a permanent loan commitment by an inde­
pendent third party for replacement of the construction or de­
velopment loan made by the seller does not eliminate the need 
to deduct the seller’s loan from the down payment under para­
graph 22. The Guide did not intend that consideration be given 
to such commitments and construction or development loans by 
the seller to the buyer must be deducted from the down payment 
whether or not a permanent loan commitment exists.
Acceptable Letters of Credit
Question:
.05 Paragraph 22 of the Guide requires that a buyer’s down 
payment be composed of cash or notes supported by irrevocable 
letters of credit from an established lending institution. What 
constitutes an “established lending institution?” If the letters 
of credit are obtained subsequent to the period in which the 
transaction takes place but prior to the issuance of the financial 
statements, is it appropriate to include them for purposes of 
determining compliance with the down payment criteria in the 
earlier period ?
Answer:
.06 An “established lending institution” refers to institu­
tions, usually commercial banks, that issue letters of credit in 
the normal course of business.
.07 Buyer’s notes, unless and until supported by irrevocable 
letters of credit covering the period of the notes, do not consti­
tute cash equivalency (see paragraph 15) in a real estate trans­
action. Accordingly, the down payment criteria are not met for 
accounting purposes until the period in which letters of credit 
are obtained.
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Cumulative Application of Tests when 
Recognition of Sale is Delayed
Question:
.08 Paragraph 27 of the Guide states that the “tests of ade­
quacy of a buyer’s initial and continuing investment . . . should 
be applied cumulatively—at the closing date and annually after­
wards.” What date should be used for the purpose of these tests 
when the transaction is not recorded as a sale for accounting 
purposes on the closing date and the proceeds are accounted for 
as a deposit?
Answer:
.09 The Guide indicates that under certain conditions the 
effective date of the sale for accounting purposes is required to 
be deferred (see paragraphs 9, 34, 35, 42, 45 and 54). When a 
transaction is recorded under the deposit method, the date from 
which the cumulative test would begin to apply would be de­
layed until the sale is recorded for accounting purposes.
Applicability of the Alternative 
115% Test for Down Payment
Question:
.10 Does the alternative 115% test for down payment under 
paragraph 20 of the Guide apply if (a) the seller takes a receiv­
able, collateralized by a first mortgage on the property sold, for 
the entire difference between the sales value and the down pay­
ment, or (b) if the buyer assumes, or takes the property subject 
to, a primary loan that is not a newly placed permanent loan for 
a portion of the difference between sales value and the down 
payment?
Answer:
.11 No. The 115% test for down payment in paragraph 20 
does not apply if a newly placed permanent loan or firm loan 
commitment from an independent lender is not involved.
Down Payment Requirements on Single Family 
Residential Housing
Question:
.12 Footnote (b) to Exhibit A (minimum down payment 
requirement) calls for a higher down payment on sales of single 
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family residential property if collectibility of the remaining por­
tion of the sales price cannot be supported by reliable evidence 
of collection experience. Do the provisions of footnote (b) apply 
when independent first mortgage financing is utilized?
Answer:
.13 No. The provisions of footnote (b) are applicable when 
independent first mortgage financing is not utilized and the seller 
takes a receivable from the buyer for the difference between the 
sales value and the down payment. When independent first mort­
gage financing is utilized, the minimum down payment on sales 
of single family residential property should be determined in 
accordance with paragraph 20 of the Guide.
SELLER’S CONTINUED INVOLVEMENT 
WITH PROPERTY SOLD
Time of Sale Considerations
Question:
.14 Are paragraphs 47-48 and 60 of the Guide in conflict with 
the closing requirements in paragraph 14 of the Guide? Para­
graphs 47-48 and 60 permit income recognition during a develop­
ment or construction phase assuming all other conditions of the 
Guide are met. On the other hand, paragraph 14 includes as a 
prerequisite to income recognition the criterion that “. . . all 
conditions precedent to closing have been performed.” One 
major condition precedent to closing on such properties as 
buildings, condominiums, etc., is that the structure be ready or 
certified for occupancy. Which of these paragraphs prevails? 
If an exception to paragraph 14 is intended with respect to com­
pletion, then are exceptions intended with respect to any other 
requirements of paragraph 14?
Answer:
.15 Because of the length of the construction period of office 
buildings, condominiums (especially high rise), shopping cen­
ters and similar structures (excluding single family homes), the 
Guide was written to permit income recognition during the 
process of construction even though the fact of completion is 
usually a “condition precedent, ” and thus this exception to para­
graph 14 is an exception to this condition only.
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Calculation of Safety Factor
Question:
.16 In applying Exhibit C, paragraph 55 of the Guide states 
“that estimated rent receipts should be reduced by a safety 
factor of 33⅓% unless signed lease agreements have been ob­
tained to support a projection higher than the rental level thus 
computed.” Should the 33%% reduction be applied to the total 
estimated future rent receipts (including the amount resulting 
from signed lease agreements) or only to the estimated fu­
ture rent receipts which are not yet subject to signed lease 
agreements'?
Answer:
.17 The 33%% reduction should be applied to the total esti­
mated future rent receipts for each period unless the amount so 
computed is less than the actual amount of rent receipts result­
ing from signed lease agreements. In this event, the actual 
amount would be substituted for the computed amount.
.18 As an example, “A” sells an office building under devel­
opment to “B” together with an agreement to support operations 
of property for a period of three years. The projected annual 
rent roll is $1,000,000, of which $350,000 is supported by signed 
lease agreements. The projected rental income for the first year 
of operation of the office building is $600,000, the second year 
$750,000 and the third year $1,000,000. At the time of sale, the 
amounts includible in the Exhibit C calculation would be com­
puted as follows:
Year
Projected 
Rental Income
Safety
Factor 
(33%%)
Adjusted Projected 
Rental Income
1 $ 600,000 $200,000 $400,000
2 750,000 250,000 500,000
3 1,000,000 333,333 666,667
.19 In the example, if at the time of sale there were signed 
lease agreements in the amount of $450,000, then the $450,000 
would be used in year 1 since it is greater than the adjusted pro­
jected rental income. The adjusted projected rental income for 
years 2 and 3 would remain $500,000 and $666,667, respectively.
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Sales of Condominiums
Question:
.20 Paragraph 60 of the Guide with respect to sales of con­
dominium units states that “profit should not be recognized 
. . . unless construction is beyond a preliminary stage, the buyer 
is committed to the extent of being unable to require a refund, 
sufficient units have already been sold to assure that the property 
will not revert to rental property, and aggregate sales proceeds 
can be estimated reasonably.” What do each of the above cri­
teria for profit recognition mean?
Answer:
Construction Is Beyond a Preliminary Stage
.21 Actual construction of buildings usually must be pre­
ceded by engineering and design work, execution of construc­
tion contracts, site clearance and preparation, excavation and 
completion of the building foundation. Ordinarily, if any one 
of these required phases is incomplete, the work is not beyond 
a preliminary stage.
The Buyer Is Committed to the Extent of Being
Unable to Require a Refund
.22 The buyer cannot have the right under the terms of the 
agreement or by law to receive a refund, except for nondelivery 
of the unit. Examples where a sales contract may not be binding 
and therefore voidable may include but are not limited to the 
following:
• Certain states require a minimum status of completion 
of the project.
• Certain states require that a “Declaration of Condo­
minimum” be filed. (In some states, however, the filing 
of the declaration is a routine matter and the lack of 
such filing may not make the sales contract voidable.)
• Some sales contracts include a provision that perma­
nent financing at an acceptable cost must be available 
to the buyer at the time of closing.
• Certain condominium units must be registered with 
either the Office of Interstate Land Sales Registration 
of the Department of Housing and Urban Development 
or the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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Sufficient Units Have Already Been Sold to Assure that the 
Property Will Not Revert to Rental Property
.23 In determining whether or not this condition has been 
met, the following should be considered:
• Economic conditions.
• Developer’s history.
• State laws may require that a specified percent of units 
be sold.
• Sales contract may provide buyer with right of rescis­
sion until a specified percent of units are sold.
• Seller may retain right to convert to rental basis.
• Construction loans may require that a specified percent 
of units be sold before the lender will release any units.
• End loan financing commitments may provide that a 
specified percent of units be sold before closing of any 
sale.
.24 The Guide intended to preclude recognition of profit on 
sales of condominium units which can later be rescinded because 
the entire property reverts to a rental project. Technically, this 
provision of the Guide may be satisfied when the number of units 
sold meets the requirements of the state law (or relevant juris­
diction), the condominium contract and the financing agreement, 
so that such sales are not legally voidable either by the buyer 
or the seller. Nevertheless, there is a presumption that at least 
50% of the individual units should be sold before any profit is 
recognized on the percentage of completion method. The reason 
for this presumption is that profit attributed to units sold may 
not be subject to reliable estimates until a substantial number 
of units are sold, because of uncertainties concerning either the 
ultimate number and sales value of units to be sold (see below) 
or the costs to be incurred.
Aggregate Sales Proceeds Can Be Reasonably Estimated
.25 Consideration should be given to sales volume, trends of 
unit prices, developer’s experience, geographical location and 
environmental factors. Sometimes certain units in a condo­
minium project are difficult to sell, indicating that the pricing 
structure may not reflect realizable sales value. For example, 
certain units may have been designed in a manner that does not 
reflect changes in market demand, or certain units may not be 
as desirable as others because of location or aesthetic factors. 
In these cases, consideration should be given to the possibility 
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that some of the remaining units may not be sold or may have 
to be sold at substantially reduced prices.
APPLICABILITY OF THE GUIDE
Applicability to Companies Other Than Real Estate Companies 
Question:
.26 Paragraph 3 states that the Guide was prepared to ap­
praise accounting practices in the real estate industry. Are the 
principles in the Guide applicable to manufacturing, distribution 
and other companies which are not real estate companies'?
Answer:
.27 Yes. The Guide was meant to apply to all sales of real 
estate, except retail lot sales covered by the AICPA Industry 
Accounting Guide, Accounting for Retail Land Sales, without 
regard to the nature of the seller’s business.
Sale of Corporate Stock
Question:
.28 The Guide primarily covers the timing of profit recog­
nition on real estate sales. Does the Guide apply to the sale of 
corporate stock of a company with substantial real estate? 
Answer:
.29 If the sale is in economic substance a sale of real estate, 
provisions of the Guide would apply.
Sale of Partnership Interests
Question:
.30 The Guide contains provisions for the timing of profit 
recognition if a person sells to a limited partnership in which 
the seller is the general partner. Is the Guide applicable if a 
person forms a partnership, arranges for the partnership to 
acquire the property directly from third parties, and sells a por­
tion of his interest in the partnership to persons who then become 
limited partners?
Answer:
.31 The Guide is applicable. In particular see paragraphs 57 
to 59 of the Guide with respect to partial sales.
Sale of an Option
Question:
.32 The Guide primarily covers the timing of profit recog­
nition on real estate sales. Does the Guide apply to the sale of 
options to purchase real estate ?
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Answer:
.33 Yes. Sale of such an option is a sale of an interest in real 
estate and, accordingly, the principles in the Guide apply.
.34 For purposes of evaluating the buyer’s commitment when 
an option is sold by an option holder, the initial and continuing 
investment by the buyer of the option (which would exclude 
amounts which are subject to refund by the seller) should be 
related to the total of the exercise price of the option and the 
sales price of the option. For example, if the option is sold for 
$150,000, ($50,000 cash and a $100,000 note) and the exercise 
price is $500,000, the sales value against which the buyer’s down 
payment and continuing investment is measured is $650,000. If 
the buyer’s investment is inadequate, income may be recorded 
on the cost recovery method to the extent non-refundable cash 
proceeds exceed the seller’s cost of the option.
.35 Proceeds from the issuance of a real estate option by a 
property owner should be accounted for as a deposit as set forth 
under paragraph 35 of the Guide. It is not appropriate to recog­
nize income before the option either expires or is exercised be­
cause the sale of the option cannot be evaluated independently 
from the sale of the real estate to which the option relates. If the 
option is exercised, cash proceeds from the issuance of the option 
should be accounted for as a down payment and included in sales 
value.
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[Recommendation to Financial Accounting Standards Board]
AICPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
August 25, 1976
Marshall S. Armstrong, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Armstrong:
The accompanying Statement of Position presents recommendations 
of the Accounting Standards Division on Accounting Practices in 
the Record and Music Industry. It was prepared on behalf of the 
Division by the Accounting Standards Task Force on Entertainment 
Companies for consideration by the Financial Accounting Standards 
Board and for such action as the Board deems appropriate.
The Statement discusses several areas where different accounting 
practices exist in the record and music industry: revenue recog­
nition, inventory valuation, compensation of artists, costs of 
record masters, licensor income and licensee cost, and intangible 
assets acquired in a business combination.
The Statement's major recommendations are briefly summarized 
below:
• Manufacturers and distributors in the record and 
music industry must be able to make a reasonable 
estimate of returns in order to account for ship­
ments to customers as sales.
• The valuation of inventories in this industry 
should be similar to that of any other manufac­
turing concern and thus these inventories, 
including returned records, should be carried at 
the lower of cost or market.
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• When the past performance of an artist provides 
a reasonable basis for estimating that advances 
to that artist and the cost of a record master 
for that artist will be recoverable, such amounts 
should be recorded as assets.
• In most cases, licensors should record minimum 
guarantees as deferred income to be amortized 
ratably over the performance period. However, 
when a license agreement is, in substance, an 
outright sale it should be accounted for as such. 
Licensees should record minimum guarantees as 
deferred charges to be expensed in accordance with 
the terms of the agreement.
The Division would appreciate being advised as to the Board’s 
proposed action on the recommendations set forth in this State­
ment of Position.
Sincerely yours,
Chairman
Bohrer
Accounting Standards Task Force 
on Entertainment Companies
cc: Securities and Exchange Commission
AICPA Letter
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NOTES
Statements of Position of the Accounting Standards Division, are 
issued for the general information of those interested in the subject. 
They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the Accounting 
Standards Executive Committee, which is the senior technical body 
of the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of 
financial accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of Statements of Position is to influence the develop­
ment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the Division 
believes are in the public interest. It is intended that they should 
be considered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority, to 
issue pronouncements on the subject. However, Statements of Position 
do not establish standards enforceable under the Institute’s Code of 
Professional Ethics.
ACCOUNTING PRACTICES IN THE 
RECORD AND MUSIC INDUSTRY
GENERAL BACKGROUND
Record Manufacturing
General Description
.01 The record industry consists of numerous entities, from 
small operations to substantial divisions of large companies. 
It has certain unique characteristics. First, success in it de­
pends to a large extent on acceptance by the public of the 
creative efforts of third-party composers and performers. Since 
such acceptance is frequently of very short duration, there is 
a need for prompt saturation of the marketplace to maximize 
revenues. (Classical and other music which has achieved 
sustained public acceptance are exceptions to this general rule.) 
Second, a relatively high portion of the manufacturer’s costs 
consists of royalties or fees which are generally, but not always, 
based on net sales.
.02 A record manufacturer normally enters into a con­
tractual arrangement (a) with the artist (performer) and 
possibly with a producer to record a given number of selections 
over a specified period of time, or (b) with a production com­
pany to deliver finished record masters of one or more artists. 
The phonograph discs and tapes (hereinafter referred to col­
lectively as “records”) are then manufactured and shipped for 
ultimate sale to the customer. The manufacturer may own or 
be affiliated with the pressing plant, the tape duplicator, the 
distributor and the retailer, or with some or none of these.
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.03 The manufacturer will usually grant licenses for the 
sale or distribution of its products to record clubs and other 
direct mail operations and, for sales throughout the world, to 
one or more companies active in the industry in foreign coun­
tries. Again, the manufacturer may own or be affiliated with 
all, some or none of the licensees.
The Record Master
.04 A performance is initially recorded on magnetic tape. 
Usually, each musical instrument and voice is recorded sepa­
rately and then re-recorded to emphasize or deemphasize each 
sound in the final product. Such a process, called mixing, is 
performed by an expert sound engineer to produce a master 
tape, which is the “record master.” The record master, in turn, 
is used to produce an acetate disc which is subsequently coated 
with metal and used to produce the molds or stampers used in 
commercial record production. In addition, the record master 
is used to make other tapes from which commercial tape 
cartridges, cassettes and reels may be produced.
.05 The costs of producing a record master include (1) cost 
of the musical talent (musicians, vocal background and arrang­
ing), (2) cost of the technical talent for engineering, directing 
and mixing, (3) costs for the use of the equipment to record 
and produce the master, and (4) studio facility charges.
Marketing
.06 Marketing in the record and music industry currently 
includes the following levels of distribution:
• Manufacturers, as discussed above, contract with art­
ists for the recording of selections, arrange and finance 
the actual recording and provide for the pressing of 
records and duplication of tapes or sheet music. Manu­
facturers generally sell to distributors, wholesale 
merchandisers and record clubs.
• Distributors usually sell the products of a limited 
number of manufacturers to wholesale merchandisers, 
record stores and other retail outlets.
• Wholesale merchandisers, sometimes called subdis­
tributors or rack jobbers, function as service agencies 
for the music departments of chain stores and other 
retail outlets by supervising individual store in­
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ventories, selecting titles and labels, determining 
quantities to be ordered, and sometimes developing 
advertising and promotional programs. Wholesale 
merchandisers usually sell the products of a variety 
of manufacturers and the services they provide are 
not normally offered by the distributor.
• Retail outlets purchase from the aforementioned sup­
pliers and sell directly to the ultimate customer. 
Retail outlets include record stores, the music depart­
ments of chain and discount stores, and record clubs.
• Record clubs came into existence in the 1950’s and 
serve as a direct line from the record manufacturer 
to the ultimate customer. Record clubs, including 
those operated by a manufacturer, commonly dis­
tribute the records of more than one manufacturer 
and normally offer a number of “free” records (records 
given free of charge or at a nominal price) as an in­
ducement to join, subject to the new member’s agree­
ing to purchase a certain number of records at or 
near retail list prices.
• Compilation records are normally manufactured from 
masters embodying recordings of one or more artists 
by one or more record manufacturers. They include 
more than the usual number of selections per record, 
are sold at prices below those charged for the original 
records, and are generally offered through television 
and radio advertising. The customer may purchase 
the record through the mail or directly from a desig­
nated retail outlet.
Recording Artist Contracts
.07 As stated previously, a record manufacturer employs 
artists under personal service contracts. The major portion of 
artist compensation consists of a participation (measured by 
sales and license fee income and commonly referred to as a 
“royalty”) and/or a non-refundable advance against royalties 
based upon contractual terms negotiated between the parties. 
The artist may agree to bear a portion or all of the costs of the 
record master and the manufacturer may then recoup that 
amount from artist royalties otherwise payable. The extent of 
such arrangements depends on the relative bargaining strength 
of each party. However, such advances and costs are generally 
not recoupable from the artist if royalties do not cover them.
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.08 Generally, in connection with recordings made in the 
United States, payments are also made to various union funds 
under contractual arrangements which measure the obligation 
on the basis of sales activity. Such payments are usually not 
made with respect to recordings of foreign artists made in 
studios outside the United States.
Music Publishing
General Description
.09 The music itself, as opposed to a given recording, is 
normally controlled by a music publisher. Publishers are some­
times controlled by a record manufacturer, but in many in­
stances publishers are either affiliates of the artist/composer 
or independent.
.10 The publisher normally obtains the rights to music from 
composers with the objective of exploiting the music for its 
maximum revenue. At one time, most music publishers were 
small, independent entities. Lately, however, there have been 
two trends: one toward merger with and ownership by record 
manufacturers, the other toward ownership by composers, who 
in many cases are recording artists as well.
.11 The publisher’s two prime sources of revenue are royal­
ties from record companies and royalties from public per­
formances for profit. Other sources include revenue from the 
use of music in motion pictures and from the sale of sheet 
music.
Royalties
.12 Copyright royalties to publishers are based on the U. S. 
Copyright Law, but the requirements of the law are normally 
modified by licenses issued by the publishers. By statute, 
royalties to publishers are due monthly at $.02 per selection 
based on quantities manufactured, whereas licenses often pro­
vide for quarterly accountings at stipulated rates (which are 
sometimes less than $.02) based on quantities sold. Substantial 
changes in the Copyright Law have been suggested and a new 
Act has been introduced in the last several sessions of Congress 
which may, if enacted, materially affect royalties. If copy­
rights have not been obtained or have expired, the music is in 
the public domain and no royalties are payable.
.13 Music publishers are normally affiliated with a collection 
society for collection of public performance revenue, either 
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ASCAP (American Society of Composers, Authors and Pub­
lishers) or BMI (Broadcast Music, Inc.). These societies collect 
from television and radio stations, the primary source of public 
performance revenue, as well as from other sources, such as 
live performances. Stations may supply these societies with 
broadcasting logs and may be monitored on a test basis. By 
formula and allocation, the societies determine revenue for 
each selection and normally pay both publishers and composers 
their shares directly.
.14 Music publishers in most instances have another orga­
nization act as their agent for licensing record companies and 
other users, collecting royalties and verifying the accuracy of 
the royalties paid. Publishers may sell their own sheet music 
or may license others to do so for a royalty.
.15 Foreign income arises from the same sources (broad­
casting, live performances, sheet music, etc.). However, U. S. 
publishers normally grant foreign publishers exclusive rights 
in specific territories for varying percentages of the revenue 
earned in the territory.
.16 The music publishers, in turn, normally pay composers 
a share of the royalty receipts (excluding performance income 
which is usually paid directly by the collection society) and a 
fiat rate per unit in the case of sheet music.
REVENUE RECOGNITION
Industry Practice
.17 The timing of revenue recognition and the determination 
of the amount of revenue to be reported for a given period of 
time can be an accounting problem because of the right of 
return that normally accompanies sales in the record and music 
industry.1 These return rights can vary from unlimited to a 
percentage of sales, or may be in the form of exchange priv­
ileges which permit the customer to receive other records for 
those returned. Regardless of the form of arrangement between 
supplier and customer, sales are generally made with the right 
of return or exchange, subject to time limits that the manu­
facturer may establish, such as when the specific record is 
deleted from its catalog. These return or exchange practices 
have been established by manufacturers to induce customers to 
1 Although the discussion which follows deals solely with records, 
similar practices and problems are found in the printed music industry; 
see paragraphs .52 and .53.
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carry larger inventories than they might otherwise maintain 
in an industry subject to volatile swings in consumer prefer­
ences. In addition, when a manufacturer changes a distributor, 
it is customary to permit the former distributor to return all of 
the manufacturer’s records for credit.
.18 It is the predominant practice in the industry to record 
sales when inventory is shipped and where the customer is 
obligated to pay for the merchandise in accordance with normal 
trade terms.
.19 Some manufacturers discount the price of records by 
including a number of “free” records in certain shipments. 
Credits issued for returned records give recognition to such 
“free” records either by using the average selling price or by 
reducing the total units returned in proportion to the number of 
“free” records included in the original shipment.
.20 Because of the return or exchange privilege, manufac­
turers and distributors usually make a provision in their finan­
cial statements for the anticipated return of records from 
current and prior sales. The resultant allowance for returns 
is usually combined with the allowance for doubtful accounts 
and deducted from trade receivables in the balance sheet. In 
the income statement, the provision for returns is generally 
netted against gross sales recorded for the period, but is some­
times classified as “sales returns and allowances.” However, in 
some cases the sales transaction is reversed and an inventory 
is established. In other cases a liability is accrued for the 
return privilege. The determination of the amount of antici­
pated returns is based on many factors, including historical 
experience, popularity of the music recorded, success of the 
recording artists, marketing techniques, etc.
.21 Some manufacturers and distributors (who have return 
privileges with manufacturers) do not provide in their financial 
statements for return privileges granted to their customers and 
recognize losses, if any, arising from returns only when they 
are incurred.
The Division’s Conclusion
.22 The question of revenue recognition when right of return 
exists has been discussed in Statement of Position No. 75-1 
[section 10,050] of the Accounting Standards Division of the 
AICPA. That Statement holds that “... If the seller is exposed 
to the risks of ownership through return of the property, it 
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should be presumed that the transactions should not be recog­
nized currently as sales unless all of the following conditions 
are met....” These conditions and their applicability to the 
record and music industry are discussed below:
“(1) The seller’s price to the buyer is substantially fixed or 
determinable at the date of exchange.”
Sales prices are normally fixed at the date of exchange in 
the record and music industry.
"(2) Either the buyer has made full payment, or the buyer is 
indebted to the seller and payment is not contractually or 
implicitly excused until such time as the product is resold.”
Payment for merchandise in the record and music industry 
is usually required within thirty days under the terms of 
sale, or, in the case of deferred billing, within sixty to 
ninety days of shipment.
“(3) The buyer’s obligation to the seller would not be changed 
in the event of theft or physical destruction or damage of the 
property.”
The risk of loss with respect to record and music mer­
chandise is transferred to the buyer under usual trade 
practices upon transfer of physical possession of the 
merchandise.
"(4) The buyer acquiring for resale has economic substance 
apart from that provided by the seller; that is, the buyer is not 
a straw party or a conduit.”
It would not be common to find a buyer who is a straw 
party or a conduit in the record and music industry.
“(5) The seller does not have significant obligations for future 
performance to bring about resale of the property by the buyer.”
The seller would not normally undertake obligations to 
bring about resale of the property by the buyer in this 
industry.
“(6) The amount of future returns can be reasonably predicted.”
Predicting the amount of future returns in the record and 
music industry can be difficult, as indicated below.
.23 Although each of the conditions listed above must be 
met and the usual conditions for recording sales not involving 
the right of return must also be satisfied, the sixth condition 
is usually the most troublesome.
.24 The Statement of Position acknowledges that the “abil­
ity to make a reasonable prediction of the amount of future 
returns is dependent on the existence of many factors,” and 
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that “only general guidelines can be established.” It lists five 
factors which “would appear to impair the ability to make a 
reasonable prediction,” all of which must be considered; how­
ever, the factor that requires the most consideration in the 
record and music industry is the following:
"Absence of historical experience with similar types of sales of 
similar types of property, or inability to apply such experience 
because of changing circumstances.”
.25 Rates of return in the record and music industry vary 
from company to company and from year to year and very 
little information is published regarding returns. High volume 
and reasonably stable rates of return have enabled many estab­
lished companies to make a reasonable estimate of returns on 
the basis of their own historical and forecasting experience. 
However, companies expanding to a different type of music 
(classical, jazz, rock, etc.) and companies engaging a large 
number of unproven artists, among others, may not possess 
sufficient experience of their own on which to make a reason­
able estimate of future returns. In those instances, or where a 
company is new and has no historical experience, reference to 
the experience of other enterprises, if such experience is appli­
cable and obtained in sufficient detail, may provide useful 
information in determining a reasonable estimate of returns.
.26 The Division believes that manufacturers and distrib­
utors in the record and music industry must be able to make a 
reasonable estimate of returns in order to account for shipments 
to customers as sales. This conclusion is consistent with the 
provisions of paragraph 23 of FASB Statement No. 5 with 
respect to uncollectible receivables.
.27 Certain types of music may be susceptible to dramatic 
swings in popularity; artists may have no prior experience and 
uncertain futures; the market for certain types of music may 
be monopolized by a few artists; distribution channels may be 
narrow and promotional endeavors limited; and the quantity of 
returns may be large when a manufacturer changes a dis­
tributor. All of these conditions create difficulty in making a 
reasonable estimate of the amount of future returns. When 
the presence of such conditions precludes a manufacturer or 
distributor from making a reasonable estimate of the amount 
of future returns, the transaction should not be recognized 
currently as sales. Transactions for which sales recognition is 
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postponed should be recognized as sales when the return 
privilege has substantially expired.
.28 As required by Statement of Position No. 75-1 [section 
10,050] amounts of sales revenues and cost of sales reported in 
the income statement should exclude the portion for which re­
turns are expected and, because sales returns are a significant 
factor in determining the results of operations in the record and 
music industry, the amount of gross sales and the related ac­
counting policies should be disclosed.
INVENTORY VALUATION
Industry Practice
.29 Inventory valuation in the record and music industry is 
difficult because of the severe obsolescence problem resulting 
from changing consumer tastes and return or exchange prac­
tices. This problem is even more pronounced when the inven­
tory valuation of returned records is being determined. For 
this reason, some companies assign no value to returned records. 
Others carry them at estimated salvage value, cost, or the lower 
of cost or market. The valuation policy may depend on whether 
the records are singles, LP albums or tapes. In addition, the 
determination of market value is complicated by the existence 
of two markets: one for the resale of records on a marked-down 
basis, and another for the scrap value of the physical com­
ponents.
The Division’s Conclusion
.30 The valuation of inventories in this industry should be 
similar to that of any other manufacturing concern. Inven­
tories should be carried at the lower of cost or market.2 In­
ventories of salable records and inventories of records to be 
scrapped should be separately valued. The market value of 
records to be scrapped should be their expected net salvage 
value. Although manufacturing cost is usually minor relative 
to the selling price of most records, cost may exceed market 
value when drastic reductions to selling price have been made.
2 See ARB No. 43, Chapter 4, for guidance.
COMPENSATION OF ARTISTS
Industry Practice
.31 As noted elsewhere in this Statement, artists are usually 
compensated on a royalty basis; the royalty provisions are set 
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forth in the artist’s contract and may vary substantially among 
artists, since they depend on the artist’s bargaining power.
.32 Generally, the total amount of royalty accrued (adjusted 
for anticipated returns) is charged to expense in the period in 
which the sale of the record takes place. However, the account­
ing for advances paid to artists which are recoupable (recover­
able) out of future royalties is not consistent among companies. 
The common alternatives are summarized below:
(1) The advance is recorded as an asset with subsequent royal­
ties earned offset against it until the advance has been fully 
recovered or determined to be unrecoverable. Some believe 
this method achieves the best matching of revenue and 
expense.
(2) The advance is recorded as an asset but expensed when the 
record is released. Some believe this is a practical method 
to achieve a reasonable matching of revenue and expense, 
since the bulk of record revenues are received in a relatively 
short period of time.
(3) The advance is recorded as expense when paid by those 
who emphasize the difficulty of predicting the sales and 
returns of a particular record.
(4) The advance is included as part of inventory cost by those 
who believe that such advances are another element of the 
cost of producing a record and should be amortized on the 
same basis as any other recording cost.
The Division’s Conclusion
.33 The Division believes that advances should be recorded 
as an asset (a prepaid royalty, current or noncurrent, as appro­
priate) when the past performance of the artist to whom the 
advance is made provides a reasonable basis for estimating that 
it will be recouped (recovered from future royalties). The ad­
vance should be charged to income as subsequent royalties are 
earned by the artist. However, it is a generally accepted ac­
counting principle that losses should be provided for when they 
become evident. Therefore, as soon as it is estimated that all 
or a portion of the unrecouped advance will not be recovered 
from future royalties earned by the artist, that portion of the 
advance should be charged to expense.
.34 Management should evaluate the artist’s past perform­
ance, the success of the particular release, market trends, con­
tractual or other arrangements, and other pertinent information 
in determining whether the advance is recoverable. The right 
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to recoup advances from a number of records of an artist may 
complicate the recoverability determination. However, failure to 
recover a proportionate amount of the advances from royalties 
payable on each release would normally establish a presumption 
that at least a portion of the advance should be written off.
.35 Commitments for artist advances payable in future years 
and future royalty guarantees should now be disclosed in a note 
to the financial statements, if material, and evaluated currently 
to determine if a loss provision is required.
.36 Inasmuch as artist royalties, as well as copyright and 
other royalties, are generally a significant cost, a careful review 
of the contracts and possible interpretations thereof is essential 
to a determination of an appropriate accrual.
COSTS OF RECORD MASTERS
Industry Practice
.37 Under the standard type of artist contract, the cost of 
producing a record master can be separated into costs borne by 
the record company and costs recoverable from artists out of 
designated royalties earned. Typically, the stronger party to 
the contract bears a lesser portion of the costs; the more success­
ful artists often do not bear any of the costs of record masters. 
On the other hand, recoupment of costs recoverable from the 
artist is usually not limited to royalties on a specific record.
.38 The portion of the costs of a record master recoverable 
from artists is accounted for as a royalty advance using one of 
the methods discussed in the section on “Compensation of 
Artists.”
.39 Several methods are employed to account for record 
master costs borne by the record company:
(1) Record the cost of the record master as an asset and 
amortize it on the income forecast method. Advocates 
of this approach believe that it achieves an appropriate 
matching of income and expense.
(2) Defer the cost of the record master and charge it to 
expense in the period of the record’s initial release. Sup­
porters of this approach believe that it is a practical 
method to achieve a reasonable matching of revenues and 
expense. Since the bulk of record revenues are derived 
within the first six months of release, they believe this 
method matches costs with revenues unless the release 
is near the end of an accounting period.
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(3) Expense the cost of the record master when incurred. 
Those who believe this approach is appropriate point out 
the difficulty of predicting the sales of a particular record.
(4) Include the cost of the record master as part of inventory 
cost. Those who prefer this alternative believe that the 
cost of a record master is another element of the cost of 
producing a record and should be amortized on the same 
basis as any other recording cost.
The Division’s Conclusion
.40 The Division believes that when the past performance of 
an artist provides a reasonable basis for estimating that the cost 
of a record master borne by the record company will be recov­
ered from future sales, that cost should be recorded as an asset 
and, when material, that asset should be separately disclosed. 
The cost of record masters should be amortized using a method 
that reasonably relates the cost of the record master to the net 
revenue expected to be realized. The Division believes that 
records, other than those of classical and other music which has 
achieved sustained public acceptance, have a very short life 
and costs relating thereto should be amortized accordingly. The 
portion of the costs recoverable from the artist’s royalties 
should be accounted for as discussed in the preceding section on 
“Compensation of Artists.”
LICENSOR INCOME AND LICENSEE COST
Industry Practice
.41 As noted in a previous section of this Statement, sub­
stantial revenues may be realized by the owner of a record 
master or copyright by licensing it to third parties. Minimum 
guarantees are usually paid in advance by the licensee. Ad­
ditional payments are normally required if license fees based on 
actual sales exceed the minimum guarantee.
Licensors treat such guarantees as either:
(1) Revenue when received.
(2) An advance, allocated ratably over the period covered 
by the guarantee.
(3) Revenue to the extent of the portion earned during the 
reporting period, reflecting unearned balances, if any, 
as income at the expiration of the period covered by 
the license agreement.
.42 Licensees treat minimum guarantees as costs using simi­
lar methods.
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.43 When no minimum guarantee is received, or when actual 
license fees exceed the minimum guarantee, revenue is not 
normally recognized by the licensor until an accounting is re­
ceived from the licensee.
.44 In certain situations, other fees may be required under 
the license agreement. For example, further payments may be 
required from a record club if it ships “free” records in a quan­
tity which exceeds a specified percentage of sales of the licen­
sor’s records over the term of the agreement. Such fees have 
generally been recorded as revenue by the licensor and as ex­
pense by the licensee upon expiration of the agreement.
The Division’s Conclusion
.45 The Division believes that in most cases licensors should 
record minimum guarantees as deferred income to be amortized 
ratably over the performance period, which is generally the 
period covered by the license agreement. License agreements 
for the use of records and music (unlike those, for example, for 
television exhibition of motion picture films) normally do not 
specify the total amount of the license fee. Also, the licensor 
normally has an obligation to furnish music or record masters 
during the license period. Ratable amortization is appropriate 
because in many cases it is impossible for the licensor to ascer­
tain whether the actual amount of license income earned under 
the terms of the agreement exceeds a ratable portion of the 
minimum guarantee. (This is particularly true with respect to 
foreign licensees, who frequently do not render accountings on a 
timely basis.) However, when the licensor can determine that 
license fees earned under the agreement exceed a ratable portion 
of the minimum guarantee, it is appropriate to record that 
greater amount in income.
.46 In some cases, however, a license agreement may, in sub­
stance, be an outright sale. When the licensor has signed a 
noncancellable contract, has agreed to a specified fee, has de­
livered the rights to the licensee who is free to exercise them, 
and has no remaining significant obligations to furnish music or 
records, the earnings process is complete and the fee may be 
recorded as revenue when collectibility of the full fee is reason­
ably assured. In such circumstances, neither the licensee’s use 
of the rights transferred nor the passage of time during the 
license period has any significance in relation to the recognition 
of revenue by the licensor.
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.47 The licensee should record minimum guarantees as a 
deferred charge which should be expensed in accordance with 
the terms of the agreement. However, as soon as it is estimated 
that all or a portion of the minimum guarantee will not be re­
covered through future use of the rights obtained under the 
license, that portion of the minimum guarantee should be 
charged to expense.
.48 The Division believes the licensor should not recognize 
in revenue the other fees (e. g., those for excess “free” records) 
discussed previously under “Industry Practice” until the agree­
ment has expired and the amount is fixed and determinable. 
Prior to the expiration date of the agreement, the licensor 
normally would have no information as to the number of “free” 
records distributed. In addition, an estimate of income based on 
such information, if available, would be contingent on future 
events. However, the licensee should provide for such expenses 
on a license-by-license basis for each period covered by the 
respective financial statements.
.49 Appropriate consideration should be given to matching 
artist royalties and other costs to recognition of revenue from 
licensees.
INTANGIBLE ASSETS ACQUIRED IN A BUSINESS 
COMBINATION
.50 The acquisition of a record manufacturer or music pub­
lisher in a business combination accounted for as a purchase 
normally entails, among other things, the acquisition of various 
intangible rights and assets such as record masters, unexpired 
artist contracts and copyrights. These rights and assets are 
normally specifically identifiable and have determinable lives 
and, therefore, should be recorded in accordance with APB 
Opinion No. 17, paragraphs 24 to 26.
.51 An allocation of the purchase price should be made for 
financial statement purposes in accordance with APB Opinion 
No. 16, paragraph 68, based on fair value. (Experience indi­
cates that in many cases no material amount of goodwill results 
from such allocations.) Appropriate amortization over the 
useful life (as opposed to the legal life) of each such type of 
asset should be provided. The benefits expected to be received 
from such intangible assets may follow an irregular pattern 
during the estimated lives of those assets. When this is the 
case, the Division believes that a method of amortization that 
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reasonably relates the cost of such assets to the net revenue 
(benefits) expected to be realized is more appropriate than the 
straight-line method.
MUSIC PUBLISHERS
.52 The problems, practices and recommendations discussed 
elsewhere in this Statement are applicable to music publishers, 
where appropriate.
.53 However, the Division recognizes that all or substan­
tially all of a music publisher’s revenues are from licensees. The 
determination of revenue may be difficult since reports from 
licensees, particularly those in foreign countries, are often de­
layed. The Division believes that revenue for a period should 
include reasonable estimates of revenue from each material 
license for the full period.
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Banking Industry
[Recommendation to the Financial Accounting Standards Board]
AICPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
August 25, 1976
Marshall S. Armstrong, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Armstrong:
The accompanying Statement of Position presents recommendations of 
the Accounting Standards Division on Accounting for Origination 
Costs and Loan and Commitment Fees in the Mortgage Banking Industry. 
It was prepared on behalf of the Division by the Accounting Stan­
dards Executive Committee for consideration by the Financial 
Accounting Standards Board and for such action as the Board deems 
appropriate. The accounting principles recommended herein are appli­
cable to mortgage banking companies and to divisions of commercial 
banks and other financial institutions that originate and service 
loans for other than their own account.
The Statement takes the position that the deferral of any costs of 
originating mortgage loans in-house (including warehousing and/or 
marketing costs) should no longer be considered acceptable. How­
ever, a portion of the purchase price of certain bulk purchases 
should be deferred as the cost of the right to receive future ser­
vicing revenue. The cost equivalent to one month's interest incurred 
upon issuance of GNMA securities using the internal reserve method 
should also be deferred. In each of these cases, according to the 
Statement, the aggregate amount deferred should not exceed the pre­
sent value of the amount of future servicing revenue reduced by the 
present value of expected servicing costs. It is suggested that it 
is more appropriate to amortize such deferred costs in proportion to 
the estimated net servicing income from the related mortgage loans.
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A mortgage banker can also obtain contractual rights to receive 
future servicing revenue by acquiring other mortgage banking compa­
nies or by acquiring selected servicing contracts. The Statement 
discusses the appropriate accounting in these circumstances.
The Statement also identifies several different types of loan and 
commitment fees and suggests appropriate accounting for such fees. 
In general, these recommendations defer income recognition to a 
greater extent than is usual in present practice.
The Division would appreciate being advised as to the Board’s pro­
posed action on the recommendations set forth in this Statement 
of Position.
Sincerely yours,
Raymond C. Lauver 
Chairman
Accounting Standards Division 
cc: Securities and Exchange Commission
AICPA Letter
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NOTES
Statements of Position of the Accounting Standards Division are 
issued for the general information of those interested in the subject. 
They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the Accounting 
Standards Executive Committee, which is the senior technical body of 
the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of 
financial accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of Statements of Position is to influence the develop­
ment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the Division 
believes are in the public interest. It is intended that they should be 
considered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority to issue 
pronouncements on the subject. However, Statements of Position do 
not establish standards enforceable under the Institute’s Code of 
Professional Ethics.
ACCOUNTING FOR ORIGINATION COSTS AND LOAN 
AND COMMITMENT FEES IN THE MORTGAGE 
BANKING INDUSTRY
INTRODUCTION
.01 The Accounting Standards Division of the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants issued a Statement of 
Position on Accounting Practices in the Mortgage Banking 
Industry on December 30, 1974 (Statement of Position No. 74-12 
[section 10,040]) outlining the Division’s position on mortgage 
banker accounting for inventory of permanent mortgage loans 
held for sale and certain other accounting matters. The Divi­
sion has also noted that mortgage bankers use a variety of 
practices to account for loan origination costs and loan and 
commitment fees and believes that it is desirable to narrow the 
range of those practices.
.02 The Division’s recommendations with respect to account­
ing for origination costs and loan and commitment fees, as set 
forth herein, are applicable to financial statements of mortgage 
bankers that are intended to present financial position, results 
of operations or changes in financial position in conformity 
with generally accepted accounting principles. In addition, 
certain commercial banks and other financial institutions have 
divisions which conduct operations that are very similar to 
those performed by mortgage bankers; when such divisions 
originate and service loans for other than their own account, 
the accounting principles recommended in this Statement should 
be followed.
§ 10,120.02
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MORTGAGE BANKING OPERATIONS
.03 Mortgage bankers originate, market and service real 
estate mortgage loans by bringing potential borrowers and in­
vestors together. They originate real estate mortgage loans in 
order to increase their servicing portfolio and the related servic­
ing income. Many mortgage bankers engage in other related 
operations, including insurance brokerage, property manage­
ment, real estate development and sales, management of real 
estate investment trusts, joint venture investments, and con­
struction lending for residential and commercial development. 
Mortgage bankers acquire mortgage loans for sale to permanent 
investors from a variety of sources, including applications re­
ceived directly from borrowers (in-house originations), pur­
chases from realtors and brokers, purchases from investors and 
conversions of various forms of interim and construction financ­
ing. The mortgage loans are sold to a variety of permanent 
investors, including insurance companies, pension funds, sav­
ings banks, the Federal National Mortgage Association 
(FNMA), and since 1970 have been placed in trusts to collater­
alize Mortgage Backed Securities (MBS) guaranteed by the 
Government National Mortgage Association (GNMA).
.04 Mortgage bankers often originate permanent residential 
loans (one to four family dwellings) without specific commit­
ments from permanent investors to purchase such loans. Since 
the amount of a typical residential loan is relatively small, mort­
gage bankers normally obtain block commitments from in­
vestors for large dollar amounts of residential loans meeting 
broad general criteria. However, permanent commercial loans 
are usually large in amount and require careful underwriting 
and, normally, mortgage bankers will not issue commitments for 
commercial loans without first obtaining investors’ commit­
ments to purchase the specific loans.
.05 Many mortgage bankers solicit land acquisition, develop­
ment, and construction loans. Mortgage bankers became active 
in such lending in order to increase their volume of originations 
of real estate mortgage loans and many, because of the rela­
tively high interest rates associated with such loans, found this 
activity profitable. These loans generally require the borrower 
to repay the loan at or shortly after completion of development 
or construction and, consequently, are usually relatively short­
term, seldom exceeding three years.
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.06 Mortgage bankers usually retain the right to service the 
permanent loans which they originate and sell to investors. The 
loans being serviced are called a loan servicing portfolio. Loan 
servicing includes, among other functions, collecting monthly 
mortgagor payments; forwarding payments and related ac­
counting reports to investors; collecting escrow deposits for the 
payment of mortgagor property taxes and insurance; and pay­
ing taxes and insurance from escrow funds when due. The 
mortgage banker receives a servicing fee, usually based on a 
percentage of the outstanding principal balance of the loan, for 
performing these servicing functions. When servicing fees 
exceed the costs of performing servicing functions the existing 
contractual rights associated with a servicing portfolio have an 
economic value, and portions or all of such servicing portfolios 
have frequently been purchased and sold.
.07 Mortgage bankers have traditionally sold their origi­
nated loans individually or in relatively small blocks to a 
variety of different investors. Recently, however, a growing 
volume of mortgages have been placed in trusts to collateralize 
mortgage-backed securities guaranteed by GNMA. Payments 
to GNMA security holders are made on either the concurrent 
dates (15 day) method or the internal reserve (45 day) method. 
When mortgage bankers use the internal reserve method, a cost 
equivalent to one month’s interest, which may be partially re­
covered in future periods, is incurred upon issuance of the se­
curity. There is no such cost associated with securities issued 
under the concurrent dates method.
ORIGINATION COSTS
Background
.08 Costs of originating mortgage loans in-house include (1) 
direct personnel expenses, (2) other direct costs, and (3) gen­
eral and administrative expenses such as occupancy, equipment 
rental, etc. Mortgage bankers may incur expenses at both home 
office and branch locations for the purpose of originating loans. 
Certain of these expenses, such as commissions paid to loan 
originators, may vary proportionately with origination activity, 
while other expenses may be more fixed in nature. Some mort­
gage bankers have indicated that origination fees are adequate 
to cover direct origination costs; others, particularly those who 
believe general and administrative and certain other expenses 
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should be allocated to origination activities, disagree. Identifi­
cation of the costs of originating specific loans is difficult, and 
many mortgage bankers do not believe it is necessary to main­
tain the records required to identify such specific loan costs.
.09 Many mortgage bankers, however, have incurred in­
house origination costs in excess of the revenue derived from 
their origination operations. They originate such loans in 
order to obtain the increase in servicing revenue resulting from 
selling the loans to investors while retaining the loans in their 
servicing portfolio.
.10 Mortgage bankers, in addition to originating mortgage 
loans in-house, use other methods to increase their servicing 
portfolios. One method is to acquire, from other companies, 
existing contractual rights to service specific mortgage loans for 
investors. This has been accomplished both by acquiring se­
lected servicing contracts and by acquiring other mortgage 
banking companies. A portion or all of the price has often been 
allocated both to the right to receive future servicing revenue 
and to the relationship with new investors, to whom the mort­
gage banker may more readily sell future mortgage Ioans be­
cause of the servicing relationship. The amortization of the 
amount allocated to the right to receive future servicing revenue 
is deductible for income tax purposes while the amount allo­
cated to the relationship with new investors is not.
.11 Another method used to increase servicing portfolios is 
to make bulk purchases of mortgage loans from governmental 
agencies, particularly GNMA, and from FNMA and other mort­
gage companies. Some of these bulk purchases are made only 
after contracts for sale of the related mortgage-backed security 
or of the mortgage loans themselves have been negotiated by the 
mortgage banker with permanent investors. Others are made 
on a “market risk” basis; that is, the loans are marketed on the 
same basis as loans originated in-house. Mortgage bankers 
may enter into these transactions even when they estimate that 
the costs of the mortgage loans will exceed the subsequent sell­
ing prices in order to obtain the future servicing revenue. Such 
bulk purchases have been fairly rare. However, many mortgage 
bankers expect GNMA and FNMA to continue to conduct auc­
tions of their mortgages and, therefore, mortgage bankers may 
make more purchases from FNMA and governmental agencies 
in the future.
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Costs of Originating Mortgage Loans In-House
Current Industry Practice
.12 Under present practices followed by most mortgage 
bankers for both financial reporting and income tax purposes, 
all revenue and costs associated with the origination of mort­
gage loans in-house are reflected in current operations; how­
ever, a few companies have begun to defer some of these costs 
on the basis that such costs were incurred to obtain the related 
future servicing revenue. The components of origination costs 
deferred vary from company to company. Some companies 
consider the origination function completed once a loan is 
funded by the mortgage banker, while others also include the 
income and costs associated with the warehousing and/or 
marketing functions in deferred origination costs.
The Division’s Position
.13 In view of (1) the long-standing practice followed by 
mortgage bankers of expensing costs of originating mortgage 
loans in-house as incurred, (2) the fact that mortgage bankers 
receive origination fees as at least partial reimbursement of 
in-house origination costs, (3) the difficulty in identifying the 
costs of originating specific loans, and (4) the practice followed 
by other industries with similar activities (costs are reflected 
in current operations), the Division believes that the deferral 
of any costs of originating mortgage loans in-house (including 
warehousing and/or marketing costs) should no longer be con­
sidered acceptable.
Bulk Purchases and Sales of Mortgage Loans
Current Industry Practice
.14 Generally, the revenues and costs associated with the 
purchase and sale of mortgage loans have been recorded in 
current operations by mortgage bankers. However, because of 
the large dollar amounts and because of the similarities to the 
purchase of servicing contracts (see paragraphs .10 and .18 to 
.24), many mortgage bankers have treated a portion of the pur­
chase price of bulk purchases of mortgage loans from govern­
mental agencies, particularly GNMA, and from FNMA and 
other mortgage companies as the cost of acquiring rights to 
receive future servicing revenue and have deferred such 
amounts. The portion of the purchase price allocated to these 
rights has usually been the difference between the total pur­
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chase price, including any transfer fees, and either the eventual 
sales price of the loans or the market value of the loans at the 
date of purchase. Some mortgage bankers have also deferred 
processing costs associated with purchasing and selling the 
loans and any interest spread between the loan rate and their 
borrowing rate for warehousing the loans during their holding 
period. All amounts deferred have been amortized to future 
operations.
The Division’s Position
.15 The Division believes that a portion of the purchase 
price of certain bulk purchases (usually only purchases from 
FNMA and GNMA and other governmental agencies) should be 
deferred as the cost of acquiring rights to receive future servic­
ing revenue associated with the purchased loans when the 
mortgage banker retains the right to service such loans. The 
amount deferred should not exceed the excess of the purchase 
price of the loans, including any transfer fees paid, over the 
market value of the loans at the date of purchase,1 subject to 
the following limitations and conditions:
1 See the Division’s Statement of Position No. 74-12 [section 
10,040] for guidelines as to the computation of market value.
(a) At the time the transaction is initiated, there should exist 
a definitive plan for the sale of the mortgage loans or 
related mortgage-backed securities. This plan should include 
estimates of purchase price and selling price with reason­
able support for such estimates. A definitive plan is deemed 
to exist when the mortgage banker (1) has, previous to the 
date of the bulk purchase, obtained commitments from 
permanent investors to purchase the mortgage loans or 
mortgage-backed securities or (2) enters into a commitment 
within a reasonable period of time (usually not more than 
thirty days after the date of the bulk purchase) to sell the 
mortgage loans or mortgage-backed securities to an investor 
or underwriter.
(b) The amount deferred should be reduced by any excess of 
the final sales price to the permanent investor over the 
market value of the loans at the date of the bulk purchase. 
The purpose of this requirement is to preclude the deferral 
of any amount recovered at the date of sale through the 
sales price.
(c) No costs associated with the transactions other than those 
identified above (excess of purchase price, including transfer 
fees, over market value as defined) should be deferred. 
Therefore, interest, salary, and general and administrative 
expenses, for example, should specifically not be deferred.
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(d) The amount deferred should not exceed the present value 
of the amount of net future servicing income, determined 
in accordance with the provisions of paragraph .25.
(e) No amounts arising from transactions with other mortgage 
bankers should be deferred unless such purchases from 
other mortgage bankers are rare and unusual and not in 
the ordinary course of business. The purpose of this require­
ment is to preclude the capitalization, through such trans­
actions, of in-house origination costs that should be 
charged to current operations.
Cost Incurred Upon Issuance of Certain 
GNMA Mortgage-Backed Securities
Current Industry Practice
.16 The cost equivalent to one month’s interest incurred 
upon issuance of GNMA securities using the internal reserve 
method has been expensed by some companies. It has been 
deferred and amortized by others, on the basis that this cost 
was incurred to secure future mortgage servicing revenue 
and might be partially recovered in future periods.
The Division’s Position
.17 The Division believes that the one month’s interest cost 
incurred upon issuance of GNMA securities using the internal 
reserve method should be deferred and amortized. The aggre­
gate amount deferred (including amounts deferred under other 
provisions of this Statement of Position) should not exceed 
the present value of the future net servicing income as deter­
mined in accordance with the recommendations in paragraph .25.
Costs of Purchasing Existing Contractual 
Rights to Service Mortgage Loans
Current Industry Practice
.18 As discussed in paragraph .10, a mortgage banker may 
acquire contractual rights to service mortgage loans (i. e., the 
right to receive future servicing revenue) from other mortgage 
bankers by acquiring selected servicing contracts or by acquir­
ing the assets or the outstanding stock of the selling company. 
APB Opinions No. 16 and No. 17 provide guidance as to the 
appropriate accounting for the costs of the intangible assets 
resulting from the acquisition of such contractual rights, both 
those acquired separately and those acquired in connection 
with a business combination. The costs have often been allo­
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cated both to the right to receive future servicing revenue and 
to the relationship with new investors; such costs have been 
deferred and amortized to operations over future periods. In 
business combinations, amounts may also be recorded as 
goodwill.
.19 The costs allocated to the right to receive future servic­
ing revenue have usually been calculated based upon at least 
some of the factors mentioned in paragraph .25. The amounts 
deferred have generally been amortized over the estimated 
remaining lives of the loans. Costs allocated to the relationship 
with new investors have usually been amortized over a forty- 
year period, in conformity with APB Opinion No. 17, since 
they were presumed to have an indeterminate life.
.20 Amounts recorded as goodwill in connection with busi­
ness combinations initiated after October 31, 1970, have been 
accounted for in conformity with APB Opinions No. 16 and 
No. 17.
The Division’s Position
.21 APB Opinions No. 16 and No. 17 provide guidelines for 
accounting for business combinations and for intangible assets; 
it is not the intention of this Statement of Position to modify 
the provisions of those Opinions.
Servicing Contracts Acquired 
in a Business Combination
.22 The Division believes that the right to receive future 
servicing revenue is an intangible asset of the type discussed 
in APB Opinion No. 17 and that an allocation of the purchase 
price to that right is appropriate. In no event, however, should 
the amount allocated to such a right exceed the present value 
of the future net servicing income, calculated in accordance 
with the recommendations in paragraph .25.
.23 When the purchase price includes amounts paid for 
other intangible assets, those assets should be accounted for in 
accordance with the applicable provisions of APB Opinions 
No. 16 and No. 17. One such asset might be a relationship with 
a new investor. The Division believes, however, that the value 
of such a relationship in the mortgage banking industry usually 
cannot be determined, for the following reasons. Although a 
relationship with a new investor may facilitate future sales to 
that investor, generally that new investor makes no specific 
commitment to purchase additional loans from the mortgage 
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banker and the mortgage banker is not assured of any future 
sales. Absent such sales, the relationship has, of course, no 
value. Furthermore, even when the investor agrees to an 
exclusive territorial relationship with the mortgage banker, the 
Division believes it is usually not possible to make a reasonable 
estimate of the volume or price of future loan originations and 
the amount of the related future servicing revenue.
Servicing Contracts Acquired 
In Other Circumstances
.24 When contractual rights to service mortgage loans are 
acquired other than by a business combination, the Division 
believes that an allocation of the purchase price should first 
be made to the right to receive future servicing revenue. This 
amount should not exceed the present value of the future net 
servicing income, calculated in accordance with the recom­
mendations in paragraph .25. Any excess of the purchase price 
over the amount allocated to the right to receive future servic­
ing revenue should be accounted for in accordance with the 
applicable provisions of APB Opinion No. 17.
Limitation on Amounts to be Deferred
.25 Amounts deferred in accordance with paragraphs .15, 
.17, .22 and .24 that are associated with the right to receive 
future servicing revenue should not exceed the present value 
of the amount of future servicing revenue reduced by the 
present value of expected servicing costs. The estimates of 
future servicing revenue should include probable late charges 
and other ancillary income. Servicing costs should include 
direct costs associated with performing the servicing functions 
associated with the acquired contractual rights and appropriate 
allocations of other costs.2 The rate used to calculate the present 
value should be an appropriate current interest rate.3
2 Reference should be made to the Mortgage Bankers Association 
of America, Inc., suggested chart of accounts for guidance as to the 
types of revenues and costs to be included. In this connection, the 
Division believes that servicing costs may be calculated on an incre­
mental cost basis.
3 The use of an appropriate current interest rate is in accordance 
with APB Opinion No. 16, paragraph 88. Since servicing income will 
be recognized over a period of several years, the Division believes that 
a long-term rate is the most appropriate interest rate to use in cal­
culating the present value of such servicing income.
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Amortization of Deferred Costs
Current Industry Practice
.26 The two methods currently used for amortizing deferred 
costs associated with future servicing revenue are the straight- 
line and the accelerated methods. Although servicing revenue 
(other than late charges and certain other related ancillary in­
come) is generally reflected in operations based on a fixed per­
centage of the unpaid principal balances of the mortgages, a 
substantial number of mortgage bankers amortize related defer­
red costs on the straight-line method. Most mortgage bankers 
using an accelerated amortization method have chosen the sum- 
of-the-years’ digits method. Deferred costs associated with 
future servicing revenue are usually amortized over the esti­
mated average remaining lives of the related mortgage loans.
The Division’s Position
.27 The Division recommends that any deferred costs of 
rights to receive future servicing revenue and any deferred 
costs equivalent to one month’s interest incurred upon issuance 
of GNMA mortgage-backed securities using the internal reserve 
method be amortized in proportion to the estimated net servic­
ing income from the .related mortgage loans, because this 
method relates the amortization to the benefits expected to be 
received (see paragraph .25). For that reason, the Division 
believes that the method described is more appropriate than the 
straight-line method in the mortgage banking industry.
.28 It should be noted that deferred costs are to be amortized 
over the period of net servicing income rather than the period 
of the servicing revenue, since the period estimated to be bene­
fited by the deferred costs is the period of net servicing income.
LOAN AND COMMITMENT FEES
Background
.29 Mortgage bankers frequently charge borrowers fees in 
addition to the interest charges on the funds advanced. While 
the types of fees charged may vary and are limited only by the 
imagination of borrowers and lenders, loan fees can be identified 
as one or more of the following:
(a) A fee which in reality is an adjustment of the interest rate.
(b) A fee received as compensation to the lender for earmark­
ing funds so that they will be available to the borrower 
when required. Maintaining such funds in a liquid 
position may result in a lower yield than could be real­
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ized absent the need for liquidity. Also, the lender may 
need available lines of credit to call upon to honor his 
commitments, and various costs are normally incurred 
to maintain such available credit.
(c) A fee received to guarantee the borrower an interest rate 
at or near the market rate at the time the commitment is 
issued. The fee is charged to compensate the lender for 
taking the risk that the market rate of interest for the 
individual borrower when the loan is funded will be higher 
than the commitment rate.
(d) A fee to compensate the lender for underwriting and proc­
essing the loan.
(e) A fee received to provide a construction lender with assur­
ance that he will be repaid. Such fees are frequently 
called “standby” or “gap” commitment fees. The related 
loan commitments are usually not expected to be funded. 
“Standby” commitments are normally issued to enable 
the borrower to obtain construction loans from a lender 
who is unwilling to provide such financing without the 
protection of a commitment for permanent financing which 
will repay the construction loan. Such commitments normally 
provide for an interest rate substantially above the market 
rate in effect at the time of issuance of the commitment. 
Commitment fees may also relate to the issuance of a 
commitment to loan funds to cover possible cost overruns 
or to provide intermediate term “gap” financing while the 
borrower is in the process of satisfying provisions of the 
permanent financing agreement, such as obtaining desig­
nated occupancy levels on an apartment project.
(f) A fee received for performing other services.
.30 In addition to collecting fees, mortgage bankers often 
pay fees to obtain commitments from permanent investors to 
purchase mortgage loans from the mortgage banker.
.31 Mortgage bankers have followed a number of methods 
for recognition of income from loan fees, including the fol­
lowing:
(a) Immediate recognition upon receipt
(b) Deferral with amortization-—
(1) over the commitment period
(2) over the combined commitment and loan period
(3) over the loan period
(c) Deferral without amortization with recognition in oper­
ations when it is clear that the commitment will not be 
funded
(d) Deferral until loan is repaid or sold.
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The Division’s Position
.32 The terminology applied by mortgage bankers to the fees 
which they receive varies widely. The selection of the most 
appropriate treatment for a loan fee should be based not on its 
descriptive title but on an analysis of the nature and substance 
of the related transaction. The Division believes that all fees 
received by mortgage bankers as a result of their loan origina­
tion activities should be accounted for in accordance with the 
recommendations in the following paragraphs.
.33 The Division believes that loan fees collected by mort­
gage bankers generally represent compensation for a combina­
tion of services and may include, for example, an adjustment of 
the interest rate on the loan, a fee for earmarking funds, and/or 
an offset of underwriting costs. The Division also believes it is 
not practicable to separate a loan fee into its components and, 
therefore, recommends that such fees be accounted for in ac­
cordance with their primary purpose as outlined below.
(a) Residential Loan Origination Fees—
Mortgage bankers usually collect origination fees for resi­
dential loan originations. The Division believes that the 
normal residential origination fee is essentially a reim­
bursement for the costs of the underwriting process of 
obtaining appraisals, processing the loan application, re­
viewing legal title to the real estate, and other proce­
dures. The Division believes such fees, to the extent 
they are a reimbursement for such costs, should be recog­
nized in income as they are collected, since the costs of 
these services are charged to expense as incurred. Any 
fees in excess of this amount should be treated as commit­
ment fees. Since the identification of origination costs is 
extremely difficult (see paragraph .08), the Division believes 
that fees in an amount not in excess of the allowable FHA 
and VA rates may be recorded as income at loan closing, 
because fees based on such rates will generally not exceed 
origination costs.
(b) Residential Loan Commitment Fees—
In addition to the origination fees, mortgage bankers 
often charge a commitment fee to the borrower or to a 
builder/developer to guarantee the funding of loans. In 
addition, the mortgage banker often pays commitment 
fees to permanent investors to ensure the ultimate sale of 
the funded loans. Normally these commitment fees (both 
received and paid) relate to blocks of loans for a specified 
total dollar amount. The Division believes that both the 
commitment fees paid and those received should be de­
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ferred. They should be recognized in operations upon 
completion of the sale of the loans to the permanent in­
vestor or when it is evident that the commitment will not 
be used. If the commitment fees paid or received relate to 
a commitment amount for a block of loans, the portion 
of the fees recognized in operations as the result of an in­
dividual loan transaction should be based on the ratio of 
the individual loan amount to the total commitment amount.
(c) Commercial Loan Placement Fees—
Mortgage bankers may receive fees for arranging a com­
mitment directly between a lender and a borrower. Addi­
tionally, mortgage bankers sometimes issue commitments 
in their own name which contain clauses making the loan 
funding contingent upon simultaneous funding of the loan 
by a permanent investor. The Division believes that if the 
mortgage banker has obtained a commitment from an 
investor prior to making his own commitment, and if his 
own commitment to the borrower requires simultaneous 
assignment to and funding by the investor, the transaction 
is in substance a loan placement transaction. In transac­
tions of either of these types, the Division believes that the 
mortgage banker is serving only as a conduit between 
lender and borrower and the fees received should be rec­
ognized in operations when the mortgage banker has no 
remaining significant obligations for performance in con­
nection with the transaction.
(d) Commercial Loan Commitment Fees—
Commitments to fund a loan on an income-producing or 
commercial property frequently have longer terms than 
those associated with residential loans. The fees from such 
commitments generally involve larger dollar amounts and 
they vary more widely as a percentage of the loan amount 
than residential loan fees. The Division believes that 
commitment fees received and paid in connection with a 
commercial permanent loan should be deferred and recog­
nized in income upon completion of the sale of the loan to 
the permanent investor.
(e) Land Acquisition, Development, and Construction Loan 
Fees—
The Division believes that such loan fees should be de­
ferred and recognized as income over the combined com­
mitment and loan period. The straight-line method of 
amortization should be used until funding begins; the in­
terest method should be used for the remaining unamor­
tized balance during the loan period. The commitment 
and loan period of a construction or development loan is 
directly related to the length of the construction or de­
velopment period, which is affected by many variable 
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factors. The best estimate of such period should be utilized. 
In the event of a significant revision to the original esti­
mate of the period, the unamortized portion of the com­
mitment fee at the time of revising the estimate should be 
amortized ratably over the revised period. Any subsequent 
fees collected as a result of changes in the period should 
likewise be amortized over the revised period.
(f) Standby and Gap Commitment Fees—
The Division believes that because the potentially volatile 
nature of the market for real estate loans may require the 
funding of standby and gap commitments, fees for such 
commitments should be recognized as income over the 
combination of the commitment and standby or gap loan 
period. The straight-line method of amortization should 
be used during the commitment period and the interest 
method should be used for the remaining unamortized 
balance during the loan period if the loan is funded. Any 
additional fees collected at the time of funding the loan 
should be amortized over the loan period.
(g) Fees for Services Rendered—
In some cases mortgage bankers will collect fees solely for 
providing services with respect to the origination of a loan, 
such as appraisals, etc. The Division believes that such 
fees should be recognized in operations when the services 
have been performed.
.34 In recognizing loan fees as income, consideration must 
be given to the collectibility of the fee. If the fee has not been 
received in cash, there must be evidence that its collectibility is 
reasonably assured.
.35 When commitments expire without being funded or 
loans are repaid prior to the estimated repayment date, the 
Division believes any unamortized loan fees should be recog­
nized in operations at that time.
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Statement of Position 76-3
Accounting Practices for
Certain Employee Stock 
Ownership Plans
[Recommendation to the Financial Accounting Standards Board]
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas New York. New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
December 20, 1976
Marshall S. Armstrong, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Armstrong:
The accompanying Statement of Position presents recommendations 
of the Accounting Standards Division on Accounting Practices for 
Certain Employee Stock Ownership Plans (ESOPs). It was prepared 
on behalf of the Division by the Accounting Standards Executive 
Committee for consideration by the Financial Accounting Standards
Board and for such action as the Board deems appropriate.
The Statement deals primarily with accounting and reporting issues 
that have arisen with respect to those ESOPs that borrow funds 
from a bank or other lender to acquire shares of stock in the 
employer company or that issue notes to existing shareholders in 
exchange for shares of stock. However, certain conclusions in 
the Statement are also applicable to ESOPs that have not entered 
into such transactions.
The Statement's major recommendations are briefly summarized below:
• An obligation of an ESOP should be recorded as 
a liability in the financial statements of the 
employer when the obligation is covered by 
either a guarantee of the employer or a commit­
ment by the employer to make future contribu­
tions to the ESOP sufficient to meet the debt 
service requirements.
• The offsetting debit to the liability recorded 
by the employer should be accounted for as a 
reduction of shareholders' equity.
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• The liability recorded by the employer and the 
offsetting debit should both be reduced as the 
ESOP makes payments on the debt.
• The amount contributed or committed to be con­
tributed to an ESOP with respect to a given 
year should be charged to expense by the 
employer; the compensation and interest ele­
ments of the contribution should be separately 
reported.
• All shares held by an ESOP should be treated 
as outstanding shares in the determination of 
earnings per share. Dividends paid on those 
shares should be charged to retained earnings.
• Any additional investment tax credit should be 
accounted for as a reduction of income tax 
expense in the year in which the contribution 
to the ESOP is charged to expense.
The Division would appreciate being advised as to the Board’s 
proposed action on the recommendations set forth in this Statement 
of Position.
Sincerely yours,
Raymond C. Lauver 
Chairman
Accounting Standards Division 
cc: Securities and Exchange Commission
AICPA Letter
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NOTES
Statements of Position of the Accounting Standards Division are 
issued for the general information of those interested in the subject. 
They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the Accounting 
Standards Executive Committee, which is the senior technical body of 
the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of financial 
accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of Statements of Position is to influence the develop­
ment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the Division 
believes are in the public interest. It is intended that they should be con­
sidered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority to issue pro­
nouncements on the subject. However, Statements of Position do not 
establish standards enforceable under the Institute's Code of Professional 
Ethics.
ACCOUNTING PRACTICES FOR CERTAIN 
EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP PLANS 
INTRODUCTION
.01 The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 
describes an Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP) as a 
qualified stock bonus plan, or a combination stock bonus and 
money purchase pension plan, designed to invest primarily in 
“qualifying employer securities.”1 Qualifying employer secu­
rities include the employer’s stock and its other marketable 
obligations. The essential differences between an ESOP and 
other qualified stock bonus plans are that (a) an ESOP is per­
mitted, in certain circumstances, to incur liabilities in the 
acquisition of employer securities and (b) the employer may be 
permitted to increase his maximum allowable investment tax 
credit by as much as an additional if that amount is 
contributed to an ESOP.
1 Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, Title II, Sub­
title B, Section 2003.
.02 In some cases, funds are borrowed from a bank or other 
lender by the ESOP and are used to acquire shares of stock in 
the employer company. The stock may be outstanding shares, 
treasury shares, or newly issued shares, and is held by the 
ESOP until it is distributed to the employees. (In some cases, 
an ESOP may issue notes to existing shareholders in exchange 
for qualifying employer securities.) The stock may be allocated 
to individual employees even though it may not be distributed 
to them until a future date. The debt of the ESOP is usually 
collateralized by a pledge of the stock and by either a guarantee 
of the employer or a commitment by the employer to make 
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future contributions to the ESOP sufficient to meet the debt 
service requirements. The employer company makes annual 
contributions to the ESOP that are deductible for tax purposes, 
subject to the limitations of the Internal Revenue Code. Cash 
contributions and dividends received are used by the ESOP to:
(a) Satisfy the annual amortization of the outstanding 
debt principal.
(b) Satisfy the annual interest costs on such debt.
(c) Obtain short-term investments to provide for li­
quidity.
(d) Pay other expenses.
(e) Acquire additional shares of the employer com­
pany’s stock, to the extent of the excess, if any, 
over that required by (a) through (d) above.
.03 Several accounting and reporting issues have arisen 
with respect to those ESOPs that borrow funds from a bank or 
other lender to acquire shares of stock in the employer com­
pany, or that issue notes to existing shareholders in exchange 
for shares of stock.2 These issues are being dealt with in prac­
tice in different ways. This Statement of Position has been 
issued because the Division believes it is desirable to narrow 
the range of alternative accounting practices in this area.
2 This Statement of Position does not deal directly with ESOPs 
that might invest in qualifying employer securities other than equity 
securities.
.04 Final regulations clarifying the rights and duties of the 
parties affected by an ESOP have not been issued by the Internal 
Revenue Service. Readers of this Statement of Position should 
also be cognizant of the content of such regulations, when they 
are issued.
ACCOUNTING FOR AN OBLIGATION OF AN ESOP 
GUARANTEED BY THE EMPLOYER
Recording an ESOP’s Obligation in the 
Employer’s Financial Statements
.05 The Division believes that an obligation of an ESOP 
should be recorded as a liability in the financial statements of 
the employer when the obligation is covered by either a guar­
antee of the employer or a commitment by the employer to 
make future contributions to the ESOP sufficient to meet the 
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debt service requirements. The employer’s guarantee or com­
mitment is, in substance, the assumption of the ESOP’s debt 
and the related obligation to reduce that debt. The employer 
has assumed these obligations either (a) to buy back its own 
shares (in the case where the ESOP uses the loan proceeds to 
acquire previously outstanding shares) or (b) to finance addi­
tional working capital or other fund needs (in the case where 
the ESOP uses the loan proceeds to acquire previously unissued 
or treasury shares from the employer).
.06 It does not follow from the above that assets held by an 
ESOP should be included in the financial statements of the 
employer. Ownership of these assets rests in the employees, not 
in the employer.
Recording the Offsetting Debit to the Recorded Liability
.07 The Division believes that the offsetting debit to the 
liability recorded by the employer should be accounted for as a 
reduction of shareholders’ equity. Therefore, when new shares 
are issued to the ESOP by the employer, an increase in share­
holders ’ equity should be reported only as the debt that financed 
that increase is reduced. (The offsetting debit in shareholders’ 
equity in this case is akin to the unearned compensation dis­
cussed in APB Opinion No. 25, paragraph 14.) When outstand­
ing shares, as opposed to unissued shares, are acquired by the 
ESOP, shareholders’ equity should similarly be reduced by the 
offsetting debit until the debt is repaid.
Reducing the Recorded Liability
.08 The Division believes that the liability recorded by the 
employer should be reduced as the ESOP makes payments on the 
debt. The liability is initially recorded because the guarantee or 
commitment is in substance the employer’s debt. Therefore, it 
should not be reduced until payments are actually made. Simi­
larly, the amount reported as a reduction of shareholders’ equity 
should be reduced only when the ESOP makes payments on the 
debt. These two accounts should move symmetrically.
MEASURING COMPENSATION EXPENSE
.09 The Division believes that the amount contributed or 
committed to be contributed to an ESOP with respect to a given 
year should be the measure of the amount to be charged to ex­
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pense by the employer.3 Such contributions measure the amount 
of expense irrevocably incurred whether or not they are used 
concurrently to reduce the debt guaranteed by the employer.
3 This conclusion is also applicable to ESOPs that have not bor­
rowed funds from a bank or other lender (or issued notes to existing 
shareholders) to acquire shares of stock in the employer company.
.10 Since the debt of the ESOP is, in substance, the em­
ployer’s debt, the Division believes that the employer should 
report separately the compensation element and the interest ele­
ment of the annual contribution, and should disclose the related 
interest rate and debt terms in the footnotes to the financial 
statements. However, a significant minority within the Division 
believes that the entire annual contribution should be reported 
as compensation expense.
REPORTING DIVIDENDS PAID AND 
EARNINGS PER SHARE
.11 The Division believes that all shares held by an ESOP 
should be treated as outstanding shares in the determination of 
earnings per share. An ESOP is a legal entity holding shares 
issued by the employer, whether or not those shares have been 
allocated to employee accounts.
.12 Dividends paid on shares held by an ESOP should be 
charged to retained earnings. Such dividends should not be in­
cluded at any time in compensation expense.
.13 A minority within the Division believes that when trust 
debt proceeds are transferred to the employer corporation, a 
transaction of a predominantly financing nature has occurred. 
The minority believes that shares should be considered outstand­
ing for earnings per share calculations only to the extent that 
they become constructively unencumbered by repayments of 
debt principal. To do otherwise, according to this minority 
view, would result in an inconsistent and initially excessive ef­
fect on earnings per share in that the total number of shares 
purchased by the ESOP would be immediately included in the 
calculation of earnings per share, even though the related com­
pensation expense would be spread over a period of time on the 
basis of the employer’s contribution to the trust. Consistent with 
this position, the minority would also charge dividends to re­
tained earnings only to the extent that trust shares are unen­
cumbered. Any remaining balance would be reported as 
additional compensation expense in the period the dividends 
were declared.
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OTHER MATTERS
Investment Tax Credit
.14 The Division believes that the additional investment tax 
credit should be accounted for (to the extent that it is available 
and utilized) as a reduction of income tax expense in the same 
year in which the contribution to the ESOP is charged to ex­
pense, irrespective of the accounting for the normal investment 
tax credit on property acquisitions.4 This additional credit 
arises from the contribution to the ESOP, not solely from the 
property acquisitions of the employer.5 6
4 See footnote 3.
5 See also Section 101(c) of the Revenue Act of 1971.
6 See footnote 3.
Applicability of APB Opinion No. 11
.15 Excess contributions, as defined, made in any one year 
may be carried over to future periods for income tax purposes. 
The Division believes that the financial statements of the em­
ployer should reflect the tax effect of timing differences in ac­
cordance with APB Opinion No. 11.®
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Section 10,140
Statement of Position 77-1
Financial Accounting and
Reporting by Investment Companies
[Proposal to Financial Accounting Standards Board to Amend AICPA 
Industry Audit Guide on Audits of Investment Companies]
AICPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
April 15, 1977
Marshall S. Armstrong, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board 
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Armstrong:
The accompanying Statement of Position of the Accounting 
Standards Division proposes changes to the AICPA Industry 
Audit Guide on Audits of Investment Companies to give 
effect to developments that have taken place since the 
Guide was published in 1973. It was prepared on behalf of 
the Division by the Accounting Standards Task Force on 
Investment Companies for consideration by the Financial 
Accounting Standards Board and for such action as the Board 
deems appropriate.
The Statement includes a section on money-market funds, 
which were not discussed specifically in the Guide. This 
section suggests reporting formats suitable for reporting 
the changes in net assets of money-market funds and pro­
vides guidance with respect to the presentation of the per- 
share data included in the financial statements as ’’Supple­
mentary Information.” In addition, the section contains 
recommendations on accounting and reporting for gains and 
losses on short-term investments.
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The advent of listed options has increased trading volume 
significantly, and substantive procedural changes in the 
mechanics of the options market system have been codified 
and implemented. Accordingly, the Statement recommends that 
the sections of the Guide dealing with put and call options 
should be superseded. The Statement includes an expanded 
glossary, a discussion of industry practices, and recommen­
dations on appropriate accounting and disclosure.
In recent years, a significant number of no-load funds, 
particularly money-market funds, have borne their own orga­
nization expenses. The Statement concludes, among other 
things, that expenses incurred by a newly organized open- 
end investment company in preparing its initial registra­
tion statement and obtaining clearance of such registration 
statement by the SEC should be considered part of its orga­
nization expense and accounted for as such. Expenses 
incurred after that registration statement has been declared 
effective by the SEC, such as printing a supply of prospec­
tuses to be used for sales purposes, are not organization 
expenses. The Statement also contains recommendations with 
respect to the amortization of costs deferred by an invest­
ment company.
Finally, the Statement proposes an amendment to the dis­
cussion in the Guide of the valuation of short-term invest­
ments to make it clear that all investments, including 
short-term investments (money-market instruments), should 
be carried at amounts that approximate market or fair value.
Members of the Task Force will be glad to meet with you or 
your representatives to discuss this proposal. The Task 
Force would also appreciate being advised as to the Board’s 
proposed action on the recommendations set forth in this 
Statement of Position.
Sincerely yours,
James H. Muller
Chairman
Accounting Standards Task Force on 
Investment Companies
cc: Securities and Exchange Commission
AICPA Letter
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NOTES
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has issued 
a series of industry-oriented Audit Guides that present recommendations 
on auditing procedures and auditors’ reports and in some instances on 
accounting principles, and a series of Accounting Guides that present 
recommendations on accounting principles. Based on experience in the 
application of these Guides, AICPA Task Forces may from time to time 
conclude that it is desirable to change a Guide. A Statement of Position 
is used to revise or clarify certain of the recommendations in the Guide 
to which it relates. A Statement of Position represents the considered 
judgment of the responsible AICPA Task Force.
To the extent that a Statement of Position is concerned with auditing 
procedures and auditors’ reports, its degree of authority is the same as 
that of the Audit Guide to which it relates. As to such matters, members 
should be aware that they may be called upon to justify departures from 
the recommendations of the Task Force.
To the extent that a Statement of Position relates to standards of 
financial accounting or reporting (accounting principles), the recom­
mendations of the Task Force are subject to ultimate disposition by the 
Financial Accounting Standards Board. The recommendations are made 
for the purpose of urging the FASB to promulgate standards that the 
Task Force believes would be in the public interest.
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FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING 
BY INVESTMENT COMPANIES
Proposed Amendment to Industry 
Audit Guide
INTRODUCTION
.01 The AICPA Industry Audit Guide, Audits of Investment 
Companies, notes that "changes in the rules, regulations, prac­
tices, and procedures of the investment company industry have 
been frequent and extensive in recent years” and that “further 
changes are under consideration.” A number of changes and 
new developments have taken place since the Guide was pub­
lished in 1973 which the Accounting Standards Division believes 
should be reflected in an amendment to the Guide.
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.02 This proposed amendment presents the Division’s views 
on the following matters:
• Money-market funds (an addition to the Guide)
• Put and call options (supersedes discussion in the Guide)
• Expenses during the development stage (an addition to the 
Guide)
• Amortization of deferred costs (an addition to the Guide)
• Valuation of short-term investments (an amendment to the 
Guide)
.03 The Guide includes collective trust funds within its 
general definition of investment companies, but has no discus­
sion of regulatory and tax matters specifically applicable to 
such funds. Although collective trust funds are not investment 
companies within the definition of the Investment Company 
Act of 1940 and are not regulated under the Securities Acts, 
the accounting and auditing discussions in the Guide are appli­
cable to such funds, where relevant. In addition, the auditor 
should be familiar with Regulation 9 of the Comptroller of the 
Currency, which is the regulatory standard for most collective 
funds operated by banks, and Subchapter H of the Internal 
Revenue Code, which contains rules for the specialized tax 
treatment of collective funds.
MONEY-MARKET FUNDS
Background
.04 Money-market funds are open-end management invest­
ment companies that invest principally in money-market instru­
ments (short-term government obligations, commercial paper, 
bankers’ acceptances, certificates of deposit, and so forth) with 
the objective of preserving capital, maintaining liquidity, and 
obtaining current income. As such, money-market funds are 
subject to the provisions of the AICPA Industry Audit Guide, 
Audits of Investment Companies.
.05 At the time the Guide was published in October 1973, 
only a few money-market funds were in operation, and the 
Guide did not discuss such funds specifically. However, many 
more have commenced operations since that date, and the Divi­
sion believes that specific guidance for money-market funds 
is now desirable.
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Distribution Policies
.06 Many money-market funds declare dividends daily, 
thereby maintaining net asset value per share at or near a fixed 
amount, depending on which of the following distribution 
policies is adopted.
Distribution Policy
(a) Define income for divi­
dend purposes as the sum 
of net investment income, 
net realized gain (loss), 
and net unrealized appre­
ciation (depreciation). If 
income, as defined, is a 
negative amount for any 
day, that amount is first 
offset against undistrib­
uted dividends accrued 
during the month in each 
shareholder’s account. If a 
negative amount remains 
in a shareholder’s account, 
outstanding shares are re­
duced by treating each 
such shareholder as hav­
ing contributed shares to 
the fund to the extent of 
such negative amount.
(b) Define income as in (a) 
above, but take no action 
for any day in which such 
income is a negative 
amount.
Effect on Net Asset Value 
per Share
Net asset value remains fixed.
Net asset value remains fixed 
unless income, as defined, is a 
negative amount, in which case 
net asset value will be less than 
the fixed amount until restored 
to the fixed amount through 
subsequent income, as defined.
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Distribution Policy
(c) Define income for dividend 
purposes as the sum of 
net investment income and 
net realized gain (loss).
(d) Declare daily dividends 
from net investment in­
come only; distribute net 
realized gain annually.
Effect on Net Asset Value 
per Share
Net asset value varies from the 
fixed amount to the extent of 
unrealized appreciation or de­
preciation. Also, it is reduced 
if income, as defined, is a nega­
tive amount that is not offset 
by unrealized appreciation (net 
realized loss exceeds net in­
vestment income and unreal­
ized appreciation).
Net asset value varies from the 
fixed amount to the extent of 
the sum of undistributed real­
ized gain (loss) and unrealized 
appreciation (depreciation).
.07 Long-term capital gains, as defined in the Internal Reve­
nue Code, may be distributed only once every 12 months unless 
a specific exemption is obtained.1 Therefore, a fund that expects 
to realize long-term gains and that wishes to follow distribution 
policy (a), (b), or (c) will need to request exemption from 
Section 19(b) of the 1940 Act to avoid adverse consequences.
1 Section 19(b) and Rule 19b-1 of the Investment Company Act 
of 1940.
.08 See paragraphs .46-.47 of this Statement for a discussion 
of the valuation of short-term investments.
Statement of Changes in Net Assets
.09 A modification of the format suggested in the Guide for 
the Statement of Changes in Net Assets is required to report 
clearly the effects of following one of the distribution policies 
described in (a), (b), or (c) in the preceding section.
.10 A fund that follows distribution policy (a) or (b) should 
include a subtotal for net investment income and net realized 
gain (loss) and unrealized appreciation (depreciation) in the 
Statement of Changes in Net Assets. This subtotal represents 
income as defined for dividend purposes.
$ 10,140.07
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.11 The following format is appropriate for the Statement 
of Changes in Net Assets (shown in part) of a money-market 
fund that has adopted distribution policy (a) or (b).
From Investment Activities 19X1 19X0
Net investment income $100,000 $80,000
Net realized gain (loss) on 
investments 2,000 (1,000)
Increase (decrease) in unrealized 
appreciation of investments (3,000) 1,000
Total available for distribution $ 99,000 $80,000
Dividends declared 99,500 80,000
Decrease in assets derived from 
investment activities2 $ (500) _
.12 The following format is suggested for the Statement of 
Changes in Net Assets (shown in part) of a money-market fund 
that follows distribution policy (c); that is, it distributes the 
sum of net investment income and net realized gain or loss daily.
2 A decrease in net assets derived from investment activities would 
be reported by a company following distribution policy (b) only if 
the company incurred a net loss (realized and unrealized) on invest­
ments that was not offset by net investment income and net gains 
(realized and unrealized) prior to the end of the reporting period.
From Investment Activities 19X1 19X0
Net investment income $100,000 $80,000
Net realized gain (loss) on 
investments 2,000 (1,000)
Total available for distribution $102,000 $79,000
Dividends declared (102,000) (79,000)
Increase (decrease) in unrealized 
appreciation of investments (3,000) 1,000
Increase (decrease) in net assets 
derived from investment activities $ (3,000) $ 1,000
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.13 Money-market funds that follow distribution policy (d), 
or that do not declare dividends daily, should follow the presen­
tation on page 101 of the Guide.
Supplementary Information
.14 The per-share data included in the financial statements 
as “Supplementary Information” should be presented on a basis 
consistent with the presentation of the Statement of Changes in 
Net Assets, as illustrated or discussed above.3 A fund that fol­
lows distribution policy (a) and that has treated each share­
holder as having contributed shares to the fund when income, 
as defined, is a negative amount, should include an additional 
line item in the per-share data to show the effect of such action.
3 Income (as defined) per share should be based on the per-share 
dividends declared during the period and prorated by components based 
on the amounts shown in the Statement of Operations. For example, 
a fund following distribution policy (a) or (b) would apportion its 
per-share income (as defined) between net investment income and 
realized and unrealized gain (loss).
.15 The investment policies of money-market funds are such 
that gains and losses, whether realized or unrealized, are usually 
incidental to the realization of investment income. Also, the 
dividend policy adopted by a fund should have no effect on the 
reported ratio of income to average net assets, because the 
purpose of the ratio is to indicate the effective rate of earnings, 
regardless of when the earnings are distributed. Accordingly, 
the most significant ratio for a money-market fund to report 
is the ratio of net investment income, plus or minus realized 
and unrealized gains or losses, to average daily net assets. When 
supplementary information is provided by a money-market 
fund, this ratio should be reported instead of the ratio of net 
investment income to average net assets, which is included in 
the illustration of “Supplementary Information” in the Guide.
.16 It may be appropriate for a fund that distributes only 
net investment income (distribution policy (d)) to provide a 
breakdown of the ratio, in a footnote or parenthetically, indi­
cating the portion applicable to realized and unrealized gains 
or losses, if they are significant.
.17 When yield information is presented as “Supplementary 
Information” or elsewhere in the financial statements, a descrip­
tion of the method of computation should be provided.
§ 10,140.13
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Reporting Gains and Losses
.18 When short-term investments, including discounted in­
struments, are sold prior to maturity, realized gains and losses 
should be recorded as such, based on the difference between 
the proceeds from sale and cost (amortized cost in the case of 
discounted instruments). However, net realized gains or losses 
are ordinarily not significant in relation to the total dollar 
amount of sales of money-market instruments. Further, such 
gains or losses are rarely significant in relation to the results 
of operations of a money-market fund. Accordingly, except in 
unusual circumstances, a money-market fund need not report 
the proceeds from sales and the cost of securities sold in the 
Statement of Operations; it need report therein only the amount 
of net realized gain or loss.
.19 Changes in unrealized appreciation or depreciation 
should be reported following the presentation on page 100 of 
the Guide.
Federal Income Taxes
.20 A fund that includes unrealized appreciation or depre­
ciation in dividends may have distributed more or less than its 
taxable income in a particular year. Accordingly, a fund that 
follows such a policy should pay particular attention to the 
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code relating to the dis­
tribution of taxable income, as discussed more fully in chapter 
5 of the Guide.
PUT AND CALL OPTIONS
Background
.21 An active public market has been developed in listed 
call options, and trading in listed put options is expected in 
early 1977. Although there has been an over-the-counter market 
in options for many years and the public has participated to 
some degree, the advent of listed options has increased trading 
volume significantly, and substantive procedural changes in 
the mechanics of the options market system have been codified 
and implemented. Accordingly, the Division believes that the 
sections of Audits of Investment Companies covering options 
should be amended to give appropriate guidance with respect 
to an investment company that purchases or sells options. This 
Statement of Position supersedes the following sections of the 
Guide:
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• Valuation of Put and Call Options Purchased (chapter 3, 
“Investment Accounts,” page 37)
• Valuation of Put and Call Option Contracts Written by the 
Investment Company (chapter 3, “Investment Accounts,” 
page 38)
• Put and Call Options (chapter 5, “Taxes,” page 69)
Option Trading
.22 The following glossary of terms should be helpful in 
understanding the mechanics of option trading.
Exchange-Traded Option. A put or call option traded on an 
exchange and settled through the facilities of an exchange. It 
gives the buyer of the option (“holder”) the right to sell to 
(put) or buy from (call) the seller (“writer”) the number of 
shares or other units of the underlying security covered by the 
option at the stated exercise price prior to the fixed expiration 
date of the option. The designation of an option includes the 
underlying security, the expiration month, and the exercise 
price; for example, “XYZ July 50” means that a unit of trading 
(typically 100 shares) of XYZ stock may be sold or purchased 
at $50 per share until the option expires on the expiration date 
in July. Options of like designation are said to be of the same 
“series.”
Underlying Security. The security subject to sale or purchase 
upon the exercise of the option.
Unit of Trading. The number of units of the underlying 
security designated as the subject of a single option. In the 
absence of any other designation, the unit of trading for a 
common stock is 100 shares.
 Exercise Price. The price per share or other unit at which 
the holder of an option may sell or purchase the underlying 
security upon exercise. The exercise price is sometimes called 
the “striking price.”
Expiration Date. The last day on which an option may be 
exercised.
Premium. The aggregate price of an option agreed upon be­
tween the buyer and writer or their agents.
Opening Purchase Transaction. A transaction in which an 
investor becomes the holder of an exchange-traded option.
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Opening Sale Transaction. A transaction in which one be­
comes the writer of an exchange-traded option.
Closing Purchase Transaction. A transaction in which a 
writer of an exchange-traded option liquidates his position as 
a writer by “purchasing,” in a transaction designated as a 
closing purchase transaction, an option having the same terms 
as the option previously written. Such a transaction has the 
effect, upon payment of the premium, of canceling the writer’s 
pre-existing position instead of resulting in the issuance of an 
option.
Closing Sale Transaction. A transaction by which a holder 
of an option liquidates his position as a holder by “selling,” in 
a transaction designated as a closing sale transaction, an option 
having the same terms as the option previously purchased. 
Such a transaction has the effect of liquidating the holder’s 
pre-existing position instead of resulting in the holder’s as­
suming the obligation of a writer.
Covered Writer. A writer of a call option who, as long as he 
remains a writer, owns the shares or other units of the under­
lying security covered by the option. The writer of a put is 
“covered” only when he purchases an option on the same under­
lying security with an exercise price equal to or greater than 
that of the option written.
Uncovered Writer. A writer of an option who is not a covered 
writer; sometimes referred to as “naked.”
Option Writing
.23 As consideration for the rights and obligations repre­
sented by an option, the buyer pays, and the writer receives, a 
premium. The premium is determined in the exchanges’ option 
markets on the basis of supply and demand, reflecting factors 
such as the duration of the option, the difference between the 
exercise price and the market price of the underlying security, 
and the price volatility and other characteristics of the under­
lying security. A covered writer of a call option gives up, in 
return for the premium, the opportunity for profit from an in­
crease in the price of the underlying security above the exercise 
price as long as the option obligation continues, but he retains 
the risk of loss should the price of the security decline. Since 
the option holder may exercise the option and purchase the 
securities at the designated price at any time prior to the ex­
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piration date of the option, the option writer has no control 
over the date of sale.
.24 An uncovered writer of a call option assumes, in return 
for the premium, the obligation to provide the option holder 
with the underlying securities upon exercise of the option. The 
uncovered writer, therefore, may have a substantial risk of loss 
should the price of the security increase, but he has no risk of 
loss should the price of the security decrease.
.25 As long as a secondary market in options remains avail­
able on each of the exchanges, the writer of an option traded on 
an exchange is able to liquidate his position prior to the exer­
cise of such option by entering into a closing purchase trans­
action. Such a transaction has the effect of canceling the 
writer’s pre-existing position. The cost of such a liquidating 
purchase, however, can be greater than the premium received 
upon writing the original option.
.26 Because the purchaser or writer has the ability to enter 
into a closing transaction, the option originally written may 
never be exercised. The exercise of an exchange-traded option 
takes place only through the Options Clearing Corporation 
(OCC), which is the obligor on every option, by the timely sub­
mission of an exercise notice by the clearing broker acting on 
behalf of the exercising holder. The exercise notice is then 
“assigned” by the OCC to a clearing broker acting on behalf of 
a writer of an option of the same series as the exercised option. 
This broker is then obligated to deliver the underlying security 
against payment of the aggregate exercise price. The assigned 
broker is randomly selected from clearing members having ac­
counts with the OCC with options outstanding of the same series 
as the option being exercised.
.27 Most investment companies deposit securities underlying 
the options written in order to guarantee delivery in the event 
the option is exercised.
Accounting
.28 Portfolio securities underlying call options should be re­
ported at value, determined in accordance with the provisions 
of the Guide, and reflected in net asset value accordingly. Pre­
miums received by an investment company from the sale of out­
standing call options should be included in the liability section 
of the Statement of Assets and Liabilities as a deferred credit 
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and subsequently adjusted to the current market value (marked- 
to-market) of the option written. For example, if the current 
market value of the option exceeded the premium received 
(which should be shown parenthetically in the Statement of As­
sets and Liabilities), the excess would be an unrealized loss and, 
conversely, if the premium exceeded the current market value, 
such excess would be an unrealized gain. Current market value 
of exchange-traded options should be the last sales price or, in 
the absence of a transaction, the mean between the closing bid 
and ask prices, or the ask prices, in accordance with the valua­
tion policy followed by the fund. The change in unrealized 
depreciation or appreciation resulting from the mark-to-market 
may be included with unrealized gains or losses on the portfolio 
in the Statement of Operations and Statement of Changes in Net 
Assets, with disclosure as to the amount, or it may be reported 
as a separate line item.
.29 With respect to covered options, disclosure, summarized 
by security, should be made of the description and number of 
shares of portfolio securities covering outstanding options'and 
the market value of the options. Disclosure should also be made 
of the aggregate market value of the securities or other assets 
deposited as collateral. With respect to uncovered options, dis­
closure should be made of the description and quantity of securi­
ties under option, the expiration dates and exercise prices, the 
current market prices of the securities covered by the options, 
and the assets deposited in escrow with respect to such options.
.30 Subsequent to the sale of a call option, any one of three 
events may occur: the option may expire on its stipulated ex­
piration date; the writer may enter into a closing transaction; 
or the option holder may exercise his right to call the security. 
Either of the first two events results in a realized gain (or loss 
if the cost of the closing transaction exceeds the premium re­
ceived when the option was sold) for the investment company 
option writer and should be accounted for as such. The third 
possible event results, in the case of a covered writer, in the sale 
of the underlying securities, unless the writer purchases like 
securities for delivery to the exercising holder. The proceeds 
should be increased by the amount of premium originally re­
ceived, and realized gains or losses resulting from such sales 
should be accounted for in the conventional manner. If an un­
covered option is exercised, the writer must purchase the under­
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lying securities in order to meet his obligation to the option 
holder. In such situations, the writer’s realized loss resulting 
from the simultaneous purchase and sale of the securities should 
be reduced by the premium originally received, and the net 
realized loss (or gain) should be accounted for in the conven­
tional manner.
.31 The foregoing describes the accounting for the sale of 
call options. The same principles are applicable to the sale of 
put options.
.32 Actively traded put and call options purchased by an in­
vestment company should be accounted for in the same manner 
as marketable portfolio securities. The cost of portfolio securi­
ties acquired through the exercise of call options should be 
increased by the premium paid to purchase the call. The pro­
ceeds from securities sold through the exercise of put options 
should be decreased by the premium paid to purchase the put.
.33 Transactions in options not listed on a national exchange 
or not actively traded should be accounted for as described in 
the foregoing paragraphs, except that the determination of un­
realized gain or loss during the contract period of the option 
must be based on the fair value of the option as determined by 
the investment company’s board of directors. Among the many 
factors to be considered in the determination of fair value are 
the price of the underlying securities, the liquidity of the mar­
ket, and the time remaining prior to expiration date.
Federal Income Taxes
.34 The following paragraphs are intended to supersede 
only that portion of chapter 5 of the Guide (“Taxes”) dealing 
with put and call options. Reference to that chapter should be 
made for other information pertinent to the taxation of invest­
ment companies.
.35 For federal income tax purposes, premium income from 
the sale of options is deferred until expiration or exercise of the 
option, or until a closing purchase transaction takes place. If 
the option expires, the premium constitutes a short-term capital 
gain. If the option is exercised and the underlying securities are 
sold, the premium is added to the proceeds from the sale of the 
securities in determining capital gain or loss. Such gain or loss 
is short-term or long-term depending upon the holding period 
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of the underlying securities. If the option is closed in a closing 
purchase transaction, the difference between the amount paid 
for the option purchased and the premium received on the 
original sale is a short-term capital gain or loss.4
4 The termination of a writing position that was established on or 
before September 1, 1976, by lapse of the option or by a closing pur­
chase transaction, will produce ordinary income or loss.
.36 Under the Internal Revenue Code, an investment com­
pany cannot qualify as a regulated investment company unless, 
among other things, less than 30 percent of its gross income is 
derived from gains from the sale or other disposition of securi­
ties held for less than three months (“30 percent rule”). There­
fore, in order to be taxable as a regulated investment company, 
its ability to write options with exercise periods of less than 
three months or to effect closing purchase transactions within 
three months of writing options is restricted. For purposes of 
meeting this “three-month test,” the holding period for the sale 
of an option commences on the day it is written.
.37 An investment company must derive at least 90 percent 
of its gross income from dividends, interest, and gain from the 
sale or other disposition of stock or securities (“investment 
income”), in order to qualify as a regulated investment com­
pany in any taxable year. For tax purposes, income received 
from expired call options and from profits in executing closing 
purchase transactions for amounts less than the call premiums 
received qualifies as investment income.
EXPENSES DURING THE DEVELOPMENT STAGE
.38 The standards of financial accounting and reporting set 
forth in FASB Statement No. 7, Accounting and Reporting by 
Development Stage Enterprises, are applicable to financial state­
ments issued by investment companies that are in the develop­
ment stage, as defined in the FASB Statement. The following 
paragraphs in this section discuss certain expenses that may 
be incurred by an investment company that is in the develop­
ment stage.
.39 A newly formed investment company will incur organiza­
tion expenses unless it is sponsored by a management company 
that has agreed to absorb these expenses. Organization expenses 
consist of expenses incurred in order to establish the company 
and legally equip it to engage in business. In recent years, a 
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significant number of no-load funds, particularly money-market 
funds, have borne their own organization expenses.
.40 An open-end investment company, which is organized to 
offer shares of capital stock to the public continuously and to 
invest the proceeds from sale of such capital stock, cannot be 
considered to be organized until it has registered securities 
with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Therefore, ex­
penses incurred by a newly organized open-end investment com­
pany in preparing its initial registration statement and obtaining 
clearance of such registration statement by the SEC should be 
considered part of its organization expenses; expenses incurred 
after that registration statement has been declared effective by 
the SEC, such as printing a supply of prospectuses to be used 
for sales purposes, are not organization expenses.
.41 As stated in Audits of Investment Companies, “closed- 
end companies charge all registration fees against paid-in capi­
tal at the time the shares are sold." This Statement of Position 
does not modify that requirement.
.42 Once an investment company has been organized to do 
business, it usually engages immediately in its planned principal 
operations, that is, sales of capital stock and investment of 
funds. The training of employees, development of markets for 
the sale of capital stock, and similar activities are usually per­
formed by the investment adviser or other agent, and in such 
cases the costs of these activities are not borne directly by the 
investment company. However, an investment company (par­
ticularly one that does not employ agents to manage its port­
folio and perform other essential functions) may engage for 
a period of time in such activities, and may bear those costs 
directly during its development stage.
.43 As stated above, an investment company that is in the 
development stage is subject to the provisions of FASB State­
ment No. 7. Paragraph 10 of the FASB Statement notes that 
“generally accepted accounting principles that apply to estab­
lished operating enterprises . . . shall determine whether a 
cost incurred by a development stage enterprise is to be charged 
to expense when incurred or is to be capitalized or deferred.” 
Accordingly, the costs and expenses discussed in the preceding 
paragraphs should be accounted for in accordance with the 
generally accepted accounting principles that apply to estab­
lished operating enterprises. Organization expenses of invest­
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ment companies are usually deferred and amortized in financial 
statements prepared in conformity with generally accepted 
accounting principles.
AMORTIZATION OF DEFERRED COSTS
.44 Costs deferred by an investment company should be sub­
ject to the same assessment of recoverability that would be 
applicable to any established operating company. Such costs 
should be amortized to income over the period during which 
it is expected that a benefit will be realized. That period may 
vary according to the type of expense. Several costs are listed 
below.
Organization Expenses. Generally such expenses are amor­
tized over a period of not more than 60 months from the date 
of commencement of operations. Straight-line or other accept­
able methods of amortization may be utilized.
If such expenses are amortized on the basis of assets expected 
to be managed over the period selected, the projected growth 
rate initially used as the basis for establishing an amortization 
table should be reviewed frequently and adjusted, if necessary, 
to reflect actual experience.
Cost of Printing Prospectuses. Costs deferred in connection 
with printing a supply of prospectuses for sales purposes should 
be amortized, generally on a straight-line basis, over the period 
during which the prospectus may be used, which is limited to 
a period ending 16 months after the date of the latest audited 
financial statements. If during this period it becomes evident 
that the prospectus will be effective for a shorter period than 
originally anticipated, amortization should be accelerated so 
that no costs remain deferred at the end of such shorter period.
Registration Fees. Deferred SEC and state registration fees 
should be written off as the registered shares of stock are sold 
(but over not more than 60 months).
.45 The summary in the financial statements describing an 
investment company’s significant accounting policies should 
cover the company’s accounting for deferred costs.
VALUATION OF SHORT-TERM INVESTMENTS
.46 The discussion of the valuation of short-term investments 
on page 39 of the Guide states that “original cost plus amortized 
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discount or accrued interest . . . usually approximates market 
value.” This statement was made when holdings of short-term 
investments generally constituted a small portion of an invest­
ment company’s portfolio. It was not intended to modify the 
principle that "all investment companies should report their 
securities portfolio at value.” In all cases, the board of directors 
should be satisfied that investments, including short-term in­
vestments (money-market instruments), are carried at amounts 
that approximate market or fair value. Accordingly, the Divi­
sion believes that the discussion entitled Short-Term Invest­
ments on page 39 of the Guide should be amended by the addi­
tion of the following paragraph:
Although the amortized cost of money-market instru­
ments that mature within a relatively short period of time 
ordinarily approximates market value, it must be recognized 
that unusual events, such as the impairment of the credit 
standing of the issuer, can significantly affect the value of 
short-term investments regardless of the number of days to 
maturity. Changes in interest rates can also have a significant 
effect on the value of money-market instruments with longer 
terms to maturity. In such cases, amortized cost might not 
approximate the value of these investments. When amortized 
cost does not approximate value, the investments should be 
valued on the basis of quoted sales prices, bid and asked 
prices, or fair value based upon appraisals furnished by mar­
ket makers or other appropriate evidence.
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Sectin 10,150
Statement of Position 77-2
Accounting for Interfund 
Transfers of State and Local
Governmental Units
[Proposal to Financial Accounting Standards Board to Amend AICPA 
Industry Audit Guide on Audits of State and 
Local Governmental Units]
AICPA
September 1, 1977
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
Marshall S. Armstrong, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board 
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Armstrong:
The accompanying statement of position, prepared by the 
AICPA State and Local Government Accounting Committee, 
proposes amendments to the AICPA Industry Audit Guide 
on Audits of State and Local Governmental Units. The 
statement of position will amend part of chapter 2 of 
the guide which deals with interfund transfers of state 
and local governmental units.
Members of the committee will be glad to meet with you 
or your representatives to discuss this proposal. The 
committee would also appreciate being advised as to the 
board’s proposed action on its recommendations.
Sincerely yours,
Frank S. Belluomini, Chairman
State and Local Government
Accounting Committee
cc: Securities and Exchange Commission
AICPA Letter
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NOTES
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has issued 
a series of industry-oriented audit guides that present recommendations 
on auditing procedures and auditors’ reports and in some instances on 
accounting principles, and a series of accounting guides that present 
recommendations on accounting principles. Based on experience in the 
application of these guides, AICPA task forces, subcommittees, or com­
mittees may from time to time conclude that it is desirable to change 
a guide. A statement of position is used to revise or clarify certain of 
the recommendations in the guide to which it relates. A statement 
of position represents the considered judgment of the responsible AICPA 
task force, subcommittee, or committee.
To the extent that a statement of position is concerned with auditing 
procedures and auditors’ reports, its degree of authority is the same 
as that of the audit guide to which it relates. As to such matters, 
members should be aware that they may be called upon to justify 
departures from the recommendations of the committee.
To the extent that a statement of position relates to standards of 
financial accounting or reporting (accounting principles), the recom­
mendations of the committee are subject to ultimate disposition by 
the Financial Accounting Standards Board. The recommendations are 
made for the purpose of urging the FASB to promulgate standards 
that the subcommittee believes would be in the public interest.
ACCOUNTING FOR INTERFUND TRANSFERS OF 
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL UNITS
Proposed Amendment to Industry Audit Guide
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
.01 Chapter 2 of the AICPA Industry Audit Guide, Audits 
of State and Local Governmental Units, includes accounting 
guidelines for four categories of interfund transfers. The first 
category comprises transactions that would be treated as reve­
nues or expenditures had they been conducted with outsiders. 
These transfers are accounted for as revenues of the recipient 
fund and expenditures of the disbursing fund. The second cate­
gory comprises reimbursements of expenditures made by one 
fund for another. The reimbursement reduces the expenditures 
of the recipient fund. The third category comprises recurring 
annual transfers between two or more budgetary funds for shift­
ing resources from a fund legally required to receive revenue to 
a fund authorized to expend the revenue. These transfers are 
shown as separate items in each fund’s statement of revenues 
and expenditures or equivalent financial statement. The fourth 
category comprises nonrecurring transfers between funds that 
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are analogous to capital transactions and that represent a trans­
fer of equity of the funds involved. These transfers are treated 
as direct additions to or deductions from the fund balances.
.02 After publication of the guide, questions arose concern­
ing which category covers those transfers between a general or 
special revenue fund and an enterprise fund that subsidize the 
operations of the recipient fund. Such transfers are similar to 
those covered by the third category. The guide limits the third 
category to budgetary funds, and to recurring transfers; how­
ever, the transfers in question involve enterprise funds and may 
or may not recur.
.03 The Committee on State and Local Government Ac­
counting believes that the third category should include trans­
fers between funds other than budgetary funds, particularly 
transfers between a general or special revenue fund and an enter­
prise fund. The committee also believes that the category should 
not be restricted to recurring annual transfers.
RECOMMENDATION
.04 The committee believes that Audits of State and Local 
Governmental Units should be amended by replacing paragraph 
3, page 11, with the following paragraph:
3. The third category incudes all transfers except those cov­
ered in categories 1 and 2, above, and those representing 
nonrecurring transfers of equity (category 4, below). 
Typically these represent legally authorized transfers 
from a fund receiving revenue to a fund that will use the 
amount transferred. Some examples are as follows:
a. Annual transfers from a state’s general fund to the 
state’s school aid fund.
b. Budgeted transfers from the general fund to a capital 
projects fund. Expenditure from the capital projects 
fund of the transferred monies may occur in the year 
of transfer or in subsequent years.
c. Transfers from the general fund or a special revenue 
fund to an enterprise fund that serves as a subsidy 
for the operations of the enterprise.
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d. Transfers from an enterprise fund, other than pay­
ments in lieu of taxes, to the general fund that serve 
as a resource for general fund expenditures.
The transfers received and made should appear as separate 
items in each fund’s statement of revenue, expenditures, and 
transfers or equivalent financial statement. (See “Illustrative 
Forms of Certain Financial Statements and Supplemental Sched­
ules of Governmental Units,” example 5, p. 103.) For enterprise 
funds, such transfers should appear on the income statement 
after net operating income or loss.
ACCOUNTING STANDARDS DIVISION
State and Local Government Accounting Committee
Frank S. Belluomini,
Chairman
Joseph Antonello, Jr. 
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Section 10,160
Statement of Position 78-1 
Accounting by Hospitals for Certain 
Marketable Equity Securities
[Proposal to Financial Accounting Standards Board to Amend AICPA 
Industry Audit Guide on Audits of Hospitals]
AICPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
May 1, 1978
Donald J. Kirk, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board 
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Kirk:
The accompanying statement of position, prepared by the 
AICPA Subcommittee on Health Care Matters, proposes 
amendments to the AICPA Industry Audit Guide on 
Audits of Hospitals. The statement of position will 
amend part of chapter 2 of the guide which deals with 
investment income and gains (losses).
Members of the subcommittee will be glad to meet with 
you or your representatives to discuss this proposal.
The subcommittee would also appreciate being advised as 
to the board's proposed action on its recommendations.
Sincerely yours,
Albert A. Cardone, Chairman 
Subcommittee on Health
Care Matters
AICPA Letter
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NOTES
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has issued 
a series of industry-oriented audit guides that present recommendations 
on auditing procedures and auditors’ reports and, in some instances, on 
accounting principles, and a series of accounting guides that present 
recommendations on accounting principles. Based on experience in 
the application of these guides, AICPA subcommittees or task forces 
may from time to time conclude that it is desirable to change a guide. 
A Statement of Position is used to revise or clarify certain of the 
recommendations in the guide to which it relates. A Statement of Posi­
tion represents the considered judgment of the responsible AICPA 
subcommittee or task force.
To the extent that a Statement of Position is concerned with audit­
ing procedures and auditors’ reports, its degree of authority is the same 
as that of the audit guide to which it relates. As to such matters, mem­
bers should be aware that they may be called upon to justify departures 
from the recommendations of the subcommittee or task force.
To the extent that a Statement of Position relates to standards of 
financial accounting or reporting (accounting principles), the recom­
mendations of the subcommittee or task force are subject to ultimate 
disposition by the Financial Accounting Standards Board. The recom­
mendations are made for the purpose of urging the FASB to promulgate 
standards that the subcommittee or task force believes would be in the 
public interest
ACCOUNTING BY HOSPITALS FOR CERTAIN 
MARKETABLE EQUITY SECURITIES
.01 Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 12, 
Accounting for Certain Marketable Securities, issued by the 
Financial Accounting Standards Board, states in the first sen­
tence of paragraph 5 that it “does not apply to not-for-profit 
organizations,” which are those described in the Introduction to 
Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43. Thus, FASB Statement 
No. 12 applies to investor-owned hospitals and does not apply 
to not-for-profit hospitals.
.02 The AICPA Subcommittee on Health Care Matters be­
lieves that the Hospital Audit Guide should be amended by de­
letion of the section “Investment Income and Gains (Losses)” 
and inclusion of the following new section.
ACCOUNTING FOR CERTAIN MARKETABLE EQUITY 
SECURITIES
.03 Investor-owned hospitals are subject to the requirements 
of FASB Statement No. 12 and interpretations of that State­
ment, which specify the accounting and disclosure requirements 
applicable to portfolios of marketable equity securities. Under 
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Statement No. 12, cost is no longer an acceptable accounting 
method for marketable equity securities, and the carrying 
amount of a marketable equity security portfolio that was previ­
ously carried at cost should now be the lower of its aggregate 
cost and market values?
.04 Similarly, cost should no longer be used by not-for-profit 
hospitals for marketable equity securities. The carrying amount 
of a marketable equity security portfolio of a not-for-profit 
hospital that was previously carried at cost should now be the 
lower of its aggregate cost and market value, determined at the 
balance sheet date. The amounts by which the aggregate cost of 
each portfolio exceeds market value should be accounted for as 
valuation allowances.
.05 Marketable equity securities owned by a not-for-profit 
hospital should be grouped into separate portfolios, as indicated 
below, for the purpose of comparing aggregate cost and market 
value to determine carrying amount.
1. Marketable equity securities included in unrestricted funds 
should be grouped into separate portfolios according to the 
current or noncurrent classification of the securities.
2. Marketable equity securities included in different types of 
restricted funds should be grouped into separate portfolios 
according to types of funds (for example, portfolios of mar­
ketable equity securities included in various specific purpose 
funds should be grouped together but not with those in en­
dowment funds).
3. The current portfolios of unrestricted funds of entities that 
are combined in financial statements should be treated as a 
single combined portfolio; the noncurrent unrestricted port­
folios of those entities should also be treated as a single com­
bined portfolio: similar restricted fund portfolios of entities 
that are combined in financial statements should be treated 
as single portfolios (for example, portfolios of marketable 
equity securities included in the various specific purpose 
funds of a not-for-profit hospital should be combined with the 
portfolios of marketable equity securities held in the various 
specific purpose funds of an entity whose financial statements 
are combined with those of the not-for-profit hospital).
1 Reference should be made to paragraph 7 of FASB Statement No. 12 for 
definitions of the following terms: equity security, marketable, market price, 
market value, cost, valuation allowance, carrying amount, realized gain or loss, 
net unrealized gain or loss.
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.06 If there is a change in a marketable equity security’s 
classification between current and noncurrent assets in unre­
stricted funds, the security should be transferred between the 
corresponding portfolios at the lower of its cost and market 
values at the date of transfer. If market value is less than cost, 
the market value becomes the new cost basis, and the difference 
is accounted for as if it were a realized loss and is included in 
the nonoperating revenues section of the statement of revenues 
and expenses.
.07 Changes in the valuation allowance for a marketable 
equity securities portfolio included in current assets in unre­
stricted funds should be disclosed in the nonoperating revenues 
section of the statement of revenues and expenses. Changes in 
the valuation allowance for a marketable equity securities port­
folio included in noncurrent assets in unrestricted funds or as­
sets in restricted funds should be disclosed in the respective 
statements of charges in fund balances; accumulated changes 
in the valuation allowance for such portfolios should be dis­
closed in the appropriate fund balance in the balance sheet.
.08 If the hospital pools its investments (which could include 
investments of current and noncurrent unrestricted funds and 
investments of restricted funds), the cost of marketable equity 
securities in the fund(s) should be compared to the allocation of 
the market value of the pooled marketable equity securities for 
purposes of implementing the above recommendations. To ap­
ply those provisions properly, marketable equity securities and 
other investments must be accounted for separately.
.09 Income from investments of board-designated and other 
unrestricted funds and realized gains or losses on sales of invest­
ments of board-designated and other unrestricted funds should 
be included in the statement of revenues and expenses as non­
operating revenue of the period in which they are earned or in­
curred.
.10 Realized gains or losses on the sale of investments of en­
dowment funds should be added to or deducted from endowment 
fund principal unless such amounts are legally available for 
other use or chargeable against other funds. Investment income 
of those funds should be accounted for in accordance with the 
donors’ instructions—for example, as resources for specific 
operating purposes if restricted, or nonoperating revenue if not.
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.11 Income and net realized gains or losses on investments of 
restricted funds other than endowment funds should be charged 
or credited to the respective fund balance unless such amounts 
are legally available for or chargeable against other funds. If 
such amounts are legally available for unrestricted purposes, 
they should be included in nonoperating revenue. Gains or 
losses on investment trading between unrestricted and restricted 
funds and between various categories of restricted funds (for 
example, between endowment and plant replacement funds) 
should be recognized as realized gains or losses and separately 
disclosed in the financial statements. Gains or losses resulting 
from transactions between various board-designated funds of 
the unrestricted fund should not be recognized.
.12 The following information with respect to owned market­
able equity securities should also be disclosed either in the body 
of the financial statements or in the accompanying notes:
1. As of the date of each balance sheet presented, aggregate 
cost and market values for each separate portfolio into which 
marketable equity securities were grouped to determine 
carrying amount, with identification of which is the carrying 
amount.
2. As of the date of the latest balance sheet presented, the fol­
lowing segregated by portfolio—
a. Gross unrealized gains representing the excess of market 
value over cost for all marketable equity securities hav­
ing such an excess in the portfolio.
b. Gross unrealized losses representing the excess of cost 
over market value for all marketable equity securities 
having such an excess in the portfolio.
3. For each period for which a statement of revenues and ex­
penses is presented—
a. Net realized gain or loss included in nonoperating reve­
nue.
b. The basis on which cost was determined in computing 
realized gain or loss (average cost or other method).
.13 The financial statements should not be adjusted for real­
ized gains, losses, or changes in market prices with respect to 
marketable equity securities if such gains, losses, or changes 
occur after the date of the financial statements but before their 
issuance, except for the situation covered in the following para­
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graph. However, significant net realized and net unrealized 
gains and losses arising after the date of the financial statements 
hut before their issuance applicable to marketable equity securi­
ties owned at the date of the most recent balance sheet should 
be disclosed.
.14 For those marketable securities for which the effect 
of a change in carrying amount is included in the statement of 
changes in fund balances rather than in the statement of reve­
nues and expenses, a determination should be made as to whether 
a decline in market value below cost as of the balance sheet date 
of an individual security is other than temporary. If the de­
cline is judged to be other than temporary, the cost basis of the 
individual security should be written down to a new cost basis 
and the amount of the write-down should be accounted for as a 
realized loss. The new cost basis should not be changed for sub­
sequent recoveries in market value.
.15 Unrealized gains or losses should not result in adjustment 
of financial statements, except for changes in the valuation al­
lowance related to marketable equity securities and for declines 
in value that result from other than temporary impairment.
.16 The disclosures in Note 1 to the sample financial state­
ments on page 48 of the Hospital Audit Guide should conform 
with the disclosures set forth in this amendment.
TRANSITION
.17 The subcommittee recommends that this amendment be 
applied to financial statements for fiscal years beginning on or 
after the first day of the first month following the date of this 
Statement and encourages earlier application. If the initial ap­
plication of this Statement requires the establishment of a valua­
tion allowance, financial statements previously issued should 
not be restated. If the establishment of a valuation allowance 
is required for a marketable equity securities portfolio included 
in current assets in unrestricted funds, the effect of the change 
should be included in the determination of the excess of revenue 
over expense for the period of the change in accordance with the 
provisions of APB Opinion 20. If the establishment of a valua­
tion allowance is required for a marketable equity securities 
portfolio included in noncurrent assets in unrestricted funds or 
assets in restricted funds, the effect of the change should be pre­
sented in the statement of changes in fund balances.
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Section 10,170
Statement of Position 78-2
Accounting Practices of Real
Estate Investment Trusts
[Proposal to Financial Accounting Standards Board to Amend State­
ment of Position 75-2]
AICPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants1211 Avenue of the Americas. New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
May 12, 1978
Donald J. Kirk 
Chairman 
Financial Accounting Standards Board 
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Kirk:
The accompanying statement of position, Accounting 
Practices of Real Estate Investment Trusts, an Amend­
ment of Statement of Position 75-2, was prepared on 
behalf of the division by the AICPA's Committee on 
Real Estate Accounting for consideration of the Finan­
cial Accounting Standards Board and for such action as 
the board deems appropriate. It amends Statement of 
Position 75-2 to conform the recommendations of that 
statement to the provisions of Statement of Financial 
Accounting Standards 15, Accounting by Debtors and 
Creditors for Troubled Debt Restructurings.
Representatives of the division are available to 
discuss this proposal with you or your representatives 
at your convenience. The division would appreciate 
being advised on the board's proposed action on the 
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recommendations set forth in this statement of 
position.
Sincerely,
Arthur R. Wyatt, Chairman 
Accounting Standards Division
cc: Securities and Exchange Commission
AICPA Letter
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NOTES
Statements of Position of the AICPA Accounting Standards Divi­
sion are issued for the general information of those interested in the 
subject. They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the 
Accounting Standards Executive Committee, which is the senior tech­
nical body of the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the 
areas of financial accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of Statements of Position is to influence the develop­
ment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the Division 
believes are in the public interest. It is intended that they should be 
considered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority to issue 
pronouncements on the subject. However, Statements of Position do 
not establish standards enforceable under the Institute’s Code of Pro­
fessional Ethics.
ACCOUNTING PRACTICES OF REAL ESTATE 
INVESTMENT TRUSTS
INTRODUCTION
.01 The recommended accounting for real estate loans and 
foreclosed properties in Statement of Position (SOP) 75-2 [sec­
tion 10,060], Accounting Practices of Real Estate Investment 
Trusts, issued June 27, 1975, is inconsistent with certain provi­
sions of Statement of Financial Accounting Standards 15, Ac­
counting by Debtors and Creditors for Troubled Debt Restruc­
turings, issued by the Financial Accounting Standards Board in 
June 1977.
.02 In the section of SOP 75-2 [section 10,060] entitled 
“Losses from Loans,” the Accounting Standards Division rec­
ommended that real estate investment trusts (REITs) periodi­
cally evaluate individual real estate loans and foreclosed 
properties held for sale and provide allowances for losses to 
adjust the carrying amounts of the individual assets at each 
evaluation date to their estimated net realizable value (as de­
fined in the SOP) or, in the case of foreclosed properties, to 
their estimated selling price on an immediate liquidation basis 
if the REIT is unable or unwilling to hold the properties be­
cause of liquidity problems or other reasons. The Division 
recommended that the net realizable value at the date of fore­
closure should become the cost basis of a foreclosed property 
that an REIT elects to hold as a long-term investment.
.03 FASB Statement 15 prescribes the accounting by debtors 
and creditors, including REITs, for troubled debt restructur­
ings consummated after December 31, 1977. Paragraph 2 of that 
Statement contains the following definition of a troubled debt 
restructuring:
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A restructuring of a debt constitutes a troubled debt restructuring 
for purposes of this Statement if the creditor for economic or legal 
reasons related to the debtor’s financial difficulties grants a concession 
to the debtor that it would not otherwise consider. That concession 
either stems from an agreement between the creditor and the debtor 
or is imposed by law or a court. For example, a creditor may restruc­
ture the terms of a debt to alleviate the burden of the debtor’s near- 
term cash requirements and many troubled debt restructurings involve 
modifying terms to reduce or defer cash payments required of the 
debtor in the near future to help the debtor attempt to improve its 
financial condition and eventually be able to pay the creditor. Or, for 
example, the creditor may accept cash, other assets, or an equity 
interest in the debtor in satisfaction of the debt though the value 
received is less than the amount of the debt because the creditor 
concludes that step will maximize recovery of its investment.
A note to that paragraph states:
Although troubled debt that is fully satisfied by foreclosure, re­
possession, or other transfer of assets or by grant of equity securities by 
the debtor is, in a technical sense, not restructured, that kind of event 
is included in the term troubled debt restructuring in this Statement.
Among other things, the Statement requires assets received 
or transferred in a troubled debt restructuring to be valued at 
their fair value (as defined in the statement) when the re­
structuring occurs. (See paragraphs 13, 14, 19, 20, 28, 29, 33, 34, 
35, and 42 of that Statement.) The fair value of a property as 
measured under FASB Statement 15 may differ materially from 
its net realizable value as measured under the recommendations 
on losses from loans in Statement of Position 75-2 [section 
10,060].
.04 The Accounting Standards Division believes that SOP 
75-2 [section 10,060] should be amended, as set forth below, to 
conform its recommendations to the provisions of FASB State­
ment 15.
THE DIVISION’S CONCLUSIONS
.05 The following footnote referenced to “foreclosed prop­
erties” in the first sentence of the sixth paragraph under the cap­
tion “Losses from Loans” is added to SOP 75-2 [section 10,060].
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 15, Accounting 
by Debtors and Creditors for Troubled Debt Restructurings, prescribes 
the accounting required for assets received or transferred in troubled 
debt restructurings consummated after December 31, 1977, with 
earlier application encouraged. The recommendations in this section, 
“Losses from Loans,” concerning loans and properties have been 
amended in certain respects to conform with FASB Statement No. 
15. (See “Assets Affected by Troubled Debt Restructurings.”) The 
recommendations in this section continue to apply to foreclosed prop­
erties acquired before the effective date of FASB Statement No. 15 
and for which earlier application of that Statement is not elected.
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.06 The following section, “Assets Affected by Troubled 
Debt Restructurings,” is added to SOP 75-2 [section 10,060] to 
follow immediately after the section “Losses from Loans.”
Assets Affected by Troubled Debt Restructurings
Properties acquired by an REIT in a troubled debt re­
structuring and accounted for in accordance with FASB 
Statement 15 should be recorded as if they had been ac­
quired for cash at their fair value, which becomes their cost 
basis for accounting purposes. Periodically thereafter the 
properties should be evaluated and allowances for losses 
should be provided in accordance with the recommendations 
on “Losses from Loans.”
When it is probable that an REIT will enter into a 
troubled debt restructuring with one of its debtors that will 
result in a loss determined in accordance with the provisions 
of FASB Statement 15 in excess of the allowance, if any, 
provided in accordance with the recommendation on “Losses 
from Loans” in this Statement, a provision should be made 
for the excess loss. Thereafter, until the restructuring oc­
curs, the loan receivable should be periodically evaluated 
in a similar manner, and the allowance for losses should be 
adjusted at each evaluation date for changes in the esti­
mated loss. In no event should the loan, less the allowance 
for loss, exceed its estimated net realizable value.
When it is probable that an REIT will enter into a 
troubled debt restructuring with one of its creditors that 
will result in a loss on transfer of an identified asset (deter­
mined in accordance with FASB Statement 15) in excess 
of the allowance, if any, provided in accordance with the 
recommendations on “Losses from Loans” in this Statement, 
a provision should be made for the excess loss on the identi­
fied asset to be transferred net of the related gain, if reason­
ably determinable, on reduction of the payable that will 
result from the asset transfer. The Accounting Standards 
Division believes that it is appropriate to include the effect 
of the gain in providing for the additional loss, because it 
is the asset transfer that produces both the loss on trans­
fer and the gain on restructuring. The provision for the 
excess net loss should be reported as an expense in deter­
mining income before extraordinary items. After providing 
for the excess net loss, the allowance for losses will be an 
amount that reduces the carrying amount of the identified
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asset to be transferred to its estimated fair value, net of 
the related estimated gain (not in excess of the loss on the 
identified asset to be transferred) on the reduction of the 
payable that will result from the asset transfer. In no event, 
however, should the identified asset to be transferred, less 
the allowance for losses, exceed its estimated net realizable 
value. The notes to the REIT’s financial statements should 
disclose the effect on the allowance for losses of the esti­
mated gain on the payable to be restructured as described 
in the preceding sentence. Also, the note should state that, 
when realized, such gain will be reported as an extraor­
dinary item with a corresponding charge to income before 
the extraordinary item.
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Section 10,180
Statement of Position 78-3 
Accounting for Costs to Sell and Rent, 
and Initial Rental Operations of, 
Real Estate Projects
[A Proposed Recommendation to the Financial Accounting Stand­
ards Board]
AICPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants1211 Avenue of the Americas. New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
June 30, 1978
Donald J. Kirk, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Kirk:
The accompanying draft of the statement of position, 
Accounting for Costs to Sell and Rent,and Initial 
Rental Operations of, Real Estate Projects, has been 
prepared on behalf of the accounting standards 
division by the AICPA committee on real estate 
accounting and approved by the accounting standards 
executive committee.
The statement presents the division’s recommenda­
tions on accounting for costs to sell and costs 
to rent real estate projects during their selling 
or renting phases. It also presents the division’s 
recommendations on accounting for costs and revenues 
during the initial operating period of a rental 
project—the period before occupancy stabilizes 
(sometimes referred to as the ’’rent-up" period).
AICPA Letter
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Representatives of the division are available to 
discuss this proposal with you or your representatives 
at your convenience.
Sincerely,
Arthur R. Wyatt, Chairman 
Accounting Standards Division
cc: Securities and Exchange Commission
AICPA Letter
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NOTES
Statements of position of the AICPA accounting standards division 
are issued for the general information of those interested in the subject. 
They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the accounting 
standards executive committee, which is the senior technical body of 
the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of 
financial accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of statements of position is to influence the develop­
ment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the division 
believes are in the public interest. It is intended that they should be 
considered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority to issue 
pronouncements on the subject. However, statements of position do 
not establish standards enforceable under the Institute’s code of pro­
fessional ethics.
ACCOUNTING FOR COSTS TO SELL AND RENT, AND 
INITIAL RENTAL OPERATIONS OF, 
REAL ESTATE PROJECTS
.01 The accounting standards division has noted that diverse 
practices are followed in accounting for both costs to sell and 
costs to rent real estate projects. It has also noted that diverse 
practices are followed in accounting for costs and revenues dur­
ing the initial operating period of a rental project, before occu­
pancy stabilizes (sometimes referred to as the “rent-up” 
period). The division believes that narrowing the range of those 
practices is desirable. This statement of position sets forth the 
division’s recommendations on accounting for costs to sell and 
costs to rent real estate projects and for initial rental operations 
of such projects.
.02 This statement does not apply to—
• Accounting for depreciation, carrying costs, or operations 
of real estate projects being accounted for as held for sale.
• “Initial direct costs” (as defined in FASB Statement no. 
17, Accounting for Leases—Initial Direct Costs) of sales- 
type, operating, and other types of leases, the accounting 
for which is prescribed in FASB Statement no. 13.
• Costs directly related to manufacturing, merchandising, or 
service activities (“commercial activities”) as distinguished 
from real estate activities.
• Real estate rental activity in which the predominant rental 
period is less than one month.
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This statement does not modify the accounting methods for 
retail land sale companies as prescribed in the AICPA industry 
accounting guide, Accounting for Retail Land Sales.
.03 In the absence of contrary evidence, the representations 
of the owners of a real estate project concerning whether the 
project is held for sale or held for rental should govern the ac­
counting for the project under the provisions of this statement. 
If the owners represent that a portion of a real estate project 
will be held for sale and a portion will be held for rental, the 
costs of the project should be allocated to the two portions, each 
of which should be accounted for as a separate project. An ex­
ample of such a project would be a building with commercial 
facilities held for rental on its lower floors and condominium 
units held for sale on its upper floors. If any portion of a real 
estate project that the owners represented as being held for sale 
is rented and the rental is not clearly incidental or temporary, 
the unsold portion of the project should be accounted for as be­
ing held for rental.
COSTS INCURRED TO SELL 
real ESTATE PROJECTS
Present Practices
.04 Costs to sell real estate projects are accounted for in one 
or more of the following ways:
1. As project costs, which are capitalized as part of construc­
tion costs.
2. As prepaid expenses or deferred charges, which are de­
ferred and amortized over future periods.
3. As period costs, which are charged to expenses as they are 
incurred.
The criteria governing the selection of those methods vary 
among companies.
Recommended Practices
.05 The following paragraphs set forth recommended cri­
teria within the framework of present generally accepted ac­
counting principles (see the appendix to this statement for 
selected accounting literature) to govern the selection of the 
methods described above and provide examples of the applica­
tion of those criteria.
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.06 Project Costs. Costs to sell real estate projects, less 
amounts recovered from incidental operations or sales, should 
be classified with, and accounted for in the same manner as, 
construction costs if they meet both of the following criteria:1
1 For purposes of this statement, costs to sell real estate projects do not include 
the costs of amenities, such as golf courses and marinas.
1. The costs are incurred (a) for tangible assets that are used 
directly throughout the selling period to aid in the sale of 
the project or (b) for services that have been performed to 
obtain regulatory approval for sales.
2. The costs are reasonably expected to be recovered from 
sales of the project or from incidental operations.
Examples of costs that ordinarily meet the criteria for project 
costs include the costs of model units and their furnishings, 
sales facilities, legal fees for preparation of prospectuses, and 
semipermanent signs.
.07 Prepaid Expenses. Costs to sell real estate projects 
should be accounted for as prepaid expenses if they (1) do not 
meet the criteria for project costs and (2) are incurred for goods 
or services before the goods are used or before the services are 
performed. Examples of costs that ordinarily meet the criteria 
for prepaid expenses include costs of future advertising, unused 
selling brochures, and commission advances. Prepaid expenses 
that are identifiable with specific future revenue should be 
charged to expenses in the periods in which the related revenue 
is recognized as earned. Prepaid expenses that are associated 
with future periods but not with specific future revenue should 
be charged to expenses in the periods of expected benefit.
.08 Period Costs. Costs to sell real estate projects that do 
not meet the criteria for project costs or prepaid expenses 
should be accounted for as period costs and charged to expenses 
as incurred. The benefit of those costs usually is limited to the 
period in which they are incurred; such costs usually provide 
little discernible future benefits. Examples of costs that should 
be accounted for as period costs include costs of advertising 
that have appeared in the media, sales salaries and sales over­
head, and “grand openings. ”
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COSTS INCURRED TO RENT 
REAL ESTATE PROJECTS
Present Practices
.09 At present, costs to rent real estate projects under oper­
ating leases may be deferred to future periods or charged to ex­
penses as incurred. Generally accepted criteria to govern the 
choice between the two methods have not been established.
Recommended Practices
.10 The following paragraphs set forth recommended cri­
teria within the framework of present generally accepted ac­
counting principles (see the appendix to this statement for 
selected accounting literature) to govern the selection of the 
methods used to account for costs to rent real estate projects 
under operating leases and provide examples of the application 
of those criteria.
.11 Rental Costs Chargeable to Future Periods. Costs to 
rent real estate projects under operating leases should be de­
ferred and charged to expenses in future periods if they are in­
curred for goods or services before the goods are used or before 
the services are performed or if they are associated with, and 
their recovery is reasonably expected from, future rental opera­
tions.2 Such costs should be classified in accordance with the 
nature of the expenditure. Examples of costs that ordinarily 
should be deferred and charged to expenses in future periods 
include costs of model units and their furnishings, rental facili­
ties, semipermanent signs, and unused rental brochures.
2 For the purposes of this statement, costs to rent real estate projects do not 
include the costs of amenities, such as golf courses and marinas.
.12 Deferred rental costs that are directly related to revenue 
from a specific operating lease should be amortized over the 
lease term. Deferred rental costs that are not directly related 
to revenue from a specific operating lease should be amortized 
to expenses over the period of expected benefit; the period of 
amortization should begin when the project is substantially com­
pleted and held available for occupancy. Estimated unrecover­
able amounts of unamortized deferred rental costs associated 
with a lease or group of leases should be charged to expenses 
when it becomes probable that the leases will be terminated.
.13 Rental Costs Chargeable to the Current Period. Costs 
to rent real estate projects that do not meet the criteria for 
rental costs chargeable to future periods should be accounted 
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for as period costs and charged to expenses as incurred. Ex­
amples of costs that should be accounted for as period costs in­
clude costs of advertising that has appeared in the media, rental 
salaries and rental overhead, and “grand openings.”
INITIAL RENTAL OPERATIONS
Present Practices
.14 As previously noted, companies follow diverse practices 
in accounting for costs and revenues during the initial operating 
period of a rental project. Some consider the initial operating 
period to extend until a project has reached a predetermined 
level of occupancy, others, until certain events take place (for 
example, until the owners obtain permanent financing), and 
others, until the end of a specified period.
.15 Some companies follow the practices of capitalizing 
carrying costs and operating expenses net of revenues and of not 
recording depreciation, or of capitalizing depreciation that is 
recorded, until the end of the initial operating period as vari­
ously defined. They believe that reporting operating losses dur­
ing the initial operating period is not appropriate when such 
losses are anticipated and are reasonably expected to be recov­
ered from future rental operations.
.16 Others follow the practice of capitalizing carrying costs 
and operating expenses only until a rental project is capable of 
producing revenues and then begin recording carrying costs, de­
preciation, and operating expenses in operations. They believe 
that the rental, occupancy status, or age of a rental project 
should not affect the accounting for the results of operations. 
They believe that the operating period starts for accounting 
purposes once a rental project is substantially completed and 
held available for occupancy or is actually occupied.
Recommended Practices
.17 Certain costs incurred during construction, before a 
rental project is capable of producing revenue, may be capital­
ized, and that practice is supported by ample precedents. How­
ever, once major construction activity is completed and the 
project is capable of producing revenue, a rental project should 
be considered substantially completed and held available for oc­
cupancy. The accounting standards division believes that at 
that stage a change in the status of the rental project has taken 
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place and that the owner’s principal activities are substantially 
different from those during the construction period. Therefore, 
the accounting for costs and revenues should reflect the change 
in status of the project, as set forth in the following paragraphs.
.18 For purposes of this statement, a rental project is “sub­
stantially completed and held available for occupancy” if it 
meets both of the following conditions:
1. Construction has reached the stage of completion at which 
the builder originally intended to cease major construction 
activity, as distinguished from activity such as routine 
maintenance and cleanup.
2. Units are being or have been offered for rental.
.19 Portions of a rental project may be substantially com­
pleted and occupied by tenants or held available for occupancy, 
and other portions may not have reached that stage. Under 
those circumstances, costs incurred should be allocated between 
the portions under construction and the portions substantially 
completed and held available for occupancy, and each portion 
should be accounted for as a separate project.3
3A portion of a rental project accounted for as a separate project is "a rental 
project” for the purpose of this statement.
.20 Construction activity on a rental project may be sus­
pended before the entire project is substantially completed and 
held available for occupancy for reasons such as insufficient 
rental demand. Conditions such as insufficient rental demand 
may indicate an impairment of the carrying value of a project 
that is other than temporary, whether or not they lead to sus­
pension of construction. If it is concluded that such an impair­
ment has occurred, an appropriate provision for losses should 
be recorded. Also, suspension of construction because of insuf­
ficient rental demand should, in the event carrying costs are 
being capitalized, cause a reevaluation of that accounting policy.
.21 The accounting standards division believes that, for a 
rental project that is substantially completed and held available 
for occupancy, rental revenues and operating costs should be 
recorded in income and expenses as they accrue. Amortization 
of costs to rent the project should be recorded in accordance 
with the recommendations in the section of this statement on 
rental costs chargeable to future periods.
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.22 A minority of the accounting standards executive com­
mittee believes depreciation charges for a rental project that is 
substantially completed and held available for occupancy should 
be based on the greater of (1) the portion of the project that is 
actually rented or otherwise occupied or (2) the portion of the 
project that the owner anticipated would be rented based on his 
original projection for rental achievement. However, in the ab­
sence of persuasive evidence to the contrary, depreciation should 
be provided for the total rental project no later than two years 
following the date the rental project becomes substantially com­
pleted and held available for occupancy. The minority believes 
that the occupancy status of a rental project is an important 
factor in accounting for depreciation and that the advocated 
method of phasing in depreciation based on occupancy status 
results in a proper matching of cost and revenue as anticipated 
at the rental project’s inception.
.23 The accounting standards division believes the useful life 
of a rental project begins to expire when it is substantially com­
pleted and held available for occupancy. Accordingly, at such 
time, depreciation on the cost of the entire project should be 
provided by charges to expenses.
.24 The division believes that, because of the project’s 
changed status, all carrying costs applicable to the project, such 
as real estate taxes, should be charged to expense once a project 
is substantially completed and held available for occupancy.
TRANSITION
.25 The division recommends the application of the pro­
visions of this statement on a prospective basis to costs to sell 
and costs to rent real estate projects incurred during fiscal years 
beginning after June 30, 1978, and for initial rental operations 
for projects that become substantially completed and held avail­
able for occupancy during fiscal years beginning after June 30, 
1978. Earlier application is encouraged for fiscal years begin­
ning before July 1, 1978, for which financial statements have not 
been issued.
APPENDIX
Selected Accounting Literature
.26 The three pervasive expense recognition principles are 
discussed in paragraphs 155 and 156 of Accounting Principles
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Board Statement no. 4, Basic Concepts and Accounting Princi­
ples Underlying Financial Statements of Business Enterprises:
Expenses are the costs that are associated with the revenue of 
the period, often directly but frequently indirectly through asso­
ciation with the period to which the revenue has been assigned. 
Costs to be associated with future revenue or otherwise to be 
associated with future accounting periods are deferred to future 
periods as assets. Costs associated with past revenue or otherwise 
associated with prior periods are adjustments of the expenses of those 
prior periods. The expenses of a period are (a) costs directly 
associated with the revenue of the period, (b) costs associated with 
the period on some basis other than a direct relationship with revenue, 
and (c) costs that cannot, as a practical matter, be associated with 
any other period.
Three pervasive expense recognition principles specify the bases 
for recognizing the expenses that are deducted from revenue to 
determine the net income or loss of a period. They are “associating 
cause and effect” “systematic and rational allocation,” and “immediate 
recognition.”
.27 Paragraph 161 of Accounting Principles Board State­
ment no. 4 discusses the application of expense recognition 
principles:
To apply expense recognition principles, costs are analyzed to 
see whether they can be associated with revenue on the basis of cause 
and effect. If not, systematic and rational allocation is attempted. 
If neither cause and effect associations nor systematic and rational 
allocations can be made, costs are recognized as expenses in the 
period incurred or in which a loss is discerned. Practical measure­
ment difficulties and consistency of treatment over time are important 
factors in determining the appropriate expense recognition principle.
.28 Associating cause and effect (often referred to as the 
“matching” process) is commented on in paragraph 157 of Ac­
counting Principles Board Statement no. 4:
Although direct cause and effect relationships can seldom be 
conclusively demonstrated, many costs appear to be related to partic­
ular revenue and recognizing them as expenses accompanies recog­
nition of the revenue. Examples of expenses that are recognized by 
associating cause and effect are sales commissions and costs of prod­
ucts sold or services provided.
.29 Paragraphs 159 and 160 of Accounting Principles Board 
Statement no. 4 discuss the procedures followed in the absence 
of a presumed direct association with specific revenue:
If an asset provides benefits for several periods, its cost is 
allocated to the periods in a systematic and rational manner in the 
absence of a more direct basis for associating cause and effect. The 
cost of an asset that provides benefits for only one period is recog­
nized as an expense of that period (also a systematic and rational 
allocation). This form of expense recognition always involves assump­
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tions about the pattern of benefits and the relationship between 
costs and benefits because neither of these two factors can be con­
clusively demonstrated. The allocation method used should appear 
reasonable to an unbiased observer and should be followed sys­
tematically. Examples of items that are recognized in a systematic 
and rational manner are depreciation of fixed assets, amortization of 
intangible assets, and allocation of rent and insurance. Systematic 
and rational allocation of costs may increase assets as product costs or 
as other asset costs rather than increase expenses immediately, for 
example, depreciation charged to inventory and costs of self­
constructed assets. These costs are later recognized as expenses under 
the expense recognition principles.
[The immediate recognition] principle of expense recognition 
results in charging many costs to expense in the period in which they 
are paid or liabilities to pay them accrue. Examples include officers’ 
salaries, most selling costs, amounts paid to settle lawsuits, and costs 
of resources used in unsuccessful efforts. The principle of immediate 
recognition also requires that items carried as assets in prior periods 
that are discovered to have no discernible future benefit be charged 
to expense, for example, a patent that is determined to be worthless.
.30 The term “initial direct costs” is defined in paragraph 
8 of FASB Statement no. 17, Accounting for Leases—Initial 
Direct Costs, as follows:
[Initial direct costs are] those costs incurred by the lessor that 
are directly associated with negotiating and consummating completed 
leasing transactions. Those costs include, but are not necessarily 
limited to, commissions, legal fees, costs of credit investigations, and 
costs of preparing and processing documents for new leases acquired. 
In addition, that portion of salespersons’ compensation, other than 
commissions, and the compensation of other employees that is appli­
cable to the time spent in the activities described above with respect 
to completed leasing transactions shall also be included in initial 
direct costs. That portion of salespersons’ compensation and the 
compensation of other employees that is applicable to the time spent 
in negotiating leases that are not consummated shall not be included 
in initial direct costs. No portion of supervisory and administrative 
expenses or other indirect expenses, such as rent and facilities costs, 
shall be included in initial direct costs.
Paragraph 17(c) of FASB Statement no. 13, Accounting for 
Leases, requires that lessors account for “initial direct costs” 
of sales-type leases as follows:
The present value of the minimum lease payments (net of execu­
tory costs, including any profit thereon), computed at the interest 
rate implicit in the lease, shall be recorded as the sales price. The cost 
or carrying amount, if different, of the leased property, plus any initial 
direct costs (as defined in paragraph 5(m)), less the present value 
of the unguaranteed residual value accruing to the benefit of the 
lessor, computed at the interest rate implicit in the lease, shall be 
charged against income in the same period.
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Paragraph 18(6) of FASB Statement no. 13 requires that les­
sors account for “initial direct costs” of direct financing leases 
as follows:
The difference between the gross investment in the lease in (a) 
above and the cost or carrying amount, if different, of the leased 
property shall be recorded as unearned income. The net investment 
in the lease shall consist of the gross investment less the unearned 
income. Initial direct costs (as defined in paragraph 5 (m)) shall be 
charged against income as incurred, and a portion of the unearned 
income equal to the initial direct costs shall be recognized as income 
in the same period. The remaining unearned income shall be amor­
tized to income over the lease term so as to produce a constant periodic 
rate of return on the net investment in the lease. However, other 
methods of income recognition may be used if the results obtained 
are not materially different from those which would result from 
the prescribed method in the preceding sentence. The net invest­
ment in the lease shall be subject to the same considerations as other 
assets in classification as current or noncurrent assets in a classified 
balance sheet. Contingent rentals, including rentals based on variables 
such as the prime interest rate, shall be credited to income when they 
become receivable.
Paragraph 19(c) of FASB Statement no. 13 requires that les­
sors account for “initial direct costs” of operating leases as 
follows:
Initial direct costs shall be deferred and allocated over the lease 
term in proportion to the recognition of rental income. However, 
initial direct costs may be charged to expense as incurred if the effect 
is not materially different from that which would have resulted from 
the use of the method prescribed in the preceding sentence.
.31 The relationship of depreciation to useful lives, and the 
nature of depreciation as an allocation process, not a valuation 
process, is noted in the definition offered in paragraph 56 of the 
AICPA’s Accounting Terminology Bulletin no. 1, Review and 
Resume (1953).
Depreciation accounting is a system of accounting which aims to 
distribute the cost or other basic value of tangible capital assets, less 
salvage (if any), over the estimated useful life of the unit (which 
may be a group of assets) in a systematic and rational manner. It is 
a process of allocation, not of valuation. . . .
.32 Depreciation of a productive facility is described as 
follows in paragraph 5 of chapter 9C, Accounting Research 
Bulletin no. 43, Emergency Facilities—Depreciation and Amor­
tization.
The cost of a productive facility is one of the costs of the services 
it renders during its useful economic life. Generally accepted account­
ing principles require that this cost be spread over the expected useful 
life of the facility in such a way as to allocate it as equitably as 
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possible to the periods during which services are obtained from the use 
of the facility. This procedure is known as depreciation accounting, a 
system of accounting which aims to distribute the cost or other basic 
value of tangible capital assets, less salvage (if any), over the esti­
mated useful life of the unit (which may be a group of assets) in a 
systematic and rational manner. It is a process of allocation, not of 
valuation.
.33 Accounting Research Monograph no. 1, Accounting for 
Depreciable Assets,4 suggests implementing criteria relative to 
useful life for depreciation purposes:
The estimate of “useful life” encompasses that span of time be­
ginning after an asset is ready for use and begins to benefit the com­
pany significantly or when its ability to benefit the company begins 
to expire, and ending when the asset no longer benefits the company 
significantly or when its ability to benefit the company expires.
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Statement of Position 78-4
Application of the Deposit, Installment, 
and Cost Recovery Methods in Accounting 
for Sales of Real Estate
[A Proposed Recommendation to the Financial Accounting Stand­
ards Board]
AICPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
June 30, 1978
Donald J. Kirk, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board
High Ridge Park 
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Kirk:
The accompanying draft of statement of position, 
Application of the Deposit, Installment, and Cost 
Recovery Methods in Accounting for Sales of Real 
Estate, has been prepared on behalf of the accounting 
standards division by the AICPA’s committee on real 
estate accounting and approved by the accounting 
standards executive committee.
The statement is an interpretation of the AICPA 
accounting guide, Accounting for Profit Recognition on 
Sales of Real Estate, issued in 1973. It presents the 
division’s recommendations on the application of the 
deposit, installment, and cost recovery methods in 
accounting for sales of real estate. Diverse methods 
of application of those accounting methods have 
developed in practice, and the objective of the 
statement is to narrow the range of alternative 
practices.
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Representatives of the division are available to 
discuss this proposal with you or your representatives 
at your convenience.
Sincerely,
Arthur R. Wyatt, Chairman 
Accounting Standards Division
cc: Securities and Exchange Commission
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NOTES
Statements of position of the AICPA accounting standards division 
are issued for the general information of those interested in the subject 
They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the accounting 
standards executive committee, which is the senior technical body of 
the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of financial 
accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of statements of position is to influence the develop­
ment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the division 
believes are in the public interest It is intended that they should be 
considered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority to issue 
pronouncements on the subject However, statements of position do 
not establish standards enforceable under the Institute’s code of pro­
fessional ethics.
APPLICATION OF THE DEPOSIT, INSTALLMENT, AND 
COST RECOVERY METHODS IN ACCOUNTING FOR 
SALES OF REAL ESTATE
.01 Questions have arisen about the application of the gen­
eral principles and specific conclusions set forth in the AICPA 
industry accounting guide, Accounting for Profit Recognition 
on Sales of Real Estate, issued in 1973. The accounting stand­
ards division addressed some of those questions in Statement of 
Position 75-6 [section 10,100] (December 29, 1975). This state­
ment presents recommendations as a result of questions concern­
ing the application of the deposit, installment, and cost recovery 
methods in accounting for sales of real estate, which are dis­
cussed in paragraphs 34 to 37 of the accounting guide. Diverse 
methods of application of those accounting methods have de­
veloped in practice. The division believes that narrowing the 
range of alternative practices is desirable.
THE DEPOSIT METHOD
General
.02 Accounting under the deposit method is described in 
paragraph 35 of the accounting guide as follows:
The deposit method postpones recognizing a sale until a deter­
mination can be made as to whether a sale has occurred for account­
ing purposes. Pending recognition of the sale, the seller records no 
receivable but continues to show in his financial statements the 
property and related existing debt and discloses the status of the 
property. Cash received from the buyer is reported as a deposit on 
the contract except that portions of cash received that are designated 
by the contract as interest and are not subject to refund may appro­
priately offset carrying charges (property taxes and interest on 
existing debt) on the property.
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.03 Except as indicated in the last sentence above, the seller’s 
balance sheet should report all cash received from the buyer, 
including the initial down payment and subsequent collections 
of principal and interest, as a deposit (liability) on the contract. 
The seller’s balance sheet should not report notes receivable 
arising from the transaction but should continue to report the 
property and any related mortgage debt assumed by the buyer 
and disclose that those items are subject to a sales contract. 
Nonrecourse debt assumed by the buyer should not be offset 
against the related property. Until the seller reports the sale, 
the buyer’s principal payments on the mortgage debt assumed 
should be reported on the seller’s balance sheet as additional 
deposits with corresponding reductions of the carrying amount 
of the mortgage debt.
Forfeiture of Nonrefundable Deposits
.04 When a buyer defaults or otherwise forfeits a nonrefund­
able deposit, the seller should credit the deposit account to 
income. The seller should evaluate whether the circumstances 
underlying the forfeiture indicate a decline in the value of the 
property for which an allowance for loss should be provided.
Depreciation
.05 Since, under the deposit method, the seller accounts for 
the property as if it were still owned, the accounting standards 
division believes a legal sale should not cause the seller to stop 
recording depreciation. While some believe that depreciation 
may be charged to the deposit account to the extent that the 
deposits are not refundable, the division believes that practice 
is not consistent with the concepts underlying the deposit 
method and that depreciation should continue to be charged to 
expenses as a period cost.
Provisions for Losses
.06 Under the deposit method, no sale is reported by the 
seller even if the terms of the transaction indicate that a loss 
has been incurred (for example, when the indicated sales value 
is less than the carrying amount of the property). The seller, 
however, should report the loss by a charge to income and as a 
valuation allowance against the property. The net carrying 
amount of the property, less the debt assumed by the buyer, 
should not exceed the sum of the recorded value of the con­
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sideration received and the fair value of the unrecorded note 
receivable.
.07 If, at any time after the transaction, circumstances indi­
cate that the buyer is likely to default and the property will 
revert to the seller, a provision for an additional loss may be 
required.
Sales Recognition
.08 The seller does not report a sale and continues to use the 
deposit method until the conditions for recording a sale, as 
specified in the accounting guide, are met. Interest collected 
and included in the deposit account during the period before a 
sale is reported should be accounted for as additional sales pro­
ceeds at the time of recording the sale.1
1 See the section entitled “Cumulative Application of Tests When Recogni­
tion of Sale Is Delayed” in Statement of Position 75-6 [section 10,100], Ques­
tions Concerning Profit Recognition on Sales of Real Estate.
THE INSTALLMENT METHOD
General
.09 When the substance of a real estate transaction indicates 
that a sale has occurred for accounting purposes, but col­
lectibility of the total sales price cannot be estimated reasonably, 
the installment method may be appropriate unless circumstances 
such as those described in paragraphs 28 and 36 of the account­
ing guide indicate that the cost recovery method is appropriate. 
The installment method apportions the down payment and each 
subsequent collection of principal between cost recovered and 
profit recognized in the same ratio as cost and profit are pre­
sumed to constitute the sales value.
Debt Assumed by the Buyer
.10 In some real estate sales transactions, the buyer assumes 
an existing mortgage loan. If the seller is contingently liable 
for the assumed debt, the seller has a risk of financial loss that is 
similar to the risk the seller would have if the debt had not 
been assumed and the seller’s receivable from the buyer had been 
increased by the amount of the debt assumed by the buyer. If 
the seller is not contingently liable for debt assumed by the 
buyer (for example, if the buyer assumes a nonrecourse mort­
gage loan), some believe that, as cash payments are received by 
the seller, the portion of the profit recognized as earned under
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the installment method should be determined by the percentage 
of the cash received to the total cash to be received by the seller. 
The accounting standards division believes, however, that, for 
the purpose of applying the installment method, there should be 
no distinction between recourse and nonrecourse debt assumed 
by the buyer, because the seller may be motivated to honor the 
debt assumed by the buyer for various reasons, even though the 
seller is not contingently liable for the debt.
.11 Therefore, under the installment method, profit should be 
recognized on cash payments including principal payments by 
the buyer on the debt assumed and should be based on the per­
centage of total profit to total sales value (including the first 
mortgage debt assumed by the buyer). The following illustrates 
the calculation.
Assumptions:
Cash down payment $ 150,000
Second mortgage payable by buyer to seller
(10-year amortization of principal plus
interest) 350,000
Total cash to be received by seller 500,000
First mortgage assumed by buyer (20-year 
amortization of principal plus interest) 500,000
Total sales price and sales value 1,000,000
Cost 600,000
Total profit $ 400,000
The down payment is assumed to be inadequate for full profit 
recognition, and the installment method of accounting is as­
sumed to be appropriate. It is also assumed that, subsequent 
to the down payment, the buyer pays $25,000 of principal on 
the first mortgage and $35,000 of principal on the second 
mortgage.
Profit recognition attributable to down payment:
Under the installment method, profit recognition attributable 
to the down payment is $60,000, representing 40 percent 
($400,000 ÷ $1,000,000) of $150,000.
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Profit recognition attributable to the principal payments on 
the first and second mortgages:
Under the installment method, profit recognition attributable 
to the principal payments by the buyer on the first and second 
mortgages is $24,000, representing 40 percent of $60,000 
($25,000 + $35,000).
Financial Statement Presentation
.12 The form of financial statement presentation under the 
installment method is illustrated in exhibit II, pages 31-33 of the 
AICPA industry accounting guide, Accounting for Retail Land 
Sales (1973). At the time of sale, the income statement should 
present the total sales value, from which the deferred gross 
profit should be deducted, and the total cost of the sale. De­
ferred gross profit should be presented on the balance sheet as 
a deduction from the related receivable. Deferred gross profit 
subsequently recognized as earned should be presented as a 
separate item of revenue on the income statement.
THE COST RECOVERY METHOD
General
.13 When the substance of a real estate transaction indicates 
that a sale has occurred for accounting purposes but that no 
profit should be recognized until costs are recovered because of 
the requirements of paragraphs 28 or 36 of the accounting guide, 
the cost recovery method must be used. In addition, the cost 
recovery method may be elected initially to report transactions 
for which the installment method is permitted.
.14 Under the cost recovery method, no profit is recognized 
until cash collections, including both principal and interest, and 
existing debt assumed by the buyer exceed the cost of the prop­
erty sold.2
2 For an all-inclusive or “wrap-around” receivable held by the seller, interest 
collected may be recognized as income to the extent of, and as an appropriate 
offset to, interest expense on prior lien financing for which the seller remains 
responsible.
Financial Statement Presentation
.15 At the time of sale, the income statement should present 
the total sales value, from which the deferred gross profit should 
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be deducted, and the total cost of the sale. Deferred gross profit 
should be presented on the balance sheet as a deduction from the 
related receivable. Principal collections should be used to re­
duce the related receivable. Interest collections on such re­
ceivable should be used to increase the deferred gross profit on 
the balance sheet. Deferred gross profit subsequently recognized 
as earned should be presented as a separate item of revenue on 
the income statement.
CHANGE FROM INSTALLMENT OR COST RECOVERY 
METHOD TO FULL ACCRUAL METHOD
.16 When developments subsequent to the adoption of the 
cost recovery or installment method provide evidence that col­
lectibility of the sale price is reasonably assured, a change 
should be made to the full accrual method. In the absence of 
other conditions requiring deferral of profit (such as the seller’s 
continued involvement with the property sold or a decline in its 
value), the remaining deferred profit should be recognized in 
income at that time. For example, even though a nonrecourse 
debt assumed by the buyer having a prior lien on the property 
sold is not fully paid, a seller should ordinarily change from the 
installment or cost recovery method to the accrual method no 
later than the time the seller’s receivable from the buyer is col­
lected. Another circumstance that might ordinarily, but not 
necessarily, provide reasonable assurance that the remaining un­
collected balance of the sales price is collectible would be collec­
tion, on a cumulative basis from the date the sale was first 
recorded on the installment or cost recovery basis, of the aggre­
gate cumulative amounts contemplated by paragraphs 20, 21, 
and 25 of the accounting guide (for this purpose collections 
should be in cash or the other forms of payment specified in 
paragraphs 22 through 24 of the guide), with the buyer’s con­
tinuing investment thereafter meeting the guide’s requirements.
.17 The accounting standards division believes that a change 
from the cost recovery or installment method of reporting profit 
on a sale of real estate to the full accrual method as a result of 
changed conditions is not a change in accounting principles. 
However, if the change has a material effect on the seller’s 
financial position or results of operations, the seller’s financial 
statements should disclose the effect of, and the reason for, 
recognizing as income the profit on the uncollected portion of 
the sales value.
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TRANSITION
.18 The accounting standards division recommends the ap­
plication of the provisions of this statement prospectively to 
transactions consummated in fiscal years beginning after June 
30, 1978. Earlier application is encouraged for transactions 
consummated in fiscal years beginning before July 1, 1978, for 
which financial statements have not previously been issued.
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Statement of Position 78-5
Accounting for Advance Refundings of 
Tax-Exempt Debt
[Proposal to Financial Accounting Standards Board]
AICPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas. New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
June 30, 1978
Donald J. Kirk, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board 
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Kirk:
The accompanying statement of position, Accounting 
for Advance Refundings of Tax-Exempt Debt, was 
prepared by the accounting standards division and 
presents the division’s recommendation on the 
accounting for advanced refundings of debt.
Representatives of the division are available to 
discuss this proposal with you or your representa­
tives at your convenience.
Sincerely,
Arthur R. Wyatt, Chairman
Accounting Standards Division
cc: Securities and Exchange Commission
AICPA Letter
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NOTES
Statements of position of the AICPA Accounting Standards Division 
are issued for the general information of those interested in the subject. 
They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the Accounting 
Standards Executive Committee, which is the senior technical body of 
the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of finan­
cial accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of statements of position is to influence the develop­
ment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the division 
believes are in the public interest It is intended that they should be 
considered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority to issue 
pronouncements on the subject. However, statements of position do not 
establish standards enforceable under the Institute's code of professional 
ethics.
ACCOUNTING FOR ADVANCE REFUNDINGS 
OF TAX-EXEMPT DEBT
.01 A refunding of debt is the replacement of old debt with 
new debt in order to obtain a perceived economic advantage. 
Although this perceived advantage may take various forms, it is 
frequently lower interest rates, a revised payment schedule, an 
extension of maturity dates, or the removal or modification of 
restrictions. An advance refunding is a refunding in which new 
debt is issued before the maturity or intended call date of the old 
debt, primarily for the purpose of replacing the old debt at a 
specified future date.
.02 This statement of position addresses accounting for ad­
vance refundings 1 of tax-exempt debt.1 2 It is not intended to 
modify APB Opinion 26, Early Extinguishment of Debt, or 
FASB Statement 4, Reporting Gains and Losses from Extin­
guishment of Debt. The addendum to APB Opinion 2, “Ac­
counting Principles for Regulated Industries,” states that “dif­
ferences may arise in the application of generally accepted 
accounting principles as between regulated and nonregulated 
businesses, because of the effect in regulated businesses of the 
rate-making process,” and discusses the application of generally 
accepted accounting principles to regulated industries. This 
statement of position should be applied by entities for rate­
1 Some advance refundings of debt involve corresponding changes in the 
provisions of existing leases. In this regard, see FASB Statement 22, Changes in 
the Provisions of Lease Agreements Resulting from Refundings of Tax-Exempt 
Debt: An Amendment of FASB Statement 13.
2 Tax-exempt debt as used here includes (1) tax-exempt debt and (2) debt 
(for example, a mortgage) and lease obligations that serve as collateral for tax- 
exempt debt.
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making purposes on an individual-company-cost-of-service basis 
in accordance with the provisions of the addendum.
.03 Paragraphs .09 to .15 of this statement of position apply 
to accounting for advance refundings of tax-exempt debt includ­
ing advance refundings entered into by nonprofit organizations 
other than state and local governmental units, that are reported 
in financial statements prepared in conformity with generally 
accepted accounting principles. Paragraphs .16 to .19 apply to 
state and local governmental units. Paragraph .20 sets forth 
appropriate disclosures, and paragraphs .21 to .23 discuss 
transition.
.04 The following circumstances illustrate an advance re­
funding of tax-exempt debt. Three years ago a corporation’s 
capital improvements were financed by government-issued 9 per­
cent tax-exempt industrial revenue bonds. The proceeds of the 
bonds were used to construct capital improvements for the cor­
poration. The corporation’s payments to the governmental unit 
issuer were structured in amount and timing to meet the debt 
service requirements of the bonds. During the past three years, 
interest rates in the tax-exempt bond market dropped from 
9 percent to 6 percent, making it advantageous for the corpora­
tion, through the governmental unit, to replace the 9 percent 
debt. If the 9 percent debt is not callable, or if management 
does not intend to have the debt called until a future date, and 
the 6 percent debt is issued to replace the 9 percent issue, an 
advance refunding of tax-exempt debt has occurred.
.05 Advance refundings involving tax-exempt debt are sub­
ject to arbitrage rules under the Internal Revenue Code (sec­
tion 103(c)) and related regulations that, in general, prohibit 
the yield realized from the investment of the proceeds of a new 
debt from exceeding the yield on the debt itself. Compliance 
with those rules is necessary for the interest on the debt to be 
exempt from federal income tax and, possibly, from state and 
local tax; compliance can be achieved by investing in U. S. 
Treasury obligations that yield a rate of interest not exceeding 
the yield on the new debt. The arbitrage rules do not prohibit 
investment in other securities so long as the yield is low enough 
to comply with those rules.
.06 As defined below, three methods are used to achieve ad­
vance refundings of tax-exempt debt: net advance refunding, 
full cash advance refunding, and crossover advance refunding.
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.07 The accounting standards division believes guidance is 
needed concerning (a) the timing of income statement recog­
nition of a gain or loss from an advance refunding, (b) when the 
refunded debt, the refunding debt, or both, along with the trust 
securities, should be included in the balance sheet, and (c) the 
method of income statement recognition for interest related to 
the debts and the trust securities.
DEFINITIONS
.08 The following definitions apply to the terms used in this 
statement of position:
Refunding debt (sometimes referred to as “new debt”). Debt 
issued to provide funds to replace the refunded debt at a speci­
fied future date(s).
Refunded debt (sometimes referred to as “old debt”). Debt 
for which payment at a specified future date(s) has been pro­
vided by the issuance of refunding debt.
Advance refunding. A transaction in which refunding debt is 
issued to replace the refunded debt at a specified future date(s), 
with the proceeds placed in trust or otherwise restricted to re­
placing the refunded debt.
Defeasance provision. A provision in the refunded debt in­
strument that provides the terms by which the debt may be 
legally satisfied and the related lien released without the debt 
necessarily being retired.
Defeasance. Legal satisfaction of debt under the terms of a 
defeasance provision.
Net advance refunding. An advance refunding in which the 
proceeds from the new debt, additional cash deposits, if any, and 
the income earned on the related investments is sufficient to pay 
the interest and principal on the old debt and any call premium.
Full cash advance refunding. An advance refunding in which 
both revenue and special obligation bonds are sold and the net 
proceeds plus additional cash deposits, if any, are sufficient to 
pay the interest and principal on the old debt and any call 
premium.
Special obligation bonds. Debt that is issued concurrently 
with revenue bonds in a full cash advance refunding, normally 
at a lower interest rate and with a shorter maturity date than 
the revenue bonds. The proceeds from the revenue and special
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obligation bonds are placed in trust, and the income realized 
from investment of the trust assets serves as collateral for, and 
will be used to service and retire, the special obligation bonds.
Crossover advance refunding. An advance refunding in which 
the proceeds from the new debt, additional cash deposits, if any, 
and the income earned on the related investments is sufficient to 
pay the principal and any call premium of the old debt and the 
interest on the new debt until the date of crossover. Until the 
date of crossover, the proceeds from the new debt serve as col­
lateral for that debt. The old debt is serviced by the entity 
until the date of crossover, at which time the proceeds from the 
new debt are used to retire the old debt and the entity becomes 
obligated to service the new debt. In a crossover advance re­
funding, the old debt is never defeased at the time of advance 
refunding.  
Qualifying securities. Direct U. S. Treasury obligations, se­
curities backed by the U. S. government, or securities col­
lateralized by U. S. government obligations.
THE DIVISION’S CONCLUSIONS
Entities Other Than State and
Local Government Units
.09 Defeasance Transactions. The accounting standards divi­
sion believes that an advance refunding in which the refunded 
debt is defeased results in an early extinguishment of debt be­
cause the refunded debt is legally satisfied. The gain or loss 
from the advance refunding should be determined in accordance 
with the provisions of APB Opinion 263 and should be classified 
in accordance with FASB Statement 4. Since the old debt is 
legally satisfied, it is not a liability of the entity and should not 
be included in the balance sheet; only the new debt should be 
included. If special obligation bonds are issued as part of the 
advance refunding, they should not be presented in the balance 
sheet because they will be serviced from the earnings of the pro­
ceeds of the advance refunding and, therefore, represent an obli­
gation of the trustee and not an obligation of the entity.
.10 Nondefeasance Transactions. The division believes that 
advance refundings meeting all of the following criteria are 
completed transactions that should be accounted for in the same 
3 See footnote 1.
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manner as defeased transactions because the obligation for the 
refunded debt is satisfied in substance, even though in form the 
refunded debt is not defeased.
• The issuer is irrevocably committed to refund the old debt.
• The funds used to consummate the advance refunding are 
placed in an irrevocable trust with a reputable trustee for the 
purpose of satisfying the old debt at a specified future date(s).
• The funds used to consummate the advance refunding are in­
vested in qualifying securities with maturities that approxi­
mate the debt service requirements of the trust.
• The invested funds used to consummate the advance refund­
ing are not subject to lien for any purpose other than in con­
nection with the advance refunding transaction.
.11 In an advance refunding transaction in which the re­
funded debt is not defeased and the criteria in paragraph .10 are 
not met, the division believes that the obligation for the re­
funded debt is not satisfied in substance, and there is no early 
extinguishment of debt. Consequently, no immediate gain or 
loss should be recognized on the transaction. However, if the 
retirement dates of the old debt have been established, the (1) 
call premium, (2) unamortized premium or discount, and (3) 
initial issue costs should be systematically recognized in the in­
come statement over the remaining life of the old debt as an 
adjustment of the cost of borrowing related to the old debt.4 In 
addition, the income earned on the funds used to consummate 
the advance refunding and the interest expense on both the old 
and new debts should be recognized in the income statement. 
The funds used to consummate the advance refunding should be 
reported as an asset, and both the old and new debts should be 
reported as liabilities. The assets and the liabilities should not 
be offset.
.12 If only a portion of the investments meet the criteria of 
paragraph .10, the accounting for the refunding will be partly in 
accordance with paragraph .10 and partly in accordance with 
paragraph .11. The portion of the refunded debt that would be 
accounted for in accordance with paragraph .10 should be based 
on the relationship of the cash to be provided from the invest­
ments that meet the criteria of paragraph .10 to the total cash 
necessary to accomplish the entire redemption of the old debt.
4 See footnote 1.
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The balance of the refunded debt should be accounted for in ac­
cordance with paragraph .11.
.13 Crossovers. In a crossover, the old debt continues to 
be serviced by the entity until the date of the crossover. At the 
crossover date the old debt is retired and the entity becomes 
obligated to service the new debt. There is never defeasance in 
a crossover at the time of the advance refunding, and the ac­
counting standards division believes that the transaction should 
not be treated as an in substance defeasance at that time either. 
Consequently, no immediate gain or loss should be recognized, 
and the accounting in paragraph .11 should be followed for 
crossover transactions.
.14 Third Party Reimbursement to Hospitals. If a third 
party is obligated to reimburse a hospital for the loss from an 
advance refunding, the hospital should report the loss net of the 
reimbursement. The portion of the reimbursement attributable to 
costs that cannot be claimed in the current year should be 
accounted for as a deferred charge and should be reduced in 
each subsequent year by the amount of reimbursement allowed. 
To the extent reimbursement is not reasonably assured, the loss 
should be recognized in the year incurred, and subsequent 
reimbursement should be recorded when received.
.15 Income Tax Accounting. Income tax allocation in ac­
cordance with APB Opinion 11, Accounting for Income Taxes, 
should be applied to a gain or loss as credited or charged to 
income in different periods for financial reporting and tax 
purposes.
State and Local Governmental Units
.16 Enterprise Funds. In accounting for an advance re­
funding of debt that is an obligation of an enterprise fund, the 
accounting recommended for entities other than state and local 
governmental units should be followed.
.17 Other Than Enterprise Funds. In advance refundings of 
debt in which there is defeasance or in which the criteria of 
paragraph .10 are met, the old debt should be removed from 
either the long-term debt group of accounts or the balance sheet 
of the affected governmental fund and be replaced by the new 
debt. The proceeds of the new debt should be accounted for as 
revenue in either the debt service fund or the affected govern­
mental fund. The issue costs and the amount transferred to the 
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trustee to retire the old debt should be accounted for as expendi­
tures of the debt service fund or affected governmental fund. 
The amount transferred to the trustee should be shown in two 
parts: (1) retirement of principal and (2) gain or loss on ad­
vance refunding of debt.
.18 If the advance refunding of debt does not result in de­
feasance or meet the criteria in paragraph .10, the govern­
mental unit is responsible for the new debt and remains respon­
sible for the old debt until it is retired. Therefore, both debts 
should be presented in either the long-term debt group of ac­
counts or the balance sheet of the affected governmental fund. 
The gross proceeds of the new debt should be recorded as 
revenue of either the debt service fund or other affected govern­
mental fund; the issue costs should be recorded as an expendi­
ture of the debt service or other affected governmental fund 
with the resultant net increase to a restricted fund balance. If 
the retirement dates of the old debt have been established, the 
(1) call premium, (2) unamortized premium or discount, and 
(3) initial issue cost should be systematically recognized in the 
statement of revenues and expenditures over the remaining life 
of the old debt as an adjustment of the cost of borrowing related 
to the old debt. The funds used to consummate the advance 
refunding should be recorded as an asset. Income earned on the 
funds used to consummate the advance refunding should be 
recorded as revenue and interest expense on both debts recorded 
as expenditures.
.19 In a crossover, the old debt continues to be serviced by 
the governmental unit until the date of the crossover. At the 
crossover date the old debt is retired, and the governmental unit 
becomes obligated to service the new debt. There is never de­
feasance in a crossover at the time of the advance refunding, 
and the accounting standards division believes that the trans­
action should not be treated as an in substance defeasance at that 
time either. Consequently, no immediate gain or loss should 
be recognized and the accounting in paragraph .18 should be 
followed for crossover transactions in a governmental unit.
DISCLOSURE
.20 Finanical statements for the period in which an advance 
refunding occurs should include a general description of the 
advance refunding, including identification of the debts in­
volved, along with disclosures required by FASB Statement 4. 
A general description of the advance refunding transaction, in­
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eluding identification of the debts involved, should be disclosed 
in the financial statements for each subsequent period until the 
old debt and any special obligation bonds are retired.
TRANSITION
.21 This statement of position should be applied to advance 
refundings of debt consummated on or after July 1,1978.
.22 If an advance refunding of debt involves a lease, this 
statement of position shall not be adopted retroactively for pre­
viously published annual financial statements unless it is being 
applied in the same manner as and concurrently with the appli­
cation of FASB Statement 22.
.23 If an advance refunding of debt does not involve a 
lease, earlier application of the provisions of this statement of 
position is encouraged for advance refundings of debt consum­
mated before July 1, 1978, but it should not be retroactively 
applied to advance refundings of debt consummated during 
fiscal years for which annual financial statements have previ­
ously been issued.
APPENDIX
.24
Illustration 1
Calculation of Gain or Loss 
in a Net Advance Refunding of 
Tax-Exempt Debt With Defeasance
In a net advance refunding of tax-exempt debt, the proceeds 
from the new debt, additional cash deposits, if any, and the in­
come earned on the related investments are sufficient to pay the 
interest, principal, and call premium on the old debt. After the 
advance refunding, the old debt is serviced by the investments 
in trust and the new debt is serviced by the entity.
Assumptions
Old debt
Principal outstanding $50,000,000
Interest rate 9.5%
Earliest call date 5 years
Call premium 3%
Unamortized issue costs $ 1,300,000
Unamortized discount $ 700,000
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New debt
Principal
Average coupon interest rate 
True interest cost—yield 
Issue costs
Issue price
Period outstanding
$60,000,000
5.372% 
6% 
$ 1,507,479
100
30 years
Yield on direct U. S. Treasury obligations 6%
Calculation of New Debt
New debt and proceeds from new debt required to pro­
vide for payment of old debt
Present value 
of future cash 
requirements 
at 5.372%
Earnings on 
direct 
U. S. Treasury 
obligations
Total future 
cash 
requirements
Call premium- 
old debt $ 1,154,689 $ 345,311 $ 1,500,000
Principal— 
old debt 38,489,643 11,510,357 50,000,000
Interest— 
old debt 20,355,668 3,394,332 23,750,000
Gross proceeds
of new 
debt
Debt issue 
costs
60,000,000
(1,507,479)
15,250,000
1,507,479
75,250,000
Net proceeds 
to be 
invested $58,492,521 $16,757,479 $75,250,000
After payment of the new debt issue costs, the proceeds from 
the new debt total $58,492,521. As permitted by the IRS arbi­
trage regulations, the direct U. S. Treasury obligations acquired 
with the proceeds of the new debt will yield 6 percent (to earn 
$16,757,479). Proposed IRS arbitrage regulations issued May 
3, 1978, will exclude consideration of administrative cost in 
determining yield with respect to obligations issued after Sep­
tember 1, 1978.
Proceeds from the new debt will be sufficient to service the 
old debt as follows:
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Carrying amount of old debt
Present value of call premium (discounted 
at 6%)
Present value of interest requirements 
(discounted at 6%)
Present value of principal (discounted 
at 6%)
$ 1,120,887
20,008,728
37,362,906
Proceeds from the new debt invested in 
direct U. S. Treasury obligations 
Issue costs
58,492,521
1,507,479
New debt $60,000,000
Loss on Advance Refunding
New debt
Issuance costs to be deferred and amortized 
over the life of new debt
$60,000,000
(1,507,479)
$58,492,521
Entries1
Advance refunding date
Loss on advance refunding 10,492,521
Deferred issue costs 1,507,479
Old debt 50,000,000
Principal $50,000,000
Unamortized discount (700,000)
Unamortized issue costs (1,300,000) 48,000,000
Loss on advance refunding $10,492,521
To record amortization of debt issue costs and interest 
expense on new debt
Unamortized discount— 
old debt
Unamortized issue costs— 
old debt
New debt
To record advance refunding of debt 
First year
Interest expense 3,223,200
Debt issue costs 50,250
700,000
1,300,000 
60,000,000
Deferred issue costs 
Cash
50,250
3,223,200
1 These illustrative entries, as well as others that follow in this Appendix, 
exclude related income tax effects.
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.25
Illustration 2
Calculation of Gain or Loss 
in Full Cash Advance Refunding of 
Tax-Exempt Debt with Defeasance
In a full cash advance refunding of tax-exempt debt, the prin­
cipal amount of the revenue bonds is calculated in the same 
manner as in net advance refunding. Special obligation bonds 
are issued to provide additional funds, which, together with 
the proceeds from the revenue bonds, and additional cash de­
posits, if any, will be sufficient to pay the interest, principal, and 
call premium on the old debt. After the advance refunding oc­
curs, the old debt is serviced by the investments in trust and the 
revenue bonds are serviced by the entity. The special obliga­
tion bonds are serviced by the income earned on the investments 
in trust.
Assumptions
Old debt
Principal outstanding
Interest rate
Earliest call date
Call premium
Unamortized issue costs
Unamortized discount
Revenue bonds
Principal
Average coupon interest rate 
True interest cost—yield 
Issue costs
Issue price
Period outstanding
$50,000,000
9.5%
5 years 
3% 
$ 1,300,000 
$ 700,000
$60,000,000
5.372% 
6% 
$ 1,507,479
100
30 years
Yield on direct U. S. Treasury obligations2 6%
Yield on direct U. S. Treasury obligations2 3.5394%
Special obligation bonds
Principal
Average coupon interest rate 
True interest cost—yield 
Issue costs
Issue price
Period outstanding
$17,150,479
3%
3.5394% 
$ 393,000 
100
5 years
2IRS arbitrage regulations require that a separate yield must be calculated 
on the investments acquired with the proceeds of each issue.
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Calculation of New Debt
Total future cash requirements of old debt
Principal—old debt $50,000,000
Call premium—old debt 1,500,000
Interest—old debt 23,750,000
Total future cash requirements of old debt $75,250,000
Proceeds from sale of new debt
Revenue 
bonds
Special 
obligation 
bonds Total
Gross proceeds 
from sale 
of debt $60,000,000 $17,150,479 $77,150,479
Debt issue costs (1,507,479) (393,000) (1,900,479)
Net proceeds to 
be invested $58,492,521 $16,757,479 $75,250,000
After payment of debt issue costs, the proceeds from both 
issues total $75,250,000, which is sufficient to service the old debt 
until it is called. As permitted by the IRS arbitrage regulations, 
the direct U. S. Treasury obligations acquired with the proceeds 
of the revenue bonds and the special obligation bonds will yield 
6 percent and 3.53994 percent respectively. Proposed IRS arbi­
trage regulations issued May 3, 1978, will exclude consideration 
of administrative cost in determining yield on obligations issued 
after September 1, 1978. The earnings on these investments will 
be sufficient to service the special obligation bonds as follows:
Earnings on direct U. S. Treasury obligations used to 
service special obligation bonds
Earnings on proceeds of revenue bonds
at 6% $16,757,479
Earnings on proceeds of special obligation
bonds at 3.5394% 2,965,570
$19,723,049
Debt service requirements of special obli­
gation bonds
Principal $17,150,479
Interest at 3% 2,572,570
$19,723,049
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Loss on Advance Refunding3
Revenue bonds
Issuance costs to be deferred and amortized 
over the life of the revenue bonds
$60,000,000
(1,507,479)
$58,492,521
Carrying amount of old debt
Principal $50,000,000
Unamortized discount (700,000)
Unamortized issue costs (1,300,000) 48,000,000
Loss on advance refunding $10,492,521
Entries
Advance refunding date
Loss on advance refunding 10,492,521
Deferred issue costs 1,507,479
Old debt 50,000,000
Unamortized discount— 
old debt
Unamortized issue costs— 
old debt
New debt
To record advance refunding of debt 
First year
Interest expense 3,223,200
Debt issue costs 50,250
700,000
1,300,000 
60,000,000
Deferred issue costs 
Cash
50,250
3,223,200
To record amortization of debt issue costs and interest 
expense on new debt
.26
Illustration 3
Calculation of Gain or Loss
in a Net Advance Refunding of Tax-Exempt 
Debt When Only a Portion of the Trust 
Investments Meet the Criteria of Paragraph .10
In a net advance refunding of tax-exempt debt, the proceeds 
from the new debt, additional cash deposits, if any, and the in-
’The special obligation bonds are not included in the calculation of the loss 
on advance refunding or in the balance sheet because they will be serviced from 
the earnings on the proceeds from the advance refunding and do not constitute an 
obligation of the entity.
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come earned on the related investments are sufficient to pay the 
interest, principal, and call premium on the old debt. After the 
advance refunding, the old debt is serviced by the investments 
in trust, and the new debt is serviced by the entity.
If only a portion of the investments meet the criteria of 
paragraph .10, the accounting for the refunding will be in part 
in accordance with paragraph .10 and in part in accordance with 
paragraph .11. The portion of the refunded debt that would 
be accounted for in accordance with paragraph .10 would be 
based on the relationship of the cash to be provided from the 
investments that meet the criteria of paragraph .10 to the total 
cash necessary to accomplish the entire redemption of the old 
debt. The balance of the refunded debt would be accounted for 
in accordance with paragraph .11.
Assumptions 
Old debt
Principal outstanding
Interest rate
Earliest call date
Call premium
Unamortized issue costs
Unamortized discount
$70,000,000
9.5%
5 years
3% 
$ 1,820,000 
$ 980,000
New debt (investment of proceeds will meet 
criteria of paragraph .10)
Principal $60,000,000
Average coupon interest rate 5.372%
Yield on direct U. S. Treasury obligations 6%
True interest cost-yield 6%
Issue costs
Issue price
Period outstanding
$ 1,507,479
100
30 years
Additional cash provided by entity (invest­
ment of cash will not meet criteria of 
paragraph .10)
Cash invested in certificates of deposit $21,606,000 
Average interest rate of certificates of
deposit 8%
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Calculation of New Debt
New debt and proceeds from new debt re­
quired to complete the advance refunding
Total future cash requirements 
Call premium—old debt 
Principal—old debt 
Interest—old debt
$ 2,100,000 
70,000,000 
33,250,000
Total future cash requirements
Total future cash to be provided from cer­
tificates of deposit4
* Amounts will vary depending on the specific circumstances of the refunding.
Cash invested
Interest to be earned
$21,606,000
8,494,000
105,350,000
30,100,000
Total future cash to be provided from 
proceeds of new debt $ 75,250,000
New debt—present value of future cash to 
be provided from proceeds of new debt at
5.372% $ 60,000,000
Debt issue costs (1,507,479)
Net proceeds of new debt to be invested $ 58,492,521
After payment of the new debt issue costs, the proceeds from 
the new debt total $58,492,521. As permitted by the IRS arbi­
trage regulations, the direct U. S. Treasury obligations acquired 
with the proceeds of the new debt will yield 6 percent rather 
than 5.372 percent, to earn the additional $1,507,479. Proposed 
IRS arbitrage regulations issued May 3, 1978, will exclude 
consideration of administrative cost in determining yield on 
obligations issued after September 1, 1978.
Loss on Advance Refunding
The portion of the refunded debt that would be accounted 
for in accordance with paragraph .10 would be based on the 
relationship of cash to be provided from the investments that 
meet the criteria of paragraph .10 to the total cash necessary 
to accomplish the entire redemption of the old debt.
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Issuance costs to be deferred and amortized
over the life of the new debt (1,507,479)
Ratio 
of
Cash to be 
provided
cash to be Portion of 
provided to refunded
total cash debt
Investments meeting
paragraph .10 
criteria $ 75,250,000 71.429% $50,000,000
Investments not
meeting criteria 30,100,000 28.571% 20,000,000
$105,350,000 100.000% $70,000,000
New debt $60,000,000
58,492,521 
Carrying amount of portion of old debt to 
be accounted for in accordance with 
paragraph .10
Principal
Unamortized discount 
Unamortized issue costs
$50,000,000 
(700,000) 
(1,300,000) 48,000,000
Loss on advance refunding $10,492,521
Entries
Advance refunding date
Loss on advance refunding 10,492,521
Deferred issue costs 1,507,479
Funds held in trust—CDs 21,606,000
Old debt 50,000,000
Unamortized discount—old debt 700,000
Unamortized issue costs—old debt 1,300,000
New debt 60,000,000
Cash 21,606,000
To record advance refunding of debt
First year
Interest expense 3,223,200
Debt issue costs 50,250
Deferred issue costs—new debt 50,250
Cash 3,223,200
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To record amortization of debt issue 
costs and interest expense on new debt
Cash 1,728,480
Interest income from funds held in 
trust
To record interest income from certifi­
cates of deposits held in trust
1,728,480
Interest expense 1,900,000
Discount 56,000
Debt issue costs 104,000
Unamortized discount—old debt 
Deferred issue costs—old debt 
Cash
To record amortization of discount and 
debt issue costs and interest expense 
on $20,000,000 of old debt
56,000 
104,000 
1,900,000
Call premium expense 120,000
Accrued call premium payable
To systematically accrue call premium 
on $20,000,000 of old debt
120,000
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Section 10,210
Statement of Position 78-6
Accounting for Property and
Liability Insurance Companies
[Proposal to the Financial Accounting Standards Board to Amend 
AICPA Industry Audit Guide Audits of Fire and Casualty Insurance 
Companies]
AICPA
July 28, 1978
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas. New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
Donald J. Kirk, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board 
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Kirk:
The accompanying statement of position, Accounting 
for Property and Liability Insurance Companies, 
has been prepared on behalf of the accounting 
standards division by the AICPA Insurance Companies 
Committee and approved by the AICPA Accounting 
Standards Executive Committee. It proposes amend­
ments to the AICPA industry audit guide, Audits of 
Fire and Casualty Insurance Companies.
The statement of position presents the division’s 
recommendations on significant accounting issues 
related to property and liability insurance companies 
and amends those sections of chapter 9 of Audits of 
Fire and Casualty Insurance Companies that discuss 
the accounting practices followed in the industry.
AICPA Letter
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Representatives of the division are available to 
discuss this proposed statement of position with you 
or your representatives at your convenience.
Sincerely,
Arthur R. Wyatt, Chairman 
Accounting Standards Division 
cc: Securities and Exchange Commission
AICPA Letter
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NOTE
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has issued 
a series of industry-oriented audit guides that present recommendations 
on auditing procedures and auditors’ reports and, in some instances, on 
accounting principles, and a series of accounting guides that present rec­
ommendations on accounting principles. Based on experience in the 
application of these guides, AICPA subcommittees or task forces may 
from time to time conclude that it is desirable to change a guide. A 
statement of position is used to revise or clarify certain of the rec­
ommendations in the guide to which it relates. A statement of position 
represents the considered judgment of the responsible AICPA sub­
committee or task force.
To the extent that a statement of position is concerned with audit­
ing procedures and auditors’ reports, its degree of authority is the same 
as that of the audit guide to which it relates. As to such matters, 
members should be aware that they may be called upon to justify de­
partures from the recommendations of the subcommittee or task force.
To the extent that a statement of position relates to standards of 
financial accounting or reporting (accounting principles), the recommen­
dations of the subcommittee or task force are subject to ultimate dis­
position by the Financial Accounting Standards Board. The recom­
mendations are made for the purpose of urging the FASB to promulgate 
standards that the subcommittee or task force believes would be in the 
public interest.
ACCOUNTING FOR PROPERTY AND LIABILITY 
INSURANCE COMPANIES
INTRODUCTION
.01 The AICPA Insurance Companies Committee is in the 
process of revising the AICPA industry audit guide, Audits of 
Fire and Casualty Insurance Companies (referred to in this 
statement of position as the guide). The term property and lia­
bility insurance companies is the current terminology used to 
describe fire and casualty insurance companies and, therefore, 
is used throughout this statement of position. The committee 
has reviewed the section of the guide dealing with variances 
between (a) generally accepted accounting principles and (b) 
practices prescribed or permitted by insurance regulatory 
authorities and has identified areas in which existing practice 
varies, including areas in which further clarification of the 
guide seems necessary, and certain areas that were not discussed 
in the guide. This statement of position amends the guide to 
clarify and update those sections reviewed.
.02 A discussion memorandum was issued in November, 1975, 
to obtain representative views on the appropriate accounting 
principles to be applied in the various areas under study from 
AICPA members, representatives of industry, and other inter­
ested parties. An exposure draft of a proposed statement of 
position was issued for comments on October 31, 1977. The 
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responses to the discussion memorandum and exposure draft 
were considered in the preparation of this statement of position.
.03 In recent years, accountants, investors, and other users 
of financial statements have expressed concern over the accepta­
bility of accounting alternatives for similar business transac­
tions. The accounting standards division believes that it is not 
desirable to have alternative accounting methods in the property 
and liability insurance industry. Therefore, this statement of 
position expresses the division’s conclusions on accounting 
methods that should be used in the areas in which alternatives 
exist, except for the issues of (a) whether loss reserves should 
be discounted, which is discussed in paragraphs .34 through .41, 
and (b) whether anticipated investment income should be con­
sidered in computing premium deficiencies, which is discussed 
in paragraphs .22 through .30. This statement of position does 
not apply to title insurance. The division’s conclusions on 
accounting for title insurance are presently being considered 
by the AICPA’s Insurance Companies Committee *.  Paragraphs 
.06 through .43 of this statement of position do not apply to 
mortgage guaranty insurance. The issues discussed in those 
paragraphs, as they relate to mortgage guaranty insurance, are 
also presently being considered by the insurance companies 
committee.
*See SOP 80-1 [section 10,300], Accounting for Title Insurance Companies.
1 Such practices have been prescribed by statute, regulation, or rule or have 
been permitted by specific approval or acceptance.
.04 The division’s conclusions set forth in this statement of 
position apply to financial statements of all property and lia­
bility insurance companies that are intended to present financial 
position, results of operations, and changes in financial position 
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. 
Those companies include, but are not limited to, stock com­
panies, mutual companies, and reciprocal exchanges or inter­
insurance exchanges.
.05 The interests of policyholders and the public in the finan­
cial integrity of the property and liability insurance companies 
makes it important that the solvency of those companies be 
continuously demonstrated to regulatory authorities. Considera­
tion of those interests, together with the uncertainties inherent 
in the future, has resulted in the conservative accounting prac­
tices prescribed or permitted by insurance regulatory authorities 
(statutory accounting practices).* 1 Federal income taxation of 
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property and liability insurance companies is also based pri­
marily on statutory accounting practices. The use of generally 
accepted accounting principles, as discussed in this statement 
of position, should not be construed as an indication that those 
accounting principles should also be used in reporting to regu­
latory or taxing authorities.
PREMIUM REVENUE RECOGNITION
Discussion
.06 Premiums are generally collected as of the inception of 
the contract or installment period. Under statutory accounting 
practices, the premiums are recognized in income evenly over 
the contract period, generally determined on a monthly or daily 
basis. That method, which was endorsed by the guide and has 
been generally accepted in the property and liability insurance 
industry, usually produces a proper association of premium 
revenue with losses and expenses that will be incurred over the 
contract period. However, some believe that a modification 
should be made to that basis of recognition if (a) the period of 
risk differs significantly from the contract period or (b) the 
incidence of risk, or the amount at risk, varies significantly 
during the contract period.
.07 For the typical policy, the premium is fixed for the period 
of the contract. In most cases, the fixed amount is recognized 
over the contract period. However, for retrospectively rated and 
reporting-form policies, an estimated or deposit premium is 
collected which is adjusted at a subsequent date, based on ex­
perience. In some cases, the deposit premium serves as a means 
of financing and, therefore, may only be a portion of the esti­
mated premium. Under statutory accounting practices, those 
premiums are usually accounted for in the following manner: 
(a) the original estimated or deposit premium is recognized 
evenly over the contract period with subsequent adjustments 
charged or credited to income as they occur, or (b) the ultimate 
premium is estimated, revised during the contract period to 
reflect current experience, and recognized evenly over the con­
tract period. The guide is silent on that subject and practice 
varies.
Conclusions
.08 In the insurance industry, the service provided is cov­
erage ; therefore, revenue should be recognized as that coverage 
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is provided. The incidence of losses is not relevant to the recog­
nition of revenue but is relevant to the recognition of costs, 
which should be recognized as losses are incurred.
.09 In most instances, premiums should be recognized as 
being earned evenly over the term of the insurance contract 
determined on a monthly or daily basis as the coverage is pro­
vided. In those few instances in which the period of risk varies 
significantly from the contract term, the premium should be 
recognized evenly over the period of risk. Also, in those few 
instances in which the amount of coverage declines according to 
a predetermined schedule, the premium should be recognized in 
proportion to the amount of coverage.
.10 Premium adjustments (for example, adjustments on 
retrospectively rated and reporting-form policies) should be 
accounted for on the accrual basis using an estimate of the ulti­
mate premium. The estimated ultimate premium should be 
revised to reflect current experience. In those rare situations in 
which the ultimate premium cannot be reasonably estimated, the 
accrual basis should not be used.
DEFERRED ACQUISITION COSTS
Discussion
.11 The guide discusses the accounting for costs incurred in 
connection with writing insurance and obtaining insurance 
premiums. The guide indicates that statutory accounting prac­
tices, which require those costs to be charged to income as they 
are incurred, do not produce a proper association of costs and 
revenue. Therefore, the guide suggests that those costs be de­
ferred and amortized over the contract period. That method 
has gained general acceptance in the industry.
.12 The guide provides little guidance on the types of ac­
quisition costs to be deferred. As a result, the guide has been 
subject to differing interpretations that have resulted in varia­
tions in practices. The principal interpretations of the guide 
are as follows:
a. Only those costs that vary directly with and are directly 
related to the production of business (new and renewal pre­
miums written) should be deferred.
b. In addition to costs that vary directly, certain costs that vary 
indirectly and are directly related to the production of busi­
ness should be deferred.
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c. All costs related to the production of business should be de­
ferred.
.13 The guide describes only one method for estimating de­
ferred acquisition costs referred to as “equity in unearned 
premiums.” Some suggest that the method can distort net in­
come if the relationship of costs incurred to premiums written 
varies significantly from period to period. If deferred acquisi­
tion costs are estimated based on a percentage relationship 
of costs incurred to written premiums, they suggest that the 
percentage relationship once determined, except for any adjust­
ment related to recoverability (that is, premium deficiency as 
that item is described in paragraphs .17 and .18), should con­
tinue to be applied to the applicable unearned premiums 
throughout the term of the policies. Furthermore, they suggest 
that acquisition costs should be amortized using more precise 
methods such as those used for amortizing unearned premiums 
in order to associate more properly those costs with premium 
revenue.
Conclusions
.14 Costs that vary with and are directly related to the 
production of business (new and renewal premiums written dur­
ing an accounting period) should be deferred and amortized to 
income as the related written premiums are earned. Certain 
expenses, such as commissions and premium taxes, vary directly 
with and are directly related to the production of new business 
and can be associated directly with specific revenue. Other 
expenses, such as salaries of certain employees involved in 
underwriting and policy issuance functions, inspection report 
fees, and fees paid to boards and bureaus, may vary indirectly 
with the production of business but are directly related to the 
premiums written during the period in which the costs are in­
curred. Those costs meet the criteria for deferral and associa­
tion with the related premiums as they are earned. Certain 
other costs incurred during the period, such as depreciation, 
collection expenses and uncollectible accounts, professional fees, 
and general administrative expenses, do not vary directly with 
and are not directly related to the production of business and 
therefore should be expensed as incurred.
.15 To apply those expense recognition principles, costs 
should be analyzed to determine whether they can be asso- 
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dated with revenue. Arbitrary percentage allocations of ex­
pense classifications do not meet those criteria and therefore 
should not be used.
.16 Acquisition costs should be deferred and amortized using 
methods such as those used for amortizing unearned premiums 
in order to associate more properly those costs with premium 
revenue. The calculations should be made by reasonable group­
ings of business consistent with the company’s manner of ac­
quiring, servicing, and measuring the profitability of its 
insurance products. If deferred acquisition costs are calculated 
based on a percentage relationship of costs incurred to written 
premiums for a specified period of time, the percentage relation­
ship and the time period used, once determined, should be 
applied to the applicable unearned premiums throughout the 
term of the policies, except for adjustments related to premium 
deficiencies.
PREMIUM DEFICIENCIES
Discussion
.17 The guide states that “. . . since the premium is ex­
pected to pay losses and expenses, and provide a margin of 
profit over the term of the policy, the portion measured by the 
unexpired term should be adequate to pay policy liabilities 
(principally losses and loss expenses) and return premiums dur­
ing the unexpired term....” In addition, the guide suggests that 
the premium should be adequate to recover any unamortized 
deferred acquisition costs. Paragraph 96 of FASB Statement 
no. 5 indicates that “. . . this Statement does not prohibit (and, 
in fact, requires) accrual of a net loss (that is, a loss in excess of 
deferred premiums) that probably will be incurred on insurance 
policies that are in force, provided that the loss can be reason­
ably estimated. . . .”
.18 The guide does not use the term “premium deficiencies” 
(a term adopted by the division to describe the views of the 
FASB, which are set forth in paragraph 96 of FASB Statement 
no. 5). However, with respect to evaluating the recoverability 
of acquisition costs to be deferred, the guide suggests that con­
sideration be given to (a) the anticipated loss ratio, (b) the 
anticipated loss expense ratio, and (c) the anticipated ratio of 
expenses subsequent to acquisition. It further suggests that 
the determination of those anticipated ratios requires an analysis 
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of historical data plus knowledge of other factors, such as giv­
ing greater weight to the more recent loss experience and taking 
into account recent rate changes that would be reflected in the 
unearned premiums in the balance sheet.
.19 Determination of Premium Deficiencies. Premium defi­
ciencies are determinable (a) by individual lines of business, 
(b) by reasonable groupings of business consistent with the 
company’s manner of acquiring, servicing, and measuring profit­
ability of its insurance products, or (c) in the aggregate.
.20 Anticipated Expenses Subsequent to Acquisition. As 
stated above, the guide suggests that anticipated expenses sub­
sequent to acquisition should be considered in evaluating the 
recoverability of acquisition costs to be deferred. However, the 
guide provides little guidance regarding what types of expenses 
subsequent to acquisition should be considered. The guide has 
been interpreted in various ways as follows:
a. Only anticipated losses, loss adjustment expenses, and un­
amortized deferred acquisition costs directly related to poli­
cies in force should be considered in determining premium 
deficiencies.
b. In addition to anticipated losses, loss adjustment expenses, 
and unamortized deferred acquisition costs, certain other 
underwriting expenses (maintenance expenses) should be 
considered, provided that those costs may be attributed to 
maintaining the policies in force.
c. Anticipated loss and loss adjustment expenses, together with 
all other underwriting expenses, should be considered in 
determining premium deficiencies.
d. Anticipated policy dividends should also be considered in the 
above tests.
e. Anticipated investment income should also be considered in 
the above tests.
.21 Anticipated Investment Income. The guide states that 
“. . . since the premium is expected to pay losses and expenses, 
and provide a margin of profit over the term of the policy, the 
portion measured by the unexpired term should be adequate to 
pay policy liabilities (principally losses and loss expenses) and 
return premiums during the unexpired term. ...” Furthermore, 
the guide suggests that the premium should be adequate to 
recover any unamortized deferred acquisition costs. FASB
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Statement no. 5, paragraph 96, requires the accrual of a net 
loss that probably will be incurred on insurance policies that are 
in force, provided that the loss can be reasonably estimated.
.22 The guide is silent on whether investment income should 
be considered in the calculation of premium deficiencies; FASB 
Statement no. 5 does not give specific guidance for the calcula­
tion of premium deficiencies; current practice has been not to 
include investment income in the determination of premium 
deficiencies.
.23 Some believe that the consideration of anticipated in­
vestment income in the computation of premium deficiencies is 
proper for the following reasons:
a. The concept of establishing premium deficiencies is founded 
on the generally accepted accounting principle of making 
provisions for foreseeable losses on contracts currently in 
force. That concept relates to losses on entire contracts and 
therefore should include all revenue and expenses relative to 
those contracts. An integral part of the revenue on insurance 
contracts is the investment income that will be earned on the 
funds generated by the collection of premiums in advance 
of the payment of losses and expenses on those contracts.
b. The concept of accruing for loss contracts, that is, premium 
deficiencies, differs from discounting of loss reserves in that 
the premium deficiency calculation relates to the estimation 
of future revenue and expenses relative to particular loss 
contracts, while the concept of discounting loss reserves re­
lates to a currently established liability for losses incurred. 
Furthermore, the inclusion of investment income is a recog­
nition of interest that will be earned on contract funds that 
have been collected, while the discounting of loss reserves 
recognizes the time value of money that relates to funds that 
may be in excess of the actual funds available for investment 
on particular loss contracts. Hence, the investment income 
in the premium deficiency calculation relates to actual funds 
available for investment, while the discounting concept im­
putes investment income on funds that may not necessarily 
have been generated by those particular contracts.
c. The incidence of recognition of investment income related to 
unprofitable contracts should be different from the incidence 
of recognition of investment income related to profitable 
contracts because of the nature of the contracts. The invest­
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ment income on profitable contracts should be recognized 
as earned following the generally accepted accounting prin­
ciple of not anticipating gains. However, the investment 
income relative to loss contracts should be used in determin­
ing the “net” loss relative to those contracts in accordance 
with the generally accepted accounting principle of recogniz­
ing net losses on unprofitable contracts. As the concept of 
loss recognition pertains to a “net” loss, it is contemplated 
that the calculation should include accrual of all anticipated 
costs and all anticipated revenue relative to those contracts.
.24 Others believe that anticipated investment income should 
be considered in the calculation of premium deficiencies for the 
above reasons, but that it would be inconsistent to recognize 
that investment income and not discount loss reserves. They 
believe that the recognition of the time value of money results 
in financial statements that are more in accord with economic 
reality but cannot support recognizing the effects of anticipated 
investment income only in the case of premium deficiencies (see 
paragraphs .34 through .38, “Recognition of the Time Value of 
Money”). They further believe that to do so would create an 
unnecessary difference in the application of the matching con­
cept to profitable and unprofitable contracts. Furthermore, they 
point out that the methodology involved in using investment 
income in the computation of premium deficiencies is very 
similar to discounting loss reserves, and, if loss reserves were 
discounted, the question of using investment income in the 
computation of premium deficiencies would be moot.
.25 Some believe that anticipated investment income should 
not be considered in the calculation of premium deficiencies for 
the following reasons:
a. FASB Statement no. 5 defines a net loss, which the division 
describes as a premium deficiency, as “a loss in excess of 
deferred premiums.” They believe that the term “deferred 
premiums” is intended to mean “unearned premiums” as 
commonly used in the insurance industry. In expanding on 
that view, the guide further indicates that a premium should 
also be adequate to recover deferred acquisition costs and 
expenses subsequent to acquisition. The losses and expenses 
referred to do not suggest that lasses and expenses should 
be estimated any differently for that purpose than for finan­
cial statement presentation. Thus, they believe the term 
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needs no further clarification and indicates no intention on 
the part of the FASB to consider investment income as a 
source of revenue in determining a net loss.
b. Furthermore, they believe that including investment income 
in the computation of premium deficiencies is not otherwise 
supported by current generally accepted accounting prin­
ciples applicable to the determination of asset values. In 
testing the recoverability of asset values, they believe it may 
be proper to consider income directly attributable to that 
asset during the recovery period. In those cases, the income 
considered can be identified as being directly related to the 
asset being evaluated. In this situation, the asset being tested 
for recoverability is a deferred charge, which does not and 
could not generate income. The investable funds generated 
by the related unearned premiums cannot be segregated and 
identified with specific contracts. Even if a segregation were 
possible, they suggest one might find that contracts that are 
evidencing possible future deficiency problems have already 
consumed more funds in paying losses to date than they 
generated in total.
.26 Financial Statement Presentation. Some believe that, ex­
cept in rare instances, future net losses cannot be estimated any 
more reasonably than catastrophes. Therefore, they believe that 
the provisions of the guide and FASB Statement no. 5 have 
little, if any, applicability in practice in this area. Others believe 
that, while future net losses may not be as reasonably estimable 
as liabilities for incurred losses, they can be estimated with 
sufficient reliability to determine whether there will be a net 
loss on the contract. Therefore, to comply with the guide and 
the requirements of FASB Statement no. 5, they suggest the 
following methods to provide for premium deficiencies:
a. A premium deficiency should first be recognized by writing 
off any unamortized deferred acquisition costs to the extent 
required. Should the premium deficiency be greater than the 
unamortized deferred acquisition costs, loss reserves should 
be provided for an additional deficiency. This method recog­
nizes that an asset has been impaired and that the impairment 
should be recognized before any additional liabilities are 
recorded.
b. Additional loss reserves should be provided for the full 
amount of the premium deficiency with no adjustment to 
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deferred acquisition costs. This method is supported by the 
view that the original premium contemplated the acquisition 
costs and that the deficiency is caused by losses in excess of 
those anticipated at the time premiums were established.
c. Unearned premiums should be increased by the amount of a 
premium deficiency. This method is supported by the view 
that the premium deficiency cannot be attributed to either 
the acquisition costs or additional losses.
Conclusions
.27 Determination of Premium Deficiencies. Premium defi­
ciencies should be determined by reasonable groupings of busi­
ness consistent with a company’s manner of acquiring, servicing, 
and measuring the profitability of its insurance products.
.28 Anticipated Expenses Subsequent to Acquisition. In 
those instances in which expected losses and loss adjustment 
expenses, maintenance expenses, policyholder dividends, and 
unamortized deferred acquisition costs exceed the related un­
earned premiums, a provision for the anticipated premium 
deficiency should be provided (in accordance with FASB State­
ment no. 5, paragraph 96).
.29 Expected losses and loss adjustment expenses, expected 
policyholder dividends, and unamortized deferred acquisition 
costs should be considered in determining premium deficiencies. 
In addition, certain other underwriting expenses (maintenance 
expenses) should also be considered, provided those costs can 
be attributed to maintaining the policies in force.
.30 Anticipated Investment Income. Although this statement 
of position discusses the issue of whether anticipated investment 
income should be considered in computing premium deficiencies, 
no conclusion has been reached. Because of the importance of 
that issue, the division believes that it should expose for public 
comment its conclusions on the issue in a separate statement of 
position. Until the issue is resolved, companies that consider 
anticipated investment income in computing premium deficien­
cies should disclose that fact in their note on accounting policies 
together with the effects on the financial statements.
.31 Financial Statement Presentation. A premium deficiency 
should first be recognized by writing off any unamortized de­
ferred acquisition costs to the extent required. Should the 
premium deficiency be greater than the unamortized deferred 
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acquisition costs, a separate liability should be provided for the 
excess deficiency. That method recognizes that an asset has been 
impaired and that the impairment should be recorded before 
any additional liabilities are recorded.
LOSSES
Discussion
.32 Basis of Recognition. Under statutory accounting prac­
tices, losses are recognized as incurred. Estimated liabilities are 
established for losses that have been reported, and additional 
estimates are made for losses that have been incurred but have 
not yet been reported to the company. That accounting method 
was endorsed by the guide, has been generally accepted by 
industry, and is reaffirmed in FASB Statement no. 5. For losses 
that are historically settled over a period of years, the estimates 
generally include the effects of inflation and other social and 
economic factors on the ultimate dollar cost of settlement; the 
effects are generally measured using information based on his­
torical and reasonably foreseeable events and trends.
.33 Salvage and Subrogation. Regulatory authorities gener­
ally do not permit recognition of estimated amounts of salvage 
and subrogation recoverable on paid and unpaid losses. The 
guide is silent on that subject and practice varies.
.34 Recognition of the Time Value of Money. Some regula­
tory authorities permit liabilities for losses to be determined 
based on the present value of future payments for those types of 
losses that are payable in fixed installments over a long period 
of time, such as certain workers’ compensation and disability 
insurance claims. Discounting of loss reserves, or the recogni­
tion of the time value of money, for other types of claims not 
expected to be settled in one year is generally not permitted. 
Under generally accepted accounting principles, losses are gen­
erally recorded following statutory accounting practices. The 
guide is silent on that subject and practice varies.
.35 Those who believe that liabilities for losses and loss 
adjustment expenses should be stated at their present value sug­
gest that investment income, excluding investment income attrib­
utable to stockholders’ (members’) equity, is an inextricable 
part of insurance operations, and present value concepts should 
be applied to all liabilities that are not expected to be settled in 
one year, provided that the period for settling the losses can be 
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reasonably estimated. In support of that viewpoint, they cite 
the fact that at least fifteen states are now taking investment 
income into consideration in determining premium rates. They 
believe that further support comes from a review of the eco­
nomic history of the insurance industry over the last fifty years 
in which investment income exceeded $29 billion (excluding 
investment gains of $5 billion), while underwriting losses aggre­
gated slightly in excess of $2 billion over the same period. From 
that perspective, they believe it is undeniable that if the insur­
ance industry had to depend solely on premium revenue to cover 
claim costs, acquisition costs, and underwriting expenses, it 
simply would not survive.
.36 Some believe that all liabilities for losses and loss adjust­
ment expenses not expected to be settled in one year should be 
stated at their present value. Those who support that view 
believe that—
a. Recognition of the time value of money results in financial 
statements that are more in accord with economic reality 
than is the case without discounting. The economic history 
of the insurance industry and the present environment dem­
onstrate that investment income and underwriting results 
are interrelated.
b. Valuing loss reserves at their present value is consistent with 
the generally accepted accounting principle of matching re­
lated revenue and expenses. Premium revenue would be 
matched against the estimated present value of claims in­
curred, while, investment income would be matched against 
the interest added to the reserves. If losses are not dis­
counted, premium revenue is matched against the estimated 
total amount to be paid on claims incurred, while investment 
income has no offset.
e. Anticipated investment income plays a significant role in 
determining premium rates. Premiums on lines of business in 
which losses are settled in a relatively short period of time 
are generally higher in relation to anticipated losses than 
premiums on lines of business in which a substantial portion 
of the losses are settled over a period of years.
d. Current insurance accounting principles are inconsistent, in­
asmuch as reserves on life, annuity, and disability policies 
issued by life insurance companies are discounted, while 
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long-term reserves of property and liability insurance com­
panies are not.
e. Although the use of present values involves estimates of the 
timing of future payments, the estimates would be based on 
historical experience modified for current trends. The use of 
discounted loss reserves should not imply greater precision 
than gross dollar reserves because all elements of the loss 
reserve (gross dollar value, salvage and subrogation recover­
able, and payment pattern) are estimates.
.37 Those who support discounting, or the recognition of the 
time value of money, believe that the issue is so significant to the 
determination of financial position, results of operations, and 
changes in financial position of property and liability insurance 
companies that financial statements will continue to be inter­
preted differently until the issue is resolved.
.38 Others believe that present value concepts should be ap­
plied only to those types of losses that are payable in fixed 
installments over a long period of time, such as workers’ com­
pensation and other forms of disability insurance. Those who 
support this view believe that—
a. Those liabilities are contractual obligations to pay money on 
fixed or determinable dates as contemplated in APB Opinion 
21, Interest on Receivables and Payables.
b. Present value concepts should be applied only to those types 
of losses because the application of present value concepts to 
other types of losses involve estimates of both the amounts 
and the timing of payments, and there is too much subjectiv­
ity inherent in establishing estimates of losses that will not 
be paid until some undetermined future date to permit those 
losses to be stated at their present value. To do so would 
imply a greater degree of precision than is warranted.
Condusions
.39 Basis of Recognition. Under generally accepted account­
ing principles, losses should be recognized in the financial state­
ments as incurred, including estimates for incurred but not 
reported losses. Provisions for unpaid losses should be based on 
the best estimate of the ultimate cost of settlement (including 
the effects of inflation and other social and economic factors), 
reduced by estimated salvage and subrogation recoveries, using 
past experience adjusted for current trends and any other factors 
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that would modify past experience. Changes in loss estimates 
resulting from the continuous review process and differences 
between estimates and ultimate payments should be reflected in 
income of the period in which the estimates are changed.
.40 Salvage and Subrogation. Estimated amounts of salvage 
and subrogation recoverable on paid and unpaid losses should 
be recorded as a reduction of unpaid losses with disclosure of 
the amounts deducted.2
.41 Recognition of the Time Value of Money. Although this 
statement of position discusses the issue of whether loss reserves 
should be discounted, that is, whether the time value of money 
should be considered in determining loss reserves, no conclusion 
has been reached. Because of the importance of that issue, the 
division believes that it should expose for public comment its 
conclusions on the issue in a separate statement of position. 
Until the issue is resolved, companies that discount loss reserves 
or loss adjustment expenses3 should disclose that fact in their 
note on accounting policies together with the effects on the 
financial statements.
LOSS ADJUSTMENT EXPENSES
Discussion
.42 Statutory accounting practices require that all costs 
associated with the settlement of losses be accrued in the period 
that the related losses are incurred. Those costs include amounts 
paid for outside services and direct, indirect, and fixed internal 
costs associated with the settlement of claims. No exception to 
that practice was presented in the guide, and the practice has 
been accepted in industry.
Conclusions
.43 All expenses expected to be incurred in connection with 
the settlement of unpaid losses should be accrued. Certain of 
those expenses, such as legal and adjusters’ fees, can be associ­
ated directly with specific losses paid or in the process of settle­
ment. Other of those expenses, such as the internal costs of the
2 The insurance companies committee has noted that this accounting practice 
appears to be uniform; accordingly, disclosure of the estimated amount of salvage 
and subrogation is considered adequate, rather than presenting the estimated 
amount as an asset.
3 See paragraphs .42 and .43.
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claims function, cannot be associated with specific losses but 
are related to losses paid or in the process of settlement.4
REINSURANCE
Discussion
.44 Under statutory accounting practices, amounts recover­
able from reinsurers related to paid losses are classified as an 
asset, whereas amounts recoverable on unpaid losses and for 
ceded unearned premiums are offset against the related liability 
accounts. The guide is silent on that subject, and the practice is 
generally accepted in the industry. However, some believe that 
all amounts recoverable from reinsurers should be classified as 
assets, subject to appropriate valuation allowances, rather than 
as offsets to liability accounts on the basis that generally ac­
cepted accounting principles do not permit offsetting receivables 
and payables to unrelated parties.
.45 Those who support the statutory accounting practice be­
lieve that reinsurance is inextricably linked to the basic policy 
transaction. For example, if the amount of commercial fire cov­
erage required exceeds the retention limit of any one company, 
the several companies insuring the risk could either issue sep­
arate policies for their portion of the risk or one company could 
issue a single policy for the total coverage and reinsure the 
coverage in excess of its retention limit. In either case, the net 
financial statement result is the same and form should not pre­
vail over substance.
.46 Under statutory accounting practices, reinsurance pre­
miums ceded are reported as a reduction of written and earned 
premiums. The guide is silent on that subject and the practice is 
generally accepted in the industry. Some believe the purchase of 
catastrophe insurance coverage by a company is not a true shar­
ing of risk and, therefore, the premiums should be treated as 
operating expenses as opposed to a reduction in written and 
earned premiums. Those who support the statutory accounting 
practice believe, as stated above, that reinsurance is inextricably 
linked to the basic policy transaction and that a distinction can­
not be made between a sharing of risk and the purchase of 
insurance.
4 See paragraph .41.
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Conclusions
.47 Amounts recoverable from reinsurers that are related to 
paid losses and loss adjustment expenses, if applicable, should be 
classified in the financial statements as assets, subject to appro­
priate valuation allowances. Estimated amounts recoverable 
from reinsurers that are related to unpaid losses and loss adjust­
ment expenses should be deducted from the unpaid losses and 
loss adjustment expenses with disclosure of the amounts de­
ducted.5 Ceded unearned premiums do not represent receivables; 
therefore, those amounts should be netted against the related un­
earned premiums. Receivables and payables from the same re­
insurer, including funds withheld, should be offset. Reinsurance 
premiums ceded and reinsurance recoveries on losses may be 
netted against the respective earned premiums and incurred 
losses in the income statement.
.48 Companies should disclose (a) the nature of their rein­
surance activities, (b) reinsurance premiums assumed and ceded 
that are included in or deducted from earned premiums (disclo­
sure should also be made on a written premium basis if the 
difference is material), and (c) premiums and recoveries on 
catastrophe type reinsurance contracts deducted from premiums 
earned and losses incurred, respectively.
POLICYHOLDER DIVIDENDS AND CONTINGENT 
COMMISSIONS
Discussion
.49 Under statutory accounting practices—
a. Policyholder dividends are generally recorded as liabilities 
when declared by the board of directors.
b. Contingent commissions are recognized in financial state­
ments on either the accrual basis, a modified cash basis (that 
is, accrual for commissions on expired contracts), or the cash 
basis.
Conclusions
.50 Generally accepted accounting principles require the use 
of accrual basis accounting; therefore—
• The insurance companies committee has noted that this accounting practice
appears to be uniform; accordingly, disclosure of the estimated amount of rein­
surance is adequate, rather than presenting the estimated amount as an asset.
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a. Dividends should be accrued using best estimates of the 
amounts to be paid.
b. Contingent commissions receivable or payable should be ac­
crued over the period during which the related profits are 
recognized.
VALUATION OF INVESTMENTS AND RECOGNITION OF 
RELATED REALIZED AND UNREALIZED GAINS 
OR LOSSES
Discussion
.51 Under statutory accounting practices, investments in 
common and preferred stocks are carried at market value, bonds 
are generally carried at amortized cost, mortgages are generally 
carried at unpaid principal, and real estate generally is carried 
at depreciated cost. Realized investment gains or losses are 
credited or charged to income. Changes in the carrying amount 
of investments representing unrealized appreciation or deprecia­
tion are charged or credited to stockholders’ (members’) equity.
.52 The statutory method of accounting for investments is 
supported by the following reasoning—
a. Carrying bonds whose value has not been permanently im­
paired at amortized cost is appropriate since a company that 
has the ability and intent to hold the investments to maturity 
will be able to realize face amount. Market values that reflect 
periodic changes in prevailing interest rates are irrelevant in 
valuing bonds that are expected to be held to maturity.
b. Carrying common and preferred stocks at market is appro­
priate because a company has no assurance that it will re­
ceive more or less than the current market value.
c. Including realized investment gains and losses in net income 
is appropriate since it is based on the realization principle. 
Periodic fluctuations in market value are appropriately recog­
nized in valuing equity investments but should not be in­
cluded in net income because the fluctuations do not meet the 
realization principle.
.53 The guide endorses the statutory basis for valuing invest­
ments. However, it suggests that realized and unrealized invest­
ment gains or losses should be combined in a separate financial 
statement. Those who support the separate statement approach 
believe that valuation of investments under the statutory method 
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is appropriate for the reasons stated above. However, they ad­
vocate that changes in the value of investments, whether real­
ized or unrealized, should be presented in a separate financial 
statement as one combined amount. They believe that the treat­
ment is the most meaningful since the realization of a gain or 
loss has an offsetting effect on the related unrealized gain or loss. 
Because of the materiality of the amounts and the significant 
fluctuations that occur, realized and unrealized gains or losses 
should not be included in the determination of net income be­
cause they feel they would make net income meaningless.
.54 Some believe that the results of realized gains and losses 
should be reported as an integral part of an insurance company’s 
results of operations because an investor’s appraisal of an insur­
ance company’s performance should include the results of real­
ized gains and losses over a period of years.
.55 FASB Statement no. 12, Accounting for Certain Market­
able Securities, discusses the accounting treatment to be fol­
lowed by specialized industries, such as property and liability 
insurance companies, with respect to investments in common and 
preferred stocks.
Conclusions
.56 Bonds should be carried at amortized cost if the company 
has both the ability and intent to hold the bonds until maturity 
and there is no decline in the market value of the bond other 
than a temporary decline. In those rare instances in which a 
company is a trader in bonds and does not intend to hold the 
bonds until maturity, the bonds should be carried at market; 
temporary fluctuations in the market value of the bonds should 
be recognized as unrealized gains or losses.
.57 Common and nonredeemable preferred stocks should be 
carried at market. Preferred stocks that by their terms must be 
redeemed by the issuing company should be carried at amortized 
cost if the company has both the ability and intention to hold the 
stocks until redemption and there is no decline in the market 
value of the stocks other than a temporary decline.
.58 Mortgages should be accounted for at unpaid principal 
unless collectibility is uncertain. Real estate investments should 
be accounted for at depreciated cost unless there is an impair­
ment in value. Amortization, depreciation, and other related 
charges or credits should be charged or credited to investment 
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income. Charges and credits to valuation accounts should be 
included in realized gains and losses.
.59 Realized gains and losses on all assets held for invest­
ment (including, but not limited to, stocks, bonds, mortgage 
loans, real estate, joint ventures, and subsidiaries held for in­
vestment) should be included in the statement of income, below 
operating income and net of applicable income taxes. Realized 
gains and losses on the sale of other assets, such as property 
used in the business and operating subsidiaries, should be in­
cluded in the statement of income before applicable income taxes. 
Unrealized investment gains and losses should be recognized in 
stockholders’ (members’) equity net of applicable income taxes.
.60 If a decline in the value of an investment in a security 
below its cost or amortized cost is other than temporary, the 
investment should be written down to its net realizable value, 
which becomes the new cost basis. The amount of the write­
down should be accounted for as a realized loss. A recovery 
from the new cost basis should be recognized only at the sale, 
maturity, or other disposition of the asset, as a realized gain.
.61 Valuation accounts are not appropriate for bonds, com­
mon stocks, or preferred stocks.
REAL ESTATE
Discussion
.62 Under statutory accounting practices, real estate is clas­
sified as an investment regardless of its use. For real estate 
used in operations, rent is included in investment income and is 
charged to the operating departments. The guide is silent on 
that subject, and the statutory accounting practice has gained 
general acceptance in the industry.
Conclusions
.63 Real estate should be classified either as an investment or 
as property used in the business, based on its predominant use. 
Depreciation and other real estate operating expenses should be 
classified as investment expenses or operating expenses consist­
ent with the balance sheet classification of the related asset. Im­
puted investment income and rent expense should not be 
attributed to real estate used in the business.
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ACCIDENT AND HEALTH INSURANCE
Discussion
.64 Accident and health insurance contracts are issued by 
both property and liability insurance companies and life insur­
ance companies. Currently, those companies may account for 
their accident and health insurance contracts differently depend­
ing on which audit guide the companies follow.
Conclusions
.65 The accounting for accident and health insurance con­
tracts should be the same irrespective of the company issuing 
the contracts. The applicable provisions of this statement of 
position should be applied to short-term accident and health in­
surance contracts. The provisions of the industry audit guide, 
Audits of Stock Life Insurance Companies, should be applied to 
long-term accident and health insurance contracts. Individual 
and group contracts that are noncancelable, collectively renew­
able, or guaranteed renewable should be considered long-term 
contracts. Contracts that are renewable at the option of the 
company (cancelable contracts) may also be considered long 
term if it can be demonstrated that they are likely to remain in 
force for a reasonable period of time, similar to guaranteed re­
newable contracts. All other contracts should be accounted for 
as short-term contracts.
TRANSITION
.66 The conclusions in this statement of position should be 
applied to financial statements of property and liability insur­
ance companies issued for annual and interim periods beginning 
after December 31, 1978. Earlier application is encouraged. The 
conclusions in this statement of position should be applied retro­
actively, and financial statements presented for prior periods 
should be restated. The individual effects of changing to the 
accounting principles in this statement of position should be dis­
closed in the financial statements.
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Section 10,220
Statement of Position 78-7
Financial Accounting and Reporting 
by Hospitals Operated by 
a Governmental Unit
[Proposal to Financial Accounting Standards Board to Amend AICPA 
Industry Audit Guide on Audits of State and Local Governmental 
Units]
AICPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants1211 Avenue of the Americas. New York. New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
July 31, 1978
Donald J. Kirk, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board 
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Kirk:
The accompanying statement of position, Financial 
Accounting and Reporting by Hospitals Operated by a 
Governmental Unit, has been prepared by the 
accounting standards division.
The statement is an amendment of the AICPA Industry 
Audit Guide, Audits of State and Local Governmental 
Units, issued in 1974 and presents the division’s 
recommendation for the accounting and reporting 
by hospitals operated by a governmental unit.
Representatives of the division are available to 
discuss this proposal with you or your repre­
sentatives at your convenience.
Sincerely,
Arthur R. Wyatt, Chairman 
Accounting Standards Division
cc: Securities and Exchange Commission
AICPA Letter
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NOTES
Statements of position of the accounting standards division are is­
sued for the general information of those interested in the subject. 
They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the accounting 
standards executive committee, which is the senior technical body of 
the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of 
financial accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of statements of position is to influence the develop­
ment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the division 
believes are in the public interest. It is intended that they should be 
considered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority to issue 
pronouncements on the subject. However, statements of position do 
not establish standards enforceable under the Institute’s code of pro­
fessional ethics.
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING 
BY HOSPITALS OPERATED BY A 
GOVERNMENTAL UNIT
.01 The AICPA Industry Audit Guide, Hospital Audit Guide, 
does not specifically address the financial accounting and report­
ing practices of hospitals that are operated by a governmental 
unit but states that the practices it discusses apply to all hos­
pitals. The AICPA Industry Audit Guide, Audits of State and, 
Local Governmental Units, effectively includes government 
operated hospitals within its scope. That overlap has raised 
questions concerning the financial accounting and reporting 
practices that should be followed by hospitals operated by gov­
ernmental units.
.02 Different views exist about whether the financial activities 
of a hospital operated by a governmental unit should be ac­
counted for as an enterprise fund or as a special revenue fund. 
Hospitals accounted for as enterprise funds usually follow prac­
tices comparable to those discussed in the Hospital Audit Guide, 
and hospitals accounted for as special revenue funds follow the 
practices discussed in Audits of State and Local Governmental 
Units. Since these accounting practices differ significantly, the 
accounting standards division believes that Audits of State and 
Local Governmental Units should be amended to provide for 
uniformity in the financial reporting of hospitals.
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THE DIVISION’S CONCLUSION
.03 Some government operated hospitals have been ac­
counted for as special revenue funds and others as enterprise 
funds, depending on the source of funding. The accounting 
standards division believes, however, that the source of revenues 
should not determine the accounting practices followed by hos­
pitals. If all government operated hospitals followed the Hos­
pital Audit Guide and were accounted for as enterprise funds, 
more comparable financial statements within the hospital indus­
try would result. The division therefore believes that Audits of 
State and Local Governmental Units should be amended by the 
addition of the following paragraph (and its accompanying 
footnote) as the first full paragraph on page 14 of the guide.
Hospitals that are operated by governmental units should follow 
the requirements of the AICPA’s Hospital Audit Guide. Since the 
accounting recommended in that guide can best be accommodated in 
the enterprise funds, such funds should be used in accounting for 
governmental hospitals.*
* See page 1 of the Hospital Audit Guide for a discussion of the types 
of hospitals covered.
TRANSITION
.04 This statement should be applied for fiscal years begin­
ning after June 30, 1979. Earlier application of the statement 
of position is encouraged. The recommendations should be ap­
plied retroactively by prior-period adjustments, that is, reflected 
as adjustments of opening fund balances of the earliest years 
presented. When financial statements for periods before June 
30, 1979, are presented, they should be restated to reflect the 
prior-period adjustments. The nature of the restatements and 
their effects should be disclosed in the period of change.
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Section 10,230
Statement of Position 78-8 
Accounting for Product 
Financing Arrangements
[Proposal to Financial Accounting Standards Board]
AICPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants1211 Avenue of the Americas. New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
December 26, 1978
Donald J. Kirk, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board 
High Ridge Park
Stamford, CT 06905
Dear Mr. Kirk:
The accompanying statement of position, Accounting 
for Product Financing Arrangements, has been 
prepared on behalf of the accounting standards 
division by the AICPA Task Force on Off-Balance- 
Sheet Financing Arrangements and approved by the 
Accounting Standards Executive Committee.
Representatives of the division are available to 
discuss this proposal with you or your representa­
tives at your convenience.
Sincerely yours,
Arthur R. Wyatt
Chairman
Accounting Standards Executive Committee 
cc: Securities and Exchange Commission
AICPA Letter
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NOTE
Statements of position of the AICPA accounting standards division 
are issued for the general information of those interested in the sub­
ject. They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the Account­
ing Standards Executive Committee, which is the senior technical body 
of the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of 
financial accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of statements of position is to influence the develop­
ment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the division 
believes are in the public interest. It is intended that they should be 
considered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority to issue 
pronouncements on the subject. However, statements of position do 
not establish standards enforceable under the Institute’s code of pro­
fessional ethics.
ACCOUNTING FOR PRODUCT 
FINANCING ARRANGEMENTS
.01 A number of methods have been developed whereby an 
entity finances inventory of product or materials without report­
ing in its balance sheet the liability or the related inventory. 
For example, a company transfers (“sells”) a product to another 
party and in a related transaction agrees to repurchase the prod­
uct or processed goods of which the product is a component at 
a specified price over a specified period. The other party 
(“transferee” or “purchaser”), using the product and at times 
the financing arrangement as collateral, may borrow against the 
value of the product from a lending institution or other credit 
grantor and remit the proceeds to the company as payment for 
the product. As the terms of the financing arrangement are ful­
filled by the company making the original transfer (“sale”), the 
transferee (“purchaser”) reduces its borrowing from the finan­
cial institution.
.02 For transactions of that type, the accounting standards 
division believes guidance is necessary to determine whether 
the company that “sells” the product and in a related trans­
action agrees to repurchase the product, has in substance trans­
ferred the risks and rewards of ownership of the product. Based 
on that determination, a decision can be reached on whether 
the transferor should account for the transaction as a sale or 
as a financing transaction. In this document, such transactions 
are referred to as “product financing arrangements.”
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.03 Product financing arrangements include agreements in 
which a sponsor (the company seeking to finance product acqui­
sition or the holding of product for future use or resale)—
a. Sells a product to another entity (the company through 
which the financing flows), and in a related transaction 
agrees to buy the product back.
b. Is a party to an arrangement whereby an entity purchases a 
product on the sponsor’s behalf, and the sponsor in a related 
transaction agrees to buy the product from the entity.
c. Controls the disposition of the product that has been acquired 
by the other entity in accordance with the arrangements de­
scribed in either (a) or (b) above.
In all of the foregoing cases, the sponsor agrees to purchase 
the product, or processed goods of which the product is a com­
ponent, from the other entity at specified prices over specified 
periods or, to the extent that it does not do so, guarantees resale 
prices to third parties (see paragraph .04(b)(i) below). The 
Appendix contains an example of each of the types of arrange­
ments described in (a) and (b) above.
.04 For purposes of this statement of position, product finan­
cing arrangements apply to products1 that have been produced 
by or were originally acquired by the sponsor or acquired by 
another entity on behalf of the sponsor and have the following 
characteristics:
1 Unmined or unharvested natural resources are not considered to be prod­
uct for the purposes of this statement of position.
a. The financing arrangement requires the sponsor to purchase 
the product or processed goods of which the product is a 
component at specified prices. The components of the prices 
related to the product are not subject to future market price 
fluctuations except for fluctuations due to finance and hold­
ing costs. This characteristic is also present if either of the 
following circumstances exists:
(i) The specified prices in the financing arrangement are in 
the form of resale price guarantees under which the 
sponsor agrees to make up any difference between the 
specified price and the resale price for products sold to 
third parties or if the sponsor does not repurchase the 
product.
(ii) The financing arrangement is in the form of (a) an elec­
tion (option) for the sponsor to purchase the product, 
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the economic effect of which compels the sponsor to 
purchase the product—for example, an option arrange­
ment that provides for a significant penalty if the spon­
sor does not exercise the purchase election or (b) an 
election (option) whereby the other entity can require 
the sponsor to purchase the product.
b. The predetermined prices to be paid by the sponsor cover 
at least substantially all costs associated with acquisition of 
the product plus holding costs and including interest and 
any related fee charged by the other entity.
.05 Other characteristics that commonly exist in product 
financing arrangements but that are not necessarily present in 
all such arrangements are—
a. The entity that purchases the product from the sponsor or 
acquires it directly from a third party on behalf of the spon­
sor was established expressly for that purpose or is an exist­
ing trust, nonprofit entity, or credit grantor.
b. The product covered by the financial arrangement is to be 
used or sold by the sponsor, although a portion may be sold 
by the other entity directly to third parties.
c. The product subject to the financing arrangement is stored 
on the premises of the sponsor.
d. The debt of the other entity is guaranteed by the sponsor.
SCOPE
.06 This statement of position contains the accounting 
standards division’s recommendations for accounting for prod­
uct financing arrangements by enterprises, including nonprofit 
organizations, that present financial statements prepared in con­
formity with generally accepted accounting principles. This 
statement of position is not intended to modify any of the con­
clusions in SOP 75-1 [section 10,050], Revenue Recognition 
When Right of Return Exists, and does not apply to transac­
tions that qualify as sales in accordance with the provisions 
of that statement.
PRESENT PRACTICE
.07 The products and obligations under product financing 
arrangements are sometimes reported as assets and liabilities 
in the financial statements of the sponsor, but often they are 
not, although the obligations are sometimes disclosed as com­
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mitments. Often, financing and holding costs incurred by the 
other entity are not reported by the sponsor until the product 
is acquired from the other entity. Those costs are sometimes 
considered part of product cost irrespective of the sponsor’s 
accounting for similar costs applicable to its products that are 
not subject to a product financing arrangement.
THE DIVISION’S CONCLUSION
.08 The division believes that, in substance, the sponsor of 
a product financing arrangement that demonstrates all of the 
characteristics described in paragraph .04 bears substantially 
all of the risks and rewards of ownership of the product. The 
assets and related liabilities that result from such product 
financing arrangements should be reported in the financial state­
ments of the sponsor.
.09 Products and obligations under product financing ar­
rangements that contain all the characteristics described in 
paragraph .04 should be accounted for by the sponsor as follows:
a. If a sponsor sells a product to another entity and, in a re­
lated transaction, agrees to buy back the product or proc­
essed goods of which the product is a component the sponsor 
should record a liability at the time the proceeds are re­
ceived from the other entity to the extent that the product 
is covered by a financing arrangement. The sponsor should 
not record the transaction as a sale and should not remove 
the product from its balance sheet except for product not 
covered by a financing arrangement. Such a product financ­
ing arrangement, despite its form, does not in substance rep­
resent a sale or purchase by the sponsor, but rather a method 
of financing its product.
b. If the sponsor is a party to an arrangement whereby an 
entity buys a product on the sponsor’s behalf and, in a re­
lated transaction, the sponsor agree to buy the product or 
processed goods of which the product is a component from 
the entity, the sponsor should record the asset and the re­
lated obligation when the product is acquired by the other 
entity.
.10 Costs of the product, excluding processing charges, in 
excess of the sponsor’s original production or purchase cost or 
the other entity’s acquisition costs represent financing and hold­
ing costs. The sponsor should account for such costs in accord- 
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ance with its applicable accounting policies when the costs are 
incurred by the other entity. For example, if insurance and 
other holding costs are ordinarily treated as period costs by 
the sponsor, similar costs associated with the product covered 
by financing arrangements should be accrued and expensed as 
period costs by the sponsor as incurred by the other entity.
TRANSITION
.11 An accounting change to adopt the recommendations of 
this statement of position should be made for balance sheets as 
of December 20, 1979, and later. Early adoption of these recom­
mendations and retroactive application are encouraged.
.12 The nature of the change in an enterprise’s financial 
statements resulting from application of this statement should 
be disclosed.
APPENDIX
.13 Examples of a Product Financing Arrangement
Two cases are presented to illustrate application of the rec­
ommendations expressed in paragraphs .08 through .10. The 
facts assumed in the cases are illustrative only and are not 
intended to modify or limit in any way the recommendations 
in paragraphs .08 through .10. The facts assumed in each case 
could vary in one or more respects without altering the account­
ing recommendations.
Case 1
“Sale” and related agreement to repurchase (paragraph 
.03(a)).
Facts
A company (sponsor) arranges for an entity to acquire a por­
tion of its inventory. The entity’s sole asset is the transferred 
inventory that is in turn used as collateral for bank financing. 
The proceeds of the bank financing are then remitted to the 
sponsor. The debt of the entity is guaranteed by the sponsor. 
The inventory is stored in a public warehouse during the hold­
ing period. The company, in connection with the “sale” (legal 
title passes to the entity), enters into a financing arrangement 
under which—
a. The company agrees to pay all costs of the entity associated 
with the inventory including holding and storage costs.
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b. The company agrees to pay the entity interest on the pur­
chase price of the inventory equivalent to the interest and 
fees incurred in connection with the bank financing.
c. The company agrees to repurchase the inventory from the 
entity at a specified future date for the same price origi­
nally paid by the entity to acquire the inventory irrespec­
tive of changes in market prices during the holding period.
d. The entity agrees not to assign or otherwise encumber the 
inventory during its ownership period, except to the extent 
of providing collateral for the bank financing.
Accounting Treatment
In the product financing arrangement outlined above, all of 
the characteristics in paragraph .04 are present; accordingly, 
the company should neither record the transaction as a sale of 
inventory nor remove the inventory from its balance sheet. 
The company should record a liability at the time the proceeds 
are received from the entity. Financing and holding costs 
should be accrued by the company as incurred by the entity 
and treated in accordance with the company’s normal account­
ing policies for such costs.
Case 2
A sponsor arranges for an entity to buy product on the spon­
sor’s behalf with a related agreement to purchase the product 
from the entity (paragraph .03(b)).
Facts
A company (sponsor) arranges for a newly created trust to 
acquire on its behalf an existing supply of fuel. In a related 
agreement, the sponsor agrees to buy the fuel from the entity 
over a specified period and at specified prices. The prices 
established are adequate to cover all holding and financing 
costs of the trust. The trust finances the purchase of fuel 
using the fuel and the agreement as collateral.
Accounting Treatment
In the product financing arrangement outlined above, all of 
the characteristics in paragraph .04 are present; accordingly, 
the sponsor should report the asset (fuel) and the related lia­
bility in its financial statements when the fuel is acquired by 
the other entity (time of acquiring the fuel). Financing and 
holding costs should be accrued by the sponsor as incurred by
§ 10,230.13
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the trust and treated in accordance with the sponsor’s account­
ing policies for holding and financing costs related to inven­
tory items.
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aicpa American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
December 29, 1978
Donald J. Kirk, CPA
Chairman
Financial Accounting Standards Board 
High Ridge Park
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Dear Mr. Kirk:
The accompanying statement of position, Account­
ing for Investments in Real Estate Ventures, has 
been prepared on behalf of the division by the 
AICPA Committee on Real Estate Accounting and 
approved by the AICPA Accounting Standards 
Executive Committee.
The statement presents the division’s recommen­
dations on accounting for investments in real 
estate ventures (corporate joint ventures, 
general and limited partnerships, and undivided 
interests). The recommendations are primarily 
an application of the existing authoritative 
accounting literature to the specialized ac­
counting problems related to such investments 
and are intended to narrow the range of alterna­
tive practices.
AICPA Letter
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Representatives of the division are available to 
discuss this proposal with you or your staff at 
your convenience.
Accounting Standards Division
cc: Securities and Exchange Commission
AICPA Letter
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NOTE
Statements of position of the accounting standards division are 
issued for the general information of those interested in the subject. 
They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the accounting 
standards executive committee, which is the senior technical body of 
the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of finan­
cial accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of statements of position is to influence the devel­
opment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the division 
believes are in the public interest. It is intended that they should be 
considered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority to issue 
pronouncements on the subject. However, statements of positions do 
not establish standards enforceable under the Institute’s code of pro­
fessional ethics.
ACCOUNTING FOR INVESTMENTS IN 
REAL ESTATE VENTURES
INTRODUCTION
.01 Ownership of real estate or real estate development proj­
ects by two or more entities may take several forms. The most 
common forms are as follows:
a. A corporate joint venture—a corporation owned and oper­
ated by a small group of ventures to accomplish a mutually 
beneficial venture or project, as described in paragraph 3 of 
APB Opinion 18.
b. A general partnership—an association in which each part­
ner has unlimited liability.
c. A limited partnership—an association in which one or more 
general partners have unlimited liability and one or more 
partners have limited liability. A limited partnership is 
usually managed by the general partner or partners, subject 
to limitations, if any, imposed by the partnership agreement.
d. An undivided interest—an ownership arrangement in which 
two or more parties jointly own property, and title is held 
individually to the extent of each party’s interest.
In this statement of position, the terms real estate venture and 
venture apply to all of the ownership arrangements described 
in this paragraph.
.02 These forms of ownership differ in legal form and eco­
nomic substance, and the authoritative accounting literature 
dealing with the specialized accounting problems related to 
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such investments is limited. In practice, those accounting prob­
lems are dealt with in a variety of ways, and the division believes 
narrowing the range of those alternative practices is desirable.
.03 This statement of position presents the division’s recom­
mendations on accounting for investments in real estate ventures 
in financial statements prepared in conformity with generally 
accepted accounting principles. It does not apply to regulated 
investment companies and other entities that are required to 
account for investments at quoted market value or fair value.
THE APPLICABILITY OF THE EQUITY 
METHOD OF ACCOUNTING
Corporate Joint Ventures
.04 APB Opinion 18 requires investments in corporate joint 
ventures to be accounted for by the equity method and includes 
guidance for applying that method in the financial statements 
of the investor. That opinion applies to corporate joint ventures 
created to own or operate real estate projects.
.05 Paragraph 3 of APB Opinion 18 states that “an entity 
which is a subsidiary of one of the ‘joint venturers’ is not a 
corporate joint venture.” A subsidiary, according to that opin­
ion, refers to
... a corporation which is controlled, directly or indirectly, by 
another corporation. The usual condition for control is owner­
ship of a majority (over 50 percent) of the outstanding voting 
stock. The power to control may also exist with a lesser per­
centage of ownership, for example, by contract, lease, agreement 
with other stockholders, or by court decree.
Accordingly, an investment in a corporate subsidiary that is a 
real estate venture should be accounted for by the investor­
parent using the principles applicable to investments in 
subsidiaries rather than those applicable to investments in corpo­
rate joint ventures. Minority shareholders in such a real estate 
venture should account for their investment using the principles 
applicable to investments in common stock set forth in APB 
Opinion 18 or in FASB Statement no. 12.
General Partnerships
.06 The staff of the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants issued an interpretation of APB Opinion 18 in 
November, 1971, which concludes that many of the provisions 
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of APB Opinion 18 are appropriate in accounting for invest­
ments in certain unincorporated entities. The division believes 
that the principal difference, aside from income tax considera­
tions, between corporate joint ventures and general partnerships 
is that the individual investors in general partnerships usually 
assume joint and several liability. The division believes, how­
ever, that the equity method enables noncontrolling investors 
in general partnerships to reflect the underlying nature of their 
investments in those ventures as well as it does for investors in 
corporate joint ventures. Accordingly, the division believes that 
investments in noncontrolled real estate general partnerships 
should be accounted for and reported under the equity method. 
This recommendation requires the one-line equity method of 
presentation in both the balance sheet and the statement of in­
come.1 Paragraph 19 of APB Opinion 18 should be used as a 
guide in applying the equity method. Investors in general part­
nerships should provide for income taxes on the profits accrued 
on their investment in the partnership regardless of the tax 
basis used in the partnership return. The tax liabilities appli­
cable to partnership interests relate directly to the partners, and 
the accounting for income taxes generally contemplated by APB 
Opinion 11 is appropriate. Thus, the differences, if any, between 
income or loss recorded by a partner under the equity method 
and the partner’s share of distributable taxable income or loss 
from the partnership should be accounted for as timing differ­
ences unless they result from tax-exempt revenues or other 
permanent differences.
1 Pro rata consolidation is not appropriate except in the limited circum­
stances described in paragraph .11.
.07 The division believes a general partnership that is con­
trolled, directly or indirectly, by an investor is, in substance, a 
subsidiary of the investor. APB Opinion 18 states that the usual 
condition for control of a corporation is ownership of a majority 
(over 50 percent) of the outstanding voting stock. However, 
if partnership voting interests are not clearly indicated, a con­
dition that would usually indicate control is ownership of a 
majority (over 50 percent) of the financial interests in profits 
or losses (see paragraph .25). The power to control may also 
exist with a lesser percentage of ownership, for example, by 
contract, lease, agreement with other partners, or by court 
decree. On the other hand, majority ownership may not consti­
tute control if major decisions such as the acquisition, sale, or 
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refinancing of principal partnership assets must be approved 
by one or more of the other partners. The division believes that 
a controlling investor should account for its investment under 
the principles of accounting applicable to investments in sub­
sidiaries. Accordingly, intercompany profits and losses on assets 
remaining within the group should be eliminated. A noncon­
trolling investor in a general partnership should account for its 
investment by the equity method and should be guided by the 
provisions of paragraph 19 of APB Opinion 18.
Limited Partnerships
.08 The division believes that the accounting recommenda­
tions for use of the equity method of accounting for investments 
in general partnerships are generally appropriate for account­
ing by limited partners for their investments in limited part­
nerships. A limited partner’s interest may be so minor that 
the limited partner may have virtually no influence over part­
nership operating and financial policies. Such a limited partner 
is, in substance, in the same position with respect to the invest­
ment as an investor that owns a minor common stock interest 
in a corporation, and, accordingly, accounting for the investment 
using the cost method may be appropriate. Under the cost 
method, income recognized by the investor is limited to distribu­
tions received, except that distributions that exceed the in­
vestor’s share of earnings after the date of the investment are 
applied to reduce the carrying value of the investment. Also, 
differences between income or losses recognized for financial 
reporting purposes and the investor’s share of taxable income 
or losses should be accounted for as timing differences unless 
they result from tax-exempt revenues or other permanent dif­
ferences.
.09 The rights and obligations of the general partners in a 
limited partnership are different from those of the limited part­
ners. Some believe that general partners should be deemed to 
have the controlling interest in a limited partnership. However, 
if limited partners have important rights, such as the right to 
replace the general partner or partners, approve the sale or 
refinancing of principal assets, or approve the acquisition of 
principal partnership assets, the partnership may not be under 
the control, directly or indirectly, of the general partnership 
interests. The division believes that the general partners are 
in control and should account for their investments in accord­
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ance with the recommendations in paragraph .07 only if the 
substance of the partnership or other agreements provides for 
control by the general partners.
.10 The division believes that if the substance of the part­
nership arrangement is such that the general partners are not 
in control of the major operating and financial policies of the 
partnership, a limited partner may be in control. An example 
could be a limited partner holding over 50 percent of the total 
partnership interest. A controlling limited partner should be 
guided in accounting for its investment by the principles for 
investments in subsidiaries. Noncontrolling limited partners 
should account for their investments by the equity method and 
should be guided by the provisions of paragraph 19 of APB 
Opinion 18, as discussed in paragraphs .06 and .07, or by the 
cost method, as discussed in paragraph .08, as appropriate.
Undivided Interests
.11 In an interpretation of APB Opinion 18 issued by the 
staff of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 
in November, 1971, the staff concluded that most of the provi­
sions of paragraph 19 of APB Opinion 18 generally would be 
appropriate in accounting for partnerships and unincorporated 
ventures, but that if
. . . the investor-venturer owns an undivided interest in each 
asset and is proportionately (i. e., severally) liable for its share 
of each liability, the provisions of the equity method set forth 
in paragraph 19(c) of the Opinion may not apply in some indus­
tries. For example, where it is the established industry practice 
. . ., the investor-venturer may account in its financial state­
ments for its pro rata share of the assets, liabilities, revenues, 
and expenses of the venture.
If real property owned by undivided interests is subject to joint 
control by the owners, the division believes that investor-ven­
turers should not present their investments by accounting for 
their pro rata share of the assets, liabilities, revenues, and ex­
penses of the ventures. Such property is subject to joint con­
trol if decisions regarding the financing, development, sale, or 
operations require the approval of two or more of the owners. 
Most real estate ventures with ownership in the form of un­
divided interests are subject to some level of joint control. 
Accordingly, the division believes that such investments should 
be presented in the same manner as investments in noncontrolled 
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partnerships. If, however, the approval of two or more of the 
owners is not required for decisions regarding the financing, 
development, sale, or operations of real estate owned and each 
investor is entitled to only its pro rata share of income, is 
responsible to pay only its pro rata share of expenses, and is 
severally liable only for indebtedness it incurs in connection 
with its interest in the property, the investment may be pre­
sented by recording the undivided interest in the assets, lia­
bilities, revenue, and expenses of the venture.
GENERAL MATTERS
Disclosure
.12 The division believes that investors in real estate ven­
tures should be guided by the provisions of paragraph 20 of 
APB Opinion 18 in determining the disclosures to be made in 
their financial statements.
Statement of Changes in Financial Position
.13 APB Opinion 19, which governs the form and content 
of statements of changes in financial position, requires disclo­
sure of working capital or cash provided from operations. The 
investor’s share of a real estate venture’s earnings reported 
under the equity method, to the extent that such earnings are 
not distributed in the period earned, should not be included 
in the amount reported as working capital or cash provided 
by operations, except to the extent distributions should be ac­
crued as a current receivable under generally accepted account­
ing principles.
INVESTOR ACCOUNTING FOR LOSSES
General
.14 Some investors have suggested that their equity in losses 
of a real estate venture need not be recorded under the equity 
method of accounting as long as the value of their investment 
has not been impaired; for example, if it is expected that the 
venture’s assets can be sold for more than their carrying value. 
The division believes that investors should record their share 
of the real estate venture’s losses, determined in conformity 
with generally accepted accounting principles, without regard 
to unrealized increases in the estimated fair value of the ven­
ture’s assets.
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Accounting for an Investor’s Share 
of Losses in Excess of Its Investment, 
Including Loans and Advances
.15 The division believes that an investor that is liable for 
the obligations of the venture or is otherwise committed to 
provide additional financial support to the venture should re­
cord its equity in real estate venture losses in excess of its 
investment, including loans and advances.2 The following are 
examples of such circumstances:
2 An investor, though not liable or otherwise committed to provide additional 
financial support, should provide for losses in excess of investment when the 
imminent return to profitable operations by the venture appears to be assured. 
For example, a material nonrecurring loss of an isolated nature, or start-up losses, 
may reduce an investment below zero though the underlying profitable pattern 
of an investee is unimpaired.
3This recommendation does not apply for real property jointly owned and 
operated as undivided interests in assets if the claims or liens of the investor’s 
creditors are limited to the investors’ respective interests in such property.
a. The investor has a legal obligation as a guarantor or gen­
eral partner.
b. The investor has indicated a commitment, based on consid­
erations such as business reputation, intercompany relation­
ships, or credit standing, to provide additional financial 
support. Such a commitment might be indicated by previ­
ous support provided by the investor or statements by the 
investor to other investors or third parties of the investor’s 
intention to provide support.
.16 An investor in a real estate venture should report its 
recorded share of losses in excess of its investments, including 
loans and advances, as a liability in its financial statements.
.17 If an investor does not recognize venture losses in excess 
of its investment, loans, and advances and the venture subse­
quently reports net income, the investor should resume applying 
the equity method only after its share of such net income equals 
the share of net losses not recognized during the period in which 
equity accounting was suspended.
.18 If it is probable that one or more investors cannot bear 
their share of losses, the remaining investors should record their 
proportionate shares of venture losses otherwise allocable to 
investors considered unable to bear their share of losses.3 When 
the venture subsequently reports income, those remaining in­
vestors should record their proportionate share of the venture’s 
net income otherwise allocable to investors considered unable to 
bear their share of losses until such income equals the excess 
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losses they previously recorded. The division also believes that 
an investor who is deemed by other investors to be unable to 
bear its share of losses should continue to record its contractual 
share of losses unless it is relieved from the obligation to make 
payment by agreement or operation of law.
.19 The division believes that the accounting by an investor 
for losses otherwise allocable to other investors should be gov­
erned by the provisions of FASB Statement no. 5 relating to 
loss contingencies. Accordingly, the investor should record a 
proportionate share of the losses otherwise allocable to other 
investors if it is probable that they will not bear their share. 
In this connection, the division believes that each investor should 
look primarily to the fair value of the other investors’ interests 
in the venture and the extent to which the venture’s debt is 
nonrecourse in evaluating their ability and willingness to bear 
their allocable share of losses.4 However, there may be satis­
factory alternative evidence of ah ability and willingness of 
other investors to bear their allocable share of losses. Such evi­
dence might be, for example, that those investors previously 
made loans or contributions to support cash deficits, possess 
satisfactory financial standing (as may be evidenced by satis­
factory credit ratings), or have provided adequately collateral­
ized guarantees.
4 An investor may not be able to apply the general rule to an investment in 
an undivided interest because the extent to which the interests of other investors 
are encumbered by liens may not be known.
Loss in Value of an Investment, 
Including Loans and Advances, 
Other Than a Temporary Decline
.20 A loss in value of an investment, including loans and 
advances, other than a temporary decline should be recognized 
under the accounting principles that apply to a loss in value of 
long-term assets. Such a loss in value may be indicated, for 
example, by a decision by other investors to cease providing 
support or reduce their financial commitment to the venture.
OTHER ACCOUNTING MATTERS RELATED 
TO THE USE OF THE EQUITY METHOD
Eliminating Interentity Profits and Losses
.21 As noted elsewhere in this statement, APB Opinion 18 
should be used as a guide when applying the equity method. 
Paragraph 19(a) of that opinion provides that, in applying the 
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equity method, intercompany profits and losses should be elim­
inated until realized by the investor or investee as if the investee 
company were consolidated. The division believes that inter­
company profit should be eliminated by the investor in relation 
to the investor’s ownership interest in the investee, except that 
an investor that controls the investee and enters into a trans­
action with the investee should eliminate all of the intercom­
pany profit on assets remaining within the group.
.22 The AICPA industry accounting guide, Accounting for 
Profit Recognition on Sales of Real Estate, sets out similar rules 
in paragraph 58:
A sale of property in which the seller holds or acquires an 
equity interest in the buyer should result in recognizing only 
the part of the profit proportionate to the outside interest in 
the buyer. No profit should be recognized if the seller controls 
the buyer . . . until realized from transactions with outside 
parties through sale or operations of the property.
.23 The division believes that if a transaction with a real 
estate venture confirms that there has been a loss in the value of 
the asset sold that is other than temporary and that has not 
been recognized previously, the loss should be recognized on the 
books of the transferor.
Accounting Principles 
Used by the Venture
.24 In the real estate industry, the accounts of a venture 
may reflect accounting practices, such as those used to prepare 
tax basis data for investors, that vary from generally accepted 
accounting principles. If the financial statements of the investor 
are to be prepared in conformity with generally accepted ac­
counting principles, such variances that are material should be 
eliminated in applying the equity method.
Allocation Ratios for the 
Determination of Investor Income
.25 Venture agreements may designate different allocations 
among the investors of the venture’s (a) profits and losses, (b) 
specified costs and expenses, (c) distributions of cash from 
operations, and (d) distributions of cash proceeds from liquida­
tion. Such agreements may also provide for changes in the 
allocations at specified times or on the occurrence of specified 
events. Accounting by the investors for their equity in the 
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venture’s earnings under such agreements requires careful con­
sideration of substance over form and consideration of under­
lying values as discussed in paragraph .19. The division 
believes that in order to determine the investor’s share of 
venture net income or loss, such agreements or arrangements 
should be analyzed to determine how an increase or decrease 
in net assets of the venture (determined in conformity with 
generally accepted accounting principles) will affect cash pay­
ments to the investor over the life of the venture and on its 
liquidation. The division believes that specified profit and 
loss allocation ratios should not be used to determine an inves­
tor’s equity in venture earnings if the allocation of cash dis­
tributions and liquidating distributions are determined on some 
other basis. For example, if a venture agreement between two 
investors purports to allocate all depreciation expense to one 
investor and to allocate all other revenues and expenses equally, 
but further provides that irrespective of such allocations, dis­
tributions to the investors will be made simultaneously and 
divided equally between them, there is no substance to the 
purported allocation of depreciation expense.
Accounting for a Difference Between the 
Carrying Amount of an Investment in a 
Real Estate Venture and the Underlying 
Equity in Net Assets
.26 Differences between the carrying amount of an invest­
ment in a real estate venture and the investor’s equity in the 
underlying net assets recorded by the venture may arise, for 
example, from unrecognized profit on transfers of real estate to 
the venture or differences in accounting methods. In addition, 
differences may arise from the acquisition of an investment in 
a venture at a price different from the investor’s share of the 
net assets as recorded on the books of the venture.
.27 Differences that arise from a business combination with 
a venture accounted for as a purchase should be accounted for 
in accordance with the provisions of APB Opinion 16. The 
division believes than an excess of the cost of the investment 
acquired over the equity in the underlying net assets usually 
would be ascribed to the fair values of real property interest 
owned by the venture. Any cost in excess of amounts assigned 
to identifiable tangible or intangible assets acquired is an 
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intangible asset that should be amortized in a systematic man­
ner related to the purpose of the venture. Because of the 
limited life and limited purpose usually inherent in real estate 
ventures, the division believes that the benefits from such an 
intangible asset generally decline as the property is sold or 
depreciated, and therefore amortization of that intangible 
asset should be recorded in relation to cost of sales or deprecia­
tion. The period of amortization should not, however, exceed 
forty years.
.28 Paragraph 19(b) of APB Opinion 18 provides that the 
difference between the cost of an investment and the amount 
of the underlying equity in net assets of the investee “should 
affect the determination of the amount of the investor’s share 
of earnings or losses of an investee as if the investee were a 
consolidated subsidiary.” The differences should be recognized 
by the investor as an adjustment to the amount of the venturer’s 
depreciation, cost of sales, or other expenses, as appropriate, 
in recording income or loss from the venture on the equity 
basis.
ACCOUNTING BY THE INVESTOR FOR CERTAIN 
TRANSACTIONS WITH A REAL ESTATE VENTURE 
Capital Contributions
.29 Contribution of Cash. If all investors contribute cash 
at the formation of the real estate venture, each investor should 
record its investment at the amount of the cash contributed.
.30 Contribution of Real Estate. The division believes an 
investor that contributes real estate to the capital of a real 
estate venture generally should record its investment in the 
venture at the investor’s cost (less related depreciation and 
valuation allowances) of the real estate contributed, regardless 
of whether the other investors contribute cash, property, or 
services. The division believes that an investor should not 
recognize profit on a transaction that in economic substance is 
a contribution to the capital of an entity, because a contribu­
tion to the capital of an entity is not the culmination of the 
earnings process. The division understands, however, that some 
transactions, structured in the form of capital contributions, 
may in economic substance be sales. The recommendations in 
paragraph .36 of this statement on accounting for sales of real 
estate to a venture by an investor apply to those transactions.
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An example of such a transaction is one in which investor A 
contributes to a venture real estate with a fair value of $2,000 
and investor B contributes cash in the amount of $1,000 which 
is immediately withdrawn by investor A, and, following such 
contributions and withdrawals, each investor has a 50 percent 
interest in the venture (the only asset of which is the real 
estate). Assuming investor A is not committed to reinvest the 
$1,000 in the venture, the substance of this transaction is a 
sale by investor A of a one-half interest in the real estate in 
exchange for cash. A minority of the division disagrees with 
the conclusion that an investor contributing real estate to a 
real estate venture should record its investment at the cost of 
the real estate contributed. They believe that profit recognition 
by such an investor to the extent of the other investors’ inter­
ests in the profits and losses of the venture may be appropriate 
if the other investors contribute cash or other hard assets (such 
as marketable securities) for their interests and the investor 
contributing the real estate has no continuing involvement with 
the real estate that would require deferral of profit under the 
AICPA industry accounting guide, Accounting for Profit Recog­
nition on Sales of Real Estate. The majority of the division 
believes that unless the investor that contributes real estate 
to the venture withdraws cash (or other hard assets) and has 
no commitment to reinvest, such a transaction is not the cul­
mination of an earnings process.
.31 An investor contributing property to a venture may ob­
tain a disproportionately small interest in the venture based on 
a comparison of the carrying amount of the property with the 
cash contributed by the other investors. That situation might 
indicate that the investor contributing the property has suf­
fered a loss that should be recognized.
.32 Contribution of Services or Intangibles. The division 
believes the accounting considerations that apply to real prop­
erty contributed to a partnership, or joint venture also apply 
to contributions of services or intangibles. The investor’s cost 
of such services or intangibles to be allocated to the cost of the 
investment should be determined by the investor in the same 
manner as for an investment in a wholly owned real estate 
project
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Income From Loans or Advances to a Venture
.33 Interest on loans and advances that are in substance 
capital contributions (for example, if all the investors are re­
quired to make loans and advances proportionate to their equity 
interests) should be accounted for as distributions rather than 
as interest income by the investors.
.34 An investor-lender that does not capitalize interest on its 
own real estate construction and development projects should 
account for interest on loans and advances that are not in sub­
stance capital contributions in accordance with the recommenda­
tions in this paragraph.
a. All interest income on the investor’s loans or advances to 
the venture should be deferred if either of the following 
conditions is present.
(i) Collectibility of the principal or interest is in doubt. 
This condition may exist if adequate collateral and 
other terms normally required by an independent lender 
are not present.
(ii) There is a reasonable expectation that the other inves­
tors will not bear their shares of losses, resulting in 
uncertainty as to the lender’s share of the venture’s 
related interest expense.
b. If neither of the conditions in (a) is present and either the 
venture has recorded interest as an expense or the venture 
has capitalized the interest but in order to conform to the 
investor’s accounting policies, the investor has recorded its 
equity in the income or loss of the venture as if the venture 
had charged the interest to expense, the entire interest 
income accrued on loans or advances to a venture should be 
recorded as earned.
c. If the conditions in (a) or (b) are not present, a portion of 
interest income from loans and advances to a venture should 
be deferred based on the investor’s percentage interest in 
the profits and losses of the venture. However, an evaluation 
similar to that discussed in paragraphs .18 and .19 for 
recording the investor’s share of losses should be made to 
avoid recording as interest income amounts that may ulti­
mately be borne as losses by the investor making the loan.
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.35 Pending completion of the Financial Accounting Stand­
ard Board’s interest project, the division makes no recommenda­
tion on accounting for interest income from loans or advances 
to a real estate venture by an investor that capitalizes interest 
on its own real estate and development projects.
Sales of Real Estate to a Venture
.36 Sales of real estate by an investor to a real estate venture 
are subject to all of the provisions set forth in the AICPA 
industry accounting guide, Accounting for Profit Recognition 
on Sales of Real Estate.
Sales of Services to a Venture
.37 If services are performed for a venture by an investor 
and their cost is capitalized by the venture, profit may be 
recognized by the investor to the extent attributable to the 
outside interests in the venture if the following conditions are 
met:
a. The substance of the transaction does not significantly differ 
from its form.
b. There are no substantial uncertainties about the ability of 
the investor to complete performance (as may be the case 
if the investor lacks experience in the business of the 
venture) or the total cost of services to be rendered.
c. There is a reasonable expectation that the other investors 
will bear their share of losses, if any.
The method of recognizing income from services rendered 
should be consistent with the method followed for services 
performed for unrelated parties.
Purchases of Real Estate or Services From a Venture
.38 An investor should not record as income its equity in the 
venture’s profit from a sale of real estate to that investor; the 
investor’s share of such profit should be recorded as a reduc­
tion in the carrying amount of the purchased real estate and 
recognized as income on a pro rata basis as the real estate is 
depreciated or when it is sold to a third party. Similarly, if a 
venture performs services for an investor and the cost of those 
services is capitalized by the investor, the investor’s share of 
the venture’s profit in the transaction should be recorded as a 
reduction in the carrying amount of the capitalized cost.
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ACCOUNTING FOR THE SALE OF AN INTEREST 
IN A REAL ESTATE VENTURE
.39 The division believes that a sale of an investment in a 
real estate venture (including the sale of stock in a corporate 
real estate venture) is the equivalent of a sale of an interest in 
the underlying real estate and should be evaluated under the 
guidelines set forth in the AICPA industry accounting guide, 
Accounting for Profit Recognition on Sales of Real Estate.
.40 Subject to the provisions of paragraph .39, an investor 
should recognize a gain or loss on a sale of its investment in a 
real estate venture equal to the difference at the time of sale 
between the selling price and the investor’s carrying amount 
of the portion of the investment sold. Deferred taxes related to 
timing differences should be recognized.
TRANSITION
.41 The division recommends applying this statement of posi­
tion to financial statements issued for fiscal years and interim 
periods beginning after December 24, 1978. Adjustments re­
sulting from a change in accounting method to comply with 
the recommendations in this statement should be applied retro­
actively, if material, and, to enhance comparability between 
periods, financial statements presented for the periods affected 
should be restated for as many periods as is practicable to give 
retroactive effect to such adjustments and to changes in presen­
tation. The division encourages earlier application of the 
recommendations in this statement for fiscal years beginning 
before December 25, 1978, in financial statements not previously 
issued.
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December 1978
[A Proposed Recommendation to the Financial Accounting Stand­
ards Board]
NOTE
Statements of position of the AICPA accounting standards division 
are issued for the general information of those interested in the subject. 
They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the accounting 
standards executive committee, which is the senior technical body of the 
Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of financial 
accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of statements of position is to influence the develop­
ment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the division 
believes are in the public interest. It is intended that they should be 
considered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority to issue 
pronouncements on the subject. However, statements of position do not 
establish standards enforceable under the Institute’s code of professional 
ethics.
INTRODUCTION
.001 The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 
has issued the following industry audit guides applicable to 
certain types of nonprofit organizations.
• Hospital Audit Guide (1972)
• Audits of Colleges and Universities (1973)
• Audits of Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations
(1974)
• Audits of State and Local Governmental Units (1974)
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.002 However, many nonprofit organizations are not cov­
ered by any of those guides. This statement of position is issued 
to recommend financial accounting principles and reporting 
practices for nonprofit organizations not covered by existing 
guides that prepare financial statements in conformity with 
generally accepted accounting principles. This statement is not 
intended to supersede or amend any of the listed guides. For 
numerous nonprofit organizations, complex accounting may be 
neither practical nor economical, and reporting based on cash 
receipts and disbursements or some other basis may be ade­
quately informative. Under those circumstances, special-pur­
pose financial reports should be prepared.
.003 The provisions of this statement need not be applied to 
immaterial items.
.004 A number of terms with specialized meanings are used 
throughout this statement and are defined in Appendix A.
.005 This statement of position applies to all nonprofit orga­
nizations not covered by the AICPA industry audit guides listed 
in paragraph .001, other than those types of entities that oper­
ate essentially as commercial businesses for the direct economic 
benefit of members or stockholders. Examples of the latter 
category are employee benefit and pension plans, mutual insur­
ance companies, mutual banks, trusts, and farm cooperatives. 
Although this list is not all-inclusive, the following organiza­
tions are among those covered by this statement:
Cemetery organizations
Civic organizations
Fraternal organizations
Labor unions
Libraries
Museums
Other cultural institutions
Performing arts organizations
Political parties
Private and community foundations
Private elementary and secondary schools
Professional associations
Public broadcasting stations
Religious organizations
Research and scientific organizations
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Social and country clubs
Trade associations
Zoological and botanical societies
.006 This statement of position applies to many diverse orga­
nizations. Some believe that separate accounting guidelines 
should be issued that fit the special requirements of each type 
of organization. Others, however, have criticized the published 
guides and this statement of position because of inconsistencies 
among the guides, contending that many of the inconsistencies 
cannot be justified. The accounting standards division believes 
that continuing to publish separate accounting papers or guide­
lines for different types of organizations would proliferate ac­
counting practices unnecessarily. Similar transactions generally 
should be treated similarly by all organizations. The accounting 
standards division believes that it has considered the principal 
special requirements or conditions of the organizations covered 
by this statement of position and has provided special rules or 
exceptions where deemed appropriate.
.007 Some have contended that the division has not suffi­
ciently considered the costs and efforts involved in implement­
ing its recommendations—especially for smaller organizations. 
Some organizations may believe that special-purpose reports 
prepared on a basis other than generally accepted accounting 
principles better serve their needs—especially in light of the 
relationship between costs and benefits; these recommendations 
do not preclude such organizations from continuing to use 
appropriate special-purpose reports.
USERS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
.008 A wide variety of persons and groups are interested 
in the financial statements of nonprofit organizations. Among 
the principal groups are (a) contributors to the organization, 
(b) beneficiaries of the organization, (c) the organization’s 
trustees or directors, (d) employees of the organization, (e) gov­
ernmental units, (f) the organization’s creditors and potential 
creditors, and (g) constituent organizations.
.009 A principal purpose of a nonprofit organization’s finan­
cial statements is to communicate the ways resources have been 
used to carry out the organization’s objectives. It requires re­
porting the nature and amount of available resources,, the uses 
made of the resources, and the net change in fund balances 
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during the period. In addition, while adequate measures of pro­
gram accomplishment generally are not available in the context 
of present financial statements, the financial statements should 
identify the organization’s principal programs and their costs. 
A third aspect of financial reporting for nonprofit organizations 
is disclosure of the degree of control exercised by donors over 
use of resources. A fourth aspect is that the financial state­
ments of a nonprofit organization should help the reader evalu­
ate the organization’s ability to carry out its fiscal objectives.
.010 The division has prepared this statement of position 
based on the foregoing concepts as a guide to preparing financial 
statements to be used primarily by persons outside the manage­
ment of the organization. It recognizes that financial state­
ments prepared for use by management or members of the 
governing board often require more detail than is prescribed in 
this statement.
ACCRUAL BASIS OF ACCOUNTING
.011 The accrual basis of accounting is widely accepted as 
providing a more appropriate record of all an entity’s transac­
tions over a given period of time than the cash basis of account­
ing. The cash basis or any basis of accounting other than the 
accrual basis does not result in a presentation of financial infor­
mation in conformity with generally accepted accounting 
principles. Accordingly, financial statements of nonprofit orga­
nizations represented as being in conformity with generally 
accepted accounting principles should be prepared using the 
accrual basis of accounting.1
1 Some organizations keep their books on a cash basis throughout the period 
and, through adjustment at the end of the period, prepare statements on the 
accrual basis. The requirement is only that the financial statements be presented 
on the accrual basis and not that the books be kept on that basis throughout the 
period.
.012 For example, under accrual basis accounting, goods and 
services purchased should be recorded as assets or expenses at 
the time the liabilities arise, which is normally when title to 
the goods passes or when the services are received. Encum­
brances representing outstanding purchase orders and other 
commitments for materials or services not yet received are not 
liabilities as of the reporting date and should not be reported as 
expenses nor included in liabilities on the balance sheet. How­
ever, significant commitments should be disclosed in the notes 
to the financial statements, and an organization may designate 
in its balance sheet the portion of the fund balance so committed.
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.013 For numerous nonprofit organizations, complex account­
ing procedures may be neither practical nor economical, and 
reporting based essentially on cash receipts and disbursements 
may be adequately informative. If financial statements prepared 
on the cash basis are not materially different from those pre­
pared on the accrual basis, the independent auditor may still 
be able to conclude that the statements are presented in con­
formity with generally accepted accounting principles. Other­
wise, cash basis financial statements should be considered to be 
special purpose financial statements and should be reported on 
accordingly.
FUND ACCOUNTING
.014 Many nonprofit organizations receive resources re­
stricted for particular purposes. To facilitate observance of 
limitations, the accounts are often maintained using fund ac­
counting, by which resources are classified for accounting and 
reporting purposes into funds associated with specified activities 
or objectives. Each fund is a separate accounting entity with a 
self-balancing set of accounts for recording assets, liabilities, 
fund balance, and changes in the fund balance. Although sepa­
rate accounts are maintained for each fund, the usual practice 
in preparing financial statements is to group funds that have 
similar characteristics.
.015 The division believes that reporting on a fund account­
ing basis may be helpful where needed to segregate unrestricted 
from restricted resources. If an organization has restricted re­
sources and elects not to report on a fund accounting basis, the 
financial statements should disclose all material restrictions 
and observe the specific requirements indicated in paragraphs 
.016 through .041, “Basic Financial Statements.”
BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
.016 The basic financial statements, including related notes, 
of nonprofit organizations covered by this statement are—
• Balance sheet
• Statement of activity
• Statement of changes in financial position
.017 The balance sheet is intended to present financial posi­
tion. The statement of activity, including changes in fund bal­
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ances, is intended to present results of operations. However, 
when it is intended that the financial statements present both 
financial position and results of operations, all three statements 
listed in paragraph .016 should be presented.
.018 Although the division has identified the basic financial 
statements to be prepared, for the most part, it does not pre­
scribe specific titles or formats. Each organization should de­
velop the statement formats most appropriate to its needs in 
conformity with the principles discussed in this statement. A 
number of illustrative financial statements are presented in 
Appendix C to demonstrate the diversity of formats that can 
be used.
Balance Sheet
.019 The balance sheet should summarize the assets, lia­
bilities, and fund balances of the organization.
.020 An organization’s unrestricted fund balance represents 
the net amount of resources available without restriction for 
carrying out the organization’s objectives. Those resources in­
clude amounts designated by the board for specific purposes, 
undesignated amounts, and, frequently, amounts invested in 
operating plant. While the balance sheet may set forth amounts 
designated for a program or other purposes, the total of all 
unrestricted fund balances, other than amounts shown in a plant 
fund, as discussed in paragraph .022, should be shown and 
labeled on the balance sheet.
.021 Current restricted resources and resources restricted for 
future acquisition of fixed assets should be reported in the 
balance sheet as deferred revenue until the restrictions are met. 
Other restricted resources such as endowment funds should be 
reflected separately in the fund balance section of the balance 
sheet. If significant, the nature of the restrictions on fund bal­
ances and deferred revenues should be described in the notes 
to the financial statments.
.022 Many organizations use a separate fund to account for 
the investments in operating plant, art collections, rare books 
and manuscripts, and similar items. The sources of the funds 
used to acquire those assets often are a combination of unre­
stricted and restricted funds. It may not be clear whether assets 
purchased with restricted funds continue to bear the original 
donor restrictions. While the division believes an organization 
should indicate whether the fund balances are restricted or un­
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restricted, that may not be possible for the plant fund. Thus, 
the plant fund may be reported separately or combined with 
either the unrestricted or restricted funds, as appropriate.
.023 Many organizations covered by this statement have only 
unrestricted funds. Those organizations should classify their 
assets as current, fixed, and other long-term assets and should 
classify their liabilities as current and long-term. To be classi­
fied as “current,” the assets generally should be realizable and 
the liabilities payable within a normal operating cycle; how­
ever, if there is no normal operating cycle or the operating cycle 
is less than one year, all assets expected to be converted to cash 
or other liquid resources within one year and all liabilities to be 
liquidated within one year should be classified as current.
.024 Other organizations have both unrestricted and re­
stricted funds. Frequently, the fund classifications themselves 
adequately disclose the current and long-term nature of the 
assets and liabilities. If not, a classified balance sheet should be 
presented.
Statement of Activity
.025 Throughout this statement of position the term state­
ment of activity identifies the financial statement that reports 
the support, revenue, capital or nonexpendable additions, and 
functional expense categories. The statement might carry a 
different title, such as statement of support, revenue, expense, 
capital additions, and changes in fund balances, or simply 
statement of changes in fund balances. The statement of activity 
should include the activity for the period and a reconciliation 
between the beginning and ending fund balances. However, an 
organization may prepare two separate statements: a statement 
of activity and a statement of changes in fund balances. Changes 
in fund balances should include the excess or deficiency of reve­
nue and support over expenses after capital additions for the 
period, adjustments to reflect changes in the carrying amount 
of certain marketable securities and other investments, as dis­
cussed in paragraph .080, and the additions and deductions of 
interfund transfers.
.026 The division has considered the diverse practices used 
to report details of financial activity. It has concluded that vari­
ations in format and presentation are appropriate, provided that 
the statement of activity shows the major sources and amounts 
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of revenue and support, as well as the principal sources and 
amounts of additions to plant, endowment, and other capital 
funds. This does not prohibit an organization from reporting 
revenue and expenses separately from sources of support in its 
financial statements.
.027 Nonprofit organizations derive revenues from a variety 
of sources—dues, sale of services, ticket sales, investment in­
come, and so forth—but they are often not sufficient to cover 
the cost of providing services. Many organizations, therefore, 
solicit support to enable them to fulfill their program objectives. 
Such support may be obtained from individuals, foundations, 
corporations, governmental units, and other entities.
.028 Certain contributions cannot be spent currently for pro­
gram or supporting services because of donor or legal restric­
tions and have many of the characteristics of “capital.” Such 
items include gifts, grants, and bequests to endowment, plant, 
and loan funds restricted either permanently or for a period of 
time by parties outside the organization. Those items also in­
clude investment income that has been restricted by donors 
and gains or losses on investments held in such funds that must 
be added to the principal.2 The accounting standards division 
has concluded that disclosure of those items would be useful, 
and they should be differentiated from items that are available 
for current operations. Captions such as “capital additions,” 
or “nonexpendable additions,” should be used.
2 The division does not suggest that gains on the sales of restricted assets are 
legally restricted or that they cannot be used at the discretion of the organization. 
Those are legal questions that depend on applicable law, donor intent, or both.
.029 Capital additions do not include restricted gifts, grants, 
bequests, or gains on the sale of assets that can be used for 
current activities even though the contributions have been 
deferred until the organization incurs an expense that satisfies 
the terms of the restriction, nor do they include unrestricted 
amounts that the board designates as nonexpendable. See para­
graphs .054 through .062 for a further discussion on current re­
stricted gifts, grants, bequests, and other income.
.030 While there is wide diversity of practice, the division 
concluded that an “excess” line-item caption in the statement 
of activity is useful. Although the purpose of the organizations 
covered by this statement is not to make “profits” as this term 
is generally used, nonprofit entities can survive only if they 
have support, revenue, and other additions equal to or in excess 
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of expenses. This measure is an important indicator of financial 
health and is therefore of interest to management, members of 
the governing board, donors, beneficiaries, and other users of 
the financial statements. Accordingly, the statement of activity 
should report the excess (deficiency) of revenues and support 
over expenses for the period.
.031 If financial activities include capital additions, there 
should be two clearly labeled “excess” line-item captions, such 
as “excess (deficiency) of revenue and support over expenses 
before capital additions” and “excess (deficiency) of revenue 
and support over expenses after capital additions” (alternative 
wording may be used).
Statement of Changes in Financial Position
.032 The statement of changes in financial position provides 
a summary of available resources and their use during the 
period.
.033 Many nonprofit organizations obtain their resources 
from contributions, borrowed money, investment income, and 
so forth. The statement of changes in financial position pro­
vides the user with information about both the methods of 
financing programs and activities and the use and investment 
of resources during the period.
.034 The statement of changes in financial position should 
summarize all changes in financial position, including capital 
additions, changes in deferred support and revenue, and financ­
ing and investing activities.
Other Types of Fund Classifications
.035 Rather than using the traditional fund accounting classi­
fications, some organizations prefer using classifications such as 
expendable and nonexpendable or unrestricted and restricted 
in their financial statements. Such classifications are appropriate 
provided that all the required disclosures indicated in para­
graphs .016 through .041 are met.
Columnar v. Layered Presentation
.036 The practice of presenting data by major fund groups 
has evolved to emphasize meaningful distinctions between the 
types of unrestricted and restricted resources for which an 
organization is accountable. Many organizations report finan­
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cial position and results of activities in a multicolumn format. 
Others report their financial statements in a layered or “pan­
cake” format, and still others report certain data in a columnar 
format and other data in a layered format. Each organization 
should develop the statement format most appropriate to its 
needs to conform with the principles discussed in this statement 
of position.
Totals of All Funds
.037 Some organizations present their financial statements 
(either in columnar or layered format) only by major fund 
groups without showing totals of all funds. They do not con­
sider totals of all funds to be meaningful and sometimes consider 
such totals to be misleading because of restrictions on the use 
of certain resources; however, other organizations, believing 
that totals are meaningful, present details by major fund groups 
and totals of all funds in one or more of their statements.
.038 Certain organizations present financial statements show­
ing only the totals of all funds and do not show the major 
fund groups. Organizations do that if they do not establish 
separate funds for reporting purposes, if the financial informa­
tion concerning particular funds is not significant, or if such 
information can be adequately set forth in other ways in the 
statements or the notes.
.039 Financial statements in columnar format lend themselves 
to presenting totals of all funds. Financial statements presented 
in layered format lend themselves to fund group presentations 
with comparative data for the preceding period.
.040 The presentation of totals of all fund groups in all finan­
cial statements is preferable, although not required. In pre­
senting such totals, the specifics of the major fund groups should 
also be provided, and care should be taken to assure that the 
captions are not misleading and that adequate information is 
provided concerning interfund borrowings and important re­
strictions on the uses of resources.
Comparative Financial Statements
.041 Although it is not required, financial statements of the 
current period should be presented on a comparative basis with 
financial statements for one or more prior reporting periods. 
If multi-column financial statements are presented for the cur­
rent period, some organizations prefer to present only sum­
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marized, total-all-funds information (in a single column) for 
each of the prior periods because of space limitations and to 
avoid the confusion that a second set of multi-column statements 
might cause. However, where it is intended to present financial 
statements of the prior periods as well as the current period in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, care 
must be taken that there is sufficient disclosure in the summar­
ized data and in the supporting notes.
FINANCIALLY INTERRELATED ORGANIZATIONS
.042 For a reporting organization that controls another or­
ganization having a compatible purpose, it is presumed that 
combined or combining financial statements are more meaning­
ful than separate statements and are usually necessary for a fair 
presentation in conformity with generally accepted accounting 
principles. Control means the direct or indirect ability to deter­
mine the direction of the management and policies through 
ownership, by contract, or otherwise.
.043 The accounting standards division has considered the 
foregoing definition in relation to the nonprofit organizations 
covered by this statement of position and has concluded that it 
may be construed by some to be so broad, considering the struc­
ture of some nonprofit organizations, that presentation of com­
bined financial statements might have relatively little value to 
users of such combined statements, particularly in relation to 
the cost of their preparation.
.044 Nevertheless, the division has concluded that combined 
financial statements are necessary for informative presentation 
of certain financially interrelated organizations. To balance 
these objectives, combined financial statements should be pre­
sented if (1) control exists as defined in paragraph .042 and (2) 
any of the following circumstances exists:
a. Separate entities solicit funds in the name of and with the 
expressed or implicit approval of the reporting organization, 
and substantially all of the funds solicited are intended by 
the contributor or are otherwise required to be transferred 
to the reporting organization or used at its discretion or 
direction.
b. A reporting organization transfers some of its resources to 
another separate entity whose resources are held for the 
benefit of the reporting organization.
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c. A reporting organization assigns functions to a controlled 
entity whose funding is primarily derived from sources other 
than public contributions.
The basis for combining financial statements, including the 
interrelationship of the combined organizations, should be dis­
closed in the notes to the financial statements.
.045 Legally unrestricted resources held by organizations 
related to the reporting organization may be effectively re­
stricted with respect to the reporting organization. In combined 
financial statements that include both the related organization 
and the reporting organization, it may be appropriate to present 
all resources of the related organization, both unrestricted and 
restricted, as restricted resources.
.046 A national or international organization may have state 
or local chapters with varying degrees of autonomy. Affiliated 
organizations may be separate corporate entities or unincorpo­
rated boards, committees, or chapters. It is not intended to 
require a national or “parent” organization with loosely affili­
ated local organizations whose resources are principally derived 
and expended locally to combine the local organizations’ finan­
cial statements with its own. The loose affiliation of the local 
organization would be characterized by locally determined pro­
gram activities, financial independence of the local organization, 
and local organization control of its assets. Therefore, com­
bined financial statements need not be presented unless the 
financial relationships between the entities are as described in 
paragraph .044.
.047 If affiliated organizations are not combined because they 
do not meet the combining criteria or have loosely affiliated local 
organizations, the existence of the affiliates and their relation­
ships to the reporting organization should be disclosed.
.048 In view of the unique and complex organizational rela­
tionships and degrees of local autonomy common in religious 
organizations, there may be many circumstances in which appli­
cation of this section on combination would not result in mean­
ingful financial information. Thus, if a religious organization 
concludes that meaningful financial information would not result 
from the presentation of combined financial statements, the 
provisions of this section need not be applied.
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Related-Party Transactions
.049 Contributions made to an organization by its governing 
board members, officers, or employees need not be separately 
disclosed if the contributors receive no reciprocal economic 
benefits.
REVENUE, SUPPORT, AND CAPITAL 
ADDITIONS
.050 The statement of activity should report revenue, sup­
port, and capital additions. Revenue and support are discussed 
under “Statement of Activity,” paragraphs .025 through .031.
Capital Additions
.051 Capital additions include nonexpendable gifts, grants, 
and bequests restricted by donors to endowment, plant, or loan 
funds either permanently or for extended periods of time. Capi­
tal additions also include legally restricted investment income 
and gains or losses on investments held in such funds that must 
be added to the principal.3 Capital additions do not include 
donor-restricted gifts for program or supporting services.
See footnote 2.
.052 Capital additions that are restricted for acquisition of 
plant assets should be treated as deferred capital support in the 
balance sheet until they are used for the indicated purpose. 
Once used, these amounts should be reported as capital additions 
in the statement of activity.
.053 Some organizations may prefer to use the caption “non­
expendable additions” instead of “capital additions.” As pre­
viously noted, that or other wording is acceptable.
Current Restricted Gifts, Grants, 
Bequests, and Other Income
.054 Current restricted gifts, grants, bequests, and other 
income provide expendable resources that have been restricted 
by donors, grantors, or other outside parties to the purposes for 
which they may be used. Such restrictions usually involve 
written assertions expressed in restrictive language by one party 
to the other. Amounts received from appeals for restricted funds 
by solicitation letter, radio, television, newspaper, and so forth 
are generally deemed to be restricted according to the nature 
of the appeal.
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.055 Two alternative accounting conventions have been used 
for reporting current restricted resources. Some report the full 
amount of such resources when received as “revenue and sup­
port” in a current restricted fund column in the statement of 
activity, without regard to whether the resources were used or 
the restrictions met.4 Unspent amounts are reported in the 
“excess (deficiency) of revenue and support over expenses” and 
included in the fund balance of the current restricted fund.
.056 This accounting convention is used because restricted 
resources are available for current use regardless of whether 
they are spent, and full accountability requires that this be rec­
ognized by reflecting receipt of such resources as revenue and 
support. Those who disagree express concern that the recogni­
tion of such amounts as revenue and support overlooks the legal 
obligation to return the resources if they are not used for the 
restricted purpose. They further contend that large amounts 
received near the end of the period may significantly distort the 
financial statements of the organization.
.057 The other accounting convention has been based on an 
assumption that a donee organization should not recognize such 
amounts as revenue until the particular resources are used for 
the purpose specified by the donors, since they are not “earned” 
until they are used and the restrictions met.5 Under this ac­
counting convention, receipts of current restricted funds are not 
reported as revenue until the resources are expended for the 
purpose specified. Until then, they are reported as a direct 
addition to the fund balance of the current restricted fund.
.058 This approach may be satisfactory for restricted grants 
that impose conditions of discrete accountability with the re­
quirement that unspent balances be refunded to the grantors. 
However, it allows management to defer recognition of re­
stricted support as revenues although applicable expenses have 
been incurred.
.059 The accounting standards division believes that neither 
accounting convention is entirely satisfactory and that the con­
ventions should be changed based on the following concepts:
a. The recognition of the receipt of restricted funds as revenues 
should be determined by economic events rather than by
‘This is the approach recommended by the AICPA industry audit guide, 
Audits of Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations (New York: AICPA, 1974).
5This is the approach recommended by the AICPA industry audit guides 
for hospitals and for colleges and universities.
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arbitrary management decisions. The same economic events 
affecting two similar organizations in a similar manner 
should not appear to produce two different results because 
of differences in the management objectives.
b. For accounting purposes, donor restrictions are complied 
with when the organization incurs an expense for the func­
tion, program, project, or object and in the manner specified 
in the donative instrument or grant award unless such ex­
pense is attributable to other restricted funds.
c. Unexpended restricted funds should be reported in a manner 
that reflects the restrictions attached to such funds.
.060 For example, if a donor restricted a contribution or re­
sponded to an appeal for restricted contributions to be used for 
a specific program service and the organization subsequently, 
or in anticipation of receiving the restricted contributions, in­
curred expenses for that particular program service, the ac­
counting standards division believes the obligation imposed by 
the restriction should be deemed to have been met even if un­
restricted funds were used. Management should not avoid 
recognizing the restricted contribution as support in that period 
simply because it chose to use dollars attributed to unrestricted 
funds at the time the expense was incurred.
.061 Unless the donor specifies to the contrary, the donee 
organization should consider only expenses incurred after the 
receipt of the restricted contribution as meeting the restriction. 
This does not apply if the donor or grantor contributes in re­
sponse to an appeal that specifies that the related expenses may 
have already been incurred in whole or in part.
.062 The division has concluded, therefore, that current re­
stricted gifts, grants, bequests, and other income should be 
accounted for as revenue and support in the statement of ac­
tivity to the extent that expenses have been incurred for the 
purpose specified by the donor or grantor during the period. The 
balances should be accounted for as deferred revenue or support 
in the balance sheet outside the fund balance section until the 
restrictions are met. The specific language in the donative in­
strument or grant award should govern whether restrictions 
have been met. Recognition of expenses that satisfy donor re­
strictions results in recognition of equivalent amounts of revenue 
or support in that period.
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Unrestricted Gifts, Grants, and Bequests
.063 Unrestricted gifts, grants, and bequests should be re­
ported in the unrestricted fund in the statement of activity 
above the caption “excess (deficiency) of revenue and support 
over expenses before capital additions.”
Pledges
.064 Pledges an organization can legally enforce should be 
recorded as assets and reported at their estimated realizable 
values. In determining these values, such matters as the donee 
organization’s past collection experience, the credit standing of 
the donor, and other matters affecting the collectibility of the 
pledges should be considered.
.065 The estimated realizable amount of pledges should be 
recognized as support in the period designated by the donor. If 
the period designated by the donor extends beyond the balance 
sheet date, the pledge should be accounted for as deferred 
support in the balance sheet. In the absence of a specified sup­
port period, the net estimated realizable amount of pledges 
scheduled to be received over a future period should be as­
sumed to be support for that period and should be accounted 
for as deferred support in the balance sheet.
.066 Pledges for fixed assets should also be recorded in the 
balance sheet at their estimated realizable values and reported 
in the statement of activity as provided in paragraph .052.
Donated and Contributed Services
.067 The nature and extent of donated or contributed serv­
ices received by organizations vary and range from the limited 
participation of many individuals in fund-raising activities to 
active participation in the organization’s service program. Be­
cause it is difficult to place a monetary value on such services, 
their values are usually not recorded. The accounting standards 
division believes that those services should not be recorded as 
an expense, with an equivalent amount recorded as contributions 
or support, unless all of the following circumstances exist:
a. The services performed are significant and form an integral 
part of the efforts of the organization as it is presently con­
stituted ; the services would be performed by salaried person­
nel if donated or contributed services were not available for 
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the organization to accomplish its purpose; and the organi­
zation would continue this program or activity.
b. The organization controls the employment and duties of the 
service donors. The organization is able to influence their 
activities in a way comparable to the control it would exer­
cise over employees with similar responsibilities. This in­
cludes control over time, location, nature, and performance 
of donated or contributed services.
c. The organization has a clearly measurable basis for the 
amount to be recorded.
d. The services of the reporting organization are not principally 
intended for the benefit of its members. Accordingly, do­
nated and contributed services would not normally be re­
corded by organizations such as religious communities, 
professional and trade associations, labor unions, political 
parties, fraternal organizations, and social and country clubs.
.068 Participation of volunteers in philanthropic activities 
generally does not meet the foregoing criteria because there is 
no effective employer-employee relationship. (See criterion b, 
above.)
.069 Services that generally are not recorded as contribu­
tions, even though the services may constitute a significant 
factor in the operation of the organization, include the following:
a. Supplementary efforts of volunteer workers that are provided 
directly to beneficiaries of the organization. Such activities 
usually involve auxiliary activities or other services that 
would not otherwise be provided by the organization as a 
part of its operating program.
b. Periodic services of volunteers in concentrated fund-raising 
drives. The activities of volunteer solicitors are not usually 
subject to a degree of operating supervision and control by 
the organization sufficient to provide a basis for measuring 
and recording the value of time devoted. However, if indi­
viduals perform administrative functions in positions that 
would otherwise be held by salaried personnel, consideration 
should be given to recording the value of those services.
.070 Notes to the financial statements should disclose the 
methods used by the organization in valuing, recording, and 
reporting donated or contributed services and should distinguish 
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between donated or contributed services for which values have 
and have not been recorded.
Donated Materials and Facilities
.071 Donated material and facilities, if significant in amount, 
should be recorded at their fair value, provided the organiza­
tion has a clearly measurable and objective basis for determin­
ing the value. If the materials are such that values cannot 
reasonably be determined, such as clothing, furniture, and so 
forth, which vary greatly in value depending on condition and 
style, they should not be recorded as contributions. If donated 
materials pass through the organization to its charitable bene­
ficiaries, and the organization serves only as an agent for the 
donors, the donation should not be recorded as a contribution. 
The recorded value of the use of contributed facilities should 
be included as revenue and expense during the period of use.
Investment Income and Gains and Losses
.072 Unrestricted investment income (interest and divi­
dends) from all funds should be reported as revenue in the 
statement of activity when it is earned. All unrestricted gains 
and losses on investments of unrestricted and current restricted 
funds should also be reported in the statement of activity be­
fore the excess (deficiency) of revenue and support over ex­
penses before capital additions. See paragraphs .077 through 
.082 for a discussion of the carrying amount of investments and 
the bases of reporting gains and losses.
.073 As discussed in paragraph .021, restricted investment 
income and restricted gains and losses from investments of 
current restricted funds and restricted plant funds should be 
reported as deferred amounts in the balance sheet. Restricted 
expendable income from investments of endowment funds should 
also be reported as deferred amounts. Income from investments 
of endowment funds that must be added to the principal by 
direction of the donor should be reported as capital additions. 
Gains and losses on investments of endowment funds should be 
reported as capital additions or deductions.
.074 Traditionally, nonprofit organizations have accounted 
for income yield (dividends, interest, rents, royalties, and so 
forth) as revenues available for current purposes and have 
excluded from that category capital gains on investment trans­
actions of the endowment fund.
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.075 In recent years, some institutions have adopted what is 
usually referred to as a “total return” approach to the manage­
ment of investments of endowment and quasi-endowment funds. 
This investment approach emphasizes total investment return 
consisting of traditional yield plus or minus gains and losses. 
Typically, the governing board establishes a “spending rate” 
that is satisfied by traditional yield first, that is, by dividends 
and interest. To the extent that traditional yield is inadequate 
to meet the spending rate, the governing board may make a 
portion of realized, and in some cases unrealized, net gains 
available for current use. The use of net gains on investments 
of true endowment funds by the governing board is usually done 
with the advice of legal counsel.
.076 A problem arises in the method of accounting for the 
available net gains from endowment funds because the concept 
thus far has produced few, if any, applications that appear to be 
objectively determinable. For example, some institutions have 
reported net gains made available as revenues, while most 
others follow existing AICPA industry audit guides and account 
for this transaction as a transfer from endowment funds to 
other funds. In some situations when traditional yield has ex­
ceeded the spending rate, the excess has been added directly to 
endowment fund balances rather than being reported as revenue. 
The spending rate policies of many institutions tend to place 
primary emphasis on spending without regard to the effect on 
endowment fund principal. While all of the total return ap­
proaches emphasize the use of prudence and a rational and 
systematic formula, those matters are subjective and not sus­
ceptible to measurement. Consequently, the accounting stand­
ards division concludes that the portion of available net gains 
from endowment investments utilized should be reported in the 
statement of activity as a transfer from endowment funds to 
other funds. To the extent such gains are transferred to a re­
stricted fund in which unexpended gifts and investment income 
are reported as deferred support and revenues, the gains should 
be transferred to deferred revenue of that fund. Since quasi- 
endowment funds are to be accounted for as a part of current 
funds, using net gains on the investments of these funds does 
not involve a transfer. Such gains and losses should be ac­
counted for in the manner specified in paragraph .072.
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Carrying Amount of Investments
.077 Nonprofit organizations have traditionally carried pur­
chased investments at cost and donated investments at fair 
value at date of receipt. Investments have normally been writ­
ten down to market value when market values have declined 
below the carrying value and the declines were deemed to be 
permanent impairments. Beginning in 1973 with the issuance 
of the AICPA industry audit guide for colleges and universities, 
some nonprofit organizations have been carrying their invest­
ments at market, as a permissible alternative to cost, adjusting 
the carrying amount each year for value increases and decreases.
.078 An organization carrying investments at market value 
recognizes the gains or losses that result from market fluctua­
tions for the period in which the fluctuations occur. Those who 
are against carrying investments at market are concerned both 
with the difficulty of valuing nonmarketable investments and 
the effect that market fluctuations have on an organization’s 
results of activity as reflected in the financial statements.
.079 The division has concluded that organizations covered 
by this statement of position should report investments in the 
financial statements as follows:
• Marketable debt securities, when there is both the ability and 
intention to hold the securities to maturity, should be re­
ported at amortized cost, market value, or the lower of 
amortized cost or market value;
• Marketable equity securities and marketable debt securities 
that are not expected to be held to maturity should be re­
ported at either market value or the lower of cost or market 
value;
• Other types of investments, for example, real estate or oil and 
gas interests, should be reported at either fair value or the 
lower of cost or fair value.
The basis selected to value each of these three groups of in­
vestments should apply to all investments in that group. When 
investments are carried at other than market value, disclosure 
of market value for that group at the balance sheet date should 
be made.
.080 For investments carried at the lower of (amortized) 
cost or market value, the division believes that declines should 
be recognized when the aggregate market value by fund group 
is less than the carrying amount. Recoveries of aggregate 
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market amount in subsequent periods should be recorded in 
those periods subject only to the limitation that the carrying 
amount should not exceed the original cost. The adjustments to 
recognize the increases or decreases resulting from the applica­
tion of this paragraph for noncurrent investments should be 
recognized as a direct addition or deduction to the fund balance; 
the adjustments applicable to current investments should be 
reflected in the statement of activity in the same manner as 
realized gains and losses. Investments held in current restricted 
funds should normally be considered to be current investments 
for purposes of this paragraph.
.081 For investments carried at market value, increases or 
decreases in market value should be recognized in the period in 
which they occur, as described in paragraphs .072 and .073.
.082 Interfund sales or exchanges of investments that in­
volve a restricted fund should be recorded in the purchasing 
fund at fair value. The difference between the carrying amount 
and the fair value at the date of the sale or exchange should be 
accounted for in the selling fund in the same manner as realized 
gains and losses and appropriately disclosed.
.083 The notes to the financial statements should set forth a 
summary of the total realized and unrealized gains and losses 
and income derived during the fiscal period from investments 
held by all funds except life income and custodial funds.
Subscription and Membership Income
.084 Subscriptions and revenues derived from the perform­
ance of services or the sale of goods should be recognized as 
revenue in the periods in which they are provided. Revenue 
derived from membership dues should be recognized by the 
organization over the period to which the dues relate. Non­
refundable initiation and life membership fees should be recog­
nized as revenue in the period the fees are receivable, if future 
dues or fees can reasonably be expected to cover the cost of 
future services; otherwise, the fees should be amortized to 
future periods based on average membership duration, life 
expectancy, or other appropriate methods. However, if items 
such as dues, assessments, and nonrefundable initiation fees are 
in substance contributions and services are not to be provided 
to the member, they should be recognized as revenue and sup­
port in the periods in which the organization is entitled to them.
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EXPENSES
Functional Classification of Expenses
.085 Organizations that receive significant support in the 
form of contributions from the general public should summarize 
the cost of providing various services or other activities on a 
functional basis in the statement of activity. (For purposes of 
this paragraph, the accounting standards division believes that 
organizations receiving support from federated fund-raising or 
similar organizations are deemed to have received support from 
the general public.) Organizations receiving no significant 
support from such contributors are encouraged to report on a 
functional basis but may choose to summarize expenses on an­
other basis (such as natural classifications) that would be 
considered useful to readers of the statement of activity. If 
expenses are not reported on a functional basis, the notes should 
contain a description of the basic programs of the organization. 
The remainder of this section is for those organizations that 
report expenses on a functional basis.
.086 The functional classifications should include specific 
program services that describe the organization’s service ac­
tivities and supporting services, such as management and gen­
eral and fund-raising.
.087 The statement of activity should present costs sepa­
rately for each significant program and supporting activity. 
Program activities are those directly related to the purposes for 
which the organization exists. Supporting activities do not re­
late directly to the purposes for which the organization exists. 
Fund raising, membership development, and unallocated man­
agement and general expense are three examples of supporting 
activities that should be reported separately.
.088 An organization may also present as supplementary in­
formation a schedule of functional expenses by object classi­
fication, that is, classifying expenses by type rather than func­
tion, such as salaries, employee-benefit expenses, and purchased 
services.
Program Services
.089 Functional reporting classifications for program serv­
ices vary according to the nature of the service rendered. For 
some organizations, a single functional reporting classification 
may be adequate to portray the program service provided. In 
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most cases, however, several separate and identifiable services 
are provided, and in such cases, expenses for program services 
should be reported by the type of service function or group of 
functions. The purposes of the various functions should be 
clearly described, and each functional classification should in­
clude all of the applicable service costs.
.090 Some local organizations remit a portion of their re­
ceipts to an affiliated state or national organization. The amount 
to be paid to the affiliates should be reported as either an expense 
or a deduction from total support and revenue in the statement 
of activity. The appropriate treatment depends on the arrange­
ments: A reporting organization that is, in effect, a collecting 
agent for the state or national organization, such as local organi­
zations that are required to remit a fixed percentage of all con­
tributions, should report the remittance as a deduction from total 
support and revenue; other organizations should report the 
remittance as a program expense.
Management and General Costs
.091 Management and general costs are those not identi­
fiable with a single program or fund-raising activity but are 
indispensable to the conduct of those activities and to an organi­
zation’s existence, including expenses for the overall direction 
of the organization’s general board activities, business manage­
ment, general recordkeeping, budgeting, and related purposes. 
Costs of overall direction usually include the salary and ex­
penses of the chief officer of the organization and his staff. 
However, if such staff spend a portion of their time directly 
supervising program services or categories of supporting serv­
ices, their salaries and expenses should be prorated among those 
functions. The costs of disseminating information to inform the 
public of the organization’s “stewardship” of contributed funds, 
announcements concerning appointments, the annual report, and 
so forth, should likewise be classified as management and gen­
eral expenses.
Fund-Raising and Other Supporting Services
.092 Fund-raising costs are incurred in inducing others to 
contribute money, securities, time, materials, or facilities for 
which the contributor will receive no direct economic benefit. 
They normally include the costs of personnel, occupancy, main­
taining mailing lists, printing, mailing, and all direct and indi­
rect costs of soliciting, as well as the cost of unsolicited 
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merchandise sent to encourage contributions. The cost of such 
merchandise should be disclosed. Fund-raising costs paid di­
rectly by a contributor should be reported as support and as 
fund-raising expenses.
.093 Some organizations hold special fund-raising events, 
such as banquets, dinners, theater parties, and so forth, in which 
the donor receives a direct benefit (for example, a meal or 
theater ticket). Some organizations sell merchandise as a fund- 
raising technique. The costs of such merchandise or direct 
benefits are not considered fund-raising costs and should be 
applied against gross proceeds received from the person receiv­
ing such direct benefit. The costs of such merchandise or direct 
benefit costs should be disclosed.
.094 A growing number of users of financial statements are 
seeking financial information that will enable them to evaluate 
fund-raising costs. A single functional reporting classification 
ordinarily is adequate to portray the fund-raising activity; how­
ever, other organizations may believe that reporting total public 
support and total fund-raising expense does not provide ade­
quate information for a useful evaluation because the organi­
zations conduct a number of fund-raising activities with widely 
varying relationships. For those organizations, it may be appro­
priate to report fund-raising costs and the corresponding sup­
port obtained separately for each type of fund-raising function, 
either in the statement of activity or in the notes. The various 
fund-raising functions should be adequately described and 
should include all of the applicable costs. The total of all fund- 
raising activities should be disclosed whether the entity reports 
expenses on a functional or some other basis.
.095 Fund-raising efforts made in one year, such as those 
made to obtain bequests or to compile a mailing list of prospec­
tive contributors, often result in contributions that will be re­
ceived in future years. Some have advocated deferring the costs 
of such fund-raising efforts until the period in which the con­
tributions are expected to be received. Although there may be 
valid reasons to consider deferring those costs, the accounting 
standards division is concerned with the difficulty of assessing 
their ultimate recovery and the possibility of misstating the 
fund-raising cost relationships. Accordingly, fund-raising costs 
should be expensed when incurred. However, if pledges or re­
stricted contributions that have already been received are re­
corded as deferred revenue and support, related fund-raising 
costs, if specifically identifiable with the contributions, may also 
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be deferred if it is clear that the contributor intended that the 
contribution could be used to cover such costs. Similarly, costs 
incurred in the acquisition of literature, materials, and so forth, 
that will be used in connection with a fund-raising drive to be 
conducted in a succeeding period should be deferred to that 
period.
.096 Costs incurred in the solicitation of grants from founda­
tions or governments and cost of membership development in 
bona fide membership organizations should be shown as separate 
categories of supporting expenses. If the membership fee in­
cludes an element of contribution, the costs of membership devel­
opment should be allocated between membership development 
and fund raising.
.097 If an organization combines the fund-raising function 
with a program function (for example, a piece of educational 
literature with a request for funds), the costs should be allo­
cated to the program and fund-raising categories on the basis 
of the use made of the literature, as determined from its con­
tent, the reasons for its distribution, and the audience to whom 
it is addressed.
Allocation of Costs That Pertain 
to Various Functions
.098 In some larger organizations, individual functions are 
performed by separate departments, with expenses classified by 
types within each department. Many other organizations incur 
items of cost that apply to more than one functional purpose. 
For those organizations, it may be necessary to allocate the 
costs among functions. Examples include salaries of persons 
who perform more than one type of service, rental of a building 
used for various program services, management and general 
expenses, and expenses of fund-raising activities.
.099 The salaries of employees who perform duties relating 
to more than one function, as well as all other expenses per­
taining to more than one function, should be allocated to the 
separate functional categories according to procedures that 
determine, as accurately as possible, the portion of the cost 
related to each function.
.100 A reasonable allocation of an organization’s functional 
expenses may be made on a variety of bases, and costs that 
have been allocated to programs and supporting services should 
be disclosed in the notes to the financial statements. It is not 
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the intention of this statement to require organizations to under­
take extensive detailed analyses and computations aimed at 
making overly meticulous allocations. The division recognizes 
that meaningful financial statements can often be prepared using 
estimates and overall computations when appropriate. (See 
Appendix B for illustrative allocation procedures.)
Grants
.101 Organizations that make grants to others should record 
grants as expenses and liabilities at the time recipients are 
entitled to them. That normally occurs when the board approves 
a specific grant or when the grantee is notified.
.102 Some grants stipulate that payments are to be made 
over a period of several years. Grants payable in future periods 
subject only to routine performance requirements by the grantee 
and not requiring subsequent review and approval for continu­
ance of payment should be recorded as expenses and liabilities 
when the grants are first made. However, if the grant instru­
ment specifically states that the grantor reserves the right to 
revoke the grant regardless of the performance of the grantee, 
unpaid grants should not be recorded. Grants subject to periodic 
renewal should be recorded as expenses and liabilities at renewal 
with a disclosure of the remaining commitment in the notes to 
the financial statements.
Tax Allocation
.103 Certain organizations are subject to a federal excise tax 
on investment income or to federal and state income taxes on 
certain unrelated business income. If timing differences exist 
between the income base for tax and financial reporting pur­
poses, interperiod allocation of tax should be made.
Transfers
.104 Allocations of resources among fund groups are neither 
revenues nor expenses of the related funds and should be dis­
tinguished from support and revenues that increase the total 
resources available to fulfill the objectives of an organization. 
Therefore, interfund transfers, including board-designated trans­
fers of gains under the total-return concept, should be reported 
as changes in fund balances under the caption “fund balance 
beginning of the period.” Transfers required under contractual 
arrangements with third parties should be separately disclosed. 
Transfers required as a result of the expiration of a term endow­
ment fund also should be separately disclosed.
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BALANCE SHEET
Fixed Assets
.105 Nonprofit organizations should capitalize purchased 
fixed assets at cost. Donated fixed assets should be recorded at 
their fair value at the date of the gift. Organizations that have 
not previously capitalized their fixed assets should do so retro­
actively. If historical costs are unavailable for assets already in 
service, another reasonable basis may be used to value the 
assets. Other bases might be cost-based appraisals, insurance 
appraisals, replacement costs, or property tax appraisals ad­
justed for market. However, an alternative basis should be used 
only if historical cost information is unavailable and only to 
establish a value at the date an organization adopts this state­
ment of position. Subsequent additions should be recorded at 
cost, or fair value for donated assets. The basis of valuation and 
the amount of any assets pledged to secure outside borrowing 
should be disclosed in the financial statements.
Depreciation
.106 In Accounting Terminology Bulletin no. 1, Review and 
Resume, the AICPA Committee on Terminology, defined depre­
ciation accounting as a means of allocating the cost or other 
carrying value of tangible capital assets to expense over their 
useful lives:
Depreciation accounting is a system of accounting which 
aims to distribute the cost or other basic value of tangible 
capital assets, less salvage (if any), over the estimated useful 
life of the unit (which may be a group of assets) in a system­
atic and rational manner. It is a process of allocation, not 
valuation. Depreciation for the year is the portion of the total 
charge under such a system that is allocated to the year. 
Although the allocation may properly take into account occur­
rences during the year, it is not intended to be a measurement 
of the effect of all such occurrences.
.107 Exhaustible fixed assets should be depreciated over their 
estimated useful lives. The relative effort being expended by 
one organization compared with others and the allocation of 
the efforts to various programs of the organization are indicated, 
in part, by cost determinations. Depreciation of fixed assets 
used in providing such services is relevant as an element of that 
cost. Although depreciation can be distinguished from most 
other elements of cost in that it requires no current equivalent 
cash outlay, recognition of depreciation as a cost is not optional. 
Most assets used in providing services are both valuable and 
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exhaustible. Thus, a cost is associated with the use of ex­
haustible assets whether they are owned or rented, acquired by 
gift or by purchase or used by a business or a nonprofit organi­
zation.
.108 Assets that are not exhaustible, such as landmarks, 
monuments, cathedrals, or historical treasures, need not be de­
preciated. Structures used primarily as houses of worship need 
not be depreciated.
.109 An organization may receive grants, allocations, or re­
imbursements from other organizations on the basis of the cost 
associated with its program and supporting services. Recording 
depreciation as an element of cost does not indicate that it 
necessarily should be included in the base on which grants, allo­
cations, or reimbursements will be determined: whether the base 
includes or excludes depreciation depends on the agreement or 
understanding reached between the two organizations.
.110 The amount of depreciation provided on assets carried 
at historical cost and the amount, if any, provided on assets 
carried on a basis other than historical cost should be disclosed.
.111 Depreciation accounting is sometimes confused with 
funding replacements. The means of replacing fixed assets and 
the degree to which replacements should be funded currently are 
financing decisions to be made by the governing board and do not 
directly affect the current costs of providing program or sup­
porting services. Depreciation accounting is designed to deter­
mine and present those costs, not to provide replacement funds.
.112 Retroactive adjustments should be made to reflect accu­
mulated depreciation as of the date an organization adopts this 
statement of position. For this purpose, the determination of 
asset lives should be based on a combination of the period from 
acquisition to the adoption date, plus estimated remaining life 
based on the current condition and planned use of the assets. 
When an organization records fixed assets using one of the 
“current value” methods referred to in paragraph .105, it is not 
necessary to disclose accumulated depreciation that would have 
been recorded had cost-based data been available.
Collections
.113 The accounting standards division considered at length 
the desirability of capitalizing (but not depreciating) the inex­
haustible collections owned by museums, art galleries, botanical 
gardens, libraries, and similar entities. In view of the steward­
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ship of those organizations to the public, it is desirable to cata­
logue and control the collections. Some believe that it is also 
desirable to present values for the collections on the organiza­
tions’ balance sheets, since those values usually represent the 
largest assets of the organizations. The division has concluded 
that it is often impracticable to determine a value for such col­
lections and accordingly has concluded that they need not be 
capitalized. If records and values do exist for the collections, 
the division encourages capitalization, at cost, if purchased, and 
at a fair value, if acquired by donation. If historical cost is 
indeterminable, the alternative methods of valuing described 
in the section on fixed assets should be used. If such collections 
are not capitalized, the caption “collections” should appear on 
the balance sheet with no amount shown but with a reference 
to a note that describes the collections.
.114 The nature and the cost or contributed value of current­
period accessions and the nature of and proceeds from deacces­
sions should be disclosed in the financial statements.
.115 Collections that are exhaustible, such as exhibits with 
a limited display life, and that have been capitalized should be 
amortized over their useful lives.
Investment Pools
.116 To obtain investment flexibility, nonprofit organiza­
tions frequently pool investments of various funds. Inasmuch 
as the realized and unrealized gains or losses and income of 
specific investments cannot be identified with the specific funds 
participating in the pool, realized and unrealized gains or losses 
and income should be allocated equitably. To accomplish an 
equitable allocation, investment pools should be operated using 
the “market value unit method.” Under that method, each fund 
is assigned a number of units based on the relationship of the 
market value of all investments at the time of entry in the pool. 
Periodically, the pooled assets are valued and new unit values 
are calculated. The new unit value is used to determine the 
number of units to be allocated to new funds entering the pool 
or to calculate the equity of funds withdrawing from the pool. 
Investment pool income, gains, and losses should be allocated 
periodically to participating funds based on the number of units 
held by each fund during the period. Other methods based on 
market value, including percentage participation, may also ac­
complish the same result.
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.117 Pooled investments may include investments carried at 
other than market value even though, as indicated in paragraph 
.116, the pool itself must be operated on the basis of market 
value. Differences may exist between the carrying amounts of 
assets and fund balances withdrawn from the investment pool. 
Such differences should be allocated to the participating funds 
remaining in the pool in the same manner as income, gains, and 
losses. Alternatively, such adjustments could be reported sepa­
rately from the carrying amount of specific investments or the 
fund balances of funds remaining in the pool.
Interfund Borrowings
.118 A governing board may sometimes authorize borrowings 
from restricted, endowment, or plant funds. The organization 
should determine if interest should be accrued. Interfund bor­
rowings should be considered permanent and recorded as trans­
fers when it becomes evident that contemplated sources of funds 
for repayment are not readily available. There may be legal 
prohibitions against lending such funds and against recording 
such transfers. If so, appropriate disclosure should be made.
.119 Material interfund borrowings should be disclosed when 
restricted funds have been loaned or when the liquidity of either 
fund is in question. If summary financial information is pre­
sented for a prior period, similar disclosure should be made.
Designations of Fund Balances
.120 The governing board of an organization may designate 
a portion of an unrestricted fund balance for a specific purpose. 
The designation is proper to the board’s managerial function. 
However, such designations of fund balances are not expenses 
and should not be shown as such in the statement of activity. 
(See examples of designations in the Illustrative Financial State­
ments, Appendix C.)
Other Funds
.121 Donors frequently make gifts of future interests. The 
present value of the actuarially determined liability resulting 
from an annuity gift should be recorded at the date of the gift. 
The excess (or deficiency) in the amount of the annuity gift 
over the liability should be recorded as support in the year of 
the gift if it may be used immediately for the general purposes 
of the organization; in other instances, the excess should be 
reported as deferred revenue if restricted for specific purposes. 
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The principal amount of life income gifts, in which the donor 
reserves the right to the income generated from the gift for life 
or some other stipulated period of time, should also be recorded 
as deferred support in the balance sheet in the period the gift is 
received. The amount previously recorded as deferred support 
should be reflected as support or a capital addition at the future 
date when the terms of the annuity or life income gifts have 
been met.
.122 Funds that are held in trust by others under a legal 
trust instrument created by a donor independently of the report­
ing organization and that are neither in the possession nor under 
the control of the organization but are held and administered 
by outside fiscal agents with the organization deriving income 
from such funds should not be included in the balance sheet 
with funds administered by the organization. The funds con­
templated by this paragraph are those of which the reporting 
organization is not the remainderman in the trust. Their exist­
ence should be disclosed either parenthetically in the endow­
ment funds group in the balance sheet or in the notes to the 
financial statements. Significant income from such trusts should 
be reported separately.
.123 Certain organizations have customarily used other fund 
groups not specifically mentioned in this statement. Those fund 
groups are used to account for resources relating to activities 
such as agency or custodial relationships, self-administered pen­
sions, and permanent maintenance funds. Such fund groups are 
frequently useful and informative and, therefore, may be reported 
separately in the financial statements. Alternatively, those funds 
may be combined with other similar fund groups to simplify 
statement presentation. Tn either case, the accountability for 
the fund group should be classified according to the exact nature 
of the funds involved, so that balances that are liabilities (such 
as agency, custodial, and self-administered pension funds) are 
distinguished from those that are fund balances (such as per­
manent maintenance funds). If there are true fund balances, 
changes in the balances should be accounted for in the statement 
of activity. The restricted nature of such funds should also be 
disclosed.
TRANSITION
.124 The accounting standards division recognizes that the 
Financial Accounting Standards Board presently has on its 
agenda a project on “Objectives of Financial Reporting by Non­
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business Organizations.” The results of that project may affect 
financial reporting by the entities covered by this statement of 
position. On completion of that project, any recommendations 
in this statement of position that conflict with the FASB’s con­
clusions would need to be changed. Accordingly, the division 
has concluded that the principles contained in this statement of 
position need not be adopted until after the Financial Account­
ing Standards Board completes its project. At that time, a 
specific date on which the adoption of these principles is recom­
mended will be announced. Organizations may voluntarily adopt 
these principles.
.125 Organizations that adopt the conclusions of this state­
ment of position should apply them retroactively by prior-period 
adjustments. If financial statements for periods prior to adop­
tion are not presented, the conclusions of the statement of posi­
tion should be applied by adjusting opening fund balances for 
the initial application period. When financial statements for 
periods prior to adoption are presented, they should be restated 
to reflect the prior-period adjustments. The nature of the re­
statements and their effects should be disclosed in the period of 
change.
APPENDIX A
.126 Glossary
A number of terms used throughout this document are com­
monly used by nonprofit organizations and, because these terms 
have specialized meaning, this glossary is included.
accessions Additions, both purchased and donated, to collec­
tions held by museums, art galleries, botanical gardens, libraries, 
and similar entities.
agency fund See custodian funds.
annuity gift A gift of money or other property given to an 
organization on the condition that the organization bind itself 
to make periodic stipulated payments that terminate at a speci­
fied time to the donor or other designated individuals.
auxiliary activity An activity providing a service that is not 
part of the basic program services of the organization. A fee 
is normally charged that is directly related to, although not 
necessarily equal to, the cost of the service.
capital additions Gifts, grants, bequests, investment income, 
and gains and losses on investments restricted either perma­
nently or for a period of time by parties outside of the organi-
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zation to endowment and loan funds. Capital additions also 
include similar resources restricted for fixed asset additions but 
only to the extent expended during the year.
collections Works of art, botanical and animal specimens, 
books, and other items held for display or study by museums 
and similar institutions.
custodian funds Funds received and held by an organization 
as fiscal agent for others.
deaccessions Dispositions of items in collections held by mu­
seums, art galleries, botanical gardens, libraries, and similar 
entities.
deferred capital additions Capital additions received or re­
corded before the related restrictions are met. See also capital 
additions.
deferred revenue and support Revenue or support received or 
recorded before it is earned, that is, before the conditions are 
met, in whole or in part, for which the revenue or support is 
received or is to be received.
designated funds Unrestricted funds set aside for specific pur­
poses by action of the governing board. See also quasi-endow­
ment funds.
encumbrances Commitments in the form of orders, contracts, 
and similar items that will become payable when goods are 
delivered or services rendered.
endowment fund A fund in which a donor has stipulated in 
the donative instrument that the principal is to be maintained 
inviolate and in perpetuity and only the income from the invest­
ments of the fund may be expended. See also term endowment. 
expendable funds Funds that are available to finance an 
organization’s program and supporting services, including both 
unrestricted and restricted amounts.
functional classification A classification of expenses that ac­
cumulates expenses according to the purpose for which costs are 
incurred. The primary functional classifications are program 
and supporting services.
fund An accounting entity established for the purpose of ac­
counting for resources used for specific activities or objectives 
in accordance with special regulations, restrictions, or limi­
tations.
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fund group A group of funds of similar character, for ex­
ample, operating funds, endowment funds, and annuity and life 
income funds.
funds held in trust by others Resources held and admin­
istered, at the direction of the donor, by an outside trustee for 
the benefit of the organization.
investment pool Assets of several funds pooled or consoli­
dated for investment purposes.
life income agreement An agreement whereby money or other 
property is given to an organization on the condition that the 
organization bind itself to pay periodically to the donor or other 
designated individual the income earned by the assets donated 
to the organization for the lifetime of the donor or of the desig­
nated individual.
loan funds Resources restricted for loans. When both prin­
cipal and interest on the loan funds received by the organization 
are loanable, they are included in the loan-fund group. If only 
the income from a fund is loanable, the principal is included in 
endowment funds, while the cumulative income constitutes the 
loan fund.
natural expense classification See object classification of 
expenses.
net investment in plant The total carrying value of all prop­
erty, plant, equipment, and related liabilities, exclusive of those 
real properties that are held for investment.
nonexpendable additions See capital additions.
object classification of expenses A method of classifying ex­
penditures according to their natural classification, such as sala­
ries and wages, employee benefits, supplies, purchased services, 
and so forth.
pledge A promise to make a contribution to an organization 
in the amount and form stipulated.
quasi-endowment funds Funds that the governing board of 
an organization, rather than a donor or other outside agency, 
has determined are to be retained and invested. The governing 
board has the right to decide at any time to expend the principal 
of such funds. See also designated funds.
restricted funds Funds whose use is restricted by outside 
agencies or persons as contrasted with funds over which the 
organization has complete control and discretion.
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revenues Gross increases in assets, gross decreases in liabili­
ties, or a combination of both from delivering or producing 
goods, rendering services, or other earning activities of an or­
ganization during a period, for example, dues, sale of services, 
ticket sales, fees, interest, dividends, and rent.
support The conveyance of property from one person or or­
ganization to another without consideration, for example, dona­
tions, gifts, grants, or bequests.
term endowment A fund that has all the characteristics of 
an endowment fund, except that at some future date or event 
it will no longer be required to be maintained as an endow­
ment fund.
transfer Moving fund balances from one fund to another, 
usually as a result of an intended change in the use of assets.
Unrestricted funds Funds that have no external restriction 
on their use or purpose, that is, funds that can be used for any 
purpose designated by the governing board as distinguished 
from funds restricted externally for specific purposes (for ex­
ample, for operations, plant, and endowment).
APPENDIX B
.127 Illustrative Allocation Procedures Under Paragraph .100
Although the following allocation procedures are illustrative 
only, using them or similar procedures ordinarily results in a 
reasonable allocation of an organization’s multiple function 
expenses:
• A study of the organization’s activities may be made at the 
start of each fiscal year to determine the best practicable 
allocation methods. The study should include an evaluation of 
the preceding year’s time records or activity reports of key 
personnel, the use of space, the consumption of supplies and 
postage, and so forth. The results of the study should be 
reviewed periodically, and the allocation methods should be 
revised, if necessary, to reflect significant changes in the na­
ture or level of the organization’s current activities.
• Periodic time and expense records may be kept by employees 
who spend time on more than one function as a basis for allo­
cating salaries and related costs. The records should indicate 
the nature of the activities in which the employee is involved. 
If the functions do not vary significantly from period to pe­
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riod, the preparation of time reports for selected test periods 
during the year might be sufficient.
• Automobile and travel costs may be allocated on the basis 
of the expense or time reports of the employees involved.
• Telephone expense may be allocated on the basis of use by 
extensions, generally following the charge assigned to the 
salary of the employee using the telephone, after making 
direct charges for the toll calls or other service attributable 
to specific functions.
• Stationery, supplies, and postage costs may be allocated 
based on a study of their use.
• Occupancy costs may be allocated on the basis of a factor 
determined from a study of the function of the personnel 
using the space involved.
• Depreciation and rental of equipment may be allocated based 
on asset usage.
APPENDIX C
.128 Illustrative Financial Statements
The following illustrative financial statements (exhibits 1 
through 13) demonstrate the practical applications of the re­
porting practices discussed in this statement of position. Spe­
cific types of nonprofit organizations have been selected to 
illustrate a wide diversity of reporting practices; it is not in­
tended that these illustrations represent either the only types 
of disclosure or the only statement formats that would be ap­
propriate. Nonprofit organizations are urged to develop finan­
cial statement formats that are appropriate for their individual 
circumstances while being consistent with the accounting and 
reporting practices discussed in this document.
The notes to the financial statements in exhibit 1 are repre­
sentative of the basic types of disclosure a typical nonprofit 
organization would include in its financial report. To avoid 
unnecessary repetition, the notes to the financial statements 
of exhibits 2 through 13 have been condensed to indicate only 
major topics of disclosure, except in those instances in which 
it is appropriate to include additional items that are unique 
to a particular type of nonprofit organization.
For conciseness, only some of the sample financial statements 
have been presented in comparative format. As noted in the 
text of the statement, the division encourages the presentation 
of comparative statements.
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Index to Illustrative Financial Statements
Exhibit No. Paragraph No.
1 Independent School________________ .129
2 Cemetery Organization______________ .130
3 Country Club________________________ .131
4 Library ____________________________  .132
5 Museum____________________________  .133
6 Performing Arts Organization____________ .134
7 Private Foundation_______________ .135
8 Public Broadcasting Station____________ .136
9 Religious Organization_______________  .137
10 Research and Scientific Organization.—........ .138
11 Trade Association ___________________ .139
12 Union _____________________________ .140
13 Zoological and Botanical Society.______ ___ .141
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.129 EXHIBIT 1—INDEPENDENT SCHOOL
EXHIBIT 1A
Sample Independent School
Balance Sheet
June 30, 19X1
Operating 
Funds
Plant 
Funds
Endowment 
Funds
Total 
All Funds
Assets
Cash
Accounts receivable, less allowance for
$ 87,000 $ 15,000 $ 19,000 $ 121,000
doubtful receivables of $3,000 34,000 — — 34,000
Pledges receivable, less allowance for 
doubtful pledges of $10,00Q 
Inventories, at lower of cost (FIFO) or
— 75,000 — 75,000
market 7,000 — — 7,000
Investments (Note 2)
Land, buildings, equipment, and library
355,000 10,000 100,000 465,000
books, at cost less accumulated 
depreciation of $980,000 (Note 3) _ 2,282,000 — 2,282,000
Other assets 17,000 — — 17,000
Total assets $500,000 $2,382,000 $119,000 $3,001,000
Liabilities and Fund Balances
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Deferred amounts (Note 6)
$ 13,000 — — $ 13,000
Unrestricted 86,000 — — 86,000
Restricted 27,000 $ 100,000 — 127,000
Long-term debt (Note 4) — 131,000 — 131,000
Total liabilities 126,000 231,000 — 357,000
Fund balances
Unrestricted
Designated by the governing board
for long-term investment 355,000 — — 355,000
Undesignated 19,000 — — 19,000
374,000 — — 374,000
Restricted—nonexpendable — — $119,000 119,000
Net investment in plant — 2,151,000 . — 2,151,000
Total fund balances 374,000 2,151,000 119,000 2,644,000
Total liabilities and fund balances $500,000 $2,382,000 $119,000 $3,001,000
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EXHIBIT 1C
Sample Independent School 
Statement of Changes in Financial Position 
Year Ended June 30, 19X1
Operating 
Funds
Plant 
Funds
Endowment
Funds
Total 
All Funds
Resources provided
Excess (deficiency) of support and 
revenue over expenses before
capital additions S 94,(XX) $ (93,000) — $ 1,000
Capital additions
Contributions and bequests — 80,000 $ 30,000 110,000
Investment income — 5,000 — 5,(XX)
Net gain on investments — 1,000 2,(XX) 3,000
Excess (deficiency) of support and 
revenue over expenses after
capital additions 94,(XX) (7,000) 32,000 119,000
Items not using (providing) resources
Provision for depreciation 
Net (gain) loss on investment
— 93,000 — 93,(XX)
transactions 8,000 (1,000) (2,(XX)) 5,000
Decrease in inventories 2,000 — — 2,000
Increase in deferred amounts 3,000 75,000 — 78,000
Proceeds from sale of investments 160,000 2,000 47,000 209,000
Total resources provided 267,000 162,000 77,000 506,000
Resources used
Purchases of equipment — 145,000 — 145,000
Reduction of long-term debt — 52,000 — 52,000
Purchases of investments 210,000 6,000 136,000 352,000
Increase in other assets 1,000 — — 1,000
Increase in accounts and pledges
receivable 3,000 60,000 — 63,000
Decrease in accounts pavable and
accrued expenses 3,000 — — 3,000
Total resources used 217,000 263,000 136,000 616,000
Transfers
Equipment acquisitions and principal
debt service payments (111,000) 111,000 — —
Realized gains on endowment funds
utilized 4,000 — (4,000) —
Total transfers (107,000) 111,000 (4,000) —
Increase (decrease) in cash $ (57,000) $ 10,000 $ (63,000) $(110,000)
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EXHIBIT 1D
Sample Independent School
Notes to Financial Statements 
Year Ended June 30, 19X1
Note 1—Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
The financial statements of Sample Independent School have been pre­
pared on the accrual basis. The significant accounting policies followed 
are described below to enhance the usefulness of the financial statements 
to the reader.
Fund Accounting
To ensure observance of limitations and restrictions placed on the use of 
resources available to the school, the accounts of the school are main­
tained in accordance with the principles of fund accounting. This is the 
procedure by which resources for various purposes are classified for ac­
counting and reporting purposes into funds established according to their 
nature and purposes. Separate accounts are maintained for each fund; 
however, in the accompanying financial statements, funds that have simi­
lar characteristics have been combined into fund groups. Accordingly, all 
financial transactions have been recorded and reported by fund group.
The assets, liabilities, and fund balances of the school are reported in 
three self-balancing fund groups as follows:
• Operating funds, which include unrestricted and restricted resources, 
represent the portion of expendable funds that is available for support 
of school operations.
• Plant funds represent resources restricted for plant acquisitions and 
funds expended for plant.
• Endowment funds represent funds that are subject to restrictions of gift 
instruments requiring in perpetuity that the principal be invested and 
the income only be used.
Expendable Restricted Resources
Operating and plant funds restricted by the donor, grantor, or other 
outside party for particular operating purposes or for plant acquisitions 
are deemed to be earned and reported as revenues of operating funds or 
as additions to plant funds, respectively, when the school has incurred 
expenditures in compliance with the specific restrictions. Such amounts 
received but not yet earned are reported as restricted deferred amounts.
Plant Assets and Depreciation
Uses of operating funds for plant acquisitions and principal debt service 
payments are accounted for as transfers to plant funds. Proceeds from the 
sale of plant assets, if unrestricted, are transferred to operating fund 
balances, or, if restricted, to deferred amounts restricted for plant acquisi­
tions. Depreciation of buildings and equipment is provided over the es­
timated useful lives of the respective assets on a straight-line basis.
§ 10,250.129
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Other Matters
All gains and losses arising from the sale, collection, or other disposition of 
investments and other noncash assets are accounted for in the fund that 
owned the assets. Ordinary income from investments, receivables, and the 
like is accounted for in the fund owning the assets, except for income 
derived from investments of endowment funds, which is accounted for, if 
unrestricted, as revenue of the expendable operating fund or, if re­
stricted, as deferred amounts until the terms of the restriction have been 
met.
Legally enforceable pledges less an allowance for uncollectible 
amounts are recorded as receivables in the year made. Pledges for sup­
port of current operations are recorded as operating fund support. 
Pledges for support of future operations and plant acquisitions are re­
corded as deferred amounts in the respective funds to which they apply.
Note 2—Investments
Investments are presented in the financial statements in the aggregate at 
the lower of cost (amortized, in the case of bonds) or fair market value.
$465,000 $485,000
Cost Market
Operating funds 
Plant funds 
Endowment funds
$355,000
10,000 
100,000
$365,000 
11,000 
109,000
Investments are composed of the following:
Cost Market
Corporate stocks and bonds $318,000 $320,000
U.S. government obligations 141,000 159,000
Municipal bonds 6,000 
$465,000
6,000 
$485,000
The following tabulation summarizes the relationship between carrying 
values and market values of investment assets.
Balance at end of year
Balance at beginning of 
year
Increase in unrealized 
appreciation
Realized net loss for year 
Total net gain for year
Carrying 
Value
$465,000
$327,000
Market
Value
$485,000
$335,000
Excess of 
Market
Over Cost
$ 20,000
8,000
12,000
(5,000) 
$ 7,000
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The average annual yield exclusive of net gains (losses) was 7% and the 
annual total return based on market value was 9% for the year ended
June 30, 19X1.
Note 3—Plant Assets and Depreciation
A summary of plant assets follows.
Land $ 255,000
Buildings 2,552,000
Equipment 340,000
Library books 115,000
3,262,000
Less accumulated depreciation 980,000
$2,282,000
Note 4—Long-Term Debt
A summary of long-term debt follows.
7½% unsecured notes payable to bank
due in quarterly installments of $2,500 $ 29,000
8½% mortgage payable in semiannual 
installments of $3,500 through 19X7 102,000
$131,000
Note 5—Pension Plans
The school has noncontributory pension plans covering all personnel. 
Total pension expense for the year ended June 30, 19X1, was $60,000, 
which includes amortization of prior service costs over a period of twenty 
years. The school’s policy is to fund pension costs accrued. The actuarially 
computed value of vested benefits as of June 30, 19X1, exceeds net assets 
of the pension fund by approximately $100,000.
Note 6—Changes in Deferred Restricted Amounts
Operating 
Funds
Plant 
Fund
Balances at beginning of year 
Additions
$ 24,000 $ 25,000
Contributions and bequests 79,000 158,000
Investment income 6,000 1,000
Net gain on investment transactions — 2,000
Deductions—funds expended during
109,000 186,000
the year 82,000 86,000
Balances at end of year $ 27,000 $100,000
Note 7—Functional Allocation of Expenses
The costs of providing the various programs and other activities have been 
summarized on a functional basis in the statement of support and rev­
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enue, expenses, capital additions, and changes in fund balances. Accord­
ingly, certain costs have been allocated among the programs and support­
ing services benefited.
Note 8—Commitments
The school has entered into various agreements aggregating approxi­
mately $80,000 for the purchase of equipment to be received subsequent 
to June 30, 19X1.
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EXHIBIT 2B
Sample Cemetery Organization 
Statement of Revenue and Expenses 
Years Ended June 30, 19X1, and 19X0
Revenue
Net sales
Spaces
Memorials and inscriptions
Interment fees
Other fees
Total
Cost of sales
Spaces
Memorials
Burial services
Total
Gross margin
Expenses
Maintenance
General administration
Commissions
Total
Operating margin
Other revenue
Income from care and maintenance funds 
(Note 3)
Excess of revenue over expenses
Fund balance—beginning
Fund balance—ending
19X1 19X0
$210,000 $201,(XX)
36,000 30,000
20,000 14,(XX)
6,000 2,(XX)
272,(XX) 247,000
150,000 151,000
19,000 14,000
16,000 13,000
185,000 178,000
87,000 69,000
60,000 50,000
30,000 18,000
10,000 9,000
100,000 77,(XX)
(13,000) (8,000)
20,000 13,000
7,000 5,000
397,000 392,(XX)
$404,(XX) $397,000
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EXHIBIT 2C
Sample Cemetery Organization 
Statement of Changes in Financial Position 
years Ended June 30, 19X1, end 19X0
19X1 19X0
Source of cash
Excess of revenue over expenses $ 7,000 $ 5,000
Charges not requiring (providing) cash in
the current period—depreciation and
amortization 92,000 74,000
Cash provided from operations 99,000 79,000
Increases in accounts payable and
accrued expenses 53,000 14,000
Total sources of cash 152,000 93,000
Uses of cash
Space development and equipment 92,000 40,000
Increase in accounts receivable — 15,000
Reduction of long-term debt 30,000 30,000
Increase in supplies and prepaid expenses 10,000 2,000
Total uses of cash 132,000 87,000
Increases in cash 20,000 6,000
Cash, beginning of year 27,000 21,000
Cash, end of year $ 47,000 $ 27,000
§ 10,250.130
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EXHIBIT 2D
Sample Cemetery Organization
Notes to Financial Statements*
June 30, 19X1, end 19X0
Note 1—Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
(In addition to the policy disclosures illustrated in Note 1 of exhibit 1, the 
following are typical of additional disclosures to be considered for this 
type of organization.)
Revenue Recognition
Sales of spaces are recorded when contracts of sales are signed.
Cost of Spaces Sold
The cost of each space sold is computed based on allocation of total 
expenses incurred in developing the cemetery.
Note 2—Property, Plant, and Equipment
Note 3—Maintenance Funds
General Maintenance
Under the State Cemetery Act, Sample Cemetery is required, among 
other things, to collect and pay into a general maintenance fund the 
following fees and charges:
Fifteen percent (15%) of the gross sales price of each plot sold.
Ten dollars ($10) for each interment.
Five cents ($.05) per square unit of surface area of the base of a memo­
rial.
The general maintenance fund principal is restricted by the State Ceme­
tery Act for major improvements and repairs and, accordingly, is not 
included in the financial statements. At June 30, 19X1, and 19X0 this fund 
amounted to $383,000 and $338,000, respectively. Investment income is 
unrestricted and is included in other income.
Specific Trusts
Specific trust funds are restricted for flowers, seeding, sodding, and other 
maintenance of the specific plots as prescribed by the external source and 
are not available for general use by the cemetery. During the years ended
* For suggested comments in each area of note disclosure above, see
example included in comprehensive set of Notes to Financial Statements for
exhibit 1, paragraph .129.
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June 30, 19X1, and June 30, 19X0, $11,000 and $2,000, respectively, 
were expended for specific trust maintenance and have been reflected in 
the statement of revenue and expense.
Note 4—Long-Term Debt
Note 5—Functional Allocation of Expenses
Note 6—Commitments
§ 10,250.130
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.131 EXHIBIT 3—COUNTRY CLUB
EXHIBIT 3A
Sample Country Club
Balance Sheet
March 31,19X1, and 19X0
19X1 19X0
Assets
Current assets
Cash $ 44,413 $ 37,812
Investments (Note 2) 289,554 388,007
Accounts receivable, less allowances of $5,000
in 19X1, and $6,000 in 19X0 71,831 45,898
Inventories, at lower of cost (FIFO) or market 27,930 28,137
Prepaid expenses 19,154 13,948
Total current assets 452,882 513,802
Property and equipment, at cost (Note 3)
Land and land improvements 1,085,319 1,098,828
Buildings 1,331,590 1,200,585
Furniture, fixtures, and equipment 274,761 254.540
2,691,670 2,553,953
Less accumulated depreciation 864,564 824,088
1,827,106 1,729,865
Other assets
Deferred charges 15,077 16,524
Beverage license 10,500 10,500
25,577 27,024
$2,305,565 $2,270,691
Liabilities and Membership Equity
Current liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued expenses $ 61,426 $ 63,600
Deferred revenues—initiation fees (Note 1) 15,677 7,755
Due to resigned members 16,400 12,900
Taxes 20,330 23,668
Total current liabilities 113,833 107,923
Membership equity
Proprietary certificates, 500 at $1,500 each—
no change during the years 750,000 750,000
Cumulative excess of revenue over expenses 1,441,732 1,412.768
2,191,732 2,162,768
$2,305,565 $2,270,691
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EXHIBIT 3B
Sample Country Club
Statement of Revenue, Expenses, and Changes in 
Cumulative Excess of Revenue Over Expenses
Team Ended March 31,19X1, and 19X0
19X1 19X0
Revenue
Dues $ 590,000 $ 600,000
Restaurant and bar charges 270,412 265,042
Greens fees 171,509 163,200
Tennis and swimming fees 83,829 67,675
Initiation fees 61,475 95,220
Locker and room rentals 49,759 49,954
Interest and discounts 28,860 28,831
Golf cart rentals 26,584 24,999
Other—net 4,011 3,893
Total revenue 1,286,439 1,298,814
Expenses
Greens 241,867 244,823
House 212,880 210,952
Restaurant and bar 153,035 136,707
Tennis and swimming 67,402 48,726
General and administrative 533,838 690,551
Net (gains) losses on investments 98,453 (98,813)
Total expenses 1,307,475 1,232,946
Excess (deficiency) of revenue over 
expenses before capital additions (21,036) 65,868
Capital additions 
Assessments for capital improvements 50,000 —
Excess (deficiency) of revenue over expenses 
after capital additions 28,964 65,868
Cumulative excess of revenue over expenses— 
beginning of year 1,412,768 1,346,900
Cumulative excess of revenue 
over expenses—end of year $1,441,732 $1,412,768
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EXHIBIT 3C
Sample Country Club
Statement of Changes In Financial Position
Years Ended March 31,19X1, and 19X0
19X1 19X0
Sources of funds
Excess (deficiency) of revenue 
over expenses before capital additions $ (21,036) $ 65,868
Capital additions 50,000
Excess (deficiency) of revenue 
over expenses after capital additions 28,964 65,868
Add-back provision for depreciation, 
which does not affect working capital 40,476 61,618
Total from operations 69,440 127,486
Decrease in deferred charges—net 1,447 —
Total sources 70,887 127,486
Applications of funds
Purchases of property and equipment 137,717 84,377
Increase in deferred charges—net — 8,909
Total applications 137,717 93,286
Increase (decrease) in working capital $ (66,830) $ 34,200
Changes in the components of working capital 
are summarized as follows:
Increase (decrease) in current assets 
Cash $ 6,601 $ (70,928)
Investments (98,453) 98,813
Accounts receivable 25,933 5,000
Inventories (207) 8,112
Prepaid expenses 5,206 2,056
(60,920) 43,053
(Increase) decrease in current liabilities 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 2,174 (5,597)
Deferred revenues—initiation fees (7,922) (3,517)
Due to resigned members (3,500) (2,700)
Taxes 3,338 2,961
(5,910) (8,853)
Increase (decrease) in working capital $ (66,830) $ 34,200
§ 10,250.131
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EXHIBIT 3D
Sample Country Club
Notes to Financial Statements*
March 31, 19X1, and 19X0
Note 1—Summary of Significant Accounting Principles
(In addition to the policy disclosures illustrated in Note l of exhibit 1, the 
following are typical of additional disclosures to be considered for this 
type of organization.)
Membership Dues and Initiation Fees
Membership dues are recognized as revenue in the applicable member­
ship period. Initiation fees are recorded as revenue in the period when the 
fees are due.
Note 2—Investments
Note 3—Property and Equipment and Depreciation
Note 4—Pension Plans
♦ For suggested comments in each area of note disclosure above, see
example included in comprehensive set of Notes to Financial Statements for
exhibit 1, paragraph .129.
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EXHIBIT 4D
Sample Library
Notes to Financial Statements*
December 31, 19X1
Note 1—Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
(In addition to the policy disclosures illustrated in Note 1 of exhibit 1, the 
following are typical of additional disclosures to be considered for this 
type of organization.)
Contributed Facilities
The library occupies without charge certain premises located in 
government-owned buildings. The estimated fair rental value of the pre­
mises is reported as support and expense in the period in which the 
premises are used.
Grants
The library records income from unrestricted grants in the period desig­
nated by the grantor.
Inexhaustible Collections and Books
Because the values of the existing inexhaustible collections, including 
research books, are not readily determinable, the library has not 
capitalized them. Collections that are exhaustible are capitalized and in­
cluded with equipment in the financial statements and are amortized over 
their estimated useful lives. Accessions and deaccessions during 19X0 and 
19X1 were not significant. Books used in the circulating library have not 
been capitalized because their estimated useful lives are less than one 
year.
Summarized Financial Information for 19X0
The financial information for the year ended December 31, 19X0, pre­
sented for comparative purposes, is not intended to be complete financial 
statement presentation.
Note 2—Investments
Note 3—Plant Assets and Depreciation
Note 4—Long-Term Debt
Note 5—Pension Plans
Note 6—Changes in Deferred Restricted Amounts
Note 7—Functional Allocation of Expenses
♦ For suggested comments in each area of note disclosure above, see 
example included in comprehensive set of Notes to Financial Statements for 
exhibit 1, paragraph .129.
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Note 8—Commitments and Contingencies
The library receives a substantial amount of its support from federal, 
state, and local governments. A significant reduction in the level of this 
support, if this were to occur, may have an effect on the library’s programs 
and activities.
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EXHIBIT 5C
Sample Museum 
Statement of Changes in Financial Position 
Year Ended June 30, 19X1
Sources of working capital
Excess of support and revenue before capital additions
Capital additions
Excess of support and revenue after capital additions 
Depreciation
Deferred revenue and restricted gifts 
received in excess of expenses incurred
Investments sold
Uses of working capital
Fixed assets purchased
Investments purchased
Increase in working capital
Changes in working capital, increase (decrease) 
Cash
Receivables
Investments
Inventories
Prepayments
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Deferred revenue and restricted gifts, current portion
$ 10,000
72,600
82,600
54,400
242,600
952,200
1,331,800
151,600
978,000
1,129,600 
$ 202,200
$ (3,900)
19,700 
210,000 
500
13,900
(4,000) 
(34,000)
$ 202,200
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EXHIBIT 5D
Sample Museum
Notes to Financial Statements*
June 30, 19X1
Note 1—Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Note 2—Investments
Note 3—Fixed Assets and Depreciation
Note 4—Pension Plans
Note 5—Deferred Revenue and Restricted Gifts
Note 6—Functional Allocation of Expenses
Note 7—Commitments
Note 8—Gifts Received
Note 9—Interfund Transfers
During the year ended June 30, 19X1, the trustees authorized a transfer 
from the Operating Fund to the Plant Fund in the amount of $151,600 
representing fixed assets purchased with resources of the Operating 
Fund.
Note 10—Contributed Services
A substantial number of unpaid volunteers have made significant con­
tributions of their time to develop the Museum’s programs, principally in 
membership development and educational programs. The value of this 
contributed time is not reflected in these statements since it is not suscep­
tible to objective measurement or valuation.
Note 11—Art Collection
In conformity with the practice followed by many museums, art objects 
purchased and donated are not included in the balance sheet.
The value of the objects acquired by gift for which the Museum can 
make a reasonable estimate is reported as gifts in the Statement of Activ­
ity ($28,000 in the year ended June 30, 19X1).
The cost of all objects purchased together with the value of objects 
acquired by gift as indicated in the preceding paragraph, less the pro­
ceeds from deaccessions of objects, is reported as a separate program 
expense. During the year ended June 30, 19X1, purchase of art objects 
amounted to $185,000 and the proceeds from deaccessions was $13,000.
Gifts of cash or other property restricted by donors for the purchase 
of items for the collection are classified as deferred revenue until acquisi­
tions are made in accordance with the terms of the gifts.
* For suggested comments in each area of note disclosure above, see
example included in comprehensive set of Notes to Financial Statements for
exhibit 1, paragraph .129.
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.134 EXHIBIT 6—PERFORMING ARTS ORGANIZATION
EXHIBIT 6A
Sample Performing Arts Organization
Balance Sheet
June 3Q, 19X1, and 19X0
19X1 19X0
Assets
Current assets
Cash $216,074 $169,466
Marketable securities (Note 2) 266,330  50,967
Accounts receivable, net of allowance for
doubtful accounts 70,051 26,685
Grants receivable — 6,100
Other 39,378 13,441
Total current assets 591,833 266,659
Noncurrent assets
Investments and endowment funds cash
(Note 2) 267,869 256,648
Property and equipment at cost, net of
accumulated depreciation (Note 3) 55,061 40,226
Rent and other deposits 3,839 9,130
$918,602 $572,663
Liabilities and Entity Capital
Current liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued expenses $111,150 $166,351
Deferred revenues—subscriptions (Note 1) 297,430 193,042
Deferred revenues—grants (Note 1) 42,562 —
Current portion of long-term debt 50,000 50,000
Total current liabilities 501,142 409,393
Long-term debt (Note 4) 32,000 69,740
Contingencies (Note 6)
Entity capital
Plant fund 33,061 38,594
Endowment funds (Note 5) 267,869 256,648
Unrestricted funds 84,530 (201,712)
$918,602 $572,663
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EXHIBIT 6B
Sample Performing Arts Organization 
Statement of Activity 
years Ended June 30, 19X1, and 19X0
19X1 19X0
Revenue and support from operations
Admissions $1,557,567 $1,287,564
Dividends and interest 21,555 2,430
Net realized gains and losses 54,700 18,300
Tuition 242,926 130,723
Concessions and other support 103,582 68,754
1,980,330 1,507,771
Production costs 476,982 427,754
Operating expenses 797,044 685,522
Ballet school 473,658 301,722
Neighborhood productions 378,454 81,326
General and administrative expense 390,487 469,891
2,516,625 1,966,215
Deficiency from operations (536,295) (458,444)
Donated services, materials, and facilities — 8,000
Annual giving 150,379 78,469
Grants 702,368 678,322
Fund-raising costs (35,743) (50,454)
817,004 714,337
Excess from current endeavors 280,709 255,893
Capital additions 11,221 18,250
Total increase in entity capital $ 291,930 $ 274,143
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EXHIBIT 6C
Sample Performing Arts Organization 
Statement of Changes in Entity Capital 
Years Ended June 30,19X1, end 19X0
Endowment Plant Unrestricted
Funds Fund Funds Total
Entity capital—June 30, 19X9 
Excess from current endeavors 
Capital additions
Entity capital—June 30, 19X0 
Excess from current endeavors 
Capital additions
Entity capital—June 30, 19X1
$238,398 $43,214 $(462,225) $(180,613)
— (4,620) 260,513 255,893
18,250 — — 18,250
256,648 38,594 (201,712) 93,530
— (5,533) 286,242 280,709
11,221 — — 11,221
$267,869 $33,061 $ 84,530 $ 385,460
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EXHIBIT 6D
Sample Performing Arts Organization 
Statement of Changes in Financial Position 
Years Ended June 30, 19X1, and 19X0
19X1 19X0
Funds provided by
Excess from current endeavors $280,709 $255,893
Add expenses not requiring outlay of 
working capital in current period 
Depreciation 5,533 4,620
Other deferred charges — 7,500
Funds provided from current endeavors 286,242 268,013
Increase in long-term debt 12,260 —
Other 5,291 —
Capital additions 11,221 18,250
Total funds provided 315,014 286,263
Funds applied
Increase in noncurrent investments and cash 11,221 _
Acquisition of property, plant, and equipment 20,368 4,362
Reduction of long-term debt 50,000 25,280
Total funds applied 81,589 29,642
Increase in working capital $233,425 $256,621
Changes in the components of working capital 
Increase (decrease) in current assets 
Cash $ 46,608 $220,342
Marketable securities 215,363 42,312
Accounts receivable 43,366 21,269
Grants receivable (6,100) —
Other 25,937 15,413
Increase in current assets 325,174 299,336
(Increase) decrease in current liabilities 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 55,201 36,149
Deferred revenues—subscriptions (104,388) (78,864)
Deferred revenues—grants (42,562) —
(Increase) in current liabilities (91,749) (42,715)
Increase in working capital $233,425 $256,621
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EXHIBIT 6E
Sample Performing Arts Organization
Notes to Financial Statements*
June 30,19X1, and 19X0
Note 1—Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Note 2—Investments
Note 3—Property and Equipment
Note 4—Long-Term Debt
Note 5—Endowments
An endowment in the amount of $125,000 required the establishment of a 
ballet school. The second endowment, in the amount of $100,000, estab­
lished the organization’s neighborhood production program. Income from 
those endowments, including capital gains, is to be used for those pro­
grams.
Note 6—Commitments and Contingencies
The organization leases its theatre and offices under a lease expiring in 
19X8 at $25,000 per year with a renewal option for ten years at the same 
rent. Heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning are paid separately as 
common area charges. The lease is not considered a capital lease under 
FASB Statement 13.
Grants, bequests, and endowments require the fulfillment of certain 
conditions as set forth in the instrument of grant. Failure to fulfill the 
conditions, or in the case of endowments, failure to continue to fulfill 
them, could result in the return of the funds to grantors. Although that is 
a possibility, the Board deems the contingency remote, since by accept­
ing the gifts and their terms, it has accommodated the objectives of the 
organization to the provisions of the gift.
* For suggested comments in each area of note disclosure above, see
example included in comprehensive set of Notes to Financial Statements for
exhibit 1, paragraph .129.
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.135 EXHIBIT 7—PRIVATE FOUNDATION
EXHIBIT 7A
Sample Private Foundation
Balance Sheet
December 31, 19X1, and 19X0
19X1 19X0
Assets
Cash $ 75,000 $ 50,000
Accrued interest and dividends receivable 175,000 225,000
Securities, at market (cost, 19X1—$17,800,000; 
19X0—$17,400,000) (Note 2)
U.S. government obligations 2,000,000 1,750,000
Corporate and other obligations 5,000,000 7,000,000
Stocks 12,000,000 10,000,000
Total assets
19,000,000
$19,250,000
18,750,000 
$19,025,000
Liabilities and Fund Balance
Federal excise taxes payable (Note 3) $ 41,000 $ 39,000
Accrued expenses payable 9,000 11,000
Deferred taxes 10,000 5,000
Unconditional grants payable 40,000 75,000
Total liabilities 100,000 130,000
Commitments (Note 4) 
Fund balance 19,150,000 18,895,000
Total liabilities and fund balance $19,250,000 $19,025,000
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EXHIBIT 7B
Sample Private Foundation
Statement of Revenue, Expense, and Changes in Fund Balance 
Years Ended December 31, 19X1, and 19X0
19X1 19X0
Revenue and support 
Dividends $ 525,000 $ 500,000
Interest 500,000 585,000
Unrestricted donations 100,000 —
Total revenue and support 1,125,000 1,085,000
Expense
Program services 
Program grants 
Health 530,000 525,000
Education 390,000 375,000
Program management 82,500 80,000
1,002,500 980,(XX)
Management and general expenses 72,500 70,000
Provision for federal excise taxes 40,000 38,000
112,500 108,000
Total expense 1,115,000 1,088,000
Excess (deficiency) of revenue and support over 
expense before gains (losses) on securities 10,000 (3,000)
Net gains (losses) on securities 245,000 (172,000)
Excess (deficiency) for the year 255,000 (175,000)
Fund balance, beginning of year 18,895,000 19,070,000
Fund balance, end of year $19,150,000 $18,895,000
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EXHIBIT 7C
Sample Private Foundation 
Statement of Changes in Cash 
Years Ended December 31, 19X1, end 19X0
19X1 19X0
Sources of cash
Excess (deficiency) for the year $ 255,000 $ (175,000)
Net (gains) losses on securities (245,000) 172,000
Decrease in accrued interest
and dividends receivable 50,000 40,000
Proceeds on disposition of securities 5,105,000 4,000,000
5,165,000 4,037,000
Uses of cash
Purchase of securities 5,110,000 4,007,000
Decrease in liabilities 30,000 40,000
5,140,000 4,047,000
Increase (decrease) in cash for year 25,000 (10,000)
Cash, beginning of year 50,000 60,000
Cash, end of year $ 75,000 $ 50,000
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EXHIBIT 7D
Sample Private Foundation
Notes to Financial Statements*
December 31, 19X1, end 19X0
Note 1—Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
(In addition to the policy disclosures illustrated in Note 1 of exhibit 1, the 
following are typical of additional disclosures to be considered for this 
type of organization.)
Office Furnishings
Costs of office furnishings and equipment are consistently charged to 
expense because the foundation does not deem such amounts to be suffi­
ciently material to warrant capitalization and depreciation.
Note 2—Investment in Securities
Note 3—Federal Excise Taxes
In accordance with the applicable provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 
1969, the foundation is subject to an excise tax on net investment income, 
including realized gains, as defined in the act. Accordingly, federal excise 
taxes have been accrued in amounts of $41,000 and $39,000 as of De­
cember 31, 19X1, and 19X0, respectively.
In addition, the Tax Reform Act requires that certain minimum dis­
tributions be made in accordance with a specified formula. At December 
31, 19X1, the foundation had distributed approximately $200,000 more 
than the required minimum.
Note 4—Commitments
Trustees of the foundation had approved, as of December 31, 19X1, and 
19X0, grants amounting to $750,000 and $700,000, respectively. Such 
grants are subject to the satisfaction by the intended recipients of prior 
conditions before payment. The commitments outstanding at December 
31, 19X1, are scheduled for payment as follows.
Year Amount
19X2 $600,000
19X3 100,000
19X4 50,000
$750,000
Note 5—Pension Plans
Note 6—Functional Allocation of Expenses
♦ For suggested comments in each area of note disclosure above, see
example included in comprehensive set of Notes to Financial Statements for
exhibit 1, paragraph .129.
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.136 EXHIBIT 8—PUBLIC BROADCASTING STATION
EXHIBIT 8A
Sample Public Broadcasting Station
Balance Sheet
December 31, 19X1, and 19X0
Unrestricted
19X1
Restricted Total
19X0 
Total
Assets
Current assets
Cash $ 78,000 $ 24,000 $ 102,000 $ 71,000
Accounts receivable, principally 
grants, net of allowance for 
doubtful accounts of $4,000 in 
19X1, and $9,000 in 19X0 (Note 2) 192,000 80,000 272,000 245,000
Costs incurred for programs not 
yet telecast (Note 1) 117,000 74,000 191,000 176,000
Other assets 105,000 — 105,000 89,000
Total current assets 492,000 178,000 670,000 581,000
Property and equipment (Notes 1 and 3) 
Leasehold improvements, net of 
accumulated amortization of 
$154,000 in 19X1, and $94,000 
in 19X0 359,000 359,000 374,000
Television and other equipment, 
net of accumulated depreciation 
of $672,000 in 19X1, and 
$407,000 in 19X0 1,568,000 1,568,000 1,676,000
1,927,000 — 1,927,000 2,050,000
Total assets $2,419,000 $178,000 $2,597,000 $2,631,000
Liabilities and Fund Balance
Accounts payable and accrued
Current liabilities
expenses $ 113,000 — $ 113,000 $ 186,000
Deferred revenue for programs
not yet telecast (Notes 1 and 7) — $178,000 178,000 270,000
Current portion of long-term
debt (Note 4) 50,000 — 50,000 —
Total current liabilities 163,000 178,000 341,000 456,000
Long-term debt (Note 4) 250,000 — 250,000 300,000
Total liabilities 413,000 178,000 591,000 756,000
Fund balance 2,006,000 — 2,006,000 1,875,000
Total liabilities and
fund balance $2,419,000 $178,000 $2,597,000 $2,631,000
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EXHIBIT 8B
Sample Public Broadcasting Station 
Statement of Revenue, Expenses, and 
Changes in Fund Balance
Years Ended December 31, 19X1, and 19X0
19X1
19X0 
TotalUnrestricted Restricted Total
Revenue (Note 2)
Contributions $ 946,000 — $ 946,000 $ 790,000
Community service grants — $327,000 327,000 287,000
Other grants — 189,000 189,000 155,000
Telecasting and production 286,000 --  286,000 302,000
Facilities rental 36,000 — 36,000 31,000
Total revenue 1,268,000 516,000 1,784,000 1,565,000
Expenses
Program services
Programming production, including
designated projects (Note 1) 274,000 335,000 609,000 563,000
Broadcasting and technical 385,000 — 385,000 279,000
Public information 162,000 — 162,000 134,000
Total program expenses 821,000 335,000 1,156,000 976,000
Supporting services
General administration 372,000 136,000 508,000 421,000
Fund raising 146,000 45,000 191,000 154,000
Total supporting expenses 518,000 181,000 699,000 575,000
Total expenses
Excess (deficiency) of revenue
1,339,000 516,000 1,855,000 1,551,000
over expenses before 
special grants (71,000) _ (71,000) 14,000
Special grants 202,000 202,000 107,000
Excess for the year 131,000 131,000 121,000
Fund balance, beginning of year 1,875,000 1,875,000  1,754,000
Fund balance, end of year $2,006,000 $2,006,000 $1,875,000
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EXHIBIT 8C
Sample Public Broadcasting Station 
Statement of Changes in Financial Position 
Years Ended December 31, 19X1, and 19X0
Unrestricted Restricted Total
19X0
Total
Financial resources were provided by
Excess (deficiency) of revenue 
over expenses before 
special grants $ (71,000) $ (71,000) $ 14,000
Special grants 202,000 — 202,000 107,000
Excess for the year 131,000 — 131,000 121,000
Add items not requiring working 
capital—amortization and 
depreciation 325,000 _ 325,000 281,000
Working capital provided by 
operations 456,000 — 456,000 402,000
Increase in long-term debt — — — 300,000
Total resources provided 456,000 — 456,000 702,000
Financial resources were used for 
Leasehold improvements 45,000 _ 45,000 30,000
Purchases of property and equipment 157,000 — 157,000 457,000
Reduction of long-term debt  50,000 — 50,000 —
Total resources used 252,000 — 252,000 487,000
Increase in working capital $204,000 — $204,000 $215,000
Analysis of changes in working capital 
Increase (decrease) in current assets 
Cash $ 57,000 $(26,000) $ 31,000 $ 25,000
Accounts receivable 62,000 (35,000) 27,000 49,000
Costs incurred for programs 
not yet telecast 46,000 (31,000) 15,000 45,000
Other assets 16,000 — 16,000 21,000
181,000 (92,000) 89,000 140,000
Decrease (increase) in current 
liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued 
expenses 73,000 73,000 32,000
Deferred revenue for programs 
not yet telecast _ 92,000 92,000 43,000
Current portion of long-term debt (50,000) — (50,000) —
23,000  92,000 115,000 75,000
$204,000 — $204,000 $215,000
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EXHIBIT 8D
Sample Public Broadcasting Station
Notes to Financial Statements*
December 31, 19X1, and 19X0
Note 1—Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
(In addition to the policy disclosures illustrated in Note 1 of exhibit 1, the 
following are typical of additional disclosures to be considered for this 
type or organization.)
Programs Not Yet Telecast
Costs incurred for programs not yet telecast relate to programs that will 
be aired principally in the next fiscal year. Grants and contributions relat­
ing to programs not yet telecast are included as deferred revenue. As the 
programs are telecast, the costs incurred will be included in operating 
expenses and the deferred revenue will be included in revenue.
Note 2—Grants
Note 3—Property and Equipment
Note 4—Long-Term Debt
Note 5—Lease Commitments
Note 6—Retirement Plans
Note 7—Changes in Restricted Deferred Revenue
Note 8—Functional Allocation of Expenses
♦ For suggested comments in each area of note disclosure above, see
example included in comprehensive set of Notes to Financial Statements for
exhibit 1, paragraph .129.
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EXHIBIT 9D
Sample Religious Organization
Notes to Financial Statements*  
December 31, 19X1
Note 1—Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
(In addition to the policy disclosures illustrated in Note 1 of exhibit 1, the 
following are typical of additional disclosures to be considered for this 
type of organization.)
Basis of Presentation
The accompanying financial statements include the assets, liabilities, fund 
balances, and financial activities of all institutions and organizations pro­
viding services at the level of administration above the individual congre­
gation. All significant balances and transactions among the organizations 
included in the financial statements have been eliminated.
Other Matters
Support arising from contributed services of certain religious personnel 
has been recognized in the accompanying financial statements. The 
computation of the value of the contribution of those services represents 
the difference between the stipends and other amounts paid to or on 
behalf of the religious personnel and the comparable compensation that 
would be paid to lay persons if lay persons were to occupy those positions. 
No computation is made for positions that can be held only by religious 
personnel.
Note 2—Investments
Note 3—Plant Assets and Depreciation
Note 4—Long-Term Debt
Note 5—Pension Plans
Note 6—Changes in Deferred Restricted Amounts
Note 7—Functional Allocation of Expenses
Note 8—Commitment
The organization has a lease for certain office facilities that expires De­
cember 31, 19X9. The lease contains operating expense and real estate tax 
escalation clauses. The minimum rental commitment on the lease as of 
December 31, 19X1, aggregates approximately $210,000 with annual 
payments ranging from $25,000 to $35,000. Rent expense for the year 
ended December 31, 19X1, amounted to $28,000.
* For suggested comments in each area of note disclosure above, see
example included in comprehensive set of Notes to Financial Statements for
exhibit 1, paragraph .129.
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EXHIBIT 10B
Sample Research and Scientific Organization 
Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and 
Changes in Fund Balance
Years Ended June 30,19X1, end 19X0
19X1 19X0
Revenues (Notes 1, 2, and 3)
Contract revenues—U.S. government $ 5,958,000 $5,578,000
Restricted grants—foundations and individuals 4,752,000 4,172,000
Other, including interest 43,000 41,000
10,753,000 9,791,000
Expenses
Research and development 
Environmental 5,263,000 4,997,000
Health 2,992,000 2,766,000
National defense 1,166,000 938,000
Management and general 1,103,000 985,000
Contract and grant procurement 165,000 151,000
10,689,000 9,837,000
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenses 64,000 (46,000)
Fund balance, beginning of year 692,000 738,000
Fund balance, end of year $ 756,000 $ 692,000
§ 10,250.138
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EXHIBIT 10C
Sample Research and Scientific Organization 
Statement of Changes in Financial Position 
Years Ended June 30, 19X1, and 19X0
19X1 19X0
Financial resources were provided by
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenses $ 64,000 $ (46,000)
Add—expenses not requiring current 
outlay of working capital— 
depreciation and amortization 74,000 26,000
Working capital provided by (used 
in) operations 138,000 (20,000)
Financing of fixed asset additions through 
capital leases — 397,000
Total resources provided 138,000 377,000
Financial resources were used for
Acquisition of property, plant, and equipment 11,000 481,000
Reduction of noncurrent capital lease obligations 88,000 —
Total resources used 99,000 481,000
Increase (decrease) in working capital $ 39,000 $(104,000)
Changes in working capital were represented by 
Increase (decrease) in current assets— 
Cash $ 10,000 $ (14,000)
Certificates of deposit (10,000) (40,000)
Accounts receivable 26,000 10,000
Unbilled contract revenues and 
reimbursable grant expenses 98,000 42,000
Other 2,000 (1,000)
126,000 (3,000)
(Increase) decrease in current liabilities— 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses (30,000) (23,000)
Restricted grant advances (51,000) 4,000
Obligations under capital leases (6,000) (82,000)
(87,000) (101,000)
Increase (decrease) in working capital $ 39,000 $(104,000)
§ 10,250.138
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EXHIBIT 100
Sample Research and Scientific Organization
Notes to Financial Statements*
June 30, 19X1, and 19X0
Note 1—Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
(In addition to the policy disclosures illustrated in Note 1 of exhibit 1, the 
following are typical of additional disclosures to be considered for this 
type of organization.)
Revenue Recognition
Substantially all of the organization's revenue is derived from restricted 
grants and cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts. Revenue is recognized based 
on the proportion of project expenses incurred to total anticipated 
project expenses (percentage-of-completion method). Losses on contracts 
are recognized when identified.
Note 2—Restricted Grants
Note 3—Government Contracts
Certain contract costs billed to the U.S. government are subject to audit 
by the Defense Contract Audit Agency. The agency has audited costs 
billed before July 1, 19X0.
Note 4—Lease Commitments
The organization uses data processing equipment under capital leases 
expiring in 19X7 which provide for the transfer of ownership of the 
equipment at the end of the lease term. The related future minimum 
lease payments as of June 30, 19X1, are as follows:
19X2 $ 94,000
19X3 94,000
19X4 94,000
19X5 94,000
19X6 94,000
19X7 10,000
480,000
Less—amount representing interest (83,000)
Present value of minimum lease payments $397,000
Note 5—Functional Allocation of Expenses
♦ For suggested comments in each area of note disclosure above, see
example included in comprehensive set of Notes to Financial Statements for
exhibit 1, paragraph .129.
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.139 EXHIBIT 11—TRADE ASSOCIATION
EXHIBIT 11A
Sample Trade Association
Balance Sheet
June 30, 19X1, and 19X0
19X1 19X0
Assets
Current assets
Cash
Marketable securities, at market (Note 2) 
Accounts receivable, net of allowance 
for doubtful accounts of $6,000 in 
19X1 and $8,000 in 19X0
Publications inventory, at lower of cost (FIFO) 
or market
Total current assets
Long-term investments, at market (Note 2)
Fixed assets, at cost, net of accumulated 
depreciation of $45,000 in 19X1 and 
$26,000 in 19X0 (Note 1)
Other assets
Total assets
Liabilities and Fund Balance
Current liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 
Deferred membership dues (Note 1)
Total current liabilities
Fund balance
Total liabilities and fund balance
$ 15,000
433,000
51,000
122,000
621,000
240,000
66,000
56,000 
$983,000
$ 96,000
262,000
358,000
625,000
$933,000
$ 24,000 
330,000
67,000
80,000
501,000
250,000
60,000
46,000 
$857,000
$ 41,000
245,000
286,000
571,000 
$857,000
§ 10,250.139
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EXHIBIT 11B
Sample Trade Association
Statement of Revenue, Expenses, and Changes in Fund Balance 
Years Ended June 30, 19X1, and 19X0
19X1 19X0
Revenue
Membership dues (Note 1) $ 369,000 $ 279,000
Conferences and meetings 642,000 601,000
Publication sales and advertising 285,000 275,000
Special assessments
Investment income including net
101,000 95,000
gains on investments 21,000 23,000
Total revenue 1,418,000 1,273,000
Expenses (Note 5)
Member services 113,000 109,000
Conferences and meetings 335,000 334,000
Technical services 437,000 472,000
Communications, including publication of magazine 122,000 72,000
Total program expenses 1,007,000 987,000
General administration 308,000 219,000
Membership development 49,000 38,000
Total expenses 1,364,000 1,244,000
Excess of revenue over expenses 54,000 29,000
Fund balance, beginning of year 571,000 542,000
Fund balance, end of year $ 625,000 $ 571,000
§ 10,250.139
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EXHIBIT 11C
Sample Trade Association 
Statement of Changes in Financial Position 
Years Ended June 30, 19X1, and 19X0
19X1 19X0
Funds were provided by
Excess of revenue over expenses
Add item not requiring funds—depreciation
Funds provided by operations
Sale of long-term investments
Total funds provided
Funds were used for
Purchase of fixed assets
Increase in other assets
Total funds used
Increase in working capital
Analysis of changes in working capital
Increase (decrease) in current assets 
Cash
Marketable securities
Accounts receivable
Publications inventory
Decrease (increase) in current liabilities 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 
Deferred membership dues
$ 54,000
19,000
73,000
10,000
83,000
(25,000)
(10,000)
(35,000)
$ 48,000
$ (9,000)
103,000 
(16,000) 
42,000
120,000
(55,000)
(17,000) 
(72,000) 
$ 48,000
$29,000 
12,000
41,000
41,000
(25,000)
(25,000)
$16,000
$17,000
21,000
(8,000)
16,000
46,000
(17,000)
(13,000)
(30,000)
$16,000
EXHIBIT 11D
Sample Trade Association
Notes to Financial Statements*
June 30, 19X1, and 19X0
Note 1—Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Note 2—Investments
Note 3—Pension Plan
Note 4—Lease Agreements/Commitments
Note 5—Functional Allocation of Expenses
* For suggested comments in each area of note disclosure above, see
example included in comprehensive set of Notes to Financial Statement’s for
exhibit 1, paragraph .129.
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EXHIBIT 12D
Sample Union
Notes to Financial Statements*
December 31, 19X1, and 19X0
Note 1—Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Note 2—Strike Insurance Fund
In accordance with the provisions of the Union Constitution, 27 percent 
of the per capita dues paid to the Union are designated for the Strike 
Insurance Fund. The fund may be distributed for strike relief at the 
discretion of the Union Executive Board. No charges may be made 
against the fund for administrative expenses.
Note 3—Pledged Assets and Contingent Liabilities
The Union is contingently liable as guarantor of a loan of $15,000 to an 
affiliated local. In connection with the guarantee, a savings account, hav­
ing a balance of $20,000, is pledged as collateral for the loan.
Note 4—Loans to Affiliated Organizations
The loans to affiliated organizations represent short-term loans to local 
unions at current interest rates. All such loans are expected to be col­
lected within one year.
Note 5—Pension Plan
Note 6—Functional Allocation of Expenses
* For suggested comments in each area of note disclosure above, see
example included in comprehensive set of Notes to Financial Statements for
exhibit 1, paragraph .129.
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.141 EXHIBIT 13—ZOOLOGICAL AND BOTANICAL SOCIETY
EXHIBIT 13A
Sample Zoological and Botanical Society 
Balance Sheet
December 31,19X1
Operating 
Funds
Plant 
Fund
Endowment 
Funds
Total 
All Funds
Assets
Cash
Accounts receivable, less allowance for
$ 257,000 $ 20,000 $ 50,000 $ 327,000
doubtful receivables of $18,000 125,000 — — 125,000
Pledges receivable, less allowance for 
doubtful pledges of $95,000 
Inventories, at lower of cost (FIFO) or
520,000 120,000 — 640,000
market 330,000 — — 330,000
Investments (Note 2)
Land, buildings, and equipment, at cost or
7,800,000 3,000,000 2,800,000 13,600,000
fair value at date of gift, less accumu­
lated depreciation of $10,500,000 
(Note 3) 23,000,000 23,000,000
Other assets 180,000 — — 180,000
Collections (Note 9) — — — —
Total assets $9,212,000 $26,140,000 $2,850,000 $38,202,000
Liabilities and Fund Balances
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Deferred amounts (Note 6)
$ 350,000 $ 225,000 — $ 575,000
Unrestricted 50,000 — — 50,000
Restricted 1,600,000 2,915,000 — 4,515,000
Long-term debt (Note 4) — 900,000 — 900,000
Total liabilities 2,000,000 4,040,000 — 6,040,000
Fund balances
Unrestricted
Designated by the governing board
for long-term investment 6,200,000 — — 6,200,000
Undesignated 1,012,000 — — 1,012,000
7,212,000 — _ 7,212,000
Restricted—nonexpendable — — $2,850,000 2,850,000
Net investment in plant — 22,100,000 — 22,100,000
Total fund balances 7,212,000 22,100,000 2,850,000 32,162,000
Total liabilities and fund balances $9,212,000 $26,140,000 $2,850,000 $38,202,000
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EXHIBIT 13C
Sample Zoological and Botanical Society 
Statement of Changes in Financial Position 
year Ended December 31, 19X1
Operating Plant Endowment Total
Funds Fund Funds All Funds
Resources provided
Excess (deficiency) of support and 
revenue over expenses before 
capital additions
Capital additions
Contributions and bequests 
Investment income
Net gain realized on investments
Excess (deficiency) of support and 
revenue over expenses after 
capital additions
Items that do not use (provide) resources 
Provision for depreciation
Net gain realized on investments
Issuance of long-term debt
Increase in deferred amounts
Proceeds from sales of investments
Total resources provided
Resources used
Purchases of building and equipment 
Reduction of long-term debt 
Purchases of investments
Increase in accounts and pledges receivable
Increase in inventories
Decrease in accounts payable and 
accrued expenses
Total resources used
$ (60,000) $ (800,000) — $ (860,000)
— 1,030,000 $ 20,000 1,050,000
— 150,000 — 150,000
— 100,000 110,000 210,000
(60,000) 480,000 130,000 550,000
— 800,000 — 800,000
(195,000) (100,000) (110,000) (405,000)
— 900,000 — 900,000
200,000 350,000 — 550,000
3,200,000 1,270,000 900,000 5,370,000
3,145,000 3,700,000 920,000 7,765,000
— ‘1,480,000 — 1,480,000
— 36,000 — 36,000
2,861,000 2,372,000 848,000 6,081,000
80,000 30,000 — 110,000
8,000 — — 8,000
10,000 20,000 —_______30,000
2,959,000 3,938,000 848,000 7,745,000
Transfers
Equipment acquisitions and principal 
debt service payments
Realized gains on endowment funds 
utilized
Total transfers
Increase (decrease) in cash
(236,000) 236,000 — —
80,000 — (80,000) —
(156,000) 236,000 (80,000) —
$ 30,000 $ (2,000) $ (8,000) $ 20,000
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EXHIBIT 13D
Sample Zoological and Botanical Society
Notes to Financial Statements*
December 31, 19X1
Note 1—Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Note 2—Investments
Note 3—Plant Assets and Depreciation
Note 4—Long-Term Debt
Note 5—Pension Plan
Note 6—Changes in Deferred Restricted Amounts
Note 7—Functional Allocation of Expenses
Note 8—Commitments
Note 9—Collections
The note should disclose the following:
a. Capitalization basis or a statement that collections are not capitalized.
b. Policy on accounting for current year’s purchased and donated collec­
tions.
c. The nature and the cost, or contributed value, of current year acces­
sions and the nature of and proceeds from deaccessions.
* For suggested comments in each area of note disclosure above, see
example included in comprehensive set of Notes to Financial Statements for
exhibit 1, paragraph .129.
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Accounting for Municipal Bond Funds
January 15, 1979
[Proposal to the Financial Accounting Standards Board to Amend 
AICPA Industry Audit Guide, Audits of Investment Companies]
NOTE
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has issued 
a series of industry-oriented audit guides that present recommendations 
on auditing procedures and auditors’ reports and, in some instances, on 
accounting principles, and a series of accounting guides that present 
recommendations on accounting principles. Based on experience in the 
application of these guides, AICPA subcommittees or task forces may 
from time to time conclude that it is desirable to change a guide. A state­
ment of position is used to revise or clarify certain of the recommenda­
tions in the guide to which it relates. A statement of position represents 
the considered judgment of the responsible AICPA subcommittee or 
task force.
To the extent that a statement of position is concerned with auditing 
procedures and auditors’ reports, its degree of authority is the same 
as that of the audit guide to which it relates. As to such matters, mem­
bers should be aware that they may be called upon to justify departures 
from the recommendations of the subcommittee or task force.
To the extent that a statement of position relates to standards of 
financial accounting or reporting (accounting principles), the recommen­
dations of the subcommittee or task force are subject to ultimate disposi­
tion by the Financial Accounting Standards Board. The recommendations 
are made for the purpose of urging the FASB to promulgate standards 
that the subcommittee or task force believes would be in the public 
interest.
.01 The AICPA Industry Audit Guide (audit guide), Audits 
of Investment Companies, as amended, notes that “changes in 
the rules, regulations, practices, and procedures of the invest­
ment company industry have been frequent and extensive in 
recent years” and that “further changes are under considera­
tion.” A recent development in the investment company indus­
try is the municipal bond fund (or tax-exempt bond fund) in 
corporate form made possible by the Tax Reform Act of 1976. 
For the first time, the law allows an investment company orga­
nized in corporate form to distribute tax-free income to its 
shareholders. Before the 1976 Reform Act, two forms of invest­
ment companies that specialized in municipal bonds were unit 
investment trusts and limited partnerships.
§ 10,260.01
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.02 A tax-exempt municipal bond fund is an investment 
company that invests principally in municipal bonds. It may be 
in the form of a management investment company or a unit 
investment trust. Municipal bonds are obligations of local gov­
ernments (such as state, county, and city), and the interest paid 
on those bonds is exempt from federal income tax. The interest 
on certain of those bonds may also be exempt from state and 
local income tax.
.03 This proposed addition to the audit guide presents the 
committee’s views on accounting and reporting matters and 
other considerations relating to municipal bond funds. While 
the discussion of taxes and distribution policies refers specifi­
cally to municipal bond funds in corporate form, the discussion 
of valuation and other matters applies to municipal bond funds 
in corporate form, partnership form, and unit investment trusts.
DEFINITION OF AND MARKET FOR 
MUNICIPAL BONDS AND NOTES
Municipal Bonds
.04 Municipal bonds are usually issued to obtain funds for a 
variety of public purposes, including the construction of a wide 
range of public facilities such as airports, bridges, highways, 
housing, hospitals, mass transportation, schools, streets, and 
water and sewer works. Municipal bonds may also be issued to 
refund outstanding obligations, obtain funds for general oper­
ating expenses, and obtain funds to lend to other public institu­
tions and facilities.
.05 Industrial development bonds are issued by or on behalf 
of public authorities to obtain funds to finance privately oper­
ated industrial or commercial facilities. These obligations may 
be classified as municipal bonds, provided that the interest paid 
on them is exempt from federal income tax.1
1 See Internal Revenue Code, section 103.
.06 The two principal classifications of municipal bonds are 
general obligation bonds and revenue bonds. General obligation 
bonds represent the issuer’s unqualified pledge, based on its 
faith, credit, and taxing power, to pay principal and interest 
when due. Revenue bonds are payable from the revenues derived 
from a particular class of facilities or from other specific revenue 
sources. Tax-exempt industrial development bonds are usually 
revenue bonds and generally do not carry the pledge of the 
credit of the issuer.
§ 10,260.02
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.07 The yields on municipal bonds depend on a variety of 
factors, including market conditions, maturity date, and ratings 
assigned to the issue.
Municipal Notes
.08 Municipal notes generally mature in less than three years. 
They are usually designated as tax, revenue, or bond anticipa­
tion notes because they are redeemable on receipt of anticipated 
taxes or revenue or on refinancing from the proceeds of munici­
pal bonds. They include short-term tax-exempt project notes 
issued by public housing or urban renewal agencies of local 
communities, with payment of principal and interest guaranteed 
by the United States government.
Market
.09 There are estimated to be more than 40,000 issuers and 
well over one million issues of municipal bonds, counting each 
maturity as a separate issue. The bonds are traded in a dealer 
market in which little published price information exists. As a 
result, new issues of municipal bonds are usually sold by com­
petitive bids. Subsequent market quotations for municipal bonds 
may be obtained from dealers in those securities. If there is 
little trading activity or if a thin market exists, dealer quota­
tions may not indicate the prices at which a municipal bond may 
be bought or sold.
PORTFOLIO INVESTMENTS
Valuation
.10 In considering the values assigned to municipal bonds, 
the fund and its auditor should follow the direction given in the 
audit guide for the valuation of over-the-counter securities:
A company may adopt a policy of using a mean of the bid 
prices, or of the bid and asked prices, or of the prices of a 
representative selection of broker/dealers quoting on a particu­
lar security; or it may use a valuation within the range of bid 
and asked prices considered best to represent value in the cir­
cumstances. Any one of these policies is considered to be 
acceptable if consistently applied. . . .
Ordinarily, quotations for an over-the-counter security 
should be obtained from more than one broker/dealer unless 
available from an established market-maker for that security, 
and quotations for several days should be reviewed. In all 
cases, the quotations should be from unaffiliated persons. . . .
§ 10,260.10
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Where quotations appear questionable, consideration should 
be given to valuing the security at “fair value as determined 
in good faith by the board of directors” [emphasis added].* 2
2Audits of Investment Companies (New York: AICPA, 1977), pp. 34-35.
3 Audits of Investment Companies, pp. 46-47.
.11 In addition, the auditor is provided with the following 
guidance:
In the case of over-the-counter securities for which quota­
tions were not available from published sources, the auditor 
should consider obtaining quotations as of the valuation date 
from more than one independent source. ... If the auditor is 
not fully satisfied with valuation date results, he may wish to 
obtain further quotations at a subsequent date or dates or con­
sider having the security valued by the board of directors 
[emphasis added].3
Determining Market Value
.12 A fund may obtain quoted bid and asked prices directly 
from dealers. If possible, the fund should obtain prices from a 
dealer who maintains a market for the issue. If this is not pos­
sible, quotations should be obtained from more than one dealer. 
The portfolio should be valued consistently, using either the bid 
price or the mean between bid and asked prices as described in 
the fund’s prospectus.
.13 A number of funds have engaged bond dealers or other 
pricing services to value their portfolios for a fee. This service 
includes obtaining daily quotations from various dealers and 
selecting those quotations considered to be most indicative of 
the market value of the issue. A pricing service may but need 
not be an expert appraiser of municipal bonds, but it must be 
able to identify those dealers who are market-makers for an 
issue and in a position to determine value.
.14 The fund’s management is responsible for determining 
values of portfolio securities in accordance with the fund’s pol­
icies. Accordingly, if an agent is used for this purpose, the fund 
must be satisfied that control procedures, whether maintained by 
the fund or by the pricing service, provide reasonable assurance 
that material pricing errors would be prevented or detected. 
Such control procedures might include:
• Checks employed by the pricing service in obtaining daily 
quotations.
• Verifying daily changes of individual securities prices in ex­
cess of a stipulated percentage.
§ 10,260.11
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• Verifying dealer quotations with other dealers on a test basis.
.15 In evaluating internal accounting controls, the auditor 
might consider obtaining independent quotations from dealers or 
visiting the pricing service’s facilities to review the procedures 
used in obtaining daily quotations, or both. If the auditor con­
siders the internal accounting control to be weak, he should 
expand the scope of his work as he deems necessary.
Fair Value and Matrix Pricing Methods
.16 Municipal bonds for which market quotations are not 
readily available or for which the fund believes market quota­
tions may not be indicative of the market value of the issue 
should be valued at fair value. Fair value is determined by the 
board of directors of a management investment company. Fair 
value is determined by the sponsor or trustee of a unit invest­
ment trust, and/or other party having such responsibility under 
the trust agreement. For those determinations, matrix pricing 
or pricing based on reliable quotations of similar securities may 
be used. In determining fair value, SEC accounting series 
releases on the subject, especially ASRs 113 and 118, should be 
considered.
.17 The auditor should also consult these accounting series 
releases as well as the audit guide for guidance on reporting on 
financial statements where a material portion of the securities 
are valued “in good faith.” However, the auditor will usually 
find that he is able to satisfy himself that the range of possible 
values of municipal bonds for which reliable quotations are not 
readily available would not have a significant effect on the fair­
ness of presentation of the financial statements in conformity 
with generally accepted accounting principles; in which case, he 
could express an unqualified opinion.
.18 A mathematical technique known as matrix pricing uses 
market data available for the issue and similar issues without 
exclusive reliance on quoted market prices in determining secu­
rities valuations.4 This method, when used by a fund, results in 
a “fair value” determination. Accordingly, the auditor’s pro­
4 Matrix pricing uses electronic data processing techniques to determine valua­
tions for normal institutional-size trading units of debt securities without exclu­
sive reliance on quoted prices. The use of data processing techniques enables 
one to consider factors such as the issue’s coupon interest rate, maturity, and 
rating by a service and those of similar issues for which quoted prices are 
available to develop a calculation of what the current market yields would be 
for the issue in question. Those techniques may also consider market indexes and 
other market data.
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cedures for examining value determined by using matrix pricing 
should be the same as those applied with respect to any other 
fair values, as discussed in paragraphs .12 through .17, above.
“When Issued” Securities
.19 Municipal bond funds buy securities on a “when issued” 
basis more often than most other types of funds. A municipal 
securities underwriter solicits expressions of interest in a pro­
posed issue and sends a “when issued” priced confirmation 
against which delivery is made at a later date when the terms of 
the issue are known. The securities will normally begin trading 
on a “when issued” basis at the time such confirmation is issued 
and begin trading as if they had been issued a few days before 
the closing date. For federal income tax purposes, the holding 
period of the securities does not begin until they are issued.5
• I. T. 3721, 1945 C. B. 164, modified by Rev. Rul. 57-29, 1957-1 C. B. 519.
.20 While securities offerings have been aborted after “when 
issued” trading begins, these situations are rare. The asset and 
liability relating to a “when issued” security should be recorded 
when the priced transaction confirmation is issued, and the 
investment should be valued thereafter. Because the securities 
do not earn interest until the settlement date, they should be 
identified in the financial statements. The same accounting 
methods should be used for securities purchased under a delayed 
delivery contract under which the managing underwriter agrees 
to deliver securities to purchasers at later specified dates.
Portfolio Insurance
.21 A number of municipal bond funds, primarily those or­
ganized as unit investment trusts with fixed portfolios, arrange 
for insurance that guarantees the collection of principal and 
interest when due. The insurance normally applies to portfolio 
securities only while they are owned by the fund, and its cover­
age is not transferable to a purchaser of the security. This 
arrangement differs from those in which the issuer of the secu­
rities acquires the insurance, making the insurance feature an 
element of the security and transferable on changes in owner­
ship. If the insurance applies to the fund’s portfolio only, it does 
not have any measurable value in the absence of default of the 
underlying securities or indications of the probability of such 
default.
.22 Probability of default may be indicated if the market 
value of a bond held by the fund declines significantly and the 
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decline appears to be related to the credit worthiness of the 
issuer. Problems with respect to credit worthiness may be recog­
nized through comparison with market values of similar secu­
rities or by a downgrading of credit ratings.
.23 Valuation of bonds that are held in an insured portfolio 
and that are in default or for which the probability of default is 
indicated requires a “fair value” determination as described in 
the audit guide (pages 35-37) and as further discussed in para­
graph .16. Among the factors that should be considered in 
making this “fair value” determination are the terms of the 
insurance policy, the intention and ability of the fund to hold 
the bonds until maturity, and the ability of the insurer to per­
form under the policy in the event of default.
.24 Proceeds of insurance in place of defaulted interest are 
exempt for federal income tax purposes.6
6Rev. Rul. 76-78.
.25 Insured securities that have been valued as provided in 
paragraph .23 should be identified in the financial statements as 
being so valued. Disclosure should also be made of the intention 
of the fund to hold the securities until maturity in order to 
realize the benefits of the insurance.
Presentation
.26 Municipal securities should be grouped either by state or 
municipality within the state or by purpose of issue, whichever 
is more meaningful. This grouping will also satisfy regulation 
S-X requirements that investments be classified by type of 
business.
.27 Although not required, bond ratings of the portfolio of 
investments are often disclosed. If the auditor has not checked 
the ratings against published sources, they should be identified 
as unaudited.
.28 The valuation methods used by the fund should be dis­
closed in the financial statements.
TAX AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Qualification as a Regulated 
Investment Company
.29 To enjoy the benefits of paying tax-free dividends to 
shareholders, a municipal bond fund taxable as a corporation 
§ 10,260.29
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must first qualify as a regulated investment company.7 Because 
the Internal Revenue Code states that gross income excludes tax- 
exempt income, such a fund must pay particular attention to 
meeting requirements in the following respects:8
’Tax-exempt unit investment trusts are not generally organized as associa­
tions taxable as corporations for federal income tax purposes. Interest exempt 
from federal income tax retains that status when distributed to unit holders by 
such trusts.
8The tax considerations described herein are as of the date of issuance of
this statement of position. The reader should determine whether subsequent 
changes have been effected in the pertinent provisions of the Internal Revenue Code.
9The Revenue Act of 1978 resolved this problem by providing that “gross 
income” for purposes of the 90 percent and 30 percent tests includes tax-exempt 
interest. In addition, the act disallows any loss recognized within thirty-one 
days of the date of purchase of shares in a tax-exempt mutual fund to the extent 
of any tax-exempt interest dividend received by a shareholder.
10 See note 9.
a. Section 851(b)(3) of the code requires that in order to be 
qualified as a regulated investment company, less than 30 
percent of a fund’s gross income may be derived from gains 
(disregarding losses) from the sale or other disposition of 
securities held for less than three months. Because the 
amount of taxable income realized by a municipal bond fund 
is usually a small percentage of its total income, the base 
used to determine the effect of the three-month test is usually 
very small. Consequently, a municipal bond fund taxable as a 
corporation with a small amount of taxable income may lose 
its right to qualify as a regulated investment company if it 
realizes any gains from the sale of securities held for less 
than three months.9
b. If a municipal bond fund realizes taxable income, it is usually 
a relatively small amount. Nevertheless, 90 percent of that 
amount as well as 90 percent of tax-exempt income must be 
distributed. Declaring dividends in proportion to taxable 
and tax-exempt income may prevent an inadvertent under­
distribution of taxable income.10
.30 Because premiums paid on purchases of obligations of a 
state, territory, or possession of the United States, or their 
political subdivisions, must be amortized for federal income tax 
purposes, most funds have chosen to amortize those premiums 
for book purposes. Original issue discount on tax-free bonds is 
generally amortized periodically for book and tax purposes.
.31 Because investment companies carry securities at value, 
amortization of premium or discount has no effect on net asset 
value. Amortization of bond premium results in a decrease in 
interest income with a corresponding increase in unrealized 
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appreciation of investments and vice versa for amortization of 
bond discount. As a result, a policy of amortization may affect 
net investment income but would not affect total income from 
investments (net investment income plus realized and unre­
alized gains and losses). The accounting policy for amortization 
should be disclosed in the financial statements.
.32 For determining the amortization of premium on tax- 
exempt securities, the Internal Revenue Service has ruled (Rev. 
Rul. 60-17) that bond premium in excess of the call price, if any, 
must first be amortized to the earliest call date and the basis of 
the bond reduced accordingly. A remaining excess premium 
over a subsequent call price must be amortized to that subse­
quent call date. For those purposes, the remaining excess 
premium at a point in time is the total premium (that is, amount 
paid in excess of maturity value) reduced by previous amortiza­
tion to previous call dates. Finally, the portion of the premium 
equivalent to the difference between the last call price and the 
maturity value is amortized over the period from the last call 
date to maturity.
Equalization
.33 Funds that do not declare dividends daily may use equal­
ization accounting, as described in chapter 2 of the audit guide. 
A municipal bond fund that realizes a significant amount of 
taxable income (usually interest on investments in short-term 
securities) should allocate equalization debits and credits be­
tween undistributed tax-exempt income and taxable income.
.34 In defining earnings and profits of a municipal bond 
fund, I. R. C. sec. 852(c) and Treas. Reg. 1.852-5(b) state that 
“earnings and profits . . . for any taxable year (but not its 
accumulated earnings and profits) shall not be reduced by any 
amount which is not allowable as a deduction in computing its 
taxable income for such taxable year.” The result may be taxa­
tion of a distribution of income equalization credits as ordinary 
income, as illustrated below.
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Tax Basis 
Earnings and Profits
Current A ccumulated
Book 
Undistributed 
Income
Tax-exempt interest income 
Expenses
Income equalization credits (net)
$100,000 
(16,000)1 
12,000
$100,000 $100,000
(16,000)
Balance 96,000 100,000 84,000
Dividends paid 2 
Exempt-interest dividends 
Ordinary dividends
84,0003
12,0004
84,000
12,000
84,000
Total dividends 96,000 96,000 84,000
Undistributed income at year end   5 $ 4,000 —
“Tax-exempt unit investment trusts are not generally organized as associa­
tions taxable as corporations for federal income tax purposes. Interest exempt 
from federal income tax retains that status when distributed to unit holders by 
the trusts.
1Not deductible from current earnings and profits (Treas. Reg. 1.852-5(b)).
2 Based on the asstunption that the fund’s policy is to distribute all its net equal­
ization credits.
3 Exempt-interest dividend = $84,000 ($100,000 — $16,000).
4 Distribution in excess of exempt-interest dividend may be taxed as ordinary 
income (Treas. Reg. 1.852-5(b)).
5 Based on the assumption of a dividend payment on the last day of each month. 
The undistributed balance of current earnings and profits has no federal in­
come tax significance since the fund has distributed its net tax-exempt income 
(I. R. C., sec. 852).
Distribution Requirements
.35 The Tax Reform Act of 1976 provides that a regulated 
investment company that meets certain tests in addition to those 
enumerated above may pass tax-exempt interest through to its 
shareholders as “exempt-interest dividends.”11 A dividend 
qualifies as an exempt-interest dividend only if—
a. At the close of each quarter of its taxable year, at least 50 
percent of the value of the total assets of the regulated in­
vestment company consists of certain tax-exempt government 
obligations.
b. The dividend is designated by the regulated investment com­
pany as an exempt-interest dividend in a written notice 
mailed to its shareholders not later than forty-five days after 
the close of its taxable year.
.36 If a fund is disqualified from treating distributions as 
exempt-interest dividends, it may still qualify as a regulated in­
vestment company if it meets the other applicable tests. *
§ 10,260.35
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Distribution Policies
.37 Municipal bond funds whose investment policies require 
that 100 percent of their assets be invested in tax-exempt securi­
ties realize only tax-exempt income except for net gains realized 
on the sale of investments, which are taxable.
.38 In addition to following the requirements prescribed by 
the code, a municipal bond fund must also consider the tax effect 
on its shareholders in deciding on its distribution policies. Be­
cause gains realized on redemption of capital shares are taxable 
to the redeeming shareholders, dividends from net investment 
income are frequently declared daily in order to maximize the 
amount received by the redeeming shareholder as tax-exempt 
income. Dividends are usually paid quarterly or monthly, but 
redeeming shareholders may receive unpaid dividends at the 
time of redemption.
Allocation of Expenses
.39 The code requires that a municipal bond fund’s allow­
able deductions be allocated between its taxable and tax-exempt 
income. Capital gains are excluded from this calculation. The 
only acceptable basis for allocation appears to be the ratio of 
tax-exempt income to gross investment (tax-exempt plus tax­
able) income. The required amortization of premium on tax- 
exempt bonds must be allocated to the tax-exempt income.
TRANSITION
.40 An accounting change to adopt the provisions of this 
statement of position should be made prospectively. The change 
should be made in financial statements issued subsequent to the 
date of this statement of position. Disclosures should be made 
in the financial statements in the period of change in accordance 
with paragraph 17 of APB Opinion 20.
§ 10,260.40
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Accounting by Cable Television
Companies
March 12, 1979
[Proposal to the Financial Accounting Standards Board]
NOTE
Statements of position of the accounting standards division are 
issued for the general information of those interested in the subject. 
They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the accounting 
standards executive committee, which is the senior technical body of 
the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of 
financial accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of statements of position is to influence the develop­
ment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the division 
believes are in the public interest. It is intended that they should be 
considered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority to issue 
pronouncements on the subject. However, statements of position do 
not establish standards enforceable under the Institute’s code of profes­
sional ethics.
INTRODUCTION
.01 Cable television (CATV) companies have developed di­
verse specialized industry accounting practices over a period of 
years, with the result that their financial statements lack com­
parability. This statement of position summarizes CATV compa­
nies’ current specialized industry accounting practices. A study 
of those accounting practices by the AICPA Accounting Stand­
ards Division indicates a need for clarification and narrowing of 
alternative accounting practices within the industry.
GENERAL BACKGROUND
.02 Cable television systems receive television signals, which 
are amplified and distributed to the premises of subscribers, 
usually over a community-wide coaxial cable distribution net­
§ 10,270.02
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work. The signals originate from local and distant television 
broadcasting stations and are received by the CATV system by 
means of high antennas, microwave relay, or satellite. CATV 
systems may also distribute programs that originate in the sys­
tems. “Pay cable” service, consisting primarily of uncut and 
uninterrupted movies and sporting events, has been initiated 
relatively recently but is already generally available.
.03 CATV systems typically distribute signals of the three 
national TV networks and, to the extent permitted by Federal 
Communications Commission regulations, signals of independ­
ent and educational TV stations (UHF and VHF) and FM radio 
stations. The systems generally have a capacity of twelve to 
twenty TV channels, although some newer systems provide 
more. Many CATV systems require the attachment of a con­
verter to the subscriber’s set.
.04 The copyright law (Public Law 94-553) defines a cable 
TV system as follows.
A “cable system” is a facility, located in any state, territory, 
trust territory, or possession, that in whole or in part receives 
signals transmitted or programs broadcast by one or more 
television broadcast stations licensed by the FCC, and makes 
secondary transmission of such signals or programs by wires, 
cables, or other communication channels to subscribing mem­
bers of the public who pay for such services.
.05 The copyright law requires cable systems to pay royalty 
fees computed on the basis of specified percentages of the gross 
receipts from subscribers to the cable service for the basic serv­
ice of secondary transmission.
.06 For operational and accounting purposes, a cable TV 
system may include one or more communities and may operate 
under one or more franchises granted by the governing authori­
ties of the city, county, or state served by the system. Fran­
chises are for a stated term and contain various conditions and 
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limitations, which frequently include prescribed maximum serv­
ice subscription fees, payment of fees to the local government, 
conditions of service, including provision of a minimum number 
of channels, and time limitations on specified construction. 
Failure to comply with the conditions and limitations of a fran­
chise may give the granting authority the right to terminate 
the franchise and may result in lawsuits for collection of dam­
ages.
.07 The cable TV plant required to render service to the sub­
scriber includes the following equipment:
a. Head-end—includes the equipment used to receive signals of 
distant TV or radio stations, whether directly from the air­
waves or from a microwave relay system. It also includes 
the studio facilities required for operator-originated pro­
gramming, if any.
b. Cable—consists of cable (in the past, usually coaxial cable) 
and amplifiers (which maintain the quality of the signal) 
covering the subscriber area, either on utility poles or under­
ground.
c. Drops—consist of the hardware that provides access to the 
main cable, the short length of cable that brings the signal 
from the main cable to the subscriber’s TV set, and other 
associated hardware, which may include a trap to block 
particular channels.
d. Converters and descramblers—devices attached to the sub­
scribers’ TV sets when more than twelve channels are pro­
vided or when special services are provided, such as “pay 
cable” or two-way communication.
.08 The construction period of a cable TV system varies with 
the size of the franchise area, density of population, and diffi­
culty of physical construction. The construction period is not 
completed until the head-end main cable and distribution cables 
are installed, and includes a reasonable time to provide for in­
stallation of subscriber drops and related hardware. During the 
construction period many system operators complete installation 
of drops and begin to provide service to some subscribers in 
some parts of the system while construction continues. Provid­
ing the signal for the first time is referred to as “energizing” the 
system. The period from the first earned subscriber revenue 
until the end of this construction period is referred to as the 
“prematurity period” in subsequent sections of this statement.
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Some system operators will construct the better portions of the 
franchise area and allow the system’s operations to develop be­
fore extending it, well after the end of the first major construc­
tion period, to more marginal areas.
.09 Special circumstances in different franchises will require 
different planning; the variety of plans would include the fol­
lowing typical franchise development and construction plans:
a. Small franchise, characterized by the absence of free televi­
sion signal. The construction period is short and the entire 
system is energized at one time near the end of the construc­
tion period.
b. Medium-size franchise, characterized by some direct com­
petition from free television and a more extensive geograph­
ical franchise area lending itself to incremental construction, 
with some parts of the system energized as construction 
progresses.
c. Large metropolitan franchise, characterized by heavy direct 
competition from free television and fringe area signal in­
adequacy, high cost, and difficult construction, with many 
parts of the system energized as construction progresses.
The length of the prematurity period varies with these circum­
stances and with the company’s construction plan. It might 
range from less than a month to six months in a small marketing 
area with under 5,000 homes, one year in a medium-size area of 
25,000 to 30,000 homes, or two years or more in a large urban 
market.
.10 A substantial investment is required to provide for the 
following costs of a cable TV system:
a. Franchise acquisition costs.
b. Cost of physical facilities (see paragraph .07), including cost 
of labor for erection, installation, interest on construction in 
progress, and construction overhead.
c. Costs relating to the cable TV system and signal, such as in­
terest on previously capitalized costs, property taxes, pole 
rental, and microwave charges, which may be incurred both 
before and after the first subscriber hookup.
d. Other operating costs (in excess of any revenues) incurred 
during the construction period and before sufficient subscrib­
ers are obtained to achieve break-even operations.
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If the franchise requires underground construction, construction 
costs and investment are substantially increased.
.11 Cable TV operators lease space on telephone or utility 
poles or in underground ducts. Pole attachment agreements 
typically have an initial term of one to five years and thereafter 
are terminable by either party on relatively short notice.
.12 The principal source of cable TV revenue is the monthly 
subscription fee for primary connections to subscribers. Addi­
tional revenues are received (a) from subscribers for secondary 
connections and connection charges, (b) from the sale of local 
advertising or from leasing time on unused channels, and (c) 
from pay cable services.
CURRENT INDUSTRY ACCOUNTING PRACTICES
Cable TV Investment
.13 The cost of materials, labor, and construction overhead is 
included in the cost of the cable TV plant. Cable TV companies 
have not uniformly capitalized interest during construction. 
However, the predominant practice among cable TV companies 
whose securities are publicly held has been to capitalize inter­
est during construction and to include the capitalized costs in 
cable TV plant costs. Depreciation of new cable TV plant is 
usually computed using the straight-line method over periods 
that vary from ten to fifteen years.
.14 Initial subscriber installation costs, which include the 
material, labor, and overhead costs of the drop, are capitalized 
and depreciated over periods similar to or shorter than those 
used for cable TV plant. The costs of subsequently disconnect­
ing and reconnecting subscribers typically are charged to ex­
pense. In addition, some companies have received revenues of 
the nature of payments in aid of construction from developers 
and have credited such amounts to the plant account.
.15 Except in the smallest systems, it is usually possible to 
deliver programming to portions of the system (energize the 
system) and obtain some revenues before construction of the 
entire system is complete. Thus, virtually every cable TV sys­
tem experiences a prematurity period during which it is receiv­
ing some revenue while continuing to incur substantial costs 
related to the establishment of the total system. In general, the 
larger the city served by the cable TV system, the longer this 
period will be.
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.16 Many different methods are used to account for costs and 
revenues during this prematurity period, although virtually all 
companies whose securities are publicly held defer such costs in 
some manner. Practices followed in accumulating the net costs 
deferred vary widely. Some companies defer all costs, including 
general and administrative, before maturity; some companies 
defer only operating costs; others defer only certain specified 
costs. Some companies depreciate cable TV plant during this 
period and others do not. Some reduce the deferred costs by the 
revenues recorded and others do not. Finally, although deferred 
costs are subject to a recoverability test, recoverability is meas­
ured in different ways.
.17 Accounting conventions for the determination of the 
maturity date, at which time deferral ceases and amortization 
of deferred costs begins, vary significantly within the industry. 
Some companies define maturity on the basis of the time elapsed 
since energizing the system, which varies from eighteen months 
to three years; others define maturity in terms of the number 
of subscribers connected; and still others use break-even opera­
tions as maturity. The break-even point is sometimes deter­
mined on a cash basis and sometimes on an accrual basis. Some 
companies use the actual break-even point and others use the 
originally budgeted break-even point.
.18 Deferred costs are usually amortized on the straight-line 
method (a) over periods of five to ten years or (b) over the 
estimated useful life of the cable TV system.
.19 Some companies separately defer marketing cost during 
the period before maturity and amortize them over a shorter 
period, such as three years.
Franchise Costs
.20 The costs of original franchise applications are generally 
deferred until the franchise has been granted and it is deter­
mined that the franchise will be developed. Costs of unsuccess­
ful franchise applications and abandoned franchises are charged 
to expense. Costs of successful applications are amortized on 
bases similar to those for purchased franchises (paragraph .22).
.21 Purchased franchises are accounted for in diverse ways. 
Some companies allocate costs to purchased franchises in pro­
portion to their fair value. Others allocate any excess of acquisi­
tion cost over the fair value of tangible and other identifiable 
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intangible assets acquired, less liabilities assumed, to franchises. 
Some treat the excess as the cost of franchises and goodwill 
without separate distinction, and others treat the excess as good­
will alone.
.22 Some companies do not amortize the cost of franchises 
acquired before November 1, 1970. The costs of franchises ac­
quired on or after November 1, 1970, have been amortized, in 
accordance with APB Opinion 17, over periods of up to forty 
years. However, periods as short as five to ten years are also 
used; they are usually related to the remaining franchise term. 
The straight-line method of amortization is generally used, 
although other methods can be found in practice. For example, 
amortization may be based on the ratio of subscribers served in 
the period to the estimated total number of subscribers to be 
served in each year during the amortization period.
Hookup Revenue
.23 Companies engage in various marketing activities to ob­
tain subscribers, some of which involve relatively expensive 
advertising efforts. The amounts charged by cable TV com­
panies to subscribers for hookups vary; sometimes there is a 
substantial charge, sometimes there is none. Also, the revenues 
are accounted for in diverse ways. Many companies record them 
as subscriber revenues; others record them as an offset to mar­
keting costs. In either event, companies believe hookup revenue 
to be incidental, either because it is often waived as part of a 
promotional campaign, or because it relates more to the mar­
keting effort involved than to the costs of hooking up new sub­
scribers. During the early stages of system development, 
companies record hookup revenue as a reduction of deferred 
costs.
THE DIVISION’S CONCLUSIONS
Accounting During the Prematurity Period 
of a Cable TV System
.24 The accounting standards division believes that recovery 
of the investment in a cable TV system (paragraph .10) is usu­
ally predictable and, accordingly, that costs incurred during 
construction before the first subscriber hookup may be capital­
ized. In addition, since major construction activity normally 
continues after the first subscriber hookup, a portion of certain 
costs relating to the cable TV system and signal should usually 
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continue to be capitalized. Furthermore, the division believes 
that the most theoretically appropriate, systematic, and rational 
allocation of capitalized plant would result from a computation 
that attempts to approximate depreciation on the basis of total 
“subscriber months” over the life of a system. For example, if 
a system were expected to have an average of 1,000 subscribers 
over its 180-month depreciation life and had achieved 300 sub­
scribers, current monthly depreciation would be 300/180,000 of 
the cost of the system.
.25 The following paragraphs contain the division’s recom­
mendations for conforming accounting practice within the in­
dustry while implementing the general conclusions in paragraph 
.24 in a practical manner:
Recoverability (paragraph .26).
Prematurity period (paragraph .27).
Cost of physical facilities (paragraph .28).
Period costs (paragraph .29).
Other capitalizable costs (paragraph .30).
Capitalization and depreciation formula (paragraphs .31-.32).
Revenues (paragraph .33).
These recommendations recognize the appropriateness of capital­
ization of certain costs and of lower than straight-line deprecia­
tion during the prematurity period, but, for practical reasons, 
they do not permit inclusion in the depreciation base of increases 
in estimated subscribers expected to occur after the prematurity 
period. Thus, in the example in paragraph .24, average number 
of subscribers is to be calculated using subscribers expected at 
the end of the prematurity period for all years after that date.
.26 Recoverability. An overriding consideration in reflect­
ing incurred costs as assets is the expectation of recovery. Ac­
cordingly, circumstances must indicate that expected revenues 
from a cable TV system will be sufficient to cover expected op­
erating expenses, including amortization of intangible assets and 
depreciation of plant. Otherwise, no additional costs should be 
capitalized, and an evaluation should be made to determine if a 
write-down to recoverable values (through operations or sale of 
the system) of intangible assets and previously capitalized plant 
is indicated.
.27 Prematurity Period. Before the first earned subscriber 
revenue, management must determine a prematurity period for 
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purposes of determining capitalized costs, depreciation, and 
amortization. This period begins with the first earned subscriber 
revenue. Its end will vary with circumstances at the system, 
but will be determined based on the company’s plans for com­
pletion of its first major construction period (paragraphs .08 
and .09) or achievement of a specific predetermined subscriber 
level at which no additional cash investments will be required 
for other than physical facilities and interest. Information sub­
mitted to the division indicates that there should be a pre­
sumption that the period should not be longer than two years, 
and that it will frequently be shorter. Only in the largest major 
urban markets could a longer period be reasonably justified. 
Once determined, the prematurity period should not be changed 
except under highly unusual circumstances. Inability of man­
agement to make a reasonable estimate of the prematurity 
period is likely to indicate either an extremely short period or 
uncertainty of recovery. In either case, additional costs should 
not be capitalized.
.28 Cost of Physical Facilities. Nothing in this statement 
(other than the discussion of lack of recoverability in para­
graph .26 and the discussion of interest during construction in 
paragraphs .34-.35) is intended to suggest that construction 
costs of physical facilities, including direct labor and construc­
tion overhead, should not be capitalized in full during and after 
the prematurity period.
.29 Period Costs. During the prematurity period, subscriber- 
related costs and selling, marketing, and administrative ex­
penses should be accounted for as period costs and should not 
be considered for capitalization. Such costs include those relat­
ing to existing subscribers such as billing and collection, bad 
debts, and mailings; costs of repairs and maintenance of taps 
and connections; franchise fees related to revenues or number 
of subscribers; general and administrative system costs such as 
salaries of the system manager and office rent; programming 
costs for additional channels used in the marketing effort or 
costs related to revenues from, or number of subscribers to, per 
channel or per program service; and direct selling costs (para­
graph .43).
.30 Other Capitalizable Costs. During the prematurity 
period, the cable TV system is partially under construction and 
partially servicing current operations. Management must dis­
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tinguish between costs of physical facilities (paragraph .28), 
costs attributable solely to current operations and their admin­
istration (paragraph .29), and the generally fixed costs relating 
to the cable TV system and signal, which are attributable to 
both current and future operations. The last category includes 
interest (paragraphs .34-.35) on previously capitalized tangible 
and intangible costs; property taxes based on valuation as a 
fully operating system; pole, underground duct, antenna site 
and microwave rental; and local origination programming to 
satisfy franchise requirements. The division of these costs be­
tween costs capitalized and costs expensed should be determined 
as described in paragraphs .31 and .32.
.31 Capitalization and Depreciation Formula. Based on the 
plans described in paragraph .27, management should estimate 
the number of subscribers expected during each month of the 
prematurity period. During the prematurity period, costs at­
tributable to both current and future operations (paragraph .30) 
should be charged to expense in an amount equal to the fraction 
of average subscribers expected during each month to total 
subscribers expected at the end of the prematurity period; only 
the balance should be capitalized. During the same period, de­
preciation should be computed as the foregoing fraction applied 
to monthly depreciation and amortization of total anticipated 
capitalized costs expected on completion of the prematurity 
period, using the straight-line or other depreciation method 
normally applied by the company after the prematurity period.
.32 The division believes that an objective upper limit to 
the costs capitalized and a lower limit on depreciation charged 
under the formula in paragraph .31 is necessary to ensure that 
excessive costs are not capitalized and adequate depreciation 
is provided. Accordingly, the division believes that the esti­
mated number of subscribers during each month of the pre­
maturity period should reflect, on a cumulative basis, at least 
equal (that is, straight-line) monthly progress in adding new 
subscribers toward the estimate at the end of the period. Fur­
thermore, monthly amounts charged to expense should be in­
creased whenever it becomes clear that the actual number of 
subscribers is increasing at a rate faster than expected.
.33 Revenues. During the prematurity period, all revenues 
except those from hookups (paragraph .43) should be reported 
as system revenues, and the portion of costs, depreciation, and 
amortization charged to expense under the formula described in 
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paragraphs .31 and .32 as well as the period costs described in 
paragraph .29 should be included in appropriate categories of 
costs of services.
Interest During Construction
.34 In November 1974, the Securities and Exchange Com­
mission issued Accounting Series Release 163, which, broadly 
speaking, precludes adoption of the practice of capitalizing in­
terest during construction by companies, other than public 
utilities, registered with the SEC. The Financial Accounting 
Standards Board is currently considering the matter of accounts 
ing for interest costs and any pronouncement issued is expected 
to be applicable to cable television companies.
.35 The accounting standards division believes that because 
of FASB’s pending consideration of accounting for interest 
costs, it should state no conclusion at this time on the general 
subject of interest capitalization. However, companies that do 
not capitalize interest before energizing should not do so in 
subsequent periods (paragraphs .24 through .33).
Segmentation
.36 In certain cases, a portion of a cable TV system may be 
clearly distinguishable from the remainder of the system.1 Such 
a portion would have most of the following characteristics:
1 Some cable television companies have used the word “segment” to refer to 
a portion of a cable TV system. In view of the use of “segment” in a different 
context in FASB Statement No. 14, the word “portion” has been used here.
a. Geographical differences, such as coverage of a noncontigu­
ous or separately awarded franchise area.
b. Mechanical differences, such as a separate head-end.
c. Timing differences, such as starting construction or market­
ing at a significantly later date.
d. Investment decision differences, such as separate break-even 
and return-on-investment analyses or separate approval of 
the start of construction.
e. Accountability differences, such as separate revenue and 
expense accounts and separate budgets and forecasts.
.37 The division believes that a portion that can be clearly 
distinguished from the remainder of the system should be ac­
counted for as a separate system. Costs incurred by the re­
mainder of the system should be charged to the portion only if 
they are specifically identified with the operations of that por­
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tion. General allocations should not be used for purposes of 
determining portion prematurity costs that may be capitalized 
in accordance with the recommendations made elsewhere in this 
statement. Separate projections for the portion should be devel­
oped and the portion’s capitalized costs should be evaluated 
for recoverability separately from the remainder of the system.
Purchased Franchises and Goodwill
.38 When a cable TV system is acquired in a transaction 
accounted for as a purchase, values should be assigned to fran­
chises and goodwill in accordance with APB Opinion 16 and 
amortized in accordance with APB Opinion 17. The following 
examples indicate the types of analysis appropriate for cost 
allocation and amortization.
a. If a single system is acquired, the values of franchise costs 
and goodwill ordinarily would not be separable and therefore 
would be assigned the same life.
b. If a company that operates multiple systems is acquired, the 
several franchises acquired will have various remaining 
terms and prospects for renewal, and the franchises may 
provide for different allowable rates to be charged for the 
monthly service as well as other different conditions and 
limitations. The value of an amortization period for each 
franchise would have to be determined separately. Any 
excess of the cost of the acquired company over the sum of 
the amounts assigned to identifiable assets acquired (includ­
ing individual franchises) less liabilities assumed should be 
recorded as goodwill related to the entire operation. The 
amortization period for this goodwill would be determined 
independently of the various franchise lives.
.39 Intangible assets other than franchises and goodwill may 
be identified in the purchase of some cable TV systems. For 
example, values may be ascribed to noncancelable exclusive 
agreements for sporting events, to subscriber lists, or to a rate 
below current market for pole rental. Such assets should also 
be amortized in accordance with the provisions of APB Opin­
ion 17.
Depreciation and Amortization
.40 Since costs incurred to bring a cable system to a fully 
operational status create a resource with a period of expected 
benefit not substantially different from the useful life of the 
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physical facilities, the division believes that the amortization 
period for such costs should be the same as that used to depre­
ciate the main cable TV distribution system.
.41 A number of factors are involved in determining the 
proper lives for depreciation and amortization purposes. These 
factors include the legal franchise life, the economic useful life 
of the main cable television plant, and the accounting life of 
the main cable television plant. If the accounting life used is 
longer than the legal franchise life, there should be justification 
to support the conclusion that the unamortized assets will be 
recovered at the end of the franchise. Support for such a con­
clusion would include but not be limited to the ability to recover 
the net book value on disposal or the likely renewal of the sys­
tem’s franchise; the latter could be either on terms similar to or 
different from the original franchise. If the terms of a likely 
franchise renewal are expected to cause a significant diminution 
in value to the owner of the system, the original franchise life 
should be used for amortization of other assets.
.42 Once the system is fully operational, it should continue 
to be reviewed for recoverability as described in paragraph .26.
Hookup Revenue
.43 The division believes that hookup revenue should be 
allocated to systems revenue to the extent of direct selling costs, 
with any balance deferred and taken into income over the esti­
mated average period that subscribers are expected to remain 
connected to the system.
.44 Direct selling costs include commissions, the portion of 
salespersons’ compensation other than commissions that results 
in obtaining subscribers, and costs of processing documents re­
lating to new subscribers acquired. They should not include 
supervisory and administrative expenses or indirect expenses 
such as rent and facilities costs.
.45 The cost of a subscriber connection made at a location 
where a previous customer had been connected to the system 
should be charged to expense unless the cost of the previous 
connection has been written off.
Programming Material
.46 The costs of programming material produced for internal 
use or for sale to others should be accounted for in accordance 
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with the provisions of the AICPA Industry Accounting Guide, 
Accounting for Motion Picture Films. Purchased program ma­
terial should be accounted for in accordance with the recommen­
dations made in the division’s Statement of Position 75-5 [section 
10,090], Accounting Practices in the Broadcasting Industry.
Accounting Principles for Regulated Industries
.47 Some states have adopted legislation that regulates 
CATV systems as public utilities. Cable TV systems are similar 
to utilities only in that they require heavy plant investment, 
service by “connection” for each subscriber, and are subject (in 
varying degrees) to regulation of subscription rates and levels 
of service required to maintain their franchise rights. Other 
aspects of cable TV systems are not similar to public utilities. 
There has been no identifiable consistency in the application of 
the rate-making process for cable TV systems; the procedures 
for setting utility rates, on the other hand, are similar in nature. 
Finally, since the operator competes with other entertainment 
industries, service charges sometimes are less than the author­
ized rates.
.48 The division believes that the addendum to APB Opinion 2 
does not apply to the financial statements of cable TV companies.
Financial Statement Presentation
.49 Since a cable TV company generates its revenue through 
use of its property, plant, and equipment, it has few current 
assets as that expression is defined in terms of a one-year operat­
ing cycle. Therefore, the division believes that it is not neces­
sary to identify current assets and liabilities separately in the 
financial statements. Debt maturities should be disclosed in the 
financial statements or related notes.
.50 Costs incurred to bring a cable TV system to a fully 
operational status that are capitalized under the provisions of 
paragraphs .24 to .33 should be classified with plant and equip­
ment, but separately identified. Companies with systems under 
construction or in the prematurity period should disclose 
amounts capitalized during the reporting period and the ending 
date of the prematurity period.
Transition
.51 This statement of position should be applied in financial 
statements for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 1978, 
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although earlier application is encouraged. Accounting changes 
adopted to apply the recommendations of this statement of posi­
tion should be made retroactively by restating the financial 
statements of prior periods.
.52 Companies may not have readily available the forecast 
information needed to make the required calculations under 
paragraphs .24-.33. In that event, actual historical subscriber 
data may be substituted for the forecast information.
.53 Companies that do not expect to have systems in the 
prematurity period in the future should continue their previous 
method of accounting for already mature systems, in accordance 
with APB Opinion 20, paragraph 16. For example, a single 
locally owned system, the owners of which expect to make no 
investments in additional cable TV systems, should not change 
its previous accounting. Systems that are subsidiaries or divi­
sions of multiple system groups, however, should follow the 
accounting recommended for the group.
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Section 10,280
Statement of Position 79-3
Accounting for Investments of
Stock Life Insurance Companies
March 23, 1979
[Proposal to the Financial Accounting Standards Board to Amend 
AICPA Industry Audit Guide Audits of Stock Life Insurance Com­
panies]
NOTE
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has issued 
a series of industry-oriented audit guides that present recommendations 
on auditing procedures and auditors’ reports and, in some instances, on 
accounting principles, and a series of accounting guides that present 
recommendations on accounting principles. Based on experience in the 
application of these guides, AICPA committees, subcommittees, or task 
forces may from time to time conclude that it is desirable to change a 
guide. A statement of position is used to revise or clarify certain of the 
recommendations in the guide to which it relates. A statement of position 
represents the considered judgment of the responsible AICPA committee, 
subcommittee, or task force.
To the extent that a statement of position is concerned with auditing 
procedures and auditors’ reports, its degree of authority is the same as 
that of the audit guide to which it relates. As to such matters, members 
should be aware that they may be called upon to justify departures from 
the recommendations of the committee, subcommittee, or task force.
To the extent that a statement of position relates to standards of 
financial accounting or reporting (accounting principles), the recom­
mendations of the committee, subcommittee, or task force are subject to 
ultimate disposition by the Financial Accounting Standards Board. The 
recommendations are made for the purpose of urging the FASB to 
promulgate standards that the committee, subcommittee, or task force 
believes would be in the public interest.
INTRODUCTION
.01 In 1972, the AICPA Insurance Companies Committee is­
sued the industry audit guide, Audits of Stock Life Insurance 
Companies (referred to in this statement of position as “guide”). 
Part II of the guide, which discusses the application of gen­
erally accepted accounting principles, includes a section (pages 
88 through 90) on the “Valuation of Investments and Recogni­
tion of Realized and Unrealized Gains (Losses) Thereon.” That 
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section outlines five acceptable methods of accounting for gains 
or losses on the sale of equity securities.
.02 The accounting standards division believes that it is not 
desirable to have five alternative accounting methods for account­
ing for equity securities and related investment gains or losses 
by stock life insurance companies. Therefore, this statement of 
position expresses the division’s conclusions on accounting for all 
investments and related realized and unrealized gains or losses 
of stock life insurance companies.1 This statement of position 
also expresses the division’s conclusions on accounting for real 
estate by stock life insurance companies, which was not discussed 
in the guide. This statement of position applies only to stock 
life insurance companies.
1 This statement of position supersedes the section in the guide on “Valuation 
of Investments and Recognition of Realized and Unrealized Gains (Losses) 
Thereon.”
2Practices that have been prescribed by statute, regulation, or rule or that 
have been permitted by specific approval or acceptance.
.03 The interests of policyholders and the public in the finan­
cial integrity of stock life insurance companies make it important 
that the solvency of those companies be continuously demon­
strated to regulatory authorities. Consideration of those in­
terests, together with the uncertainties inherent in the future, 
has resulted in the conservative accounting practices prescribed 
or permitted by insurance regulatory authorities (statutory ac­
counting practices2). Federal income taxation of life insurance 
companies is also based primarily on statutory accounting prac­
tices. The use of generally accepted accounting principles, as 
discussed in this statement of position, should not be construed 
as an indication that those accounting principles should also be 
used in reporting to regulatory or taxing authorities.
VALUATION OF INVESTMENTS AND RECOGNITION 
OF RELATED REALIZED AND UNREALIZED 
GAINS OR LOSSES
Discussion
.04 Under statutory accounting practices, investments in 
common stocks are carried at market value, preferred stocks 
generally are carried at cost, bonds generally are carried at 
amortized cost, mortgages are generally carried at unpaid prin­
cipal or amortized cost if purchased at a discount or premium, 
and real estate generally is carried at depreciated cost. Realized 
investment gains or losses and changes in the carrying amount 
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of investments representing unrealized appreciation or deprecia­
tion are credited or charged to stockholders’ equity.
.05 The guide states that any of the five following methods of 
recognizing realized and unrealized investment gains or losses 
could be used:
a. Include realized gains and losses on investments in determin­
ing net income and report unrealized gains or losses as direct 
increases or decreases in a special stockholders’ equity 
account.
b. Present realized and unrealized gains and losses on equity 
securities and realized gains and losses on bonds in a separate 
statement.
c. Include realized and unrealized gains and losses on all invest­
ments in unassigned surplus.
d. Present realized and unrealized gains and losses on all invest­
ments in a separate statement.
e. For subsidiaries of noninsurance companies, restate invest­
ments in equity securities from market to cost for purposes of 
consolidation and recognize in income the realized gains and 
losses on sales of securities.
Conclusions
.06 Bonds should be carried at amortized cost if the company 
has both the ability and intent to hold the bonds until maturity 
and there is no decline in the market value of the bonds other 
than a temporary decline. In those rare instances in which a 
company is a trader in bonds and does not intend to hold the 
bonds until maturity, the bonds should be carried at market; 
temporary fluctuations in the market value of the bonds should 
be recognized as unrealized gains or losses.
.07 Common and nonredeemable preferred stocks should be 
carried at market. Preferred stocks that by their terms must be 
redeemed by the issuing company should be carried at amortized 
cost if the company has both the ability and intention to hold the 
stocks until redemption and there is no decline in the market 
value of the stocks other than a temporary decline.
.08 Mortgages should be accounted for at unpaid principal or 
amortized cost if purchased at a discount or premium unless col­
lectibility is uncertain. Real estate investments should be ac­
counted for at depreciated cost unless there is an impairment in 
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value.3 Amortization, depreciation, and other related charges or 
credits should be charged or credited to investment income. 
Charges and credits to valuation accounts should be included in 
realized gains and losses.
3 Investments in leased assets should be accounted for in accordance with 
FASB Statement No. 13, Accounting for Leases.
4 This paragraph is not intended to preclude the accrual of losses from uncol­
lectible receivables when both conditions in paragraph 8 of FASB Statement No. 5, 
Accounting for Contingencies, are met.
.09 Realized gains and losses on all assets held for investment 
(including, but not limited to, stocks, bonds, mortgage loans, real 
estate, joint ventures, and subsidiaries held for investment) 
should be included in the statement of income below operating 
income and net of applicable income taxes. Realized gains and 
losses on the sale of other assets, such as property used in the 
business and operating subsidiaries, should be included in the 
statement of income before applicable income taxes. Unrealized 
investment gains and losses should be recognized in stockholders’ 
equity net of applicable income taxes and should not be included 
in net income.
.10 If a decline in the value of an investment in a security 
below its cost or amortized cost is other than temporary, the in­
vestment should be written down to its net realizable value, which 
becomes the new cost basis. The amount of the writedown should 
be accounted for as a realized loss. A recovery from the new cost 
basis should be recognized only at sale, maturity, or other dis­
position of the asset, as a realized gain.
.11 Valuation accounts should not be used for publicly-traded 
bonds, common stocks, or preferred stocks.4
REAL ESTATE
Discussion
.12 Under statutory accounting practices, real estate is classi­
fied as an investment regardless of its use. For real estate used 
in operations, rent is included in investment income and is 
charged to the operating departments. The guide is silent on 
that subject and the statutory accounting practice has gained 
general acceptance in the industry.
Conclusions
.13 Real estate should be classified either as an investment or 
as property used in the business, based on its predominant use.
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Depreciation and other real estate operating expenses should be 
classified as investment expenses or operating expenses consis­
tent with the balance sheet classification of the related asset. Im­
puted investment income and rent expense should not be 
attributed to real estate used in the business.
TRANSITION
.14 The conclusions in this statement of position should be 
applied to financial statements of stock life insurance companies 
issued for annual and interim periods ending after July 1, 1979. 
Earlier application is encouraged. The conclusions in this state­
ment of position should be applied retroactively and financial 
statements presented for prior periods should be restated.
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Statement of Position 79-4
Accounting for Motion Picture Films
March 26, 1979
[Proposal to the Financial Accounting Standards Board to Amend 
AICPA Industry Accounting Guide Accounting for Motion Picture 
Films]
NOTE
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has issued 
a series of industry-oriented audit guides that present recommendations 
on auditing procedures and auditors’ reports and, in some instances, on 
accounting principles, and a series of accounting guides that present 
recommendations on accounting principles. Based on experience in 
the application of these guides, AICPA committees, subcommittees, or 
task forces may from time to time conclude that it is desirable to 
change a guide. A statement of position is used to revise or clarify 
certain of the recommendations in the guide to which it relates. A 
statement of position represents the considered judgment of the re­
sponsible AICPA committee, subcommittee, or task force.
To the extent that a statement of position is concerned with audit­
ing procedures and auditors’ reports, its degree of authority is the same 
as that of the audit guide to which it relates. As to such matters, 
members should be aware that they may be called upon to justify de­
partures from the recommendations of the committee, subcommittee, or 
task force.
To the extent that a statement of position relates to standards of 
financial accounting or reporting (accounting principles), the recom­
mendations of the committee, subcommittee, or task force are subject 
to ultimate disposition by the Financial Accounting Standards Board. 
The recommendations are made for the purpose of urging the FASB 
to promulgate standards that the committee, subcommittee, or task 
force believes would be in the public interest.
INTRODUCTION
.01 The AICPA industry accounting guide, Accounting for 
Motion Picture Films (guide), discusses, in addition to other sub­
jects, accounting for revenue from television exhibition, that is, 
sales of rights to permit one or more exhibitions of a film (includ­
ing features, series, and specials made for television) during 
specified license periods. The guide concludes that 
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the revenue from films licensed for television should not be 
recognized prior to commencement of the license period and not 
until all of the following conditions have been met:
1. The sales price for each film is known.
2. The cost of each film is known or reasonably determinable.
3. Collectibility of the full license fee is reasonably assured.
4. The film has been accepted by the licensee in accordance 
with the conditions of the license agreement.
5. The film is available, i. e., the right is deliverable by the 
licensor and exercisable by the licensee.
The guide further states that
The fifth condition regarding availability distinguishes the 
recommended method from the contract method in that revenue 
is not recognized until the right is exercisable by the licensee 
and all conflicting licenses have expired. Exhibition rights 
transferred to a licensee generally are definable by geographic 
market area and are marketed in a manner to avoid conflict 
in a given market. Conflict may exist in a market between 
(1) theaters and television stations, (2) network television and 
local stations, and (3) two or more local stations within the 
market area. The conflict between theatrical showing and tele­
casting also is recognized by the producer (or owner) of the 
film, who usually imposes restrictions on distribution which 
prohibit the licensing of the film for television for a sufficient 
period of time to allow for theatrical release. Because of these 
circumstances, the Committee has concluded that revenue from 
licensing of a film should be recognized in the same sequence 
as the market-by-market exploitation of the film and at the 
time the licensee is able to exercise his rights under the agree­
ment, which would be the later of the commencement of the 
license period (the right then being exercisable by the licensee) 
or the expiration of a conflicting license (the right then being 
deliverable by the licensor).
.02 It has come to the attention of the division that the de­
scription of availability quoted above does not discuss restric­
tions on the timing of showings other than the first showing of a 
motion picture film under a license agreement. The effect of those 
types of restrictions needs to be clarified because different inter­
pretations have developed in practice.
CONCLUSION
.03 The division believes that restrictions on timing of show­
ings other than the first showing should not affect the recognition 
of revenue when there is no conflicting license preventing usage 
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by the licensee. This conclusion applies to restrictions on timing 
of subsequent showings of a feature or special and to restrictions 
on timing of showings of subsequent episodes of television series. 
This conclusion does not modify the requirement that all the con­
ditions in paragraph .01 should be met before revenue is 
recognized.
.04 This statement of position amends the guide by inserting 
the following as the concluding sentences of the description of 
availability quoted above (second paragraph on page 8 of the 
guide):
Thus, the availability condition is met when a film may be 
shown for the first time under a licensing agreement. The 
committee has concluded that restrictions on timing of sub­
sequent showings of the film under the same license agreement, 
or a contemporaneous license with the same licensee, do not 
affect the availability date.
TRANSITION
.05 This statement of position should be applied to all license 
agreements with initial availability dates after December 31, 
1978.
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Section 10,300
Statement of Position 80-1 
Accounting for Title 
Insurance Companies
January 31, 1980
[Proposal to the Financial Accounting Standards Board]
NOTE
Statements of position of the accounting standards division are is­
sued for the general information of those interested in the subject. 
They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the accounting 
standards executive committee, which is the senior technical body of 
the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of finan­
cial accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of statements of position is to influence the devel­
opment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the division 
believes are in the public interest It is intended that they should be 
considered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority to issue 
pronouncements on the subject. However, statements of position do 
not establish standards enforceable under the Institute’s code of pro­
fessional ethics.
.01 The AICPA Insurance Companies Committee has re­
viewed existing accounting literature dealing with variances 
between (a) generally accepted accounting principles and (b) 
practices prescribed or permitted by insurance regulatory au­
thorities, as those practices relate to title insurance companies, 
and has identified areas in which further clarification seems 
necessary. The committee has also identified certain areas that 
are not covered in present accounting literature.
.02 An exposure draft of a proposed statement of position 
on Accounting for Title Insurance Companies was issued for 
comment on May 1, 1978, and a public hearing on it was held 
on July 17, 1978. A second exposure draft was issued on March 
16, 1979. Comments received on the exposure drafts and presen­
tations made at the public hearing were considered in preparing 
this statement of position.
.03 In recent years, accountants, investors, and other users 
of financial statements have expressed concern over the accepta­
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bility of accounting alternatives for similar business transac­
tions. The accounting standards division believes that it is not 
desirable to have acceptable accounting alternatives in the title 
insurance industry. Therefore, this statement of position ex­
presses the division’s conclusions on acounting methods that 
should be used in the areas in which accounting alternatives 
exist.
.04 This statement of position applies to title insurance com­
pany financial statements that are intended to present financial 
position, results of operations, and changes in financial position 
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. 
In addition, the section on accounting for title plant (para­
graphs .25 through .40) applies to financial statements of all 
entities that use a title plant in their operations. Those entities 
include, but are not limited to, title insurance companies (under­
writers), title abstract companies, and title agents.
.05 The interests of policyholders and the public in the 
financial integrity of the title insurance industry make it im­
portant that the solvency of title insurance companies be demon­
strated to regulatory authorities. Consideration of those inter­
ests, together with the uncertainties inherent in the future, has 
resulted in the conservative accounting practices prescribed or 
permitted by insurance regulatory authorities (statutory ac­
counting practices1). Solvency must be continuously demon­
strated for a title insurance company to be permitted to offer its 
services to the public. Federal income taxation-of title insur­
ance companies is also based primarily on statutory accounting 
practices. The use of generally accepted accounting principles, 
as discussed below, should not be construed as an indication 
that those accounting principles should also be used in reporting 
to regulatory or taxing authorities.
1 Statutory accounting practices are practices that have been prescribed by 
statute, regulation, or rule, or have been permitted by specific approval or 
acceptance.
PREMIUM REVENUE RECOGNITION
Discussion
.06 The title insurance business primarily involves the issu­
ance of title insurance policies or binders to real estate owners, 
purchasers, and mortgage lenders, indemnifying them against 
loss or damage arising out of defects in, or liens on, the title to 
real estate. Title insurance differs from other traditional prop­
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erty and liability insurance in that the term of the policy is 
indefinite and the premium is not refundable.
.07 While title insurance premiums generally are collected 
at the time policies are issued or within a reasonable time 
after issuance, practices vary within the industry regarding 
when the revenue is recognized as earned.
.08 Under statutory accounting practices, title insurance com­
panies are required to defer a portion of their premium revenue 
based on statutory formulas, which vary by state. Unearned pre­
miums represent a significant liability in the statutory financial 
statements of a title insurance company and are recognized as 
revenue over a relatively long period of time. The statutory 
method of recognizing revenue is intended to be a conservative 
means of providing additional protection to policyholders.
.09 Some title insurance companies include the unearned pre­
mium reserve as an additional provision for losses in their finan­
cial statements that are intended to be presented in conformity 
with generally accepted accounting principles. Title insurance 
companies usually do not charge losses against the unearned 
premium reserve; instead, they establish separate loss reserves 
for claims that have been reported.
.10 Most title insurance companies recognize the entire pre­
mium as revenue at the policy effective date when reporting in 
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. The 
effective date of the policy can be (a) the date the real estate 
sale or loan is closed, (b) the date the deed or other instruments 
are filed, (c) the date the policy is issued, or (d) the date indi­
cated on the policy as the effective date. Those who support the 
effective date as the basis for revenue recognition believe that 
this method produces a proper matching of costs and revenue, 
since most costs associated with the policy have been incurred 
by the time the policy becomes effective. Immediate recognition 
of all revenue is further justified by the fact that there is no 
cancellation provision or policy term. Those who support imme­
diate recognition of the premium as revenue believe that losses 
on title insurance policies have occurred by the time the policies 
are issued and, therefore, loss reserves should be provided con­
current with revenue recognition.
.11 Some companies recognize the premium as revenue at the 
time a binder is given. In practice, the binder and effective dates
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can vary from being almost simultaneous to being several 
months apart, depending on the type of real estate insured (for 
example, residential, commercial, or construction) and local title 
search procedures. Those who support the binder date as the 
point of revenue recognition believe that the title search has 
been performed as of that date, most related costs have been 
incurred, and title insurance is in effect. Those who support the 
effective date rather than the binder date as the basis for re­
venue recognition believe that the effective date is more con­
servative than the binder date, since it is not possible to 
determine at the time a binder is issued whether a policy will 
ultimately be issued.
.12 A title insurance policy may also be issued by an agent 
who performs the title search and is authorized to act on behalf 
of a title insurance company. In those circumstances, the title 
insurance company may be notified of the issuance of the policy 
some time after the effective date. It has generally been in­
dustry practice to recognize such premium revenue when re­
ported by an agent. Others believe that an estimate should 
be recorded for such delayed-reported premiums.
Conclusions
.13 Revenue should be recognized as earned when the title 
insurance company is legally or contractually entitled to collect 
the premium. In most circumstances, revenue would be recog­
nized on the effective date; however, the binder date would be 
appropriate if the title insurance company is legally or con­
tractually entitled to collect the premium on the binder date.
.14 If reasonably estimable, revenue and expenses related to 
policies issued by agents should be recognized when the agents 
are legally or contractually entitled to collect the premiums, 
using estimates based on past experience and other sources; if 
not reasonably estimable, the revenue and expenses should be 
recognized when agents report the issuance of the policies.
LOSSES
Discussion
.15 Under existing statutory accounting practices, a provi­
sion is included in the financial statements for losses that have 
been reported to the company. However, there is no specific 
recognition (in the form of loss reserves) in the statutory 
financial statements for incurred but not reported losses. Statu­
tory accounting practices, however, require that a portion of 
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title insurance premiums received be deferred and taken into 
income over a number of years. The actual number of years 
depends on the state in which the policy is written. That prac­
tice may be viewed as creating a reserve that is essentially 
available for losses inasmuch as there are no contractual provi­
sions of the title policy that require the return of any portion 
of the premium.
.16 Events giving rise to a loss in the title insurance industry 
for the most part occur before the policy is issued, which con­
trasts with the typical property and liability loss in which the 
event giving rise to the loss occurs after the policy is issued. 
The exceptions to the general rule concerning prior occurrence 
may arise in certain special types of title coverage, such as 
mechanics liens coverages in construction projects, in which the 
events giving rise to losses may occur after the policies are 
issued.
.17 Industry practice in accounting for title insurance com­
pany losses under generally accepted accounting principles var­
ies somewhat, although most companies establish liabilities for 
all losses on existing policies, including estimates for incurred 
but not reported losses. The estimates are intended to provide 
for the ultimate cost of settlement and are based generally on 
the company’s historical experience adjusted for recent develop­
ments and trends.
.18 Title insurance companies may sometimes obtain the in­
sured’s mortgage, deed of trust, or fee interest in the insured’s 
real estate in connection with the settlement of a claim. The title 
insurance company’s ability to realize a recovery from real estate 
interests varies substantially as a result of differing circum­
stances regarding the value of the property and the status of 
the ownership interest acquired.
Conclusions
.19 Under generally accepted accounting principles, losses 
should be recognized in the financial statements at the time the 
related premium revenue is recognized. At that time, a provision 
should be made for all estimated losses that will result from the 
issuance of the policies, reduced by estimated recoveries. Un­
paid losses, including incurred but not reported losses, should be 
based on the best estimate of the ultimate cost of settlement, 
including the effects of inflation and other social and economic 
factors, reduced by estimated recoveries using past experience 
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adjusted for current trends and any other factors that should 
modify past experience. Changes in loss estimates resulting 
from the continuous review process, and differences between 
estimates and ultimate payments, should be reflected in opera­
tions of the period in which the estimates are changed.
.20 Estimated recoveries on unsettled claims, such as a poten­
tial ownership interest in real estate, should be evaluated in 
terms of their estimated realizable value and recorded as a re­
duction of unpaid losses. The estimated amount of recoveries 
on settled claims should be reported as an asset.
.21 Property acquired in settling claims should be accounted 
for at the amount of cash, or its equivalent, expected to be de­
rived from the sale of the property, net of costs such as mainte­
nance and selling expenses required to be incurred prior to sale. 
Such property should be separately presented in the balance 
sheet and should not be classified as an investment. Subsequent 
reductions in the carrying amount and realized gains and losses 
on the sale of such property should be charged or credited to 
claims incurred.
.22 No conclusion has been reached on the issue of whether 
loss reserves should he discounted—that is, whether the time 
value of money should be considered in determining loss re­
serves. Because of the importance of that issue, the division 
believes that it should develop an issues paper on the subject for 
submission to the Financial Accounting Standards Board. Until 
the issue is resolved, companies that discount loss reserves or 
loss adjustment expenses (see paragraphs .23 and .24) should 
disclose that fact in their financial statements, together with the 
effects on the financial statements.
LOSS ADJUSTMENT EXPENSES
Discussion
.23 In the course of settling title insurance claims, a title in­
surance company frequently incurs expenses for outside services 
(primarily legal) as well as internal settlement expenses. In­
ternal settlement expenses, which are insignificant, generally 
consist of fixed costs associated with a permanent employee staff 
handling a variety of functions, including loss adjustment. 
Practice varies within the industry with respect to recording 
those expenses. Settlement expenses are accrued by some com­
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panies at the time the loss is recognized; settlement expenses 
are treated by others as period costs.
Conclusions
.24 Internal settlement expenses should be expensed as period 
costs and external settlement expenses expected to be incurred 
should be accrued at the time the related losses are accrued.2
TITLE PLANT
Discussion
.25 Nature of Title Plant. The business of issuing title in­
surance policies to insure the condition of title to real estate 
requires the gathering of all public records relating to the prop­
erties that, by law, impart constructive notice of their contents. 
Generally, public records are not indexed or filed according to 
particular parcels of property, which makes searching records 
for particular parcels of property a costly, complex, and ineffi­
cient process. In view of the time required and costs incurred 
to examine pertinent public records and abstract (summarize) 
their contents, title insurance companies construct or purchase 
an integrated and indexed collection of title records covering all 
parcels of real estate within a county before they commence 
business in the county. The title records, referred to in the in­
dustry as a title plant, represent the principal productive asset 
used to generate title insurance revenue.
.26 A title plant consists of (a) indexed and catalogued in­
formation for a period of time concerning the ownership of, and 
encumbrances on, real estate, (b) information relating to per­
sons having an interest in real property, (c) maps, plats, and 
so forth, (d) copies of prior title insurance policies and reports, 
and (c) other documents and records. In summary, a title plant 
constitutes an historical record of all matters affecting title to 
parcels of land in a particular geographic area. The number 
of years covered by a title plant varies, depending on regulatory 
requirements and management decisions concerning the mini­
mum information period needed to issue title insurance policies 
efficiently. Title plants are updated on a daily or other frequent 
basis by the addition of copies of documents on the status of 
title to specific parcels of real estate.
.27 A title plant, or an ownership interest in a title plant, is 
obtained either by construction or by purchase. Construction of
2 See paragraph .22.
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a title plant consists of (a) obtaining copies of all historical 
documents affecting real estate and documents relating to per­
sons having an interest in real estate in a particular county for 
a specified period of time, (b) organizing and summarizing the 
historical information in an efficient and useful manner, (c) 
designing a system to store and retrieve the information, and 
(d) transcribing the summarized information into the storage 
and retrieval system. The information obtained can be main­
tained on a variety of media such as manually-prepared records, 
machine-prepared records, microfilm, microfiche, or magnetic 
tape and may be stored in racks, folders, cabinets, or computers. 
Costs incurred to construct a title plant consist principally of 
payroll and document copying costs and other costs directly 
related to title plant construction. Industry practice generally 
has been to capitalize title plant construction costs until, in the 
judgment of management, the title plant is operational. A title 
plant is considered operational at the time it can be used for 
title searches.
.28 A title plant is composed of (a) documents containing 
historical information relating to real estate in a particular 
county and (b) a system to store and retrieve the information 
efficiently and effectively. The historical information in a title 
plant is not consumed by use, is not replaced in the ordinary 
course of business, and has an indefinite life as long as the 
information is updated oh a current basis. It is often necessary 
to search records for the earliest recorded documents in order 
to provide indemnification; in other instances, a title search 
involves reading information summarized in the most recently 
issued title report. Accordingly, the economic useful life of the 
information is indefinite and indeterminable.
.29 Maintenance of Title Plant. Maintenance involves the 
recurring activities required to update a title plant on a daily 
or other frequent basis. The title plant is updated by adding 
(a) copies of official documents, (b) updated reports on the 
status of title to specific parcels of real estate, and (c) records 
relating to security or other ownership interests. Title insur­
ance companies presently charge maintenance costs to expense 
as incurred.
.30 Some believe that maintenance costs sustain the value 
and utility of the title plant but do not add to the asset or result 
in a new asset. They believe that expensing maintenance costs 
as incurred is consistent with the industry’s general practice of 
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not deferring a portion of the premium and, thus, provides an 
appropriate matching of costs and revenue. Others believe that 
maintenance costs add to the value of a title plant and should 
be capitalized.
.31 Storage and Retrieval. Title insurance companies, from 
time to time, design or acquire new storage and retrieval sys­
tems or convert the historical information from one storage and 
retrieval medium to another (for example, from manually- 
prepared records to microfilm) in response to new technology, 
the need to process greater volumes of business, or the need to 
reduce space required to store historical information. Presently, 
some title insurance companies identify and capitalize as title 
plant the costs associated with modernization programs, while 
others charge the costs to expense as incurred. Some believe 
that such costs provide economic benefits beyond the accounting 
periods in which they are incurred, that the storage and re­
trieval systems have determinable economic useful lives, and that 
the costs associated with the systems should be capitalized 
and systematically allocated to operations over their estimated 
useful lives.
.32 Sale of Title Plant. A title insurance company may sell 
(a) all or a portion of a title plant and convey all or an un­
divided interest in ownership rights to the buyer, (b) the right 
to use all or a portion of a title plant, or (c) the right to copy 
a particular title plant. Accounting practice for those transac­
tions varies. Some companies record the sales proceeds as rev­
enue and do not expense a portion of the cost of the title plant, 
whereas other companies record the sales proceeds as revenue 
and expense a portion of the cost of the title plant. Some com­
panies that offset a portion of the cost of the title plant against 
the sales proceeds present the resulting gain or loss as a sepa­
rate item in the statement of income. In addition, some com­
panies may consider the entire proceeds from the sale as a 
return of the cost of the title plant and reduce the cost of the 
title plant accordingly.
Conclusions
.33 Nature of Title Plant. A title plant is a tangible asset 
that is unique to the title insurance industry. If properly main­
tained, the historical information in a title plant has an inde­
terminate life and does not diminish in value with the passage 
of time.
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.34 Capitalization of Title Plant. Costs incurred to construct 
a title plant, including the costs incurred to obtain, organize, 
and summarize historical information in an efficient and useful 
manner, should be capitalized until the title plant can be used 
by the company to conduct title searches and issue title insur­
ance policies. The capitalized costs should be directly related 
to, and properly identified with, the activities necessary to con­
struct the title plant. After the construction or purchase of a 
title plant, a company may decide to purchase or construct 
a title plant (backplant) that antedates the period of time cov­
ered by the existing title plant. Costs to construct a backplant 
must be properly identifiable to qualify for capitalization. Capi­
talized costs of a title plant should not be depreciated.
.35 Purchased title plants, including a purchased undivided 
interest in a title plant, should be recorded at cost at the date of 
acquisition. For a title plant acquired separately, cost should be 
measured by the fair value of the consideration given.3 Title 
plants purchased as part of a group of assets or as part of a 
business combination accounted for as a purchase should be 
accounted for in accordance with APB Opinion 16, Business 
Combinations.
3 Nonmonetary transactions should be accounted for in accordance with 
APB Opinion 29, Accounting for Nonmonetary Transactions.
.36 Maintenance of Title Plant. Costs incurred to maintain 
a title plant should be expensed as incurred.
.37 Costs of Title Searches. Costs incurred to perform title 
searches should be expensed as incurred.
.38 Storage and Retrieval. Costs incurred after a title plant 
is operational to (a) convert the information from one storage 
and retrieval system to another or (b) modify or modernize the 
storage and retrieval system should not be added to the carry­
ing amount of the title plant; however, such costs may be sepa­
rately deferred and amortized in a systematic and rational 
manner.
.39 Sale of Title Plant. A title insurance company may (a) 
sell its title plant and relinquish all rights to its future use, (b) 
sell an undivided ownership interest in its title plant, that is, 
the right to its joint use, or (c) sell a copy of its title plant or 
the right to use it. If the company relinquishes all future rights 
to its title plant, the amount received as consideration for the 
sale should be presented as a separate component of revenue, net 
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of the carrying amount of the title plant. If the company sells 
an undivided interest in its title plant, the amount received as 
consideration for the sale should be presented as a separate 
component of revenue, net of a pro rata portion of the carrying 
amount of the title plant. If the company sells a copy of its 
title plant or the right to use it, the amount received should be 
presented as a separate component of revenue. Ordinarily, no 
cost should be allocated to the sale of a copy or the right to use 
a title plant. However, if the value of the title plant decreases 
below its carrying amount as a result of the sale, the carrying 
amount of the title plant should be written down to its estimated 
net realizable value.
.40 Impairments. Ordinarily, a title plant has an indeter­
minate life and does not diminish in value with the passage of 
time; however, the following circumstances may indicate that 
its value has been impaired:
a. Changes in legal requirements or statutory practices.
b. Effects of obsolescence, demand, and other economic factors.
c. Actions of competitors and others that may affect competi­
tive advantages.
d. Failure to update (maintain) the title plant properly on a 
current basis.
e. Abandonment of a title plant or other circumstances that 
indicate obsolescence.
If the value of a title plant decreases below its carrying amount 
as a result of one or more of the foregoing or other circum­
stances, the title plant should be written down to its net realiz­
able value.
VALUATION OF INVESTMENTS AND RECOGNITION OF 
RELATED REALIZED AND UNREALIZED 
GAINS OR LOSSES
Discussion
.41 Under statutory accounting practices, investments in 
common and preferred stocks are carried at market value, bonds 
generally are carried at amortized cost, mortgages are carried 
at unpaid principal or amortized cost if purchased at a discount 
or premium, and real estate generally is carried at depreciated 
cost. Realized investment gains or losses are credited or charged 
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to income. Changes in the carrying amount of investments rep­
resenting unrealized appreciation or depreciation are credited 
or charged to stockholders’ equity.
.42 The statutory method of accounting for investments is 
supported by the following reasoning:
a. Carrying bonds whose value has not been permanently im­
paired at amortized cost is appropriate since a company that 
has the ability and intent to hold the investments to maturity 
will be able to realize face amount. Market values that re­
flect periodic changes in prevailing interest rates are irrele­
vant in valuing bonds that are expected to be held to 
maturity.
b. Carrying common and preferred stocks at market is appro­
priate because a company has no assurance that it will re­
ceive more or less than the current market value.
c. Including realized investment gains and losses in net income 
is appropriate since it is based on the realization principle. 
Periodic fluctuations in market value are appropriately 
recognized in valuing equity investments but should not be 
included in net income because the fluctuations do not meet 
the realization principle.
.43 Some believe that realized and unrealized investment 
gains or losses should be combined in a separate financial state­
ment. They believe that valuation of investments under the 
statutory method is appropriate for the reasons stated above. 
However, they advocate that changes in the value of invest­
ments, whether realized or unrealized, should be presented in 
a separate financial statement as one combined amount. They 
believe that this treatment is the most meaningful since the 
realization of a gain or loss has an offsetting effect on the related 
unrealized gain or loss. Because of the materiality of the 
amounts and the significant fluctuations that occur, they believe 
that realized and unrealized gains or losses should not be in­
cluded in the determination of net income because that would 
make net income meaningless.
.44 Some believe that realized gains and losses should be re­
ported as an integral part of a title insurance company’s results 
of operations because an investor’s appraisal of a title insurance 
company’s performance should include the results of realized 
gains and losses over a period of years.
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.45 FASB Statement No. 12, Accounting for Certain Market­
able Securities, discusses the accounting treatment to be fol­
lowed by specialized industries, such as title insurance com­
panies, with respect to investments in common and preferred 
stocks.
Conclusions
.46 Bonds should be carried at amortized cost if the com­
pany has both the ability and intent to hold the bonds until 
maturity and there is no decline in the market value of the 
bonds other than a temporary decline. In those rare instances 
in which a company is a trader in bonds and does not intend to 
hold the bonds until maturity, the bonds should be carried at 
market; temporary fluctuations in the market value of such 
bonds should be recognized as unrealized gains or losses.
.47 Common and nonredeemable preferred stocks should be 
carried at market. Preferred stocks that by their terms must be 
redeemed by the issuing company should be carried at amortized 
cost if the company has both the ability and intention to hold 
the stocks until redemption and there is no decline in the market 
value of the stocks other than a temporary decline.
.48 Mortgages should be accounted for at unpaid principal 
or amortized cost if purchased at a discount or premium unless 
collectibility is uncertain. Real estate investments should be 
accounted for at depreciated cost unless there is an impairment 
in value.4 Amortization, depreciation, and other related charges 
or credits should be charged or credited to investment income. 
Charges and credits to valuation accounts should be included 
in realized gains and losses.
.49 Realized gains and losses on all assets held for invest­
ment (including, but not limited to, stocks, bonds, mortgage 
loans, real estate, joint ventures, and subsidiaries held for in­
vestment) should be included in the statement of income, below 
operating income and net of applicable income taxes. Realized 
gains and losses on the sale of other assets, such as property 
used in the business and operating subsidiaries, should be in­
cluded in the statement of income before applicable income 
taxes. Unrealized investment gains and losses should be recog­
nized in stockholders’ equity net of applicable income taxes and 
should not be included in net income.
* Investments in leased assets should be accounted for in accordance with 
FASB Statement No. 13, Accounting for Leases.
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.50 If a decline in the value of an investment in a security 
below its cost or amortized cost is other than temporary, the 
investment should be written down to its net realizable value, 
which becomes the new cost basis. The amount of the write­
down should be accounted for as a realized loss. A recovery 
from the new cost basis should be recognized as a realized gain 
only at sale, maturity, or other disposition of the asset.
.51 Valuation accounts should not be used for common 
stocks, preferred stocks, or publicly traded bonds.5
REAL ESTATE
Discussion
.52 Under statutory accounting practices, real estate is clas­
sified as an investment regardless of its use. For real estate 
used in operations, rent is included in investment income and is 
charged to the operating departments.
Conclusions
.53 Real estate should be classified either as an investment 
or as property used in the business, based on its predominant 
use. Depreciation and other real estate operating expenses 
should be classified as investment expenses or operating ex­
penses consistent with the balance sheet classification of the 
related asset. Imputed investment income and rent expense 
should not be attributed to real estate used in the business. 
(Property acquired in settling claims should be accounted for as 
discussed in paragraph .21.)
TRANSITION
.54 The conclusions in this statement of position should be 
applied to financial statements for fiscal years beginning after 
December 31, 1980. Earlier application, however, is encouraged. 
An accounting change to adopt the provisions of this statement 
of position should be made retroactively by restating the finan­
cial statements of prior periods. If information for restatement 
of prior periods is not available, financial statements and sum­
maries for prior periods presented should be restated for as 
many consecutive periods preceding the transition date of this 
statement as is practicable, and the cumulative effect of apply­
ing its provisions on the retained earnings at the beginning of
5This paragraph is not intended to preclude the accrual of losses from un­
collectible receivables when both conditions in paragraph 8 of FASB Statement 
no. 5, Accounting for Contingencies, are met
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the earliest period restated (or at the beginning of the period 
in which the statement is first applied if it is not practicable 
to restate any prior periods) should be included in determining 
net income of that period (see paragraph 20 of APB Opinion 
20, Accounting Changes). Disclosures should be made in the 
financial statements in the period of change in accordance with 
paragraph 28 of APB Opinion 20.
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[Amendment to AICPA Industry Audit Guide Audits of State and
Local Governmental Units.]
NOTE
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has issued 
an industry audit guide, Audits of State and Local Governmental Units 
(1974), that presents recommendations on auditing procedures and 
auditors’ reports and on accounting principles. This statement of 
position has been prepared to revise or clarify certain of the recom­
mendations in that guide. This statement of position represents the 
considered judgment of the AICPA Committee on State and Local 
Government Accounting.
To the extent that this statement of position is concerned with 
auditing procedures and auditors’ reports, its degree of authority is 
the same as that of the 1974 guide. With regard to such matters, mem­
bers should be aware that they may be called upon to justify departures 
from the recommendations of the committee.
To the extent that this statement of position relates to standards 
of financial accounting or reporting (accounting principles), the recom­
mendations of the committee are subject to ultimate disposition by 
the body responsible for setting standards for financial accounting and 
reporting by state and local governmental units.
Background
.01 The 1974 AICPA industry audit guide, Audits of State 
and Local Governmental Units, acknowledged Governmental 
Accounting, Auditing, and Financial Reporting (GAAFR), a 
1968 publication of the National Committee on Governmental 
Accounting (NCGA), as an authoritative source in the area 
of accounting for state and local governmental units. The 
guide (p. 9) states, “GAAFR’s principles do not represent 
a complete and separate body of accounting principles, but 
rather are a part of the whole body of generally accepted 
accounting principles which deal specifically with govern­
mental units. Except as modified in this guide, they consti­
tute generally accepted accounting principles.”
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.02 In March 1979 the NCGA (now known as the National 
Council on Governmental Accounting) published a document 
entitled Governmental Accounting and Financial Reporting 
Principles (Statement 1). That document specifies that the 
basic general purpose financial statements of the govern­
mental unit as a whole are combined financial statements by 
fund types and account groups rather than financial state­
ments of individual funds and account groups. It also updates, 
clarifies, amplifies, and reorders other portions of GAAFR. 
Since the guide recognizes GAAFR, it is necessary to amend 
the guide to recognize Statement 1 as an authoritative modi­
fication of GAAFR.1
1 NCGA Statement 2, Grant, Entitlement, and Shared Revenue Accounting 
and Reporting by State and Local Governments, was also issued in March 1979 
and is consistent with the AICPA industry audit guide.
Recommendation
.03 The AICPA Committee on State and Local Govern­
ment Accounting recommends that Audits of State and Local 
Governmental Units be amended throughout to refer to State­
ment 1 rather than GAAFR. Accordingly, financial statements 
presented in accordance with Statement 1 are in con­
formity with generally accepted accounting principles. The 
following paragraphs amplify that conclusion and explain its 
implementation with respect to the auditor’s standard report.
.04 The following are the basic general purpose financial 
statements (GPFS) for a state or local governmental unit:
a. Combined balance sheet: all fund types and account groups.
b. Combined statement of revenues, expenditures, and changes 
in fund balances: all governmental fund types.
c. Combined statement of revenues, expenditures, and changes 
in fund balances—budget and actual: general and special reve­
nue fund types (and similar governmental fund types for which 
annual budgets have been legally adopted).
d. Combined statement of revenues, expenses, and changes in 
retained earnings (or equity): all proprietary fund types.
e. Combined statement of changes in financial position: all prop­
rietary fund types.
f. Notes to the financial statements.
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(Trust fund operations may be reported in statements b, d, and e as 
appropriate, or separately.)
These financial statements, referred to collectively as the com­
bined financial statements, are discussed and illustrated in State­
ment 1.
.05 Accounting and reporting of encumbrances should fol­
low the approach recommended in Statement 1: Encum­
brances outstanding at year-end should not be reported as 
expenditures or liabilities. The budgetary comparison state­
ment (paragraph .04 c), however, should present comparisons 
of the legally adopted budget with actual data on the budg­
etary basis, Which may include encumbrances or other dif­
ferences from generally accepted accounting principles.
.06 The type of report that the auditor can issue depends 
on the financial statements that a governmental unit presents 
and on the scope of the examination. The combined financial 
statements listed in paragraph .04 are required for conformity 
with generally accepted accounting principles, and the audi­
tor should report on those statements, as discussed in para­
graph .07. In addition to the combined financial statements, 
a governmental unit may also issue combining, individual 
fund, and account group financial statements and supporting 
schedules, most likely for inclusion in a comprehensive annual 
financial report, as described in Statement 1 (pp. 19-20) . The 
auditor’s reports on such presentations are described in para­
graphs .08 and .09. Paragraphs .10 through .13 describe the 
auditor’s reports to be used if governmental units present 
other types of financial statements.
.07 If the auditor is engaged to examine the combined 
financial statements and the governmental unit presents only 
combined financial statements, the auditor should express an 
opinion on the financial position of the governmental unit, 
the results of its operations, and the changes in financial 
position of its proprietary fund types (see Appendix A). In 
these circumstances, because Statement 1 requires fund ac­
counting (p. 2) and disclosures related to individual funds 
and account groups (pp. 5, 6, and 24), the scope of the audi­
tor’s examination of the combined financial statements ordi­
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narily would include application of auditing procedures 
related to individual fund and account group financial data.
.08 If the auditor is engaged to examine the combined 
financial statements and the governmental unit also presents 
combining, individual fund, and account group financial state­
ments and supporting schedules, the auditor should follow 
the guidance in SAS No. 29, Reporting on Information Ac­
companying the Basic Financial Statements in Auditor-Sub­
mitted Documents. Accordingly, the auditor’s report should 
state whether the combining, individual fund, and account 
group financial statements and supporting schedules are 
stated fairly in all material respects in relation to the com­
bined financial statements taken as a whole (see Appendix 
B), and the auditor should be satisfied that the combining, 
individual fund, and account group financial statements and 
supporting schedules are suitably titled. As explained in 
paragraph .07, the scope of the auditor’s examination of the 
combined financial statements ordinarily would include appli­
cation of auditing procedures to individual fund and account 
group data, and the auditor would be in a position to express 
such an opinion.
.09 If the auditor is engaged to examine both the com­
bined financial statements and the combining, individual fund, 
and account group financial statements, his opinion should 
include both presentations. Ordinarily, in such circumstances 
the auditor will need to expand the auditing procedures that 
would otherwise be applied to the combining, individual fund, 
and account group financial statements. If supporting sched­
ules accompany these financial statements, the auditor’s 
report should state whether the information in the schedules 
is stated fairly in all material respects in relation to the 
financial statements taken as a whole (see Appendix C) or 
should disclaim an opinion on that information.
.10 If financial statements for fund types, funds, or account 
groups that should be included in the combined financial 
statements (such as the general fixed assets account group or an 
enterprise fund) are omitted, the auditor should consider the need 
to express a qualified opinion (see Appendix D) or an adverse 
opinion because of departure from generally accepted accounting 
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principles (see SAS No. 2, paragraphs 15 through 17). The auditor’s 
report should include an explanatory paragraph that either de­
scribes the omitted fund types, funds, or account groups or, pref­
erably, refers to a note that describes those matters.
.11 If all material individual funds and account groups are pre­
sented but the governmental unit does not present combined fi­
nancial statements, the auditor should express an adverse opinion 
on the financial position of the governmental unit, the results of its 
operations, and the changes in financial position of its proprietary 
fund types. However, the auditor may also express an unqualified 
opinion on the individual fund and account group financial 
statements (see Appendix E).
.12 The auditor may be engaged to examine financial 
statements of only a specified enterprise fund and may express an 
opinion on whether those financial statements are prepared in con­
formity with generally accepted accounting principles (see Appen­
dix F). A similar report would also be appropriate for a fund of 
another type (except for the general fund) or an account group. If 
the financial statements of only the general fund are presented, the 
auditor should follow the guidance in paragraph .13.
.13 If an auditor is engaged to examine the financial statements 
of the general fund or the financial statements of more than one 
fund or account group that are not intended to present fairly the 
financial position of the governmental unit taken as a whole, results 
of its operations, or changes in financial position of its proprietary 
fund types in conformity with generally accepted accounting prin­
ciples, the auditor’s report should be in the form indicated in Ap­
pendix F and should include a middle paragraph such as the follow­
ing:
As described more fully in Note____ , the financial statements pre­
sented are only for the funds and account groups referred to above 
and are not intended to present fairly the financial position of the 
City of Example, Any State, at December 31, 19X2, or the results of 
its operations and the changes in the financial position of its pro­
prietary fund types for the year then ended, in conformity with 
generally accepted accounting principles.
.14 Combined financial statements of fund types and account 
groups may have a “total” column that aggregates the columnar 
statements by fund type and account group. If a total column is 
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shown, it should be captioned “Memorandum Only” because the 
total column on a combined financial statement is not comparable 
to a consolidation. A note to the financial statements should dis­
close the nature of the column and should explain that it does not 
present consolidated financial information.
.15 The provisions of this statement of position should be 
adopted for years ending on or after July 1, 1980. Early adoption is 
encouraged. If these recommendations are adopted early, conform­
ity with principles in Statement 1 should be disclosed.
.16 Statement 1 (p. 26) states, “Adjustments resulting from a 
change to comply with these principles should be treated as ad­
justments of prior periods, and financial statements presented for 
the periods affected should be restated.” Thus, accounting changes 
for governmental funds that are required to comply with Statement 
1 principles—such as accrual of property taxes, a change in report­
ing encumbrances, or presentation of financial statements of a dif­
ferent reporting entity (such as a fund not previously included in 
the financial statements)—should be reported by restatement of 
the financial statements for all prior periods presented. The auditor 
should refer to SAS no. 1, section 546, for guidance on reporting on 
a change in accounting principle. Statement 1 does not change 
proprietary fund accounting principles.
APPENDIX A
.17 Auditor’s Report: Unqualified Opinion on Combined 
Financial Statements
We have examined the combined financial statements of the City of 
Example, Any State, as of and for the year ended December 31, 19X2, as 
listed in the table of contents. Our examination was made in accordance 
with generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included 
such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as 
we considered necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the combined financial statements referred to above 
present fairly the financial position of the City of Example, Any State, at 
December 31, 19X2, and the results of its operations and the changes in 
financial position of its proprietary fund types for the year then ended, in 
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a 
basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
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APPENDIX B
.18 Auditor’s Report: Unqualified Opinion on Combined 
Financial Statements Presented With Combining, Individual 
Fund, and Account Group Financial Statements and Support­
ing Schedules
We have examined the combined financial statements of the City of 
Example, Any State, as of and for the year ended December 31, 19X2, as 
listed in the table of contents. Our examination was made in accordance 
with generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included 
such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as 
we considered necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the combined financial statements referred to above 
present fairly the financial position of the City of Example, Any State, at 
December 31, 19X2, and the results of its operations and the changes in 
financial position of its proprietary fund types for the year then ended, in 
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a 
basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the 
combined financial statements taken as a whole. The combining, indi­
vidual fund, and account group financial statements and schedules listed 
in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis 
and are not a required part of the combined financial statements of the 
City of Example, Any State. The information has been subjected to the 
auditing procedures applied in the examination of the combined financial 
statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in 
relation to the combined financial statements taken as a whole.
APPENDIX C
.19 Auditor’s Report: Unqualified Opinion on Combined 
Financial Statements and Combining, Individual Fund, and 
Account Group Financial Statements Presented With Sup­
porting Schedules
We have examined the combined financial statements of the City of 
Example, Any State, and the combining, individual fund, and account 
group financial statements of the city as of and for the year ended De­
cember 31, 19X2, as listed in the table of contents. Our examination was 
made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and, ac­
cordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and such other 
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the combined financial statements referred to above 
present fairly the financial position of the City of Example, Any State, at
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December 31, 19X2, and the results of its operations and the changes in 
financial position of its proprietary fund types for the year then ended, in 
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a 
basis consistent with that of the preceding year. Also, in our opinion, the 
combining, individual fund, and account group financial statements re­
ferred to above present fairly the financial position of the individual funds 
and account groups of the City of Example, Any State, at December 31, 
19X2, and the results of operations of such funds and the changes in 
financial position of individual proprietary funds for the year then ended, 
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a 
basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the 
combined financial statements taken as a whole and on the combining, 
individual fund, and account group financial statements. The accompany­
ing financial information listed as supporting schedules in the table of 
contents is presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not a 
required part of the combined financial statements of the City of Exam­
ple, Any State. The information has been subjected to the auditing proce­
dures applied in the examination of the combined, combining, individual 
fund, and account group financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly 
stated in all material respects in relation to the combined financial 
statements taken as a whole.
APPENDIX D
.20 Auditor’s Report: Qualified Opinion on Combined 
Financial Statements (One or More Fund Types, Funds, or 
Account Group Financial Statements Omitted)
We have examined the combined financial statements of the City of 
Example, Any State, as of and for the year ended December 31, 19X2, as 
listed in the table of contents. Our examination was made in accordance 
with generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included 
such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as 
we considered necessary in the circumstances.
As described more fully in Note ____ , the combined financial
statements referred to above do not include financial statements of the 
[identify fund types, funds, or account groups omitted], which should be 
included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, except that the omission of the financial statements 
described above results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the 
preceding paragraph, the combined financial statements referred to 
above present fairly the financial position of the City of Example, Any 
State, at December 31, 19X2, and the results of its operations and the 
changes in financial position of its proprietary fund types for the year then 
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ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles 
applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
APPENDIX E
.21 Auditor’s Report: Adverse Opinion (Omission of 
Combined Financial Statements) With an Unqualified Opin­
ion on the Individual Fund and Account Group Financial 
Statements
We have examined the financial statements of the individual funds and 
account groups of the City of Example, Any State, as of and for the year 
ended December 31, 19X2, as listed in the table of contents. Our exam­
ination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing stan­
dards and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and 
such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circum­
stances.
The city has not prepared combined financial statements that show the 
financial position of the City of Example, Any State, at December 31, 
19X2, and the results of its operations and the changes in financial posi­
tion of its proprietary fund types for the year then ended, as required by 
generally accepted accounting principles. Thus, in our opinion, the finan­
cial statements listed in the table of contents do not present fairly the 
financial position of the City of Example, Any State, at December 31, 
19X2, or the results of its operations and the changes in financial position 
of its proprietary fund types for the year then ended, in conformity with 
generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, however, the financial statements listed in the table of 
contents present fairly the financial position of the individual funds and 
account groups of the City of Example, Any State, at December 31, 19X2, 
and the results of operations of such funds and the changes in financial 
position of individual proprietary funds for the year then ended, in con­
formity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis 
consistent with that of the preceding year.
APPENDIX F
.22 Auditor’s Report: Unqualified Opinion on an Enter­
prise Fund’s Financial Statements
We have examined the financial statements of the [identify enterprise 
fund] of the City of Example, Any State, as of and for the year ended 
December 31, 19X2, as listed in the table of contents. Our examination 
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was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and, 
accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and such other 
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly 
the financial position of the [identify enterprise fund] of the City of Exam­
ple, Any State, at December 31, 19X2, and the results of its operations 
and the changes in its financial position for the year then ended, in 
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a 
basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
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December 22, 1980
[Proposal to the Financial Accounting Standards Board]
NOTE
Statements of position of the accounting standards division are 
issued for the general information of those interested in the subject. 
They present the conclusions of at least a majority of the accounting 
standards executive committee, which is the senior technical body of 
the Institute authorized to speak for the Institute in the areas of 
financial accounting and reporting and cost accounting.
The objective of statements of position is to influence the develop­
ment of accounting and reporting standards in directions the division 
believes are in the public interest. It is intended that they should be 
considered, as deemed appropriate, by bodies having authority to issue 
pronouncements on the subject. However, statements of position do 
not establish standards enforceable under the Institute’s code of pro­
fessional ethics.
Introduction
.01 Recent trends in real estate development activities have 
dramatically increased the size of enterprises engaged in real estate 
development, the cost of individual projects, and the time required 
to complete the development of individual projects. Those trends 
have focused attention on the need for guidance in accounting for 
costs associated with real estate acquisition, development, and con­
struction. The accounting standards division of the American Insti­
tute of Certified Public Accountants has prepared this statement of 
position in response to that need.
Scope of the Statement
.02 Except as indicated in paragraph .03, the recommendations in 
this statement apply to accounting for real estate acquisition, devel­
opment, and construction costs in financial statements that are 
intended to present financial position, results of operations, or 
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changes in financial position in conformity with generally accepted 
accounting principles, regardless of the nature of the entity in­
volved. The division believes that, in providing guidance, it is 
desirable to reduce, to the extent practicable, alternative practices 
in accounting for costs of real estate acquisition, development, and 
construction.
.03 This statement does not apply to
a. Real estate developed by an enterprise for use in its own opera­
tions (excluding sale or rental). In this context, “real estate 
developed by an enterprise for use in its own operation” in­
cludes real estate developed by a member of a consolidated 
group for use in the operations of another member of the group 
(for example, a manufacturing facility developed by a subsidiary 
for use in its parent’s operations) when the property is reported 
in the group’s consolidated financial statements. However, such 
property is not “real estate developed for use in the enterprise’s 
operations” when reported in the separate financial statements 
of the entity that developed it.
h. Retail lots sold on a volume basis with down payments that are 
less than those required to evaluate the collectibility of casual 
real estate sales. The AICPA industry accounting guide, Ac­
counting for Retail Land Sales, applies to accounting for lots sold 
on that basis.
c. Costs and operations covered by the AICPA statement of posi­
tion [section 10,180], Accounting for Costs to Sell and Rent, and 
Initial Rental Operations of, Real Estate Projects.
.04 Because of the nature of the issues discussed in this state­
ment, and because of the variety of enterprises whose transactions 
are covered by this statement, the division emphasizes that the 
provisions of this statement, like the provisions of all statements on 
accounting principles, need not be applied to items that would have 
an immaterial effect on an enterprise’s financial position or results of 
operations; also, methods other than those recommended may be 
used if their use yields results not materially different from the 
results of applying the recommended methods.
Definitions
.05 For purposes of this statement, the following terms are de­
fined:
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a. Common costs. Costs that relate to two or more units within a 
real estate project and thus require allocation to determine the 
cost of project subdivisions. For example, land cost is usually 
common to the entire project and must be allocated to phases, 
tracts, releases, and, ultimately, individual units to determine 
the cost of sales or the cost of individual units of investment 
property. Other common costs may relate only to a phase, a 
tract, or a release and would be allocated only to the parcels to 
which they relate.
b. Fair value. The amount in cash or cash equivalent value of other 
consideration that a real estate parcel would yield in a current 
sale between a willing buyer and a willing seller, that is, other 
than in a forced or liquidation sale. The fair value of a parcel is 
affected by its physical characteristics, its probable ultimate use, 
and the time required for the buyer to make use of the property, 
considering access, development plans, zoning restrictions, and 
market absorption factors. Relative fair value is the fair value of 
each parcel in a real estate project in relation to the fair value of 
the other parcels in the project. Relative fair value before con­
struction is the fair value of each land parcel in a real estate 
project in relation to the fair value of the other parcels in the 
project, exclusive of value added by on-site development and 
construction activities.
c. Incidental operations. Minor revenue-producing activities en­
gaged in during the holding or development period to reduce 
the cost of developing the property for its intended use, as 
distinguished from activities designed to generate a profit or a 
return from the use of the property.
d. Incremental revenues and costs of incidental operations. Rev­
enues that would not be produced, or costs that would not be 
incurred, except in relation to the conduct of incidental opera­
tions. Costs that are not incremental are interest, taxes, insur­
ance, security, and similar costs that would be incurred during 
the development of a real estate project regardless of whether 
incidental operations were conducted.
Nature of Real Estate Acquisition, Development, and 
Construction Activities
.06 Real estate acquisition, development, and construction ac­
tivities occur in four stages: (a) predevelopment, (b) development, 
(c) construction, and (d) sales or rental operations. Distinguishing 
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between different stages, or distinguishing the beginning and end of 
some stages, may often be difficult because similar costs may be 
incurred in different stages.
.07 During the predevelopment stage, the purchaser investi­
gates the property, negotiates for its acquisition, and finally enters 
into a formal contract to acquire the property. In addition to the 
agreed consideration, the purchaser incurs costs for related legal, 
recording, and title services. Costs also may be incurred for such 
activities as appraisals, market feasibility studies, architectural and 
engineering services, soil tests, and zoning changes. Some of those 
costs may be incurred before there is a formal commitment to 
acquire the property.
.08 Real estate builders and developers may acquire property 
well in advance of the beginning of construction and hold the 
property for an extended period while preparing development and 
building plans and obtaining zoning changes and other required 
permits. During that period, costs are incurred for those activities 
and for such items as interest and property taxes.
.09 On-site and off-site improvements, such as roads, sewers, 
utilities, grading, and site clearance, are made before the construc­
tion stage. Zoning approvals and building permits may require the 
developer to set aside land for community facilities (such as schools, 
parks, and roads) to be donated to local authorities or governmental 
units. Developers may be required to contribute funds to gov­
ernmental units to help finance the construction of facilities, such as 
sewer plants and schools, to serve the property.
.10 Real estate developers may receive revenue from, and incur 
costs for, incidental operations relating to real estate, such as the 
operation of temporary parking lot facilities or the leasing of unde­
veloped land for grazing or farming.
.11 Real estate projects may include amenities, such as golf 
courses, tennis courts, indoor recreational facilities, parking 
facilities, and utility plants. Some amenities are sold to tenants’ or 
homeowners’ associations; others are intended to be self-supporting 
enterprises. Some or all of the costs of other amenities are expected 
to be recovered from lease or sale.
.12 Differentiating between costs to be charged to expense and 
costs to be capitalized and associating capitalized costs with partic­
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ular assets pose complex problems in accounting for real estate 
projects. Real estate projects generally require several accounting 
periods to complete. In addition, large real estate projects usually 
involve multiple purchases and sales that require complex cost 
accumulation and allocation techniques. Development and con­
struction plans and costs and revenues are affected by such factors as 
market conditions, inflation, interest rates, zoning restrictions, ter­
rain, and location. For example, a residence next to a golf course or 
an office near the top of an office tower usually generates more 
revenue than a similar unit otherwise situated.
Present Accounting Practices
Cost Capitalization
.13 Except for the general practice of capitalizing direct acquisi­
tion, development, and construction costs, cost capitalization prac­
tices vary widely. Some entities capitalize property-related costs 
incurred before the acquisition of the property and include them in 
the cost of the property when it is acquired. Some entities capitalize 
as property costs expenditures during the development and con­
struction phases for interest, taxes, insurance, and indirect project 
costs (indirect costs related to project development and construc­
tion). Others capitalize only some or none of those costs. An entity 
may have different capitalization practices for different projects or 
for different components of a particular project.
.14 Accounting for revenues and expenses of amenities and 
incidental operations also varies. Some enterprises account for such 
revenues and expenses as decreases or increases in capitalized 
project costs, and others include them in current operating results.
Allocation of Capitalized Costs
.15 Real estate developers generally use one or more, including 
a combination, of the following methods to allocate capitalized costs: 
area, value, and specific identification. Under area methods, com­
mon costs are allocated to individual units based on the number of 
units or size, such as acreage or square footage. Under value 
methods, costs are allocated to individual units based on the relative 
value of the individual units. Under specific identification methods, 
costs identified with a specific property are assigned to that prop­
erty. Common costs associated with the entire development, such 
as access roads, utility trunk lines, and amenities, usually are allo­
cated by area and value methods.
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The Division’s Conclusions
.16 As a general rule, costs clearly associated with the acquisi­
tion, development, and construction of a real estate project should 
be capitalized. The division believes, however, that the recommen­
dations in this statement should be applied to the following: (a) 
preacquisition costs, (b) interest, taxes, and insurance, (c) indirect 
project costs, (d) amenities, (e) incidental operations, (f) allocation of 
capitalized costs to components of a real estate project, (g) revisions 
of estimates, (h) costs in excess of estimated net realizable value, (i) 
abandonments and changes in use, and (j) cost of sales.
Preacquisition Costs
.17 Payments to obtain an option should be capitalized as in­
curred. Other costs related to a property that are incurred before 
the enterprise acquires the property, or before the enterprise ob­
tains an option to acquire it, should be deferred, provided all three 
of the following conditions are met:
a. The costs are directly identifiable with the specific property.
b. The costs would be capitalized if the property were already 
acquired.
c. Acquisition of the property or of an option to acquire the prop­
erty is probable.  For this condition to be met, the prospective 
purchaser must be actively seeking to acquire the property and 
must have the ability to finance or obtain financing for the 
acquisition under circumstances in which there is no evidence 
indicating that the property is not available for sale.
1
If any one of these three conditions is not met, costs incurred before 
a property is acquired should be charged to expense as incurred.
.18 Option costs and the accumulated amount of deferred 
preacquisition costs (a) should be capitalized as project costs on 
acquisition of the property or (b) to the extent not recoverable by 
sale of the options, plans, and so forth, should be charged to expense 
when it is probable that the property will not be acquired. The 
amount of option costs and deferred preacquisition costs should be 
disclosed in the financial statements.
1Probable is defined for accounting purposes in Statement of Financial Accounting Standards 
5 as “likely to occur” and is used in the same sense in this statement.
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Interest, Taxes, and Insurance
.19 Statement of Financial Accounting Standards 34, Capitali­
zation of Interest Cost, prescribes the accounting for interest cost. 
Costs incurred on real estate for property taxes, insurance, and 
similar items should be capitalized as property cost only during 
periods in which activities necessary to get the property ready for its 
intended use are in progress. Costs incurred for such items after the 
property is substantially complete and ready for its intended use 
should be charged to expense as incurred.
Indirect Project Costs
.20 Indirect project costs arc indirect costs incurred after the 
acquisition of the property, such as construction administration, 
legal fees, and various office costs (cost accounting, design, and 
other departments providing sen ices to projects), that clearly relate 
to projects under development or construction. Some indirect proj­
ect costs clearly relate to a specific project, such as costs associated 
with a field office at a project site and the administrative personnel 
that staff the office, and they should be capitalized as a cost of that 
project. Other indirect project costs may relate to several projects 
and should be capitalized and allocated to the projects to which the 
costs relate in a rational manner based on the nature of activity that 
gave rise to the costs. To illustrate, 60 percent of a construction 
administration department’s time is spent managing internal proj­
ects under current development, 35 percent is spent managing 
projects for others for a fee, and 5 percent is spent administering the 
maintenance of operating properties; 60 percent of the costs should 
be capitalized and allocated to the project, and 40 percent should be 
charged to expense as incurred.
.21 Indirect costs that do not clearly relate to projects under 
development or construction and all general and administrative 
costs should be charged to expense as incurred.2 General and ad­
ministrative costs include such costs as entity management salaries, 
general accounting, corporate office expense, general legal services, 
and similar costs of the type generally incurred by all enterprises for 
the conduct of business.
2 Costs to sell and rent real estate projects should be accounted for in accordance with 
AICPA Statement of Position 78-3 [section 10,180], Accounting for Costs to Sell and 
Rent, and Initial Rental Operations of, Real Estate Projects.
Amenities
.22 Accounting for costs of amenities, such as golf courses, 
utility plants, clubhouses, swimming pools, and tennis courts, 
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should be based on management’s plans for the amenities in accord­
ance with the following:
a. If an amenity is to be sold or transferred in connection with the 
sale of individual units, costs (including expected future operat­
ing costs to be borne by the developer until they are assumed by 
buyers of units in a project) in excess of anticipated proceeds 
should be allocated as common costs since the amenity is clearly 
associated with the development and sale of the project.
b. If an amenity is to be sold separately or retained by the devel­
oper, capitalizable cost of the amenity in excess of its estimated 
fair value, as of the expected date of its substantial physical 
completion, should be allocated as common costs.  For the 
purpose of determining the amount to be capitalized as common 
costs, the amount of cost allocated to the amenity should not be 
revised after it is substantially completed and available for use. A 
later sale of the amenity at more or less than its estimated fair 
value as of the date of substantial physical completion, less any 
accumulated depreciation,gives rise to a gain or loss that should 
be included in net income in the period in which the sale occurs.
3
3The accounting for costs of amenities to be sold separately or retained by the developer 
recommended in this statement differs from the accounting for costs of such amenities under 
the AICPA industry accounting guide, Accounting for Retail Land Sales, because of differ­
ences in circumstances. This statement does not apply to transactions to which that guide 
applies.
As indicated in paragraph .26 of this statement, common costs should 
be allocated on the basis of relative fair value (before construction) of 
each land parcel benefitted. In allocating costs of amenities as 
common costs, land parcels benefitted should be limited to those for 
which development can reasonably be expected.
.23 Before an amenity is substantially completed and available 
for use, operating results of the amenity should be included as a 
reduction of, or addition to, common costs. When an amenity to be 
sold separately or held for investment is substantially completed and 
available for use, current operating income and expenses of the 
amenity should be included in current operating results, since the 
operations of the amenity no longer clearly relate to the develop­
ment and sale of the project as a whole but, rather, relate to the 
objective of making a profit on operations or sale of the amenity itself 
or of using the amenity as a sales promotional tool.
.24 The following assumed data are used to illustrate the appli­
cation of the recommended accounting for the costs of amenities:
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a. A single family residential project is to include a recreation 
center, consisting of a swimming pool and tennis courts, with an 
estimated cost of $250,000.
b. The center is to be transferred to a homeowners’ association in 
connection with the sale of the units in the project.
c. Each purchaser of a unit will be obligated to pay a monthly 
assessment fee.
d. The developer agrees to pay net operating costs before the 
expected date of transfer and the monthly assessment fees for all 
unsold units. Such support is estimated to cost $50,000.
Based on these assumptions, the total estimated cost of $300,000 
(the $250,000 cost of the center plus $50,000 in support costs to be 
paid by the developer) should be allocated as common costs based 
on the relative fair value of each lot benefitted. The accounting 
would differ, however, if the assumptions were modified as follows:
a. The center is to be retained by the developer.
b. Net operating costs are estimated to be $30,000 before substan­
tial physical completion and $20,000 after substantial physical 
completion.
c. The fair value of the center at the date of substantial physical 
completion is estimated to be $200,000.
Under the modified assumptions, $80,000, the amount by which the 
costs of the center plus the estimated net operating costs before 
substantial completion ($250,000 plus $30,000) exceed the esti­
mated fair value at the date of substantial physical completion 
($200,000), should be allocated as common costs. Actual operating 
losses incurred after substantial physical completion should be in­
cluded in current operating results.
Incidental Operations
.25 An excess of incremental revenue over the incremental 
costs of incidental operations, such as the operation of temporary 
parking lot facilities or the leasing of undeveloped land for grazing or 
farming, should be accounted for as a reduction of capitalized proj­
ect costs. An excess of incremental costs over incremental revenue 
should be charged to expense as incurred, since it did not achieve 
the objective of reducing the cost of developing the property for 
its intended use.
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Allocation of Capitalized Costs to the Components 
of a Real Estate Project
.26 To the extent that this is practicable, the costs of acquisition, 
development, and construction of real estate projects should be 
capitalized and assigned to individual components of the project on 
the basis of specific identification. Land cost and all other common 
costs should be allocated on the basis of the relative fair value (before 
construction) at the date of allocation to each land parcel benefit­
ted.4 The division believes that allocation on the basis of relative fair 
value is consistent with the generally accepted principle for allocat­
ing joint costs to separable outputs and assigns joint costs to individ­
ual parcels, phases, and units on the basis of their potential revenue 
contributions.
4The AICPA industry accounting guide. Accounting for Retail Land Sales, permits the use of 
other methods of allocating common costs (for example, the area method) that fairly match 
costs with related revenues. This statement does not apply to transactions to which that guide 
applies.
.27 A land parcel may be considered to be an individual lot or a 
“phase, defined for this purpose as a parcel on which units are to be 
constructed concurrently. It may be necessary to accumulate costs 
in one or more cost centers before final allocation if some costs apply 
to different portions of a project, for example, if some costs apply 
only to certain components of a project and other costs apply to other 
components or to the entire project.
.28 Construction costs should be assigned to the individual 
units in a phase on the basis of specific identification, if practicable. 
Otherwise, construction costs applicable to the phase should be 
allocated to individual units in the phase in a reasonable manner that 
achieves results comparable to allocation on the basis of the relative 
sales value of the individual units to the sales value of the total units 
in the phase.
.29 For the purpose of illustrating the general principles, a 
developer is assumed to have under development a single-family 
residential subdivision for which assigning costs to individual units 
by specific identification is impracticable. The smallest practicable 
unit for that purpose is a group of units to be constructed as a 
separate phase and sold individually. Based on those assumptions, 
the cost allocations might be as follows:
a. On-site and off-site costs specifically identified with the units in 
the phase would be allocated to the phase.
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b. Common costs of the entire project (or a parcel) of which the 
phase is a part would he allocated to the phase on the basis of the 
relative fair value of the land in the phase (before construction) 
to that of the project (or parcel).
c. Costs allocated to the phase would be allocated to an individual 
unit on the basis of the relative sales value of the unit to that of all 
units in the phase. If a phase includes both units to be sold and 
units to be held for investment, the final allocation would be 
made to the investment units on the basis of the relative fair 
value of the investment units to the total of the sales value of the 
units to be sold and the fair value of the investment units.
This illustration applies only to costs for which assignment to indi­
vidual units on the basis of specific identification is not practicable.
To the extent that it is practicable, all costs should be assigned to 
individual units on the basis of specific identification.
Revisions of Estimates
.30 Estimates and cost allocations should be reviewed at the end 
of each financial reporting period until a project is substantially 
completed and available for sale. Costs should be revised and reallo­
cated as necessary for material changes on the basis of current 
estimates. Changes in estimates should be accounted for in accord­
ance with paragraph 31 of APB Opinion 20, Accounting Changes, 
which states
The effect of a change in accounting estimate should be accounted for 
in (a) the period of change if the change affects that period only or (b) 
the period of change and future periods if the change affects both. A 
change in an estimate should not be accounted for by restating 
amounts reported in financial statements of prior periods or by report­
ing pro forma amounts for prior periods.
Most revisions of estimates relating to real estate cost allocations 
affect both the period of the change and future periods, and their 
effects should therefore be accounted for prospectively in the period 
of the change and future periods. For example, an increase in the 
estimate of the common costs of a project should be allocated to 
current and future periods even though the allocation results in 
lower profit margins on current and future sales than on prior sales 
from the project. However, increases in costs without comparable 
increases in market value can raise questions about whether the 
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estimated total cost of property not yet sold exceeds its net realizable 
value.5
.31 When an enterprise records sales of real estate and records 
in cost of sales accruals for estimated costs to be incurred (which may 
include a portion of estimated common costs allocable to the prop­
erty sold—see paragraph .35 of this statement), changes in estimates 
of those costs should be recorded in cost of sales in the period in 
which the differences become known, since they are unrelated to 
future operating results.6 To illustrate, the following circumstances 
are assumed: (a) sales of property were recorded in full in prior 
periods and did not require any deferral of revenue for future 
performance and (b) estimated costs of $200,000 have been accrued 
relating to the sales revenue previously recorded. If current esti­
mates of such costs are $250,000, an additional $50,000 should be 
accrued and charged to cost of sales in the current period.
Cost in Excess of Estimated Net Realizable Value
.32 Capitalization of costs associated with the development and 
construction of a property should not cease when present account­
ing principles require recognition of a lower value for the asset than 
acquisition cost.7 When the capitalized cost of real estate held for 
sale or for development and sale exceeds its estimated net realizable 
value, an allowance should be provided to reduce the carrying 
amount to estimated net realizable value, determined on the basis of 
an evaluation of individual projects. An individual project, for this 
purpose, consists of components that are relatively homogeneous, 
integral parts of a whole (for example, individual houses in a residen- 
5In accounting for sales of real estate in circumstances in which the seller has an obligation of 
future performance to complete improvements and amenities of a project, the seller may be 
required to record a portion of the sales price as deferred revenue based on the ratio of the 
estimated cost of the future performance to total cost. (See the AICPA industry accounting 
guide, Accounting for Profit Recognition on Sales of Real Estate.) Revisions of estimated 
costs to complete project improvements and amenities may relate to previously recorded 
deferred revenue. In those cases, the relationship of the two elements comprising the 
deferred revenue—costs and profit—should be recalculated to determine the amount of the 
deferred revenue to be recognized as the costs are incurred. However, if the revised 
estimated cost of future performance exceeds the remaining applicable deferred revenue, 
the excess should not be deferred but, rather, should be charged to income immediately.
6If, in accordance with paragraphs 47 through 50 of the AICPA industry accounting guide, 
Accounting for Profit Recognition on Sales of Real Estate, all or a portion of the revenue for a 
sales transaction is deferred because the seller has an obligation for future performance, the 
costs related to the revenue should be recognized when the sales revenue is recognized.
7For real estate held for sale or development and sale, the lower value to be recognized is net 
realizable value (NRV). NRV is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business 
less estimated costs of completion (to the stage of completion assumed in determining selling 
price-), holding, and disposal.
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tial tract, individual units in a condominium complex, and individ­
ual lots in a lot subdivision). Therefore, a multiphase development 
consisting of a tract of single-family houses, a condominium com­
plex, and a lot subdivision generally would be evaluated as three 
separate projects.
Abandonments and Changes in Use
.33 Real estate, including rights to real estate, may be aban­
doned, for example, by allowing a mortgage to be foreclosed or by 
allowing a purchase option to lapse. Capitalized costs, including 
allocated common costs, of real estate abandoned should be written 
off as current expenses or, if appropriate, to allowances previously 
established for that purpose and should not be allocated to other 
components of the project or to other projects, even if other compo­
nents or other projects are capable of absorbing the losses. Dona­
tions of land to municipalities or other governmental agencies for 
uses that will benefit the project are not abandonments. The cost of 
the land donated should be allocated as a common cost of the 
project.
•34 Changes in the use of real estate comprising a project or a 
portion of a project may arise after significant development or 
construction costs have been incurred. In such circumstances, de­
velopment and construction costs incurred before the change 
should be written off, except as follows:
a. If the change is made pursuant to a formal plan for a project that 
is expected to produce a higher economic yield, the write-off 
may be limited to the amount by which the capitalized costs 
incurred and to be incurred exceed the estimated value of the 
revised project at the date of substantial physical completion.
b. In the absence of a formal plan for a project that is expected to 
produce a higher economic yield, the write-off may be limited to 
the amount by which total capitalized costs exceed the estimated 
net realizable value of the property, determined on the assump­
tion that it will be sold in its present state.
To illustrate, the total capitalized costs of a golf course are assumed 
to be $1 million, including development and construction costs of 
$700,000 and land costs of $300,000. If, pursuant to a formal plan, 
the golf course is to be torn up in order to build single-family 
residences for sale, and such use would recover the capitalized costs 
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of the golf course as well as the construction and development costs 
of the new project, the $1 million may be included in the cost of the 
new project. If, on the other hand, golf course operations are 
terminated by reason of continuing operating losses without a formal 
plan for a project expected to produce a higher economic yield, the 
$700,000 of development and construction costs should be written 
oft to the extent that the total unrecovered costs of $1 million exceed 
the estimated net realizable value of the property in its present 
state.
Cost of Sales
.35 Costs applicable to real estate should be charged to cost of 
sales when the related sales revenue is recorded in operating re­
sults.8 Such costs include the allocated portion of costs incurred plus 
accruals (including revisions—see paragraph .31) for estimated costs 
to be incurred for the real estate sold.
8For a discussion of circumstances under which recognition of revenue is deferred because of 
the seller’s obligation for future performance, see note 6.
Transition
.36 The accounting standards division recommends the applica­
tion of the provisions of this statement prospectively for fiscal years, 
and interim periods in those fiscal years, beginning after December 
24, 1980. Earlier application is encouraged for fiscal years beginning 
before December 25, 1980, for which financial statements have not 
been issued. Costs capitalized or deferred in accordance with gen­
erally accepted accounting principles in years before the fiscal year 
for which the provisions of this statement are first applied should not 
be written off, even though such costs do not qualify for capitaliza­
tion or deferral according to the conclusions in this statement. Such 
capitalized costs should be reallocated to components of real estate 
projects in accordance with the conclusions in this statement unless 
it is not practicable to do so. Changes in estimates and reallocations 
made to conform with the conclusions in this statement should be 
accounted for as revisions of estimates, as discussed in paragraphs .30 
and .31 of this statement. Costs charged to expense in years before 
the fiscal year for which the provisions of this statement are first 
applied should not be capitalized or deferred to conform to the 
conclusions in this statement.
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BROADCAST RIGHTS
. Film Rights—-See Film Rights
Intangible Assets .... 10.090.06—.07; 10.090.25— 
.33
BROADCASTING INDUSTRY
Advertising Revenue...................... 10,090.01—.06;
10,090.20—.24
Background Information............ 10,090.01—.07
. FCC License .......... 10,090.06- 07; 10,090.25- 26
Intangible Assets.......... 10,090.06; 10,090.25—.33
Network Affiliation Agreements..............
10,090.06—07; 10,090.25-33 
. Regulated Industry.................................. 10,090.01
. Television Film License Agreements . . .
.10,090.08—.19; 10,290.01-.05
BROADCASTING STATIONS
. CATV Systems.......................................... 10,270.02
Financial Statements........................... 10,250.136
BROKER/DEALERS IN SECURITIES
Municipal Bonds...............................  10,260.09—.15
BUDGETS
. Cable TV Companies ............................ 10.270.17
Definition.......................................................  10,080.09
State and Local Governmental
Units ..................................................10,310.04—.05
BUILDINGS
Factors Affecting Revenue ................. 10.320.12
Income Recognition During
Construction ..................................10,100.14—.25
Portion Held for Sale ...............................10,180.03
BUSINESS COMBINATIONS
. Cable TV Companies...................... 10.270 38—.39
Mortgage Banking Industry .... 10.120.18—.25 
Music Industry....................................10.110.50--.51
Purchase of Broadcasting Station ....
........................................................ 10,090.25- .33 
Purchase of Title Plant........................... 10.300.35
Real Estate Ventures ............................. 10.240.27
Record Industry .... .....................10.110.50- 51
BUSINESS ENTERPRISES
Financial Forecasts or Projections .... 
........................................................ 10 080 06 07
Product Financing............  ... 10.230.01—.13
Real Estate Investments...................... 10.060 03;
10,240.01 .41; 10,320.01
Sales of Receivables with Recourse . .
........................................................................10.010 01
Sources of Support...............................  10.250.027
CABLE TELEVISION
. Alternative Accounting Practices..........
........................................... 10.270.01. 10.270 13 .23
Background Information ............ 10.270.02 .12
Business Combinations ......... . 10.270.38 .39
Contracts ..................................................... 10,270.11
. Copyright Laws ...............................  10.270 04 .05
. Costs. . .10.270.10; 10, 270.13 .33.10.270 37.
10.270 50
Depreciation ... 10.270.24 - 25. 10.270 31 - .32;
10.270.40 42
Disclosure Requirements............ 10.270 49 51
Effective Date.............................................. 10.270 51
Fixed Assets . . . 10.270.07. 10.270.10; 10,270.13-
.18; 10.270 24- 28. 10.270 30
Franchise Costs............ 10.270.20-.22; 10,270.29
Franchise Life........................ ..................... 10.270.41
Franchise Types ......................................  10,270.09
Franchises Granted ...............................  10.270 06
Franchises Purchased ................. 10,270.38—.39
Industry Accounting Practices .... 10.270 01;
10,270.14 -.23
Prematurity Period ...................... 10,270.08 -.09;
10,270.15-.16; 10,270.24-.33
Programming Costs...............................  10,270 46
Regulation............................................ 10.270.47—.48
. Revenue .... 10.270.12; 10,270.14—.17; 10.270.23:
10,270.43-.45
. Segmentation of System............ 10,270.36—.37
. Transition ............................................ 10,270.51 —.53
Barter Transactions............ 10,090.04; 10,090.07;
10,090.20—24 
Cable Television—See Cable Television
CALL OPTIONS-----See Put and Call
Options
CALL OR REDEMPTION—See 
Redemption or Call
BAK
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CAPITAL ADDITIONS
. Deferred ................................ 10,250.052; 10,250.121
. Definition.....................................................  10,250.126
. Investment Income...................  10,250.072—.073
. Nonprofit Organizations .... 10,250.025—.031; 
10,250.034; 10,250.050- 053
. Real Estate Projects......................10,320.12—.20;
10,320.22—.24; 10,320.26- 32
. Title Plant ............................................ 10,300.34—.35
CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS
. Form v. Substance ....................... 10,240.30—.34
. Real Estate Ventures ..................  10,240.29—.32
. REIT Adviser’s Operating Support .... 
.................................................... 10,060.49—.50
CAPITAL GAINS DISTRIBUTION
. Money-Market Funds....................10,140.06—.07
CAPITAL STOCK
. Sale of Company with Real Estate .... 
.................................................... 10,100.28—.29
CAPITALIZED INTEREST
. Cable TV Systems ............... 10,270.10; 10,270.13;
10,270.30; 10,270.34- 35
. FASB Project ................................................10,240.35
. Real Estate Construction .......... 10,240.34—.35;
10,320.13; 10,320.16; 10,320.19
CARRYING AMOUNT
. Cable TV Companies .............................  10,270.41
. Cost Method of Carrying
Investments..............................................  10,240.08
. Deposit Method for Real Estate ............
10,190.02—.08 
. Investments, Insurance Industry ..........
10,210.51—.63; 10,280.04; 10,280.06-.08; 
10,300.41—.42; 10,300.46-.48 
Investments, Nonprofit
Organizations . . . 10,250.025; 10,250.077—.083;
10,250.116—.117
. Marketable Equity Securities.......... 10,160.03—
.08; 10,160.12—.14 
. Property Acquired Through Claims . . .
............................................................... 10,300.21 
. Real Estate Projects..............................  10,320.32
. Real Estate Ventures..................  10,240.26—.28;
10,240.38 
. REIT Loans .... 10,060.17; 10,060.29C; 10,170.02;
10,170.06 
. Title Plants ........................................ 10,300.38—.39
CASH
. Advance Refundings of Debt........... 10,200.06;
10,200.08; 10,200.12 
Cost Recovery Method..........................10,190.14
. Defined as Asset .....................................  10,020.10
. Deposits on Real Estate...............10,190.02—.03
. Expenditure by Function..................... 10,020.02;
10,020.06
. Installment Method For Real Estate . . . 
.................................................... 10,190.10—.11 
. Real Estate Ventures.......... 10,240.19; 10,240.25;
10,240.29—.31 
. Troubled Debt Restructuring..........10,060.29A;
10,170.03; 10,170.06
CASH BASIS ACCOUNTING
. Cable TV Companies ..........................  10,270.17
Nonprofit Organizations...................  10,250.002;
10,250.011—.013
CATV—See Cable Television
CEMETERY ORGANIZATIONS
. Financial Statements........................... 10,250.130
CHANGES, ACCOUNTING-----See
Accounting Changes
CHARTS OF ACCOUNTS
. Colleges and Universities ...................  10,020.12
. Mortgage Bankers Association .... 10,040.44;
10,120.25
CLAIMS
. Insurance Contracts ................... 10,210.34—.36;
10,300.09; 10,300.18—.21
. Loss Adjustment Expenses .... 10,210.42—.43 
. Reinsurance .......................................10,210.44—.48
. Undivided Interests........................  10,240.18—.19
CLASSIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS
. Cable TV Companies...................... 10,270.49—.50
. Colleges and Universities............  10,020.01—.12
. Functional—See Functional
Classification
. Marketable Equity Securities.......... 10,160.05—
.06
. Mortgage Banks...................  10,040.01; 10,040.13;
10,040.19; 10,040.42—.44
. Nonprofit Organizations .... 10,250.023—.024; 
10,250.035
. Object Classifications . . . 10,250.088; 10,250.126 
. Real Estate ............  10,210.62- 63; 10,280.12-.13
. Television Film License Agreements . . .
..................................................... 10,090.09; 10,090.15
. Title Insurance Companies.................  10,300.21
CLOSED END INVESTMENT COMPANIES
. Registration Fees .................................... 10,140.41
CLUBS
. Donated Services ................................. 10,250.067
. Financial Statements.........................  10,250.131
COLLATERAL SECURITY
. Advance Refundings of Debt...............10,200.08
. Assets Pledged........................................ 10,250.105
. First Mortgage on Property Sold ..........
10,100.10—.11
. Loans by Seller of Real Estate..........10,100.03
. Obligations of ESOPs...............................10,130.02
. Options ................................................ 10,140.27—.29
. Product Financing....................................  10,230.01
. Real Estate Loans .... 10,060.10—.12; 10,240.19;
10,240.34 
. Sales of Receivables......................10,010.14—.15;
10,010.34; 10,010.41
COLLECTION OF RECEIVABLES
. Cable TV Companies ............................. 10,270.29
. Delayed Recognition Method ............10,010.21;
10,010.46 
. Immediate Recognition Method............
10,010.25—.26 
. Interest Revenue Recognition
Discontinued.................................. 10,060.30—.38
. Mortgage Loans Receivable...............10,210.58;
10,280.08; 10,300.48 
. Pledges ...................................................... 10,250.064
. Property and Liability Insurance
Companies...............................10,210.14; 10,210.58
. Real Estate Loans....................................  10,240.34
. Real Estate Sales .... 10,100.12—.13; 10,190.03;
10,190.09; 10,190.15—.16 
. Reasonable Assurance . . . 10,010.38; 10,050.18;
10,050.52—.59; 10,090.13; 10,120.34; 10,290.01 
. REIT Loans......................................... 10,060.53—.54
. Service Fees..................................................10,010.16
. Stock Life Insurance Companies . . . 10,280.08
COLLECTIONS
. Definition..................................................... 10,250.126
. Nonprofit Organizations.......... 10,250.113—.115
COLLECTIVE TRUST FUNDS
. Applicability of Investment Company 
Guide...................................................... 10,140.03
COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION
. Publication of American Council on 
Education.................................  10,020.02—.05
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
. Accounting Policies................................. 10,020.11
. Chart of Accounts.................................... 10,020.12
COL
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES—
continued
. Current Funds.......................................... 10,020.10
. Effective Date of Statement............. 10,020.09
. Fundamental Accounting Principle ....
........................................................................  10,020.02
Illustrative Exhibits.................................. 10,020.11
. Interfund Transfers.......................  10,020.10—.12
. Joint Accounting Group.............. 10,020.03—.06
. Notes to Financial Statements......... 10,020.11
. Proposed Amendment to Audit
Guide......................................... .. 10,020.01—.12
Restricted Funds....................................  10,250.057
COMBINED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
. Nonprofit Organizations......... 10,250.042—.048
Relation to Consolidated Financial
Information................................................10,310.14
State and Local Governmental
Units .................................................... 10,310.02—22
COMMERCIAL LOANS
. Commitment Fees ..................................10,120.33
. Definition...................................................... 10,040.57
. Market Value of Mortgage Loans . . . 10,040.26
. Mortgage Banking Operations . . . 10,040.05—
.10; 10,120.04 
Placement Fees...........................................10,120.33
. Servicing Fees ................................ 10,040.30—.32
COMMISSIONS
. Cable TV System Sales ....................... 10,270.44
. Contingent ....................................... 10,210.49—.50
. Costs to Sell Real Estate......................10,180.07
Originations Costs......................................10,120.08
Policy Acquisition Costs ........................10,210 14
COMMITMENT FEES
. Definition .... 10,040.57; 10,060.39; 10,120.29- 33 
. Mortgage Banking Industry .... 10,120.01—.35 
Real Estate Investment Trusts . . . 10,060.39— 
.46 
Revenue Recognition ............... 10,060.41—.46
COMMITMENTS
. Advance Refundings of Debt..............  10,200.10
Buyer of Real Estate............ 10,100.34; 10,320.07
Disclosure................................................... 10,250.012
. Employer Contributions to ESOP..........
.................................. 10,130.02; 10,130.05; 10,130.09
Fees—See Commitment Fees
Financing.................................... 10,010.18; 10,230.07
Grants .......................................................... 10,250.102
Loan, Definition......................................... 10,040.57
Loans by Independent Third Party ....
.................................................................10,100.01-04
Mortgage Bank Loans ................. 10,040.08—.09;
10,040.12; 10,040.26; 10,040.38; 10,120.04;
10,120.23, 10,120.29
. Real Estate Investment Trusts .... 10,060.05; 
10,060.39—46
Real Estate Ventures ..................... 10,240.15—.20
. State and Local Governmental
Units.........................................10,310.05; 10,310.16
. Television Film License Agreements . . . 
...........................  . . 10,090.08—.09; 10,090.15
COMMON COSTS
Definition........................................................ 10,320.05
Donated Land ............................................ 10,320.33
. Real Estate Companies........................ 10,320.15;
10,320.22—.24; 10,320.26-.31
Retail Land Sales....................................... 10,320.26
COMMON STOCK
Real Estate Ventures ............................. 10,240.05
. Valuation of Investments ..........10,210.51—.61;
10,280.04; 10,280.07; 10,280.11; 10,300.41-.42;
10,300.47
COL
COMPARATIVE FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
. Nonprofit Organizations.................... 10,250.041;
10,250.128
COMPENSATION---- See Personnel Costs
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY
. Regulation 9..................................................10,140.03
CONDOMINIUMS
Building with Commercial Facilities . . . 
.....................................................................10,180.03
. Description of Projects ........................  10,320.32
Income Recognition During
Construction . . . 10,100.14—.15; 10,100.20—.25
CONFIRMATIONS
. Pricing of Securities ...................... 10,260.19—.20
CONSERVATISM
. Convention in Accounting.................. 10,040.46
Insurance Regulatory Authorities..........
...............10,210.05; 10,280.03; 10,300.05; 10,300.08
. Mortgage Loans Receivable.............  10,040.16
. Title Insurance Companies...............  10,300.11
CONSIGNMENT
. Publishing Industry................................  10,050.40
Right of Return ...................... 10,050.07; 10,050.27
. Sporting Goods .............................. 10,050.47—.48
. Toys ...................................................... 10,050.47—.48
CONSISTENCY
. Municipal Bond Funds ...............  10,260.10—.12
. Nonprofit Organizations .................. 10,250.006
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL 
INFORMATION
Relation to Combined Financial 
Statements ............................................ 10,310.14
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
. Mortgage Bankers................. 10,040.34; 10,040.38
. Purpose of Consolidation .................. 10,040.53
Real Estate Companies........................  10,320.03
. Real Estate Ventures.................. 10,240.05—.07;
10,240.21
Stock Life Insurance Companies . . . 10,280.05
CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESS
. Buildings ..............................................10,100.14—.19
. Cable TV Systems...........................10,270.08—.09;
10,270 13—. 16; 10,270.24—35; 10,270.50
. Capitalized Construction Costs . . . 10,180.04; 
10,180.06; 10,320.12; 10,320.19; 10,320.26-29
. Capitalized Interest........................ 10,240.34—.35
. Condominiums................. ................  10,100.20—.25
Initial Rental Operations ............ 10,180.17—.25
Real Estate Projects...................... 10,320.01—.36
CONSTRUCTION LOANS
Definition.................................... 10,040.57; 10,060.04
Funds Loaned by Seller ...............10,100.01—.04
. Illustration of REIT Accounting .... 10,060.53
. Loan Fees......................................................10,120.33
. Solicited by Mortgage Bankers .... 10,120.05
CONSUMERS
. Changing Tastes .......................................10,110.29
. Right of Return ...................... 10,050.50; 10,110.17
CONTINGENCIES
. Losses from Uncollectible
Receivables........................... 10,280.11; 10,300.51 
Losses on Real Estate Ventures .... 10,240.19
Real Estate Sales.........................................10,190.10
. Sales of Receivables with Recourse . . .
........................................................................10,010.48
CONTRACTS
. Artists . . . 10,110.07—.08
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CONTRACTS—continued
. Cable TV Companies ............................  10,270.11
. Colleges and Universities ................... 10,020.10
. Construction ...............................................10,100.21
. Insurance—See Insurance
. License Agreements.....................10,110.41—.49
. Life Income Agreement .....................  10,250.126
Motion Picture License
Agreements........................... 10,090.13; 10,290.01
. Network Affiliation Agreements...............
10,090.06—.07; 10,090.25-.33 
. Purchases of Real Estate...................... 10,320.07
. Real Estate Ventures ...................  10,240.01—.41
Record Manufacturer...............................10,110.02
Repurchase Agreements—See
Repurchase Agreements
. Right of Return...................... 10,050.02; 10,050.07;
10,050.44 
Rights to Service Mortgage Loans ....
.................................10,120.10; 10,120.14—.28 
. Sales of Real Estate ...................... 10,100.22—.24;
10,190.02—.03 
Sales of Receivables with Recourse . . .
......................................................10,010.01—49 
. Television Film License Agreements . . .
............................................................... 10,090.08—.19
CONTRIBUTIONS
. Collections As Agents........................... 10,250.090
. Facilities .,............  10,250.071; 10,250.105; 10,320.09
. Future Periods......................................... 10,250.095
. General Public Support ...................... 10,250.085
. Land.............................................. 10,320.09; 10,320.33
. Materials..................................................... 10,250.071
. Nonprofit Organizations .... 10,250.028—.029; 
10,250.033; 10,250.044; 10,250.049; 10,250.084 
. Services............................................ 10,250.067—.070
CONTROL
. Definition.................................. 10,240.05; 10,250.042
. Nonprofit Organizations..................  10,250.009;
10,250.042—.048; 10,250.067- 069 
. Partnerships...................................... 10,240.07—.11
. Pricing Municipal Bonds.............  10,260.14—.15
Real Estate Ventures ...................  10,240.07—.11;
10,240.21
COPYRIGHTS
. Cable TV Systems...........................  10,270.04—.05
. Music Industry..........................10,110.12; 10,110.36
COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
BOARD
. Capital Assets Defined........................... 10,020.10
COST CENTERS
. Real Estate Projects................................ 10,302.27
COST METHOD OF CARRYING
INVESTMENTS
. Hospitals.............................................. 10,160.03—.04
. Limited Partnerships ............................. 10,240.08
. Mortgage Bank Loans . . . 10,040.01; 10,040.13— 
.20; 10,040.37—.38 
. Property and Liability Insurance
Companies.......................................10,210.51—.63
. Stock Life Insurance Companies............
...........................................  10,280.04; 10,280.06—.08
COST OF CAPITAL
. Real Estate Investment Trusts .... 10,060.21; 
10,060.53—.54
COST PRINCIPLE
. Business Combinations....................... 10,090.31
. Fixed Assets............................................. 10,250.105
. Investments................... 10,210.51; 10,210.56—.58;
10,210.60; 10,250.077; 10,280.04; 10,280.06—.08;
10,280.10; 10,300.50
. Mortgages.................................................... 10,040.22
. Past Purchase Price................................10,040.47
. Real Estate Ventures ............................ 10,240.30
COST PRINCIPLE—continued
. Television Film License Agreements . . . 
............................................................... 10,090.18
COST RECOVERY METHOD
. Change to Accrual Method .... 10,190.16—.17 
. Real Estate Sales..........10,190.01; 10,190.13—.17
. Revenue Recognition...................  10,050.16—.17;
10,050.52 
. Sale of Real Estate Options...................10,100.34
COSTS
. Allocation—See Allocation of Costs
. Cable TV Systems .... 10,270.10; 10,270.13—.33; 
10,270.37; 10,270.50
. Colleges and Universities ...................  10,020.10
. Combined Financial Statements............
............................................................ 10,250.043 
. Common—See Common Costs
. Depreciation—See Depreciation
. Expense Recognition.................... 10,180.26—.29;
10,300.10—.11; 10,300.23—.24 
Fund-Raising—See Fund-Raising
Activities
. Historical—See Historical Costs
. Holding—See Holding Costs
. Indirect Project Costs . . . 10,320.16; 10,320.20— 
.21
. Interest—See Interest Costs
. Issue—See Issue Costs
. Joint Costs................................................... 10,320.26
. Licensee in Music Industry .... 10,110.41—.49 
. Licensee in Record Industry . . . 10,110.41—.49 
. Management.................................. 10,250.091—.092
. Motion Picture Films.......... 10,090.13; 10,090.16;
10,290.01
. Nonprofit Organizations...................  10,250.007;
10,250.027
. Origination—See Origination Costs
. Policy Acquisition—See Policy 
Acquisition Costs
. Printing Prospectuses.............................10,140.44
. Properties Acquired in Debt
Restructuring . . ............... 10,060.29A; 10,170.06
. Real Estate—See Real Estate
. Recognition .................................................. 10,210.08
. Record Masters............ 10,110.05; 10,110.37—.40
. Recovery Method—See Cost Recovery 
Method
. Registration Fees ......................................10,140.44
. Sales Returns .... 10,050.12—.15; 10,050.20—.26 
. Service Departments.............................  10,020.10
. Title Plant ...........................................  10,300.27—.38
. Title Search .......... 10,300.11; 10,300.25; 10,300.37
creditors
. Investors in Real Estate Ventures..........
............  ........................................................  10,240.18
. Mortgage Loans........................................ 10,300.06
. Nonprofit Organizations ..................  10,250.008
. Product Financing................. 10,230.01; 10,230.05
. Restructuring of Debt .. . 10,060.29C; 10,170.03;
10,170.06
. Sales of Receivables with Recourse . . . 
.................................................... 10,010.01—.49
CUBA-----See College and University
Business Administration
CURRENT ASSETS
. Cable TV Companies .............................  10,270.49
. Nonprofit Organizations.......... 10,250.023—.024
CURRENT FUNDS
. Colleges and Universities ....................  10,020.10
. Marketable Equity Securities......... 10,160.05—
.09; 10,160.17
. Revenues............................................. 10,020.10
. Terminology..................................... 10,020.10
CUR
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CURRENT LIABILITIES
Cable TV Companies ............................. 10,270.49
Nonprofit Organizations.......... 10,250 023—.024
CUSTODIAN FUNDS
Definition..................................................... 10,250.126
Nonprofit Organizations...................  10,250.083;
10,250.123
DATA PROCESSING
Matrix Pricing.............................................. 10,260.18
Real Estate Titles............................. 10.300.27—.31
DEACCESSIONS
Definition..................................................... 10,250.126
Nonprofit Organizations ...................  10.250 114
DEALERS RESERVES
Definition......................................................... 10,010.15
Sales of Receivables with Recourse . . .
.......................................................10,010.27; 10,010.46
DEBT—See Liabilities
DEBT DISCOUNTS
. Advance Refunding Transactions..........
...........................................  10,200.11—.12; 10,200.18
Mortgage Banking Industry ............... 10,040.06
Mortgages Held by Insurance 
Companies.........................  10,280.04; 10,280 08
Municipal Bonds...............................  10,260.30—.31
DEBT RESTRUCTURING-----See
Restructuring of Debt
DEBTORS
Commitment Fees .................................. 10,060.39
Default on Receivables Sold ............10,010 01;
10,010.14—.15; 10,010.17—.18; 10,010.34
Default on REIT Loans........................... 10,060.07;
10.060.10 -.12; 10,060.35, 10,060.53- 54,
10.170.01—06
Mortgage Banking Industry ............... 10,040.08
Municipalities.................................... 10,260.01—.40
Restructuring of Debt . . . 10,060.29B; 10,170.03;
10,170.06
DEFAULT
. Credit Insurance Against Losses . . . 10.010.26 
Deposit on Real Estate........................ 10,190.04
Municipal Bonds...............................  10,260.21—.25
Real Estate Sales.........................................10,190.07
Receivables Sold with Recourse . . . 10,010.01; 
10,010.14—.15; 10,010.17—.18; 10,010.34
. REIT Loans...................... 10,060.07; 10,060.10—.13;
10,060.29A—29C; 10,060.35; 10,060.53-54;
10,170 01—.06
Sales Returns.............................................. 10,050.20
DEFERRED COSTS
. Amortization, Mortgage Servicing 
Contracts.................................  10,120.26—.28
. Bulk Purchases of Mortgage Loans . . .
. Cable TV Companies...................... 10,270.16—.23
Colleges and Universities ...................  10,020.10
Costs to Rent Real Estate..........10,180.10—.12
. Costs to Sell Real Estate...................... 10,180.04;
10,180.07 
. Defined as Assets .................................... 10,020.10
. Fund-Raising Activities........................ 10,250.095
. Investment Companies........................ 10,140.02;
10,140.44—.45 
Loss on Advance Refunding............... 10,200.14
. Minimum Guarantees.............................. 10,110.47
. Origination Costs.............................. 10,120.12—.13
Policy Acquisition Costs................ 10,210.11—.16
Real Estate Projects...................... 10,320.17—.18;
10,320.36 
. Sales of Receivables with Recourse . . .
.................................................................10,010.47 
. Title Insurance Companies................  10,300.38
DEFERRED CREDITS
. Cable TV Companies ............................. 10,270.43
DEFERRED CREDITS—continued
Call Option Premiums ............................ 10,140.28
. Colleges and Universities ................... 10,020.10
Defined as Liabilities...............................  10,020.10
. Mortgage Loan Servicing Fees......... 10,040.31
DEFERRED INCOME
Commitment Fees..........................  10,060 42—.46
Contributions............................................ 10,250.095
. Cost Recovery Method ..........................10,190.15
. Discount to Mortgage Bank .............. 10,040.06
Earning Process Incomplete................ 10,010.36
Installment Method For Real Estate . . .
.....................................................................10,190.12 
Interest Income........................10,010.45; 10,240.34
Investment Income.................. 10,250.073
Minimum Guarantees...............................10,110.45
. Nonmonetary Transactions .............  10,090.22
Nonprofit Organizations ...................  10,250.034
Origination Fees .........................................10,140.14
. Pledges ....................................................10,250.065
Real Estate Sales . . . 10,190.16—.17; 10.320.30—
.31 
Real Estate Ventures ............................. 10,240.34
. Restricted Funds ............ 10,250.021; 10,250.029;
10,250.057; 10,250.062; 10,250.121 
Unearned Insurance Premiums . . . 10,210.13; 
10,210.16; 10,210.25-.26; 10.300.08-09;
10,300.15
DEFINITIONS-----See Terminology
DELAYED RECOGNITION METHOD
. Application of Method ..................10,010.43.—.47
. Commitment Fees  .................................. 10,060.42
Compared to Immediate Recognition 
Method . . . .. ............................................10,010.28
. Sales of Receivables with Recourse . . . 
.......................10,010.19—23; 10,010.41-.47
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND
URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Registration of Condominium Units . . . 
.....................................................................10,100.22
DEPOSIT METHOD
Real Estate Sales . . . 10,100.08—09; 10,190.01— 
08
. Continued on Property Sold...............10,190.05
Definition......................................................... 10,180.31
Emergency Facilities ............................. 10,180.32
Initial Rental Operations..............10,180.15—.16;
10,180.22—23
DEPRECIATION
. Allocation of Costs .................... 10,250.106—.107,
10,250.127
. Cable TV Plant............... 10,270.13-.14; 10,270.16;
10,270.24—.27; 10,270.31-32; 10,270.40-42 
Definition.....................................................  10,250.106
Fixed Assets..................................... 10,250.106—.112
Investments, Insurance Industry ..........
10,210.51—63; 10,280.08; 10,280.13
Property and Liability Insurance
Companies...............................10,210.14; 10,210.63
. Real Estate ............10,210.63; 10,240.30; 10,280.13;
10,300.53; 10,320.22 
Real Estate Ventures .... 10,240.25; 10,240.27— 
.28
. Stock Life Insurance Companies............
...........................................  10,280.08; 10,280.13
. Title Insurance Companies................. 10,300.53
. Title Plant.................................. 10,300.31; 10,300.34
DESIGNATED FUNDS
. Definition.....................................................  10,250.126
. Interfund Transactions........................ 10,160.11;
10,250.104
. Nonprofit Organizations.................... 10,250 020;
10,250.029; 10,250.120
DEVELOPMENT
Loans—See Development Loans
CUR
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DEVELOPMENT—continued
. Real Estate .........................................10,320.01—.36
. Stage—See Development Stage
Enterprises
DEVELOPMENT LOANS
. Definition......................................................... 10,060.04
. Funds Loaned by Seller ...............10,100.01—.04
. Illustration of REIT Accounting .... 10,060.53
DEVELOPMENT STAGE ENTERPRISES 
. Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles.................................................... 10,140.43
. Initial Rental Operations........................10,180.01;
10,180.14—.25
. Investment Companies .............. 10,140.38—.43
. REIT Construction Loan .....................  10,060.53
DIFFERENTIAL
. Amortization........................................10,010.44—.47
. Definition.........................................................10,010.11
. Delayed Recognition Method .... 10,010.41—
.47
. Disclosure Requirements .....................10,010.49
. Elements Represented .............. 10,010.20—.22;
10,010.41
. Equated to Dealers’ Reserve .10,010.27
. Factors Determining Amount............. 10,010.12
. Finance Charges Received from
Lenders......................................................... 10,010.18
. Illustrations of Calculations ................10,010.13
. Immediate Recognition Method............
10,010.24—.28
. Negative Amount................... 10,010.23; 10,010.26
. Nonrecourse-Market Method .... 10,010.30— 
.34
. Refunded to Buyer ........................ 10,010.21—.22
DIRECTORS—See Board of Directors
DISABILITY INSURANCE
. Computation of Losses . . . 10,210.34; 10,210.38
DISCLAIMER OF OPINION
. State and Local Governmental
Units..............................................................10,310.09
DISCLOSURE
. Accessions ................................................ 10,250.114
. Accounting Policies................................. 10,050.12
. Advance Refunding of Debt ................ 10,200.20
. Assets Pledged........................................ 10,250.105
. Barter Transaction Revenue.............. 10,090.24
. Cable TV Companies..................... 10,270.49—.50
. Change in Accounting Method.........10,190.17
. Combined Financial Statements............
............................................................ 10,250.044 
. Commitments ........................................ 10,250.012
. Contributions........................................... 10,250.049
. Cost Recovery Method .........................10,190.15
Deaccessions...........................................  10,250.114
. Depreciation............................................. 10,250.110
. Discounting of Loss Reserves...........10,210.41;
10,300.22 
.. Donated Services ................................. 10,250.070
. Employee Stock Ownership Plans ....
.................................. 10,130.05; 10,130.10; 10,130.15
Forecasting Information ............  10,080.13—.36
. Governmental Units Personnel
Costs............................................................. 10,070.06
Grants .......................................................... 10,250.102
Hospitals Operated by Governmental
Units............................................................  10,220.04
. Informative—See Informative
Disclosure
Installment Method for Real Estate . . . 
.....................................................................10,190.12
Interest Revenue Recognition 
Discontinued..............................  10,060.37—.38
Interfund Borrowings ............... 10,250.118—.119
License Agreement Commitments .... 
................................................................... 10,090.15
Loss Adjustment Expenses................. 10,300.22
DISCLOSURE—continued
. Marketable Equity Securities............ 10,160.03;
10,160.07; 10,160.11—.16 
. Mortgage Banks ........................................ 10,040.43
. Mortgage Loan Valuation............  10,040.26—.27
. Municipal Bond Funds . . . 10,260.20; 10,260.25— 
.28; 10,260.31; 10,260.40 
. Music Industry.............................................10,110.28
. Nonprofit Organizations...................  10,250.028;
10,250.035—.041; 10,250.044; 10,250.047;
10,250.076—.082; 10,250.100; 10,250.125; 
10,250.128-.141 
. Options on Real Estate ........................  10,320.18
. Options Written ...............................  10,140.28—.29
. Pledges Receivable ...................  10,250.065—.066
. Preacquisition Real Estate Costs . . . 10,320.18 
. Premium Deficiencies ................. 10,210.25—.26;
10,210.30—.31 
. Product Financing........................... 10,230.08—.12
. Real Estate Investment Trusts .... 10,060.23;
10,060.28; 10,060.29C; 10,060.37- 38; 10,170.06 
. Real Estate Ventures .... 10,240.06; 10,240.12— 
.13; 10,240.41 
. Record Industry ........................................ 10,110.28
. Record Master Costs...............................10,110.40
. Reinsurance Activities .................10,210.47—.48
. REIT Adviser’s Operating Support ....
...........................................  10,060.48; 10,060.52 
. Restricted Funds............... 10,250.015; 10,250.062
. Royalty Commitments............................ 10,110.35
. Sales of Receivables with Recourse . . .
...................................................... 10,010.48—49 
. State and Local Governmental
Units ................................. 10,310.07, 10,310.14—.15
. Television Film License Agreements ...
..............................................................  10,090.09 
. Unsolicited Merchandise .... 10,250.092—.093 
. “When Issued” Securities...................  10,260.20
DISCOUNT ON DEBT---- See Debt
Discounts
DISCOUNTING-----See Time Value of
Money
DIVIDENDS
. Distribution Policies ...................... 10,140.06—.07
. Money-Market Funds ...................  10,140.06—.16
. Municipal Bond Funds . . . 10,260.29; 10,260.33— 
.38
. Nonprofit Organizations.......... 10,250.072—.076
. Policyholder—See Policyholder
Dividends
. Shares Held by ESOP.....................10,130.12—13
DONATIONS-----See Contributions
DOWN PAYMENTS
Installment Method ............ 10,190.09; 10,190.11
. Letters of Credit...............................  10,100.05—.07
. Real Estate Sales . . . 10,100.32—.35; 10,190.02— 
.03 
. Retail Land Sales...................  10,050.53; 10,320.03
. Tests of Adequacy ........................  10,100.01—.04;
10,100.10—.13
EARLY EXTINGUISHMENT OF DEBT
. Advance Refundings of Debt............  10,200.02;
10,200.09—.12; 10,200.17
. Rebates of Finance Charges...............10,010.15
Refunds of Differential .... 10,010.21; 10,010.25
EARNINGS PER SHARE
. Money-Market Funds..............................10,140.14
. Shares Held by ESOP..................10,130.11—.13
EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS
. Nonprofit Organizations ..................  10,250.005
EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME
SECURITY ACT OF 1974
. Description of ESOP................................. 10,130.01
EMP
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EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP PLANS
. Assets ..............................................................10,130.06
. Compensation Expense............... 10,130.09—.13
. Debt Guaranteed by Employer..........10,130.02
. Description.....................................................10,130.01
. Disclosure Requirements...................  10,130.05;
10,130.10; 10,130.15
. Dividends..............................................10,130.12—.13
Earnings Per Share........................10,130.11—.13
. Employer Contributions...............10,100.01—.15
. Financial Statements of Employer ....
. Income Taxes ........................  10,130.02; 10,130.04;
10,130.14—.15
. Interest Costs ........................ 10,130.02; 10,130.10
. Investment Tax Credit .... 10,130.01; 10,130.14 
. Investments in Employer's
Securities.........................................10,130.01—.02
. Liabilities Incurred to Buy
Securities......................................... 10,130.02—.03
. Timing Differences ...................................10,130.15
EMPLOYEES
. Nonprofit Organizations.................... 10,250.049;
10,250.067—.069 
Real Estate Companies ............... 10,320.20—.21
EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS
. Employee Stock Ownership Plans .... 
......................................................10,130.01—.15
EMPLOYERS
. Nonprofit Organizations.......... 10,250.067—.069
ENCUMBRANCES—See Commitments
ENDOWMENT FUNDS
. Colleges and Universities...........  10,020.10—.12
. Definition..................................................... 10,250.126
. Interfund Borrowings .............. 10,250.118—.119
. Investment Income..................  10,250.073—.076
. Investments ......................................10,160.10—.11
. Nonprofit Organizations.........  10,250.026—.028
. Quasi-Endowment Funds................... 10,250.126
Restricted Funds..............  10,250.021; 10,250.051
. Term Endowments .......... 10,250.104; 10,250.126
. Total Return Approach .......... 10,250.075—.076;
10,250.104
ENTERPRISE FUNDS
. Advance Refundings of Debt............... 10,200.16
. Hospitals Operated by Gbvernmental
Units ................................................... 10,220.01—.04
. State and Local Governmental
Units .....................................................10,310.10—13
EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS
Right of Return............... 10,050.08; 10.050.42—.46
EQUITY METHOD OF ACCOUNTING
. Description................................................. 10,040.54
. Real Estate Ventures .................. 10,240.04—.28
ERRORS
. Pricing Municipal Bonds ....................  10,260.14
ESOP---- See Employee Stock Ownership
Plans
ESTIMATION
. Amortization of Mortgage Bank
Loans .......................................................... 10,020.20
. Cable TV Systems .... 10,270.24—.25; 10,270.27;
10,270.31—32 
. Change in Estimate....................... 10,320.30—.31
. Collectibility of Revenue..........  10,050.16—.17;
10,190.09
Deferred Acquisition Costs...................10,210.13
. Deferred Rental Costs...........................10,180.12
. Forecasting—See Forecasting
. Insurance Premiums..........10,210.07; 10,210.10;
10,300.12—.14 
. Inventory Valuation in Music
Industry .......................................................10,110.29
EMP
ESTIMATION—continued
. Inventory Valuation in Record
Industry .......................................................10,110.29
. Losses from Loans . . . 10,060.13—.23; 10,170.02 
. Losses on Insurance Policies..........10,210.17—
.18; 10,210.21; 10,210.25-.26; 10,210.32-.41;
10,300.17—.19 
. Net Realizable Value of Foreclosed
Property.......................................................10,170.02
. Net Realizable Value of Mortgage
Loans .......................................................... 10,040.15
. Nonprofit Organizations .................... 10,250.100
. Pledges Receivable ...................  10,250.064—.066
. Projected Rental Income............ 10,100.16—.19
. Real Estate Projects...................... 10,320.22—.24;
10,320.30—32; 10,320.36 
. Returns in Music Industry..................... 10,110.26
. Returns in Record Industry...................10,110.26
. Sales Returns .... 10,050.12—.15; 10,050.28—.29 
. Selling Price of Property............  10,060.53—.54;
10,170.02 
. Useful Life............................. 10,250.106; 10,250.112
EVENTS
. Fund-Raising Activities....................... 10,250.093
. Receipt of Restricted Funds........... 10,250.059
EVIDENTIAL MATTER
. Investment Losses ................................  10,040.49
. Losses on Real Estate Ventures .... 10,240.19 
. Revenue Recognition.......... 10,050.19; 10,050.27
EXECUTORY CONTRACTS
. Face Amount of Receivables .............10,010.09
. Recognition as Receivables ............... 10,013.17
EXPENDITURES
. Capital Assets .......................................... 10,020.10
. Classification by Function ...............  10,020.02;
10,020.06 
. State and Local Governmental
Units........................  10,070.01—.07; 10,310.04—.05
EXPENSES
. Broadcasting Industry........................... 10,090.05;
10,090.18-.19; 10,090.32 
. Cable TV Companies.................... 10,270.14—.20;
10,270.26; 10,270.31-.33; 10,270.45 
. Compensation—See Personnel Costs 
. Costs to Rent Real Estate..................... 10,180.13
. Costs to Sell Real Estate...................... 10,180.04;
10,180.08 
. Costs to Settle Claims ................. 10,300.23—.24
. Deferred Acquisition Costs .... 10,210.14—.15 
. Depreciation on Property Sold .... 10,190.05 
. Determining Premium Deficiencies . . .
 10,210.20—.21; 10,210.28-.29 
. Donated Facilities................................. 10,250.071
. Donated Materials................................. 10,250.071
. Donated Services ................................. 10,250.067
. Functional—See Functional
Classification
. Grants................................................. 10,250.101—.102
Holding Costs—See Holding Costs
. Immediate Recognition........................  10,040.46;
10,180.26—.29 
. Incidental Real Estate Operations ....
..... 10,320.10; 10,320.14; 10,320.16; 10,320.25 
. Initial Rental Operations .............10,180.14—.25
. Investment Companies........................  10,140.02;
10,140.38—.43 
. Loss Adjustments—See Loss
Adjustment Expenses
. Municipal Bond Funds .... 10,260.34; 10,260.39 
. Net Loss on Debt Restructuring............
.............................................  10,060.29C; 10,170.06 
Nonprofit Organizations .... 10,250.025—.031;
10,250.058—.062; 10.250.085-.104 
. Object Classification .... 10,250.088; 10,250.126
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EXPENSES—continued
. Preacquisition Real Estate Costs ..........
10.320.17—.18 
. Real Estate Companies ............... 10,320.12—.21
Real Estate Ventures.......... 10,240.25; 10,240.28
. Recognition Principles.................. 10,180.26—.29;
10,210.06
. Title Insurance Companies .... 10,300.29—.37
EXTRAORDINARY ITEMS
. Gain on Troubled Debt
Restructuring...................  10,060.29C; 10,170.06
FACE AMOUNT
. Bonds..........................10,210.52; 10,300.42; 10,300.46
. Definition........................................................10,010.07
. Differential Calculation .......................... 10,010.13
. Receivables Sold with Recourse............
10,010.07—.11; 10,010.13; 10,010.17
FACE-AMOUNT CERTIFICATE
COMPANIES
. Definition.............................................. 10,030.02—.06
. Description of Business............... 10,030.07—.08
FACE-AMOUNT CERTIFICATES
. Definition........................................................ 10,030.03
FACTORING COSTS
Sales of Receivables with Recourse ... 
.....................................................................10,010.18
FAIR PRESENTATION
. Municipal Bond Funds .......................... 10,260.17
. Nonprofit Organizations ................... 10,250.042
State and Local Governmental
Units ...............................  10,310.08—.09; 10,310.13
FAIR VALUE
. Assets Acquired in Business
Combination ..............  10,090.25; 10,090.31—.32
. Assets Received in Debt
Restructuring...................  10,060.29A; 10,170.03;
10,170.06 
. Assets Transferred in Debt
Restructuring...................  10,060.29A; 10,170.03;
10,170.06 
. Cable TV Franchises...............................  10,270.21
Definition........................................................ 10,320.05
. Equity Interest Issued in Debt
Restructuring ...........................................10,170.03
. Facilities Donated ............  10,250.071; 10,250.105
. Investments Donated.........................  10,250.077
. Investments, Nonprofit
Organizations............................. 10,250.077—.082
. Investments, Short-Term ....................10,140.46
. Land Cost Allocation .......... 10,320.05; 10,320.26
Materials Donated.................................. 10,250.071
. Municipal Bonds.......... 10,260.10; 10,260.16—.18;
10,260.23 
. Nonmonetary Transactions ...10,090.22—.23
. Options .......................................................... 10,140.33
. Over-the-Counter Securities.............  10,260.10
Real Estate Amenities...................  10.320.22—.24
Real Estate Ventures.......... 10,240.14; 10,240.19;
10,240.27 
Regulated Investment Companies ....
............................................................... 10,240.03 
. Title Plant .................................................... 10,300.35
FARM COOPERATIVES
Nonprofit Organizations ...................  10,250.005
FARM MACHINERY---- See Agricultural
Machinery
FASB---- See Financial Accounting
Standards Board
FCC---- See Federal Communications
Commission
FEASIBILITY STUDIES
Definition.......................................................  10,080.08
Real Estate Costs ....................................  10,320.07
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION
. Broadcasting Industry........................... 10,090.01;
10,090.06—.07; 10,090.20; 10,090.25- 26
. CATV Systems.................................. 10,270.03—.04
FEDERAL HOME LOAN MORTGAGE 
CORP.
. Investment in Mortgage........................  10,040.07
FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION
. Form 2001-K .............................................. 10,040.42
. Residential Mortgage Loans . . . 10,040.05—.06; 
10,120.33
FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE
ASSOCIATION
. Description and Functions ................. 10,040.57
. Purchaser of Mortgage Loans.......... 10,040.07;
10,040.26; 10,120.03
. Supplier of Mortgage Loans...............10,120.11;
10,120.14—.15
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
. Mortgage Banking Industry ............... 10,040.33
FEES
. Cable TV Companies...................  10,270.05—.06;
10,270.29
. Colleges and Universities ...................  10,020.10
. Commitment—See Commitment Fees
. Legal—See Legal Fees
. License Agreement .....................10,110.41—.49
. Loan—See Loan Fees
. Loss Adjustment Expenses..................10,210.43
. Membership—See Membership Fees
. Motion Picture Licenses ..................... 10,090.13
. Origination—See Origination Fees
. Policy Acquisition Costs ...................... 10,210.14
. Pricing Services..............................  10,260.13—.15
. Product Financing................................... 10,230.04
. REIT Advisers................................... 10,060.47—.52
. Service—See Service Fees
. Television Film License Agreements . . . 
.................................  10,090.08— 09; 10,290.01
FELLOWSHIPS—See Scholarships and 
Fellowships
FILM RIGHTS
. Amortization...................  10,090.10; 10,090.16—.17
. Conditions for Revenue
Recognition . . . 10,050.58; 10,090.13; 10,290.01;
10,290.04 
. Net Realizable Value............................... 10,090.18
. Write-Downs................................................ 10,090.18
FINANCE CHARGES
. Differential Calculation ......................... 10,010.13
. Product Financing..............  10,230.04; 10,230.07;
10,230.10
Received from Lender............................ 10,010.18
FINANCE COMPANIES
. Delayed Recognition Method............10,010.23
. Letters of Credit with Down
Payment...........................................  10,100.05—.07
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS 
BOARD
. Accounting Pronouncements............10,010.35
. Capitalization of Interest ...................  10,240.35;
10,270.34—35
. Conceptual Framework Project .... 10,050.04
Discounting Loss Reserves................. 10,300.22
. Intangible Assets in Broadcasting
Industry ...........................................  10.090.29-.30
. Mortgage Banking Companies.......... 10,040.44
. Nonbusiness Organizations Project . . .
...................................................................... 10,250.124
. Statement No. 4.....................10,200.02; 10,200.09;
10,200.20
FIN
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FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS 
BOARD—continued
. Statement No. 5..................... 10,010.48; 10,110.26;
10,210.17—.18; 10,210.21—.22; 10,210.25—.26;
10,210.28; 10,210.32; 10,240.19; 10,280.11; 
10,300.51; 10,320.17 
. Statement No. 7 ................... 10,140.38; 10,140.43
. Statement No. 12 ................ 10,160.01; 10,160.03;
10,210.55; 10,240.05; 10,300.45 
. Statement No. 13 ................ 10,010.39; 10,050.16;
10,180.30; 10,280.08; 10,300.48 
. Statement No. 14 .....................  10,270.36
. Statement No. 15............ 10,060.13; 10,060.29A—
.29C; 10,170.01;10,170.03-.06 
. Statement No. 17......................................10,180.30
. Statement No. 22 ................. 10,200.02; 10,200.22
. Statement No. 34.................................... 10,320.19
FINANCIAL POSITION
. Nonprofit Organizations .................. 10,250.017
. Real Estate Companies ....................... 10,320.02
. State and Local Governmental
Units............................................10,310.07; 10,310.13
. Title Insurance Companies................. 10,300.04
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
. Accounting Policies Disclosure .... 10,050.12 
. Assets and Liabilities—See Statements
of Assets and Liabilities
. Balance Sheets—See Statements of
Financial Position
. Botanical Societies..............................  10,250.141
Broadcasting Stations........................  10,250.136
. Cable TV Companies....................  10,270.48—.51
. Cemetery Organizations .................. 10,250.130
Changes in Financial Position—See 
Statements of Changes in Financial 
Position
Changes in Fund Balances—See 
Statements of Changes in Fund 
Balances
Changes in Net Assets—See 
Statements of Changes in Net Assets
. Clubs ............................................................ 10,250.131
. Colleges and Universities .................. 10,020.11
Combined—See Combined Financial 
Statements
Comparative—See Comparative 
Financial Statements
Consolidated—See Consolidated
Financial Statements
Contingent Commissions ..................... 10,210.49
Cost Recovery Method ..........................10,190.15
Differential .....................................................10,010.44
Disclosure—See Disclosure
Distinguished from Financial
Forecasts......................................... 10,080.30—.31
Format for Nonprofit Organizations . . .
................................................... 10,250.036—.041 
Foundations.............................................. 10,250.135
Fund Accounting ........................  10,250.014—.015
Income—See Income Statements 
Installment Method for Real Estate . . .
................................................................ 10,190.12 
. Interest Revenue Recognition 
Discontinued.................................... 10,060.38
Interim—See Interim Financial 
Statements
. Liability for Premium Deficiencies .... 
.....10,210.17; 10,210.21; 10,210.26; 10,210.31 
Libraries ................................................. 10,250.132
Loan Loss Allowances........................... 10,060.13;
10,060.29A—.29C; 10,060.35; 10,170.02; 10,170.06 
. Marketable Equity Securities.......... 10,160.03—
.17; 10,300.43 
Mortgage Bankers..............  10,040.34; 10,040.38;
10,040.42—.43; 10,120.02 
Municipal Bond Funds .... 10,260.17; 10,260.20; 
10,260.25—28; 10,260.31; 10,260.40 
Museums..................................................... 10,250.133
FIN
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS—continued
. Nonprofit Organizations .... 10,250.008—.011; 
10,250.016—.041; 10,250.078-.083; 10,250.100;
10,250.125 
. Obligations of ESOPs ................... 10,130.05—.08
. Operations—See Statements of 
Operations
. Performing Arts Organizations .... 10,250.134 
. Product Financing .... 10,230.06—.08; 10,230.12 
. Property and Liability Insurance
Companies..........10,210.37; 10,210.53; 10,210.66
. Real Estate Costs ................................... 10,320.02
. Real Estate Sales..............................10,190.17—.18
. Real Estate Ventures.................. 10,240.03—.06;
10,240.12-.16;  10,240.24; 10,240.41
. Regulated Industries ............................. 10,010.04
. REIT Debt Restructuring .... 10,060.29A—.29C;
10,170.06 
... Religious Organizations...................... 10,250.048;
10,250.137 
. Research Organizations.....................  10,250.138
. Revenue and Expense—See
Statements of Revenue and Expense 
. Sales of Receivables with Recourse . . .
...................................................... 10,010.48—49 
. Schools ...................................................... 10,250.129
. Scientific Organizations....................  10,250.138
. State and Local Governmental
Units ...................................................10,310.02.-22
. Statements of Activity—See
Statements of Activity
. Stock Life Insurance Companies . . . 10,280.14
. Title Insurance Companies..... 10,300.04;
10,300.08—.09 
. Trade Associations.................... 10,250.139
. Unions..............................................  10,250.140
. Zoological Societies ........................ 10,250.141
FINANCING
. Buyer of Real Estate............ 10,100.22; 10,320.17
. Commitments..........................10,010.18; 10,120.29
Delayed Recognition Method .... 10,010.19— 
.23; 10,010.41 
. Down Payments for Real Estate............
10.100.05—.07 
High-Unit-Cost Items ...................  10,050.42—.46
. Immediate Recognition Method............
10.010.24—.28 
. Mortgage Bank Loans .... 10,040.21. 10,040.24;
10,040.29 
. Municipal Bonds...............................  10,260.04—.07
Municipal Notes......................................... 10,260.08
Nonprofit Organizations . . . . 10,250.033—.034;
10,250.044, 10,250.111 
. Product—See Product Financing
Real Estate Investment Trust............ 10,060.06
. Real Estate Ventures.......... 10,240.07; 10,240.11;
10,240.20 
. Sales of Receivables with Recourse . . .
...............................................................10,010.12—.18
FIRE AND CASUALTY COMPANIES-----See
Property and Liability Insurance 
Companies
FISCAL YEARS
. Forecasting Information ..........  10,080.28—.29
FIXED ASSETS
. Cable TV Plant ...................  10,270.07; 10,270.10;
10,270.13—.18; 10,270.24-.28; 10,270.30
Depreciation.................................. 10,250.106—.112
. Nonprofit Organizations........  10,250.105—.112
. Pledges Receivable.............................. 10,250.066
 . Resources Restricted for
Acquisitions......................  10,250.021; 10,250.052
State and Local Governmental
Units...............................................................10,310.10
. Title Plant ........................................... 10,300.25—.40
. Valuation....................................................  10,250.105
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Relation to Insurance Operations..........
........................................... 10,120.35—36; 10,300.43
INVESTMENT POOLS
Definition..................................................... 10,250.126
Hospitals.......................................................10,160.08
. Nonprofit Organizations.......... 10,250.116—.117
INVESTMENT TAX CREDITS
Contributions to ESOPs . . . 10,130.01; 10,130.14
INVESTMENTS
. Cable TV Companies . . . 10.270.10; 10.270.24— 
.28; 10,270.36 
Colleges and Universities ............... 10.020 10
. Defined as Assets ....................................  10.020.10
Donated........................................................ 10.250.077
Employee Stock Ownership Plans ....
........................................................ 10,130.01 02 
Face-Amount Certificates.................... 10.030.03
Feasibility Studies..................................... 10.080.08
Funds for Advance Refundings .... 10,200.05; 
10,200.08-.12; 10.200.18 
Hospitals ..............................................10,160.01—.17
Income—See Investment Income
Leased Assets ...........................................  10,280.08
Marketable Securities—See
Marketable Securities Investments 
Mortgages—See Mortgage Loans 
Receivable
Municipal Bonds—See Municipal
Bonds
. Nonprofit Organizations...................  10,250.022;
10.250.028; 10.250.033—034; 10,250.077-.083
. Partnerships...................  10,240.06—.10: 10,240.32
. Pools—See Investment Pools
Property and Liability Insurance 
Companies................................... 10,210.51—.63
. Purchase of Receivables ............ 10,010.14—.15
INVESTMENTS—continued
Real Estate—See Real Estate 
Regulation S-X...........................................  10,260.26
. Stock Life Insurance Companies............
10,280.01—.14
. Title Insurance Companies .... 10,300.41—.51 
. Valuation—See Valuation
INVESTORS
. Mortgage Bank Loans .................  10.040.05—.07;
10,040.11-.13; 10,040.21—.22; 10,040.42; 
10,120.03—.07; 10.120.18—.29
Property and Liability Insurance 
Companies...........................10,210.03; 10,210.54
Real Estate—See Real Estate
. Title Insurance Companies................. 10,300.03;
10,300.44
ISSUE COSTS
. Advance Refunding Transactions..........
...........................................  10,200.11—.12; 10,200.18
JOINT ACCOUNTING GROUP
. College and University Accounting .... 
.................................................... 10,020.03—.06
JOINT VENTURES
Real Estate—See Real Estate Ventures
JUDGMENT
. Costs of Title Plant................................  10,300.27
Decline in Market Value..........................10,160.14
. Financial Forecasts . . . 10,080.06; 10,080.21—.26
. Loan Recoverability.............................. 10,060.31
LAND
. Acquisition Loans ..................................... 10,060.04
. Community Facilities............................. 10,320.09
Donated to Government Agencies ....
  10.320.33 
Fair Value ....................................................  10,320.05
Incidental Real Estate .Operations ....
...........................................  10,320.10; 10,320.25 
. Relative Fair Value..............  10,320 05; 10.320.22;
10.320.26
Retail Land Sales............................. 10.050.53—.55
. Titles...................................................... 10,300.25—.40
LEASES
. Advance Refundings of Debt..........  10.200 02;
10.200 22—.23 
. Cable TV Systems.................................... 10.270.11
. Costs to Rent Real Estate.......... 10.180 09.—.12
. Initial Direct Costs ....................................10.180.30
Investment in Leased Assets............ 10,280.08;
10.300.48
Projected Rental income............ 10 100.16—.19
Undeveloped Land ..............  10,320.10; 10,320.25
LEGAL FEES
Loss Adjustment Expenses...................10.210.43:
10.300.23
Preparation of Prospectuses ..............10.180.06
. Real Estate Projects....................  10.320.20—.21
LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
. Cable TV Companies .................. 10,270.04—.05;
10.270.47-.48
. Copyrights..........................10.110 12; 10.270.04—.05
. Defeasance Transactions.......... 10.200.08—.09:
10,200.17; 10,200.10—.13; 10,200.18—.19 
. Governmental Budgets ..........................10.310.05
. Pledges ....................................................... 10.250 064
. Real Estate Sales Contracts . . . 10.100.22—.24: 
10.320.07 
. Real Estate Titles......................................  10.300.25
Real Estate Ventures .... 10,240.02; 10,240.15— 
.18 
. Restricted Funds .... 10,160.10—.11; 10,250.028: 
10,250.056; 10,250.075; 10,250.118 
. Restructuring of Debt ...........................10.170.03
. Title Insurance Premiums.................... 10.300.13
. Title Plant.................................. 10.300.26; 10.300.40
LEG
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LETTERS OF CREDIT
. Down Payments for Real Estate............
10,100.05—.07
LIABILITIES
. Advance Refunding—See Advance
Refundings of Debt
. Annuity Gifts.............................................. 10,250.121
. Cable TV Companies .......... 10,270.21; 10,270.49
. Colleges and Universities .................  10,020.10
. Current—See Current Liabilities
. Debt Assumed by Buyer ......................10,190.10
Definition........................................................ 10,020.10
. Deposits on Real Estate........................ 10,190.03
. Face-Amount Certificates.................. 10,030.03;
10,030.07
. General Obligation Bonds.................. 10,260.06
Grants................................................  10,250.101—.102
. Industrial Development Bonds . . . 10,260.05—
.06
. Industrial Revenue Bonds.................. 10,200.04
. Insurance Loss Reserves ....................10,210.03;
10,210.23—.26; 10,210.32-.41; 10,300.15 
. Interest Accruals in Assessment
Funds ....................................... 10,070.02; 10,070.07
. Investors in Real Estate Ventures..........
.................................................... 10,240.15—.18 
. Mortgages—See Mortgage Debt
. Municipal Bonds—See Municipal
Bonds
. Nonprofit Organizations.........  10,250.019—.024
. Obligations of ESOPs ...................10,130.01—.08
. Offset by Reinsurance............................10,210.44
. Options Written..........................................10,140.28
. Partners ................. 10,240.01; 10,240.06; 10,240.15
. Policyholder Dividends.................. 10,210.49—.50
. Premium Deficiencies .... 10,210.17; 10,210.21;
10,210.26; 10,210.31
. Product Financing—-See Product
Financing
. Special Obligation Bonds............ 10,200.08—.09
. State and Local Governmental
Units...............................................................10,310.05
. Tax-Exempt—See Tax-Exempt Debt 
. Television Film License Agreements . . .
....................... 10,090.08—.19; 10,290.01-.05 
. Title Insurance Companies .... 10,300.08—.09;
10,300.17 
. Unearned Insurance Premiums...............
10,300.08—.09 
. ‘‘When Issued” Securities..................  10,260.20
LIBRARIES
. Financial Statements........................... 10,250.132
LICENSES
. Broadcasting Industry........................... 10,090.01;
10,090.05—.07; 10,090.25-.33
. Cable TV Systems....................................  10,270.04
Motion Picture Films .......... 10,050.58; 10,090.13
. Music Industry...............10,110.41—.49; 10,110.53
Record Industry............ 10,110.03; 10,110.41—.49
. Television Film License Agreements . . . 
....................... 10,090.08—.19; 10,290.01—.05
LIENS
. Mechanics.................................................... 10,300.16
. Title to Real Estate................................ 10,300.06
LIFE INCOME FUNDS
. Definition.................................................... 10,250.126
. Nonprofit Organizations.................. 10,250.083;
10,250.121
LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS
Control................................................... 10,240.08—.10
. Description.................................................  10,240.01
. Municipal Bond Funds.............................10,260.01
. Real Estate Ventures .... 10,240.01; 10,240.08—
.10
LIQUIDATION
. Current v. Noncurrent Liabilities............
...................................................................... 10,250.023
. Real Estate Ventures .............................  10,240.25
LITIGATION
. Cable TV Franchises................................ 10,270.06
LOAN AGREEMENTS
. Commercial—See Commercial Loans 
. Construction—See Construction
Loans
. Loans by Seller of Real Estate .... 10,100.01— 
.13
. Product Financing........................... 10,230.01—.13
. Real Estate Investment Trusts . . . 10,060.01— 
.55; 10,170.01—.06
. Real Estate Ventures ...................  10,240.33—.35
Residential—See Residential Loans
LOAN FEES
. Definition............................................. 10,120.29—.33
. Mortgage Banking Industry .... 10,120.01—.35
LOAN FUNDS
. Definition.................................................... 10,250.126
. Educational Institution................ 10,020.11—.12
. Nonprofit Organizations.................. 10,250.028;
10,250.051
LOAN LOSS ALLOWANCES
. Illustrations of Computations .... 10,060.53— 
.54
. Real Estate Investment Trusts ...10,060.13— 
.23; 10,060.27—.28; 10,060.29A-.29C; 10,060.35;
10,060.53—.54; 10,170.02; 10,170.06
LOANS RECEIVABLE
. Colleges and Universities........... 10,020.10—.12
. Interest Revenue Recognition
Discontinued.................................. 10,060.30—.38
. Net Realizable Value..................... 10,060.17—.18;
10,060.20—.27; 10,060.29B-.29C; 10,060.53—.54;
10,170.02; 10,170.06
. Real Estate Ventures...................  10,240.15—.20;
10 240.33-.35
. REIT Loans...................... 10,060.04; 10,170.01-.06
LOSS ADJUSTMENT EXPENSES
. Property and Liability Insurance 
Companies...............................10,210.41—.43
. Recoverable from Reinsurers............ 10,210.47
. Title Insurance Companies .... 10,300.22—.24
LOSS RECOGNITION
. Broadcasting Network Affiliation 
Contract............................................... 10,090.32
. Marketable Equity Securities............ 10,160.06
. Premium Deficiencies .... 10,210.17; 10,210.21; 
10,210.28—.29 
. Property and Liability Insurance
Companies......................................10,210.32—.41
. Real Estate Sales..........  10,190.04; 10,190.06—.07
Real Estate Ventures.................... 10,240.14—.20;
10,240.31 
. Relation to Revenue Recognition..........
.................................................................10,210.08 
. Sales of Receivables with Recourse ...
 10,010.23; 10,010.26 
. Statutory Accounting Practices............
10,210.32—.34; 10,300.15
. Subsequent Period.................................. 10,050.28
. Title Insurance Companies .... 10,300.09—.10; 
10,300.15—.22
LOSS RESERVES (INSURANCE)
. Life Insurance Companies..................... 10,210.36
. Property and Liability Insurance
Companies....................10,210.03; 10,210.23—.26
. Time Value of Money.................... 10,210.23—.26;
10,210.34—.38; 10,210.41; 10,300.22
LET
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LOSS RESERVES (INSURANCE)—
continued
. Title Insurance Companies .... 10.300.09—.10; 
10,300.15
LOSSES
. Advance Refundings of Debt............ 10,200.07;
10,200.09; 10,200.14; 10,200.15; 10,200.17 
Initial Rental Operations........................10,180.15;
10,180.20 
Intercompany Transactions . . . 10,040.55—.56; 
10,240.07
Investments, Insurance Industry ..........
10,210.51—.61; 10,280.01-.11; 10,300.41-.51 
. Investments, Nonprofit
Organizations................. 10,250.028; 10,250.051;
10,250.072—.083; 10,250.116-.117 
. Loans of REITs .... 10,060.08—.29C; 10,170.02— 
.06 
. Loss Adjustment—See Loss
Adjustment Expenses
. Marketable Securities Investments . . .
  10,040.48— 49; 10,160.02; 10,160.06; 
10,160.09—.14 
Money-Market Funds ................... 10,140.18—.20
. Mortgage Bank Loans..................  10,040.38—.39
. Music Industry............................................ 10,110.21
. Network Affiliation Agreements .... 10,090.32
. Options ...............................................  10,140.30—.31
Premium Deficiencies—See Premium
Deficiencies
. Property Value..............  10,190.04; 10,190.06—.07
Real Estate Abandonments .... 10,320.33—.34 
Real Estate Amenities ........................... 10,320.22
. Real Estate Ventures...................  10,240.14—.20;
10,240.31; 10,240.39—.40 
Recognition—See Loss Recognition
. Record Industry .........................................10,110.21
. Recoverability of REIT Loans .... 10,060.15— 
.18; 10,060.30—.38; 10,060.53-54 
. Risks Retained by Seller..............  10,050.20—.26
. Sale of Title Plant ....................................  10,300.32
. Salvage Value............................ 10,210.33; 10,210.40
. Television Film License Agreements . . .
............................................................... 10,090.18 
. Title Insurance Companies................. 10,300.06;
10,300.09—.10; 10,300.15-22 
. Unrealized—See Unrealized
Depreciation
LOWER OF COST OR MARKET
. Definition........................................................ 10,040.52
. Illustration of Application ...................  10,040.58
Inventories in Music Industry .... 10,110.29— 
.30 
. Inventories in Record Industry . . . 10,110.29— 
.30 
. Marketable Debt Securities.......... 10,250.079—
.080 
Marketable Equity Securities........ 10,160.03—
,07; 10,160.12-.17; 10,250.079-.080 
. Mortgage Bank Loans . . . 10,040.01; 10,040.13— 
.17; 10,040.20—.32; 10,040.34- 39
MANAGEMENT
. Advance Refunding of Debt ............... 10,200.04
. Assumptions Underlying Forecasts . . .
....................................................  10,080.19—.27 
. Cable TV Companies .... 10,270.27; 10,270.30— 
.31 
. Control.......................................................... 10,250.042
. Forecasting Systems .... 10,080.04; 10,080.06— 
.08 
. Limited Partnerships .... 10,240.01; 10,240.08— 
.10 
. Municipal Bond Funds........................ 10,260.14
. Nonprofit Organizations.................... 10,250.010;
10,250.030; 10,250.086- 087; 10,250.091,
10,250.120
MANAGEMENT—continued
Real Estate Projects .......... 10,180.03; 10,240.01;
10,320.20—22 
. Restricted Funds ........................ 10,250.058—.060
. Title Insurance Companies .... 10,300.26—.27 
. Total Return Approach............ 10,250.075—.076
MANAGEMENT ADVISORY SERVICES 
DIVISION (AICPA)
. Guideline Series No. 3 ........................... 10,080.04
MARKET VALUE
. Allocation for Pooled Investments .... 
................................................................ 10,160.08 
. Effects of Fluctuations on
Investments ..............  10,210.52—.53; 10,210.56;
10,280.06-07 
. Investments, Insurance Industry ..........
10,210.51—53; 10,280.04; 10,280.06-07;
10,300.41—.42; 10,300.46-.47 
. Investments, Nonprofit
Organizations ..........................  10,250.077—.081;
10,250.116—.117 
. Investments, Short-Term ..................... 10,140.46
. Marketable Equity Securities.......... 10,160.03—
.07; 10,160.12—17 
. Mortgage Bank Loans .... 10,040.17; 10,040.20; 
10,040.23; 10,040.26-.28 
. Municipal Bonds...............................  10,260.12—.16
Options ............................................................10,140.28
. Real Estate Projects...............................  10,320.30
. Recovery After Write-Down ................ 10,160.14
Regulated Investment Companies .... 
................................................................... 10,240.03
REIT Adviser's Operating Support .... 
................................................................... 10,060.51
MARKETABLE SECURITIES
INVESTMENTS
Carrying Amount . . . 10,160.03—.08; 10,160.12— 
.14; 10,250.025; 10,250.077-.083; 10,300.41-51
. Decline in Market Price............... 10,040.48—.49;
10,160.06; 10,160.14—.15
. Decline in Market Value..............  10,300.46—.47;
10,300.50
. Hospitals..............................................10,160.01—.17
. Municipal Bonds—See Municipal
Bonds
. Property and Liability Insurance
Companies.......................................10,210.51—.61
. Real Estate Ventures............................. 10, 240.30
Stock Life Insurance Companies............
10,280.01—.11
. Terminology..................................................10,160.03
. Title Insurance Companies .... 10,300.41—.51 
. Valuation Allowances—See
Allowances, Valuation
. “When Issued” Securities.......... 10,260.19—.20
MARKETING
. Cable TV Systems ..............  10,270.09; 10,270.19;
10,270.23; 10,270.29; 10,270.43-45
MATCHING PRINCIPLE
. Deferred Acquisition Costs .... 10,210.11—.16 
. Determining Premium Deficiencies . . .
.......................................................................... 10,210.24
. Expense Recognition...................  10,180.26—.29;
10,300.10; 10,300.30
. Premium Revenue Recognition . . . 10,210.06; 
10,210.36; 10,300.10
. Real Estate Sales......................................  10,320.35
MATERIALITY
. Accounting Principles............................  10,320.04
. Barter Revenue......................................... 10,090.24
. Change in Accounting Method.........10,190.17
. Commitments for Artists Advances . . .
...............................................................10,110.35—.36
MAT
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MATERIALITY—continued
. Governmental Units Personnel 
Costs..................................................... 10,070.06
. Investment Gains and Losses..........10,210.53;
10,300.43
. Nonprofit Organizations...................  10,250.003;
10,250.038; 10,250.071 
Pricing Errors.............................................. 10,260.14
. Real Estate Ventures ............................. 10,240.41
. Record Master Cost................................. 10,110.40
. REIT Adviser’s Operating Support .... 
.............................................................. 10,060.52
. Sales Returns................. 10,050.12; 10,050.30—.31
. State and Local Governmental 
Units..............................................10,310.08—09
. Valuation of Mortgage Bank Loans .... 
..............................................................  10,040.27
. Valuation of Municipal Bonds............ 10,260.17
Variances From GAAP .... 10,240.24; 10,320.04
MATERIALS
. Donated........................................................ 10,250.071
MATRIX PRICING
Municipal Bonds................................ 10,260.16—.18
MEASUREMENT
. Assets Affected by Debt
Restructuring ................................ 10,170.03—.06
. Bases Used in Accounting.......... 10,040.45—.48;
10,170.03
. Cost of Title Plant...................................  10,300.35
Depreciation.............................................. 10,250.106
Facilities Donated .................................. 10,250.071
Materials Donated.................................. 10,250.071
. Services Donated.......................  10,250.067—.069
. Total Return Approach.......................  10,250 076
MEMBERSHIP FEES
Nonprofit Organizations...................  10,250.084;
10,250.096
MINORITY INTERESTS
. Real Estate Ventures ............................. 10,240.05
MISLEADING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
. Nonprofit Organizations.......... 10,250.037—.040
MOBILE HOMES
Right of Return.................................. 10,050.42—.46
MODIFIED ACCRUAL BASIS
Contingent Commissions ..................... 10,210.49
. State and Local Governmental
Units ................................................... 10,070.01—07
MONEY-MARKET FUNDS
. Amendment to Investment Company
Guide...............................  10,140.02; 10,140.04-20
Definition.........................................................10,140.04
Distribution Policies ...................... 10,140.06—.08
Income Per Share......................................10,140.14
Income Taxes................................................10,140.20
. Organization Costs .......................  10,140.39—.41
. Reporting Gains and Losses . . . 10,140.18—19
Statement of Changes in Net
Assets ................................................. 10,140.09—.13
Supplementary Information . . . 10,140.14—.17
MORTGAGE BANKERS ASSOCIATION
Chart of Accounts......................................10,120.25
. Classification of Balance Sheets............
10,040.42—44
MORTGAGE BANKS
Business Combinations ...............10,120.18—.25
. Classification of Balance Sheets............
10,040.42—.44
Description of Industry ............... 10,040.05—.10;
10,120.03—07
. Federal Reserve System ...................... 10,040.33
. Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles...............................  10,040.03; 10,120.02
Illustration of Lower of Cost or
Market ........................................................ 10,040.58
MORTGAGE BANKS—continued
. Loans Held for Investment .... 10,040.18—.20; 
10,040.41
. Loans Held for Market Recovery . . . 10,040.17
Loans Held for Sale.......... 10,040.16; 10,040.22—
.30; 10,120.01
. Loans Purchased..........10,120.11; 10,120.14—.15
. Loans Sold Under Repurchase
Agreements.............................................. 10,040.21
. Origination Costs—See Origination 
Costs
. Origination Fees—See Origination Fees
. Related Party Transactions ...10,040.33—.41; 
10,040.53—.56
. Risk—See Risk
. Servicing Fees—See Service Fees
. Survey of Accounting Literature............
10,040.44—.56
. Terminology . . . 10,040.04; 10,040.57; 10,120.29— 
.33
. Valuation of Loans  ........................ 10,040.11—.32;
10.040.44—.52
. Warehouse Line...................... 10,040.10; 10.040.29
MORTGAGE DEBT
. Assumed by Buyer..................10,190.10—.11
. Deposit Method for Real Estate .... 10,190.03
. Foreclosure ............................................... 10,320.33
. Tax-Exempt Debt........................  10,200.02
MORTGAGE GUARANTY INSURANCE
. Accounting Under Study.........10,210.03
MORTGAGE LOANS RECEIVABLE
. Classification in Balance Sheets . . . 10,040.01; 
10,040.13; 10,040.19; 10,040.42-44
. Deferral of Purchase Price .... 10,120.14—.28 
. Illustration of Lower of Cost or
Market ........................................................ 10.040.58
. Interest Revenue Recognition 
Discontinued .......................... 10.060.30—.38
. Loan Loss Allowances ............ 10,060.29A—.29C;
10,060.53—.54; 10.170.02; 10,170.06
Long-Term Investments..............  10,040.18—.20
. Origination Costs—See Origination 
Costs
. Origination Fees—See Origination Fees
Related Party Transactions . . . 10,040.33—.41; 
10,040.53—.56
. Title Insurance........................ 10,300.06; 10,300.18
. Troubled Debt Restructuring..........10,170.01 —
.06
Types of REIT Loans................................ 10,060.04
. Valuation, Insurance Industry .... 10,210.51 —
.61; 10,280.04; 10,280.08; 10.300.41-.42;
10,300.48
. Valuation Methods........................ 10,040.01—.02;
10,040.11—.32; 10,040.44-52
. Write-Downs—See Write-Downs
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
. Availability Condition.......... 10,050.58; 10,090.13;
10,290.01—.05
License Agreements .... 10,090.13; 10,290.01— 
.05
Music Revenue..............................................10,110.11
. Revenue Recognition .... 10,050.16; 10,050.58; 
10,090.13; 10,290.01—.05
. Transition ..................................................... 10,290.05
MUNICIPAL BOND FUNDS
. Background Information............ 10,260.01—.03
Disclosure Requirements.................... 10,260.20;
10,260.25—.28
Distribution Policies ...................... 10,260.37—.38
Distribution Requirements .... 10,260.35—.36
. Equalization Accounting.............  10,260.33—.34
Expenses....................................  10,260.34; 10,260.39
. Illustration.................................................... 10,260.34
. Portfolio Insurance....................... 10,260.21—.25
. Pricing Services.............................. 10,260.13—.15
MAT
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MUNICIPAL BOND FUNDS—continued
. Rules for Qualification.......................... 10,260.29
. Tax Status..........................................  10,260.29—.32
. Transition.................................................... 10,260.40
. Valuation of Municipal Bonds .... 10,260.10—
.28
"When Issued” Securities..........10,260.19—.20
MUNICIPAL BONDS
. Classification .................
. Credit Rating...................
. Default................................
. Discounts...........................
. General Obligation . . . . 
. Industrial Development
. Market..................................
. Premiums ........................
. Prices....................................
. Purpose .............................
. Revenue .............................
. Valuation...........................
. Yield.......................................
10,260.05—.06; 10,260.26 
.... 10,260.22; 10,260.27 
................  10,260.21—.25 
................  10,260.30—.31 
.......................... 10,260.06
............ 10,260.05—.06 
........................... 10,260.09 
................  10,260.30—.32 
........................... 10,260.09 
................  10,260.04—.05 
........................... 10,260.06 
................ 10,260.10—.28 
... 10,260.07; 10,260.18
MUNICIPAL NOTES
. Description...........................................  10,260.08
MUSEUMS
. Financial Statements........................... 10,250.133
MUSIC INDUSTRY
. Contracts with Artists....................10,110.07—.08
. Description..........................................10,110.09—.11
. Intangible Assets ........................... 10,110.50—.51
. Inventory Valuation.........................10,110.29—.30
. License Agreements......................10,110.41—.49
. Marketing......................................................10,110.06
. Revenue Recognition ..................10,110.17—.28
. Right of Return.................................. 10,110.17—.28
. Royalties.............................................. 10,110.11—.16
MUTUAL FUNDS-----See Investment
Companies
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES
. Nonprofit Organizations ...................  10,250.005
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS
. Investments in Mortgages.................  10,040.07
. Nonprofit Organizations .................... 10,250.005
NACUBO—See National Association of 
College and University Business 
Officers
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
BROADCASTERS
. Guidelines for Broadcasting
Industry .......................................................10,090.01
. Joint Committee on Accounting for
Intangibles....................................... 10,090.27—.29
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE
AND UNIVERSITY BUSINESS
OFFICERS
. Classification of Revenues &
Expenditures.................................. 10,020.01—.12
NATIONAL CENTER FOR HIGHER 
EDUCATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
. Classification of Revenues and 
Expenditures.......................... 10,020.01—.06
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON 
GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING
. Statement No. 1 ............................10,310.02—.07
. Statement No. 2....................................... 10,310.02
NATURAL RESOURCES
. Unmined or Unharvested .................... 10,230.04
NCGA—See National Council on 
Governmental Accounting
NCHEMS—See National Center for 
Higher Education Management 
Systems
NET ASSET VALUE
. Distribution Policies ...................... 10,140.06—.07
. Municipal Bond Funds........................... 10,260.31
NET REALIZABLE VALUE
. Condominiums Under 
Construction..................................... 10,100.25
. Definition...................................................... 10,320.32
. Film Rights.................................................  10,090.18
. Investments.10,210.60; 10,280.10; 10,300.50
. Mortgage Loans Receivable...............  10,040.15
. Pledges............................................  10,250.064—.066
. Real Estate Projects............  10,320.30; 10,320.32
. Recoveries on Claims............................ 10,300.20
. REIT Loans............ 10,060.17—18; 10,060.20—.27;
10,060.298—.290; 10,060.53-.54; 10,170.02; 
10,170.06 
. Title Plant ...........................................  10,300.39—.40
NETWORK AFFILIATES
. Agreements in Broadcasting 
Industry.........  10,090.06—.07; 10,090.25—.33
. Agreements Terminated ............  10,090.32—.33
NONEXPENDABLE ADDITIONS-----See
Capital Additions
NONMONETARY TRANSACTIONS
. Broadcasting Industry . . . 10,090.04; 10,090.07; 
10,090.20—24
NONOPERATING REVENUE
. Marketable Equity Securities.......... 10,160.06—
.07; 10,160.09—.12
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
. Accounting Principles..............  10,250.001—.141
. Accrual Basis Accounting .... 10,250.011—.013 
. Advance Refundings of Debt..............  10,200.02
. Allocation of Costs ...............................  10,250.127
. Audit Guides (AICPA)................. 10,250.001—.002
. Auxiliary Activities............ 10,250.069;10,250.126
. Balance Sheets .......................... 10,250.016—.017;
10,250.019—.024; 10,250.105-.123 
. Capital Additions ........................ 10,250.050—.053
. Carrying Amount of Investments..........
  10,250.077—.083 
. Cash Basis Accounting............ 10,250.011—.013
. Collections......................................... 10,250.113.115
. Comparative Financial Statements . . .
...................................... 10,250.041; 10,250.128 
. Entity in Product Financing .... 10,230.05—.06
. Expenses ........................................  10,250.085—.104
. Facilities Donated.................................  10,250.071
. Financial Statements.............. 10,250.008—.011;
10,250.016—.041 
. Financial Statements Illustrated.............
  10,250.128-.141 
. Fixed Assets.................................... 10,250.105—.112
. Format of Financial Statements...........
............................................... 10,250.036—.041 
. Fund Accounting .......................  10,250.014—.015
. Grants...............................................  10,250.101—.102
. Hospitals...........................10,160.01; 10,160.04—.05
. Interfund Borrowings ................ 10,250.118—.119
. Interrelated Organizations . . . 10,250.042—.048
. Investment Income..................  10,250.072—.076
. Investment Pools.......................  10,250.116—.117
. Materials Donated................................. 10,250.071
. Membership Fees ................................. 10,250.084
. Objectives of Financial Reporting..........
  10,250.009 
. Pledges............................................. 10,250.064—.066
. Reporting Practices..................  10,250.001—.141
. Services Donated....................... 10,250.067—.070
. Special Reports................. 10,250.002; 10,250.007;
10,250.013 
. Statements of Activity............  10,250.016—.017,
10,250.025—.031; 10,250.050
NON
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NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS— 
continued
. Statements of Changes in Financial
Position......................................... 10,250.016—.017
. Subscription Income ........................... 10,250.084
. Support—See Support
. Taxes ........................................................... 10,250.103
. Terminology............................................  10,250.126
. Total Return Approach ........  10,250.075—.076;
10,250.104
. Totals of All Funds....................  10,250.037—.040
. Transfers Between Funds ...............  10,250.104
. Transition .......................................  10,250.124—.125
. Types of Organizations Covered............
.......................................................... 10,250.005—.006
. Users of Financial Statements.................
10,250.008—.010
NONRECOURSE-MARKET METHOD
Description .........................................10,010.29—.34
. Method Not Accepted ............................ 10,010.42
NOTES RECEIVABLE/PAYABLE
. Deposit Method for Real Estate . . . 10,190.03;
10,190.06 
. Down Payments on Real Estate ............
10,100.05—.07
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
. Allocation of Costs .............................. 10,250.100
. Botanical Societies.............................. 10,240.141
Broadcasting Stations ........................ 10,250.136
. Cable TV Companies ...........................  10,270.49
. Cemetery Organizations .................. 10,250.130
Clubs ............................................................  10,250.131
. Colleges and Universities .................. 10,020.11
Combined Financial Statements............
................................................................ 10,250.044 
Commitments ......................................... 10,250.012
. Commitments for Artists’
Advances .....................................................10,110.35
. Contributions to ESOPs.........................10,130.10
Disclosure by Mortgage Bankers . . . 10,040.43 
. Discounting of Loss Reserves.............10,210.41
. Donated Services ................................  10,250.070
. Effects of Debt Restructuring .... 10,060.29C;
10,170.06
Financial Forecasts.................................. 10,080.13
Foundations.............................................. 10,250.135
. Fund-Raising Activities....................... 10,250.094
Grants .......................................................... 10,250.102
. Intangible Assets.....................................  10,090.26
Interest Rate for REIT Loans ............  10,060.23
Libraries ..................................................... 10,250.132
. License Agreement Commitments ....
..............................................................  10,090.15 
. Marketable Equity Securities.............10,160.12
. Mortgage Loan Valuation .................. 10,040.27
. Museums.................................................... 10,250.133
. Nonprofit Organizations.................. 10,250.016;
10,250.038—.044; 10.250.083-.085; 10,250.128- 
.141 
. Performing Arts Organizations .... 10,250.134
. Premium Deficiencies ...........................10,210.30
. Religious Organizations..................... 10,250.137
. Research Organizations..................... 10,250.138
Restrictions on Fund Balances .... 10,250.021 
Schools ........................................................ 10,250.129
. Scientific Organizations....................  10,250.138
. State and Local Governmental
Units........................10,310.04; 10,310.10; 10,310.14
. Trade Associations.............................. 10,250.139
. Unions......................................................... 10,250.140
. Zoological Societies ............................ 10,250.141
OBJECTIVES OF FINANCIAL REPORTING
. Nonprofit Organizations ...................  10,250.009
OBSOLESCENCE
. Music Industry............................................10,110.29
. Prediction of Sales Returns .............  10,050.13
Record Industry ........................................ 10,110.29
OBSOLESCENCE—continued
. Title Plant..................................................... 10,300.40
OFFICE OF INTERSTATE LAND SALES 
REGISTRATION
Registration of Condominium Units . . .
........................................................................ 10,100.22
OFFICERS-----See Employees
OPEN END INVESTMENT COMPANIES
. Money-Market Funds ................... 10,140.04—.20
. Registration Fees ......................................10,140.40
OPERATING CYCLES
. Cable TV Companies ............................  10,270.49
. Mortgage Banking Industry . . . 10,040.16—.17;
10,040.42
. Nonprofit Organizations ................... 10,250.023
OPINIONS. AUDITORS'
. Cash Basis Statements ..................... 10,250.013
. Municipal Bond Funds..........................  10,250.17
. State and Local Governmental
Units ...................................................10,310.03—.22
OPTIONS
Product Financing....................................  10,230.04
. Put and Call—See Put and Call Options
. Real Estate Purchases................ 10,320.17—.18:
10,320.33
. Real Estate Sales............................ 10,100.32—.35
OPTIONS CLEARING CORPORATION
. Exercise of Options....................................10,140.26
ORGANIZATION COSTS
Investment Companies ............... 10,140.39—.44
ORIGINATION COSTS
. Background Information............  10,120.08—.11
Deferral ................................................10,120 12—.13
ORIGINATION FEES
. Definition........................................................ 10,040.57
Earned as Agent for Affiliate..............  10,040.40
Revenue Recognition . . . 10,040.14; 10,120.29— 
.35
OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
. Valuation.............................................. 10,260.10—.11
PAID-IN CAPITAL
. Registration Fees ......................................10,140.41
PARTNERS
. Liability ...................  10,240.01; 10,240.06; 10,240.15
Limited................................................... 10,240.08—.10
Rights............................................................  . 10,240.09
. Timing Differences ............... 10,240.06; 10,240.08
PARTNERSHIPS
. Capital Contributions..........................    10,240.32
. Conditions for Control................  10,240.07—.11
. Definition....................................................... 10,240.01
Equity Method .................................. 10,240.06—.11
. General ............................. 10,240.01; 10,240.06-.07
. Limited—See Limited Partnerships
. Municipal Bond Funds ......................... 10,260.03
Real Estate Sales............................. 10,100.30—.31
PAYABLES
. Colleges and Universities .................. 10,020.10
Defined as Liabilities.................. 10,020.10
Reduction in Debt Restructuring ..........
................................................... 10,060.29C; 10,170.06
. Reinsurance Claims ..............10,210.44; 10,210.47
PENSION PLANS
. Nonprofit Organizations ...................  10,250.005
PERCENTAGE OF COMPLETION
METHOD
. Construction in Progress............ 10,100.14—.25
PERFORMING ARTS ORGANIZATIONS
. Financial Statements........................... 10,250.134
PERMANENT DIFFERENCES
Real Estate Ventures ...................  10,240.06—.08
NON
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PERSONNEL COSTS
. Allocation of Costs ................................ 10,250.127
. Cable TV Companies ........... 10,270.29; 10,270.44
. Costs to Rent Real Estate..................... 10,180.13
. Costs to Sell Real Estate........................10,180.08
. Employee Stock Ownership Plans ....
....................... 10,130.09—.10; 10,130.12—.13 
. Nonprofit Organizations .... 10,250.091—.092;
10,250.098—.099 
. Origination Costs .................  10,120.08; 10,120.15
. Policy Acquisition Costs ........................10,210.14
. Real Estate Companies ............... 10,320.20—.21
. Sick Pay............................. 10,070.02; 10,070.05—.06
. State and Local Governmental
Units ................................ 10,070.02; 10,070.05- 06
. Vacation Pay...................  10,070.02; 10,070.05—.06
PLANT FUNDS
. Educational Institution................  10,020.11—.12
. Hospitals........................................................ 10,160.11
. Interfund Borrowings .............. 10,250.118—.119
. Investment Income............................... 10,250.073
. Nonprofit Organizations .... 10,250.020—.022;
10,250.026—.028
. Restricted Funds ........................  10,250.051—.052
PLEDGES RECEIVABLE
. Definition.....................................................  10,250.126
. Nonprofit Organizations .... 10,250.064—.066; 
10,250.095
POLICY ACQUISITION COSTS
. Amortization.................................... 10,210.111—.16
. Determining Premium Deficiencies . . .
.............................................  10,210.28—29 
. Property and Liability Insurance............
10,210.11—16 
. Recoverability .... 10,210.17—.18; 10,210.20—.21
. Relation to Investment Income .... 10,210.35 
. Write-offs ................................... 10,210.26; 10,210.31
POLICYHOLDER DIVIDENDS
. Accrual as Liabilities......................10,210.49—.50
. Determining Premium Deficiencies . . .
...............................................................10,210.28—.29
POLICYHOLDERS
. Dividends—See Policyholder Dividends
. Property and Liability Insurance
Companies................................................10,210.05
. Stock Life Insurance Companies . . . 10,280.03 
. Title Insurance Companies.................. 10,300.05;
10,300.08
PORTFOLIO, MARKETABLE SECURITIES
. Investor-Owned Hospitals........ 10,160.01—.03
. Municipal Bonds.............................. 10,260.10—.28
. Not-For-Profit Hospitals.............  10,160.04—.05
PREFERRED STOCK
. Redemption..........10,210.57; 10,280.07; 10,300.47
. Valuation of Investments ..........10,210.51—.61;
10,280.04; 10,280.07; 10,280.11; 10,300.41-42;
10,300.47
PREMIUM DEFICIENCIES
. Accrual of Losses.................10,210.17; 10,210.21;
10,210.28—.29
. Basis for Determination . . . 10,210.19; 10,210.27 
. Disclosure ............... 10,210.25—.26; 10,210.30—.31
. Investment Income Considered ............
10,210.20—.25; 10,210.30 
. Property and Liability Insurance
Companies.......................................10,210.17—.31
PREMIUM ON DEBT
. Advance Refunding Transactions..........
............................................. 10,200.11—12; 10,200.18
. Mortgages Held by Insurance
Companies................................................. 10,280.04; 10,280.08
. Municipal Bonds ......... 10,260.30—.32; 10,260.39
PREMIUMS, INSURANCE-----See
Insurance Premiums
PREPAID EXPENSES
. Advances to Recording Artists . . . 10,110.33— 
.36
. Colleges and Universities ...................  10,020.10
. Costs to Sell Real Estate...................... 10,180.04;
10,180.07
. Modified Accrual Basis........................... 10,070.01
PREPAYMENT OF DEBT---- See Early
Extinguishment of Debt
PRESENT VALUE
. Annuity Gifts.............................................. 10,250.121
. Losses on Insurance Policies..........10,210.34—
.41
. Mortgage Loan Servicing Income..........
.............................................10,120.17; 10,120.22—.25
. REIT Loans ...................... 10,060.23; 10,060.53—.55
PRICES
. Future—See Future Price
. Matrix Pricing............................................. 10,260.18
. Municipal Bonds.............................. 10,260.09—.20
. Repurchase Agreements........... 10,230.01—.04
. Selling—See Selling Price
PRIOR PERIOD ADJUSTMENTS
. Hospitals Operated by Local 
Governmental Units .................. 10,220.04
. Nonprofit Organizations ...................  10,250.125
. State and Local Governmental
Units ...............................................................10,310.16
PROBABILITY
. Acquisition of Real Estate .......... 10,320.17—.18
. Default on Municipal Bonds .... 10,260.21—.23
Definition........................................................ 10,320.17
. Financial Forecasts ...................... 10,080.06—.07;
10,080.17-.18
. Losses on Real Estate Ventures .... 10,240.18
PRODUCT FINANCING
. Accounting and Reporting......... 10,230.08—.10
. Accounting Changes..................... 10,230.11—.12
. Characteristics................................. 10,230.04—.05
. Definition....................................................... 10,230.02
. Disclosure............................... .. 10,230.08—.12
. Examples.......................................................  10,230.13
. Present Practice......................................  10,230.07
. Price Fluctuations.......................... 10,230.03—.04
. Scope of Statement............................... 10,230.06
. Transition ........................................... 10,230.11—.12
PRODUCT WARRANTIES
. Risks Retained by Seller..............  10,050.20—.24
. Similarity to Sales of Receivables with
Recourse ..................................................10,010.25
PRODUCTS
. Financing—See Product Financing
. Lacking Differentiation........................... 10,050.49
. Transfer of Ownership.................  10,230.01—.05;
10,230.08
PROJECTIONS, FINANCIAL
. Definition........................................................ 10,080.07
. Presentation and Disclosure . . . 10,080.01—.36
PROPERTY
. Abandoned—See Abandoned Property
. Acquired Through Claims .................... 10,300.21
. Condominiums Under
Construction . . . 10,100.14—.15; 10,100.20—.25 
. Donated....................................  10,250.071; 10,320.09
. Gains and Losses on Sale.......... 10,210.59—.60;
10,280.09-.10; 10,300.21 
. Net Realizable Value......................  10,060.17—.18;
10,060.20—.27; 10,060.29B-.29C; 10,060.53- 54; 
10,170.02; 10,170.06 
. Public Records............................................ 10,300.25
. Real Estate—See Real Estate 
. Taxes—See Taxes
. Titles—See Property Titles
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PROPERTY—continued
Undivided Interests............ 10,240.01; 10,240.11;
10.240.18-.19 
Useful Life........................................... 10,180.31—.33
PROPERTY AND LIABILITY INSURANCE 
COMPANIES
. Alternative Accounting Methods . . . 10,210.03;
10,210.62 
. Amendment to Audit Guide...................10,210.01
. Applicability of Statement..........10,210.03—.05
Deferred Acquisition Costs .... 10,210.11—.16 
Depreciation.............................10,210 14; 10,210.63
Discounting of Loss Reserves .... 10,210.34— 
.38; 10,210.41 
. Effective Date................................................10,210.66
Financial Statements..........10,210.37; 10,210.57;
10,210.66 
Impairment of Value ..........10,210.26, 10,210.31,
10,210.52; 10,210.56—60 
Income Taxes...........................10,210.05; 10,210.59
. Interim Financial Statements............10,210.66
. Loss Adjustment Expenses .... 10,210.41—.43 
Premium Deficiencies...............10,210.17—.31
Premium Revenue Recognition..............
10,210.06—10 
Reinsurance .......................................10,210.44—.48
. Title of Companies .................................10,210 01
. Transition ...................................................... 10,210.66
Valuation of Investments............10,210.51—.61
PROPERTY TITLES
. Accrual Basis Accounting ................. 10,250.012
Costs of Title Services........................... 10,320.07
High-Unit-Cost Items............................. 10,050.45
Public Records...........................................  10,300 25
Rack Jobbers.............................................. 10,050.35
Recognition of Sale..............  10,050.28, 10,050.53
Undivided Interests.................................. 10,240.01
PROSPECTUSES
Cost of Printing...........................................10,140.44
Forecasts or Projections...................... 10,080.03
. Legal Fees for Preparation ...................10,180.06
Municipal Bond Funds ........................... 10,260 12
PUBLIC RECORDS
Property Titles...........................................  10,300.25
PUBLIC UTILITIES—See Regulated 
Industries
PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANIES
. Cable TV Companies .......... 10,270.13, 10,270.16
PUBLISHING INDUSTRY
Right of Return..............  10,050.08; 10,050.39—.41
PURCHASE LEASEBACK
Definition.......................................................  10,060.04
PURCHASES
Cable TV Franchises .... 10,270.21; 10,270.38— 
.39
Product Financing .... 10,230.01—.05; 10,230.09
Real Estate Property .......... 10,320.07; 10,320.33
Real Estate Ventures ...................  10,240.36—.38
. Title Plants ...............................  10,300.27; 10,300.35
PUT AND CALL OPTIONS
. Accounting Procedures ..............  10,140.28—.33
. Amendment to Investment Company
Guide...............................  10,140.02; 10,140.21—.37
. Glossary of Terms..................................... 10,140.22
. Income Taxes.................................... 10,140.34—.37
. Option Writing ................................. 10,140.23—.27
QUALIFIED OPINION
. State and Local Governmental
Units.........................................10,310.10; 10,310.20
RACK JOBBERS
Right of Return.................................. 10,050.35—.37
RADIO—See Broadcasting Industry
RATE-MAKING PROCESSES
. Cable TV Companies ............................. 10,270.47
Insurance Industry ........................10,210.35—.36
Regulated Industries .............................  10,200.02
REAL ESTATE
. Abandonments.................................  10,320.33—.34
. Accounting Principles.............................. 10,100.26
. Acquisition........................................... 10,320.01—36
. Allocation of Costs..............  10,180.03; 10,320.05;
10,320.12— 36 
. Amenities........................ 10,320.11; 10,320.14—.16,
10,320.22—.24
. Changes in Estimates ................. 10,320 30—.32;
10,320.36
. Common Costs—See Common Costs
. Companies—See Real Estate 
Companies
. Construction Costs........................ 10,320.01—.36
. Costs to Rent.................10.180.01; 10,180.09—.13;
10,180.25; 10,320.03; 10,320.21 
. Costs to Sell...................  10,180.01—.08; 10,180.25;
10,320.03; 10,320.21 
Decline in Value ................... 10,190.04; 10,190.06;
10,190.16 
Deferred Costs............... 10,320.17—.18; 10,320.36
Definitions..................................................... 10,320.05
. Depreciation .... 10,210.63; 10,240.30; 10,280.13;
10,320.22 
Development ....................................  10,320.01—.36
. Fair Value ..............  10,320.05; 10,320.22; 10,320.26
Foreclosed Property ...................  10,060.53—.54;
10,320.33 
Forms of Ownership...............................  10,240.01
Improvements............................................ 10,320.09
. Incidental Operations .... 10,320.05; 10,320.10;
10,320.14; 10,320.16; 10,320.25 
Indirect Project Costs . . . 10,320.16; 10,320.20— 
.21 
Initial Rental Operations........................10,180.01;
10,180.14—.25; 10,320.03 
Insufficient Rental Demand.................10,180.20
. Investment Trusts—See Real Estate 
Investment Trusts
. Investments, Nonprofit 
Organizations ............................... 10,250.079
. Materiality Concept .............................. 10,320.04
Mortgage Loans—See Mortgage Loans 
Receivable
Net Realizable Value............ 10,320.30; 10,320.32
Preacquisition Costs...................... 10,320.16—.18
Property and Liability Insurance
Companies................... 10,210.58; 10,210.62—.63
Sales—See Real Estate Sales
Scope of Statement................................. 10,180.02
. Stock Life Insurance Companies............
.............. 10,280.02; 10,280.08; 10,280.12- 13 
. Taxes ....10,040.05; 10,180.24; 10,310.16;
10,320.05; 10,320.08; 10,320.13; 
10,320.16; 10,320.19
Title Insurance—See Title Insurance
Transition .................................. 10,180.25; 10,320.36
. Valuation of Investments .......... 10,300.41—.42;
10,300.48 
. Ventures—See Real Estate Ventures
. Write—Downs ............................................ 10,320.32
REAL ESTATE COMPANIES
. Consolidated Financial Statements . . .
  10,320.03 
. Costs to Rent Real Estate........ 10,180.09—.13
. Costs to Sell Real Estate ..........  10,180.04—.08
. General and Administrative
Expense.............................................. 10,320.20—.21
. Initial Rental Operations ...........10,180.14—.25
. Insurance Costs...................  10,320.05; 10,320.13;
10,320.16; 10,320.19 
. Interest Costs ........................  10,320.05; 10,320.08
. Mortgage Banks ....................................... 10,040.05
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REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUSTS
. Adviser’s Operating Support .. . 10,060.47—.52 
. Classification of Balance Sheets . . . 10,040.42 
. Commitment Fees...........................10,060.39—.46
. Commitments............................................. 10,060.05
. Cost of Capital............... 10,060.21; 10,060.53—.54
. Disclosure Requirements...................  10,060.23;
10,060.27; 10,060.29C; 10,060.48; 10,060.52, 
10,170.06 
. Factors in Financial Success ............. 10,060.06
. Foreclosures .................10,060.10—.13; 10,060.17;
10,060.26—.28; 10,060.35; 10,060.53- 54; 
10,170.01—.06 
. Illustration of Construction Loan . . . 10,060.53
. Illustration of Residential Loan .... 10,060.54 
. Income Taxes.............................................. 10,060.02
. Interest Rate.......... 10,060.20—.24; 10,060.53—.54
. Interest Revenue Recognition
Discontinued..................................10,060.30—.38
. Recoverability of Loan Losses .... 10,060.15— 
.18; 10,060.30—.38; 10,060.53- 54 
. Risks................................................  10,060.08
. Scope of Activities........................... 10,060.04—.06
. SOP No. 75-2 Amended.............. 10,170.01—.06
. Terminology................................................. 10,060.04
. Troubled Debt Restructuring............  10,060.13;
10,170.01—.06
REAL ESTATE SALES
. Amenities........................... 10,320.11; 10,320.22-.24
. Applicability of Profit Recognition
Guide .......... 10,100.26—.35; 10,240.22; 10,240.30;
10,240.36; 10,240.39; 10,320.30-.31 
. Buyer's Commitment ................. 10,100.20—.24;
10,100.34 
. Buyer's Investment in Property ............
10,100.01—13 
. Construction in Progress .......... 10,100.14—.25;
10,180.04; 10,180.06 
. Cost Recovery Method ...............10,190.13—.17
. Cost to Sell...................... 10,180.01— 08; 10,180.25;
10,320.30—.32 
. Deferred Income............................. 10,320.30—.31
. Deposit Method .... 10,100.08- 09; 10,190.01— 
.08 
. Down Payments .... 10,100.01—.07; 10,100.10— 
.13, 10,100.32—.35 
. Fair Value .....................................................  10,320.05
. Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles................................ 10,180.05; 10,180.10
. Illustration of Installment Method ....
.............................................................. 10,190.11 
. Installment Method . . . 10,190.01; 10,190.09—.12 
. Letters of Credit with Down
Payment............................................ 10,100.05—.07
. Loan Commitment by Third Party ....
....................... 10,100.01—.04; 10,100.12—.13 
. Loans by Seller to Buyer ............10,100.01—.13
. Notes Issued as Down Payment............
10,100.05—.07 
. Options to Purchase Real Estate ..........
10,100.32—.35; 10,320.17—.18; 10,320.33 
. Partial Sales ....................................... 10,100.30—.31
. Partnership Interests...................  10,100.30—.31
. Prepaid Expenses................. 10,180.04; 10,180.07
. Real Estate Ventures ............................. 10,240.36
Residential Property ................... 10,100.12—.15;
10,100.20—25 
. Revenue Recognition . . . 10,050.16; 10,050.56— 
.57; 10,100.01—.35; 10,240.22-.23; 10,240.30;
10,320.30—.31; 10,320.35 
. Safety Factor for Rental Income............
10,100.16—19 
. Sale of Company with Real Estate ....
..................................................... 10,100.28—.29 
. Seller's Continued Involvement ............
10,100.14— 25; 10,190.10; 10,190.16 
. Time of Sale  10,100.14—.15
. Transition.......................................................10,190.18
REAL ESTATE VENTURES
. Accounting Policies.................................. 10,240.02
. Allocation of Investor Income .......... 10,240.25
. Assets...................... 10,240.09; 10,240.14; 10,240.20;
10,240.25—.28
. Business Combinations........................ 10,240.27
. Capital Contributions................... 10,240.29—.32
. Commitments .................................  10,240.15—.20
. Contingencies ........................................... 10,240.19
. Corporate Joint Ventures .........  10,240.04—.05
. Depreciation...................  10,240.25; 10,240.27—.28
. Disclosure . . . 10,240.06; 10,240.12—.13; 10,240.41 
. Equity in Net Assets ...................... 10,240.26—.28
. Equity Method .................................. 10,240.04—.28
. Examples..................................... 10,240.25; 10,240.30
. Expenses..................................... 10,240.25; 10,240.28
. Financing................. 10,240.07; 10,240.11; 10,240.20
. Form v. Substance . . . 10,240.02; 10,240.07—.10;
10,240.25; 10,240.37 
. Forms of Ownership...................... 10,240.01—.02
. Gains or Losses ...............................  10,240.39—.40
. General Partnerships . . . 10,240.01; 10,240.06— 
.07 
. Impairment of Value............ 10,240.14; 10,240.20
. Income from Loans or Advances ..........
10,240.33—.35 
. Income Statements ................................ 10,240.06
. Income Taxes ..............  10,240.06—.08; 10,240.24;
10,240.40 
. Intangible Assets...................  10,240.27; 10,240.32
. Legal Requirements.......... 10,240.02; 10,240.15—
.18 
. Limited Partnerships .... 10,240.01; 10,240.08— 
.10 
. Liquidation .................................................. 10,240.25
. Loan Agreements............................  10,240.33—.35
. Losses . . . 10,240.14—.20; 10,240.31; 10,240.39-.40
. Marketable Securities .......................... 10,240.30
. Minority Interests.................................... 10,240.05
. Permanent Differences .............. 10,240.06—.08
. Purchases of Real Estate.....................  10,240.36
. Purchases of Services.............. 10,240.37
. Restatements.................................. 10,240.41
. Revenue ................. 10,240.06; 10,240.25; 10,240.28
. Sale of an Interest.............  10,240.39—.40
. Sales to Investors........................ 10,240.38
. Statements of Changes in Financial
Position ..................................................... 10,240.13
. Statements of Financial Position . . . 10,240.06
. Subsidiaries...................  10,240.05—.07; 10,240.10;
10,240.28 
. Timing Differences . . . 10,240.06—.08; 10,240.40 
. Transition ..................................................... 10,240.41
. Undivided Interests . . . 10,240.11; 10,240.18—.19
REALIZABLE VALUE-----See Net Realizable
Value
REALIZATION
. Current v. Noncurrent Assets.........  10,250.023
. Definition.........................................................10,010.36
. Delayed Recognition Method..............10,010.22
. Earnings Process................. 10,240.22; 10,240.30;
10,300.07; 10,300.13 
. Immediate Recognition Method . . . 10,010.25 
. Intercompany Transactions ...10,240.21—.23 
Investment Gains and Losses .... 10,140.36—
.37; 10,210.52; 10,260.29; 10,260.37; 10,280.01- 
.11; 10,300.41—51
. Marketable Equity Securities.......... 10,160.09—
.13; 10,300.41—.51
. Principle of Revenue Recognition..........
.................................. 10,050.18-.19; 10,050.51-.59
. REIT Loans .......................................... 10,060.30—.38
. Risks Retained by Seller............... 10,050.27—.31
RECEIVABLES
. Cable TV Companies ............................. 10,270.29
. Classified as Assets.................................. 10,020.10
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RECEIVABLES—continued
. Collection—See Collection of 
Receivables
. Colleges and Universities............  10,020.10—.12
. Definition under GAAP............................ 10,010.06
. Interest Collected ...........................10,190.14—.15
. Loans—See Loans Receivable
. Mortgages—See Mortgage Loans 
Receivable
. Motion Picture Licensor ...................... 10,090.13
. Nonmonetary Transactions............... 10,090.22
. Real Estate Ventures.......... 10,240.13; 10,240.34
. Reinsurance Claims............ 10,210.44; 10,210.47
. Sold—See Sales of Receivables
. Television Film License Agreements . . . 
................................. 10,090.11—.12; 10,290.01
. Unbilled—See Unbilled Receivables
. Valuation Method....................................  10,040.28
RECORD INDUSTRY
. Background Information............10,110.01—.16
. Contracts with Artists...................10,110.07—.08
. Intangible Assets ............................ 10,110.50—.51
. Inventory Valuation........................10,110.29—.30
. License Agreements..................... 10,110.41—.49
. Marketing...................................................... 10,110.06
Record Master Costs ................... 10,110.37—.40
Record Master Defined ..........................10,110.04
. Revenue Recognition ...................10,110.17—.28
. Right of Return............... 10,050.38; 10,110.17—.28
RECORD MASTER
Definition......................................................... 10,110.04
. Production Costs..........10,110.05; 10,110.37—.40
RECOURSE
. Definition......................................................... 10,010.01
RECOVERABILITY-----See Return on
Investment
REDEMPTION OR CALL
. Advance Refundings—See Advance
Refundings of Debt
. Amortization of Premium .................... 10,260.32
. Municipal Bond Funds........................... 10,260.38
. Preferred Stocks ...................10,210.57; 10,280.07:
10,300.47
REFUNDINGS OF DEBT
. Advance—See Advance Refundings of
Debt
. Definition....................................................... 10,200.08
. Tax-Exempt Debt............................ 10,200.01—.26
REGISTRATION FEES
. Investment Companies.............. 10,140.40—.41;
10,140.44
REGULATED INDUSTRIES
. Advance Refundings of Debt.............  10,200.02
. Broadcasting Industry.......................... 10,090.01
. Cable TV Companies..................... 10,270.47—.48
. Property and Liability Insurance
Companies..................................................10,210.01
Sales of Receivables with Recourse . . . 
...................................................................10,010.04
. Stock Life Insurance Companies . . . 10,280.03
REGULATED INVESTMENT COMPANIES
. Accounting for Investments............... 10,240.03
. Municipal Bond Funds .................  10,260.29—.39
Rules for Qualification.................  10,140.36—.37;
10,260.29
REGULATORY AUTHORITIES
Losses on Insurance Policies..........10,210.33—
.34 
. Property and Liability Insurance
Companies...............................10,210.01; 10,210.05
. Stock Life Insurance Companies . . . 10,280.03 
. Title Insurance Companies................. 10,300.01;
10,300.05; 10,300.26
REINSURANCE
. Property and Liability Insurance
Companies.......................................10,210.44—.48
REIT—See Real Estate Investment Trusts 
RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
. Mortgage Bank Loans................. 10,040.33—.41;
10,040.53—.56 
. Nonprofit Organizations .................... 10,250.049
. REIT Adviser’s Operating Support ....
............................................................... 10,060.47—.52
RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS
. Donated Services .................................. 10,250.067
. Financial Statements . . . 10,250.048; 10,250.137
. Fixed Assets.............................................. 10,250.108
RENTAL EXPENSE
. Cable TV Companies .......... 10,270.29; 10,270.44
. Initial Rental Operations........................10,180.01;
10,180.14—.25
. Insurance Industry........................  10,210.62—.63;
10,280.12-.13;  10,300.53
. Nonprofit Organizations...................  10,250.092;
10,250.098 
. Portion of Property ............................. 10,180.03
. Real Estate Products .... 10,180.01; 10,180.09— 
.13
RENTAL REVENUE
. Initial Rental Operations .............10,180.14—.22
. Investments, Insurance Industry ..........
10,210.62—.63; 10,280.12-.13; 10,300.52 
. Investments, Nonprofit
Organizations ....................................... 10,250.074
. Projected............................................... 10,100.16.—19
REPLACEMENT COST
. Current Purchase Price........................ 10,040.47
. Fixed Assets ........................  10,250.105; 10,250.111
REPORTS, AUDITORS’
. State and Local Governmental 
Units ...........................................10,310.03—.22
REPOSSESSIONS
. Buyers of Receivables .... 10,010.14; 10,010.24
REPURCHASE AGREEMENTS
. Mortgage Bank Loans .... 10,040.21; 10,040.41 
. Prices..................................................... 10,230.01—.04
. Product Financing .... 10,230.01—.05; 10,230.09 
. Real Estate Sales....................................... 10,050.57
RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS
. Financial Statements........................... 10,250.138
RESERVES
. Dealers—See Dealers Reserves
. Insurance Companies .... 10,210.36; 10,300.09; 
10,300.15
. Loss—See Loss Reserves
. Stabilization................................................  10,020.10
RESIDENTIAL LOANS
. Commitment Fees ....................................10,120.33
. Definition........................................................ 10,040.57
. Illustration of REIT Accounting .... 10,060.54
. Market Value of Mortgage Loans . . . 10,040.26
. Mortgage Banking Operations . . . 10,040.05— 
.10; 10,120.04
. Origination Fees .........................................10,120.33
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
. Allocation of Costs ..............  10,320 12; 10,320.29
. Amenities..............................................  10,320.22—.24
. Condominiums under Construction . . .
 10,100.14— .15; 10,100.20—.25 
. Description of Projects ....................... 10,320.32
. Down Payments..............................10,100.12—.13
RESTATEMENTS
. Cable TV Companies ...........................  10,270.51
. Nonprofit Organizations .................. 10,250.125
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RESTATEMENTS—continued
. Property and Liability Insurance 
Companies.......................................... 10,210.66
. Real Estate Projects............................... 10,320.36
. Real Estate Ventures ............................  10,240.41
. State and Local Governmental
Units..............................................................10,310.16
. Stock Life Insurance Companies . . . 10,280.14
. Title Insurance Companies................ 10,300.54
RESTRICTED FUNDS
. Capital Additions .......................  10,250.051—.053
. Colleges and Universities........... 10,020.10—.12
. Combined Financial Statements............
.................................................   10,250.045
. Definition.................................................... 10,250.126
. Hospitals....................................  10,160.05; 10,160.08
. Interfund Borrowings .............  10,250.118—.119
. Investment Income..................  10,250.072—.076
. Investments...................................  10,250.080—.082
. Nonprofit Organizations .... 10,250.014—.015;
10,250.021—.024; 10,250.028-029; 10,250.045;
10,250.054—.062 
. Totals of All Funds....................  10,250.037—.040
RESTRUCTURING OF DEBT
. Definition........................................................10,170.03
. Equity Interest Granted.........................10,170.03
. REIT Loans...................... 10,060.10-13; 10,060.35;
10,170.01—.06
RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
. Nonprofit Organizations...................  10,250.017;
10,250.078
. Property and Liability Insurance 
Companies..10.210.04; 10,210.37; 10,210.54
Real Estate Companies........................  10,320.02;
10,320.23—.25; 10,320.35 
State and Local Governmental
Units...........................................10,310.07; 10,310.13
. Title Insurance Companies................. 10,300.04;
10,300.44; 10,300.49
RETAIL LAND SALES
. Accounting Guide (AICPA)................. 10,320.03;
10,320.22; 10,320.26
. Down Payments ....................................... 10,320.03
. Revenue Recognition . . . 10,050.16; 10,050.53—
.55
RETAILERS
. Sales of Receivables with Recourse . . . 
................................................................ 10,010.26
RETROACTIVITY
. Application of Statement...................... 10,230.11
. Cable TV Companies ............................. 10,270.51
. Nonprofit Organizations...................  10,250.105;
10,250.112; 10,250.125 
. Property and Liability Insurance 
Companies.......................................... 10,210.66
. Real Estate Ventures ............................. 10,240.41
. Stock Life Insurance Companies . . . 10,280.14 
. Title Insurance Companies................. 10,300.54
RETURN ON INVESTMENT
. Cable TV Systems .... 10,270.16; 10,270.24—.26; 
10,270.36—.37; 10,270.42
Funds for Advance Refundings.......... 10,200.05
Money-Market Funds ................... 10,140.15—.17
. Mortgage Bank Loans .... 10,040.20; 10,040.26
Municipal Bonds ...................  10,260.07; 10,260.18
. Nonprofit Organizations.......... 10,250.072—.076
. Purchase of Receivables........................10,010.01;
10,010.14 
. Real Estate Projects............ 10,320.05; 10,320.34
Risks in Purchase of Receivables..........
................................................................ 10,010.22 
. Total Return Approach............  10,250.075—.076
RETURNED GOODS ALLOWANCES-----See
Allowances for Returned Goods
REVENUE
. Bonds............................................................... 10,260.06
. Cable TV Companies .... 10,270.12; 10,270.14— 
.17; 10,270.23; 10,270.26—.27; 10,270.33; 
10,270.43—.45
. Classification by Source ......................  10,020.02
. Commitment Fees.........................  10,060.39—.46
. Costs Associated.......... 10,180.26—.29; 10,320.26
. Current Funds ..........................................  10,020.10
. Definition.................................................... 10,250.126
. Incidental Real Estate Operations ....
..............  10,320.05; 10,320.10; 10,320.14; 10,320.25
. Interest—See Interest Income
. Investments—See Investment Income
. Licensor in Music Industry..........10,110.41—.49
. Modified Accrual Basis.................  10,070.01—.04
. Mortgage Bank Loans . . . 10,040.24; 10,120.08— 
.11; 10,120.14—.28
. Music Industry.............. 10,110.11—.16;10,110.53
. Nonmonetary Transactions ...10,090.22—.24 
. Nonoperating—See Nonoperating
Revenue
. Nonprofit Organizations .... 10,250.025—.031; 
10,250.050; 10,250.071
. Real Estate Ventures.......... 10,240.06; 10,240.25;
10,240.28
. Recognition—See Revenue 
Recognition
. REIT Adviser’s Operating Support .... 
.................................................... 10,060.47—.52 
Rental—See Rental Revenue
. Sales Taxes......................................... 10,070.03—.04
. State and Local Governmental
Units . . . 10,070.01—07; 10,220.01-.04; 10,310.04 
. Subscriptions—See Subscription
Income
. Tax-Exempt—See Tax-Exempt 
Revenue
REVENUE ACT OF 1978
. Regulated Investment Companies .... 
............................................................... 10,260.29
REVENUE BONDS-----See Municipal Bonds
REVENUE RECOGNITION
. Advance Refundings of Debt............ 10,200.07;
10,200.17—.18
. Baking Industry ................................ 10,050.33—.34
. Broadcasting Industry .... 10,090.03; 10,090.14
. Commitment Fees ........................ 10,060.39—.46;
10,120.29—.35
. Conditions for Recognizing Sales..........
........................................................................  10,050.11
. Cost Recovery Method—See Cost 
Recovery Method
. Delayed Recognition Method .... 10,010.19— 
.23; 10,010.44—.47 
. Food Industry....................................  10,050.33—.34
. Franchise Fee Revenue . . . 10,050.16; 10,050.59 
. High-Unit-Cost Items............................. 10,050.45
. Hospitals.............................................. 10,160.09—.11
Immediate Recognition Method............
10,010.24—..28; 10,300.10 
Installment Method—See Installment
Revenue Recognition Method
. Interest Revenue Discontinued . . . 10,060.30— 
.38
. Mortgage Loan Servicing Fees . . . 10,040.30— 
.32
. Motion Picture Films.......... 10,050.16; 10,050.58;
10,090.13; 10,290.01—.05
. Music Industry . . . 10,110.17—.28; 10,110.45—.49 
. Nonmonetary Transactions . . . 10,090.22—.24 
. Nonprofit Organizations .... 10,250.055—.063; 
10,250.084
. Origination Fees............ 10,040.14; 10,120.29—.35
. Pervasive Principles ...................... 10,050.16—.17
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REVENUE RECOGNITION—continued 
. Premium Revenue Recognition...........
10,210.06—.10; 10,210.36; 10,300.06-14 
. Publishing Industry........................  10,050.39—.40
. Purchases From Real Estate
Ventures..................................................... 10,240.38
. Real Estate Loans.......... ............................10,240.34
. Real Estate Sales .... 10,050.16; 10,050.56—.57; 
10,100.01—.35; 10,180.07; 10,190.01—.18; 
10,240.22—.23; 10,240.30; 10,320.30—.31;
10,320.35 
. Realization Principle...................... 10,010.36—.38;
10,050.18—.19; 10,050.27—.31; 10,050.51-59 
. Record Industry .... 10,110.17—.28; 10,110.45— 
.49 
. REIT Adviser’s Operating Support ....
.................................................... 10,060.51—52 
. Retail Land Sales..........  10,050.16; 10,050.53—.55
. Right of Return............... 10,050.01—.59; 10,230.06
. Sales of Receivables with Recourse . . .
......................................................10,010.01—03 
. Services to Real Estate Ventures . . . 10,240.37 
. Sporting Goods Manufacturers . . . 10,050.47— 
.48 
. Stock Life Insurance Companies............
10,280.01—14 
. Title Insurance Companies .... 10,300.06—.14; 
10,300.32; 10,300.39
. Toy Manufacturers ......................... 10,050.47—.48
REVENUE SHARING ENTITLEMENTS
. Accrual................................................. 10,070.02—.04
. NCGA Statement 2..................................10,310.02
RIGHT OF RETURN
. Music Industry..................................10,110.17—.28
Record Industry.................................10,110.17—.28
. Revenue Recognition.................. 10,050.01—.59;
10,230.06
RIGHTS
. Broadcast—See Broadcast Rights
. Cable TV Franchises...............................  10,270.06
. Film—See Film Rights
. Partners ........................................................ 10,240.09
. Right of Return—See Right of Return
Use of Title Plant...................  10,300.32; 10,300.39
RISK
. High-Unit-Cost Items ...................  10,050.42—.46
. Mortgage Bankers . . . 10,040.08—.10; 10,040.12;
10,040.21; 10,040.40; 10,120.11 
. Option Writing ...............................  . 10,140.23—.25
. Ownership.................................. 10,230.02; 10,230.08
Property and Liability Insurance . . . 10,210.06;
10,210.09 
. Real Estate Investment Trusts.......... 10,060.08
Reinsurance ...................................... 10,210.45—.46
Retained by Seller of Property . . . 10,050.11— 
.15; 10,050.20—.31; 10,050.48-49; 10,050.57;
10,190.10 
Retained by Seller of Receivables..........
.................... 10,010.22; 10,010.30—34; 10.010.41 
Sales of Receivables with Recourse . . .
..................................10,010.14—.17; 10.010.44—.47
ROYALTIES
. Artists........................ 10,110.07—.08; 10,110.31-.40
. Cable TV Systems.......................... 10,270.05—.06
. Music Industry.................................10,110.11—.16
. Nonprofit Organizations ................... 10,250.074
SALES
Assets........................  10,210.59—.60; 10,280.09- 10
Cable TV Systems .... 10,270.23; 10,270.43—.45
. Collection Reasonably Assured .... 10,010.38; 
10,050.18; 10,050.52—.59
. Conditions for Revenue
Recognition.............................................. 10,050.11
. Consumer.................................................... 10,050.50
. Financing Arrangements...................... 10,010.18
. Food Industry................................... 10,050.33—.34
SALES—continued
. Form v. Substance.................................  10,240.30
. Guarantees..................................................  10,050.07
. High-Unit-Cost Items ................... 10,050.42—.46
. License Agreement............... 10,050.58; 10,090.13
10,110.46; 10,290.01
. Mortgage Banking Industry . . . 10,040.05—.17; 
10,040.30—.32; 10,040.36—.43 
. Mortgages Under Repurchase
Agreements.............................................. 10,040.21
. Nonprofit Organizations .... 10,250.027—.029; 
10,250.082; 10,250.084 
. Product Financing .... 10,230.01—.05; 10,230.09 
. Publishing Industry........................  10,050.39—.40
. Real Estate—See Real Estate Sales
. Real Estate Ventures ...................  10,240.36—.38
. Receivables—See Sales of Receivables
. Returns—See Sales Returns
. Right of Return............... 10,050.01—.59; 10,230.06
. Sporting Goods ...............................  10,050.47—.48
. Title Plant.................................. 10,300.32; 10,300.39
. Toys ...................................................... 10,050.47—48
SALES OF RECEIVABLES
. Background Information.10,010.12—.18
. Delayed Recognition Method .... 10,010.21—
.23; 10,010.41—.47
. Disclosure Requirements.10,010.48—.49
. Illustrations...................................................10,010.13
. Immediate Recognition Method............
10,010.24—.28 
. Nonrecourse-Market Method .... 10,010.29—
.34; 10,010.42 
. Scope of Statement.................................10,010.03
. Terminology........................................10,010.05—.11
. Timing Differences ...................................10,010.44
SALES RETURNS
. Food Industry................................... 10,050.33—.34
. High-Unit-Cost Items .................. 10,050.42—.46
. Industry Practices................................... 10,050.08
. Music Industry.................................. 10,110.17—.28
. Prediction of Amounts...............  10,050.12—.15;
10,050.28—.29 
. Publishing Industry....................... 10,050.39—.41
. Record Industry................................10,110.17—.28
. Risks Retained by Seller........... 10,050.11—.15;
10,050.20—31 
. Sporting Goods .............................. 10,050.47—.48
. Toys ...................................................... 10,050.47—48
SALES TAXES
. Revenue Susceptible to Accrual............
10,070.03—.04 
SALVAGE VALUE
. Losses on Insurance Policies............10,210.33;
10,210.40
. Use of Estimates.........................................10,210.36
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
. Classification of Balance Sheets . . . 10,040.42 
Delayed Recognition .........................10,010.23
. Investments in Mortgages ................. 10,040.07;
10,040.18
SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
Remission of Tuition...............................  10,020.10
SCHOOLS
. Financial Statements.......................... 10,250.129
. Land Donated by Developers............ 10,320.09
SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZATIONS
. Financial Statements.......................... 10,250.138
SCOPE OF EXAMINATION
. State and Local Governmental 
Units ...........................................10,310.06—.08
. Weakness in Internal Control............ 10,260.15
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION
ASR—See Accounting Series Releases
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION—continued
. Capitalized Interest.................................. 10,270.34
Financial Forecasts or Projections ....
............................................................... 10,080.03 
. Open End Investment Companies ....
.....................................................................10,140.40 
Registration of Condominium Units . . .
.....................................................................10,100.22 
Regulation S-X on Investments .... 10,260.26
SELLING PRICE
. Current Sale Exchange ........................  10,040.47
. Foreclosed Properties .... 10,060.17; 10,170.02
. Motion Picture Films .......... 10,090.13; 10,290.01
Repurchase Agreements...................... 10,230.04
SERVICE FEES
. Definition...................................................... 10,040.57
. Mortgage Bank Loans ................ 10,040.30—.32;
10,120.06; 10,120.08—.10; 10,120.14—.28;
10,120.33 
Sales of Receivables ............10,010.16; 10,010.25;
10,010.32
SERVICES
. Cable TV—See Cable Television
. Colleges and Universities ...................  10,020.10
. Contributions to Real Estate
Ventures...........................................  10,240.30—.32
. Donated...........................................  10,250.067—.070
. Nonprofit Organizations .... 10,250.027—.028; 
10,250.051; 10,250.084; 10,250.092-.07
Pricing Municipal Bonds..............  10,260.13—.15
Real Estate Ventures ...................  10,240.37—.39
SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY---- See
Stockholders' Equity
SICK PAY---- See Personnel Costs
SOLICITATION
. Donated Services ................................  10,250.069
. Grants ........................................................  10,250.096
. Nonprofit Organizations.................. 10,250.027;
10,250.044; 10,250.054; 10,250.092
SOLVENCY
. Property and Liability Insurance 
Companies..........................................10,210.05
Stock Life Insurance Companies . . . 10,280.03
. Title Insurance Companies................  10,300.05
SPECIAL OBLIGATION BONDS
Definition.......................................................  10,200.08
. Issued in Advance Refundings.........  10,200.09;
10,200.20
SPECIAL REPORTS
. Nonprofit Organizations...................  10,250.002;
10,250.007,10,250.013
SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
Hospitals Operated by Governmental 
Units ............................................... 10,220.01—.04
. State and Local Governmental
Units..............................................................10,310.04
SPECIFIC IDENTIFICATION
. Method of Allocating Costs................ 10,320.15
Real Estate Projects...................... 10,320.26—.29
SPORTING GOODS
Right of Return.................................. 10,050.47—.48
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL
UNITS
. Accounting Policies........................10,310.01—.22
. Advanced Refundings of Debt.......... 10,200.03;
10,200.16—.19
. Auditors’ Reports ..........................10,310.03—.22
. Basic General Purpose Financial
Statements ................................................10,310.04
. Cable TV Franchises............................... 10,270.06
. Combined Financial Statements............
10,310.02—.22
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL
UNITS—continued
Effective Date................................................10,310.15
Encumbrances..........................10,310.05; 10,310.16
. Enterprise Funds.......... 10,200.16; 10,220.01—.04;
10,310.10—.13 
. GAAFR .....................................................10,310.01—03
. Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles .........................................10,310.01—.03
Illustrative Auditors’ Reports............10,310.13;
10,310.17—.22 
. Municipal Bonds—See Municipal
Bonds
. NCGA Statement No. 1 ..............  10,310.02—.07;
10,310.15—.16 
. NCGA Statement No. 2 .........................10,310.02
. Prior Period Adjustments .................... 10,310.16
. Special Revenue Funds .............  10,220.01—.04
. Trust Funds .................................................10,310.04
STATEMENTS OF ACTIVITY
. Affiliates of Nonprofit
Organizations ....................................... 10,250.090
. Botanical Societies................................ 10,240.141
. Broadcasting Stations ........................ 10,250.136
. Cemetery Organizations ...................  10,250.130
. Clubs ............................................................  10,250.131
. Foundations.............................................. 10,250.135
. Functional Classification .... 10,250.085—.087
Fund-Raising Activities........................  10,250.094
. Investment Income...................  10,250.072—.076
. Libraries ..................................................... 10,250.132
Museums..................................................... 10,250.133
. Nonprofit Organizations .... 10,250.016—.017; 
10,250.025—.031; 10,250.050-052; 10,250.062- 
.063; 10,250.066; 10,250.080; 10,250.120;
10,250.123 
. Performing Arts Organizations .... 10,250.134
Religious Organizations...................... 10,250.137
Research Organizations...................... 10,250.138
. Schools ........................................................ 10,250.129
. Scientific Organizations...................... 10,250.138
. Trade Associations................................ 10,250.139
. Unions.......................................................... 10.250.140
. Zoological Societies ............................. 10,250.141
STATEMENTS OF ASSETS AND 
LIABILITIES
. Call Options Outstanding ..................... 10,140.28
STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN
FINANCIAL POSITION
. Botanical Societies.............................. 10,250.141
. Broadcasting Stations....................... 10,250.136
. Cemetery Organizations .................. 10,250.130
. Clubs ........................................................... 10,250.131
. Foundations............................................  10,250.135
. Libraries .................................................... 10,250.132
. Museums.................................................... 10,250.133
. Nonprofit Organizations .... 10,250.016—.017;
10,250.032—.034 
. Performing Arts Organizations .... 10,250.134 
. Property and Liability Insurance
Companies...............................10,210.04; 10,210.37
. Real Estate Ventures ............................. 10,240.13
. Religious Organizations...................... 10,250.137
Research Organizations...................... 10,250.138
. Schools.......................................................  10,250.129
. Scientific Organizations.....................  10,250.138
. State and Local Governmental
Units..............................................................10,310.04
. Trade Associations............................... 10,250.139
. Unions.......................................................... 10,250.140
. Zoological Societies ............................  10,250.141
STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN FUND 
BALANCES
. Educational Institution..........................  10,020.11
. Marketable Equity Securities.............10,160.07;
10,160.14; 10,160.17
STA
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STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN FUND
BALANCES—continued
Nonprofit Organizations...................  10,250.025;
10,250.104 
. State and Local Governmental
Units..............................................................10,310.04
STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN NET
ASSETS
. Call Options Outstanding ..................... 10,140.28
Illustration........................................... 10,140.11—.12
. Money-Market Funds ...................  10,140.09—.13
STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION
. Advance Refundings of Debt............ 10,200.07;
10,200.09; 10,200.17-18
. Annuity Gifts.............................................. 10,250.121
Botanical Societies...............................  10,250.141
. Broadcasting Industry .... 10,090.18; 10,090.26
Broadcasting Stations........................  10,250.136
. Cemetery Organizations .................... 10,250.130
. Classified ......................................... 10,250.023—.024
. Clubs ............................................................  10,250.131
. Collections......................................  10,250.113—.115
. Cost Recovery Method ..........................10,190.15
. Depreciation.................................. 10,250.106—.112
. Educational Institutions ...................... 10,020.11;
10,250.129 
. Fixed Assets.................................... 10,250.105—.112
Foundations.............................................. 10.250.135
. Installment Method for Real Estate . . .
.....................................................................10,190.12 
Interfund Borrowings ..............  10,250.118—.119
Investment Pools........................ 10,250.116—.117
Libraries ..................................................... 10,250.132
. Marketable Equity Securities............ 10,160.07;
10.160.12—14 
. Mortgage Banks...............................  10,040.42—.44
. Mortgage Loans Receivable..............  10,040.01;
10,040.13; 10,040.19 
. Museums..................................................... 10,250.133
. Nonprofit Organizations .... 10,250.016—.017; 
10,250.019—.024; 10,250.052; 10,250.062;
10,250.079; 10,250.105—.123 
. Performing Arts Organizations .... 10,250.134 
. Pledges Receivable ...................  10,250.065—.066
Property and Liability Insurance
Companies.............................10,210.37; 10,210.63
. Real Estate Investment Trusts.......... 10,060.28
. Real Estate Sales............................. 10,190.02—.03
Real Estate Ventures ............................. 10,240.06
. Religious Organizations...................... 10,250.137
. Research Organizations...................... 10,250.138
. Sales of Receivables with Recourse . . .
.................................................... 10,010.48—.49 
. Sales Returns................................................10,110.20
. Sales with Product Financing .... 10,230.09— 
.11 
10,250.138. Scientific Organizations............
. State and Local Governmental
Units..............................................................10,310.04
. Stock Life Insurance Companies . . . 10,280.13
. Title Insurance Companies................  10,300.21
. Trade Associations............................... 10,250.139
Unions .......................................................... 10,250.140
. Unreported Financing .......................... 10,230.01
. Zoological Societies ............................  10,250.141
STATEMENTS OF INCOME-----See Income
Statements
STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
. Call Options Outstanding .....................10,140.28
. Money-Market Funds..........10,140.14; 10,140.18
STATEMENTS OF POSITION (AICPA)
. No. 74-6....................................................10,010.01—.49
. No. 74-8......................................................10,020.01—12
. No. 74-11 ............................................... 10,030.01—.08
. No. 74-12 ............................................... 10,040.01—.58
. No. 75-1 .................................................... 10,050.01—.59
. No. 75-2....................................................10,060.01—.55
STATEMENTS OF POSITION (AICPA)—
continued
No. 75-3 .
No. 75-4 .
No. 75-5 .
No. 75-6 .
No. 76-1 .
No. 76-2 .
No. 76-3 .
No. 77-1 .
No. 77-2 .
No. 78-1 .
No. 78-2 .
No. 78-3 .
No. 78-4 .
No. 78-5 .
No. 78-6 .
No. 78-7 .
No. 78-8 .
No. 78-9 .
No. 78-10
No. 79-1 .
No. 79-2 .
No. 79-3 .
No. 79-4 .
No. 80-1 .
No. 80-2 .
No. 80-3 .
. . 10,070.01—.07 
. . 10,080.01—.36 
. . 10,090.01—.33 
. . 10,100.01—.35 
. . 10,110.01—.53 
. . 10,120.01—.35 
. . 10,130.01—.15 
. . 10,140.01—.46 
. . 10,150.01-.04 
. . 10,160.01—.17
. . 10,170.01—.06 
. . 10,180.01—.33 
. . 10,190.01—.18 
. . 10,200.01—.26 
. . 10,210.01—.66 
. . 10,220.01—.04 
. . 10,230.01—.13 
. . 10,240.01—.41 
10,250.001—.141
. . 10,260.01—.40 
. . 10,270.01—.53 
. . 10,280.01—.14 
. . 10,290.01—.05 
. . 10,300.01—.54 
.. 10,310.01—.22 
. . 10,320.01—.36
STATEMENTS OF RETAINED EARNINGS
. State and Local Governmental
Units..............................................................10,310.04
STATEMENTS OF REVENUE AND 
EXPENSE
. Advance Refundings of Debt..............  10,200.18
. Marketable Equity Securities.......... 10,160.06—
.09; 10,160.12—14
. State and Local Governmental 
Units......................................................10,310.04
STATEMENTS ON AUDITING
STANDARDS
. No. 1, Section 332.03 ...........................  10,040.49
. No. 1. Section 546 ................................... 10,310.16
. No. 1, Section 560.05 ...........................  10,040.27
. No. 1, Section 560.07 ............................ 10,040.27
. No. 2, Paragraphs 15—17 .................10,310.10
. No. 29 ..............................................................10,310.08
STATUTORY ACCOUNTING PRACTICES
. Contingent Commissions ..................... 10,210.49
. Deferred Acquisition Costs...................10,210.11
. Definition........................................................ 10,300.05
. Investments, Insurance Industry ..........
10,210.51—.53; 10,210.62; 10,280.04; 10,280.12;
10,300.41—.42; 10,300.52-53 
. Loss Adjustment Expenses...................10,210.42
. Losses on Insurance Policies..........10,210.32—
.34; 10,300.15
. Policyholder Dividends ..........................10,210.49
. Premium Revenue Recognition..............
10,210.06—07 
Property and Liability Insurance
Companies...............................10,210.01; 10,210.05
. Reinsurance .......................................10,210.44—.46
. Stock Life Insurance Companies............
10,280.03—.04; 10,280.12
. Title Insurance Companies................. 10,300.01;
10,300.05; 10,300.08; 10,300.15; 10,300.40-.42
STEWARDSHIP—See Accountability
STOCK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES
. Alternative Accounting Methods............
10,280.01—.05; 10,280.12 
. Audit Guide......................10,210.65; 10,280.01—.14
Depreciation.............................  10,280.08; 10,280.13
. Effective Date............................................. 10,280.14
. Financial Statements .................. 10,280.13—.14
Impairment of Value...................... 10,280.06—.10
. Income Taxes........................... 10,280.03; 10,280.09
STA
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STOCK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES—
continued
Interim Financial Statements  ........... 10,280.14
Investments ....................................... 10,280.01—.14
. Real Estate .... 10,280.02; 10,280.08; 10,280.12- 
.13
Statutory Accounting Practices ............
10,280.03—.04, 10,280.12 
. Transition ..................................................... 10,280.14
STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Investment Gains or Losses.............. 10,210.51;
10,210.59; 10,280.04—.05; 10,280.09; 10,300.41- 
.42 
. Investment Income....................................10,210.35
. Obligation of ESOPs ...................... 10,130.07—.08
STORAGE COSTS-----See Holding Costs
SUBROGATION
Losses on Insurance Policies............ 10,210.33;
10,210.40
Use of Estimates...................................... 10,210.36
SUBSCRIBERS
Cable TV—See Cable Television
SUBSCRIPTION INCOME
Cable TV Companies.......... 10,270.08; 10,270.12;
10,270.23, 10,270.27; 10,270.43-.45
Nonprofit Organizations ...................  10,250.084
SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
. Gains or Losses on Investments . . . 10,160.13 
. Mortgage Loan Valuation ...................  10,040.27
SUBSIDIARIES
Definition........................................................ 10,240.05
Insurance Companies .... 10,210.59; 10,280.05;
10,280.09; 10,300.49 
Purpose of Consolidation ...................  10,040.53
Real Estate Development ...................  10,320.03
Real Estate Ventures................... 10,240.05—.07;
10,240.10; 10,240.28
SUM OF DIGITS REVENUE
RECOGNITION
. Sales of Receivables with Recourse . . . 
.................................................................10,010.46
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
. Money-Market Funds ..................10,140.14—.17
. Nonprofit Organizations .................. 10,250.088
. State and Local Governmental
Units ...................................................10,310.06—.09
SUPPORT
. Annuity Gifts............................................  10,250.121
Definition.....................................................  10,250.126
. General Public ...................  10,250.085; 10,250.094
Nonprofit Organizations .... 10,250.025—.031;
10,250.034; 10,250.050; 10,250.054—.071
TAX REFORM ACT OF 1976
Municipal Bond Funds .... 10,260.01; 10,260.35
TAXES
. Cable TV Systems................. 10,270.10; 10,270.30
. Income—See Income Taxes
. Nonprofit Organizations ...................  10,250.103
. Premiums (Insurance)..........................10,210.14
Real Estate—See Real Estate
. Sales—See Sales Taxes
Tax Anticipation Notes........................... 10,260.08
TAX-EXEMPT DEBT
. Advance Refundings...................... 10,200.01—.26
. Municipal Bonds—See Municipal Bond 
Funds
TAX-EXEMPT REVENUE
. Allocation of Expenses.......................... 10,260.39
. Distribution to Shareholders............. 10,260.01;
10,260.29; 10,260.38
. Real Estate Ventures .................... 10,240.06—.08
. Undistributed Income.................... 10,260.33—.34
TELEVISION-----See Broadcasting Industry
TERMINOLOGY
. Accessions ................................................ 10,250.126
. Advance Refunding.................................  10,200.08
. Agency Amount..........................................10,010.10
. Annuity Gifts.............................................  10,250.126
. Assets ............................................................ 10,020.10
. Auxiliary Activity .................................... 10,250.126
. Budgets.........................................................  10,080.09
. Cable TV Systems.................................... 10,270.04
. Capital Additions.................................... 10,250.126
. Collections ................................................ 10,250.126
. Commercial Loans................................. 10,040.57
. Commitment Fees..............  10,040.57; 10,060.39;
10,120.29—.33 
. Common Costs......................................... 10,320.05
. Construction Loans ............ 10,040.57; 10,060.04
. Control....................................... 10,240.05; 10,250.042
. Current Funds .......................................... 10,020.10
. Custodian Funds................................... 10,250.126
. Deaccessions.......................................... 10,250.126
. Dealers’ Reserves.....................................10,010.15
. Defeasance.................................................  10,200.08
. Depreciation............................ 10,180.31; 10,250.106
. Designated Funds................................  10,250.126
. Development Loans.............................. 10,060.04
Differential ...................................................10,010.11
Employee Stock Ownership Plan . . . 10,130.01 
Encumbrances......................................... 10,250.126
. Endowment Funds .............................. 10,250.126
. Executory Contract Amount...............10,010.09
Expendable Funds.................................. 10,250.126
Face Amount ................................................10,010.07
. Face-Amount Certificate
Companies....................................... 10,030.02—.06
. Face-Amount Certificates.................. 10,030.03
Fair Value .....................................................  10,320.05
Feasibility Studies....................................  10,080.08
. Forecasting.......................................  10,080.05—.09
Functional Classification.................... 10,250.126
Funds............................................................  10,250.126
. Gap Loans.................................................... 10,060.04
. General Obligation Bonds.................. 10.260.06
. General Partnerships...........................  10,240.01
. Industrial Revenue Bonds.................. 10,260.05
Initial Direct Costs . . ............................... 10,180.30
Investment Companies............... 10,030.01—.06;
10,140.04
Investment Pool ....................................  10,250.126
. Junior Mortgage Loans ....................... 10,060.04
. Land Acquisition Loans ....................... 10,060.04
. Liabilities...................................................... 10,020.10
. Life Income Agreement ....................  10,250.126
. Limited Partnerships ...........................  10,240.01
Loan Commitment.................................. 10,040.57
Loan Fees ...........................................  10,120.29—.33
. Loan Funds............................................... 10,250.126
Lower of Cost or Market...................... 10,040.52
. Marketable Equity Securities............ 10,160.03
. Matrix Pricing............................................  10,260.18
. Money-Market Funds............................. 10,140.04
. Negative Interest..................................... 10,040.24
. Net Realizable Value.............................. 10,320.32
. Net Receivable............................................10,010.08
. Nonprofit Organizations.................. 10,250.004;
10,250.126 
. Origination Fee .......................................  10,040.57
. Pledges ...................................................... 10,250.126
. Premium Deficiencies ............... 10,210.17—.18;
10,210.25 
. Probability .................................................  10,320.17
. Product Financing................................... 10,230.02
. Projections, Financial...........................  10,080.07
. Property and Liability Insurance
Companies..................................................10,210.01
. Purchase Leaseback ...........................  10,060.04
. Put and Call Options................................10,140.22
. Quasi-Endowment Funds.................. 10,250.126
TER
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TERMINOLOGY—continued
Realization .....................................................10,010.36
. Receivables.................................................... 10,010.06
Record Master............................................. 10,110.04
Recourse......................................................... 10,010.01
. Refunded Debt........................................... 10,200.08
Refunding Debt ......................................... 10,200.08
. Residential Loans .................................... 10,040.57
. Restricted Funds.................................... 10,250.126
Revenue Bonds ......................................... 10,260.06
Revenues..................................................... 10,250.126
. Servicing Fee .............................................  10,040.57
. Special Obligation Bonds.....................  10,200.08
. Statutory Accounting Practices .... 10,300.05
. Subsidiary..................................................... 10,240.05
Support........................................................ 10,250.126
. Term Endowment ................................. 10,250.126
. Title Plant ........................................... 10,300.26—.28
. Troubled Debt Restructuring............. 10,170.03
. Undivided Interests.................................  10,240.01
Unrestricted Funds...............................  10,250.126
. Warehousing Loans ............................... 10,060.04
. Wrap-Around Loans ............................... 10,060.04
TIME VALUE OF MONEY
Insurance Loss Reserves .......... 10,210.23—.26;
10,210.34—.38; 10,210.41; 10,300.22
. Present Value—See Present Value
TIMING DIFFERENCES
. Employee Stock Ownership Plans .... 
...............................................................10,130.15
. Gains or Losses on Advance
Refundings................................................  10,200.15
Nonprofit Organizations ...................  10,250.103
Real Estate Ventures...................  10,240.06—.08;
10,240.40
Sales of Receivables with Recourse . . . 
...................................................................10,010.44
TITLE INSURANCE
. Accounting Under Study........................10,210.03
. Insurance Companies Committee ....
 10,210.03; 10,300.01 
Purpose.......................................................... 10,300.06
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANIES
. Agencies ........................... 10,300.04; 10,300.12—.14
. Alternative Accounting Methods . . . 10,300.03 
. Depreciation................................................  10,300.53
Effective Date.............................................. 10,300.54
Financial Statements . . . 10,300.04; 10,300.08— 
.09
. Impairment of Value................................ 10,300.40
Income Taxes........................... 10,300.05; 10,300.49
. Loss Adjustment Expenses .... 10,300.22—.24 
. Losses ................................................... 10,300.15—.22
. Premium Revenue Recognition..............
10,300.06-. 14
Real Estate ......................................... 10,300.52—.53
. Reserves....................................  10,300.09,10,300.15
Revenue Recognition.......... 10,300.32; 10,300.39
. Revenue Recognition Date .... 10,300.06—.14 
. Statutory Accounting Practices . . . 10,300.01; 
10,300.05; 10,300.08; 10,300.15; 10,300.41-.42; 
10,300.52
. Title Plant—See Title Plant
. Title Search—See Title Search
. Transition ..................................................... 10,300.54
. Valuation of Investments............ 10,300.41—.51
TITLE PLANT
. Acquisition ...................
. Capitalization...............
. Carrying Amount . . . . 
. Costs ...............................
. Definition........................
. Depreciation.................
. Impairment of Value .
. Maintenance.................
. Sale of Title Plant . . .
. Storage and Retrieval
TER
. . . . 10,300.27,10,300.35
................  10,300.34—.35 
................ 10,300.38—.39 
................  10,300.27—.38 
................  10,300.26—.28 
. . . . 10,300.31; 10,300.34 
........................... 10,300.40 
10,300.26—.30; 10,300.36 
. . .. 10,300.32; 10,300.39 
. . . . 10,300.31, 10,300.38
TITLE PLANT—continued
. Title Insurance Companies .... 10,300.25—.40 
Useful Life....................  10,300.28—.33; 10,300.40
TITLE SEARCH
. Agencies ........................................................ 10,300.12
. Cost........................... 10,300 11; 10,300.25; 10,300.37
. Use of Title Plant....................................... 10,300.27
TITLES TO PROPERTY---- See Property
Titles
TOYS
. Right of Return.................................. 10,050.47—.48
TRADE ASSOCIATIONS
Donated Services .................................. 10,250.067
. Financial Statements......................... 10,250.139
TRANSACTIONS
. Affiliated Companies.................... 10,040.33—.41
. Defeasance Transactions.................. 10,200.09;
10,200.17
. Intercompany—See Intercompany 
Transactions
. Interfund—See Interfund Transactions
. Nondefeasance Transactions ....10,200.10— 
.12; 10,200.18—.19 
Nonmonetary—See Nonmonetary 
Transactions
. Product Financing ........................  10,230.01—.02;
10,230.04—.05; 10,230.09
. Real Estate Ventures .......... 10,240.25; 10,240.30
Revenue Recognition . . . 10,050.12; 10,050.18— 
.19 
Right of Return.................................. 10,050.01—.03
. Sales of Receivables with Recourse . . . 
...................................................... 10,010.12—.18
TRANSFERS BETWEEN FUNDS-----See
Interfund Transactions
TRUCKS
Right of Return.................................. 10,050.42—.46
TRUSTS
. Collective—See Collective Trust Funds 
Entity in Product Financing............. 10,230.05
Funds for Advance Refundings . . . 10,200.07— 
.10; 10,200.17 
Mortgage Loans...................  10,040.07; 10,120.03;
10,120.07
. Nonprofit Organizations.................... 10,250.005;
10,250.122 
Real Estate Investment—See Real
Estate Investment Trusts
. State and Local Governmental 
Units...................................................... 10,310.04
Unit Investment—See Unit Investment
Trusts
TUITION
. Colleges and Universities .................... 10,020.10
UNBILLED RECEIVABLES
. Colleges and Universities .................... 10,020.10
Defined as Assets ..................................... 10,020.10
UNCERTAINTIES
. Collectability of Loans Receivable .... 
............................................................... 10,240.34
. Collectability of Mortgages 
Receivable.......................10,210.58; 10,280.08
. Condominium Units Sold ....................10,100.24
Forecasting Information ...................... 10,080.29
. Interest Revenue Recognition
Discontinued................................ 10,060.30
. Life Insurance ..........................................  10,280.03
. Prediction of Sales Returns .............  10,050.15
. Property and Liability Insurance . . . 10,210.05
. Recovery of Cable TV Costs.  10,270.27
. Revenue Recognition..................  10,050.18—.19;
10,050.29; 10,050.54-.56 
. Sales of Services.......................... 10,240.37
. Title Insurance..............................  10,300.05
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UNCOLLECTIBLE ACCOUNTS-----See Bad
Debt Expenses
UNDERWRITERS
. Municipal Securities ...................... 10,260.19—.20
. Title Plant..................................................... 10,300.04
UNDERWRITING EXPENSES
(INSURANCE)
. Deferred Acquisition Costs...................10,210.14
Determining Premium Deficiencies . . .
................................................. 10,210.20; 10,210.29 
Relation to Investment Income . . . 10,210.35— 
.36
UNDIVIDED INTERESTS
. Claims ..................................................  10,240.18—.19
Definition.......................................................  10,240.01
Real Estate Ventures .... 10,240.11; 10,240.18— 
.19
. Title Plant..............  10,300.32; 10,300.35, 10,300.39
UNEARNED INCOME—See Deferred
Income
UNINCORPORATED ENTITIES
. Nonprofit Organizations.........  10,250.046—.047
. Partnerships—See Partnerships
UNIONS
Donated Services .................................. 10,250.067
. Financial Statements ..........................  10,250.140
UNIT INVESTMENT TRUSTS
Municipal Bond Funds................. 10,260.01 .03;
10,260.16; 10,260 21 
. Tax Status.................................. 10,260 29; 10.260.35
UNITED STATES OFFICE OF EDUCATION
Higher Education Finance Manual .... 
................................................................... 10,020 03
UNIVERSITIES---- See Colleges and
Universities
UNQUALIFIED OPINION
State and Local Governmental
Units . . . 10,310.11; 10,310.17—.19; 10,310.21-.22
UNREALIZED APPRECIATION
Investments, Insurance Industry ..........
10,210.51-.61:  10,280.01-.11; 10,300.41- 51
. Investments, Nonprofit
Organizations ................. 10,250.075; 10,250.083
Marketable Equity Securities..........10,160.12—
.15 
. Money-Market Funds.................... 10,140.14—.16;
10,140.19—.20
. Municipal Bond Funds .......................... 10,260.31
Options ............................................................10,140.28
. Real Estate Ventures .......... 10,240.14; 10,240.26
UNREALIZED DEPRECIATION
Investments, Insurance Industry ..........
10,210.51—.61; 10,280.01-.11; 10,300.41-.51
. Investments, Nonprofit 
Organizations ............................... 10,250.083
Marketable Equity Securities............10,160.12—
.15
Money-Market Funds..................... 10,140.14—.16;
10,140.19—.20 
. Municipal Bond Funds.......................... 10,260.31
. Options ...........................................................10,140.28
UNRESTRICTED FUNDS
. Colleges and Universities...........  10,020.10—.12
. Combined Financial Statements............
............................................................ 10,250.045 
. Definition....................................................  10,250.126
. Hospitals.............................................  10,160.05—.12
. Investment Income................... 10,250.072—.076
. Nonprofit Organizations .... 10,250.020—.024;
10,250.045; 10,250.060; 10,250.063; 10,250.120
USEFUL LIFE
. Cable TV Plant ...................... 10,270.13; 10,270.18;
10,270.24—.25; 10,270.40-.41
. Collections ................................................  10,250.115
Relation to Depreciation............  10,180.31—.33;
10,250.106—.107; 10,250.112 
Rental Projects ...........................................10,180.23
. Title Plant . 10,300.28—.33; 10,300.40
USERS
Concern over Alternative Practices . . . 
.........10,010.02; 10,040.02, 10,210.03; 10,300.03 
Financial Statements of Nonprofit
Organizations ..........................  10,250.008—.010;
10,250.030—.033; 10,250.043; 10,250.094 
Forecasts—See Forecasting 
Mortgage Banking Industry
Statements ..................................... 10,040.42—.43
VACATION COSTS---- See Personnel Costs
VALUATION
. Allowances See Allowances, 
Valuation
. Cable TV Systems.................................... 10,270.30
. Donated Services........................ 10.250.067—.070
Fixed Assets .............................................. 10,250.105
Foreclosed Property .... 10,060.13; 10,060.26—
.27; 10,060.53—.54; 10,170.01-06 
Inventories in Music Industry .... 10,110.29— 
.30 
Inventories in Record Industry . . . 10,110.29—
.30 
Investments, Insurance Industry ..........
10,210.51—.63; 10.280.01-.14; 10,300.41-.51
Investments, Nonprofit
Organizations............................. 10,250.077- 083
Investments, Short-Term................... 10,140.02;
10,140.46 
Materials Donated.................................. 10,250.071
Matrix Pricing See Matrix Pricing 
Mortgage Bank Loans ................. 10,040.01 —.02;
10.040.11-.32; 10,040.44-.52 
Municipal Bonds .......... 10,260.03; 10.260.10—.28
. Property Donated.................................. 10,250.071
. Put and Call Options..............................10.140.28
. Real Estate—See Real Estate
. Title Plant ........................ 10,300 33; 10.300.39-.40
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
Residential Mortgage Loans . . . 10,040.05—.06; 
10,120.33
VOLUNTARY HEALTH AND WELFARE 
ORGANIZATIONS
Restricted Funds.................................... 10,250.055
VOLUNTEERS
. Donated Services........................ 10,250.067—.070
WAREHOUSING LOANS
Definition........................................................ 10,060.04
WARRANTIES OF PRODUCTS-----See
Product Warranties
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
INSURANCE
. Computation of Losses . . . 10,210.34; 10,210.38
WRITE-DOWNS
. Cable TV Companies ............................. 10.270.26
. Film Rights................................................... 10,090.18
Investments, Insurance Industry ..........
............................................. 10,210.60; 10,280.10 
. Investments, Nonprofit
Organizations ....................................... 10,250.077
. Marketable Equity Securities.............10,160.14;
10,300.50 
. Mortgage Bank Loans ...............  10,040.15—.17;
10,040.20; 10,040.23; 10,040.28
WRI
678 ACC Topical Index
References are to section numbers.
WRITE-DOWNS—continued
. Real Estate Projects..............................  10,320.32
. Title Plant .......................................... 10,300.39—.40
WRITE-OFFS
. Advances to Artists.......................10,110.33—.36
. Broadcasting Industry.........................  10,090.29
. Policy Acquisition Costs......................10,210.26;
10,210.31
WRITE-OFFS—continued
Real Estate Companies 10,320.17—.18;
10,320.33—35
YIELD-----See Return on Investment
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETIES 
. Financial Statements 10,250.141
WRI
